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PREFACE 

Atmospheres are crucial components of our universe. 
They are the only observable regions of stars and giant plan
ets, both within and beyond our solar system. Some terres
trial-size bodies (Venus, Earth, Mars, Titan and Triton) have 
permanent atmospheres while others (e.g., Mercury, Moon, 
Io, and Europa) have tenuous gaseous envelopes that change 
daily. Comets are tiny bodies by planetary yardsticks, but 
their atmospheres can be the largest visible objects in the 
night sky. Atmospheric science strives to understand how 
such a diverse set of atmospheres form, evolve, and disap
pear. 

Our current understanding of the mystery of life links 
atmospheres to biology via such terms as "biosphere" and 
"astrobiology." But even aside from the question of life 
beyond Earth, the study of solar system atmospheres is, in its 
own right, an exciting and exploration-rich field of modern 
space science. The origin of this monograph is based on that 
fact. While the laws of physics are the same for each mem
ber of the solar system, the chemical constituents are not, nor 
are their magnetic fields, or amount of energy received from 
the Sun. 

Within this context of diversity in solar system member
ship, the comparative-studies approach has emerged as the 
framework best suited to understanding the coupling, ener
getics, and dynamics of multiple atmospheric systems. To 
avoid a mere survey of intrinsic characteristics, to move 
beyond classification nomenclature being a stand-in for 
progress, and to probe the depth and breadth of our under
standing requires a timely and comprehensive approach to a 
rapidly changing field. We have addressed this need with an 
eye towards tutorial overviews and state-of-the-art descrip
tions for graduate students and young professionals drawn to 
aeronomy. We couple this to an agenda of synthesis for vet
erans in the field. Thus, the six sections of this monograph 
(each with multiple chapters) are so structured, and all con
tain an excellent set of references to enrich and guide addi
tional research. 

The specific origin of this book derives from a series 6f 
workshops at the annual meeting on Coupling, Energetics 
and Dynamics of Atmospheric Regions (CEDAR) held each 
summer in Boulder, Colorado. Comparative mesospheres, 
gravity wave signatures, aurora and airglow, and exospheres 
were the principle topics discussed over a several year peri
od. From these workshops, a clear need emerged: a compre
hensive meeting devoted exclusively to Comparative 
Aeronomy in the Solar System. With support from NASA 

and NSF and organizational expertise from the Southwest 
Research Institute (SwRI), a Yosemite Conference was held 
on 8-11 February 2000 on that topic. The current work incor
porates the basic topics treated at Yosemite with additional 
invited contributions. In brief, we engaged the best possible 
set of authors to treat the core topics needed for the research 
fields of major current activity. Cross references by section 
and chapter designations bring a unity to the material pre
sented. 

In addition to the authors' expertise and the development 
and careful preparation of their manuscripts, we acknowl
edge the valuable contributions of Ms. Cynthia Farmer and 
Dr. William Lewis of SwRI for organizing the Yosemite 
Meeting and Dr. Marina Galand (Boston University) and Dr. 
Steven Bougher (University of Arizona) for their co-conven
ing of pre-cursor CEDAR workshops. Ms. Maria Stefanis 
O'Connell (Boston University) served as Editorial Assistant 
with care, devotion and competence, factors of crucial 
importance in assembling a monograph from author-pro
duced copy. Similarly, we thank our AGU acquisitions edi
tor, Allan Graubard, and production editor, Bethany Matsko, 
for their expertise on a host of development and production 
details and schedules. Most importantly, we thank the refer
ees for the chapters contained in this volume. With their gen
erous contributions of time and thoughtful suggestions on 
content, the colleagues listed below truly share in the success 
of the chapters that follow. 

Several colleagues provided illustrations and images used 
on the cover and on the section heading pages, including J. 
Forbes (Section I), J. Spencer (Section II), I. Muller-Wodarg 
(Section IV), J. Clarke (Section V), and M. Mendillo 
(Frontispiece, Section EI, Section VI). 

Finally, in recognition of her fundamental contributions to 
the field of comparative aeronomy, and in acknowledgement 
of her enthusiastic participation in the CEDAR Workshops 
and Yosemite meeting dedicated to these topics, we dedicate 
this volume to Dr. Jane Fox with best wishes for a continu
ing career of active research and professional service. 

Michael Mendillo 
Center for Space Physics 

Boston University 

Andrew Nagy and J. H. Waite 
Space Physics Research Laboratory 

University of Michigan 
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Introduction 

Michael Mendillo 

Center for Space Physics, Boston University 

Andrew Nagy and J. H. Waite 

Space Physics Research Laboratory, University of Michigan 

When asked about the age of the solar system, the 
standard response is to say that the Sun and planets 
formed about 4.6 billion years ago. What this response 
fails to convey is a sense of continuity or, perhaps better 
stated, of evolution from then to now. We have in the 
membership of the solar system nine wonderful experi
ments in planet formation, dozens of cases for moons, and 
countless asteroid and comet scenarios. While we can say 
rather comfortably that our Sun is a "typical" main se
quence star, we cannot point to a "typical" planet. There 
is a lesson in that statement and a research challenge of 
considerable complexity. This monograph deals with a 
central component of this challenge, namely, to describe 
the basic structure and dynamics of the upper atmospheres 
and ionospheres in our solar system and, moreover, to 
understand their differences. 

Atmospheric scientists tend to divide the gaseous re
gions above a planet into two broad categories called 
simply lower and upper atmosphere. For Earth, the study 
of the lower regions (troposphere and stratosphere) form 
the discipline of meteorology. The study of the upper re
gions (mesosphere, thermosphere, exosphere) and their 
ionized components (the ionosphere) form the discipline 
of aeronomy. The negative aspect of such a two-fold divi
sion is that it encourages thinking of the various atmos
pheric-spheres as isolated regions of self-contained phys
ics, chemistry, and (in the case of Earth) biology. In real
ity, there is considerable coupling from lower to upper 
regions, an aspect of aeronomy fully appreciated only in 
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the last decade. Complimenting this external influence 
from below, an upper atmosphere has long been known to 
experience forcing and coupling to and from regions far 
above it. Aeronomy thus deals with one of the most 
highly coupled systems in space science — with neutrals, 
plasmas, and electromagnetic processes that link the plan
ets, moon, and comets from their surfaces to the solar 
wind and ultimately to the Sun itself. 

The key questions posed in solar system aeronomy are: 

(1) What are the constituents of each atmos
phere encountered? 
(2) How do they absorb solar radiation? 
(3) What are the thermal structures resulting 

from heating versus cooling processes? 
(4) What types of ionospheres are formed? 
(5) What are the roles of atmospheric dynamics 
at each site? 
(6) Does a planetary magnetic field shield the 

ionosphere from solar wind impact? 
(7) How do trapped energetic particles and 

electrodynamics affect the atmospheric 
system? 

If all planets were the same, the answers to these ques
tions would depend primarily on distance from the Sun. 
Such "seen-one, seen-them-all" space science would in
deed render the solar system a boring cosmic neighbor
hood. Happily, space exploration has led to precisely the 
opposite situation. Distance from the Sun matters, but so 
do local conditions. Consider Figure 1 where the tem
peratures of each planet's upper atmosphere are plotted 
versus distance from the Sun. The temperatures at Venus, 
Mars, and Saturn fall well below the values that might be 

1 



2 INTRODUCTION 
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Figure 1. A comparison of the neutral (exospheric) temperature 
of the upper atmospheres of the planets. 
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Magnetic Field Characteristics In The Solar System 
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Figure 3. A comparison of the magnetic field dipole strength 
(normalized to Earth, left axis), dipole tilt (shown with respect to 
rotation axis), and magnetopause distance (in planetary radii, 
right axis) for the planets with known global magnetic fields. 

estimated via a simple interpolation between neighbors. 
Composition and local energetics matter! 

Using the same format, Figure 2 gives the peak elec
tron density and its altitude for the ionosphere on each 
planet. Excluding Mercury's weakly ionized component 
of a thin transient atmosphere, it is the Earth that breaks 
the pattern. Again, composition (atomic vs. molecular 
ions) matters! Finally, in Figure 3, the magnetic field 
strength, orientation, and solar wind stand-off distance are 
given for the six planets with intrinsic dipoles. The pat-
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Figure 2. A comparison of the peak electron density (left axis) 
and its height of occurrence (right axis) of the planets. 

terns of magnetic pressure balancing solar wind kinetic 
energy density scale appropriately with dipole strength 
and distance from the Sun, with the result of all six iono
spheres being well inside their planet's magnetopause. 
Magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere coupling is thus 
of fundamental importance for these cases. Does the ab
sence of auroral heating at Venus or Mars lead in any way 
to their low neutral temperatures in Figure 1? 

In the chapters that follow, experts in aeronomy and in 
the fields that couple to it present up-to-date summaries of 
the major accomplishments and outstanding issues in the 
field. Tutorial reviews appear in Part I, with an emphasis 
on the basic principles underlying key systems. That each 
ionosphere/atmosphere encountered has important inter
actions with a surrounding plasma medium (solar wind or 
magnetospheric) is treated in Part II. The chemistry, ener
getics, and dynamics of atmospheric systems are treated 
in Part III, and a description of modeling capabilities ap
pears in Part IV. The roles of new observing techniques 
are described in Part V. Looking beyond our heliospheric 
members to the emerging field of extra-solar-system 
planets, Part VI concludes with views of worlds unseen. 
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PART I. OVERVIEWS 

The upper atmospheres in our solar system share a common source of solar energy and, of course, they 
are subject to the universal laws of physics and chemistry. In these chapters, experts in atmospheric science 
provide a series of tutorial overviews that both define the basic approach to aeronomic research and provide 
the context for the more specific chapters that follow. Throughout these reviews is a common theme, name
ly, the universality of coupled systems in a multitude of diverse settings. Theory, groundbased observations, 

spacebased measurements, in�situ samplings, and computer simulations comprise the framework for mod
em aeronomy and these are all discussed in these reviews. Moreover, a robust set of references is provided 

to guide graduate students and researchers new to the field. 
Remote sensing is the cornerstone of space science, and the messages carried by photons from atmos

pheric systems provide the observational basis for the descriptive components of Part I. The full breadth of 
the electromagnetic spectrum is used: Radio occultation techniques reveal ionospheric structure; infrared 

measurements portray the thermal patterns and dynamics of neutral atmospheres; visible, ultraviolet and x
ray observations characterize the beautiful aurora and airglow signatures that portray coupling and variabil
ity vividly and dramatically. That all these processes are blended in different ways at different sites forms 

the intellectual cornerstone for comparati1e aeronomy. (Image courtesy J. Forbes.) 



Aeronomic Systems on Planets, Moons, and Comets 

Dar re l l F . S t r o b e l 

Departments of Earth and Planetary Sciences and Physics and Astronomy, The Johns Hopkins University 

T h i s c h a p t e r p rov ides a bas ic i n t r o d u c t i o n t o t h e science of a e r o n o m y a n d 
a c o m p a r i s o n of ae ronomic s y s t e m s for p l a n e t s , sa te l l i tes , a n d c o m e t s in o u r 
solar s y s t e m . T h e f u n d a m e n t a l l e n g t h scales of scale he igh t , mean - f r ee -pa th , 
a n d dep l e t i on l eng th a re i n t r o d u c e d , a long w i t h t h e n o n - d i m e n s i o n a l p a r a m 
e te r s , M a c h n u m b e r , t h e J e a n s ' A r a t i o of g r a v i t a t i o n a l p o t e n t i a l ene rgy t o 
r a n d o m k ine t i c energy, a n d t h e r a t i o of mean - f r ee -p a th t o scale he igh t . T h e s e 
q u a n t i t i e s a re used t o define exobase a n d t h e va l id i ty of t h e fluid a p p r o x i m a 
t i o n for a gas a n d t o classify a t m o s p h e r e s , exospheres a n d c o m a s . P l a n e t a r y 
a n d sa te l l i t e a t m o s p h e r e s a re also classified by t h e i r chemica l c o m p o s i t i o n 
a n d p h o t o c h e m i s t r y is a d d r e s s e d w i t h i n t h e s e ca tegor ies . T h e t h e r m a l s t r u c 
t u r e of t h e r m o s p h e r e s is rev iewed a n d t h e role of mo lecu la r h e a t c o n d u c t i o n 
is e m p h a s i z e d . I t is n o t e d t h a t solar h e a t i n g is a n insignif icant t h e r m o s p h e r i c 
h e a t source o n t h e g ian t p l a n e t s . T h e genera l i m p o r t a n c e of wave h e a t i n g 
is sc ru t in ized , specifically t h e ques t i on is posed : w h y d o n ' t all p l a n e t a r y 
a t m o s p h e r e s have ho t co ronas? 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

When a gas is bound gravitationally to a planetary 
or satellite solid "nucleus", it is defined to be an at
mosphere. If the gas is not restricted by gravity, it 
is called a coma. In the case of the giant planets the 
"nuclei" are rocky cores on the order of 0.1 radii and 
the gas constitutes most of the planet. Most planets 
and many satellites in our solar system are surrounded 
by gravitationally bound atmospheres. The presence 
or absence of an atmosphere is an important charac
teristic of a planet or satellite. Why does Ganymede, 
the largest satellite, have an atmosphere of 1 0 - 1 2 bar, 
whereas slightly smaller T i tan has a denser atmosphere 
than the Ear th of 1.4 bar? Comets cannot retain gases 

Atmospheres in the Solar System: Comparative Aeronomy 
Geophysical Monograph 130 
Copyright 2002 by the American Geophysical Union 
10.1029/130GM02 

by gravity and thus have comas. The coma is due to 
evaporation of nuclear ice, principally water ice for solar 
distances less t han 3 AU, and its abundance is directly 
related to the evaporation ra te driven by the solar ra
diation field. In the evaporation process considerable 
dust can be ejected from the nucleus. 

2. N O M E N C L A T U R E 

While there is no universally accepted definition of 
the word, aeronomy, the American Heritage Dictionary 
defines it as "The study of the upper atmosphere, es
pecially of regions of ionized gases". Sydney Chapman 
[1960] defined aeronomy as "the science of the upper 
region of the atmosphere, where dissocation and ion
ization are impor tant" . Aeronomy, from a historical 
perspective, is the science of atmospheric regions where 
dissociation and ionization are impor tant factors in un
derstanding composition and s tructure. In the Ear th ' s 

7 
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atmosphere the photochemistry of molecular oxygen 
leads to the formation of ozone. Ozone photochem
istry results in the atmospheric heating and formation 
of the stratosphere. Traditionally the word, aeronomy, 
is synonymous with upper atmosphere, whereas a strict 
application of its definition could include the entire at
mosphere as dissociation is also an important factor in 
the chemistry of the Ear th ' s lower atmosphere known 
as the troposphere (see Figure 1). 

The troposphere is characterized by a relatively con
stant negative tempera ture gradient, ~ - 6.5 K k m - 1 . 
The boundary between the stratosphere, which has a 
positive tempera ture gradient ^ 2 K k m - 1 , and the 
troposphere is the t ropopause. Continuing atmospheric 
nomenclature based on temperature profile, we have 
a mesosphere above the stratosphere with a boundary 
known as the stratopause. The mesosphere is charac
terized by a negative tempera ture gradient of ~ - 3 K 
k m - 1 , which is produced by ozone heating and CO2 in
frared cooling and a direct consequence of the observed 
O3 /CO2 density ratio decreasing with height. Above 
the mesosphere, with its upper boundary known as the 
mesopause, is the thermosphere which is characterized 
by a very rapid tempera ture increase of ~ 10-20 K 
k m - 1 , at low alti tudes and asymptotically approaches 
a constant (isothermal) tempera ture at high altitudes. 
The basic physics of the thermosphere is intense heating 
by absorption of short wavelength solar ultraviolet radi
ation (< 170 nm) in the dissociation and /o r ionization 
of molecules and atoms and the downward t ransport of 
thermal energy by heat conduction to infrared active 
molecules, such as CO2, capable of radiating thermal 
energy away. Although this nomenclature is based on 
the Ear th ' s tempera ture profile, it is adopted for other 
atmospheres, even if the physics generating their tem
perature profiles, illustrated in Fig. 1, may be domi
nated by different processes. The asymptotic isother
mal thermospheric temperatures are given in Table 1. 

3. F U N D A M E N T A L L E N G T H S C A L E S A N D 
D E F I N I T I O N S 

The atmosphere can be t reated as a fluid in par t be
cause the mean free path , the distance a molecule or 
a tom travels before making a collision, is much shorter 
than the smallest macroscopic length scale, which is the 
pressure scale height, H, tha t characterizes the expo
nential decay of pressure with alti tude (for the Ear th , 
H = 8 km at the surface, where the mean free pa th is 
~ 10~ 5 cm). Individual a toms and molecules undergo 
many collisions in macroscopic t ime scales and in a vol

et 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 600 800 

Temperature (Kelvin) 

Figure 1. Nomenclature based on the U. S. Standard At
mosphere for the Earth. Temperature profiles as a func
tion of pressure for other planetary atmospheres are based 
on in situ descent probes (Venus and Mars) and ground-
based and spacecraft occultation data for the other planets 
and satellites. Small scale wave-induced temperature oscil
lations have been retained. Surface values are indicated by 
solid circles. Note temperature scale discontinuity between 
350 and 400 K. This figure is based on Figure 4.4 from An 
Integrated Strategy For The Planetary Sciences 1995-2010, 
National Academy Press, Washington, DC, and used with 
permission. 

ume H 3 there are a huge number of atoms and molecules 
that , for all macroscopic purposes, the atmosphere can 
be viewed as a continuum fluid. 

The mean free pa th varies inversely as the number 
density and there will be some altitude (~ 450 km for 
the Ear th ' s atmosphere) where the mean free pa th is 
approximately equal to the atmospheric scale height . 
This level, defined rigorously below, is known as the 
exobase and the region above the exobase is known as 
the exosphere. Because the exosphere has a larger mean 
free pa th than scale height, it is regarded as a quasi-
collisionless region and discussed in Chapters III.2 and 
III.3. 

To understand the physical significance of the exobase 
on escaping atoms and molecules and the distinction be
tween an atmosphere and an exosphere, let us focus on 
the atmosphere at the exobase. The collision cross sec
tion for an atom/molecule may be defined as a = nd2, 
where d is the atomic/molecular diameter, because a 
collision occurs if the atoms or molecules touch in the 
rigid sphere limit. A typical value for a is ~ (3 - 4) 
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x 1 0 ~ 1 5 c m 2 . Thus the exobase of a planet/satel l i te 
with radius, r p , is rigorously defined as the height, 
zexobase = r e x o b a s e - rp, where the probability for an 
atom or molecule traveling upward with speed in excess 
of the escape velocity is e - 1 for escape without suffering 
a collision and given by 

/ oo 

Probabili ty = exp — j on(z)dz 
( i ) 

Zexobase 

— CXp( C (^exo6ase) ) — ^ 

where ((z) = (an{z)H(z))~l. Here n(z) is the total 
number density. Note tha t the quantity ((z) in Eq. (1) 
is a parameter t ha t describes the validity of treat ing the 
atmosphere as a fluid and collision-dominated gas. It is 
rigorously a fluid when C <C 1. At the exobase £ = 1 
and the mean free pa th , l(z) equals 

l{z) = H_ 

V2 (2) 

where 

mean free pa th = *(*) = C ( z ^ ( z ) , 

and scale height = H(z) = 

Here T{z) is the tempera ture , m is the mean mass of 
atoms and molecules, g is the gravitational acceleration 
= GMp/r2, where the total mass of the planet/satell i te 
is Mp, and G = Newton's gravitational constant. Note 
tha t in this chapter height z and radius r will be 
used interchangeably for the independent radial vari
able. Exobase heights are given in Table 1. 

4. F I V E B A S I C P A R A M E T E R S F O R A 
C L A S S I F I C A T I O N S C H E M E O F 

A T M O S P H E R E S , C O M A S , A N D E X O S P H E R E S 

The most idealized, gravitationally bound atmosphere 
would be one in which the thermal escape rate is pre
cisely zero. Although this limit is unattainable, it is 
instructive to examine the factors that govern thermal 
escape to unders tand what constitutes an atmosphere. 
In the classic model for atmospheric escape one assumes 
tha t the atmosphere at and below the exobase is fully 
collisional and atoms and molecules have a Maxwellian 
distribution of velocities with a sharp transition to a col-
lisionless exosphere just above the exobase. The escape 
flux due to thermal evaporation from an atmosphere 
with exobase density, n, is given by the classic Jeans 
formula (see discussions in Chapters III.2 and III.3) 

Fesc{Texobase) = n ^ l > a s e ) U { x + 1 ) e x p { _ x ) ( 3 ) 

in terms of a non-dimensional quantity evaluated at the 
exobase A = v l s c / U 2 , where U is the most probable 
velocity of a Maxwellian distribution given by 

U = 
/ 2 f c T V 

\ m (4) 

and the escape velocity at the exobase from the planet / 
satellite's gravitational potential well, v e s c , is defined as 

v (r h )-(^ML.~]i (5) 
uesc\'exobase) — I I V u / 

\rexobase / 

The physical significance of A can be appreciated by 
rewriting it as follows: 

\ ( V i ^ VeaAp rexobase 
' H ' exobase J — jj2 — 

gravitational potential energy _ r e x o b a 3 e 

random kinetic energy — H 

(6) 

Thus in the limit A -> 0 the atmosphere is no longer 
gravitationally bound and blows away due to immense 
random kinetic energy, whereas in the limit of large A 
the atmosphere is gravitationally retained and thermal 
escape is negligible (A —> oo being the idealized limit 
of no escape). The coma of a comet represents the for
mer case, while Jupi ter is an excellent example of the 
latter. Table 1 gives representative values of A at the 
exobase for the dominant atmospheric constituent at 
this height for many solar system objects. Note tha t 
atmospheres with small values of A at the exobase also 
have the most extended atmospheres, "large" values of 
rexobase Irp. For example in the category of the giant 
planets, Uranus has 1.2 for this ratio and only 50 for A 
at the exobase in comparison to ~ 1 and 480 for Jupiter. 
Ti tan and Triton also have more extended atmospheres 
of 1.6 and 1.7, respectively, with exobase As' of 45 and 
23. In addition, A is also evaluated at the 1 //bar level, 
typically the mesopause region, to give a further indi
cation of how strongly various atmospheres are gravita
tionally bound at higher pressures. Note tha t Pluto has 
the least gravitationally bound atmosphere of any ob
ject tha t possesses a surface pressure of at least 1 /ibar. 
It is highly probable t ha t rexobase/^p > 3 for Pluto, if 
its 1 //bar tempera ture of 100 K extends isothermally 
up to the exobase. 

The limit A ->• 0, is known as the Jeans limit and is 
the maximum thermal escape rate 
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/ \ _ n(rexobase)U 
X—yQ ± esc \I exobase ) — 2\ /7r 
lim _j? 

_ 1 

(7) 

^T\{vexobase)^thermal 

where v t h e r m a l = = 1.13U 
which is simply the upward directed thermal flux at the 
exobase that one could calculate from simple kinetic 
theory. Note tha t the A parameter in Eq. (3) is linearly 
proportional to the particle mass and thus light con
sti tuents will have much higher escape rates and larger 
scale heights than heavy constituents. In Table 1 con
sti tuents tha t have significant escape rates from solar 
system objects are listed. 

In order to further clarify the classification and dis
tinction among atmosphere, exosphere, and coma, we 
explore analytic solutions to the equations of continu
ity and motion or momentum in the radial direction 
[Summers et al, 1989]. From standard textbooks on 
fluid dynamics (e. g. Landau and Lifshitz, 1959), the 
momentum equation in the radial direction, r , can be 
writ ten as 

d_ 
dr (H | 1 dp | GMP _ q 

p dr r2 (8) 

where p = pressure, p = nm = mass density, w — radial 
velocity, r = radial distance from the center of the ob
ject. For an isothermal atmosphere this equation may 
be rewritten as 

d /w\2 1 dn d\ _ 
dr~\UJ + ndr~~dr~~ [ ) 

and integrated to give 

n ( r ) = n(r0)exp[(X(r) - A 0 ( r 0 ) ) - (M( r ) - Af 0 ( r 0 ) ) ] 
(10) 

where M(r) = ( ^ f 1 ) ' 
with boundary conditions specified at some appropri
ate level ro and the density n(r) and radial veloc
ity w(r) are subject to the constraint imposed by the 
continuity equation, e.g., in the absence of chemistry, 
A7rr2n(r)w(r) is a constant. Equation (10) illustrates a 
number of interesting properties. In the limit of no ra
dial flow (M(r) = M 0 ( r 0 ) = 0), one obtains hydrostatic 
equilibrium for a gravitationally bound gas where the 
downward gravitational force is precisely balanced by 
an upward pressure gradient force 

n ( r ) = n(r0)exp(X(r) - A 0 ( r 0 ) ) (11) 

where the right hand limit holds for atmospheres with 

small scale heights in comparison to the radius of the 
planet or satellite, rp. The scale height H is just the 
radial, e-folding, macroscopic length scale of pressure. 
In the limit of rapidly increasing radial flow at large r, 
Eq. (10) implies the density profile will decrease more 
rapidly with r than the "no flow" limit. This additional 
decrease is modest for subsonic flows (M(r) <C 1). To 
achieve dramatic decreases in density, high Mach num
ber ( M ( r ) ^> 1) flows are required, as characteristic of 
the sun's solar wind and the Ear th ' s polar wind. 

Wi th radial outflow, the importance of net loss/ pro
duction processes must be evaluated. Loss processes 
tha t are far more consequential include thermal ion 
sputtering of the neutral atmosphere, electron impact 
ionization, and electron impact dissociation into fast 
escaping atoms, and charge exchange, all of which are 
especially relevant for satellites embedded in magneto-
spheric plasma. Specifically for the Galilean satellites 
Io and Europa, the loss or residence times for their at
mospheres are only 2-3 days [Strobel and Wolven, 2001]. 

In steady-state with a net loss rate , L, the continuity 
equation for spherically symmetric radial outflow is 

d 
— {r2n2w) = -Ln (12) 
or 

If L and w are constant (Lo>wo)> then the solution to 
Eq. (12) is 

n(r) = n0(r0) (Jyj exp - (J^J (r ~ r o ) (13) 

where r—ro = z is the height above the surface. One can 
define a depletion length scale or scale height associated 
with this coronal loss model [Summers et al, 1989] as 

- 1 

n 

dn\ w0 

dr J L0 

(14) 

where expression (13) has the following desirable prop
erties. For very large Hd due to either large wo and /o r 
very small L, the radial density profile yields the radial 
outflow solution for a cometary coma in which 4nr2nwo 
is a constant. In the other limit of negligible w0 and /o r 
large L such tha t Hd/rp < 1, the radial density pro
file is dominated by the exponential te rm and corre
sponds to an isothermal atmosphere with constant grav
itational acceleration. 

Thus we have five basic parameters (£, A, M , H, Hd) 
to classify gaseous envelopes around solar system ob
jects into atmospheres, exospheres, and comas. To be 
classified as an atmosphere, 0 < Cir) < 1 a n d A must 
be large ( > 1), whereas when £(r) > 1 with large A, it 
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is an exosphere. The importance of exospheric loss pro
cesses is indicated by the rat io oiHd/H being < 1. For a 
cometary coma near the surface A <^ 1, M ~ 1, # — o o , 
and Hd is the relevant macroscopic length scale (~ 10 6 

km) with Lo essentially equal to the H2O photodissoci-
ation ra te and wo ~ 1 km s - 1 . For subliming gases va
porization theory predicts mean efflux velocity bounded 
by 0.565*7 < ve < 0.75C7 [Delsemme and Miller, 1971]. 
Adiabatic expansion into a vacuum with conversion of 
accessible enthalpy into radial kinetic energy yields for 
water a terminal gas velocity of 2U, which is 2.5 times 
the sonic velocity for water, for a ratio of specific heats, 
7 = 1.33. For bright comets at 1 AU, a typical water 
gas production ra te is Q ~ 1 0 3 0 molecules s - 1 , with 
radial velocity, vr = 2U ~ 1 km s " 1 , A ~ 4 x 1 0 - 6 , and 
approximate radial density distribution for a spherically 
symmetric nucleus, Rc, given by 

n(r) 
J vrr2 

(15) 

with mean free pa th from Eq. (2) of 

l(r) = 
2 V 2 7 r r 2 

(jQ 

With Rc ~ 2 km, / ~ 10 cm at the surface and ~ 5 x 
10 4 km at a radial distance of 5 x 10 4 km. The collision 
zone of a coma extends to a distance where l(r) ~ r. 
This defines the outer boundary of the inner coma (the 
coma's equivalent to an exobase). 

While the classifications of atmospheres and comas is 
straightforward for very small and very large values of 
A, the most difficult A domain is for A ~ 1, where the 
atmosphere is in hydrodynamic escape or blowoff. Un
fortunately, an analytic description of a hydrodynami-
cally escaping atmosphere has so far been elusive. Al
though no solar system atmosphere has been proven to 
be hydro dynamically escaping, Pluto 's atmosphere is 
widely believed to exhibit the requisite conditions. For 
an isothermal atmosphere, Eq. (9) can be combined 
with the continuity equation for lossless radial outflow, 
A-Kr2n{r)w{r) = 47rr2n(r)M(r)U = constant to obtain 

(2M>-l)l(lnM)-1-^=0 (16) 

with a sonic point at M = l/y/2. If the sonic point 
were at the exobase with A = 1/2, then the radial out
flow velocity, w, equals U/V% and the escape velocity. 
This result may be compared with the Jeans escape flux 
per unit density from a hydrostatic (no radial flow) at
mosphere with A = 1/2 in Eq. (3) which yields 

Fesc (rexobase) 0.911/ 0.91 

n(rexobase) ^V* 4 
Vthermal = 0.36ve 

(17) 
which is 9 1 % of the Jeans limit (A -> 0). 

An al ternate and more conservative threshold for on
set of hydrodynamic escape is based on energy consider
ations and can be inferred from the continuity equation 
for radial flow in the absence of chemistry, 4-xr2 p(r)w(r) 
= constant, and the steady state equation for conserva
tion of total energy for an ideal gas 

V - [pv(±v-v + h) - V'&ik -kVT] 
= Q + pvF 

(18) 

where h is the enthalpy of gas = cpT,Q is the internal 
heating, k is the thermal conductivity, &ik is the viscous 
stress tenor, and F is the external force(s) on the fluid, 
assumed here to be writ ten as the gradient of poten
tial field(s), with — for gravity. In a conservative, 
dissipationless atmosphere, &ik = ft = Q — 0, and the 
conservation of total energy reduces to, with the aid of 
the continuity equation V • (pv) = 0, 

pv = 0 

and becomes for radial flow 

2pw — constant, • v + h + $g^J = constant 

(19) 

(20) 

which is Bernoulli 's equation for potential flow of a 
compressible gas. At some very low altitude, z = z0, 
\v-v < h and the constant in the last equation is effec
tively = h0 + $9q. If w(oo) > 0, then the atmosphere 
is escaping. The threshold conditions for atmospheric 
blowoff are w(oo) = 0 at z or r —> oo and ho = — $ 5 o 5 

where the enthalpy of the atmosphere is converted into 
directed radial outflow kinetic energy which in tu rn is 
converted into gravitational potential energy. The con
dition ho = —$go can be rewritten as 

GMP R\o 
CpT0 

= 1 (21) 

where it is assumed tha t as the atmosphere expands 
into a vacuum its internal energy is accessible and 
convertible into translational energy with escape ve
locity wesc = (cp/RY^U. For atmospheric atoms 
Cp = 5/2R,wesc = 1.6U,A0 = 5/2, and for molecules 
N 2 , 0 2 , cp = 7/2R,wesc = 1.8E7,A0 = 7/2, where the 
gas constant R — k/m. The atmospheric molecules H 2 
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(giant planets) and CO2 (Venus and Mars) have tem
perature dependent specific heats as not all rotational 
energy levels are populated in H 2 and some vibrational 
levels are populated in CO2 at relevant atmospheric 
temperatures . 

In a real a tmosphere with internal heating and dissi
pation, hydrodynamic escape requires a continual source 
of power to replenish the enthalpy of the atmosphere 
and maintain atmospheric blowoff. For the terrestrial 
planets, the most probable power source would be so
lar EUV and UV heating. On the giant planets atmo
spheric blowoff was probably never important . Pluto is 
one planet where conditions may currently be favorable 
for hydrodynamic escape and certainly Triton, Ti tan, 
and the Galilean satellites with their weak gravity and 
extended atmospheres have potential for rapid escape. 
Current estimates for the residence times of the atmo
spheres of Io and Europa are only 2-3 day [Strobel and 
Wolven, 2001] based on the canonical escape rate for 
Io of 1.6 x 1 0 2 8 SO2 molecules s - 1 and the calculated 
removal rate of ~ 1 x 1 0 2 7 O2 molecules s _ 1 from Eu-
ropa's atmosphere [Saur et al, 1998]. At their exobases, 
their radial outflow speeds are ~ 0.05U and 0.001U, re
spectively. 

5. V E R T I C A L S T R U C T U R E : D I F F U S I O N 
A N D M I X I N G 

In the lower region of a planetary atmosphere known 
as the homosphere, chemical tracers are observed to 
have quasi-constant volume mixing ratios, pi (ratio of 
individual number density, n*, to total number density, 
N). This property is due to the action of mean winds 
and atmospheric waves in the presence of some form 
of "dissipation", i.e. external solar heating, mechan
ical friction, IR radiative cooling and damping, finite 
chemical lifetime, which renders the atmosphere non-
conservative. For example, a linear, conservative wave 
just oscillates a parcel of air back and forth without any 
net displacement or t ransport . The presence of active 
chemistry can generate net t ransport . Mathematically 
this tendency may be expressed by the globally aver
aged, vertical continuity equation as 

dpi 
dt 

l_d_ 
N dz 

NKZ dz 

where Kzz is the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient [Cole-
grove et al, 1966]. 

In the upper atmosphere the tendency for chemical 
tracers in the limit of negligible chemical loss is towards 

a balance between a downward gravitational force and 
an upward partial pressure gradient force. The resulting 
height distribution is an exponential decrease in density 
with height based on tracer 's scale height which is in
versely proportional to its mass. This force balance is 
known as gravitational diffusive equilibrium. The ho-
mopause is the transi t ion region from the well-mixed 
homosphere below, where chemically inert tracers tend 
to have constant mixing ratios, to the heterosphere 
above where tracers asymptotically approach gravita
tional diffusive equilibrium density profiles. Transport 
in the heterosphere is dominated by molecular diffu
sion, represented by coefficients Di and D^. This ten
dency toward gravitational diffusive equilibrium in the 
heterosphere may be similarly expressed in the globally 
averaged, vertical continuity equation for minor con
stituents as 

9^ = U{DiN [̂  + (i-£)H} 

where 

Low in the atmosphere Di/Kzz <^ 1, and molecular 
diffusion may be neglected. High in the atmosphere 
Di/Kzz > 1 since Di oc i V - 1 . The transit ion level 
where Di = Kzz is the formal definition of the ho-
mopause. The application of the kinetic theory of 
molecular diffusion coupled with eddy diffusion to at
mospheric t ranspor t was discussed by Colegrove et al 
[1966]. 

For a minor constituent in an isothermal atmosphere 
with no chemistry and no net flux, the two tendency 
equations can be combined and integrated to yield the 
following steady-state, static solution [Chamberlain and 
Hunten, 1987]. 

/ ^ ( l + e * / * ) 1 - * POi 

where the homopause location, h = 0 is given by 
Di = Kzz with homopause density No = bi/Kzz. The 
solution has the following respective limits: 

Pi -» poi-> h - > - 0 0 

Pi = 

Pi ->• Poi^xp 

2 1 Hipoi,h = 0 
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Deep in the atmosphere the mixing ratio is poi. At 
the homopause the mixing ratio can be considerably 
smaller than its deep atmosphere value, if the specie 
i is much heavier t han the mean molecular mass of 
the background atmosphere, as is t rue for hydrocar
bons in the atmospheres of the giant planets. High 
in the heterosphere, light species relative to major at
mospheric constituents have increasing mixing ratios, 
whereas heavy species have decreasing mixing ratios. 

6. C O M P O S I T I O N A N D C H E M I S T R Y 

Planetary and satellite atmospheres may also be clas
sified by their chemical composition. The major types 
are the H 2 -He atmospheres of the giant planets, the ter
restrial C 0 2 atmospheres, and the N 2 atmospheres of 
Ear th , Pluto , Ti tan , and Triton. In addition to these 
categories there are the volcanic generated S 0 2 a tmo
sphere of Io, tenuous sputter-generated 0 2 atmospheres 
on Europa and Ganymede, a C 0 2 atmosphere on Cal-
listo, and exospheres on Mercury and the Moon. 

6.1. H2-He Atmospheres 

The atmospheres of the giant planets are predomi
nantly molecular hydrogen (~ 85-95% by number) with 
the remainder mostly helium. Trace amounts of the 
saturated hydrides (CH4, N H 3 , H 2 0 , H 2 S) of reactive 
atoms of cosmically abundant elements C, N, 0 , S are 
present in the deep atmospheres of the giant planets, 
as predicted by thermochemistry to be the dominant 
form of these elements. These hydrides are also the 
condensible substances for cloud formation. The work
ing hypothesis for the formation of the solar system is 
the nebular hypothesis which first gained prominence 
in the writings of Kant and Laplace. The giant plan
ets got a head s tar t in the cooler nebular regions of the 
outer solar system. Solids condensed first there and sub
sequently collided, aggregated, and eventually became 
self-gravitating protoplanets sweeping up neighboring 
solids gravitationally and capturing H 2 and He gases in 
roughly solar proportions. The enhanced abundances 
of sa turated hydrides over expectations based on solar 
elemental ratios (factors of 3 for Jupiter and Saturn and 
factors of 30 for CH4 on Uranus and Neptune) have been 
measured in situ by the Galileo probe in Jupiter 's a tmo
sphere and by remote sensing on all the giant planets. 
These enhanced abundances are a t t r ibuted to condensa
tion of solids (the sa tura ted hydrides) as the seed nuclei 
tha t initiated the formation process of the giant planets. 
Some enrichment would be predicted as 100% capture 
of surrounding H 2 and He gases would be improbable. 

Some trace species in the upper atmospheres of the 
giant planets (e. g. C 2 H 6 , C 2 H 2 , C 2 H 4 , C 4 H 2 , ) are 
too abundant to have a thermochemical origin, even if 
they were convected from the deep, hot interior. These 
species are best understood as the products of CH4 
photochemistry. The photochemistry of inorganic com
pounds, N H 3 and P H 3 , and the formation of conden
sible N 2 H 4 and P 2 H 4 may contribute along with poly-
acetylenes and other hydrocarbons to the ubiquitous 
haze in the tropopause regions of the Jupiter and Sat
urn. The external (to the planet/satell i te) introduc
tion of mat ter by infall of meteoroids and material from 
rings and satellites containing oxygen leads to the pho
tochemical formation of CO and C 0 2 . 

The photochemistry of H 2 and He leads to the for
mation of ionospheres on the giant planets 

H2 + hv -> H} + e or H + H+ + e; 

I = 5.4 x 1 0 ~ 8 , 9.5 x 1 0 " 9 s " 1 at 1 AU 

H + hv -> i J + + e ; I = 7.3 x 1 0 " 8 s " 1 at 1 AU 

He + hv^ He+ + e ; I = 5.2 x 10~ 8 s " 1 at 1 AU 

F 2

+ + i Y 2 4 i ? 3

+ + / Y ; k = 2 x 1 0 " 9 c m 3 s " 1 

He+ + # 2 -> HeH+ + H ; k = 4.2 x 1 0 ~ 1 3 cm 3 s " 1 

and when the plasma recombines the production of H 
atoms 

H+ + e - ^ i Y 2 + i Y ; a = 4 . 6 x l O " 6 ^ " 0 - 6 5 cm 3 s " 1 

H+ + e~ -> H + hv- a = 1.9 x l O " 1 0 ^ " 0 ' 7 cm 3 s " 1 

and at high pressures in these atmospheres, H atoms 
recombine quickly to recycle H 2 , either directly, 

H + H + M ^ H2+M ;k = 2.7 x l O " 3 1 ! 1 - 0 - 6 cm 6 s " 1 

or catalytically through reactions involving hydrocar
bons. Chapters 1.2 and 1.3 explore more fully the neu
tral and ion chemistry in the upper atmospheres of the 
giant planets. 

6.2. Terrestrial C02 Atmospheres 

The inner, terrestrial planets got a late start in for
mation because most hydrogen-bearing ices never con
densed to solids in the hot, inner regions of the solar 
nebula. Consequently the terrestrial planets did not 
have as large a reservoir of solid material and could not 
grow as large as the giant outer planets and accrete 
gas and dust. Powerful solar winds after the formation 
of the protosun may have swept the inner solar system 
clean of gas and dust, leaving the late starting terrestrial 
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planets with far less raw material for formation. Given 
the absence of substantial amounts of hydrogen, the 
terrestrial atmospheres emerged as strongly oxidizing 
in contrast to the strongly reducing atmospheres of the 
giant planets. On Venus the high surface pressure and 
tempera ture establish a chemical region in the lowest 10 
km, where thermochemical processes predominate over 
photochemistry and carbonate rock can liberate CO2. 
The inventory ratio of atmospheric N2/CO2 is compa
rable on the twin sister planets Venus and Ear th . With 
the inclusion of CO2 in Ear th limestones, their abso
lute CO2 abundances are also comparable. Although 
the present Ear th does not have a CO2 atmosphere, 
it would have one if either life never existed and /o r 
its surface tempera ture were elevated to surface con
ditions comparable to Venus through the liberation of 
CO2 from carbonate rock and evaporation of the oceans. 
On Mars the permanent C 0 2 southern polar cap buffers 
its CO2 atmosphere. The northern polar cap is mostly 
water ice. Venus is almost devoid of water, whereas 
Ear th and Mars have large and moderate surface reser
voirs, respectively. 

Solar photolysis generates fast destruction rates of 
these CO2 atmospheres: 

C02 + hv(\ < 2000A) -> CO + O; 
J = 1.2 x 1 0 ~ 6 s " 1 at 1 AU 

which if followed only by 

CO + O + M -> C02 + M ; 
k = 6 x 1 0 ~ 3 6 c m 6 s " 1 

and 0 + 0 + M^02+M ; 

k = 5 x I O " 3 5 exp (900/T) c m 6 s " \ 

where the former reaction is spin-forbidden and slow, 
and the latter is fast, the result would be an irreversible 
conversion of CO2 into CO and O2 in only 4 million 
years in the massive Venusian atmosphere and only 
4000 years in the Mart ian atmosphere. The stability 
of these atmospheres has been hypothesized, but not 
conclusively demonstrated, to be due to fast catalytic 
cycles involving the odd hydrogen compounds (H, OH, 
H 0 2 , HOz) as discussed in Chapters 1.2 and 1.3. On 
Venus the HO x is derived from H2, which in turn is 
dissociated catalytically by CI atoms liberated in HC1 
photolysis, whereas on Mars either photolysis of H 2 0 
(wet phase) or H2 oxidation by 0 ( X D ) from O 3 photol
ysis (dry phase) supplies HO x . 

The other topic of considerable interest on the ter
restrial planets is the inventory, evolution, and escape 
of water and its photolysis products . The Ear th , of 
course, has a liquid water ocean of approximate depth 
~ 3 km. Mars has a permanent northern, mostly wa
ter ice, cap and perhaps as much as a few hundreds of 
meters of water buried beneath the surface. In contrast 
Venus is essentially bone dry with only about 0.01 bar in 
its atmosphere and with a surface tempera ture of 730 
K incapable of storing water in liquid or solid phase. 
Venus, the Ear th ' s twin planet, is widely regarded to 
have undergone a runaway greenhouse based on the 
large enhancement (~ 100) of the D / H ratio derived 
from measurements of the [HDO]/[H2 0 ] ratio. Evapo
ration of a water ocean of depth comparable to our own 
ocean due to a runaway greenhouse coupled with wa
ter vapor photolysis and mass dependent escape rates 
of H and D could in principle account for the isotopic 
enhancement of deuterium as discussed in Chapters 1.2 
and III .2. The O atoms generated from photolysis sub
sequently oxidized surface rocks. Alternatively, the ob
served water vapor abundance is maintained in steady-
state balance by cometary infall and photolysis of H 2 O 
followed by nonthermal escape of hydrogen. Over the 
age of solar system there is no requirement of excess 
primordial water to explain the observed [HDO]/ [H 2 0] 
ratio[Grinspoon and Lewis, 1988]. 

In the CO2 atmospheres of Venus and Mars, pho-
toionization of CO2 is the dominant source of ions 

C02 + hv^ COt + e ; I = 6.6 x I O " 7 s " 1 at 1 AU 

The CO J" reacts rapidly with atomic oxygen, which 
is abundant in the upper atmosphere, to form oxygen 
ions 

COt + 0 ~> 0 + + c°2 ; k = 1.6 x I O " 1 0 c m 3 s " 1 

COt + 0 -> ° 2 + + CO ; k = 9.6 x 1 0 " 1 1 c m 3 s " 1 

with 0 + converted rapidly to O j by 

O+ + C02 -> Ot + CO ; k = 1.1 x 1 0 ~ 9 c m 3 s " 1 

and ensuring tha t Ot is the dominant, terminal ion 
in the ionospheres of Mars and Venus, as discussed in 
Chapter 1.3. 

6.3. N2 Atmospheres 

The last broad category is N 2 atmospheres. The 
emergence of life on the Ear th led to the removal of CO2 
as the dominant gas and the ascent of N 2 as its prime at
mospheric constituent with living organisms controlling 
the 21% O2 content far from thermodynamic equilib-
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rium by the processes of photosynthesis and respiration. 
The ocean supplies the dominant greenhouse gas, H2O, 
and the most important oxidizing agent in atmospheric 
chemistry, the OH radical. Photochemistry of O2 gen
erates O 3 , which sustains life by filtering out harmful 
solar UV before its reaches the surface. The cycle of O 3 
absorbing solar radiation, dissociating to form 0 atoms, 
and the regeneration of O 3 by the reaction of 0 + O2 
with liberation of heat creates the thermal inversion re
gion known as the stratosphere. In the thermosphere 
atomic oxygen emerges as the dominant constituent be
cause, while photolytic destruction of O2 is fast, no fast 
bimolecular reactions exist in the thermosphere to re
cycle O2. Atomic oxygen recombination occurs only by 
downward diffusion to the mesopause region where cat
alytic reactions involving odd hydrogen supplemented 
by direct recombination O + O + M — > 0 2 + M lead 
to reformation of O2. In contrast, molecular nitrogen is 
difficult to dissociate directly. Due to the absence of al
lowed transitions from its ground term into dissociating 
upper electronic terms, dissociation proceeds primarily 
by ionization first and then subsequent ion molecule re
actions tha t break the N2 bond. Atomic nitrogen does 
not emerge as an abundant component of the thermo
sphere, principally because N2 is efficiently regenerated 
locally by the fast bimolecular reaction N + NO — > N2 
+ O, k = 3.1 x I O " 1 1 c m 3 s " 1 . 

The earliest atmosphere on the Ear th is speculated to 
have been mildly reducing with a composition similar 
to the present day atmosphere on Titan, the largest 
satellite of Saturn. Ti tan has the most massive N 2 

atmosphere in the solar system at 1.4 bar and a sur
face tempera ture of 94 K. The next most abundant 
constituent is C H 4 with a volume mixing ratio of a 
few percent in the troposphere and ~ 2% above the 
tropopause. The combined photochemistry of N2 and 
C H 4 leads to the formation of a large suite of hydro
carbons, organic molecules, and nitriles tha t condense 
to yield an optically thick haze tha t envelopes Ti tan 
and elevates its optical limb about 250 km above the 
surface. This photochemical smog is Ti tan 's analog to 
the Ear th ' s ozone, in tha t it absorbs solar radiation and 
heats Ti tan ' s stratosphere approximately 100 K above 
the t ropopause temperature . The H and H2 produced 
in C H 4 photolysis rapidly escape Ti tan 's extended at
mosphere and weak gravitational field, ensuring the ir
reversible destruction of CH4 to heavier hydrocarbons 
and necessitating CH4 resupply from the interior. In 
Ti tan ' s ionosphere the primary ions produced are 
and N + , which react with CH4 to initiate a chain of re

actions tha t yield complex organic ions as the terminal 
ions in an atmosphere tha t contains a large assortment 
of organic molecules as discussed in Chapter 1.3. 

In the distant outer solar system, the planet Pluto 
and the largest Neptunian satellite Triton are widely 
regarded as the largest end-members of Kuiper-Belt ob
jects tha t occupy the region from ~ 30 to 100s of AU, 
and serve as the source of short period comets. These 
"twin" objects have thin buffered N2 atmospheres con
trolled by interactions with surface ice, primarily N 2 

frost. Additional expected (CO) and detected (CH 4 ) 
atmospheric constituents are also controlled intimately 
by interaction with their surface frosts which may be 
well-mixed with the N2 frost. Triton's surface pressure 
is ~ 14±1 /ibar and surface tempera ture is ~ 38 K 
based on Voyager 2 da ta [Yelle et al, 1995]. In the 
case of P lu to we know from the Infrared Space Obser
vatory (ISO) tha t its surface is not isothermal [Lellouch 
et al, 2000] and the surface pressure can be anywhere 
from at least ~ 3 /ibar based on the Elliot et al. [1989] 
KAO stellar occultation da ta to possibly as large as 
100 /ibar if obscuring clouds and /o r haze mask the sur
face location in the stellar occultation data . In fact our 
knowledge of Pluto 's atmospheric composition is very 
limited with only a measurement of the CH4 column 
density, ~ 3 x 1 0 1 9 c m - 2 , with large error bars from 
a near-IR solar reflection spectrum in the 1 /im region 
[Young et al, 1997a]. Other species, in particular N2 
and CO, must be estimated from surface ice abundances 
and temperatures and the assumption of vapor pressure 
equilibrium. There are substantial differences in the at
mospheres Plu to and Triton at the microbar level where 
stellar occultation measurements probe. Pluto 's scale 
height and tempera ture are twice Triton's values [Elliot 
et al, 2000]. 

The photochemistry of C H 4 in these atmospheres 
yields C2H4 and C2H2 which condense to form thin 
hazes, as observed by Voyager 2 on Triton, and even
tually are deposited as frosts on the surface, but so far 
undetected on either object. Atomic and molecular hy
drogen, products of methane photolysis, rapidly escape. 
The photochemistry of N 2 and CO lead to the forma
tion of an ionosphere and nitriles and the production 
of C and N atoms, which can escape thermally. The 
dominant source of mass for Neptune's magnetosphere 
is escape of H, N, and H2 from Triton and precipitation 
of energetic magnetospheric electrons may contribute 
two-thirds of the power input to Triton's upper atmo
sphere (cf. Table 1), Further discussion of these topics 
may be found in Chapters 1.2, III.2, and IV.4. 
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6.4- Volcanic Atmospheres 

The volcanic generated atmosphere of Io is in a class 
by itself. The innermost Galilean satellite is the site 
of the most active volcanism in the solar system. The 
volcanos are powered by tidal heating as a result of the 
Laplace resonance involving the orbital periods of Io, 
Europa, and Ganymede. The associated forces generate 
an eccentric motion for Io in the presence of Jupiter 's 
enormous gravitational field with tidaling heating a nat
ural consequence. The driving gases are SO2, S2, and 
maybe 0 2 [Zolotov and Fegley, 1998]. S 0 2 , S 2 , and SO 
are the principal components of its atmosphere [Lel-
louch, 1996; Spencer et al, 2000]. SO2 frosts are preva
lent at mid and high latitudes and on the nightside 
where the surface temperature drops to ~ 95 K. At this 
temperature the vapor pressure of SO2 is only 0.0004 
nbar. A typical dayside surface pressure would be ~ 0.3 
nbar. The fundamental question is whether the S 0 2 at
mosphere, which is preferentially confined to the equa
torial regions, is a buffered atmosphere in equilibrium 
with a variable temperature surface frost or primar
ily an atmosphere formed by multiple volcanic plumes. 
Mass loss from Io's atmosphere by thermal escape, by 
heavy torus ion bombardment / sput te r ing of Io's a tmo
sphere, exosphere, and surface [McGrath and Johnson, 
1989] and by plasma pickup supplies copious amounts 
of oxygen, sodium, and sulfur to the Jupiter 's inner 
magnetosphere. Also the torus plasma can be ener
gized by charge exchange reactions involving neutrals in 
Io's atmosphere and exosphere. Torus electrons precipi
ta te into the atmosphere and create a highly conducting 
ionosphere. Joule heating by Io's electrodynamic inter
action with the Io torus plasma is the principal heating 
mechanism (cf. Table 1). Chapters II. 1, II.2, and IIL2 
discusses these topics in much more detail. 

6.5. Sputter-Generated Atmospheres 

The next Galilean satellites Europa and Ganymede 
orbit also in the harsh environment of the inner Jovian 
magnet osphere. Their partial water ice surfaces are 
subjected to severe ion bombardment and ion induced 
ejection of substantial numbers of H 2 0 , H2, and O2 
molecules off the surface (see Chapter III.3). Whereas 
H 2 0 sputtering rates are about 10 times the H 2 and 
O2 rates, water is a condensible and hence has a large 
sticking coefficient, ~ 1. Neither H2 nor O2 are conden
sible and have much smaller surface sticking coefficients 
(~ 0.001). Thus H 2 0 emerges as a minor component of 
their atmospheres, in spite of its much larger sputter
ing rate which does not compensate for its unity stick

ing coefficient. The H2 molecules escape readily from 
these satellites leaving behind the much heavier O2 as 
the dominant atmospheric species. In the case of Eu
ropa there is an adequate first order description of the 
mass balance of the O2 atmosphere [Saur et al, 1998]. 
Europa 's suprathermal torus ions, with a contribution 
from thermal ions, sput ter O2 from the water ice surface 
and thermal torus ions remove the O2 atmosphere by 
sputtering with a net molecular flux of ~ 1 0 2 7 O2 s " 1 . 
The resulting surface and column density just barely 
qualifies the gravitationally bound O2 as an atmosphere 
with surface pressure of ~ 0.0007 nbar. Joule heating 
associated with ~ 1 x 10 6 Amps of ionospheric current 
is the dominant source of atmospheric heating (cf. Ta
ble 1). For Ganymede with its own internal magnetic 
field the inference of the O2 column density and surface 
pressure is more complicated, but best estimates sug
gest comparable values to those appropriate for Europa 
[Hall et al, 1998]. 

While Mercury and the Moon do not possess a con
ventional atmosphere, they do have tenuous alkali metal 
exospheres, principally Na, K, and Ca. These atoms 
execute ballistic orbits above the surface. These exo
spheres are discussed in depth in Chapter III .3. 

6.6. Comas 

In the vicinity of 1 AU, comas are predominantly wa
ter vapor. The photodissociation of H2O is of funda
mental importance. 

H20 + hv^OH + H ;J = lx I O " 5 s " 1 at 1 AU 

H20 + hv^H2 + 0{lD) ; J = 1.4 x I O " 6 s " 1 at 1 AU 

where in the first channel the H atom acquires the bulk 
of the excess energy and is ejected with a velocity of ~ 
25 km s - 1 in comparison to the OH speed ~ 1.5 km 
s - 1 and the radial H 2 0 bulk speed of ~ 1 km s " 1 . The 
fast moving H atoms lead to the generation of a large 
Lyman a halo by resonance scattering of solar Lyman 
a radiation with characteristic dimension ~ 10 7 km. 
Channel 2 proceeds at ~ 15% of the rate of channel 1 
and produces an electronically excited, highly reactive 
O atom. Ionization of H2O is the predominant source 
of ions 

H20 + hv^> H20+ + e ; I = 3.3 x 1 0 ~ 7 s " 1 at 1 AU 

H20+ + H20 -> H30+ + OH ; k = 2 x I O " 9 c m 3 s " 1 

with conversion by the second reaction to H3O4" in the 
inner coma. Given the large suite of volatile minor con
stituents in the nucleus, the photochemistry of comas 
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involves an exceedingly large number of reaction paths 
and species as discussed in Chapter II.4. 

7. T H E T H E R M A L S T R U C T U R E O F 
T H E R M O S P H E R E S : T H E R O L E O F 
M O L E C U L A R H E A T C O N D U C T I O N 

A survey of the atmospheres in our solar system, 
where we have some idea of their vertical tempera
ture profiles, indicates upper atmospheres invariably 
have thermospheres with the fundamental properties of 
isothermal conditions near the exobase and a base re
gion with steep tempera ture gradients. The latter im
plies substantial downward t ransport of heat by molec
ular conduction. The dominant molecules in most at
mospheres are homonuclear (e. g. H2, N2, O2) and 
thus have no permanent dipole moment and are in
frared inactive with no rotational or vibrational absorp
tions/emissions. The terrestrial atmospheres of Venus 
and Mars do have the infrared active molecule CO2 
as their dominant constituent, yet still have thermo
spheres. (Venus has a day side thermosphere, but not 
on the nightside, where the temperature decreases with 
increasing height, due to its slow rotation rate and long 
duration of a solar day - t ime between sunrises ~ 117 
Ear th days.) In the presence of intense solar UV radi
ation CO2 molecules are subjected to large photolysis 
rates and conversion to 0 and CO at high altitudes, 
with CO less susceptible to dissociation due to it large 
dissociation energy. 

The exobase is located at column density depth, 
1/cr ~ 3 x 1 0 1 4 c m - 2 , whereas a typical atomic or molec
ular cross section for absorption of solar UV radiation 
is ~ 1 0 - 1 7 c m 2 and hence typical penetration depth 
~ 1 0 1 7 c m - 2 , approximately 6 scale heights below the 
exobase. With no appreciable local radiative energy 
loss at the heights of maximum solar UV radiation de
position, the atmospheres must thermally conduct heat 
downward to the mesopause region where significant 
abundances of infrared active molecules are available 
and capable of radiat ing away the solar UV power de
posited in the thermosphere. 

The heat equation for low Mach number conditions, 
which ensures tha t cp is the appropriate specific heat, 
is 

dT d ( dT\ 
p c ' i t = - d - z { - K ^ ) + Q u v - C l R ( 2 2 ) 

where Quv = absorbed solar energy tha t is converted 
locally to heat, Cm = infrared radiative cooling, and t 
= time. Now k = fpcv from the kinetic theory of gases, 

where p = coefficient of viscosity, cv = specific heat at 
constant pressure, and / = Eucken's number = 2.5 for 
monotonic gases and < 2 for diatomic gases. 

In steady state dT/dt = 0, which also holds when 
Eq. (22) is averaged over a day. In averaging over 
a day, the flux must be reduced by 1/2 and the solar 
zenith angle set to / 2 0 = 1/2. The global average is thus 
1/4, as expected from intercepted solar flux of nr2 and 
radiative cooling over 47rr 2 area. Integrating (22) over 
time and altitude 

BT 1 f°° f°° 
K~dzr = l j Q u v d Z ~ J ClRdZ (23) 

where the upper boundary condition is no net heat con
ducted into or out of the atmosphere f j l o o = 0. Now 
KdTjdz is the downward heat conduction flux which 
is equal to the integrated heating rate above level z 
minus the integrated cooling rate . At high altitudes 
the UV optical depth is negligibly small and the at
mospheric heating ra te is proportional to the number 
density and thus decreases exponentially with increas
ing height. Likewise, Cm is proportional to the number 
density of IR active molecules which are also exponen
tially decreasing with alt i tude. Equation (23) indicates 
K(dT/dz) -> 0 and thus T -> T^, the thermospheric 
temperature , which must be a constant temperature in 
the absence of additional heat sources or sinks. At lower 
heights, z, the tempera ture gradient must be sufficiently 
large to sustain a downward heat flow equivalent to the 
total UV energy absorbed above z less the IR radiative 
loss. 

At the mesopause, dT/dz = 0 by definition and from 
(23), then 

1 rOO r OO 

- J Quvdz = J CIRdz (24) 

i.e., the integrated UV heating above the mesopause is 
precisely balanced by the IR cooling. The location of 
the mesopause occurs at an alt i tude where the entire 
downward heat conduction flux is radiated away in the 
IR. 

A simple illustrative model can be constructed, if all 
the thermospheric heating occurs at a single height, 
zq, or pressure level, pq, with a delta function source 
Qo8(p — Pq) in pressure coordinates. Similarly, assume 
all the IR cooling occurs at single height/pressure zc, 
pc, with delta function sink Cq8(p — pc). By defini
tion of the mesopause, Eq. (24) is satisfied when the 
lower limit of integration is slightly below the height, 
zCl where p — pc, i. e., to z~. Substitution of these ap-
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proximations into Eq. (22) for steady state conditions 
and integration over the following regions give 

i f O < p < p , T = TQO = T(pq) (25) 

i f p , <p<Pc T{p)s+l=Ts

c+l{pc) 

Js + l)FHcHln(p\ 
A \ P c J 

where is the isothermal temperature in the upper 
thermosphere, Tc is the "cooling" temperature at the 
mesopause, the thermal conductivity n is accurately 
approximated by ATS, Fhc is the downward heat con
duction flux | — ATsdT/dz\ and equal to < 2 o , H is the 
pressure scale height which is assumed constant for in
tegration purposes. One can rewrite (25) in height co
ordinates by noting tha t -H ln(p/pc) is just z — zc. The 
quantities Fhc a n d Qo are equal to the integrated ther
mospheric absorption ra te of solar UV and EUV radia
tion times the efficiency factor for conversion into heat. 
CO2 absorbs solar UV radiation out to 2000 A , whereas 
0 2 , N 2 , 0 , and H 2 absorb below 1750, 1000, 911, and 
1100 A , respectively. Although there are some plane
ta ry variations in fractions of the solar UV spectrum 
absorbed and heating efficiencies, the largest variation 
is the solar flux decrease with inverse distance squared. 
Whereas the integrated globally average heating rate in 
the Ear th ' s thermosphere is a few erg c m - 2 s - 1 , it is 
only ~ 0.01 erg c m - 2 s - 1 on Jupiter and a miniscule 
0.0004 erg c m - 2 s - 1 at Neptune in their H2 dominated 
atmospheres, as may be inferred from Table 1. Thus 
the thermal s tructure of the terrestrial planets can be 
understood in terms of solar UV heating, whereas in 
the giant planets ' thermospheres it is a negligible heat 
source, as outlined below and t reated in much greater 
depth in Chapters IV. l and IV.2. 

The depth of solar EUV and UV penetrat ion for the 
purposes of heating calculations can be obtained by 
a suitable wavelength average of the absorption cross 
section weighted with photon energy, < a\ > . Its in
verse is the penetrat ion column density corresponding 
to pressure level pq = mgj < a\ > . For the H2 domi
nated atmospheres of the giant planets, < o\ > ~ 1 0 ~ 1 8 

c m 2 and the mesopause is approximately at the 1 //bar 
level. With the integrated globally averaged heating 
rates given above, Eq. (25) yields for the tempera
ture contrasts [T(pq) - Tc(pc)] ~ 60, 30, 20, and 4 K 
for Jupiter , Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, respectively. 
These tempera ture differences between the high alti tude 
isothermal region and the mesopause region are sub
stantially smaller than the values inferred from Voyager 
UV solar occultation measurements, rotational struc

ture of near-IR emission, and in the case of Jupi ter 
from Galileo probe deceleration data . Table 1 gives 
for solar system objects and Fig. 1 conveys the approx
imate temperatures at their mesopauses. 

Given the inadequacy of solar heating to account for 
thermal thermospheric s tructure on the giant planets, 
a number of suggestions have been made over the years 
with specific application to Jupiter: soft electron precip
itation, energetic electrons, joule heating, gravity wave 
dissipation, and heavy ion precipitation (for references, 
see Matcheva and Strobel, 1999). Power input to ther
mospheres of the giant planets by particle precipitation 
and Joule heating can be substantial as indicated in 
Table 1. Most recently, the gravity wave heating sug
gestion has received the most at tention, due in large 
par t to the inference of large scale gravity waves in the 
Galileo probe deceleration da ta [Young et al, 1997b; 
Matcheva and Strobel, 1999; and Hickey et a/., 2000]. 
The lat ter two papers concluded tha t gravity waves at 
the observed amplitudes in the probe da ta cannot ac
count for Jupi ter ' s thermospheric tempera ture profile. 

8. W A V E H E A T I N G : W H Y D O N ' T A L L 
A T M O S P H E R E S H A V E C O R O N A S ? 

Wave heating of the solar corona has been a popular 
explanation for its very elevated temperatures (> 10 6 

K), but has never gained universal acceptance. Hines 
[1965] was a strong advocate of gravity wave heating 
playing an essential role in the energetics of the Ear th ' s 
upper atmosphere. But as discussed in Chapters 1.2 and 
IV. l , solar EUV and UV heating plus approximately 
a 15% contribution from auroral power dissipation ad
equately accounts for the power input to the Ear th ' s 
thermosphere. Wave and tidal coupling on Venus and 
Mars are discussed in Chapter I I I . l . Because gravity 
waves are ubiquitous in planetary atmospheres and can 
t ranspor t significant energy fluxes by vertical propaga
tion from excitation sources in the lower atmosphere, 
why is it not inevitable tha t all planetary atmospheres 
have hot coronas? 

Gravity waves have angular frequencies, u = fc^c, 
bounded on the low end by the coriolis frequency, / = 
2flsin(6) and on the high frequency side by the buoy
ancy frequency [Andrews et a/., 1987; Gill, 1982]. Here 

is the planet 's rotat ion rate , kh is the horizontal 
wave number, c is the horizontal wave phase speed, 
and 9 is the lat i tude. For a dry atmosphere with low 
Mach number flow, the buoyancy frequency is N = 
[(g/T)(dT/dz + g/cp)]1/2. From observations in the 
Ear th ' s atmosphere most of the gravity wave power re-
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sides in hydrostatic gravity waves [Fritts, 1984] which 
obey the condition (Hkl(u - c)2/g <C 1 which is equiv
alent to u2 <^ N2), where u is the mean zonal wind 
[Andrews et al, 1987; Gill, 1982]. In addition, these 
hydrostatic gravity waves satisfy in many instances the 
further restriction in the dispersion relation known as 
the "Boussinesq" approximation k2 > 1/AH2 [Andrews 
et al, 1987], where kz is the vertical wave number. The 
physical meaning is the atmospheric density variation 
may be assumed approximately constant over one ver
tical wavelength, but not many scale heights. Radio 
and stellar occultation measurements of gravity wave 
spectra in other atmospheres confirm this conclusion. 

The vertical transfer of energy and momentum by 
gravity waves requires tha t the rat io of group velocities 
Cgz/cgh « ( ^ 2 - f2)1/2/N « kh/kz [e. g. Andrews et 
al, 1987], should not be too small or otherwise most 
of the gravity wave excitation energy will be dispersed 
in the horizontal direction, h, ra ther than the vertical 
direction, z. This requires tha t u2 ^> f2, i. e., the wave 
period should not be too close to the inertial period. 

Gravity wave amplitudes grow approximately expo
nentially with upward propagation because the Eliassen-
Palm flux (F = cgzA) is conserved in the absence of 
dissipation according to the generalized Eliassen-Palm 
theorem [Andrews et al, 1987], where 

cgz = ^ , A = -kh(§); (26) 

Here Cj = u — k^u is the intrinsic or Doppler-shifted 
frequency, A is wave action, E is the total wave en
ergy (or energy density), and EjCj is the wave action 
density [Andrews et al, 1987]. Wave energy is only 
strictly conserved in the absence of dissipation when 
u is constant. For slowly varying u with height, the 
monochromatic gravity wave amplitude increases with 
height approximately as ( p o ) - 0 ' 5 - There is a limit to 
this exponential growth known as gravity wave satu
ration and also referred to as wave breaking. Satura
tion occurs when the wave drives the local tempera
ture lapse ra te (i. e., the sum of the wave and mean 
state tempera ture lapse rates, denoted by prime and 
subscript zero, respectively) adiabatic [Lindzen, 1981]. 
When this criterion is met the local buoyancy frequency 
goes to zero and locally the wave can no longer propa
gate because the buoyancy restoring force vanishes. For 
monochromatic hydrostatic gravity waves there are two 
other equivalent definitions tha t yield the same maxi
mum amplitude: 1) the wave becomes nonlinear in the 
reference frame moving with the fluid velocity u, and 2) 

the ra te of vertical parcel displacement equals the ver
tical group velocity [Fritts, 1984; Leovy, 1982]. Mathe
matically the wave saturation criteria are: 

I dTp I , idTli ^ _g_ T , _ N2T0 / 9 7 \ 
I dz I I dz \sat — Cpi sat ~ gkz \ L l > 

\u'\sat>\u-c\,\w'\sat>cgz = ± ^ 

To obtain the largest gravity wave heating in the ther
mosphere, gravity waves need to propagate through the 
stratosphere and mesosphere without reaching satura
tion amplitudes. If a wave breaks it dissipates wave en
ergy and deposits momentum in the saturat ion zones 
and does not carry energy and momentum to much 
higher alt i tudes. Forcing a gravity wave with too large 
an ampli tude in the lower atmosphere is counterproduc
tive in heating the thermosphere as the wave saturates 
and dissipates in the middle atmosphere. If the wave 
reaches the thermosphere and is still at sub-saturation 
amplitude, then molecular viscosity acts to dissipate the 
wave energy with the wave reaching a maximum ampli
tude at the level where wave dissipation cancels expo
nential ( p o ) - 0 " 5 amplitude growth 

kzi « 2 ] y , w h e r e k z i ~ k z r fe) ~ fo00^ (28) 

when the W K B J approximation is valid [Matcheva and 
Strobel, 1999]. Here subscripts r, i denote real and 
imaginary par ts . Now the dispersion relation for "Boussi
nesq" hydrostatic gravity waves is u « NKh/kz and 
(28) yields the mass density of the atmosphere, pq, 
where the gravity wave reaches peak amplitude 

P 9 * 2 H ^ (29) 

The vertical gravity wave energy flux, Fez, is 

1 q2 , lj T2 

F ^ = E c 9 ^ 2 P q f p l V z

l l f ( 3 0 ) 

and reaches its maximum value at the saturat ion am
plitude 

FEz « \ p q ^ « »HN2 (31) 

if T = constant 

Note tha t these expressions depend only on the back
ground properties of the atmosphere and not explicitly 
on any wave properties which are embedded in expres
sion (29) for pq. The wave amplitude squared grows as 
Pq1 until the wave amplitude saturates or viscous dis
sipation retards further wave growth. The maximum 
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gravity wave energy flux is proportional to the back
ground atmospheric mass density and its value will de
crease exponentially with height when the wave reaches 
saturat ion ampli tude. 

With appropriate values for the input parameters , p, 
g, and cp/R, the maximum gravity wave energy fluxes 
in isothermal thermospheric regions for the terrestrial 
planets Venus, Ear th , and Mars are 0.02, 0.1, and 
0.01, respectively; for the giant planets Jupiter , Saturn, 
Uranus, and Neptune 0.13, 0.04, 0.04, and 0.04, respec
tively, and 0.0004 for Pluto in units of erg c m - 2 s _ 1 . 
For the terrestrial planets these values are small in com
parison to solar EUV and UV heating rates, whereas for 
the giant planets these values exceed substantially the 
solar heating rates. From the Galileo probe da ta the in
ferred downward heat flux by thermal conduction was 
~ 0.5 erg c m - 2 s _ 1 , or four times the maximum heating 
rate. 

Larger gravity wave energy fluxes are possible in the 
lower thermosphere where the temperature gradients 
are large and positive (and also if viscous dissipation 
is not severe at the wave's vertical wavenumber, kz, as 
noted above). In Eq. (31), H is now the density scale 
height given by H[l + (H/T^dT/dz)]-1. For Jupi ter 's 
lower thermosphere this increases the maximum grav
ity energy flux to ~ 0.2 erg c m - 2 s - 1 . But for gravity 
wave heating to contribute substantially to high ther
mospheric temperatures the maximum wave dissipation 
must occur high in the thermosphere where the transi
tion from significant temperature gradient to isother
mal conditions takes place. This is imperative in order 
to achieve a large separation between heat input and 
radiative cooling and maintain a considerable temper
ature gradient over an extended alt i tude range, as is 
evident from Eq. (25). To at ta in maximum energy 
dissipation a t high altitudes, Eq. (29) demands large 
vertical wavelengths/very small vertical wavenumbers 
because pq oc k\. Physically, waves with large vertical 
wavelengths suffer smaller dissipation per unit distance 
and hence propagate to higher altitudes. However the 
W K B J approximation breaks down for these waves and 
is suggestive tha t wave reflection may be important as 
Hickey et al. [2000] discuss. In addition, gravity waves 
induce a downward eddy heat flux, CpW'T', t ha t has 
the net result of lowering the effective alt i tude of wave 
dissipation [Matcheva and Strobel, 1999]. 

Finally, one might think tha t multiple gravity waves 
could supply the required thermospheric heating. How
ever, finite ampli tude waves can destructively interfere 
with one another and cause a wave to sa tura te much 
lower in the atmosphere. In a region where one wave 

has large negative dT'jdz, the local static stability is 
reduced substantially and may cause another wave to 
saturate at a much smaller amplitude and lower in the 
atmosphere than would occur in the absence of other 
waves. Thus the above values should be considered up
per limits to gravity wave heating with viable values 
being somewhat less in magnitude. 

The other important class of vertically propagating 
internal waves are Rossby waves whose restoring force is 
the meridional variation of the coriolis force and whose 
dynamics are based on linearized equations for conser
vation of potential vorticity, q [Andrews et al, 1987]. 
Generally the potential vorticity of the atmosphere is 
dominated by planetary vorticity (the coriolis parame
ter defined above), / , with a minor contribution from 
relative vorticity of the velocity field, V x v. As Rossby 
waves propagate vertically they must extract potential 
vorticity from the mean flow, qo, in order for their wave 
potential vorticity, q', to grow exponentially in ampli-

— 1/2 
tude as p 0

 1 , in the absence of dissipation. As Schoe-
berl and Lindzen [1982] demonstrated, the wave poten
tial vorticity cannot exceed the basic s tate potential 
vorticity, i. e., q' < f and this restricts wave ampli
tudes to two orders of magnitude lower than estimated 

— 1/2 
by p0

 1 ampli tude growth. Because Jupiter 's f is only 
~ 2.5 times the terrestrial value, it is improbable tha t 
Rossby waves can produce either a hot terrestrial or a 
hot Jovian corona. 
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T h e phys ica l m o d e l i n g of m o s t u p p e r a t m o s p h e r i c processes b e g i n s w i t h 
t h e a p p r o x i m a t i o n a n d so lu t ion of one or m o r e of t h e t h r e e p r i m a r y e q u a t i o n s 
of c o n s e r v a t i o n — m a s s (i.e., c o n t i n u i t y ) , energy, a n d m o m e n t u m . H e r e we 
o u t l i n e t h e m a i n c o m p o n e n t s of t h e s e e q u a t i o n s as t h e y r e l a t e t o t h e u p p e r 
a t m o s p h e r e s of t h e solar s y s t e m , r ev iewing t h e sal ient r e su l t s for p h o t o c h e m 
istry, energe t ics , a n d d y n a m i c s on key t e r r e s t r i a l p l a n e t s , j o v i a n p l a n e t s , a n d 
sa te l l i tes . 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The most basic considerations of any study of plan
etary atmospheres must involve the three questions of 
chemistry, energetics, and dynamics. While these sub
jects are intimately related, it is very common to t reat 
them separately, as far as is possible, since each is cov
ered by one of the three great conservation equations, 
i.e., those of mass, energy, and momentum. Useful 
versions of these equations as they relate to upper at
mospheres may be found in, e.g., Banks and Kockarts 
[1973] or Rees [1989]. 

Table 1 of Chapter 1.1 presents the general charac
teristics of the various atmospheres of the solar system. 

Atmospheres in the Solar System: Comparative Aeronomy 
Geophysical Monograph 130 
Copyright 2002 by the American Geophysical Union 
10.1029/130GM03 

In this chapter we outline the background and recent 
results for the photochemistry, energetics, and winds 
in selected planetary and satellite upper atmospheres. 
While we do not go into great detail here, we hope
fully provide enough references for the interested reader 
to become more informed about each topic, as well as 
an introduction for some of the more focussed chapters 
tha t follow. 

2. P H O T O C H E M I S T R Y 

2.1. General Principles 

Photochemistry begins with the dissociation, ioniza
tion, or excitation of molecules in the upper a tmo
spheres of the planets by ultraviolet sunlight. The ba
sic principles of the photochemistry of the atmospheres 
of Ea r th and the other planets are well discussed in 
such recent textbooks as Yung and DeMore [1999] and 
Wayne [2000]. 

23 
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Table 1. Bond/Ionization Energies, Photoabsorption Limits, Major Channels, and Excess Energies 
for Common Atmospheric Species3 

Species Dissociation Energy, eV (nm) Absorption Limit, eV (nm) Major Channel AE, eV 

0 3 1.05 (1180.8) 1.4 (900) 0 3 4 h i / 2 5 3 7 -> 0 2 ( a X A) + OOD) 0.8 
H202 2.15 (576.7) 3.5 (350) H 2 O 2 4 h i / 2 5 3 7 ^ 2 OH 3.2 
H 2 S 3.91 (317.1) 5.0 (250) H 2 S 4 h i / 1 2 i 6 -> SH + H 2.3 
C 2 H 6 4.36 (284.4) 7.7 (162) C 2 H 6 4 h i / 1 . 2 1 6 C 2 H 4 4 H 2 9.0 
NH 3 4.40 (281.8) 5.4 (230) NH 3 4 h i / 1 2 1 6 -> NH 2 4 H 1.9 
CH 4 4.48 (276.7) 8.3 (149) CH 4 4 h i / 1 2 1 6 -> CH 3 + H 6.5 
H 2 4.52 (274.4) 11.2 (111) H 2 4 h i / 9 7 7 -> 2 H 8.2 
H 2 0 5.12 (242.2) 6.4 (195) H 2 0 4 h z / i 2 i 6 -> OH 4 H 3.7 
Na 5.14 (241.3) 5.1 (241) Na + h i / 1 2 1 6 N a + -f e 1.0 
0 2 5.17 (240.0) 6.4 (195) 0 2 4 h i / 1 2 1 6 -> 0(*D) 4 O 1.4 
HCN 5.20 (238.4) 6.4 (195) HCN 4 h i / 1 2 1 6 CN(A 2 n) 4 H 3.8 
C 2 H 2 5.38 (230.4) 5.6 (220) C 2 H 2 + hi/1216 -> C 2 H 4 H 3.4 
C 0 2 5.45 (227.5) 6.2 (200) C 0 2 4- h i / 1 2 1 6 CO 4 0( X D) 4.5 
S 0 2 5.65 (219.4) 3.2 (390) S 0 2 4- hi/1216 SO 4 O 0.5 
NO 6.54 (189.7) 5.4 (230) NO 4 h i / 1 2 1 6 N 4 O 2.3 
N 2 9.80 (126.5) 12.4 (100) N 2 4 h i / 9 7 7 -> 2 N 3.4 
S 10.36 (119.7) 10.4 (120) S 4 h i /304 - ^ S + + e 6.7 
CO 11.16 (111.1) 5.8 (215) CO 4 h i / 9 7 7 - 4 C + 0 2.6 
c 11.26 (110.1) 11.3 (110) C 4 h i / 9 7 7 C + 4 e 6.6 
H 13.60 (91.2) 13.6 (91) H 4 h i / 9 1 1 -> H+ 4 e 3.8 
0 13.62 (91.0) 13.6 (91) O 4 h i /304 -> O+ 4 e 23.8 
N 14.53 (85.3) 14.5 (85) N 4 h i /304 -> N + 4 e 16.7 
Ar 15.76 (78.7) 15.8 (79) Ar 4 h i /304 —• A r + 4 e 11.5 
He 24.59 (50.4) 24.6 (50) He 4 h i /304 -> H e + 4 e 16.7 

aValues taken from Okabe [1978], Yung and DeMore [1999], Novotny [1973], and Huebner et al. [1992]. 

Many of the important results of photochemical mod
eling may be understood as an interplay between the 
steep rise of the solar UV flux with increasing wave
length and the larger variety of product states and re
action likelihood as wavelength decreases. Table 1 lists 
the bond strengths of several important species, which 
may be compared with the energy of a Lya photon of 
hv = 10.2 eV. 

While it contains only a few of the major species 
found in the atmospheres of the solar system, Table 1 
provides a useful reference for understanding the com
position and photochemistry of the terrestrial, giant, 
and satellite atmospheres, which we now outline in more 
detail. 

2.2. Terrestrial Planets 

The atmospheres of Ear th , Venus, and Mars are likely 
the result of outgassing of volatiles from similar min
eral inventories, and it is not surprising tha t the same 
basic components appear in each (see Table 1 of Chap
ter 1.1). The evolution of the large differences in the cur

rent climates on the three planets—from the hot , dry, 
and thick venusian super greenhouse, to the (currently) 
comfortable, biosphere-dominated Ear th atmosphere, 
to the cold, dry, and thin polar-cap buffered mar t ian 
atmosphere—may be largely at t r ibuted to their differ
ent distances from the Sun and their different masses. 
The ordering of Ear th ' s major species abundances dif
fers from those of Venus and Mars due to the pres
ence of both oceans (accounting for the low CO2 abun
dance through dissolution and precipitation as carbon
ates) and life (accounting for the high abundance of O2 
through photosynthesis and the burial of organic car
bon). Regarding the upper atmospheres of the terres
trial planets, on each there are species tha t sa turate and 
condense out below the tropopause, and only the most 
volatile are considered here. In addition, in the pho
tochemistry of each planet there exist catalytic cycles 
which allow minor species to control the abundances of 
the major species. 

The photochemistry of Mars is currently quite well 
understood, and has been investigated recently by Kras-
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nopolsky [1993], Nair et al. [1994], Atreya and Gu 
[1994], Krasnopolsky [1995], Clancy et al [1996], and 
Krasitskii [1998]. The major constituent, carbon diox
ide, is photolyzed at altitudes of 80-100 km to yield a 
net result of carbon monoxide and molecular oxygen, 
viz., 

2 ( C 0 2 + hi/ CO + O) 1.2 x 1 0 " 6 

2 0 + M -> 0 2 + M 1.1 x i o - 2 7 T - 2 0 

net : 2 C 0 2 -> 2CO + 0 2 

where M represents any third body (most likely a C 0 2 

molecule). Unless otherwise stated, photolysis rates in 
s - 1 at 1 AU are from Huebner et al [1992], and 2-body 
and 3-body ra te coefficients (in c m 3 s _ 1 and c m 6 s - 1 , 
respectively) are from Yung and DeMore [1999]. If the 
atmosphere of Mars were entirely C 0 2 , then relatively 
large abundances of CO and 0 2 would natural ly arise in 
a 2:1 proportion, respectively, since the recombination 
reaction CO + 0 -»• C 0 2 is spin forbidden and so is 
very slow. Observations indicate tha t the mixing ratios 
of CO and 0 2 are much smaller than the 8% and 4% 
predicted from pure C 0 2 , and the reason is tha t H O x 

species (a shorthand for the group of molecules made 
up of the odd hydrogen species H, OH, H 0 2 , and H 2 0 2 ) 
act to catalytically recombine CO and 0 , e.g., as in the 
cycle 

CO + OH -> C 0 2 + H 1.5 x 1 0 - 1 3 ( 1 + 0 . 6 P a t m ) 

H + 0 2 + M -> H 0 2 + M 1.3 x 1 0 - 2 7 T - i . e 

O + H 0 2 -> 0 2 + OH 3.0 x 1 0 - n e 2 0 0 / T 

net : CO + O -> C 0 2 

Several other catalytic cycles exist, some involving 
the odd nitrogen families known as N O x (made up of N, 
NO, N 0 2 , N 0 3 , and 2 N 2 0 5 ) and N O y (made up of NO* 
and H N 0 2 , H N 0 3 , and H 0 2 N 0 2 ) . These cycles are 
able to account for the stability of C 0 2 in the mart ian 
atmosphere. 

Photochemistry plays an interesting role in the es
cape of water from Mars. The loss of H from the up
per atmosphere follows the dissociation of H 2 tha t has 
diffused upward from the lower atmosphere where it re
sults from the photolysis of H 2 0 . If the atmosphere is 
in steady state (i.e., if the crust is as oxidized as it can 
get) then the oxygen produced in the water photoly
sis must escape from the upper atmosphere as well, at 
1/2 the hydrogen ra te . This is accomplished by the 
non-thermal escape of high-velocity O fragments pro
duced during electron recombination of ionospheric O j 
or solar wind induced sputtering. The regulation of 
the H and O escape is maintained through photochem

istry. For example, a transient decrease in the O escape 
rate would lead to an increased 0 2 abundance, which 
would curtail the production of H 2 and ultimately (over 
~ 10 5 years) lower the H escape rate . 

The most recent comprehensive investigation of the 
photochemistry of Venus was conducted by Yung and 
DeMore [1982]. On Venus the recycling of C 0 2 by the 
catalytic H O x cycles is short-circuited by the presence 
of large amounts of CI in the atmosphere and it is cat
alytic ClOz reactions t ha t stabilize C 0 2 , e.g., 

CI + CO + M -> CICO + M 

CICO + 0 2 + M C 1 C 0 3 + M 

1.3 x i o - 3 V 0 0 ° / T 

5.7 x i o - 1 5 e 5 0 ° / T 

1 0 1 7 + 0.05M 
C I C O 3 + O -> C 0 2 + 0 2 + CI 1.0 x 1 0 " 1 1 

net : CO + O -> C 0 2 

where CI is provided by photolysis of HC1 at alti tudes 
of 60-80 km. 

Thermochemical equilibrium governs the dense and 
hot venusian atmosphere from ground level to the sul
furic acid cloud tops at z ~ 60 km. Species expected 
under equilibrium such as C 0 2 , S 0 2 , H 2 0 , and COS 
tha t are t ransported into the upper atmosphere are con
verted by photochemistry into CO, H 2 S 0 4 , and Ss- The 
sulfuric acid droplets tha t make up a large fraction of 
the clouds are produced by the oxidation of S 0 2 , e.g., 

S 0 2 + hi/ SO + O 1.6 x 10~ 4 

2SO -> S 0 2 + S 8.3 x I O " 1 5 

S + 0 2 - > S O + 0 2.2 x 1 0 " 1 2 

2 ( S 0 2 + O + M -> S 0 3 + M) 8.0 x i o - 3 2

e - 1 0 0 ° / T 

2 ( S 0 3 + H 2 0 H 2 S 0 4 ) 9.0 x I O " 1 3 

net: 2 S 0 2 + 0 2 + 2 H 2 0 -> 2 H 2 S 0 4 

This process also accounts for the extremely low abun
dance of 0 2 in the atmosphere of Venus [cf. Mills, 1999]. 
Incidentally, the bright ~ 2 MR Venus dayglow emis
sion of the 0 2 IR Atmospheric Band (^Ag -» X 3 S ~ ) 
at 1.27 jum is, as on Ear th and Mars, a result of chem
istry and does not provide any information with regard 
to bulk 0 2 densities. Unlike Ear th and Mars (which are 
even brighter, at ~ 20 MR and ~ 26 MR, respectively), 
however, the source at Venus is not from ozone photol
ysis (cf. Table 1) but is likely a combination of sources, 
the most important being O atom recombination and 
the reaction CIO + 0 -+ CI + 0 2 ( a 1 A ) . It is the re
markable resistance of the 0 2 a 1 A state to quenching by 
C 0 2 tha t leads to the surprisingly large brightnesses of 
the 1.27 fim emissions on Venus and Mars. See Chap-
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ter 1.5 for more details on terrestrial planet dayglow 
emissions. 

The photochemistry of Ear th ' s upper atmosphere is 
a large subject, and cannot be adequately summarized 
here. Useful general sources of information on the sub
ject are Wayne [2000] and Brasseur et al [1999]. The 
Ear th ' s atmosphere is very much removed from equilib
rium due to the presence of life, such tha t highly oxi
dized (e.g., CO2) and highly reduced species (e.g., C H 4 ) 
exist together in precarious abundance. It has been es
t imated tha t a few percent increase in the current O2 
abundance would result in the spontaneous combustion 
of the world's forests [Yung and DeMore, 1999]. While 
the concentrations of many species in the Ear th ' s a tmo
sphere are thus largely a question of biogenic and an
thropogenic sources and sinks, upper atmosphere pho
tochemistry acts to modify the composition and allow 
the escape of hydrogen to space, much as on Venus and 
Mars. 

2.3. Giant Planets 

The investigation of hydrocarbon photochemistry on 
Jupiter has a long history, going back to Wildt [1937], 
although Strobel [e.g., 1973] was the first to explain 
the stability of methane due to the pyrolysis of photo-
chemically produced higher hydrocarbons after mixing 
down into the deep atmosphere. Recent models have at
tempted to include C3 and C4 compounds [e.g., Glad
stone et al, 1996], but work is just beginning on the 
more important problem (in a global sense) of auroral 
chemistry [e.g., Perry et al 1999; Wong et al 2000]. 
For Saturn, the most recent work is by Ollivier et al 
[2000] and Moses et al [2000a,b]. On Uranus, the most 
recent model is by Summers and Strobel [1989], while for 
Neptune, the latest results are by Romani et al [1993], 
Bishop et al [1998], and Dobrijevic and Parisot [1998]. 

The giant planets formed beyond the "snow line" in 
the primitive solar nebula, where condensation of ices 
along with rocks provided enough protoplanetary core 
mass to allow the accretion of gaseous hydrogen and 
helium; they are large enough to have probably evolved 
very little over the age of the solar system. The abun
dances of C-N-0 and heavier elements ranges from a 
few times solar at Jupi ter and Saturn, to a few tens 
of times solar at Uranus and Neptune. Because of the 
large hydrogen abundance, the thermochemically pre
ferred states for all of the heavier elements on the giant 
planets are as hydrides, e.g., C H 4 , N H 3 , H 2 0 , H2S, etc. 
While this holds t rue in the deeper atmosphere, in the 
upper troposphere the tempera ture drops low enough 
tha t first H 2 0 , then H 2 S (with N H 3 as NH 4 SH) , and 

finally N H 3 condense to form clouds and hazes. On 
Uranus and Neptune, the tempera ture drops even fur
ther so tha t even C H 4 forms aerosols. Based on its 
volatility relative to the other major hydrides, methane 
is the primary molecule in the upper atmospheres of the 
giant planets to undergo photochemistry. This disequi
librium chemistry results in a suite of organic molecules 
of varying complexity, from ethane to soot; it is likely 
tha t the ubiquitous Axel-Danielson aerosol [cf. Podolak 
and Danielson, 1977] which is responsible for mid-UV 
extinction on the giant planets is organic soot derived 
from auroral chemistry and photochemistry. Once pro
duced, higher hydrocarbons such as butane and diacety-
lene find their way into the lower stratosphere, where 
they may condense into hazes if the temperatures are 
low enough and nucleation sites are available. Eventu
ally, long-lived species such as alkanes are t ransported 
into the troposphere where they are rapidly mixed down 
to high pressures and temperatures and converted back 
to methane. 

Following photodissociation of methane, the primary 
method for adding more C-C bonds is through CH in
sertion reactions, e.g., 

CH + C H 4 -> C 2 H 4 + H 5.0 x 1 0 - n e 2 0 0 / T 

CH + C 2 H 2 C 3 H 2 + H 3.5 x 1 0 - 1 0 e 6 1 / T 

CH + C 2 H 6 -> C 3 H 6 + H 1.8 x 1 0 - 1 0 e 1 3 2 / T 

with ra te coefficients in c m 3 s - 1 from Moses et al. 
[2000a]. Methyl reactions are also important , how
ever, and the primary source of ethane is 2 C H 3 + 
M —» C2H6 + M. Another important source of com
plex hydrocarbons is through photosensitized dissocia
tion, in which photons at wavelengths longer than can 
be absorbed by C H 4 directly instead dissociate other 
hydrocarbons, e.g., C2H2, which are then able to disso
ciate methane, i.e., 

C 2 H 2 + hi/ -> C 2 H + H 1.0 x I O " 5 

C 2 H + C H 4 -> C 2 H 2 + C H 3 1.2 x 1 0 - n e - 4 9 1 / T 

net : C H 4 C H 3 + H 

However, the formation of higher hydrocarbons on the 
giant planets is strongly curtailed by the presence of 
large amounts of H, which is very good at cracking C-C 
bonds. Without even considering the ion-neutral chem
istry of the auroral regions—where the most interest
ing molecules are produced (e.g., CeH 6 and other aro-
matics), at least on Jupi ter—the hydrocarbon chem
istry schemes can get quite involved. Figure 1 shows 
a schematic of the major photochemical pathways for 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the important photochemical pathways for the formation of 
higher hydrocarbons on the giant planets [Moses et al., 2000a, Fig. 3]. Radical species are outlined by 
ovals and stable molecules by rectangles. 

forming higher hydrocarbons on Saturn, and is repre
sentative for all the giant planets. 

In addition to hydrocarbon photochemistry, the in
flux of meteoritic material (as described in detail in 
Chapter III.5) leads to other disequilibrium products , 
e.g., CO and CO2. Similar products may be intro
duced by "injections" of material from the deeper at
mospheres, where they are in thermal equilibrium. 

2.4- Io, Titan, Triton, and Pluto Atmospheres 

The atmosphere of Io is mainly SO2 and has a rel
atively simple photochemistry, the most recent models 
of which are by Summers and Strobel [1996] and Wong 
and Johnson [1996]. The atmosphere is substantial , 
but fairly patchy, in keeping with the extreme range of 
surface temperatures associated with Io's extraordinary 
volcanism. Photodissociation of SO2 results in large 
abundances of S and O, and lesser amounts of SO and 
0 2 . 

Ti tan has a rich photochemistry dominated by hy
drocarbons and nitriles. In preparation for the Cassini-

Huygens mission, Ti tan 's atmospheric composition and 
chemistry have been subject to much at tent ion in re
cent years. The classic study by Yung et al. [1984] 
has been added to in recent years by Toublanc et al. 
[1995], Lara et al. [1996], Banaszkiewicz et al. [2000], 
Dire [2000], and Lebonnois et al. [2001]. The ability of 
H and H2 to rapidly escape from Ti tan ' s massive N2-
CH4 a tmosphere leads inexorably to the photochemical 
production of complex hydrocarbons which condense to 
form smog and are deposited on the surface. No re
cycling back to CH4, as on the giant planets, is pos
sible. Another major difference with the gas giants is 
t ha t coupled CH4-N2 chemistry is very impor tant on Ti
tan, and compounds such as HCN are formed in abun
dance through the reaction of N atoms (produced in 
Ti tan 's thermosphere by EUV and magnetospheric elec
tron dissociation of N2) with hydrocarbon radicals, e.g., 
N + C H 2 -> HCN + H. 

Triton's cryophilic photochemistry has been investi
gated by Strobel et al. [1990b] and Krasnopolsky and 
Cruikshank [1995], while the very similar photochem-
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istry of P lu to has been modeled by Summers et al. 
[1997], Lara et al. [1997] and Krasnopolsky and Cruik-
shank [1999]. Because of the extreme cold, the N 2 , CH4, 
and CO in the atmospheres of Triton and Pluto are 
probably in vapor equilibrium with surface ices, and 
any higher hydrocarbons produced photochemically are 
subject to rapid condensation and removal to the sur
face. Because of their similar compositions, the photo
chemistry of both Pluto and Triton is very similar to 
tha t of Ti tan . 

3 . E N E R G E T I C S A N D T H E R M A L 
S T R U C T U R E 

3.L General Principles 

The thermosphere is the uppermost region of the at
mosphere. Because of heating by solar EUV and FUV 
radiation, it is usually, but not always, a region of high 
temperature , The base of the thermosphere is at the 
mesopause, which can be defined as the tempera ture 
minimum created by the tendencies for a negative tem
perature gradient in the mesosphere, due to radiative 
cooling, and a positive tempera ture gradient in the ther
mosphere, due to thermal conduction. This definition 
has the virtue tha t it is based on an observable, the 
tempera ture profile, but it is also physically based be
cause the processes tha t control the tempera ture pro
file change in the vicinity of the mesopause. In general, 
but not always, the mesopause is the boundary between 
the lower atmosphere, which is dominated by radiative 
processes, and the upper atmosphere, where thermal 
conduction plays a large role. 

The thermal s tructure of the mesosphere is largely 
determined by absorption of solar radiation and radia
tive cooling in the infrared from vibrational transitions 
in polyatomic molecules. Most infrared radiative pro
cesses become weak in the region of the mesopause be
cause collision rates become too slow to maintain Boltz-
mann populations of vibrational states. The mesopause 
usually occurs near a pressure of 0.1 /ibar. Assuming 
a temperature of 200 K and a collisional de-excitation 
probability of I O - 4 per collision implies a collisional de-
excitation rate of 0.3 Hz. Radiative rates for vibra
tional transitions are typically about 1 Hz, a compara
ble value. Thus , radiative de-excitation rates are slower 
than collisional rates at pressures lower than ~ 0.1 //bar, 
implying a deficit of molecules in vibrationally excited 
states, compared with a Boltzmann distribution. As 
a consequence, thermal conduction tends to dominate 
above 0.1 /xbar and radiative cooling below. 

Typically, diffusive separation also sets in near a pres
sure of 0.1 //bar, i.e., the mesopause and the homopause 

are usually close to each other. This can drastically al
ter the composition of the thermosphere compared with 
the lower atmosphere. Light species become more dom
inant at higher alt i tudes. In addition, because the solar 
radiation absorbed in the thermosphere initiates chem
istry, thermospheres are often home to photochemically-
produced species, further altering the composition of 
the thermosphere relative to the lower atmosphere. 

In addition to absorption of solar energy, absorption 
of magnetosphere energy in the thermosphere can be 
important , especially in auroral regions for planets with 
permanent magnetic fields. In this chapter, we are con
cerned primarily with the globally averaged structure 
of the thermosphere; thus, auroral processes will not 
be discussed in depth, except in those cases where they 
affect the global mean structure. 

3.2. Terrestrial Planets 

Figure 2 shows calculated heating and cooling rates 
for the thermospheres of Venus, Ear th , and Mars. The 
primary balance in the upper regions of all three ther
mospheres is between solar EUV heating and thermal 
conduction. At lower alt i tudes, cooling by radiative 
emissions from the C 0 2 band at 15 pm becomes im
por tant and very quickly below the mesopause the bal
ance is primarily between IR heating and IR cooling. 
On Ear th , radiative emissions from NO at 5.3 /zm are 
equally as important as cooling by C 0 2 . In addition, 
in the Ear th ' s thermosphere radiative emissions from 
O at 63 /im make a small contribution to the thermal 
balance. Both NO and O are examples of disequilib
rium species tha t reside in the thermosphere because of 
chemistry initiated by absorption of solar EUV radia
tion. We note tha t the primary absorber of solar EUV 
radiation is C 0 2 on Mars and Venus, but 0 2 on Ear th , 
and therefore the different planets could be character
ized by different heating efficiencies. 

The physical s t ructure of the thermosphere is similar 
on all three terrestrial planets. Solar EUV energy is 
deposited at high alti tudes and conducted downwards 
to the vicinity of the mesopause. Here, it is radiated 
away, primarily by C 0 2 15 pm emissions. Conduc
tion of energy from the upper thermosphere to the 
mesopause results in a positive temperature gradient 
and high thermospheric temperatures . Despite the sim
ilarity in basic physical processes, the resulting thermo
spheric temperatures on Ear th are much higher than 
on Mars and Venus. According to Bougher and Roble 
[1991], representative exospheric temperatures are 248, 
290, and 1255 K at solar maximum and 172, 180, and 
737 K at solar minimum, for Venus, Mars, and Ear th , 
respectively (see also Chapter IV . l ) . This is a result 
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F igure 2. a) Heating and cooling rates for the Earth's up
per atmosphere [Bougher and Roble, 1991, Fig. 3b]. b) Cool
ing rates in the atmosphere of Venus [Bougher and Roble, 
1991, Fig. 3a]. K m represents cooling by molecular conduc
tion and K e cooling by eddy conduction. The curves la
beled by molecular formulas represent radiative cooling by 
the indicated species. Q n represents the net heating rate, c) 
Heating and cooling rates in the upper atmosphere of Mars 
[Bougher and Roble, 1991, Fig. 3c]. 

of the higher CO2 concentrations in the former atmo
spheres. CO2 is the main atmospheric constituent on 
Mars and Venus, but a minor constituent on the Ear th . 
As a result, C 0 2 cooling is relatively weak on Ear th 
and thermal conduction operates over a larger al t i tude 
range, producing higher temperatures . Contributing to 
this is the lower mean molecular mass of the Ear th ' s 
thermosphere (~ 16 amu) compared with Venus and 
Mars (~ 44 amu) , which gives the Ear th a relatively 
large scale height, thus increasing the alt i tude range 
over which thermal conduction operates. These differ
ences are more than sufficient to compensate for the fact 
tha t Venus absorbs 40% more solar flux than the Ear th . 
The expected doubling in the 21st century of the pre-
industrial CO2 abundance in Ear th ' s atmosphere due to 
the burning of fossil fuels is predicted to cool the ther
mosphere by ~ 10 K [Roble and Dickinson, 1989] (while 
warming the troposphere by the greenhouse effect). 

3.3. Jovian Planets 

Energy balance in the upper atmospheres of the jo
vian planets is a puzzle. Aeronomical models tha t are 
based on the balances described in the previous sub
section fail to adequately describe the observed ther
mal structures. One might expect tha t solar energy de
posited in the jovian thermosphere would be conducted 
downward to the mesopause region and radiated away 
by complex molecules. In this case, the tempera ture rise 
in the thermosphere would be determined by the size of 
the temperature gradient required to carry the conduc
tive flux. Models based on this idea were presented 
by Strobel and Smith [1973]. Using the photochemical 
models of Strobel [1973] they concluded tha t the energy 
conducted downward from the thermosphere would be 
radiated away in the vicinity of the mesopause by C2H2 
and CH4. Strobel and Smith [1973] calculated the dis
tributions of CH4 and C2H2 and the thermal s t ructure 
in a self-consistent manner. A cooling-to-space approx
imation was used to est imate radiative cooling rates; 
IR heating rates were ignored, so the calculations were 
valid down to the mesopause, but not below. The tem
perature rise in the jovian thermosphere was calculated 
to be only 15-30 K. Though they were not calculated 
by Strobel and Smith, we can safely assume tha t calcu
lated temperatures for the other jovian planets would 
be even smaller because of weaker solar input. 

Table 1 of Chapter L I includes a summary of ob
served thermospheric temperatures on the jovian plan
ets. The measurements for Jupi ter come from a va
riety of sources, but those for the other planets are 
based on the Voyager UVS solar occultation experi
ments. The agreement between the various methods 
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used for Jupiter provides a verification of the UVS oc
cultation technique, so tha t high thermospheric tem
peratures on all the giant planets should be viewed as 
well established. The low thermospheric tempera ture 
predicted by Strobel and Smith [1973] is a consequence 
of the solar flux (because of the large distance from the 
Sun), the high thermal conductivity of H2, and rela
tively large gravitational acceleration (which keeps the 
scale height small). The large disagreement between 
the observed and expected temperatures indicate tha t 
solar radiation is not the dominant heating source for 
the jovian thermospheres. 

Wha t else could heat the jovian thermospheres to 
such high temperatures? A number of suggestions have 
been made and there is insufficient space to review them 
all. We divide them into three groups: 1) magneto-
spheric input at low lati tudes, 2) t ransport of auroral 
energy to low lati tude, and 3) heating by gravity waves. 

Usually, magnetospheric energy carried by precipi
ta t ing charged particles is deposited only at high lat
itudes in the auroral zones. On Ear th , for example, 
relatively little magnetospheric energy couples directly 
into low lati tude regions. Yet, mechanisms do exist for 
this to happen. Waite et al. [1997] suggested tha t the 
diffusion of energetic charged particles across magne
tospheric L shells until they were eventually absorbed 
by the atmosphere could explain observations of x-ray 
emissions from Jupi ter ' s equatorial atmosphere. Cal
culations based on this hypothesis suggested tha t the 
heating rates associated with the observed x-ray bright
ness could explain the high thermospheric tempera ture 
on Jupiter. However, from analysis of very recent x-
ray observations with Chandra , Cravens et al. [2001] 
conclude tha t the low-latitude emissions are more likely 
generated by scattering and fluorescence of solar x-rays, 
processes tha t do not generate substantial atmospheric 
heating. 

Analysis of the tempera ture profile derived from Gal
ileo Atmospheric Structure Iinvestigation (ASI) mea
surements find a downward conductive flux in the lower 
thermosphere of ~ 0.6 ergs c m - 2 s _ 1 [Young et al. 
1997]. When integrated over the globe this yields a total 
power of 4 x 1 0 1 3 W. The tota l power deposited in the 
jovian auroral zones has been estimated to be ~ 1 0 1 4 W 
[cf. Bhardwaj and Gladstone, 2000]. The similarity of 
these values suggests tha t t ranspor t of auroral energy 
to lower latitudes could be important to the energetics 
at low lati tude. It is not clear tha t this necessarily hap
pens because auroral energy is also radiated away by 
H3" and conducted downward to the mesopause in the 
locality of the auroral regions while being t ransported 

horizontally; lati tudinal t ransport also can be strongly 
inhibited by Coriolis forces. At tempts to account for 
all these processes with numerical circulation models 
have begun, but so far are inconclusive [Achilleos et al, 
1998 and Chapter IV.2]. The pr imary problem is tha t 
the thermal t ime constant in the jovian thermosphere 
is of order 10 7 seconds at 0.1 //bar. Thus, the numerical 
simulations must be run for a very long time to achieve 
convergence. 

The existence of gravity waves in the mesopause re
gion of Jupi ter and their importance to the energetics of 
tha t region was first discussed by French and Gierasch 
[1974]. There was little subsequent work on this topic 
because the Voyager temperature profile appeared to 
be inconsistent with wave heating [Festou et al, 1981; 
Atreya et al, 1981]. Yelle et al [1996] analyzed sev
eral different types of observations, including Voyager 
data , and derived a temperature profile very different 
from tha t presented by Festou et al [1981]. Yelle et al 
[1996] found a strong temperature gradient just above 
the mesopause, leading them to suggest tha t heating by 
gravity waves was an important heat source in the ther
mosphere. Subsequently, Sieff et al. [1997] analyzed 
Galileo ASI measurements of the tempera ture profile in 
the thermosphere. They found a mean profile similar 
to tha t derived by Yelle et al [1996] upon which was 
superimposed periodic temperature per turbat ions with 
all the characteristics of gravity waves. 

Young et al [1997] analyzed the ASI temperature 
profile, separating the observed temperatures into a 
mean and per turbat ion components. They fit the peri
odic component to an analytic model for upwardly prop
agating gravity waves and found tha t two waves were 
required to fit the observations. The characteristics of 
the waves were derived from the analytic fits. Using 
the expression for the energy flux of gravity waves de
rived by French and Gierasch [1974], Young et al. [1997] 
found tha t the observed waves had roughly the right en
ergy to explain the high thermospheric temperatures . 

However, Matcheva and Strobel [1999] pointed out 
tha t the expression for gravity wave flux derived by 
French and Gierasch [1974] and used by Young et al. 
[1997] contains an error because it fails to enforce mass 
conservation to second order (see also Chapter 1.1). 
This has interesting consequences for atmospheric heat
ing. As shown in Figure 3, the correct formulation of 
the problem predicts a region of cooling at high alti
tude as well as a region of heating at lower alti tude. 
The column-integrated rate of wave cooling is smaller 
than the column-integrated wave heating, but it is large 
enough to affect thermospheric temperatures . Using 
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Figure 3. Wave heating rates in the jovian thermosphere 
[Matcheva and Strobel, 1999, Fig. 3]. The curves labeled 
w # l and w#2 refer to Wave 1 and Wave 2 from Young 
et al. [1997]. F ^ and F^ are defined by Matcheva and 
Strobel [1999]. The net wave heating is negative at high 
altitudes, above the location where the waves reach their 
maximum altitude. 

their formulation, Matcheva and Strobel [1999] find tha t 
waves with the characteristics derived by Young et al 
[1997] do not heat the jovian thermosphere to the ob
served levels, though they are still energetically impor
tan t . 

Both Young et al. [1997] and Matcheva and Strobel 
[1999] based their calculations on the W K B approxi
mation for wave propagation. Hickey et al. [2000] re
cently carried out full numerical solutions to the wave 
equation. Although they did not calculate the temper
a ture rise due to the Young et al. gravity waves, they 
did find tha t these waves would cause relatively small 
tempera ture changes to an already hot thermosphere, 
assuming tha t the temperatures and heating rates are 
linearly related. Presumably the relatively small effect 
calculated by Hickey et al. [2000] is due to shortcom
ings of the W K B approximation. However, the Hickey 
et al. [2000] analysis also assumed a linear relationship 
between heating rates and temperature . Since the re
lationship is non-linear, this assumption may also be 
part ly responsible for differences with the earlier work. 

One needs to be careful in drawing conclusions from 
the simple wave heating models described above be
cause they neglect several physical effects tha t may be 
significant. These include: 

• Interaction of the wave with the mean flow. It is 
well known tha t waves deposit momentum as well 
as energy. The mean flow associated with this mo
mentum deposition may interact with the waves, 

altering the heating rate . For example, wind shear 
resulting from the momentum deposition may add 
to the viscous heating. 

• Radiative terms. The models presented so far 
assumed a clean separation between the meso
sphere and thermosphere and therefore have not 
included radiative cooling by hydrocarbons. In re
ality there is a gradual transition from the meso
sphere to the thermosphere and the na ture of this 
transit ion may affect the tempera ture profile. 

• Variability in time and location. The Galileo da ta 
represent a snap shot of the jovian thermosphere 
at one t ime and one location. It is likely tha t 
other waves are present at different locations and 
times, but we know nothing about them. 

• Uncertainties in wave properties. As noted by 
Young et al. [1997], we are unable to characterize 
the waves uniquely because we have only a 1-D 
trace of the wave amplitude. Different assump
tions about the phase speed would lead to more 
or less energetic waves. 

• Bulk viscosity. The models presented to date have 
included only shear viscosity, but it is likely tha t 
bulk viscosity is important . 

• Ion viscosity. The models presented to date have 
neglected damping of the waves through their in
teraction with the ionosphere. 

The last two points may be especially important . Al
though not mentioned explicitly by Matcheva and Stro
bel [1999] or Hickey et al. [2000], the wave cooling is 
due solely to the action of thermal conduction on the 
wave. The action of viscosity on the wave always pro
duces a positive heating rate . Thus , the viscous terms 
neglected by these authors may substantially alter the 
relative importance of heating and cooling terms. 

Finally, we note tha t of the three mechanisms sug
gested for heating Jupi ter ' s low lat i tude thermosphere, 
perhaps only gravity wave heating is likely to apply to 
the other jovian planets. The magnetospheres of Sat
urn, Uranus, and Neptune are much less energetic than 
Jupi ter ' s and any direct magnetospheric input would 
likely be much smaller (although on Uranus and Nep
tune particle deposition is much more global, due to the 
large large tilts of their magnetic fields). Similarly, only 
the jovian aurora is energetic enough to allow for alter
ing the thermosphere of the planet on a global scale. 
Because the energy crisis exists on all the jovian plan
ets, it seems plausible tha t there is a single explanation. 
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HEATING RATE (DEGREES/DAY) 

Figure 4. Heating and cooling rates in the upper atmo
sphere of Titan. Through much of the upper atmosphere 
solar EUV heating is balanced by HCN radiative cooling 
[Yelle, 1991, Fig. 15]. 

3.4- Titan, Triton and Pluto 

The thermosphere of Ti tan has some unique prop
erties. First, unlike Ear th and the jovian planets, the 
primary radiatively active molecules (HCN, CH4, C2H2, 
C2H6) are lighter or comparable in weight to the back
ground atmosphere, which is primarily N2. Thus, dif
fusive separation does not remove these more active 
molecules from the thermosphere, but ra ther enhances 
their abundance at high alt i tude. This effect is miti
gated by the fact tha t the eddy diffusion coefficient on 
Ti tan appears to be large and diffusive separation is 
weak. CH4 is the second most abundant constituent in 
Ti tan ' s atmosphere and the abundance in the thermo
sphere simply reflects tha t it is mixed upwards from be
low. C2H6 is a photochemically-produced species, but 
the bulk of the production is in the stratosphere and 
the thermospheric abundance is likewise determined by 
mixing from below. C2H2 and HCN are produced pri
marily in the thermosphere. 

Yelle [1991] pointed out tha t the thermospheric tem
perature on Ti tan likely reflects a balance between so
lar heating and radiatively cooling by HCN, even at 
high alt i tudes. Thus, the thermosphere of Ti tan differs 
fundamentally from the terrestrial and jovian planets. 
Figure 4 shows the terms in the energy balance equa
tion for Ti tan ' s upper atmosphere. The reason tha t 

HCN plays such a large role is tha t the molecule has a 
dipole moment and allowed rotational transitions tha t 
can cool the atmosphere. Rotat ional transitions are 
free of the non-LTE effects tha t drastically reduce cool
ing rates from vibrational transitions because rotational 
levels are in LTE at all atmospheric levels. The role of 
HCN on Ti tan is analogous to NO in the Ear th ' s ther
mosphere, both are especially active radiative molecules 
created by photochemistry from the main constituents. 
However, as shown in Figure 4, HCN is far more impor
tant to the energy balance on Ti tan, than is NO on the 
Ear th . 

Ti tan ' s orbit is usually inside the magnetosphere of 
Saturn and it is possible tha t precipitation of charged 
particles from the magnetosphere may heat the ther
mosphere. To date this possibility has not been inves
tigated in a quanti tat ive manner. 

Voyager measured a tempera ture of 99-105 K in Tri
ton's upper thermosphere [Krasnopolsky et al., 1993]. 
Calculations based solely on solar EUV heating pre
dict a tempera ture of ~ 70 K [Stevens et al, 1992; 
Krasnopolsky et al, 1993]. It is believed tha t heat
ing from charged particles precipitating from Neptune 's 
magnetosphere is responsible for the energy required 
to raise the thermospheric tempera ture to ~ 100 K. 
A magnetospheric input roughly 50% larger than the 
solar input is needed. Strobel et al. [1990a], utiliz
ing Voyger measurement of charged particle fluxes and 
theoretical models for the magnetospheric interaction, 
estimate a power input of 1.4 x 10 8 W, which is just 
about 50% larger than the solar power. Most of the 
energy deposited in the thermosphere is carried down
ward by thermal conduction, but radiation from minor 
species also plays an important role. Rotational line 
emissions from HCN and CO cool the thermosphere by 
about 5 and 10 K, respectively [Stevens et al., 1992]. 
This is much smaller than the comparable effect on Ti
tan because Triton has far less CH4 than Ti tan and as 
a consequence has roughly 1000 times less HCN. The 
first application of general circulation models (GCMs) 
to Ti tan and Triton is described in Chapter IV.4. 

We know very little about the thermosphere of Pluto; 
however, we expect it to differ in some interesting ways 
from the other bodies in our solar system. Because of 
the relatively high temperatures and low mass, Pluto 's 
atmosphere is greatly extended compared with other 
atmospheres in the solar system. As a consequence, 
gravity becomes weak at high altitude and the scale 
height becomes very large. Because of this it is likely 
tha t Pluto 's thermosphere is not in hydrodynamic equi
librium and tha t outflow rates are large. This ques
tion has been examined by several authors [e.g., Trafton 
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et al, 1997; Hunten and Watson, 1982; Hubbard, Yelle, 
and Lunine, 1990; McNutt, 1989; Krasnopolsky, 1999]. 
Rather than being conducted downward to where it is 
radiated away, solar energy deposited in Pluto 's ther
mosphere is expected to flow upward, where it is used 
to power the outward flow. Eventually, it escapes the 
atmosphere. 

4. D Y N A M I C S 

The upper atmospheres of the terrestrial (Earth, Mars, 
Venus) and the outer planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, 
and Neptune) and their satellites have been observed by 
many spacecraft and ground-based instruments. Mea
surements relevant to upper atmospheric dynamics are 
those tha t establish neutral and ion densities, neutral 
and plasma temperatures , electric and magnetic field 
perturbat ions, absorption and emission spectra, and ion 
drift and neutral wind velocities [e.g., Fesen et al, 2000; 
Dickinson et al, 1984; Niemann et al, 1980; Seiff and 
Kirk, 1977; Keating et al, 1998; Hinson et al, 1997; 
2001; Seiff et al, 1998; Rego et al, 1999; Broadfoot 
et al, 1981]. Although existing 1-D models for in
terpreting most of these observations have been use
ful for understanding average physical processes tha t 
take place in upper atmospheres, formulations of 3-
D equations t ha t describe and predict global behavior 
have provided significant insight into the relative im
portance of various processes. Numerical models t ha t 
generate global simulations of neutral wind, tempera
ture , and composition are called thermospheric general 
circulation models (TGCMs). Such models currently 
exist for the Ear th , Mars, Venus, Jupiter and Ti tan, as 
described in Chapters IV.1, IV.2, and IV.4. Selected 
results for the upper atmospheric dynamics from these 
models, characterized by winds and ion drifts, will be 
described in this section. 

The density of the neutral thermosphere is modified 
by neutral winds. These winds are generated by heat-
induced pressure gradients, and are influenced by Cori-
olis forces (due to planetary rotation) and even more 
strongly by frictional forces (due to air viscosity and 
collisions between ions and neutral particles). The fric
tional force or ion-drag is generally the major factor 
limiting wind speeds in the thermosphere. The winds 
can move the ions and electrons in the direction of the 
magnetic field, B . If the field lines are inclined, the ion 
motion has a vertical component which can affect the 
ionospheric electron and ion densities [Rishbeth, 1979]. 
The neutral air is assumed to co-rotate with the mod
eled planet (or satellite), and in the Eulerian coordinate 
the neutral velocities represent the wind system. How

ever, ion motion is influenced by co-rotation and also by 
the ionospheric dynamo effect (at low latitudes) and by 
a convection electric field, E , of magnetospheric origin 
(at high latitudes) [Richmond et al, 1992; Rishbeth and 
Garriott, 1969; Rees, 1989]. The dynamo is most effec
tive in the E-region; here ions and neutrals are strongly 
coupled via collisions while electrons are t rapped on 
magnetic field lines, thus allowing the generation of elec
tric fields. These electric fields map to the F-region 
along the highly conducting magnetic field lines and 
produce an E x ~B/B2 ion drift. Self-consistent cou
pling between the neutral wind and plasma generates an 
electromagnetic force, J x B (where J is current density) 
in the upper thermospheric region [Roble et al, 1994; 
Fuller-Rowell and Rees, 1980]. Since E-region neutral 
winds are highly variable in t ime and space the resulting 
dynamo electric field and ion drift are likewise variable 
[cf. Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969]. 

The observational evidence on Ear th suggests tha t 
the vertical wind is associated with atmospheric expan
sion and contraction due to the diurnal cycle of solar 
heating [Price et al, 1995 and references therein]. In
terpretat ion of wind da ta by global models [Rees et al, 
1989 and references therein] suggest a horizontal diver
gence (or upwelling) driven by a source other t han the 
solar heating alone; a strong possibility is high-lati tude 
thermospheric circulation and t ranspor t of heat to lower 
latitudes. The wind system on Jupiter has also been 
postulated to t ranspor t some of the heat deposited in 
the auroral region to the rest of the planet [e.g., Waite 
et al, 1983]; and this is currently under numerical in
vestigation [e.g., Achilleos et al, 1998; Bougher et al, 
2001]. Although there is no evidence of high-lati tude 
particle precipitation on Mars, Venus and Ti tan, it has 
been shown tha t horizontal wind divergence plays an 
important role in controlling the heat t ranspor t glob
ally by solar-driven dynamics. 

4.1. Fundamental Equations 

The global circulation flow in the thermospheres of 
the Ear th , Mars, Venus, Ti tan and Jupiter is coupled 
with the global energy budget, characterized by temper
atures, and the global neutral and ion compositions and 
densities. Therefore, to calculate the global thermo
spheric winds, the momentum, energy, and mass con
servation equations for neutral and ions are solved self-

consistently as a function of t ime. Only the momentum 
equation for simulating the atmospheric wind system 
is described in this section. For details of other equa
tions the readers are referred to Dickinson et al [1981], 
Bougher et al [1988a,b], Achilleos et al [1998] and 
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Muller-Wordarg et al. [2000]. The momentum equa
tion is described as [cf. Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969]: 

d U / d t + 2ft x U = F - i / n i ( U - V ) + {p/p)V2U•+ g 

where d / d t = d/dt + (U • V) shows how the horizontal 
wind velocity, U , changes with time but also through 
non-linear advection term. U has zonal (east-west) and 
meridional (north-south) components. Since the pres
sure gradient and gravity acceleration are much larger 
than other terms in the momentum equation, the calcu
lation of vertical wind is typically done by using the con
tinuity equation [cf. Achilleos et al, 1998]. In the pres
sure coordinate, the vertical (upward-downward) wind 
is defined as w = dp/dt, where p is pressure. 

For atmospheric motions in a coordinate frame fixed 
with respect to a rotat ing planet with angular velocity, 
ft, the Coriolis acceleration, 2ft x U , is an important 
te rm for describing the general circulation. F = Vp/p 
is the wind-driving acceleration due to pressure gradi
ents. The term (p/p)V2XJ represents the viscous accel
eration arising from the vertical t ransport of horizontal 
momentum via intermolecular collisions; p is the coef
ficient of viscosity, p is the mass density and g is the 
acceleration of gravity. The ratio p/p is known as the 
kinematic viscosity. The ion-drag acceleration on the 
neutral air due to collisions with ions is defined by the 
term vni(\J — V), where i/n\ is known as the collision 
frequency for momentum transfer and V is the ion drift 
velocity. 

4-2. Thermospheric Global Circulation Models 

The most recent TGCMs for the terrestrial planets, 
Jupiter , and the satellites Ti tan and Triton are de
scribed in Chapters IV. l , IV.2, and IV.4, respectively. 
However, there exists another jovian model under de
velopment, called Jupiter Thermosphere General Circu
lation Model ( JTGCM) , whose simulated results were 
presented recently by Bougher et al. [2001]. The de
velopment of the J T G C M is based on the adaptat ion of 
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) 
Thermosphere General Circulation Model (TGCM8). 
The J T G C M retains the T G C M 8 [Roble et al, 1988, 
Dickinson et al, 1981, 1984] numerical formulation for 
dynamics, along with the general solvers for major (H2, 
H, He and H + ) and minor species (H^~, H^~) and the 
energy equation. However, several new subroutines 
have been developed to parameterize the estimated au
roral and equatorial heating distribution derived from 
Galileo, HST, ROSAT and Voyager data . The J T G C M 
uses the charged particle drizzle estimated by Waite 

et al [1997] as a source of solar heating while the 
particle heating calculated by Grodent et al [2001] 
(energy spectrum was described by a three-kappa dis
tr ibut ion with total energy, E0 = 22 keV, and flux 
~ 100 ergs c m - 2 s - 1 ) is used for the auroral region. 
The ion-drag scheme has been modified for the ther
mosphere of Jupiter. A convection electric field has 
been estimated and corresponding ion drifts (V# and 
V^: the meridional and zonal components of V) are 
generated using an ionospheric convection model; this 
model, based on Voyager measurements of ion convec
tion in the outer magnetosphere [Eviatar and Barbosa, 
1984], is mapped to high lati tudes using the VIP4 mag
netic field model [Connerney et al, 1998]. Auroral mor
phology in the J T G C M has been represented by the 
polar ovals inferred from the analysis of the Jovian UV 
images obtained by the HST W F P C - 2 from June 1996 
to July 1997 [Clarke et al, 1998]. 

The global pat tern of neutral winds (weak auroral 
case) in the upper thermosphere (1 nbar level, which is 
~ 1600 km above the 1 bar level) predicted by JIM is 
shown in Fig. 1 of Chapter IV.2. Winds as strong as 
35 m / s blow between 70° and 220° longitudes because of 
strong ion convection and large pressure gradients near 
the auroral ovals. The wind pa t te rn in non-auroral re
gions is quite uniform. At low and mid-latitudes the 
winds reach their peak values of about 3 m / s while at 
the equator their speed reduces to 2 m / s . The corre
sponding temperature structure indicates tha t energy 
is being t ransported to these latitudes by strong adi-
abatic cooling within the auroral zone [cf. Achilleos 
et al, 1998]. 

The simulated winds from the J T C G M (moderately 
strong auroral case) are shown in Figure 5a and 5b 
for the lower (~ 0.2 pb or ~ 500 km) and upper 

5 x I O - 6 pb or ~ 4000 km) thermospheric re
gions, respectively. The wind system in the polar re
gions is driven by the high-latitude ion convection and 
large pressure gradients. In the lower thermosphere, 
the winds as large as 175 m / s are blowing as a result 
of strong ion convection and very large pressure gradi
ents near the southern pole. A weaker ion convection 
near the northern pole reduces the wind speed to 4 0 -
50 m / s . At low and mid-latitudes the winds appear 
to be influenced by the Coriolis force (due to plane
tary rotation) and modified by ion-drag (which is strong 
due to the ionospheric peak at around 600 km). The 
situation is quite interesting in the exospheric region 
(Figure 5b), as much stronger winds are calculated in 
the southern hemisphere than in the northern hemi
sphere. This asymmetric circulation pat tern is due to 
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Figure 5. Contours of JTGCM neutral temperature (K) 
and superimposed horizontal wind vectors are shown for the 
inputs described in the text: a) at about 500 km and b) at 
about 4000 km [Bougher et al, 2001]. 

the high-latitude ion convection which appears to be 
much stronger in the south than in the north. Strong 
upwelling or divergence of winds in the polar region (at 
-20° longitude in the south and at -150° longitude in 
the north) and subsidence or convergence at the low 
and mid-latitudes can be seen in Figure 6b. This in
creases the wind speed rapidly to a maximum value of 
1.8 k m / s near the jovian equator. It is also important to 
note tha t the pole-to-equator t empera ture difference of 
about 1000 K predominantly generates poleward winds 
of the order of k m / s at the equator. 
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All the planets in the solar system, except for Mercury, have ionospheres and 
all of these planetary ionospheres, except that of Pluto, have been observed in 
situ or remotely. Some planetary satellites are also known to possess reasonably 
dense ionospheres inc lud ing Jupi ter ' s sa te l l i tes Io , Eu ropa , Cal l i s to and 
Ganymede , Saturn's satellite Titan, and Neptune ' s satellite Triton. Comets are 
also known to contain ionospheric plasma. Observat ions and theoretical models 
of the chemistry, dynamics and energetics of these ionospheres are reviewed in 
this paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The ionosphere was defined in the following way by 
Schunk and Nagy [2000]: 

"The ionosphere is considered to be that region of an 
atmosphere where significant numbers of free thermal (< 1 
eV) electrons and ions are present." 

If we define "significant numbers" as densities in excess 
of a few hundred particles per cm"3, then ionospheres have 
been observed to be present around seven of our solar 
system's nine planets. No ionospheric measurements at 
Pluto are available, but it is estimated that an ionosphere 
exists around that planet, during the current epoch, with a 
peak density of about one thousand cm"3. That means that 
the only planet without an atmosphere and ionosphere is 
Mercury [see Johnson, this volume]. Mercury does have a 
thin exosphere and thus probably also has a very tenuous 
ion exosphere. Ionospheres have been observed around six 
of the moons of the giant planets, namely Io, Callisto, 
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Europa, Ganymede, Titan and Triton. This adds up to 
thirteen known ionospheres in our solar system. To this we 
should add the time dependent ionospheres of comets, 
which only exist during those relatively short time periods 
when the comet resides in the inner solar system. Such an 
ionosphere was measured by Giotto around comet P/Halley 
and without doubt other active comets such as Hale Bopp, 
whose gas production rate exceeded that of P/Halley, also 
have had substantial ionospheres, while they were within a 
few AU of the Sun. It would also be surprising if 
ionospheres were not present around extra-solar-system 
planets. 

There are clearly important differences among the 
various ionospheres, but the basic physical and chemical 
processes which control all ionospheres are really very 
similar. Certainly the nitrogen-oxygen chemistry of the 
terrestrial ionosphere is different from the CO2 based ion 
chemistry at Venus and Mars, and these chemistries are in 
turn different from the hydrogen based chemistry at the 
major planets, the methane-nitrogen chemistry at Titan, etc. 
The dynamics and energetics in an ionosphere that is 
created within a strong intrinsic planetary magnetic field 
are different from those in ionospheres of planets with 
weak or no magnetic fields. Differences in the gravitational 
force also have a strong influence. For example, at comets 
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where the gravity is basical ly nonexistent the 
atmosphere/coma extends to large distances (~ 10 5 km), 
which in turn increases the extent of the ionosphere, 
whereas the ionosphere of Venus exists as a fairly narrow 
layer (a few hundred km), at least on the dayside. The 
relative importance of photoionization by solar radiation 
versus impact ionization by energetic charged particles also 
varies from ionosphere to ionosphere. Finally, the influence 
of the solar wind and/or planetary magnetospheres on solar 
system ionospheres strongly depends on whether or not a 
strong intrinsic magnetic field is associated with the body. 

Ionospheric quantities, such as density and temperature, 
whether measured or calculated, are usually displayed as a 
function of altitude. This chapter will adhere to this 
tradition; however, we note that the peak photoionization 
rate (and for some solar system bodies the peak ionospheric 
electron density) is located at a neutral atmospheric 
pressure level of about 1 nanobar. 

In this review paper we will not discuss the terrestrial 
ionosphere, which is covered in Schunk [this volume], but 
will concentrate on the other ionospheres in our solar 
system. In the next section we discuss the ionospheres of 
Venus and Mars. This is followed by a review of the 
ionospheres of the outer planets and then finally a review 
of our current understanding of the ionospheres of the 
moons and comets. 

2. VENUS AND MARS 

Of all the ionospheres and upper atmospheres in our 
solar system, except for the terrestrial one, we know the 
most about the atmosphere and ionosphere of Venus. Most 
of the information comes from a single spacecraft, the 
Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) [Brace et al, 1983; Nagy et 
al, 1983; Fox and Bougher, 1991; Brace and Kliore, 1991; 
Miller and Whitten, 1991; Fox and Kliore, 1997; Nagy and 
Cravens, 1997]. In contrast, the only corresponding in situ 
upper atmosphere and thermal plasma measurements at 
Mars are those from the mass spectrometer [Nier and 
McElroy, 1977] and retarding potential analyzer [Hanson 
et al., 1977], respectively, which were carried by the two 
Viking landers, and provided two vertical profiles. 
However, a significant number of electron density profiles 
from radio occultation observations are available for both 
planets [e.g. Kliore and Luhmann, 1991; Zhang et al., 
1990]. The upper atmospheres and ionospheres at these two 
planets are believed to be very similar and therefore a great 
deal of what we have learned about Venus applies to Mars. 

The major source of daytime ionization at Venus and 
Mars is solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation. At 
Venus the photoionizaton rate peaks at an altitude of 
around 140 km above the surface of the planet. At this 
altitude the major neutral atmospheric constituent is C 0 2 , 

CO. 
0+ 

NO, N 2 

N O + 0+ N O + 

Figure 1. Block diagram of ionospheric chemistry for Venus and 
Mars (from Nagy et al., 1983). 

but atomic oxygen is present with an abundance of about 
10-20%. The predominance of C 0 2 led to early predictions 
that the main ion in the Venus ionosphere should be C 0 2

+ ; 
however it was realized [Kumar and Hunten, 1974], even 
before direct measurements could confirm it, that the 
presence of atomic oxygen leads to chemical reactions 
which quickly transform C 0 2

+ to 0 2

+ . The main chemical 
reactions affecting the major ion species at these altitudes 
(~ 120-200 km) are: 

C 0 2 + hv -+ C 0 2

+ + e (1) 

C 0 2

+ + O -+ 0 2

+ + CO [k = 1.64X10-10 cm 3 s _ 1] (2) 

-+ 0 + + C 0 2 [k = 9 . 6 x l O n cm 3 s _ 1] (3) 

0 + + C 0 2 -+ 0 2

+ + CO [k = UxlO" 9 cm 3 s _ 1] (4) 

0 2

+ + e O + O [a = 1.95xl0"7 (300/T e ) 0 7 cm 3 s 1 ] (5) 

where T e denotes the electron temperature. The last of these 
chemical react ions indicated above, dissociative 
recombination of 0 2

+ , is the major terminal loss process for 
ions. Airglow produced by this chemistry is discussed in 
Slanger and Wolven [this volume]. The reaction rate 
coefficients, and appropriate references, which are given in 
this chapter, are taken from Tables 8.4 and 8.5 in Schunk 
and Nagy [2000] or Anicich [1993], unless otherwise 
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indicated. Ion production rates, such as resulting from (1), 
can also be found in Schunk and Nagy [2000]. 

A block diagram of the main ion chemistry of Venus and 
Mars is shown in Figure 1. Figures 2 and 3 show modeled 
and measured ion densities for the dayside ionospheres of 
Venus [Nagy et al, 1980] and Mars [Fox, 1993], 
respectively. At Venus the peak total ion (and electron) 
density occurs near 140 km and the major ion is C>2+. At 
Venus 0 + becomes the major ion and peaks near 200 km, 
while at Mars it appears that C>2+ and 0 + become 
comparable near 300 km. There are many other ion species 
present, which are the result of a large variety of 
photochemical processes, some of which involve 
metastable species [Fox, 1982]. 

Venus has no significant intrinsic magnetic field, 
although at times of high solar wind dynamic pressure, a 
significant (-100 nT) horizontal induced magnetic field is 
present in the ionosphere [Luhmann and Cravens, 1991; 
Cravens et al., 1997]; examples of both situations are 
shown in Figure 4 [Russell and Vaisberg, 1983]. It should 
be noted that narrow magnetic flux ropes are generally 
present even in the nonmagnetized situation [Luhmann and 
Cravens, 1991]. The global intrinsic magnetic field is also 
negligibly small at Mars ( < 2 x l 0 n T m 3 ) , but there are 
localized patches of relatively strong remnant crustal 
magnetic fields present [Acuna et al, 1998] as well as 
regions with magnetic flux ropes [Cloutier et al, 1999]. 
Therefore, in most cases, the plasma can move relatively 
freely in both vertical and horizontal directions at both 
planets. 

The chemical lifetime in the Venus ionosphere becomes 
long enough above about 200 km to allow transport 

1 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 3 10 4 105 
Density ( c m - 3 ) 

Figure 2. Ion density profiles for the dayside ionospheric of 
Venus (from Nagy et al., 1980). 

Log Ion Densities (cm- 3) 

Figure 3. Ion density profiles for the dayside ionosphere of Mars 
(from Fox, 1993). 

processes, due to diffusion or bulk plasma drifts, to 
dominate. At Mars the transition from photochemical to 
transport control also takes place in the altitude region of 
180 to 200 km in the dayside ionosphere. The results of the 
one-dimensional model calculations shown in Figures 2 
and 3 do match successfully the observed daytime ion 
densities. However, in the case of the Mars calculations it 
should be remembered that no direct measurements of the 
neutral atomic oxygen density have been made, therefore 
the oxygen profile used in this model was obtained by 
forcing a best fit to the observed ion densities. Furthermore 
the best match for Mars is obtained with large upper 
boundary outflow conditions. The model results are 
relatively independent of these upper boundary conditions 
at the lower altitudes, but at the higher altitudes the 
densities depend strongly on transport, for which no data is 
available at this time. 

Measurements of ion flow velocities [Miller and 
Whitten, 1991] in the ionosphere of Venus have indicated 
that the horizontal velocity increases with altitude and with 
solar zenith angle, reaching a few km/s at the terminator, 
and becoming supersonic on the nightside. These velocities 
are, to a large degree, driven by the day to night pressure 
gradient. A variety of one- and multi-dimensional 
hydrodynamic, magnetohydrodynamic and semikinetic 
models have been used to study the interaction of the solar 
wind with these two planets [Cravens et al., 1997; Nagy et 
al, 1991; Tanaka and Murawski, 1997; Liu et al, 1999; 
Brecht, 1990] which have provided good insights into the 
major processes controlling the upper ionosphere and 
ionopause (see next paragraph) regions. The general 
agreement between the model results and the observations 
is quite good. 
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Figure 4. Magnetic field strength measured by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter versus altitude for different solar wind 
conditions (from Russell et al., 1983). 

The ionosphere of Venus acts as an obstacle to the solar 
wind [Brace et al., 1983; Luhmann and Cravens, 1991; 
Cravens et al., 1997; see also Brecht, this volume], which 
is diverted around the planet. A bow shock is present in the 
flow and the interplanetary magnetic field is compressed 
into a magnetic barrier which lies outside the ionosphere. 
When the upstream solar wind dynamic pressure is 
significantly less than the maximum thermal pressure in the 
ionosphere, the ionosphere is free of large-scale magnetic 
fields (although magnetic flux ropes are usually present). A 
sharp break in the topside ionosphere is present at an 
altitude where the thermal plasma pressure of the 
ionosphere is approximately equal to the magnetic pressure 
in the magnetic barrier. This magnetic pressure 
approximately equals the solar wind dynamic pressure 
(Figure 4). This sharp gradient in the ionospheric thermal 
plasma density is called the ionopause; this pressure 
transition is also referred to as a tangential discontinuity in 
magnetohydrodynamic terminology. However, when the 
solar wind dynamic pressure is high, a large-scale magnetic 
field is known to be present in the ionosphere and the 
ionopause transition region is much broader (Figure 4). 
Given that the ionopause is at an altitude where the 
ionospheric thermal pressure balances the solar wind 
dynamic pressure, its location must change as solar wind 
and ionospheric conditions change [Brace et al., 1983; 
Luhmann and Cravens, 1991]. For example, as the solar 
wind pressure increases, the ionopause height decreases. 

However, the height of the ionopause does not drop below 
about 300 km, even when the pressure exceeds about 
4x10~8 dyne cm"2. Also, the mean ionopause height rises 
from about 350 km at the subsolar location to about 900 km 
at a solar zenith angle of 90°. 

Until very recently there were no observed indications, 
given the very limited data base, of the presence of an 
ionopause at Mars. However, the electron reflectometer 
instrument, carried by the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) 
spacecraft, is now providing the first indication that an 
ionopause is present on the dayside with a mean altitude of 
about 380 km [Mitchell et al, 2000]. The three 
dimensional, three-species, MHD model of Liu et al. 
[2002] is consistent with these observations. 

The effective night on Venus lasts about 58 Earth days 
(solar rotation period is 117 earth days), during which time 
the ionosphere could be expected to disappear, because no 
new photoions and electrons are created to replace the ones 
lost by recombination. Therefore it was very surprising, at 
first, when Mariner 5 found a significant nightside 
ionosphere at Venus [Kliore et al, 1967]. Subsequently, 
extensive measurements have confirmed the presence of a 
significant but highly variable nightside ionosphere. Plasma 
flows from the dayside [Miller and Whitten, 1991], along 
with impact ionization caused by precipitating electrons, 
are responsible for the observed nighttime densities; their 
relative importance for a given ion species depends on the 
solar wind pressure and solar conditions [Cravens et al, 
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1983; Dobe et al, 1995] (e.g., during solar cycle maximum 
conditions day to night transport is the main source of 
plasma for the nightside ionosphere). The nightside 
electron densities are extremely variable both with time and 
location. Order of magnitude changes have been seen by 
the instruments on PVO along a single path and/or between 
subsequent passes through the ionosphere. Terms such as 
disappearing ionospheres, ionospheric holes, tail rays, 
troughs, plasma clouds, etc. have been introduced to 
classify and attempt to explain the apparently different 
situations encountered [Brace and Kliore, 1991]. As an 
example, Figure 5 shows two ionospheric holes observed 
during orbit 530 of PVO [Brace et al, 1982]. Strong radial 
magnetic fields were found to be present in these holes, 
thus allowing easy escape of the ionospheric thermal 
plasma into the tail, presumably causing the sharp drops in 
density. 

The only information on the nightside ionosphere of 
Mars is that obtained by radio occultation measurements 
with the Mars 4 and 5 and Viking 1 and 2 spacecraft 
[Savich et al, 1979; Zhang et al, 1990]. The observed 
ionospheric peak densities were highly variable; at times 
none were detected. The mean peak density was about 
5x l0 3 cm" 3, with a peak altitude of about 160 km. The 
rotation period of Mars is relatively small, close to that of 
the Earth, therefore the observed small densities do not 
seem to be especially difficult to account for. There are 
some indirect indications that electron impact ionization 
may be an important nighttime ionization source, as well as 
day to night transport processes, in a manner similar to the 
Venus conditions [Haider et al, 1992]. 

The observed ion and electron temperatures at both 
Venus and Mars are significantly higher than the neutral 
gas temperature and cannot be explained in terms of EUV 
heating and classical thermal conduction [Cravens et al, 
1980; Chen et al., 1978] as is the case for the midlatitude 
terrestrial ionosphere. The two suggestions which lead to 
model temperature values consistent with the observations 
are 1) an ad hoc energy input at'the top of the ionosphere 
and/or 2) reduced thermal conductivities [Fox and Kliore, 
1997]. The latter reduces downward heat flow and the 
eventual energy loss to the neutrals at the lower altitudes. 
There are reasons to believe that both mechanisms are 
present, but insufficient information to establish which is 
dominant, when, and why. Measurements by the plasma 
wave instrument carried by PVO have shown that there is 
significant wave activity at and above the ionopause. 
Different estimates of the heat input into the ionosphere, 
from these waves, all lead to values of the order of 10 1 0 eV 
cm"2, which is about the magnitude necessary to explain the 
observed plasma temperatures [Shapiro et al, 1995]. There 
have also been suggestions that the shocked solar wind 
electrons from the magnetosheath and tail regions will 
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LONG -69 -97 -113 -124 -131 -137 -143 -149 -157 DEG 
SZA 102 114 129 146 162 160 145 131 119 DEG 
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Figure 5. Ionospheric holes at Venus as observed by the 
Langmuir Probe on the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (from Brace et al., 
1982). 

move along draped field lines into the ionosphere, when it 
is magnetized, and provide the energy needed to explain 
the observed temperatures [Gan et al, 1990]. A number of 
studies have also shown that a reduction in the thermal 
conductivity from its classical value can be justified, 
because of the presence of fluctuating small magnetic fields 
in the ionosphere [Cravens et al, 1980]. 

Figure 6 shows the results of a one-dimensional model 
calculation for Venus, which used classical electron and ion 
conductivities and topside electron and ion heat flows of 
3 x l 0 1 0 and 5x l0 7 eV cm"2, respectively, and which resulted 
in temperatures reasonably close to the observed values. On 
the other hand, Figure 7 shows the results of a one-
dimensional model calculation for Venus which assumes 
no topside heat inflow, but incorporates reduced thermal 
conductivities resulting from magnetic field fluctuations; 
this assumption also leads to calculated values consistent 
with the measured ones. The parameter X, indicated in 
Figure 7, is the correlation length of the assumed 
fluctuations. It can be noted that while the electrons are 
strongly affected by these fluctuations the effect is small on 
the ions; this is the result of the significant difference in the 
respective gyroradii. The results of similar calculations for 
Mars [Choi et al, 1998] are shown in Figure 8. The 
mechanism(s) controlling the temperatures on the nightside 
are even less understood. It is certainly reasonable to 
assume that energy is transported from the dayside to the 
nightside by heat flow and advection and that heat input 
from above or from the tail is also present. However, the 
detailed and/or specific roles of these different potential 
energy sources have not been elucidated. 
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Figure 6. Electron and ion temperatures from a one-dimensional 
model of the ionosphere of Venus for heat flux inputs as shown 
and for no magnetic field effects on the thermal conductivities 
(from Cravens et al., 1980). 

A recent detailed review [Fox and Kliore, 1997] 
concluded that there is no clear and unambiguous 
understanding of the mechanism(s) controlling the 
energetics of the ionosphere of Venus and Mars at this 
time, and further progress is unlikely until more direct 
information becomes available. It is likely that both 
processes mentioned above do play a role, but whether one 
or the other dominates at times or even whether other 
processes, not yet considered, are important, is not known. 

3. THE OUTER PLANETS 

The only direct ionospheric data available from the outer 
planets are electron density altitude profiles obtained from 
radio occultation measurements from the Pioneer 10 and 
11, Voyager 1 and 2 and Galileo spacecraft. Some optical 
information, mainly from remote sensing observations (in 
the visible, infrared, ultraviolet, and x-ray parts of the 
electromagnetic spectrum), also provides some insight into 
certain ionospheric processes. In particular, infrared 
observations [Drossart et al, 1989] have determined 
column densities of the important ion species H 3

+ . The 
upper atmospheres of the major planets consist mainly of 
molecular hydrogen [Atreya, 1986; also see Gladstone and 
Yelle, this volume]; thus the major primary ion, which is 
formed by either photoionization or particle impact, is H 2

+ . 
In the low and midlatitude regions electron-ion pair 
production is due mainly to solar EUV radiation, while at 
higher latitudes impact ionization by precipitating particles 
is believed to be dominant [see Galand and Chakrabarti, 
this volume]. The actual equilibrium concentration of H 2

+ 

is very small, because H 2

+ undergoes a rapid charge 
transfer react ion with H 2 , producing H 3

+ . The 

photoionizat ion/photodissocia t ion sources can be 
represented by: 

H 2 + hv -> H + H 

H 2

+ + e 

H + + H + e 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The resulting neutral atomic hydrogen can also be 
ionized: 

H + hv -> H + + e (9) 

The analogous dissociation and/or ionization sources for 
particle impact rather than for photons exist, but for the 
sake of brevity are not shown here. At high altitudes where 
hydrogen atoms are the dominant neutral gas species, the 
main chemical loss process for H + is thought to be 
radiative recombination, which is a very slow (~10~12 cm"3 

s"1) process. It was suggested some time ago that H + could 
react with H 2 molecules which have been excited to a 
vibrational state v>4 [McElroy, 1973]. The vibrational 
distribution of H 2 has not been measured, although 
theoretical calculations for Jupiter [Cravens, 1987] indicate 
that the vibrational temperature is significantly elevated, 
particularly in the auroral regions. 

H 2

+ is very rapidly transformed to H 3

+ , especially at the 
lower altitudes where H 2 is dominant: 

H 2

+ + H 2 -+ H 3

+ + H [k = 2.0xl0" 9 cm 3 s"1] (10) 

H 3

+ typically undergoes dissociative recombination: 

H 3

+ + e H 2 + H [a = 4.6xl0" 6 T e "° 6 5 cm 3 s"1] (11) 
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Figure 7. Electron and ion temperatures from a one-dimensional 
model of the ionosphere of Venus for thermal conductivities 
reduced by the effects of fluctuating magnetic fields (from 
Cravens etal., 1980). 
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Figure 8. Measured and calculated ionospheric temperatures at Mars (from Choi et al., 1998). 

Significant uncertainties have been associated with the 
dissociative recombination rate of H 3

+ . However, recent 
measurements have shown that the rate is rapid even if the 
ion is in its lowest vibrational state [Sundstrom et al, 1994; 
also see Huestis and Anicich, this volume]. 

Hydrocarbon ions are important in the lower ionosphere 
of Jupiter due to the increased abundance of methane and 
other neutral hydrocarbons. Recent calculations indicate 
that direct photoionization of hydrocarbon molecules can 
lead to a relatively thin, about 50 km broad, hydrocarbon 
ion layer at altitudes around 300 km [Kim and Fox, 1991]. 
Long-lived metallic ions are also thought to exist in the 
lower ionospheres of all the outer planets and might be 
responsible for the layered appearance in the observed 
electron density profiles [see Grebowsky, Moses and 
Pesnell, this volume]. 

We now review some specific ionospheric observations 
for the outer planets. The Jovian electron density profiles 
measured by the Voyager spacecraft, and more recently by 
the Galileo spacecraft, using the radio occultation 
technique, indicated the presence of an ionosphere with 
peak densities between 10 4 and 10 5 cm"3, as indicated in 
Figure 9 [Hinson et al, 1997]. These electron density 
profiles seem to fall in two general classes. In one, the peak 
electron density is located at an altitude around 2000 km, 
and in the other the electron density peak is near 1000 km. 
The two groups also exhibit different topside scale heights, 
with the high altitude peaks associated with the larger scale 
heights. There appears to be no clear latitudinal nor 

temporal association with these separate groups of profiles. 
The different peaks may be the result of a combination of 
different major ionizing sources (EUV versus soft x-ray 
versus particle impact), and/or different ion chemistries. 
However, the variability of the location and magnitude of 
the ionospheric peak cannot be modeled with purely 
photochemical models. Dynamical effects are believed to 
play a key role in controlling this ionosphere, although our 
understanding of the dynamics remains virtually 
nonexistent. 

A number of different models of the ionosphere have 
been developed since the Voyager encounters [Majeed and 
McConnell, 1991]. The limited observational data base, 
combined with the large uncertainties associated with such 
important parameters as the relevant reaction rates, drift 
velocities, degree of vibrational excitation and the 
magnitude and nature of the precipitating particles, means 
that there are too many free parameters to allow a unique 
and definitive model of the ionosphere to be developed. 

Electron density profiles of the ionosphere of Saturn 
were obtained by radio occultation measurements made 
from Pioneer 11/Saturn and Voyagers 1 and 2 spacecraft; 
the Voyager 2 results are shown in Figure 10 [Waite and 
Cravens, 1987]. The low frequency cut-off of the Saturn 
electrostatic discharges (SED), which originate in the 
equatorial atmosphere from lightning, indicated significant 
and rapid diurnal variation of the peak electron densities. 

The neutral atmosphere of Saturn is very similar to that 
of Jupiter, therefore the ion chemistry was expected to be 
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Figure 9. Electron density altitude profiles measured at Jupiter by 
the Galileo radio occultation experiment (from Hinson et al., 
1997). 

also effectively the same. The main difficulties with the 
"Jupiter like" ionospheric models of Saturn are that: (1) the 
calculated ionospheric density at the apparent main peak is 
about an order of magnitude larger than the observed one 
and (2) the rapid diurnal variations cannot be reproduced 
by any of the current models [Moses and Bass, 2000; Waite 
and Cravens, 1987; Majeed and McConnell, 1996]. 

During the last decade a number of suggestions have 
been put forward for how to lower the modeled electron 
densities to the observed values. The most reasonable and 
successful current mode l s are based on the 
suggestion/assumption that water from the rings is being 
transported into Saturn's upper atmosphere, which then 
modifies the chemistry of the ionosphere. The presence of 
H 2 0 results in the following catalytic process: 

order of a few times 10 7 cm"2 s"1 and a small ( - 0 . 5 ergs 
cm"2 s"1) influx of low energy electrons, leads to electron 
density values consistent with the observed, near terminator 
densities, as indicated in Figure 8. Again, in the lower 
ionosphere of Saturn, metallic ions and hydrocarbon ions 
are thought to also be important [Moses and Bass, 2000; 
see also Grebowsky, Moses andPesnell, this volume]. 

The only information concerning the ionospheres of 
Uranus and Neptune comes from the Voyager 2 radio 
occultation measurements. The ionospheric densities 
measured by radio occultation at the two planets are shown 
in Figures 12 and 13 respectively [Lindal et al, 1987; Tyler 
et al, 1989]. The observed dayside UV emissions 
[Broadfoot et al, 1986] from Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus 
led to suggestions that a column integrated energy flux of 
about 0.1-0.3 erg cm"2 s"1, due to soft (<15eV) electrons, 
may be present; this has been referred to as electroglow. 
However, alternate explanations of the observed emissions 
have also been put forward [Yelle et al, 1987; Liu and 
Dalgarno, 1996]. A number of simple one-dimensional 
model calculations of the ionospheres of Uranus and 
Neptune have been published, some of which included 
ionization caused by postulated electroglow electrons 
[Waite and Cravens, 1987]. The calculated peak electron 

densities found by these models all exceeded the measured 
values and this has been interpreted as an indication of a 
significant influx of H 2 0 molecules, similar to the situation 
at Saturn. 

The radio occultation data from all the giant planets 
(Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune) indicate the presence 
of enhanced electron density layers in the lower 
ionosphere. The electrical conductivity associated with 
these lower ionosphere electron density layers is potentially 

H + + H 2 0 H 2 0 + + H [k = 8.2 x IO"9 cm 3 s 1 ] (12) 
5000 

H 2 0 + + H 2 0 -> H 3 0 + + OH [k = 1.85x10"9 cm 3 s 1 ] (13) 
4000 

H 3 0 + + e - + H 2 0 + H (14) I 
w 3000 
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A block diagram of the chemistry scheme, involving 
water, is shown in Figure 11. The main ion species in 
models using this chemical scheme are H + , H 3

+ and H 3 0 + . 
It was shown [Waite and Cravens, 1987] that a downward 
flux of water from the rings into the atmosphere, of the 
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Figure 10. Electron density altitude profiles measured at Saturn 
by the Pioneer and Voyager radio occultation experiment (from 
Waite and Cravens, 1987). 
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Figure 11. Block diagram of the chemistry scheme for the ionosphere of Saturn, including water chemistry (from 
Schunk and Nagy, 2000). 

extremely important in the global electrodynamics of these 
planets, because the layers lie in the appropriate ion-neutral 
collision regime. It has been suggested that these layers are 
composed of long-lived metallic ions of meteoric or 
satellite origin, somewhat analogous to the terrestrial 
sporadic E-layers, formed by wind shears [Atreya et al, 
1974; see also Grebowsky, Moses and Pesnell, this 
volume]. There have also been some suggestions that 
gravity waves may play a role in creating these narrow, 
multiple layers [Hinson et al, 1997; Matchera et al, 2001]. 
Furthermore, calculations have shown that a layer of 
hydrocarbon ions is likely to form at Jupiter in the altitude 
range between about 300 to 400 km [Kim and Fox, 1991]. 

No direct or remote measurements of Pluto's ionosphere 
have yet been made. Model calculations [Lara et al, 1997; 
Bagenal et al, 1991; Krasnopolsky and Cruikshank, 1999] 
suggest that the peak ionospheric density is less than 10 3 

cm"3 and that the major ion species are likely to be HCNH + 

and C H 5

+ ; however, as suggested for Titan (see next 
section), more complex hydrocarbon molecules may also 
be synthesized, because of their higher proton affinity. 

4. MOONS AND COMETS. 

Ionospheres have been observed not only at planets but 
also around several of the satellites of these planets as well 
as at active comets. Ionospheres have been detected around 
all four of the Galilean satellites: Io, Europa, Ganymede, 
and Callisto. The peak electron densities for the last 3 
moons are seen near the surface, and have values of about 
1.0, 0.4 and O.lxlO 4 cm"3, respectively [A. J. Kliore, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, personal communication, 2001]. 
The radio occultation observations by Pioneer 10 in 1973 
provided the first direct indication of an ionosphere around 
Io [Kliore et al, 1975]. A number of further electron 
density profiles have been obtained using Galileo radio 
occultation measurements [Hinson et al, 1998] and some 
of these results are shown in Figure 14. Volcanoes are 
known to exist at Io and act as a source of atmospheric 
S 0 2 . The vapor pressure of S 0 2 exhibits such a strong 
dependence on temperature that an atmosphere in 
equilibrium with surface frost could result in many orders 
of magnitude difference between day and night 
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Figure 12. Electron density altitude profiles measured at Uranus 
by the Voyager radio occultation experiment (from Lindal et al., 
1987). 

atmospheric densities. This picture could be considerably 
modified if a significant amount of a non-condensing gas, 
such as 0 2 , is present. Another outstanding issue is the 

source of atmospheric Na (sodium) species, including 
N a 0 2 and N a 2 0 . However, these species have lower 
saturation vapor pressures than S 0 2 , and do not sublime 
easily. Yet Na + may be a dominant ion at Io. All the 
Galilean satellites interact strongly with the magnetosphere 
of Jupiter, which certainly influences the nature and 
variability of the respective ionospheres. The situation is 
further complicated in the case of Io, where the atmosphere 
and ionosphere are very likely to be highly variable, both 
spatially and temporally, given the nature of the volcanic 
sources. Figure 15 shows the results of a specific model for 
Io's ionosphere [Summers and Strobel, 1996], which leads 
to a reasonable agreement with the Pioneer 10 "dayside" 
profile. 

Titan, the largest satellite of Saturn, is surrounded by a 
substantial atmosphere and therefore one expects a 
correspondingly significant ionosphere. To date the only 
opportunity for a radio occultation measurement of this 
ionosphere occurred when Voyager 1 was occulted by 
Titan. The initial analysis of those data could only provide 
upper limits of 3 x l 0 3 cm"3 and 5 x l 0 3 cm"3 on the peak 
electron densities at the evening and morning terminators, 

respectively [Lindal et al., 1983], However, a careful 
reanalysis of the data [Bird et al., 1997] indicates the 
presence of an electron density peak of about 2.7x10 3 cm"3 

at around 1190 km for a solar zenith angle of near 90°. 
Titan orbits Saturn at a distance of about 20 R s , where R s 

is the radius of Saturn. The mean magnetopause location is 
around 24 R s , thus Titan usually resides inside the 
magnetosphere, though at times it may be outside the 
magnetosphere. The illumination condition with respect to 
the ramside of Titan varies from fully sunlit to fully dark as 
it completes an orbit around Saturn. Thus, the various 
ionization sources responsible for the formation of Titan's 
ionosphere certainly include a mixture of solar extreme 
ultraviolet radiation, photoelectrons produced by this 
radiation and magnetospheric or shocked solar wind 
electrons. Calculations indicate that photoionization is the 
main source for the dayside ionosphere, followed by 
photoelectron impact and finally magnetospheric electron 
sources [Gan et al., 1992; Keller et al., 1992; Galand et al, 
1999]. Of course magnetospheric electrons must dominate 
in the nightside ionosphere. 

A variety of one-dimensional calculations have been 
made [Keller et al, 1992; Fox and Yelle, 1997; Keller et 
al, 1998] and they all lead to electron density values 
consistent with the Voyager results. The most important 
initial ion is N 2

+ for altitudes up to about 1800 km and 
C H 4

+ is the major ion produced at the higher altitudes; N + 

and C H 3

+ are also important initial ion species. These initial 
ions quickly undergo a number of ion-neutral reactions 
leading to H C N H + , which then will undergo either 
disssociative recombination or proton transfer, leading to 
more complex hydrocarbon ions [Fox and Yelle, 1997; 
Keller et al, 1998]. Figure 16 shows the results of a 
representative set of calculations [Fox and Yelle, 1997] and 
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Figure 13. Electron density altitude profiles measured at Neptune 
by the Voyager radio occultation experiment (from Tyler et al., 
1989). 
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Figure 17 is a chemical diagram showing the chemical 
complexity of this ionosphere. A recent paper looked at the 
galactic cosmic ray induced ionosphere of Titan; it predicts 
peak electron densities of about 2x l0 3 cm"3 at an altitude 
near 100 km. The predicted major ion is C7H-/ [Molina-
Cuberos et al, 1999]. 

The transition from chemical to transport control in the 
ionosphere of Titan has been explored in a number of 
studies. Simple time constant considerations, as well as 
more detailed model solutions, have indicated that the 
transition from chemical to diffusive control takes place in 
the altitude region around 1500-2000 km. The plasma 
velocity ( -120 km/s) of the external magnetospheric 
plasma impinging on Titan at the time of the Voyager 
encounter was subsonic (sound speed -210 km/s) and 
superalfvenic (Alfven speed -64 km/s), therefore no bow 
shock should have formed and none was observed. The 
plasma appeared to gradually slow as Voyager approached 
Titan's exosphere. Various models were able to reproduce 
the observed plasma behavior in the magnetosphere outside 
Titan's ionosphere. One important physical process was 
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Figure 14. Electron density altitude profiles measured at Io by the 
Galileo radio occultation experiment (from Hinson et al., 1998). 
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Figure 15. Density profiles from an ionospheric model of Io 
(from Summers and Strobel, 1996). 

shown to be massloading. The magnetic field strength just 
upstream of Titan's ionosphere is enhanced in a magnetic 
barrier (similar to that near Venus and Mars). The magnetic 
field also drapes around Titan forming a magnetic tail and a 
plasma wake [see Combi, Gombosi and Kabin, this 
volume]. Just as at Venus and Mars, the magnetic pressure 
associated with the barrier is expected to be the dominant 
source of pressure against the ionosphere. Using reasonable 
magnetospheric parameters, it was shown [Keller et al, 
1994] that the total incident magnetospheric pressure is 
about 1.6xl0"9 dynes cm"2. This pressure corresponds to a 
field strength of about 20 nT, much of which is convected 
into the upper ram ionosphere, resulting in near horizontal 
magnetic fields. Using a peak electron density of 5 x l 0 3 

cm"3 means that the plasma temperature needs to be greater 
than 700K to allow the ionosphere to hold off the external 
plasma (if it indeed does — in situ measurements such as 
those that will be made by the Cassini Orbiter will 
hopefully shed light on these issues). Multi-dimensional 
and multi-species MHD model calculations have looked at 
the interaction of the ionosphere with Sa turn ' s 
magnetosphere. Below an altitude of about 1500-2000 km 
the flow appears to be slow enough that the plasma could 
be considered to be ionospheric in nature, whereas the 
plasma distribution at higher altitudes is likely to be 
controlled by the rapid flow associated with Saturn's 
magnetosphere [Cravens et al, 1998; Nagy et al, 2001]. 

The question of plasma temperatures in the ionosphere of 
Titan has also been studied. No observational constraints 
concerning these parameters exist; therefore, at best one 
can set some range of reasonable values through model 
calculations. It is expected that the temperatures on the 
ramside will be very different from those on the wakeside 
of Titan. This comes about because the draped magnetic 
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Figure 16. Ion density profiles from a model of Titan's 
ionosphere (from Fox and Yelle, 1997). 

field on the ramside is expected to be nearly horizontal, 
thus reducing vertical heat flow, whereas the field on the 
wakeside is expected to be nearly radial. Representative 
results [Roboz and Nagy, 1994] for the ram and wakeside 
are shown in Figure 18. 

A well established ionosphere has also been observed at 
Triton, the major satellite of Neptune, by the Voyager 2 
radio occultation measurements [Tyler et al., 1989], as 
shown in Figure 19. These Voyager observations prompted 
the development of a number of ionospheric models. All 
these models assumed, consistent with the airglow 
observations [Broadfoot et al., 1989], that the main sources 
of ionospheric plasma are photoionization by solar EUV 
radiation and magnetospheric electron impact ionization. A 
one-dimensional model calculation [Majeed et al., 1990], 
which solved the coupled continuity and momentum 
equations for the more important neutral and ion species, 
clearly demonstrated that Triton's ionosphere cannot be 
understood by considering nitrogen chemistry only; CH 4 , H 
and H 2 must also be considered. This model led to the 
ionosphere shown in Figure 19, which fits the Voyager 
results well, given an assumed column impact ionization 
source of 3 x l 0 8 ions cm"2 s"1. It is important to note that 
even though N 2 is the major neutral species, N + is the 
predicted major ion. It was pointed out that at the time of 
the radio occultation measurements, Triton was near the 
magnetic equator and magnetospheric electrons were the 
dominant ionization source. If this source were not present, 
the electron densities would decrease significantly within a 
few hours due to ion molecule reactions. The question of 
why Triton's ionosphere is so much more robust than that 

of Titan has also been discussed [Strobel et al., 1990]. It 
was pointed out that in order to understand the difference 
one needs to compare the competing upward fluxes of CH4 
and H 2 with the column integrated ionization rates. The ion 
production rate for Triton is twice the sum of the neutral 
fluxes, whereas at Titan the ratio is only about 0.1. This 
implies a relatively more rapid dissociative recombination 
rate of the molecular ions at Titan, as compared to Triton, 
resulting in significantly lower equilibrium electron 
densities [set Muller-Wodarg, this volume]. 

The predominance of water vapor in the atmospheres of 
active comets, such as P/Halley, means that the following 
photochemical processes are believed to control their 
ionospheric behavior: 

H 2 0 + h v - > H 2 0 + + e (15) 

- • H + + O H + e (16) 

->OH + + H + e (17) 

H 2 0 + + H 2 0 H 3 0 + + OH (18) 

H 3 0 + + e ^ O H + H 2 

-+OH + H + H (19) 

^ H 2 0 + H 

Note that equations (18) and (19) are the same as (13) 
and (14), which were introduced in the discussion of the 
role of inflowing water vapor to Saturn's ionosphere (see 
also Figure 11). The very rapid rate at which H 2 0 + is 
transformed into H 3 0 + means that in comets which have 
water dominated atmospheres, such as P/Halley, H 3 0 + is 
the dominant ionospheric constituent. N H 4

+ ion-neutral 
chemical channels also have some importance, due to the 
presence of ammonia among the neutral volatiles at 
comets; other chemical families ( C 0 2 , CH4, NH 3 , etc.)are 
also present in the ionospheric chemistry. 

The Giotto spacecraft carried two spectrometers which 
were capable of measuring the ion composition in 
P/Halley's ionosphere. The neutral spectrometer, operating 
in its ion mode, found that the H 3 0 + to H 2 0 + ratio increases 
with decreasing distance from the nucleus and it exceeds 
unity at distances less than about 20,000 km [Krankowsky 
et al., 1986]. The variations in ion densities measured by 
the ion mass spectrometer carried aboard the Giotto 
spacecraft as it flew by comet P/Halley [Balsiger et al., 
1986] are shown in Figure 20. These are in qualitative 
agreement with model calculations of the ion composition 
and structure [Korosmezey et al, 1987]. Except for some 
structure in the immediate vicinity of the boundary of the 
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Figure 17. Block chemical scheme for the ionosphere of Titan (from Keller et al., 1998). 

diamagnetic cavity, the electron density was observed to 
vary approximately as the inverse of the radial distance 
from the nucleus, out to a distance of about 10,000 km 
[Balsiger et al, 1986; Krankowsky et al., 1986]. Even 
simple photochemical models balancing ion production and 
dissociative recombination are able to reproduce this 
simple 1/r electron density dependence [Mendis et al., 
1985; Korosmezey et al, 1987]. 

The plasma measured by instruments on the Giotto and 
Vega spacecraft at radial distances beyond about 10 4 km 
and out to several times 10 4 km was clearly dense and cold 
enough to be called ionospheric , yet displayed 
characteristics indicating that it was being controlled by 
transport/dynamics. This dynamics is determined largely by 
the solar wind interaction with the comet [Cravens, 1991; 
also see Combi, Gombosi and Kabin, this volume]. A main 
feature of this interaction is the formation of a magnetic 
barrier and a draped magnetic tail. Giotto magnetometer 
data [Neubauer et al, 1986] showed that this barrier is 
much broader than that found at Venus and Mars. The 
region around the nucleus, out to a radial distance of about 
5000 km, was observed to be field-free [Neubauer et al, 
1986] and is called the diamagnetic cavity. The electron 
density in the immediate vicinity of the boundary of this 

cavity was observed [Goldstein et al, 1989] to jump by a 
factor of 3 or so above the underlying ionospheric density, 
which varies as 1/r, as mentioned earlier. Plasma flows 
outward from the nucleus in the diamagnetic cavity and 
forms a layer of enhanced density when it encounters the 
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Figure 18. Electron temperatures from a model of Titan's 
ionosphere (from Roboz and Nagy, 1994). 
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Figure 19. Electron density altitude profiles measured at Triton 
by the Voyager radio occultation experiment (from Tyler et al., 
1989). 
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Figure 20. Ion density profiles measured by the Giotto ion mass 
spectrometer at comet P/Halley (from Balsiger et al., 1986). 

magnetic field outside the cavity [Cravens, 1989; Puhl-
Quinn and Cravens, 1995]. The excess plasma in this layer 
recombines dissociatively. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we have described ionospheres with very 
different densities, temperatures, ion species, and spatial 
extent. It seems appropriate to end this chapter with another 
quotation; this one comes from an IUGG Report [Nagy et 
al., 1995] which states: 

"The very basic processes such as ionization, chemical 
transformations and diffusive as well as convective 
transport are analogous in all ionospheres; the major 
differences are the result of factors such as different neutral 
atmospheres, intrinsic magnetic field strength, distance 
from the Sun, etc. Improving our understanding of any of 
the ionospheres in our solar system helps in elucidating the 
controlling physical and chemical processes in all of them." 
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Auroral Processes in the Solar System 
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Studies of the aurora constitute a fundamental component of geophysical 
research. The observational, theoretical, and modeling advances achieved in 
understanding terrestrial auroral activity mark a high point in space science 
and, in particular, in defining linkages between energetics, dynamics, and 
coupling within the solar wind-magnetospheric-atmospheric system. One of 
the major achievements of space age technology has been the detection of 
auroral emissions on other solar system bodies. While the mechanisms re
sponsible for auroral structure on other worlds involve the same basic physics 
operating on Earth, the settings are of vastly different scale and with sources 
often unique to each site. Defining an aurora as any optical manifestation 
of the interaction of extra-atmospheric energetic electrons, ions, and neu
trals with an atmosphere, we review the observational inventory of aurora 
in the solar system and discuss the different steps used for modeling auroral 
processes. Aurora offers us a unique and extremely valuable remote sensing 
of magnetic field configuration and is a tracer of plasma interactions. It is 
an indicator of the atmospheric composition and energy source and can be 
used for remote sensing of the characteristics of the incident energetic parti
cles. The diversity of magnetic field geometries, plasma interactions, energy 
sources, and atmospheric constituents, all make comparative auroral studies 
a rich field, which should lead us to further understanding of interactions 
taking place at different solar system bodies. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Since the dawn of human history, the aurora has 
stirred human imagination, curiosity, and fear, creat
ing a mixture of conflicting emotions. Seen as huge 
green curtains of light beating under a ghostwind, or red 
veils firing the nightsky, auroral displays have always 
fascinated human minds [e.g., Eather, 1980]. Eskimos 
in Alaska described the aurora borealis as the dancing 
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souls of their favorite animals; for the Inuits in southern 
Canada the aurora had the power to decapitate people. 

Auroral emissions are not restricted to the Ear th . 
Wi th improved observation capabilities over the last 
decades we have discovered aurorae on other bodies of 
the solar system, such as on the Jovian moon Ganymede. 
On Ear th alone auroral emissions span the entire optical 
wavelength band. Temporal variabilities are observed 
from few milliseconds to over several hours, and the 
spatial structures extend from a meter to hundreds of 
kilometers. 

The definition we propose for aurora is any optical 
manifestation of the interaction of extra-atmospheric 
energetic electrons, ions, and neutrals, with an at-
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mosphere. The spectral range includes 7-rays [about 
0.001-1 pm], soft X-rays [1-10 nm], Extreme Ultra
violet (EUV) [10-90 nm], Far-UltraViolet (FUV) [90-
200 nm], Near-UltraViolet (NUV) [200-300 nm], visi
ble [300-800 nm], near-InfraRed (IR) [0.8-15 / /m], far-
InfraRed [15-200 /«n] . The shorter wavelength emis
sions are produced by incident particles with higher en
ergy penetrat ing deeper in the atmosphere. We choose 
to focus on optical emissions, even though radio emis
sions [above 0.2 mm] have been observed in the auro
ral regions of the Ear th and the giant planets [Zarka, 
1998]. The interaction of the energetic particles with 
the atmosphere can be direct - the excitation and sub
sequent light emission are the result of the impact of 
an energetic particle with an atmospheric species. It 
can also be indirect, when the excitation results from 
a chain of reactions initiated by energetic particles. It 
has to be distinguished from airglow, which is the re
sult of chemical reactions initiated by solar photons [see 
Chap 1.5 and IV.5\. For emissions to be called aurora, 
we propose tha t the energetic particles have to be extra-
atmospheric. Photo-electrons, electrons produced by 
interaction of the solar photons with an atmosphere, are 
excluded as energy source of an aurora. The energetic 
particles at the source of aurora have a large variety 
of origins, including the solar wind, sputtering of Sat-
urnian rings and icy moon surfaces by magnetospheric 
ions, Io's volcanic plumes, or the planetary magneto
sphere. The particles can be accelerated by magneto
spheric convection, diffusion, wave-particle interaction, 
pick-up (e.g., in the Venusian upper atmosphere), or in
duced by rotation of the planet (e.g., at Jupiter) . The 
energetic particles can be par t of an open flow, precip
itat ing from a magnetosphere, or of solar wind origin. 
They also can be part of a field-aligned current clos
ing within the ionosphere, as in the current system tha t 
exists between the Jovian ionosphere and its moon Io. 
Heat flux is excluded as it is conduction, not particle 
t ransport . It is assumed tha t the energetic particles 
impact only on an atmosphere. Even though partly ion
ized, the dense atmospheres encountered around solar 
system bodies are dominated by neutral constituents. 

The interaction of an energetic particle with an am
bient neutral can lead to the excitation of the a tmo
spheric species. During de-excitation, the excess energy 
is re-emitted as a photon whose wavelength is precisely 
governed by the same quan tum rules which dictate the 
available energy levels surrounding a given nucleus [e.g., 

Chamberlain, 1995]. The auroral emissions can also be 
produced by the energetic particle itself. For instance, 
energetic protons precipitating into an atmosphere can 

capture an electron (charge-exchange) and become hy
drogen a toms in an excited s ta te . As a result, doppler-
shifted H emissions are produced, such as Lyman a 
(121.6 nm) and the Balmer lines, H a (656.3 nm) and 
H/? (486.1 nm) . Sometimes for heavy ions such as oxy
gen, K-shell lines arise as the energetic ions are nearly 
stripped of electrons and then are either directly ex
cited or charge exchanged into an excited state, which 
subsequently emits an X-ray photon. As for electrons, 
bremsstrahlung continuum X-rays are produced when 
the suprathermal electron is scattered by Coulomb in
teractions with an atmospheric nuclei and electrons. 
Auroral IR radiations can be produced by cooling pro
cesses in an atmosphere heated by energetic particles. 
Hydrocarbons are efficient coolers in the giant planets, 
and NO, He, and C O 2 in the terrestrial thermosphere. 

Auroral emissions have been extensively observed and 
studied. We do not pretend to provide a comprehensive 
review of the aurora. Detailed reviews can be found in 
the works by Fox [1986] and Bhardwaj and Gladstone 
[2000a]. We would like, rather, to give some insights 
on the diversity of auroral emissions encountered in our 
solar system, on the modeling of auroral processes, on 
the relevance of auroral studies, and the comparative 
approach. 

2. O B S E R V A T I O N S O F A U R O R A L 
E M I S S I O N S IN T H E S O L A R S Y S T E M 

Auroral emissions have been observed throughout the 
solar system. To cover the large range of wavelengths, 
different instruments from ground-based to Earth or
biting observatories have been used. Visible and IR 
observations are usually performed from the ground. 
At Mauna Kea, Hawaii, the Keck telescope has been 
used to observe Ganymede in the red window, and the 
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) and Infrared 
Telescope Facility (IRTF) have observed Jupiter in the 
IR. The terrestrial atmosphere has been extensively ob
served from ground with photometers and spectrome
ters at visible wavelengths. Since UV and X-rays ra
diation is absorbed in the Ear th ' s atmosphere, the in
struments operating in these wavelengths are all space-
based. The Polar spacecraft has instruments covering 
a large spectral range: the UltraViolet Imager (UVI), 
the Visible Imaging System (VIS), and the Polar Iono
spheric X-ray Imaging Experiment (PIXIE). Polar as 
well as Dynamics Explorer (DE) and the recent Im
ager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration 
(IMAGE) satellite have provided crucial global images 
of the Ear th ' s auroral ovals. The International Ul-
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traviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite at geo-synchronous 
orbit from 1978 to 1996 and the Extreme UltraVio-
let Explorer (EUVE) observatory operating at about 
430 km from 1992 to January 2001 provided precious 
da ta about the giant planets and comets. The God-
dard High Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS), onboard 
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) orbiting at 600 km, 
operated until 1997 and was then replaced by the Space 
Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) for imaging 
from UV to near-IR. Also aboard the HST, the Faint 
Object Camera (FOC), operating in visible and UV 
wavelengths, and the Wide Field Planetary Camera 
( W F P C ) , operating from UV to near-IR, have been ex
tensively used for observations of Saturn, Jupiter , and 
its Galilean moons, Ganymede, Io, and Europa. The 
Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE), the Rontgen satel
lite (ROSAT), the High Energy Astronomical Observa
tory 2 (Einstein), and the recent Chandra X-ray Ob
servatory (CXO) have been crucial in the detection of 
X-rays at comets, Jupiter , and Saturn. 

For distant bodies with faint emission or fine spa
tial structure, spacecraft flybys provide da ta tha t near 
Earth observatories cannot. The Ultra Violet Spectrom
eter (UVS) onboard Pionner Venus Orbiter (PVO) and 
UVS onboard the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecrafts have 
recorded auroral emissions on Venus and on the giant 
planets, respectively. The Solid State Imaging (SSI) 
instrument on Galileo observing the visible nightt ime 
Jovian aurora gave us images with unprecedented spa
tial resolution. Over December 2000 - January 2001 
(Jupiter Millennium Campaign) , the Cassini swing-by 
of Jupiter along with Galileo and HST observations of
fered us the first comprehensive, coordinated set of da ta 
of the Jupi ter ' s atmosphere and environment [Clarke, 
2001]. 

2.1. Earth 

On the Ear th , the aurora has been studied scientifi
cally for a long t ime (see for example, Mairan [1733] and 
other historical references listed in Chamberlain [1995]). 
Many reviews have summarized auroral studies with 
different emphases (see Vallance Jones [1974], Gordi-
ets [1986], Rees [1989], Meng et al [1991], Stadsnes et 
al. [1997], and Chakrabarti [1998]). Terrestrial aurorae 
have been observed from g a m m a rays associated to MeV 
protons [Share and Murphy, 2001] to radio [e.g., Liou 
et al, 2000]. Recent advances include multi-spectral 
and multi-point observations of aurora, from space and 
ground-based platforms. In this section, we will discuss 
some of the results not covered in the reviews listed 
above. 

UV observations have opened up a capability tha t 
is unavailable to visible and IR - the ability to ob
serve sunlit aurora. Rocket and satellite borne spec
troscopic observations [Vallance Jones, 1991, and ref
erences therein] established the spectral content which 
has been refined by satellite observations. These obser
vations have shown the auroral spectrum is rich even 
shortward of 90 nm where it is dominated by 0 + emis
sions, while the spectral region between 90 and 200 nm 
contains a large number of emission features due to H, 
O, N, 0 + , N+, H 2 , and N 2 . There were reports of argon 
emissions [Christensen et al, 1977] and 0"1"1" [Paresce 
et al, 1983], but they have not been independently val
idated. Spectroscopic studies of UV aurora have used 
emission intensity ratios to characterize the particle en
ergies in the sunlit cusp, polar cap, and nightside aurora 
[e.g., Chakrabarti, 1986]. 

More recently, global imaging in the visible (e.g., 
DMSP), UV (e.g., DE, Viking and Polar /UVI, IMAGE) 
and X-rays (e.g., Po la r /PIXIE) are being used for a 
better understanding of auroral processes. For exam
ple, the size of the auroral oval derived from global im
ages has been related to solar wind parameters [Siscoe, 
1991]. Evolution of the global aurora has been exam
ined to understand the substorm onset and poleward 
expansion [e.g., Craven and Frank, 1987]. 

Balloons were used to study X-ray emissions from 
the aurora as early as 1957 [Winckler et al, 1958; An
derson, 1965]. X-ray spectrum of an aurora has been 
related to the energy spectrum of the incident electrons 
[Vij et al, 1975] and have since been used in conjunc
tion with visible [Mizera et al, 1978; Stadsnes et al, 
1997], UV [Ostgaard et al, 2000; Anderson et al, 2000] 
and particle measurements [Sharber et al, 1993]. These 
studies on the role of auroral X-rays in atmospheric ion
ization found a peak observed hemispheric power input 
of 40 G W and an ionization rate tha t exceeds solar UV 
and X-ray ionization rate by 2 - 3 orders of magni tude 
[Chenette et al, 1993]. Wi th improved technology, we 
now have global X-ray imagers, which have allowed a 
statistical classification of X-ray flux according to Kp 
[Petrinec et al, 1999]. Simulation studies have been 
used to explain the X-ray darkness observed in the post-
noon sector [Chenette et al, 1999] in terms of at tenua
tion of drifting plasmasheet electrons [Chen and Schulz, 
2001]. 

In low lat i tude region, a factor of two increase in emis
sion ratios of selected UV lines at geomagnetically dis
turbed times was a t t r ibuted to energetic neutral a toms 

(ENAs) [Abreu et al, 1986]. Subsequently, Ishimoto et 
al. [1992] examined enhancement of several UV emis-
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sions during the main phase of a geomagnetic substorm 
and concluded tha t they were caused by precipitating 
energetic oxygen neutrals of ring current origin. Similar 
enhancement in the low-latitude nighttime N2" ( IN) in
tensities was a t t r ibuted to EN As [Tinsley et al, 1994]. 
Recently, this increase in UV emission intensities in low 
latitudes due to ENAs has been extended to dayglow 
[Stephan et al, 2000; 2001]. 

In a short review it is not possible to highlight all as
pects of terrestrial auroral research. So, we note some 
recent works, which could be used to find other relevant 
works. Doe et al. [1993] observed F region plasma de
pletion in red line images and were able to at t r ibute it to 
downward field-aligned current. Using Polar UVI and 
Wind 's solar wind and IMF data , Liou et al. [1998] 
conclude tha t solar wind parameters (density, speed, 
and dynamic pressure) have minimal effect on the af
ternoon aurora. Kozlovsky and Kangas [2001] found a 
correlation of the equatorward drifting arcs with IMF 
B^. The authors noted a lag of about 30 minutes of 
the increase of equatorward drifting of the arcs located 
in the region of convection shear. Sandholt and Farru-
gia [2001] studied the substorm intensification process 
through observations of bursty bulk flows. They were 
able to relate impulsive injection of electrons at geo
stationary al t i tude and brightening of the aurora. Us
ing high spatial and temporal resolutions, Knudsen et 
al. [2001] studied the width of auroral arcs and found 
them to be 18 ± 9 km, which is consistent with those 
of Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. [1998]. 

In spite of t remendous progress in auroral studies, 
there is a lamentable lack of spectral imaging studies on 
the Earth. The spectacular global auroral images taken 
by DE, Viking, Polar, and IMAGE all use narrow-band 
filters, thereby requiring some assumptions on the spec
tral content within their passband. All our knowledge 
of optical aurora on other planets come from spectral 
imaging. Until we conduct a similar observation on the 
Earth, our understanding of comparative auroral stud
ies will remain incomplete. 

2 . 2 . Bodies with a significant intrinsic magnetosphere 

In addition to the Ear th , five solar system bodies, 
Jupiter , Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and the Jovian moon 
Ganymede, are known to have both an atmosphere and 
a significant intrinsic magnetosphere, conditions con
ducive to aurora. Although their magnetic geometries 
are very different, the giant planets have upper a tmo
spheres with common features. The major species are 
hydrogen a toms and molecules whose emission lines and 
bands are the dominant UV and visible auroral radia

tions. Below the homopause is a hydrocarbon layer that 
absorbs most of the UV and visible emissions but radi
ates in IR. X-rays are produced by the energetic par
ticles themselves, mainly by the heavy ions on Jupiter 
and probably by the electrons on Saturn. For a compre
hensive survey of auroral processes on the giant planets, 
see Bhardwaj and Gladstone [2000a, 2000b] and Chap
ter II. 2 . Consequently, only few major characteristics 
of aurora on the giant planets are presented here. 

Jovian auroral emissions have been observed in the 
X-rays, UV, visible, and IR ranges [P^nze et al., 2000]. 
The Jovian aurora is not as strongly coupled to the 
solar wind as the Ear th is due to Jupiter 's strong mag
netic field [Dessler, 1983] (although observations with 
higher spatial and temporal resolution seem to disagree 
with this conclusion) [see Chap II.2]. The main ovals 
are driven primarily by the rapid rotation of the jo
vian ionosphere. X-ray auroral emissions are observed 
at high latitudes [Waite et al., 1994], and at low lati
tudes [Waite et al., 1997]. If the major source seems 
to be heavy ions, it should be noted that recent data 
from the Jupiter Millennium campaign opens up the 
possibility tha t electrons may be important for some 
of the X-ray emissions [Gladstone et al, 2001]. The 
visible aurora has not been seen on the dayside - the 
only hemisphere seen from Ear th - due to the strong 
albedo. Voyager [Smith et al, 1979] and Galileo [In-
gersoll et al, 1998] have observed the nightside visible 
aurora. IR observations revealed the presence of H3 in 
the Jovian auroral regions [Drossart et al, 1989] and 
the variability of the thermal IR emissions from hydro
carbons in high lat i tude suggests tha t they are driven 
by auroral processes [Caldwell et al, 1980; Kim et al, 
1985]. The H 2 near-IR emissions in the auroral oval 
are a direct consequence of electron precipitation [Kim 
and Maguire, 1986]. The most peculiar auroral feature 
encountered on Jupiter is the emissions related to the 
magnetic flux tube footprint of Io observed in IR [Con-
nerney et al, 1993], UV [Prange et al, 1996; Clarke et 
al, 1998], and visible [Vasavada et al, 1999]. Magnetic 
footprints of Ganymede and Europa were also discov
ered in UV with H S T / STIS [Clarke et al, 2001]. The 
detection of these emissions proves the generation of a 
field-aligned current system between the Jovian iono
sphere and the Galilean moons [see Chap II. 2]. 

Saturn 's aurora has been observed in UV [Trauger et 
al, 1998], IR [Geballe et al, 1993], and X-rays [Ness 
and Schmitt, 2000]. While Saturn is similar in size and 
composition to Jupiter , its magnetic field is similar in 

surface strength to the Ear th ' s . As a result, auroral 
emission brightnesses on Saturn are much more mod-
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est than on Jupiter , with about 10 3 and 100 times less 
emitted power in UV and IR, respectively. The high 
lat i tude auroral ovals located at about 80° lati tude are 
very stable as a result of the alignment of the rotation 
and magnetic dipole axis. As a consequence of its mod
est magnetic field (compared to Jupi ter) , the auroral 
emission features on Saturn indicate tha t the local t ime 
effects play an important role in the auroral morphology 
[Trauger et al, 1998]. The detection of IR emissions in 
auroral regions is associated with the excitation of H 3 
but the low brightness observed has not yet been fully 
explained [Bhardwaj and Gladstone, 2000a]. 

The first indication of the presence of auroral activ
ity on Uranus was based on bright and variable H Ly
man a emission observed through IUE for several years 
[Clarke, 1982; Clarke et al., 1986]. These emissions were 
too intense to be at t r ibuted to resonant scattering of 
solar Ly a and no correlation was found with the so
lar Ly a or the solar wind conditions. Voyager 2 fly by 
clearly showed emissions associated with the nightside 
southern magnetic pole [Broadfoot et al, 1986] and con
firmed the presence of a strong magnetic field but with 
a very unusual and complex configuration [Connerney 
et al, 1987]. The angle between the magnetic and ro
tat ion axes and the offset of the dipole are very large, 
58.6° and 30°, respectively. Keeping also in mind the 
large inclination of the Uranian equator toward the or
bit (98°), the magnetotail of Uranus rotates about an 
axis oriented towards the Sun. Dipole, quadrupole, and 
octapole models have been developed for modeling the 
magnetic field and explaining the origin of the U V emis
sions [Gao et al, 1998]. The main auroral features 
follow a circumpolar oval, even though not complete, 
at magnetic lat i tude of 60° for the northern oval and 
65° for the southern oval corresponding to very low L 
shell values (around 4) [Herbert and Sandel, 1994]. The 
brightest auroral emission at each magnetic pole is con
fined to a range of 90° of magnetic longitude region cen
tered on the magnetotail direction. The low apparent 
L suggests less than 10 keV energy for the precipitating 
particles. Even though IR H3 emission has been ob
served on Uranus, the lack of spatial information makes 
it hard to interpret or conclude tha t these emissions are 
auroral in nature [Trafton et al, 1999]. 

The UVS instrument onboard Voyager 2 revealed, for 
the first t ime, H 2 emissions on nightside of Neptune 
[Broadfoot et al, 1989; Sandel et al, 1990]. These emis
sions are 2 to 3 orders of magnitude weaker than the 
Uranian auroral emissions, largely because Neptune's 
magnetosphere is emptied of plasma each rotation. Two 
distinct types of emissions were observed. The first one 

is a lati tudinally broad region extending from 55° South 
to 50° North. The second feature, seen near the south 
pole, is brighter and more localized in both longitude 
and lat i tude. The orientation of Neptune's spin axis 
(28.8° obliquity) along with the large magnetic tilt angle 
of 47° induces a variable geometry for Neptune's mag
netosphere, changing every half-rotation (8 hours), from 
an "Earth-like" magnetosphere to a "pole-on" magne
tosphere with only one polar cusp [Sandel et al, 1990; 
Bishop et al, 1995]. As a result of the ill-known, com
plex magnetic configuration, there is some controversy 
about the mechanisms causing each type of emission. 
The diffuse emissions are a t t r ibuted to precipitation of 
conjugate photoelectrons coming from the sunlit side of 
the planet [Sandel et al, 1990] or to t rapped electrons 
precipitating in the region of anomalously low surface 
magnetic field [Paranicas and Cheng, 1994]. The bright
est emission region seems more clearly to be auroral, 
but the acceleration mechanism for the charged par
ticles is not yet unanimously accepted [Bhardwaj and 
Gladstone, 2000a]. A suggestion is tha t this southern 
aurora extracts its power from Neptune's rotational en
ergy through the electrodynamic coupling of the iono
sphere with Tri ton 's plasma arcs [Broadfoot et al, 1989; 
Sandel et al, 1990]. 

Ganymede, the only moon known to have a signifi
cant intrinsic magnetic field [Kivelson et al, 1996], is 
by far the most striking case with its double aurora. 
First, UV observations of the sunlit side, recorded by 
H S T / G H R S [Hall et al, 1998] and then confirmed by 
H S T / STIS [Feldman et al, 2000] showed oxygen line 
emissions concentrated at the poles of the satellite. Af
ter removing the contribution of the reflected sunlight 
on Ganymede and of airglow emissions from Earth, they 
found the brightness to be up to 300 R for OI 135.6 nm. 
This reveals the presence of a thin oxygen atmosphere 
around Ganymede, most probably produced by surface 
sputtering and decomposition of ice from the impact of 
Io plasma torus ions - a process also called radiolysis -
and by photolysis of ice [see Chap III.3]. The ratio of 
OI 135.6 nm to 130.4 n m lines suggests tha t the main 
excitation mechanism is electron impact on O 2 with a 
possible smaller contribution from electron impact on 
O [Hall et al, 1998]. The temporal variability over a 
Jovian rotat ion and the spatial distribution of the oxy
gen lines observed at geographic lati tudes above 40° 
tend to support the auroral nature of these emissions. 
The Galileo magnetometer da ta indicate tha t Jovian 
magnetic field lines linked to Ganymede 's atmosphere 
only at high lati tudes [Kivelson et al, 1997]. Low en
ergy particles coming from the Jovian magnetospheric 
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plasma can reach the polar atmosphere of Ganymede. 
The variability of both the brightness and the relative 
intensity between north and south hemispheres can be 
explained by the changing Jovian plasma environment 
at Ganymede. However, this explanation remains con
troversial today. Local acceleration of electrons induced 
by the interaction of the Jovian co-rotating plasma with 
Ganymede's magnetosphere has also been invoked [Evi-
atar et al, 2001]. The longitudinal nonuniformity in the 
emission brightness and the lack of a pronounced limb, 
suggesting tha t emissions are produced close to the sur
face, remain unexplained. In addition to the UV polar 
emission, equatorial nightside aurora in OI 630.0 and 
636.3 nm was revealed on Ganymede by the Keck I tele
scope [Brown and Bouchez, 1999]. These visible emis
sions are concentrated over a region protected by the 
moon's intrinsic magnetic field from direct bombard
ment from the Jovian magnetosphere. The excitation 
is likely to be induced by low energy electrons trapped 
in the inner magnetosphere of Ganymede [Eviaiar et 
al, 2000]. The absence of red line emissions at poles is 
still not yet understood. 

2.3. Bodies with an induced magnetic environment 

Auroral emissions have been observed around bodies 
which do not generate any significant magnetosphere. 
These bodies are typically embedded in a magnetic en
vironment of external origin, a source of energetic par
ticles. The induced magnetic environment results from 
the interaction of the atmospheric body with the solar 
wind, such as in the case of Venus and comets, or with 
the mother-planet, as for the Galilean moons, Io and 
Europa. 

Venus has a significant dayside ionosphere, which, as 
a result of its lack of planetary magnetic field and its 
dense atmosphere, slows down the solar wind. The in
terplanetary magnetic field is deflected and drapes back 
to form a magnetotai l [see Chap II.3], Consequently, 
energetic ions - of solar wind origin or from the sun
lit Venusian atmosphere, picked up by the solar wind, 
and accelerated - and electrons can bombard the night
side atmosphere of Venus [Brace et al, 1987]. Never
theless, it was still a surprise when the PVO/UVS in
s t rument showed continuous but highly variable emis
sions at 130.4 nm on the nightside of Venus [Phillips 
et al, 1986; Luhmann et al, 1994]. The emissions ap
pear as patches and occasionally cover the entire disk. 
They have typical brightness in the 10-20 R range, but 
spots sometimes reached intensities exceeding 100 R. 
The morphology and variability of these emissions sug
gest an auroral origin. The analysis by Fox and Stew

art [1991] corroborates this conclusion. The 130.4 to 
135.6 nm brightness ratio precludes radiative recombi
nation of 0 + with electrons as the dominant mecha
nism. The observed intensities are consistent with soft 
electron precipitation of few tens of eV - derived from 
PVO particle da ta - impacting the atmospheric oxy
gen atoms. No systematic correlations between auro
ral brightness and the solar wind fluid parameters have 
been found. However, the periods of brightest emissions 
seem to be associated with the passage of interplanetary 
shocks and its bulk of energetic solar particles [Phillips 
et al, 1986]. 

Another unexpected case of aurora is the soft X-ray 
emissions observed from comets. The first observations 
were from the comet Hyakutake and was a very surpris
ing and puzzling discovery [Lisse et al, 1996]. These 
observations, obtained by ROSAT and XTE, showed 
a very broad emitt ing region, extending well beyond 
cometocentric distances of 200,000 km and elongated 
in the direction perpendicular to the Sun-comet line. 
The X-ray variability had two components, one slow 
and the other more impulsive with a factor of 4 of in
crease and a t ime scale of one to two hours. Dennerl et 
al [1997] found tha t the luminosity varies with helio
centric distance and with cometary gas production rate. 
Since this discovery EUV and soft X-ray emissions have 
been observed around more than ten comets, including 
comet Hale-Bopp [e.g., Dennerl et al, 1997; Mumma et 
al, 1997; Krasnopolsky et al, 1997; Lisse et al, 1999, 
2000]. X-ray emissions seem to be a general property 
of comets. 

Various mechanisms have been invoked to explain 
the X-ray emissions from comets, including scattering 
and fluorescence of solar X-rays by cometary dust and 
gas, excitation by solar wind electrons and protons and 
by high-energy cometary ions, electron bremsstrahlung 
from gas and dust, and electron capture of the solar 
wind ions [Cravens, 1997; Krasnopolosky, 1997]. The 
lack of correlation found between the X-ray emission 
from comet Hyakutake and the solar X-ray flux sug
gest tha t the scattering of the solar X-rays by very 
small ( 1 0 " 1 8 g) dust particles is unlikely the dominant 
source for this comet [Neugebauer et al, 2000]. How
ever, this conclusion does not preclude significant con
tributions of this process for producing X-ray emissions 
from very dusty comets, like Hale-Bopp [Owens et al, 
1998]. Note tha t such contributions are of non-auroral 
origin. Even though the fraction of heavy ions (Z>2) 
in the solar wind is only of the order of 0.1 % to the 
total ion content, electron capture of high charge state 
solar wind minor ions (e.g., 0 6 + , C 5 + , N 5 + , and S i 1 0 + ) 
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with cometary neutrals (mainly H 2 O , OH, and 0 ) is 
the dominant mechanism for producing X-rays at sev
eral comets, in particular at Hyakutake. The modeling 
of this process provides a total X-ray luminosity and 
a spatial morphology in relatively good agreement with 
observations [e.g., Cravens, 1997; Wegmann et al., 1998; 
Kharchenko and Dalgarno, 2000]. Using Solar and He-
liospheric Observatory (SOHO) particle observations, 
Neugebauer et al. [2000] demonstrated that the X-ray 
variability around comet Hyakutake can be explained 
on the basis of variability in oxygen ion flux. 

A critical test for the X-ray excitation mechanism is 
provided by spectroscopy. Early low spectral resolu
tion observations showed a continuous spectra, which 
can be reproduced by the electron capture mechanism 
[Wegmann et al, 1998]. Recently, 0 4 + , 0 5 + , C 4 + , and 
Ne 7 + emission lines were detected by EUVE observa
tions during a close passage of the comet Hyakutake 
at 0.1 AU [Krasnopolsky and Mumma, 2000] and from 
CXO observations of comet Linear [Lisse et al, 2000]. 
These detections are the first direct evidence of the pro
duction of cometary X-rays by the interaction of solar 
wind heavy ions with cometary gas and, therefore, of 
the presence of auroral emissions at some comets. The 
variability of cometary X-ray emission induced by solar 
wind was discussed by Kharchenko and Dalgarno [2001]. 

Auroral emissions have also been discovered around 
the Jovian moon Io. The volcanic activity on Io pro
vides a tenuous atmosphere rich in S O 2 gas and its dis
sociative products (SO, S, and O). Clorine and sodium, 
also detected in the atmosphere, are probably produced 
in the lava. Sublimation and surface sputtering by 
heavy ions are other sources of the atmosphere [see 
Chap III.3]. Io does not seem to have a significant 
intrinsic magnetic field. A plasma torus produced by 
pick up of the iogenic newly-born ions by the Jovian 
magnetic field surrounds Io's orbit and co-rotates with 
Jupiter 's magnetosphere. Its interaction with Io's at
mosphere is expected to produce aurora. It is then 
not surprising tha t oxygen, sulfur, and chlorine emis
sions from Io's atmosphere have been imaged in UV 
with HST/STIS [Roesler et al, 1999; Retherford et al, 
2000a] and in the visible, with Io in eclipse, by Galileo 
SSI [Geissler et al, 1999] and by HST/STIS with the 
OI 630.0 nm filter [Retherford et al, 1999]. 

The most striking auroral features of Io are the bright 
regions close to Io's equator, called "equatorial spots" . 
The brightness of these spots reaches values up to 
2.5 kR for OI 135.6 nm. The emission is brightest 
at about 200 km above Io's surface and extends sev
eral hundred kilometers above that height. Retherford 

et al. [2000b] conducted a comprehensive analysis of 
these equatorial spots, based on UV HST/STIS images. 
The spot location is correlated with the orientation of 
the Jovian magnetic field lines near Io, attesting to the 
interaction of the Jovian magnetosphere and Io's at
mosphere. Models suggest tha t the emission location 
near the magnetic equator - defined as the place per
pendicular to the local Jovian magnetic field - is caused 
by the strong divergence of the corotating plasma flow 
in the vicinity of the Io's highly conductive ionosphere 
[Saur et al, 2000]. The brightness is correlated with 
Io's magnetic longitude, decreasing when Io is further 
away from the plasma torus ' centrifugal equator, which 
is the densest part of the torus. This indicates tha t the 
plasma torus must control these atomic oxygen, sulfur, 
and chlorine emissions. Some features remain unex
plained, such as the location of the anti-Jovian equa
torial spots which are, on the average, closer to Io's 
equator than the magnetic field line tangent points. 

Finally, another Jovian moon, Europa, also demon
strates auroral display. Using the H S T / G H R S instru
ment in Ear th ' s shadow, Hall et al. [1995] detected 
OI UV emissions. After removing the solar reflected 
component on Europa 's surface, the OI 130.4 nm and 
OI 135.6 nm brightnesses were found to be of about 
40 R and 70 R, respectively, with an emission region 
probably within less than 200 km of Europa's solid sur
face. Photo-excitation processes and resonance scat
tering of solar OI 130.4 nm photons by oxygen a toms 
cannot alone explained these brightnesses. Hall et al. 
[1998] showed tha t the most likely excitation process 
is electron impact on atmospheric species. The rela
tive intensities of the two OI spectral features favors 
electron impact dissociation of O 2 . Since Europa or
bits deep within the Jovian magnetosphere and resides 
in the outer regions of the plasma torus roughly cen
tered on the orbit of Io, it is likely tha t magnetospheric 
electrons of few tens of eV, as observed by Voyager 1 
Plasma Science Experiment [Bagenal, 1994], are reach
ing and interacting with Europa 's atmosphere. 

The existence and stability of an oxygen atmosphere 
around Europa has been confirmed by H S T / G H R S ob
servations [Hall et al, 1998] and by HST/STIS FUV 
images showing limb-brightening at Europa [McGrath 
et al, 2000]. Similar to Ganymede, the major source 
of the atmospheric oxygen is sputtering of the icy sur
face and decomposition of ice by Io plasma torus ions 
[see Chap III.3]. The particle bombardment is ex
pected to be continuous and intense at Europa 's or
bit. The HST/STIS images suggest tha t , unlike Io and 
Ganymede, Europa does not exhibit obvious concentra-
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tion of emissions at the equator or the poles. Temporal 
and spatial variations do not seem to be correlated with 
the orientation of the Jovian magnetic field relative to 
Europa. The interaction of Europa's atmosphere with 
the ambient plasma environment is not yet fully under
stood and needs to be further investigated. 

3 . M O D E L I N G O F A U R O R A L P R O C E S S E S 

The first step for modeling auroral processes is to 
describe how the energetic extra-atmospheric electrons, 
ions, and neutrals lose their energy and are redistributed 
in angle through collisions (sections 3.1 and 3.2). The 
collisional interaction can lead to an excitation of the 
incident energetic particle or of the ambient target 
species. The excited s tate may also be produced by, 
or be lost through, chemical reactions between a tmo
spheric constituents (section 3.3). Finally, the photon 
emitted by de-activation of the excited state may be lost 
by absorption by ambient species or undergo multiple 
scattering before a possible escape from the atmosphere 
(section 3.4). The different steps for modeling auroral 
processes are summarized in Figure 1. 

3.1. Kinetic Electron Transport Model 

Throughout the solar system the major source of en
ergetic particles is suprathermal electron population. 
Electrons represent 85% of the energy carried by par
ticles precipitating over the terrestrial auroral ovals 
[Hardy et al, 1989], and more than half of the energy 
precipitating over the Saturnian auroral ovals [Barbosa, 
1990]. In these magnetized planets, energetic electrons 
precipitate from the planetary magnetosphere. Ener
getic electrons have also been observed in the vicinity 
of non-magnetized bodies, such as Venus. Suprather
mal electrons - believed to be shocked solar wind elec
trons moving into the magnetized ionosphere from the 
tail region during high solar wind dynamic pressure -
have been measured in the Venus nightside ionosphere 
[Gringauz et al., 1979; Spenner et al., 1981]. Energetic 
electrons have been measured in the magnetotail and 
plasma sheet of Mars by the Phobos 2 mission [ Verigin 
et al., 1991]. 

In addition to numerous collisions with the ambient 
neutrals (elastic scattering, excitation, ionization, and 
dissociation), suprathermal electrons transfer energy 
to the ambient thermal electron population through 
Coulomb collisions and wave excitation [Rees, 1989]. 
Sometimes this process is neglected [Onda et al., 1999]. 
However, it must be taken into consideration when 
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Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the modeling of auroral 
processes. 

modeling the electron temperature of an ionosphere 
perturbed by electron precipitation [e.g., Stamnes and 
Rees, 1983; Gan et al, 1990]. It has been shown tha t 
the wave-electron interactions could play a significant 
role in the electron energetics of the ionosphere of Venus 
[Cravens et al, 1990]. Usually the electric field accel
eration, magnetic field curvature, and gravity are ne
glected, as they have negligible effect. By neglecting all 
these processes, electrons are confined to spiral along 
the magnetic field lines with only collisional energy and 
angular redistributions. The electrons produced by ion
ization due to the precipitating energetic electrons are 
called secondary electrons. For many auroral emissions 
they are the main excitation source. It is therefore cru
cial to take their contributions into account [e.g., Strick
land et al, 1993]. 

To describe the t ransport of suprathermal electrons 
in an atmosphere, one of the following methods is com-
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monly used: The Continuous Slowing Down Approxi
mation (CSDA) method, the Monte-Carlo (MC) simu
lation, and the direct solution of the Boltzmann equa
tion (SBE). The simulated electron population is usu
ally considered to have energies above few eV. The up
per limit of the energy range is between a few hundreds 
of eV to few tens of MeV. For dayside studies, the trans
port of the photoelectrons produced by interaction of 
the solar photons with the atmosphere is described by 
the same models. The inputs to the models are the 
incident energetic electron flux at the top of the a tmo
sphere, the density profiles of the atmospheric neutrals, 
and the collision cross sections between the energetic 
electrons and the ambient neutrals. When the heating 
of ambient electrons is considered, electron density and 
temperature are used as input parameters . The elec
tron transport models yield the electron flux at different 
"altitudes" along the magnetic field line, energies, and 
pitch angles (defined as the angle between the magnetic 
field line and the electron velocity). Integrated quanti
ties, such as the alt i tude profiles of the electron produc
tion rate or of the excitation rates of ambient species can 
be derived from the electron flux, the neutral densities 
and the ionization or excitation cross sections. 

The CSDA method is based on the equation stating 
tha t the variation in alti tude of the electron energy is 
equal to the negative of the product of the neutral den
sity and the energy loss [e.g., Rees, 1989]. This method 
is relatively simple to implement. Angular redistribu
tion can be included [Rego et al, 1994]. Pr imary and 
secondary electron population can be computed self-
consistently using the approach of Rees et al. [1969]. 
The drawback of the CSDA method rests on its concept 
of continuous energy degradation. Such an assumption 
is not always warranted for low energy electrons and a 
discrete energy loss t reatment is more appropriate [Fox 
and Stewart, 1991]. In addition, the equation to solve 
can only be integrated if the composition of the a tmo
sphere is taken as constant over the entire atmosphere, 
or in several layers of different compositions, [e.g., Sing-
hal et al., 1992] or if the energy losses of the different 
neutral species are assumed proportional [Rego et al., 
1994]. 

The MC approach is a stochastic method based on the 
collision-by-collision algorithm [e.g., Onda et al., 1999]. 
A large number of particles are considered and followed 
in the simulated atmosphere. The MC approach avoids 
the use of an energy grid. This can be of great interest 
for problems with electron energies ranging over five or
ders of magni tude, as it is the case in the high lati tude 
terrestrial atmosphere [Solomon, 1993]. The drawback 

of the MC method is tha t it is computationally expen
sive, since it requires a large number of particles to re
duce the statistical noise. 

Among those presented, the most accurate method is 
to explicitly solve the Boltzmann equation, using two-
stream or mult i-s tream approaches. In the former, only 
two pitch angles - up and down along the magnetic 
field lines - are considered which drastically simplifies 
the solution. However, for strongly anisotropic incident 
flux, a mult i-s tream approach is more suitable [Lum-
merzheim et al., 1989]. The Boltzmann equation is ap
plied to suprathermal electrons using the guiding cen
ter approximation [Rees, 1989]. The collisions between 
electrons and ambient neutrals are treated as discrete 
energy loss, whereas the energy transfer to thermal am
bient electrons is considered continuous and thus intro
duced as a dissipative force [Stamnes and Rees, 1983]. 
Because the electron aurora on Ear th is often relatively 
stable over several minutes and the collisional frequen
cies are of the order of 1-100 s " 1 , the steady-state sit
uation is commonly assumed. One exception is the ap
plication to flickering aurora as described by Peticolas 
and Lummerzheim [2000]. 

The SBE approach has been widely used in plane
tary studies. Examples of the two-stream approach in
clude applications to the nightside ionosphere of Venus 
[Cravens et al, 1983], the Venus ionopause boundary 
layer [Gan et al, 1990], the ionosphere of Mars [Haider 
et al, 1992], the Jovian atmosphere [Grodent et al, 
2001], and the atmosphere of T i tan [Gan et al, 1992]. 
The mult i-stream approach has been applied to the 
terrestrial high-lati tude [Strickland et al, 1989; Lum
merzheim et al, 1989] and low-latitude [Rassoul et al, 
1993] ionosphere, the Jovian ionosphere [Perry et al, 
1999] and the atmosphere of T i tan [Galand et al, 1999]. 

Validation of these models can be performed by en
suring particle and energy conservation and by com
parison with other models [Lummerzheim and Lilen-
sten, 1994; Solomon, 1993]. Comparison with labora
tory measurements allows one step further in the val
idation process, with the checking of the cross section 
accuracy [Lummerzheim and Lilensten, 1994]. Terres
trial in situ observations of the particle flux by rocket 
experiments is a further step for electron t ransport val
idation [Lummerzheim et al, 1989]. 

The geometry of the magnetic field line needs to be 
taken into account in the models, as the electron tra
jectory is bounded to it. Magnetic field lines are usu
ally considered vertical or slanted by the dip angle for 
the terrestrial auroral regions. However, on Venus, the 
magnetic field lines are assumed parallel to the day-
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side ionopause [Gan et al, 1990]. On the nightside, 
the magnetic field lines are considered horizontal in the 
magnetized ionosphere of Venus, assuming strong solar 
wind dynamic pressure conditions [Cravens et al, 1983]. 
Another interesting example is Ti tan , whose ionosphere 
interacts with the corotating Saturnian plasma in which 
the magnetic field is frozen. Simple configurations have 
been adopted, like those proposed by Gan et al. [1992] 
and Galand et al. [1999]. The most appropriate ap
proach for such a complicated case is to use Magne-
toHydroDynamic (MHD) models [Keller et al, 1994; 
Ledvina and Cravens, 1998]. Examples of such models 
applied to several solar system bodies are presented in 
Chapters II.3 and II.4. 

The electron transport model provides the volume 
excitation rate associated with any excited state of the 
atmospheric species. If no additional atmospheric pro
duction or loss of the excited state occurs, the compu
tation of the volume emission rate can be performed 
directly. Tha t is usually the case for prompt auroral 
emissions, such as the 130.4 nm and 135.6 nm OI emis
sion lines produced in the nightside ionosphere of Venus. 
Using an electron t ransport code and comparing the 
P V O / U V S da ta with the simulated brightness ratio of 
these lines, Fox and Stewart [1991] showed strong evi
dence for direct excitation of the OI lines by impact of 
low energy electrons on atomic oxygen. On the other 
hand, an electron t ransport code alone cannot model 
the terrestrial mid-lat i tude aurora where the oxygen 
lines are induced by precipitation of 0 + and O from 
the ring current [Ishimoto et al., 1994; Tinsley et al., 
1994]. An auroral emission unique to electron precip
itation is the continuum X-ray radiation produced via 
bremsstrahlung by the energetic electrons themselves, 
as illustrated by Cstgaard et al. [1998] for the Earth 
and by Singhal et al. [1992] for Jupiter. In both cases, 
for the computat ion of the column-integrated emission 
rate, not only the electron t ransport but also the photon 
transport need to be described (see Section 3.4). 

3.2. Kinetic Ion/Neutral Transport Model 

Energetic protons, as well as heavier ions and neu
trals, have been measured throughout the solar system. 
Their origins are as diverse as the solar wind, the plan
etary ionosphere, or the rings and satellites. Energetic 
protons and oxygen ions near Venus are most likely 
produced by photoionization of Venusian upper atmo
spheric H and O accelerated by solar wind pick-up pro
cess to few eV [Luhmann et al, 1994]. Pick-up processes 
have also been invoked for the Mart ian atmosphere to 
explain the production of energetic protons and oxy

gen ions, with Phobos as a part ial source of neutral 
water molecules. Model calculations have shown that 
a substantial number of the pickup ions re-impact both 
Venus and Mars [Luhmann and Kozyra, 1991]. At Mars, 
the re-entering flux undergoes significant neutralization, 
which can lead to an escape or a loss in the atmosphere. 
Modeling also shows tha t charge-exchange between so
lar wind protons and the Mart ian upper atmosphere 
(H, H2, O) in the subsolar region yields suprathermal 
H atoms with energies less than 1 keV [Kallio et al, 
1997]. On the Earth, protons of both solar and iono
spheric origin and oxygen ions of ionospheric origin have 
been measured over the auroral ovals in the keV range 
[Hardy et al, 1989; Rees, 1989]. MeV protons are a ma
jor energy source over the polar cap during solar particle 
events [Patterson et al, 2001]. At mid-latitudes ener
getic protons and oxygen ions precipitate from the ring 
current and, below 20° in lat i tude the precipitating pop
ulation is solely hydrogen and oxygen atoms produced 
by neutralization of the ring current ions [Rassoul et al, 
1993; Ishimoto et al, 1994; Bauske et al, 1997]. Due 
to the presence of an extended corona observed on Sat
urn and Uranus by Voyager, similar processes yielding 
H a tom precipitation are expected in these giant plan
ets [Bhardwaj, 1997]. Heavy ions, mainly oxygen and 
sulfur ions, but also sodium and carbon ions, have been 
detected in the magnetosphere of Jupiter by Ulysses 
[Lanzerotti et al, 1992]. These ions are thought to have 
escaped as neutrals from the Io plasma torus but were 
photoionized before they could entirely escape Jupiter 's 
magnetosphere and gain energy as they diffuse in to
ward Jupiter [Eviatar and Barbosa, 1984]. Energetic 
oxygen ions are also thought to originate from the icy 
moons by surface sputtering induced by energetic parti
cles precipitating from the planet 's magnetosphere. In 
the case of Saturn, rings are suggested to be another 
source of oxygen ions. Finally nitrogen ions observed 
in the magnetospheres of Saturn and Neptune are most 
likely Titanogenic and Tritonogenic, respectively. 

Energetic ions and neutrals interact primarily with 
the atmospheric neutral species through ionization, ex
citation, dissociation, charge-changing reactions, and 
scattering. In dense plasma regions, ions also interact 
with the ambient plasma through Coulomb collisions 
leading to heating [e.g., Kozyra et al, 1997]. However, 
each type of energetic particles interact differently with 
the atmosphere. For example, for the terrestrial atmo
sphere, an incident proton beam loses more than 90% 
of its energy to electron and ion production, whereas 
about 50% and 2% of the incident energy flux goes into 
ionization when H e + and 0 + are the precipitating ions, 
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respectively [Ishimoto and Tow, 1987]. Similar models 
are used to describe their transport in an atmosphere. 
The three types of approaches, CSDA, SBE, and MC, 
introduced for electron transport in section 3.1 are also 
found in the l i terature on ion/neutral t ransport model
ing [Decker et al, 1996]. 

The major difference between electron and ion/ neu
tral t ransport models come from the many ways ions/ 
neutrals experiences charge-changing reactions. These 
include capture (also called charge exchange or charge 
transfer) and stripping of an electron, which are not 
components of electron transport codes. For the CSDA 
models, the composition of the beam needs to be fixed 
and it is usually assumed tha t the beam is at charge 
equilibrium, as illustrated by Singh [1991] for hydrogen 
transport in the Jovian and Saturnian atmospheres or 
by Cravens et al [1995] for oxygen transport in the 
Jovian atmosphere. The validity of the assumption of 
charge equilibrium is discussed by Rego et al [1994; 
1999] and by Kharchenko et al [1998]. For hydrogen 
transport , when the incident particles have energies less 
than few keV, the equilibrium fraction favors the neu
tral state and a pure H a tom beam can be assumed. 
Tha t is the case for the ring current H a tom precip
itation on Saturn and Uranus [Bhardwaj, 1997]. For 
the solution of the Bolztmann equations, two coupled 
equations need to be solved, one for the charge state 
and the other for the neutral state [e.g., Galand et al, 
1997]. Due to the complexity of this system, only one 
charge state can be taken into account. The CSDA and 
MC methods are more appropriate to X-ray emission 
simulations where one must consider all charge states 
from heavy neutral a tom up to fully stripped particle 

[Cravens et al, 1995; Kharchenko et al, 1998]. 
For SBE and CSDA methods, the spreading of the 

beam - due to the neutral paths independent of the 
magnetic field lines - is neglected or considered via an 
attenuation coefficient applied to the center of the beam 
[Jasperse and Basu, 1982]. The space variables are re
duced to one coordinate taken along the magnetic field 
line. Such an approach is justified if the incident beam 
is assumed to be sufficiently broad. It is definitily not 
appropriate for t ransport of incident neutral a toms as 
their mean free pa th can be very large, or for ions with 
very large gyro-radii like those around Ti tan [Galand et 
al, 1999] or Mars [Brecht, 1997]. In these cases a two or 
three spatial dimensional approach is needed. MC sim
ulations can easily accomodate this as was illustrated 
by Kallio and Barabash [2001] for the Mart ian a tmo
sphere bombarded by energetic H atoms. Note tha t 
for ring current particles, the t ime dependence needs 

to be included due to the ring current decay [Bauske 
et al, 1997]. Finally, the effect of the magnetic field 
on the pitch angles of the energetic ions and neutrals 
is discussed for the case of proton aurora on Ear th by 
Galand and Richmond [1999]. 

The magnetic field configuration is a concern for ion 
transport and needs to be properly accounted [e.g., Luh
mann and Kozyra, 1991]. However, for low energy H 
atoms, like those precipitating into the Mart ian a tmo
sphere [Kallio and Barabash, 2001], one need not con
sider the magnetic field geometry. Finally, the valida
tion of the ion/neutra l t ransport models [Decker et al, 
1996; Galand et al, 1997] is performed in the same way 
as for electron t ransport codes (section 3.1). 

Inside an energetic ion/neutra l beam, the particles 
themselves can be excited by the interaction with the at
mosphere. An example of such emissions is the Doppler-
shifted H emissions produced by the energetic H a toms 
through electron capture of protons and through di
rect excitation. H Lyman a, H a , and H^ Doppler-
shifted emissions in the terrestrial auroral atmosphere 
are unique signatures of proton precipitation [e.g., Lum
merzheim and Galand, 2001; Burch et al, 2001]. Such 
a signature is more difficult to observe for the giant 
planets as their atmosphere is mainly composed of H 2 
and H. Another emission produced directly by the en
ergetic particles is the X-ray emission coming from the 
excitation of the energetic heavy ions (K-shell lines). 
Using a CSDA transport model applied to the Jovian 
atmosphere, Cravens et al. [1995] estimated the X-ray 
emissions induced by highly charged excited MeV oxy
gen and sulfur ions. Comparisons of their simulations 
with ROSAT da ta support the assertion tha t the Jo
vian X-ray emissions are produced primarily by heavy 
ion precipitation. 

The ion/neutra l t ransport models are not sufficient 
to study other auroral emissions induced by an incident 
ion or neutral beam. Under proton precipitation, the H 2 
Lyman and Werner bands in the Jovian atmosphere are 
primarily induced by the secondary electrons produced 
through ionization and electron stripping [Rego et al, 
1994]. Secondaries are also responsible for the 0 (*D) 
excited state yielding the red line in proton aurora in 
the terrestrial atmosphere [Lummerzheim et al, 2001]. 

3.3. Atmospheric Model 

Excitation of atmospheric species is produced by im
pact of energetic particles with ambient neutrals. The 
excited state can also be produced by reactions between 
atmospheric species, such as dissociative recombination 
and, at dayside, by the solar photons and induced pho-
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toelectrons. Photons are emitted when there is radia
tive decay to lower excited states. If the lifetime of 
the excited s ta te is large, various other loss processes, 
such as collisional deactivation (quenching), can be
come dominant . Cascading from one excited state to 
a lower one, energy transfer between atmospheric con
sti tuents, radiative recombination, reaction with ambi
ent thermal electrons, and a tom-atom or ion-atom in
terchange reaction are sources of production or loss of 
the excited s ta te . These processes involve atmospheric 
species, which can undergo diffusion and transport by 
neutral winds, or minor neutral or ionospheric species, 
whose density is perturbed by the particle precipitation. 
The atmosphere is also heated by interaction with the 
energetic particles yielding thermal IR emissions, like in 
the hydrocarbon layer of Jupiter [Kim, 1988]. For these 
cases, one needs a comprehensive atmospheric model, 
which solves the conservation equations or the first mo
ments of the Boltzmann equations to infer the emission 
rate of the auroral emissions. The first 5 moments solve 
the density, momentum, and energy equations. Fluid 
models including chemical, hydrodynamic, and MHD 
models, are described in detail in Chap 1.3 for the iono
spheric species. Global three-dimensional models, such 
as the General Circulation Model (GCM), have been 
developed for terrestrial planets [see Chap IV.l], for 
Jupiter [see Chap IV.2], and for moons with significant 
atmosphere [see Chap IV.4], A coupling of these models 
with a kinetic t ransport code is usually too t ime con
suming and fast computat ional schemes must be devel
oped to account for precipitating particles as source of 
excitation, ionization, or heating [e.g., Roble and Rid
ley, 1987]. 

Often chemical equilibrium is assumed for the ex
cited state when computing the excited state density, 
n*. The emission rate rj is derived from: rj = A n*, 
with A being the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous 
radiative transit ion in s " 1 [e.g., Rees, 1989]. Note tha t 
the computat ion of the total emission rate may require 
one to consider the contribution of additional emission 
sources, such as chemiluminescent reactions, which oc
cur when fragments or ions produced by dissociation 
or ionization recombine and emit, as illustrated for the 
Venusian nightglow by Fox [1992]. 

An example of the computat ion of the nightside au
rora requiring the use of a chemical atmospheric model 
is proposed by Haider et al. [1992] for the red line 
OI (630.0 nm) in the Mart ian atmosphere. A kinetic 
electron t ransport code is used to compute the 0 (*D) 
production rate induced by the precipitating electrons 
as well as the ion production rates. The incident elec

tron flux was derived from the Phobos 2 data for the 
magnetotail and for the plasma sheet. Assuming chem
ical equilibrium, the ion densities, especially O j , C O j , 
and 0 + , were determined and the excitation rate of the 
red line associated with the dissociative recombination 
of O2" was derived. The authors reproduced the red 
line emission including quenching of the excited state 
0 ( X D ) by O and C 0 2 . A brightness of 35 R and 20 R 
were obtained for the magnetotai l and the plasma sheet, 
respectively. As a result of lower incident electron flux, 
these values are very small compared with the bright
ness of the red line in the terrestrial auroral oval, whose 
value reaches several kR for active magnetic conditions 
[Rees and Roble, 1986]. Haider et al. [1992] also showed 
tha t in the Mart ian nightt ime atmosphere the red line 
is dominantely airglow [see Chap I.3\. The 0 (*D) is 
mainly produced by recombination of O j , whereas in 
the terrestrial auroral regions the impact by energetic 
electrons is the dominant source of excitation [Solomon 
et al., 1988]. 

Another example of auroral emissions is the IR ra
diation produced by vibrationally excited H3 in the 
Jovian atmosphere. Analysis of the 2 /im and 4 pm 
IR region emissions can provide some insight into this 
species (abundance, temperature) . In order to simu
late the IR radiations produced by H3 in the dayside 
auroral Jovian ionosphere, Kim et al. [1992] used an 
electron transport code and an ionospheric model solv
ing the continuity equation for H+, H j , several vibra
tional levels of H3 and H. Hydrogen atom and electron 
densities were self-consistently computed through sev
eral iterations between the kinetic code and the a tmo
spheric model. A significant source of H3 is the charge 
transfer from H+ to vibrationally excited H 2 produc
ing H j , which quickly reacts with H 2 . Molecular diffu
sion is important at high altitudes and the momentum 
equation for several vibrational levels of H2 was also 
solved. The theoretical ionospheric calculations were 
coupled with the vibrationally excited H2 calculations 
in a self-consistent manner . Kim et al. [1992] showed 
that precipitation of 10 keV electrons with a flux of 
1 erg c m " 2 s " 1 produced vibrational distribution of H 2 
and H3 tha t are consistent with the IR emissions ob
served in Jovian auroral regions. 

3.4- Photon transport model 

Photons produced in aurora can undergo multiple 
scatterings before being absorbed in the atmosphere or 
escaping through its lower or upper boundary. If the ki
netic atmospheric temperature is sufficiently high, the 
spectral line is Doppler broadened. If the neutral winds 
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are significant, the line is Doppler shifted. For emissions 
by energetic particles, the line is both Doppler shifted 
and broadened. The last step for deriving the spec
tral profile and the brightness of an emergent auroral 
emission, tha t is, its column integrated volume emission 
rate, is the description of the transport of photons in 
the atmosphere, also called radiative transfer. 

At first, we consider the case of atmospheric absorp
tion with negligible scattering (true absorption). The 
absorption by atmospheric constituents of a photon of 
wavelength A, emitted at an alt i tude zo is evaluated 
through the optical thickness T \ of the atmosphere, also 
called absorption optical depth. For observations along 
the nadir, T \ is defined as the product of the absorp
tion cross section and the density of the absorbing gas 
integrated between ZQ and the alt i tude of the observer. 
The medium is said to be optically thin to radiation 
of wavelength A if T \ <C 1; Otherwise it is optically 
thick and the atmospheric absorption is significant and 
needs to be taken into account. The t ransport of pho
tons emitted at a given alt i tude zo is described by the 
Beer-Lambert absorption law: 

dl£ 
— ~ 1X (i) 

where I^° is the brightness associated with the emission 
at A and zo and is a function of T \ , which, in turn, is 
a function of z. The total auroral brightness, I A , of the 
emergent emission at the top of the atmosphere ( Z=Z Q O ) 
is expressed as: 

1 [ z °° 
h = / exp(-Tx(z0lz00))Tjx(zo)dzo (2) 

cos a J0 

where a is the viewing angle from the vertical, rj\ is the 
emission rate at A, and ZQQ is the alti tude of the top of 
the atmosphere. Because of inherent field-aligned struc
ture the observations are usually field-aligned and a is 
the angle between the magnetic field and the vertical. 

In the Jovian atmosphere the absorption of the auro
ral emissions by the hydrocarbon layer can be exploited 
to derive the characteristics of the precipitating parti
cles [Yung et al, 1982]. The H2 Lyman and Werner 
bands (90-170 nm) induced by electrons and protons 
with energies of several tens of keV are produced at 
or below the hydrocarbon layer and thus undergo at
mospheric absorption before escaping the atmosphere. 
As the absorption by hydrocarbon takes place mainly 
at wavelengths shorter than 145 nm, the brightness ra
tio in two different wavelength bands on either sides of 
145 nm, also called the color ratio, is an indicator of 

the CH4 abundance above the auroral source. This also 
infers the penetrat ion depth of the particles and thus 
the energy of the incident particles at the origin of the 
aurora [Rego et al, 1999]. Similarly, in the Ear th ' s au
roral atmosphere, the absorption by Schumann-Runge 
bands of O2 is used to derive the mean energy of inci
dent precipitating electrons [see Chap II.2]. 

In addition to true absorption by atmospheric con
stituents, the emit ted photons can be temporarily ab
sorbed by an atmospheric a tom or molecule and imme
diately re-emitted (scattering). Resonance scattering 
consists of the absorption of a photon causing a t ran
sition to a higher electronic state of the absorber, fol
lowed by the emission of a photon as the s tate decays 
back to the original lower state. The wavelength of the 
emitted radiation is nearly the same as the wavelength 
of the radiation absorbed, but the directional behav
ior is changed. An example is the 01(130.4 nm) in the 
Venusian, Mart ian, and Ear th ' s atmospheres. Another 
example is the H Lyman a emission in the outer plan
ets. In fluorescent scattering, photons of a given wave
length are absorbed by the a toms of a medium followed 
by the emission of photons at a wavelength longer than 
the one of the absorbed photons. Upon each scattering, 
the upper states can decay to any of a number of lower 
states other than the ground state, which is called radia
tive cascade. Both resonance and fluorescence scatter
ings are limited to transitions tha t are dipole allowed, 
whereas energetic particle impact processes can produce 
excited states tha t are connected to the ground state 
by dipole forbidden transitions. Unlike resonance and 
fluorescence scatterings, Rayleigh scattering is a non
selective scattering process. In the Ear th ' s atmosphere, 
it occurs over the whole visible range with a 1/A 4 depen
dence. The well known consequence of this scattering is 
the blue color of the sky and the red color of the rising 
or setting Sun. 

In presence of multiple scattering, modeling the emer
gent auroral emissions at the top of the atmosphere 
requires one to solve the radiative transfer equation 
[Meier, 1991]: 

» § - x = - I + S (3) 

where I is the intensity of the photons, in photons c m - 2 

s _ 1 s r " 1 , in the direction arccos /i defined from the ver
tical axis. I is a function of the position, propagation 
direction, wavelength and, in case of multiplet reso
nance scattering, of line component. In a scattering 
event, a photon may be emitted in any of the lines of 
the multiplet sharing a common upper state following 
the branching rat io. T \ is the vertical extinction opti-
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cal depth, composed of the extinction due to scatter
ing and true absorption. The source function, S, has 
several components. The photons are produced within 
the atmosphere by particle impact excitation, chemi
cal excitation, and multiple scattering, and, at dayside, 
by the solar radiation incident at the top of the atmo
sphere. Through multiple scattering, S depends on the 
intensity I at different location or wavelength. Several 
approaches can be adopted to solve the radiative trans
fer equation (3). The general one considers the angle-
dependent partial redistribution function (PFR) . It is 
required when scattering occurs outside the Doppler 
core of the line. The photons retain a memory of their 
pre-scattered frequency. On the other hand, when in
cident photons with frequencies in the Doppler core of 
the line are mostly scattered by atoms with velocities 
near the thermal speed, one can assume that there is 
complete incoherence of frequency in the scattering pro
cess. This is known as complete frequency redistribu
tion (CFR) . It can be applied when the opacity of the 
scattering atmosphere (usually defined as the vertical 
optical depth from the top of the atmosphere down to 
an alt i tude where scattering is no longer important or 
where extinction dominates) is less than a few hundred 
[Meier, 1991]. When the scale height is of the order 
of the planet or satellite's radius, a spherical geometry 
needs to be considered [Bush and Chakrabarti, 1995]. 

Gladstone [1992] used a radiative transfer model to 
simulate the resonance scattering of 0 1 (130.4 nm) 
triplet emission in the terrestrial atmosphere. Because 
the width of an aurora can be much smaller than the 
scale height for atomic oxygen in the auroral region, 
typically in the 25-50 km range, the radiative trans
fer of OI resonance emissions are distinctly non-plane-
parallel in most aurorae. Gladstone [1992] for the first 
t ime used a two-dimensional radiative transfer code in 
a realistic way to simulate auroral resonance lines. A 
plane-parallel approximation in such a case yields a 
significant over-estimation of the line brightness. On 
the Earth , a two-dimensional simulations approach the 
plane-parallel brightness only when the auroral widths 
are several hundred to several thousand kilometers. 
Such an analysis can provide new insights about both 
the structure of the auroral atmosphere and the nature 
of the aurora itself. 

Another example of multiple scattering deals with the 
H Lyman a line produced in the Jovian aurora, as pro
posed by Rego et al. [1999]. The Ly a photons pro
duced by excitation of the atmospheric H and H2 by 
precipitating electrons and protons are emitted at the 
rest wavelength and thus are strongly resonantly scat

tered due to the large abundance of atomic hydrogen in 
the upper atmosphere of Jupi ter . The use of a radia
tive transfer model, along with an electron and a proton 
transport models (here CSDA), is required to compute 
the Ly a profile in the Jovian aurora produced by the 
atmospheric species. The simulation shows a strong re
versal of the line, resulting from the absorption of the 
H Ly a photons by atomic hydrogen becoming reso
nant near the rest (or center) wavelength. After getting 
absorbed, the photons are part ly reemitted according 
to the frequency redistribution function at a different 
wavelength in the wings of the line, where the atmo
sphere is optically thin. Such a conclusion corroborates 
earlier finding inferred from HST observations with the 
GHRS [Prange et al, 1997]. The width and depth of the 
reversal are reliable measures of the H column density 
along the line of sight to the emission source altitude, 
which is a function of the mean energy of precipitating 
particles. As the energy of the incident particles in
creases, the H column density above the emitting layer 
increases, the emission becomes fainter, and the line 
profile broadens. For a given penetration depth, the 
emergent line profile is comparable for proton and elec
tron excitations. However, the analysis can be used 
for diagnostic of the incident energy, especially in the 
low energy range where tradit ional methods using the 
hydrocarbon absorption signatures in the H2 spectra 
[Rego et al, 1999] become inefficient. 

4. C O N C L U S I O N A N D D I S C U S S I O N 

In Section 2 we offered a survey of the auroral emis
sions which have been observed in the solar system. 
The origin of these emissions is, in general, common, 
which allows us to develop similar models presented in 
Section 3. As a result, models developed for a rela
tively well-known atmosphere where validation is pos
sible (e.g., the Earth) are often exported to other solar 
system bodies. On the other hand, the diversity of the 
plasma sources and atmospheres, and, therefore, of the 
auroral emissions, illustrated in Table 1, makes it ideal 
for comparative auroral studies. As discussed in Sec
tion 2, the magnetic environment can be intrinsic or 
induced and a large diversity of magnetospheric geome
tries is encountered. Auroral emissions give us unique 
remote sensing of magnetic field configurations and are 
a tracer of plasma interactions. The aurora at Io's foot
print in the Jovian atmosphere further constraints the 
source region of the Jovian main oval within the current 
sheet and thereby Jupi ter 's magnetic field configuration 
[Connerney et al, 1998]. X-ray emissions from certain 
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Table 1. Characteristics of solar system bodies around which auroral emissions have been observed. 

Body DM/DT(°) a Excitation source b CD ( c m " 2 ) c Atmosph. speciesd Auroral emissions 

Venus <0.0004 
n 

e- ,H+,He + + ( sw) ; 
H+, 0 + , H e + , 

C+ (atm) 

2 10 2 7 C 0 2 , N 2 , 
O, CO 

UV (OI) 

Earth 1/10.8° e", H + , He+(sw); 
H+/H, 0 + / 0 (atm) 

2 10 2 5 N 2 , 0 2 , O 7, x, UV, 
visible, IR 

Jupiter 20,000 
/9.6° 

e~,H + (sw, atm); 
O ions (icy moons) 
S/O/Na ions (Io, 

Europa 

H 2 , H, 
hydrocarbons 

X(ions), UV(H 2,HI), 
visible (H), IR 

(H+,H 2 , 
hydrocarbons) 

Io ? From Io torus and 
Jovian magnetosph. 

Variable S 0 2 (volcano), 
SO, S, O, 

Na, CI 

UV (OI,ClI, SO, 
S 0 2 ) , visible 

Ganymede ?/10° From magnetosph. 
of Ganym. &; Jupit. 

~5 10 1 4 

for 0 2 

o2, o3, o UV at poles (OI), 
visible at equat.(OI) 

Europa - From Io plasma 
torus and Jovian 
magnetosphere 

~ 1 0 1 5 

for 0 2 

o2, o3, 
O, Na 

UV (OI) 

Saturn 600/<l° e~, H + (sw, atm); 
0 + ( i cy moons, rings); 

N + , N+, H+ (Titan) 

- H 2 , H, 
hydrocarbons 

X (e"), 
UV (H 2 , H) 

IR (H+) 

Uranus 50/58.6° sw, atm - H 2 , H, CH4 X(?), UV (H 2 ,H) 

Neptune 25/47° N + , H+ (Triton) - H 2 , H, CH4 X(?), UV (H 2 ) 

Comets - heavy ions (sw) Variable H 2 0 , CO, C 0 2 Soft X-rays 

aDipole moment (Earth = 1) / Dipole tilt. 
b The list is not exhaustive, "sw" and "atm" stand for solar wind and atmospheric origin, respectively. 
c Column density from surface. 
d The atmospheric species given here are the major constituents in the region of energy deposition. 

cornets attest to the interaction of the solar wind heavy 
ions with the cometary gas [Lisse et al, 2000], 

Auroral emissions are an indicator of the source of 
energetic particles and can be used for remote sens
ing of the characteristics of the incident particles (type, 
energy, flux). The OI 135.6 nm auroral emission ob
served around Io is prompt and is not resonantly scat
tered. It can be used as a valuable probe of the Jovian 
plasma conditions at Io, where the auroral brightness 
increases with the density of plasma torus at Io's loca
tion [Retherford et al, 2000b]. The analysis of O and 
CO emissions on the nightside of Venus has shown ev
idence of precipitation of soft electrons [Fox and Stew
art, 1991]. On the Ear th , auroral emissions observed 

from ground are used t o investigate proton and elec
tron dynamics during magnetospheric substorms [e.g., 
Deehr and Lummerzheim, 2001]. From space, the en
tire auroral oval has been imaged by Polar in UV and 
X-rays for est imating the characteristics of the incident 
soft and hard electron populations, a crucial informa
tion for space weather applications [see Chap II.2]. 

The aurora is also a fingerprint of the atmospheric 
composition. Analysis of UV spectroscopic observations 
revealed the presence of an O2 atmosphere on Europa 
[Hall et al, 1995]. Recently, chlorine was detected in 
the auroral equatorial spots at Io [Retherford et al, 
2000a]. The detection of H3 in the Jovian atmosphere 
through IR observations in the auroral regions was the 
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first astronomical spectroscopic identification of these 
spectral bands in the universe [Drossari et al, 1989]. 
From spectroscopic analysis of the IR lines produced in 
the Jovian atmosphere, not only the abundance of emit
ting constituents was derived, but also the temperature 
of the ionosphere from Hg emissions [Drossart et al., 
1993a] and of the stratosphere from the hydrocarbons 
emissions [Drossart et al., 1993b]. 

Diverse magnetic configurations and origins, ener
getic particle sources and their energy ranges, and dif
fering atmospheric constituents, all contribute to make 
comparative auroral study a rich field. If we consider 
X-ray emissions for instance, they are produced by elec
tron capture of heavy solar wind ions with ambient 
neutrals at some comets [Lisse et al., 2000]; by mag
netospheric heavy oxygen and sulfur ions precipitating 
from the L = 8 — 12 region of Jupiter to high lat
itude ionosphere [Bhardwaj and Gladstone, 2000a]; by 
heavy ions precipitating from the inner Jovian magneto
sphere (with a significant non-auroral contribution from 
reflected or fluoresced solar X rays) [Gladstone et al, 
1998]; by energetic electrons through bremsstrahlung 
emissions in the high lat i tude regions of Ear th [Gstgaard 
et al, 2000] and probably at Saturn [Ness and Schmitt, 
2000]. The known processes producing X-rays at cer
tain comets are also expected to occur at Venus and 
Mars, offering a remote sensing of the interaction of 
the solar wind with these non-(or at least low) magne
tized planets [Cravens, 2000; Holmstrom et al, 2001]. 
It is interesting to note tha t the emitted X-ray power 
within the 0.1-2. keV band for the comet Hyakutake 
(4x 10 8 W) [Lisse et al, 1996] and the one for Jupiter 
(10 9 W) [Waite et al, 1994] are similar. The brightness 
near Hyakutake is weak, of the order of 0.01 R [Mumma 
et al, 1997], whereas in the auroral region of Jupiter it 
is larger than 0.1 R [Waite et al, 1997]. However, the 
emission area around the comet is very wide, extend
ing well beyond cometocentric distances of 200,000 km 
[Lisse et al, 1996]. The incident energy of the particles 
is also very different, of the order of 1 keV/amu (atomic 
mass unit) for the solar wind high-charged state, heavy 
ions interacting with the cometary neutrals [Cravens, 
1997], while it is about 1 MeV n u c l e o n - 1 or more for 
the oxygen and sulfur ions precipitating into the auro
ral region of Jupi ter [Waiie et al, 1994]. As a result, 
the spectra emit ted around a comet are quite different 
from those emit ted in Jupi ter ' s atmosphere. So, de
spite a similar mechanism of production of X-rays by 
interaction of heavy ions with a neutral gas, different 
characteristics are found between auroral emissions on 
comet Hyakutake and on Jupiter . 

Another interesting emission for comparative auroral 
study is the OI 135.6 nm line observed around several 
bodies of the solar system. In the terrestrial high lat
itude regions, the oxygen line is produced over the au
roral ovals by keV particles and its brightness is on the 
order of kR. On the nightside of Venus, the oxygen emis
sions appear as patches, with a typical brightness of 1 R 
above the background [Fox and Stewart, 1991]. On the 
Galilean moons the OI 135.6 nm brightness varies from 
up to several kR on Io [Roesler et al, 1999] down to 
250 R on Ganymede [Feldman et al, 2000] and to less 
than 100 R on Europa [Hall et al, 1995]. On Europa 
the OI UV aurora is diffuse, whereas it is seen at the 
equator of Io and at the poles of Ganymede. This pro
vides a clear example of the different interactions of the 
planetary magnetospheric plasma with moons. The in
trinsic magnetic field of Ganymede prevents the Jovian 
plasma to reach low lat i tude regions, whereas a complex 
current system occurs at the highly conductive Io and 
less strong interaction takes place at Europa. 

If aurora offers us a unique and extremely valuable 
probe of our solar system, its analysis and modeling can 
encounter challenges. To estimate the auroral bright
ness from observations is not always easy. In addition to 
auroral origin, the observed signal can be terrestrial air-
glow or solar scattering occurring in the dayside a tmo
sphere or on cometary dust. The signal could be due to 
solar reflection on a surface like at Europa, or emissions 
photo-chemically produced or associated with the vol
canic plumes of Io. A careful estimation of these other 
sources is a critical step in the auroral analysis. As for 
modeling, although the basic equations are similar, the 
uncertainties on many parameters can prevent retrival 
of information, such as on the energetic particle source, 
from the analysis of auroral emissions. Some knowledge 
of, or assumptions regarding, the atmospheric densities 
and the incident energetic particles is required. Uncer
tainties in cross sections or in reaction rates are limiting 
factors for the analysis. If the emissions undergo res
onance scattering it is difficult to track the location of 
the source. In the presence of energetic neutral particles 
or for limb observations, the analysis is complicated by 
the likely contribution of multiple sources of different 
characteristics. For incident energetic electrons or ions, 
the configuration of the magnetic field lines needs to be 
known. MHD and hybrid particle models of the plasma 
environment are crucial tools for answering this concern 
[see Chapters II. 3 and II.4]. 

Finally, the definition we propose for aurora can be 
debated. Some would consider it to be too inclusive, 
others too exclusive. Having taken the task of inves-
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tigating aurora in our solar system, which offers such 
diverse emissions and having concern for clarity and 
consistency, we propose this definition, with its limita
tions, and try to follow it as closely as possible through
out the paper. Choosing to focus on optical emissions, 
we have excluded radio emissions, which are observed 
in the auroral regions of Earth and of the giant plan
ets. Even though energetically negligible, they are the 
only means to determine the rotation rate of the gi
ant planet interiors [Zarka, 1998]. In our definition we 
assume the energetic particles interact with an a tmo
sphere. We could extend it to the surface of planets 
and moons. Soft X-ray observations with ROSAT have 
revealed an unexpected emission at the dark side of the 
moon [Schmitt et al., 1991]. This emission probably 
results from energetic solar-wind electrons striking the 
moon's surface. Another body deprived of a signifi
cant atmosphere is Mercury, where t ime variable high-
lati tude enhancements of visible sodium radiations from 
the exosphere have been seen [Killen et al., 1990; Killen 
and Ip, 1999]. One proposed explanation is tha t , dur
ing magnetic substorms, sputtering of surface minerals 
by precipitating ions releases sodium vapor in the po
lar regions [Potter and Morgan, 1990]. The observed 
emission is sunlight scattered at the sodium resonance 
lines. Wi th the absence of limb brightnening, the po
lar aurora at Ganymede could be the result of a similar 
interaction of energetic particles with its surface. On 
the Earth , Stable Auroral Red (SAR) arcs seen in mid-
lati tude night sky are sub-visual emissions from oxygen 
at 630.0 nm. They reflect the slow energy loss from 
the ring current ions, but the exact sequence of physi
cal processes occurring between the energy source and 
the emission region is a mat te r of continuing debate 
[Kozyra et al., 1997]. Heat flux can be one possible en
ergy transfer process down to the ionosphere. If this 
process is found to be the dominant mechanism, will it 
be a reason to rename SAR arcs? Our main concern 
is not how to name the emissions observed at Mercury 
and in the Ear th ' s mid-lat i tude. It is their analysis tha t 
offers us a unique probe of the solar wind interaction 
with Mercury's magnetosphere or of the energy loss in 
the ring current of the Ear th . 

Wi th improving observational techniques, with new 
space missions and with more comprehensive model
ing tools, investigation of electromagnetic radiations, 
in particular multispectral observations of aurora, along 
with complementary measurements (plasma, neutral at
mosphere), is expected to provide a wealth of precious 
information on our solar system and to lead us to fur
ther understanding of interactions taking place at solar 
system bodies, such as planets, moons, and comets. 
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We summarize results of recent studies of the airglows of the terrestrial and the 
outer planets. Since the comprehensive review of Fox a decade ago, there are 
new data on the Venus nightglow, including results from Pioneer Venus in the 
UV and visible spectral regions. Ground-based observations of the visible 
nightglow have also been carried out. In the infrared, there is considerable new 
information from ground-based observations of the 0 2 Infrared Atmospheric 
band system. There have been no new visible/IR airglow measurements of Mars, 
and there are in any case no nightglow data to compare with the terrestrial and 
Venusian nightglows. For the terrestrial atmosphere, there is new data 
originating with sky spectra from large telescopes. Lidar measurements have 
been used extensively to study the chemistry and dynamics of metal atoms, and 
improvements have been made in satellite monitoring of visible emissions, 
particularly the nightglow continuum. The Voyager UVS provided a wealth of 
observations of outer planet airglow and aurorae; in the ensuing decades, these 
data have been supplemented by a variety of ground-based near IR and space-
based UV observations. The long-standing mystery surrounding the excess 
brightness of giant planet dayglow emissions appears to have been resolved in 
favor of a predominantly solar excitation mechanism. Uncertainties in the 
intensity and variability of solar ultraviolet and soft X-ray emissions present the 
most fundamental difficulty in interpreting the dayglow spectra of the giant 
planets. 

INTRODUCTION 

Airglow is an important signature of any planet's 
atmosphere. Most of the planets, and even some of their 
satellites, have substantial atmospheres, and comparison of 
their airglows is revealing as to their composition and other 
characteristics. From the emissions we learn about energy 
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flow, dynamics, and photochemistry, and the similarities 
and differences between planets often carry surprising 
information. This short contribution is designed to review 
work carried out over the last decade, with an emphasis on 
the Earth and Venus for the inner planets, and on Jupiter 
for the outer planets. 

The subject of the airglows of Venus and Mars was 
extensively reviewed by J. L. Fox in an AGU monograph 
in 1992 [Fox, 1992], and no attempt will be made to go 
over the ground covered in that publication. For work prior 
to that date, the reader should consult Fox's review, as well 
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Table 1. Some Airglow Processes in Terrestrial 
Planetary Atmospheres 

Examples Day/Night 

Photodissociation 
0 3 + hv -> 0( !D) + 02(alAg) D 

Energy transfer 
0(lD) + 0 2 -> 0( 3P) + 02(blZg ) D,N 

Resonant scattering 
N2

+,He,Na + hv -> N2

+*,He*,Na* 
Resonant scattering 

N2

+,He,Na + hv -> N2

+*,He*,Na* D 
Atom recombination 

0 + 0 + M - > 0 2 * + M D,N 
Dissociative recombination 

0 2

+ + e -> 0* + 0 D,N 
Radiative recombination 

0 + + e - > 0 * D,N 
Chemistry 

H + 0 3 - » 0 H ( u ) + 0 2 N 

as others by Solomon [1991], Meriwether [1989], and 
Bates [1995] on the terrestrial atmosphere.. 

Over the last 10 years, there have been no missions to 
Mars or Venus with airglow-viewing capabilities in the 
spectral region above 200 nm. The last such mission to 
Venus was the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) [Stewart and 
Barth, 1979; Stewart et al., 1980], from which many 
airglow observations were made in the ultraviolet spectral 
region, most data having been collected in the first two 
years of the mission, 1979-1981. Data were also obtained 
of unresolved visible nightglow emission from the PVO 
[Bougher and Borucki, 1994]. For Mars, the existing 
dayglow data were obtained on the Mariner missions of 
1969 [Barth et al, 1971], and with the sole exception of 
negative results reported from the 1974 Mars 5 mission 
[KrasnopoVsky and Parshev, 1979], there are no nightglow 
data at all from that planet. Although the Venus nightglow 
can be studied from ground-based observatories, as 
described below, Mars (and all of the outer planets) 
presents a problem in this respect because as an exterior 
planet, only a small dark crescent is visible from earth. 

Due to space limitations, by and large the discussion of 
the terrestrial planets is limited to nightglow emission in 
the visible and near-IR spectral regions. There are 
extensive dayglow measurements for all three planets from 
satellites and space probes, and the interested reader can 
consult some of the original literature. Excellent reviews 
are available [Meier (1991); Paxton and Anderson, 1992] 
and recent results from the FUSE mission are described by 
Krasnopolsky and Feldman (2001) and by Feldman et al. 
(2001). HUT mission results exist for Venus and Mars 

[Feldman et al, 2000], and details of the Galileo and 
Cassini flybys of Venus can be found in Hord et al. (1991). 

It is useful to define terms when it comes to planetary 
airglows. The definition given by Chamberlain [1995] is 
that airglow is non-thermal atmospheric radiation, 
excluding aurora and cataclysmic events such as lightning 
and meteor trails. Typically dayglow and nightglow are 
considered separately, although in fact the phenomena are 
not fully separable. There is a tendency, particular among 
astronomers, to consider nightglow as weak aurorae, but 
this is erroneous; aurorae have specific characteristics that 
are not found in the nightglow. The term dayglow should 
be limited to radiation that requires solar action, either 
directly through photoabsorption or indirectly by energetic 
photoelectrons. 

There are strong similarities between dayglow and 
aurorae, because fast electrons are important in both cases, 
but aurorae and nightglow have few points in common. 
Most clearly, excited states of N 2 and N 2

+ are dominant 
auroral features, whereas these are rarely seen in the 
nightglow. Where there are features in common, they often 
have different sources. 

In Table 1 are listed different types of processes that are 
to be seen in airglows of the terrestrial planets, with an 
indication of whether these are considered as dayglow or 
nightglow phenomena. As may be seen, there is really only 
one case where the reaction should not be claimed to occur 
in the dayglow, and that is for the H + 0 3 reaction, the 
source of the OH Meinel band emission. This is because 
the ozone lifetime to solar radiation is on the order of 100-
sec, so that during the day the mesospheric ozone density is 
strongly depleted, reforming at sunset. The asterisks refer 
to unspecified excited states. 

The examples in Table 1 are processes associated with 
the terrestrial atmosphere, but each one of them can also be 
significant in the atmospheres of Venus and/or Mars. As 
0 2 emissions are important components of the nightglows 
of both the earth and Venus, and presumably Mars as well, 
we refer the reader to the 0 2 potential energy curves 
reproduced in Chapter III.6. Included is the 5n g state, 
about which there have been conjectures over many years 
[Bates, 1995]. It is now established that this state is 
important in O-atom recombination, and communicates 
with the Herzberg states - A3Y^ , A'3AU , and cl2u - so that 
an overall understanding of 0 2 photochemistry and 
photophysics requires consideration of this entity [Huestis 
etal, 1999]. 

In contrast to the terrestrial planets (and satellites with 
dense "terrestrial" atmospheres), the airglow of the giant 
planets is dominated by emission from various forms of 
hydrogen (H 2 and H in the far ultraviolet (FUV) region of 
the spectrum, and H 3

+ in the infrared), with minor 
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contributions from helium (He I X.584) in the extreme 
ultraviolet, and the recently detected hydrocarbon 
fluorescence in the near infrared. Observation of giant 
planet atmospheres in the FUV region of the spectrum 
began in 1967 with a sounding rocket experiment [Moos et 
al, 1969], followed by the launches of the Pioneer series of 
spacecraft and the Copernicus satellite in the 1970's. The 
end of the decade saw tremendous advances in observing 
capability with the launch of a spaceborne observatory, the 
International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), in January 1978, 
permitting the first systematic observations of ultraviolet 
emission from the upper atmospheres of Jupiter, Saturn, 
and Uranus [Durrance et al, 1982; Clarke, 1982; Clarke et 
al, 1986; Clarke, 1988; McGrath et al, 1989]. The launch 
of IUE was followed closely by Voyager Ultraviolet 
Spectrometer (UVS) observations of Jupiter during the 
Voyager flybys in 1979 [Broadfoot et al, 1979, 1981; 
McConnell et al, 1980; Dessler et al, 1981], and 
subsequent observations of Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune as 
the Voyagers journeyed outward in the solar system 
[Shemansky and Ajello, 1983; Broadfoot et al, 1989; Yelle 
et al, 1989]. Jupiter has been the most intensely 
scrutinized of the outer planets; the majority of the outer 
planets discussion will concentrate on the Jovian airglow, 
with comparisons and contrasts to its more distant cousins 
when appropriate. A comprehensive review of the upper 
atmosphere of Uranus, including detailed discussion of 
both the Uranian dayglow and dayglow processes common 
to all of the outer planets, may be found in Strobel et al. 
[1991]. A thorough analysis of all major aspects of giant 
planet airglow (containing many details that must of 
necessity be omitted here) may be found in Bhardwaj 
[1997]. 

THE VENUS NIGHTGLOW 

Previous Knowledge Base 

Until recently, the history of Venus nightglow studies 
has been limited to three areas. The first observations were 
made by the Venera 9/10 orbiters in 1975, which viewed 
the atmosphere in the visible spectral region, at 400-750 
nm [KrasnopoVsky et al, 1976; KrasnopoVsky, 1986]. A 
few years later Pioneer Venus was put into orbit, and made 
ultraviolet observations at 110-330 nm [Stewart et al, 
1980]. Although there was no spectral resolving capability 
in the visible spectral region to follow up on the Venera 
observations, the star tracker was used to measure and map 
the total visible emissions [Bougher and Borucki, 1994]. 
Finally, there have been repeated ground-based 
measurements of the very strong 1.27 JU 0 2 ( a 1 Ag -.A^Zg ) 
0-0 Infrared Atmospheric band emission [Noxon et al, 
1976; Connes et al, 1979; Crisp et al, 1991; Crisp et al, 
1996]. 

The Venera measurements showed that the predominant 
visible emission is the v' = 0 sequence of the 02(clHu -A^Zg 
) system, the Herzberg II bands [Lawrence et al, 1977]. 
Subsequently, it was recognized that the v = 0 sequence of 
the 0 2(v4 f 3Aw -alAg) system - the Chamberlain bands - was 
also present in the Venera spectrum [Slanger and Black, 
1978], and later the very weak 0 2 ( ^ 3 2 ^ ~X*Tg) Herzberg I 
system (the predominant terrestrial nightglow emission in 
the 250-450 nm region) was added [KrasnopoVsky and 
Parshev, 1983]. Conspicuously absent was the 557.7 nm 
oxygen atom green line, one of the most prominent 
terrestrial features. 

The PVO nightglow observations, below 330 nm, are 
dominated by NO emission, in the delta (C2n-X2n) and 
gamma (A2H+-X2H) band systems, again from only the 
v' = 0 sequences [Stewart and Barth, 1979; Stewart et al, 
1980]. These two emissions are related, in that the 
production source is three-body N + O atom recombination, 
which produces only NO(C 2 I l ) in the v = 0 level. This 
molecule emits radiation both to the X2H ground state and 
to the v = 0 level of the A2H+ excited state. The latter then 
also radiates to the ground state. Similar emission can be 
seen in the terrestrial nightglow [Tennyson et al, 1986; 
Gerard, 1975]. 

Although the PVO NO emission spectra are well-
defined, the photon collection rate was very low, typically 
1-2 photons per spectral scan; the total number collected 
was only 4000. In the course of the mission one particular 
sequence stands out, where over a 10-second period the 
spectral intensity increased by two orders of magnitude. 
Analysis of the data in both time and space indicated that 
the cause was probably an atmosphere-grazing meteor, 
which caused C 0 2 / N 2 dissociation followed by enhanced N 
+ O recombination [Huestis and Slanger, 1993]. 

Visible Emissions From PVO Star Tracker 

The Pioneer Venus instruments were not designed to 
measure the visible nightglow, but creative use of the star 
tracker enabled data to be obtained, and maps of 
undifferentiated visible emission over the 400-800 nm 
range were created [Bougher and Borucki, 1994]. It was 
found that the observed global intensities were very similar 
to what had been reported from the Venera 9/10 mission 
[KrasnopoVsky and Parshev, 1983], and in repetitive data 
collection periods from 1988 to 1990 the range of 
intensities observed was 3-6 kR, and maps of the dark side 
emission were constructed. 

Since it is presumed that both the Herzberg II and the 
1.27 JU 02(a-X) emissions are generated in the same way, 
by atom recombination, one expectation would be that their 
intensities fluctuate in a similar manner. This is not 
necessarily the case, since while the production rates of the 
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Figure 1. a) Spectrum of the 02(a-X) IR Atmospheric 0-0 band in 
the Venus nightglow [Crisp et al, 1996]. b) DIATOM™ 
simulation of the band. 

two emitting levels should have a fixed ratio, the loss rates 
will not. This is because the 0 2 (a 1 Ag , v = 0) level is 
impervious to quenching [DeMore et al, 1997], whereas 
one expects the 02(clXu , v = 0) level to be significantly 
quenched. The only literature value for 0 2 ( c 1 2 ^ ) removal 
by C 0 2 refers to the v = 9 level [Copeland et al, 1996], for 
which the 300 K rate coefficient is 1.5 x 10"1 1 cm 3 s"1; the 
value for the v = 0 level is likely to be substantially less. 

Bougher and Borucki [1994] extensively discuss and 
compare the star tracker observations with the Venus 
thermospheric general circulation model (VTGCM) output 
and the 02(<z1Ag ) measurements on the Venus night side. 
They point out that the variations in emission intensities are 
not significantly related to the O-atom production rate on 
the day side, but are presumably a consequence of internal 
gravity waves generated at the cloud tops, which cause 
relatively rapid changes in the emitting layer altitudes. The 
only existing limb scans are from the Venera data, which 
indeed show marked variations in emission altitude (but not 
intensity) for the 0 2 Herzberg II system. [KrasnopoVsky 
and Parshev, 1983] The importance of obtaining more 
information on the altitudes of the different emissions is 
evident. 

The 02(a-X) Infrared Atmospheric Band Emission 

Ground-based observations of 02(a-X) IR Atmospheric 
0-0 band emission commenced with the work of Noxon et 
al. [1976] Although there is net terrestrial emission from 

this band as viewed from the ground, one can take 
advantage of the relative velocities of the two planets to get 
an adequate Doppler shift, thus separating the two 
emissions. Typical measurements are made with -12 km/s 
relative velocities, corresponding to a 0.05 nm shift. Thus, 
if the instrumental resolution is better than this figure, good 
separation is achieved. Figure 1 shows an example of the 
0-0 band spectrum [Crisp et al, 1996] along with a 186 K 
simulation; the agreement is seen to be excellent. 

The surprise to the 02(a-X) observations, now 
confirmed several times, is the magnitude of the emission 
intensity, considerably higher than the same emission in the 
terrestrial nightglow [McDade et al, 1987]. It corresponds 
approximately to the C 0 2 photodissociation rate, so that the 
efficiency with which C 0 2 is dissociated and converted to 
02(a) must be close to 100%. Moreover, on Venus the 
emission rate is similar on the day and the night side 
[Connes, 1979], so that atoms travel around to the night 
side without appreciable loss. Attempts have been made to 
find catalyzed reactions that could account for some of this 
production rate, but candidates investigated to date have 
proven to be inadequate [Leu and Yung, 1987]. 

In addition to the high average 02(a-X) nightglow 
intensity, excursions to much higher intensities are 
common, as well as periods and locations where the 
radiation is effectively extinguished [Crisp et al, 1996]. 
Bright areas are often adjacent to dark areas, and the 
intensities in a particular region can change by more than 
20% in an hour. The dynamic range of these changes is a 
factor of 50 or more, and there is little precedent in the 
terrestrial nightglow for variations as large. 

The 02(a-X) 0-0 band emission can be very bright, both 
at Mars and Venus. The high intensity seen in the Mars 
dayglow is consistent with 0 3 as detected by the Mariner 
8/9 UV absorption measurements, since ozone photodis-
sociates under UV radiation to produce almost a unity yield 
of 0 2 (a 1 Ag ). The 0-0 band has been seen in both the 
dayglow and the nightglow on Venus, and in this case the 
relatively small intensity difference has been interpreted as 
indicating that 0 3 is not present. Nevertheless, the 
potential for ozone generation exists, because the 02(a-X) 
emission represents substantial 0 2 production. From 
Pioneer Venus data [Paxton, 1985] it was reported that at 
110 km the dayside 0 2 mole fraction is 0.003, equivalent to 
a density of 3 x 10 1 1 cm"3, thus on the order of the O-atom 
density, and comparable to the terrestrial 0 2 density at the 
same altitude. 0 2 is lost by chemical interaction as it 
diffuses downwards, but it is copiously produced by atom 
recombination. 
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Keck/1999 andAPO/2001 

With modern astronomical instruments it is not difficult 
to view the nightglow of Venus, so the paucity of studies 
over the last twenty years is surprising. As the Venera 9/10 
observations were made with a spectrometer having only 
2.5 nm resolution [KrasnopoVsky et al, 1976], it was 
important to make ground-based observations at much 
higher resolution. In 1999, an opportunity arose to use the 
10-meter Keck I telescope on Mauna Kea to view Venus 
during engineering time. The HIRES echelle spectrometer 
was used for the measurements, with a spectral resolution 
of 0.02 nm. Figure 2 shows the results of this study in the 
region of the oxygen green line, the O^S^D) transition 
[Slanger et al, 2001]. Because Venus was receding from 
earth the radiation was red-shifted, and one sees in the 
spectrum that the Venus green line is shifted the 
appropriate amount, 0.02 nm, and that the intensity as 
detected from earth is comparable to that of the terrestrial 
green line. Furthermore, limb brightening is observed, of a 
magnitude compatible with the fact that the footprint on the 
Venus atmosphere has a width of 600 km. The estimated 
zenith green line intensity was 150 R, with an apparently 
constant intensity along the measured planetary radius. 

The Venera 9/10 missions reported an average 02(c-X) 
Herzberg II emission intensity of 2.7 kR [KrasnopoVsky 
and Parshev, 1983], and Bougher and Borucki [1994] 
subsequently measured 3-6 kR from the PVO. This 0 2 

emission was also detected in the Keck/HIRES measure
ments, although the individual lines are considerably 
weaker than the green line. The 551 nm c-X0-10 band was 
analyzed, leading to the determination that the total system 
intensity was on the order of 5 kR, and thus compatible 
with the earlier measurements. 

The green line with an intensity of 150 R would have 
been easily detectable in the relatively low-resolution 
Venera 9/10 spectra [KrasnopoVsky and Parshev, 1983]. 
That it was not seen implies that it is highly variable, as is 
the case for the 02(a-X) emission. The observation has 
now been repeated, using the 3.5-meter APO telescope in 
New Mexico [Chanover et al, 2001]. In this apparition the 
green line was found to be greatly weakened, with an 
intensity no more that 20% of the terrestrial line. However, 
the 02{c-X) 0-10 band was quite distinct, even more so than 
in the Keck/1999 spectrum. It therefore appears that both 
the constancy of the 0 2 emission and the variability of the 
green line emission are real. This is an unexpected result, 
because in the terrestrial atmosphere there is a high degree 
of correlation between the green line and 0 2 features which 

originate with O-atom recombination, such as the blI,g -
A^Zg Atmospheric bands and the A3^ -A^Zg Herzberg I 
bands. [Stegman and Murtagh, 1991] It is obvious that to 
explain these observations it will be necessary to carry out 
more extensive viewings of Venus, and it will be 
particularly important to coordinate measurements at 
different wavelengths, i.e. visible and infrared. 

THE TERRESTRIAL NIGHTGLOW 

Keck Sky Spectra 

Over the last four years, it has been demonstrated that 
ground-based astronomical sky spectra bring a significant 
new dimension to the study of the terrestrial airglow. Sky 
spectra are the background that astronomers collect while 

H—1 A—H 

Figure 2. Spectrum of the night side of Venus, measured by 
Keck/HIRES on Nov. 20, 1999, showing the terrestrial and 
Venusian atomic oxygen green lines. The Venus line is red-
shifted by 0.022 nm with respect to the terrestrial line, as Venus 
was receding at 12.5 km/s. The observation was made 20 minutes 
before dawn, and lasted eight minutes. From bottom to top, the 
Venus green line increases in intensity as the -600 km region 
viewed moves from the disc to the limb, and then drops as the 
view moves off the planet. The five spectra are shifted with 
respect to an arbitrary zero on the planetary disc by (from bottom 
to top) 0, 0,95, 2.09, 3.23, and 4.37 arcsec. The terrestrial green 
line has a wavelength of 557.73 nm. 
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Figure 3. The vibrational distribution of the 02(blT,g) state in 
the terrestrial atmosphere, from Keck/HIRES. The data used in 
this analysis are co-added, from 100 hours of observations over a 
four-year period [Slanger et al, 2001a]. 

taking spectra of their target objects, and which must 
ultimately be subtracted so that the target spectrum is 
cleansed of contaminating light. The sky spectra of course 
contain the terrestrial airglow, and with the large echelle 
spectrometers in use, these spectra have both high 
resolution and broad wavelength coverage. For example, 
the HIRES spectrometer on the Keck I telescope typically 
collects light over a 300 nm range with a resolution of 0.02 
nm [Vogt, 1994]. 

The initial nightglow study with this instrument was 
published in 1996 [Osterbrock et al, 1996], and was 
primarily devoted to cataloguing the OH lines in the 500-
900 nm region. In the course of this work, new 0 2 

Atmospheric system bands were identified, representing the 
first time that rotationally-resolved 02{b-X) emission bands 
were seen in the atmosphere from blJlg vibrational levels 
above v = 0. Further study of co-added spectra resulted in 
the identification of many b-X bands between 600 and 900 
nm, from a broad distribution of vibrational levels. 
Figure 3 shows the bimodal distribution observed, 
extending to bxY^ (v= 15) [Slanger et al, 2000]. These 
bands are interspersed with many OH lines in the region 

with far greater intensities, and it is the high spectral 
resolution that makes identification of the 0 2 lines possible. 

While it is believed that the blHg (v = 0) emission 
normally measured in nightglow studies results from 
collisional cascading following oxygen atom recombin
ation, the source of the distribution shown in Figure 3 is not 
necessarily the same. There are numerous issues yet to be 
addressed, such as the collisional lifetime of the 
vibrationally-excited levels, their emission altitude, and an 
explanation for the trimodal distribution. 

There are a variety of other features which are seen for 
the first time in the atmosphere in these sky spectra. In 
addition, the high accuracy of the astronomers' wavelength 
calibration has made it possible to revise certain line 
positions, in particular those of the N( 2 D- 4 S) line pair near 
520 nm, and the K(Di) line at 770 nm [Slanger and 
Osterbrock, 2000b]. In Figure 4 is presented an example of 
a new feature, the O-atom quintet 5d-3p Rydberg transition 
at 533 nm, one of approximately twenty oxygen atom 
multiplets that are seen at 394-927 nm [Slanger et al, 
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Figure 4. The quintet 5d-3p OI Rydberg lines in the terrestrial 
atmosphere, as measured by Keck/HIRES, Nov. 11, 1999. 50-
minute data accumulation started 80 minutes after local sunset. 
The HIRES wavelengths are derived from Gaussian fits to the 
data. The only significant OH feature in this wavelength region is 
the 6-0 Pi(4.5) line pair at 5330.39 A. 
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2001b]. The measured wavelengths in comparison to the 
NIST line positions is shown. These OI lines are 
ionospheric features, whose nighttime source is believed to 
be radiative recombination of 0 + [Bates, 1995]. As such, 
they are equivalent to the more commonly viewed 777.4 
and 844.6 nm OI multiplets, which are intrinsically more 
intense, but must be distinguished from nearby OH lines. 
The possibility of using the 844.6 nm triplet 3p-3s lines to 
measure O-atom densities from ground-based Fabry-Perot 
interferometer measurements has recently been evaluated 
[Lancaster et al, 2000]. One conclusion is that persistent 
production of this radiation throughout the night is not 
adequately understood, and indeed, the Keck measurements 
bear this out. 

Near-UV Comparisons 

The possibility of comparison of the nightglow of the 
near-UV region in the Mars/Earth/Venus system is limited. 
There is no information on Mars, but the PVO 
measurements did provide data out to 330 nm. The 
emissions from N + O recombination are seen to trail away 
from the peak intensity near 200 nm, and beyond 270 nm 
there are no recognizable features, except for a line/band 
near 297 nm [Huestis and Slanger, 1993]. Although this is 
the position of the O^S- 3 ?) line, the argument has been 
made that such an identification was inconsistent with the 
lack of green line in the Venera spectra, and that therefore 
it was more likely to be an artifact. The basis for this 
conclusion is now known to be invalid, and therefore it 
may be that 0(*S) was first detected by the PVO. 

In the terrestrial UV nightglow, emission in the two NO 
emission systems can also be detected in the nightglow 
[Tennyson et al, 1986; Gerard, 1975], although the 
intensity is substantially weaker than at Venus. The 
principal near-UV emitters are the 0 2 Herzberg states, 
giving rise to the Herzberg I system (A3H^ "^^g X the 
Chamberlain system (A'3AU -alAg ), and the Herzberg II 
system (clYu -.A^Zg ), in decreasing order of intensity 
[Broadfoot and Kendall, 1968; Chamberlain, 1958; 
Slanger and Huestis, 1981]. The Chamberlain system lies 
at longer wavelength than the other two, and is strongest at 
350-450 nm. It is interesting that in the Venus atmosphere, 
the order of intensities is just the reverse. Another 
difference is that these bands in the Venus atmosphere 
originate exclusively from v = 0 in the upper states, 
whereas in the terrestrial atmosphere the vibrational 
distribution peaks at much higher levels - near v = 6 for the 
A3^ state, v= 7 for the A'3AU state, and v = 10 for the 
clTu state [Stegman and Murtagh, 1988, 1991]. The 
energies of these levels are approximately equal, 0.2-0.3 eV 
below the 0 2 dissociation limit, which presumably 

represents the average energy removed by a third body in a 
stabilizing collision for the nascent 0 - 0 molecule. 

Lidar Measurements 

The upper mesosphere is a region containing relatively 
large amounts of meteoric material. In the visible spectral 
region the evidence is two-fold - spontaneous atomic 
emission from the alkaline metals, and the emissions seen 
with lidar probing. The best known atomic emission is 
from sodium, where the 589 nm doublet is a conspicuous 
nightglow feature. It is generated chemically and exhibits a 
marked annual cycle, being an order of magnitude more 
intense in winter than in summer [Chamberlain, 1995], also 
reflected in the sodium concentrations measured by lidar 
[Megie et al, 1978]. Two of the basic reactions involve 
ozone and oxygen atoms, but the overall chemistry is quite 
complex, and the temperature dependences of some of the 
reactions play a significant role in the morphology of the 
sodium layer [Plane, 1998]. At twilight the emission 
becomes very bright, as the chemical excitation mechanism 
is replaced by solar pumping. Recently, the presence of the 
potassium D! line has been noted, with a substantially 
smaller intensity than that of sodium [Slanger and 
Osterbrock, 2000b]. In contrast to sodium, the potassium 
concentration does not show a seasonal variation [Megie et 
al, 1978]. 

Because the observed metal transitions involve the 
atomic ground state, they can be artificially excited by laser 
(lidar) radiation. Much work has been done over the last 
decade in the lidar excitation of sodium, potassium, 
calcium, and iron, for the purpose of studying atmospheric 
dynamics and temperature. As the lidar systems in use 
have narrow bandwidths, it is possible to measure 
temperatures from absorption linewidths, and winds from 
Doppler shifts. Furthermore, altitudes are provided by the 
signal return times [Taylor et al, 2001; Alpers et al, 1993]. 

One of the most interesting observations made possible 
by lidar is the discovery of sporadic layers, where layers of 
metal, particularly sodium and iron, will suddenly appear 
with thicknesses measured in tens to hundreds of meters. 
These layers of enhanced concentrations are found within 
layers having more usual densities, and they are not 
necessarily associated with the passage of meteors 
[Heinselmann et al, 1998; Clemesha et al, 1996; Swider, 
1992]. 

N02 Continuum Measurements 

The observation of the continuum originating with the 
three-body recombination of 0 ( 3 P ) and NO has for many 
years been considered as a method of determining the 
[0][NO] product, which leads to the determination of either 
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of the reactants if one of them is known independently. A 
critical issue that must be addressed in this quest is the 
choice of viewing wavelengths, since interferences by other 
emissions is quite possible. This was emphasized in the 
ETON measurements [McDade et al, 1986], where it was 
realized that one of the chosen wavelengths for the 
continuum observations was registering excess emission. 
This radiation was identified correctly, as subsequent 
studies demonstrated [Osterbrock et al, 1996], as the 
02(blI,g -X*Tg ) 4-3 band, the strongest of the many 
02(b-X) bands now known to be in the nightglow [Slanger 
et al, 2000a]. 

Measurements have recently been reported from the 
WINDII instrument on the UARS satellite, in which the 
N 0 2 continuum was viewed through a relatively narrow 
filter centered at 553.1 nm with 1.6 nm FWHM [von 
Savigny et al, 1999]. The O-atom densities were derived 
from VUV measurements [Greer et al, 1986], and the 
resultant NO densities were an order of magnitude less than 
had been reported earlier from measurements with much 
broader filters [McDade et al, 1986a], and is now in much 
better agreement with models and earlier measurements. 
The ETON results had raised questions as to whether the 
continuum emission might not have another source entirely 
[Bates, 1993]. The only apparent structured nightglow 
emission in the 553 nm region is the 0 2 Chamberlain 6-9 
band and the weaker 4-8 band, which are faintly discernible 
in the Keck/HIRES data set, but should not present 
significant interference. On the other hand, the ETON 
measurements, with 11- and 12-nm filters at 532 and 540 
nm, would have observed the 0 2 Herzberg I 3-13, 5-14, and 
7-15 bands. These can be clearly seen, though unresolved, 
in unpublished spectra taken by the MSX satellite (J.-H. 
Yee, private communication, 2000). 

Satellite Spectroscopy 
There have been numerous satellites that have made 

observations of visible/near UV/near IR nightglow emis
sions over the last decade. In large part, the features 
monitored have been the strong oxygen emissions seen 
from the ground - O^S), 02(blXg -X*Tg ) 0-0, 0 2 ( a 1 A g -
X*X~g) 0-0 - as well as the OH Meinel bands. 

It is becoming increasingly clear that emissions are not 
necessarily confined to single layers. There are now 
numerous examples where double layers are formed, 
supporting earlier rocket observations [Greer et al, 1986]. 
Melo et al. [2000] have shown from observation of the OH 
8-3 band that it is not uncommon to see double-peaked 
emission layers between 80 and 95 km. The structures 
extend over considerable distances, from hundreds to 
thousands of kilometers in horizontal extent, and last as 
long as 1.5 hours. 

Very similar observations have been made from the 
GLO instrument on the space shuttle with respect to 
02(b1^ -Jflg ) 0-0 band emission [Broadfoot and 
Bellaire, 1999]. Patches of emission are seen with a typical 
horizontal extent of 3000 km, and these can often terminate 
quite abruptly, within a few tens of kilometers. 

Table 2 represents an attempt to put in one place a list 
of intensities of the various emission features that have 
been detected on the three planets. In considering the 
terrestrial dayglow, it is quite difficult to assign intensities, 
as they are so dependent on altitude, solar cycle, and 
latitude, and can only be measured from space. There are 
dayglow features which can be seen throughout a good part 
of the night, and thus from the ground, e.g. 0(lD), N( 2D), 
and the OI Rydberg emissions {111A and 844.6 nm), but 
their intensities are extremely variable, with local time 
being another variable. We can presume that atom recom
bination features, e.g. the 0 2 Herzberg bands, have 
comparable intensities day and night, since there is little O-
atom diurnal variation near 95 km. On the other hand, 
ozone has a large diurnal variation, and thus the OH Meinel 
band emission should be much weaker during the day. For 
these reasons, we do not attempt to assign terrestrial 
dayglow intensities. For Venus and Mars dayglow, Fox 1 

provides numerous examples of calculated and modeled 
intensities. It is hoped that this table will be a useful guide. 

OBSERVATIONS OF OUTER PLANET AIRGLOW 

The initial observations of Jovian ultraviolet emissions 
identified several features of interest: 

• Auroral emission (produced by charged particle 
excitation of H 2 and H) from the north and south polar 
regions (Chapter III.4), 

• A relatively uniform H 2 airglow across the sunlit 
hemisphere, spectrally similar (but not identical) to faint 
aurorae but of differing origin, 

• Spatially nonuniform H Lyman a emission 
peaking near 100° magnetic longitude (the Lyman a 
"bulge") [Sandel et al, 1980; Clarke et al, 1980], a 
phenomenon so far unique to Jupiter. 

More recently, observations made with instruments on 
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) have helped to further 
our understanding of the morphology and temporal 
variations of the FUV emissions of H and H 2 on the giant 
planets. The Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope (HUT), flown 
aboard the space shuttle during the Astro-1 (December 
1990) and Astro-2 (March 1995) missions, provided a 
snapshot of the Jovian aurora and dayglow across a broad 
spectral range (82-185 nm) at higher resolution (-0.3 nm) 
than was previously available shortward of 115 nm. The 
Astro-1 and Astro-2 missions took place in periods of 
minimum (Astro-2) and maximum (Astro-1) solar activity, 
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Table 2. Estimates of Airglow Intensities for Terra/Venus/Mars 

TERRA(night) VENUS(day) VENUS(night) MARS(day) 

0(558 nm) 50-300 R 
02(A-X) 100-600 R1 

02(c-X) 25-150 R1 

02(b-X) 5kR 2 

02(a-X) 60 kR3 

02(A'-a) 25-150 R1 

NO(A-X,C-X) 55 R4 

Na(590 nm) <30-200 R 5 

K(770 nm) 1 R6 

OH 450 kR7 

electron-induced 
0(777nm) 0-15 R* 
0(845 nm) 0-10 R* 
0(630 nm) 0-150 R* 
N(520 nm) 0-10 R* 

80 kR8 

.5 MR 

<10-150R 1 0 'U 

140 R 1 3 

2.7-6 kR 1 0 ' 1 2 

<200R(11) 1 0 

<0.1-25 MR 1 3 ' 1 4 

450-850 R 1 0 

500-1500 R 1 5 

<15R 1 1 

20kl6 

2-26 MR 

References: 1, Stegman and Murtagh [1991]; 2, McDade st al. [1986a]; 3, McDade et al. [1986b]; 4, Tennyson et al [1986]; 5, 
Chamberlain [1995]; 6, Slanger and Osterbrock [2000]; 7, Turnbull and Lowe [1989]; 8, Fox [1992]; 9, Connes et al [1979]; 10, 
Krasnopolsky [1986]; 11, Slanger et al [2001]; 12, Bougher and Borucki [1994]; 13, Crisp et al. [1996]; 14, Crisp [private 
communication, 2000]; 15, Bougher et al [1990]; 16, Barth et al. [1971]; 17, Noxon et al. [1976]; 18, Traub et al [1979]. 

* The intensities of the electron-induced nightglow features can vary strongly throughout the night. The upper values given 
here are based on the ratio to the green line intensity seen in early-evening Keck spectra taken in 2000, assuming an intensity of 
100 R for the green line. On the same basis, the Na(D) intensity is 10-20% of the green line intensity in March, 2000, and 20-
40% in October, 2000, but the range given by Chamberlain [1995] is quoted. The Mars 558 nm dayglow intensity is a 
measured value, but the Venus intensity is scaled up by Fox [1992]. 

providing an opportunity to study the response of the 
Jovian dayglow to variations in solar activity across the 
entire FUV spectral range. Most recently the Far 
Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) observed both 
airglow and auroral emissions on Jupiter and Saturn 
[Feldman et al, 2001, Gustin et al, 2001]. 

Ground-based observations of the infrared emissions of 
H 3

+ [Ballester et al, 1994; Lam et al, 1997; Miller et al, 
1997; Satoh and Connerney, 1999] have extended our 
knowledge of the physical conditions, transport 
mechanisms, and excitation processes taking place in 
Jupiter's upper atmosphere. H 3

+ emission (produced by 
radiative relaxation of collisionally excited ions) is the 
primary radiative cooling mechanism at pressures less than 
~ 0.1 ubar in the Jovian thermosphere, and the H 3

+ ion is an 
important constituent of the Jovian ionosphere. Since H 3

+ 

is produced by both particle precipitation and solar EUV 
radiation (with the relative importance of the two 
production mechanisms varying as a function of latitude 
and the energy input by precipitating particles and solar 
EUV photons), it cannot be classified as "purely" airglow. 
It nevertheless merits attention in any discussion of the 
thermospheres of the giant planets, as it illuminates the 

dynamical and chemical processes taking place in regions 
where the FUV emissions of molecular and atomic 
hydrogen are minimal (see Chapter IV.2, for further 
discussion.) While most Jovian H 3

+ ions appear to be 
produced by auroral activity, spatially resolved 
observations of Uranus indicate that the fundamental band 
H 3

+ emission is concentrated towards the subsolar point of 
the planet [Trafton et al, 1998], suggesting that the ion is 
produced primarily by solar EUV (see Table 3). 

The extent to which Rayleigh-Raman scattering 
contributes to the observed spectra of the outer planets (and 
complicates interpretation of dayglow emissions) is 
determined by the column density at which incoming solar 
radiation is severely attenuated by hydrocarbon absorption. 
The homopause, below which absorbing hydrocarbons are 
well mixed, thus roughly determines the lower boundary of 
the region where dayglow processes are important. At 
Lyman a, the optical depth due to methane absorption in 
the Jovian atmosphere typically reaches unity at a pressure 
of ~1 ubar, corresponding to a total vertical H 2 column of 
~ 1 0 2 0 cm"2. The FUV spectrum of Uranus differs substan
tially from that of Jupiter and Saturn at longer wavelengths 
owing to the severe depletion of hydrocarbons in the 
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Table 3. Principal dayglow processes in outer planet atmospheres 

Process Transitions Comments 

Photoionization H2+hv(A,<80.4 nm) -> H2\u)+e 
H+hv(A.<91.2 nm) -> H++e 
He+hv(l<50.4 nm) -> He++e 

Photodissociation H2+hv(^<84.5 nm) -> H+H 
Dissociative ionization H2+hv(^<80.4 nm) -> H++H+e 
Resonant scattering H,He+hv -> H*,He* H, He Lyman series 
Resonant and H 2+hv 2 -> H2(B,tS) -> H2(^,t/')+hv B%+-X%+ (Lyman) 

C ^ - X 1 ! / ( W e r n e r ) fluorescent scattering1 H2+hv3 -> H2(C,«y) -> H2(X,ty,)+hv 
B%+-X%+ (Lyman) 
C ^ - X 1 ! / ( W e r n e r ) 

H2+hv -> K2{B\d) -> H2(X,t/')+hv 5 , 1Z u

+-AT 1S g

+ 

H2+hv -> H 2(D,^) -> H2(X,iy ,)+hv 
H2+hv -> H2(B",u') -> H2(X,d')+hv 5 / / 1 I u

+ - X 1 I g

+ 

H2+hv -> YL2(D\d) -> H2(X,d')+hv J D / 1 N u - x 1 E G

+ 

Electron impact fluorescence H2+e -> H 2* -> H2(X,t/')+hv All H 2 bands above 
Electron impact fluorescence H2+e -> H2(£,F) Cross section peaks at 

via cascade from E,F state4 ^H 2 (5 5 (y) ^ H2(X,^')+hv low e energy (15.5 eV) 
Electron impact excitation H 2 +e->H 2 ( a 3 I g

+ ) 
^H 2(Z> 3Z u

+)+hv->H+H 
Produces fast H atoms and 

of the ab continuum 
H 2 +e->H 2 ( a 3 I g

+ ) 
^H 2(Z> 3Z u

+)+hv->H+H MUV emission 
Fluorescent excitation and H 2+e,hv->H 2(£,</) Primarily, but not 

predissociation ->H2(X,<y'>14)->H+H exclusively Lyman bands 
Chemistry H 2

+ + H 2 ^ H 3

+ ( t ; = 3 , 4 ) + H 

The initial state of the H 2 molecule is assumed to be the ground electronic state, U2(X, u) 
hv(<110.9nm) 
hv(<100.9nm) 
The EF state is responsible for -80-90% of the cascade contribution, with the remainder coming from the GK and H states 
[Dziczek et al, 2000] 

Uranian upper atmosphere. The albedos of Jupiter and 
Saturn are small in the 120-150 nm region; essentially all 
of the observed emission is a consequence of dayglow 
processes. The Uranian atmosphere is far more transparent 
in this spectral region, the result of both weak vertical 
mixing and more rapid condensation of hydrocarbons in the 
cold Uranian stratosphere. The Voyager UVS spectra of 
Uranus show a pronounced increase in intensity longward 
of 120 nm due to an increasingly large component of 
Rayleigh-Raman scattered sunlight. A feature at 128 nm in 
the Voyager UVS spectrum of Uranus has been identified 
as Raman-scattered (v=0 -> 1) Lyman a [Yelle et al, 
1987, 1989]. This feature is lacking in the spectra of the 
other giant planets, where the eddy diffusion coefficient 
(whose value determines the altitude where molecular 
diffusion becomes important) is orders of magnitude larger; 
Raman scattering by H 2 in the 211-232 nm region has 
however been detected in HST Faint Object Spectrograph 
(FOS) observations of Jupiter. [Betremieux and Yelle, 
1999]. 

The eddy diffusion coefficient in the vicinity of the 
homopause (Kh) has previously been estimated by analysis 
of either occultation data or the planetary albedo, as 
observed in the emission of the H Lyman a or He I X584 
line. Lyman a airglow emissions from all of the giant 
planets have been observed by both earth-orbiting 
telescopes and spacecraft-based instruments. The Voyager 
2 UVS data constitute the only comprehensive set of day 
and nightside observations for all four bodies; the UVS 
observed both the bright emissions originating primarily 
from resonantly scattered solar Lyman a on the daysides of 
the planets, and the fainter nightglow produced in part by 
scattering of the interplanetary medium (IPM) Lyman a 
radiation. Estimates of the eddy diffusion coefficient based 
on analyses of He I X584 emissions have been presented 
for Jupiter [McConnell et al, 1981; Vervack et al, 1995], 
Saturn [Parkinson et al, 1998], and Neptune [Parkinson et 
al, 1990]. Recent observations of fluorescence of the v 3 

band of methane in the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn 
[Drossart et al, 1999, Drossart et al, 2001 may better 
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constrain the eddy diffusion coefficient near the 
homopause. 

Characteristic Airglow Processes in H2 Atmospheres 
H 2 airglow emissions on the outer planets are produced 

by a combination of resonant and fluorescent scattering of 
sunlight and photoelectron-impact-induced emission. The 
principal dayglow processes, including photoionization 
pathways responsible for the production of photoelectrons, 
are listed in Table 3. At lower altitudes, near the 
homopause, He and hydrocarbons play a more important 
role in the production of photoelectrons as a consequence 
of their rapidly increasing abundance. Further discussion 
of photochemical processes may be found in Chapter 1.2, 
and references therein. 

Emissions in the Lyman and Werner bands and from the 
higher lying Rydberg states of H 2 (B'%+, B"%+, Dlllu, 
and D,lnu) appear in the EUV/FUV portion of the 
spectrum. Excitation of the a-b continuum leads to MUV 
emissions, while the EF/GK/H -> B cascade transitions 
produce MUV, visible, and IR emission. Only the 
transitions from the Rydberg states (including the cascade 
contribution to the Lyman bands) are readily visible in 
dayglow spectra, owing to the large component of reflected 
sunlight longward of 150 nm; emission in the a-b 
continuum has been observed in the Jovian nightside aurora 
[Pryoretal, 1998]. 

During the past decade improved H 2 transition data 
have been generated based on new laboratory 
measurements and calculations that take into account the 
perturbations between four excited electronic states (BlXu

+, 
B,lI.u

+, ClHu, DlHu) and the presence of the centrifugal 
potential coupling rotational and vibrational motions 
[Abgrall et al, 1992, 1993a,b, 1994]. Transition rates and 
energies have been tabulated for individual electronic-
vibrational-rotational (J ^ 30) transitions of the Lyman, 
Werner, B -X, and D-X band systems of H 2 , as well as the 
total transition rates from each upper level state and the 
branching ratios for transitions connecting to the 
vibrational continuum of the ground (X^Xg ) electronic 
state. New profiles of the continuum emission produced by 
Lyman band transitions to the vibrational continuum of the 
ground state have also been determined [Abgrall et al, 
1997]. Liu et al. [1998, 2000] have updated the measured 
excitation functions of the Lyman and Werner systems 
previously determined by Shemansky et al. [1985]. A 
detailed description of the Abgrall data set and a 
comparison to laboratory measurements of H 2 emission 
spectra are presented in Liu et al. [1995]; revised 

measurements of the EF cascade contribution to the Lyman 
band system are presented in Dziczek et al. [2000]. 

Excitation Mechanisms of the Giant Planet Dayglows 
Although the species responsible for the dayglow 

emissions of Jupiter and the other giant planets are 
indisputable, the means by which the FUV emissions are 
excited has been difficult to ascertain, despite nearly two 
decades of observation. The relative contributions of solar 
resonant and fluorescent scattering and electron impact 
excitation (due to photoelectrons, perhaps energized by 
some type of in situ acceleration process ("electroglow"), 
or some more exotic energy source) have been the subject 
of a lengthy and vigorous debate [cf. Waite et al, 1983, 
Shemansky, 1985, Yelle et al, 1987, Clarke et al, 1987; 
Hudson et al, 1989, McGrath et al, 1990, Yelle, 1988, 
Strobel et al, 1991, Feldman et al, 1993]. The 
fundamental matter at the heart of this debate is whether or 
not the observed dayglow intensities can be produced by 
the solar irradiance, and if they cannot, what is the nature 
of the energy source responsible for their production? 

Liu and Dalgarno [1996], using the HUT Astro-1 
dayglow spectrum of Feldman et al. [1993], and a new 
model of the solar EUV spectrum [Tobiska and Barth, 
1990; Tobiska, 1993], proposed that all of the observed 
dayglow emission was accounted for by a combination of 
photoelectron impact (1.0 kR) and solar scattered (1.3 kR) 
fluorescent excitation. In order to produce a spectrum 
similar to that observed by Astro-1, they required an H 2 

column density of 10 2 0 cm"2 above the homopause. The 
inferred atmospheric temperature of 530 K was 
substantially higher than the value of 200 K at 1 ub>ar 
derived by Atreya et al. [1981] from analysis of Voyager 
data, and was cited by Yelle et al. [1996] in their argument 
for the existence of a large temperature gradient near the 
homopause. Liu and Dalgarno also pointed out that the 
temporal variation of the solar flux is larger at shorter 
wavelengths (which leads primarily to photoionization, 
providing a source of photoelectrons) than at longer 
wavelengths (where fluorescent excitation of H 2 takes 
place). Given dayglow spectra with sufficiently high 
signal-to-noise and spectral resolution, it is possible to 
differentiate between H 2 emission produced by 
photoelectron impact and that produced directly by solar 
photons. 

Determination of the relative changes in each 
component over timescales corresponding to the solar cycle 
provides an additional means for examining the influence 
of solar variations on the observed dayglow emissions. 
Based on analyses of the variations in H 2 band emissions in 
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the HUT Astro-1 and Astro-2 dayglow spectra (obtained 
near solar maximum and solar minimum conditions, with 
2375 R and 1485 R total emission, respectively), Wolven 
[1999], using a methodology similar to that applied by Liu 
and Dalgarno, but incorporating a more realistic model 
atmosphere, found that the observed dayglow could be 
explained in both cases based on the solar radiation input 
alone. Although historical solar XUV/EUV fluxes remain 
somewhat uncertain, it is hoped that recent advances in our 
ability to accurately measure this region of the solar 
spectrum [cf. Curdt et al, 2001], in conjunction with 
improved solar proxy models for estimation of historical 
fluxes, will lead to substantial improvements in this regard. 
New observations by the solar x-ray photometer on the 
Student Nitric Oxide Explorer (SNOE) experiment indicate 
that solar soft x-ray emissions are considerably more 
intense than previously believed [cf. Solomon et al, 2001], 
further reducing the necessity to invoke additional energy 
sources to explain the observed dayglow intensities. The 
uncertainties that still remain do admit the possibility of an 
additional excitation source, albeit of substantially less 
significance than previously supposed. The contribution of 
precipitating ring current particles (ions and neutrals) and 
additional discussion on possible in situ atmospheric 
electron acceleration mechanisms may be found in 
Bhardwaj [1997] and references therein. 

The Jovian Lyman-a Bulge 

Analysis of spatial scans from the Voyager ultraviolet 
spectrometers led to the surprising discovery of a strong 
longitudinal variation in the mid-latitude Jovian H Lyman-
a emission [Sandel et al, 1980], a result later confirmed by 
analyses of sounding rocket and IUE observations obtained 
prior to the Voyager encounters [Clarke et al, 1980]. The 
Lyman-a "bulge" was observed to rotate with the planet, 
appearing at the same magnetic longitude (-100°, with a 
full width half maximum (FWHM) of ~100°-130°) not only 
during both Voyager encounters (over a period of four 
months), but in long-term observations with IUE [Skinner 
et al, 1983; McGrath, 1991]. The brightness contours of 
the emission appeared to follow the particle drift equator 
[Dessler et al, 1981]. The Lyman-a brightness enhance
ment was initially ascribed to an increase in the H column 
in the bulge region; while persistent variations in the H 
distribution with both local time and latitude had been 
observed on other planets, the presence of such an 
asymmetry fixed in magnetic longitude was unique to 
Jupiter. More puzzling still was the lack of any apparent 
asymmetry in the H 2 band emission, which effectively 
ruled out the possibility of enhanced particle precipitation 
as the source of the bulge asymmetry. 

The brightness of both the bulge and the non-bulge 
regions has been observed to vary with the solar Lyman-a 
flux over both the ~11 year solar cycle and the 27-day solar 
rotation period. A change in the morphology of the bulge 
was noted in the 1989-1991 time period by McGrath 
[1991], in the form of an increase in the FWHM to -200°. 
The mechanism responsible for the observed changes is not 
clear. Detailed models of the H Lyman-a emission line 
profile in the bulge and non-bulge regions [Clarke et al, 
1991; Ben-Jaffel et al, 1993] demonstrate that the observed 
line shapes and center-to-limb variations are not consistent 
with resonant scattering of solar Lyman-a by an H column 
of varying abundance. The enhancement of the Lyman-a 
brightness in the bulge region is due to a broadening of the 
core of the line, rather than an increase in the optical depth 
at line center. The observed Lyman-a line profiles require 
the presence of either a collisionally-broadened internal 
source or non-thermal (turbulent) broadening [Emerich et 
al, 1996\\ it has been suggested that turbulent broadening 
may be related to thermospheric circulation patterns created 
by the large energy inputs in the Jovian auroral region 
[Sommeria et al, 1995]. 

Temperature Dependence of H2 Fluorescence 

The electron impact excitation cross sections of the 
Werner and Lyman bands of H 2 show little dependence on 
temperature [Liu et al, 1998]; while the contributions to 
the overall excitation rate from individual rovibrational 
states may vary substantially, the sum over the full H 2 

population distribution does not. Resonant and fluorescent 
scattering of solar radiation, however, often involves a 
coincidence in wavelength between a strong solar line and 
a molecular band transition originating in a specific 
rovibrational level of the electronic ground state of H 2 . 
Changes in temperature (either the thermal/kinetic, 
rotational, or vibrational temperature, which can differ 
markedly [Cravens, 1987; Majeed et al, 1991]) may 
significantly alter the population of a given rovibrational 
level, and can thus lead to substantial variations in the 
solar-scattered fluorescence component of the dayglow. 
Both the auroral and dayglow emissions are produced 
almost entirely via excitation from the ground vibrational 
state of H 2 , owing to the large excitation energies of excited 
vibrational levels (v = 1 -6000 K, v = 2 -11,000 K). It 
thus came as a surprise to find that non-auroral spectra 
from the region of the Shoemaker-Levy 9 G fragment 
impact site [Noll et al, 1995] contained strong emissions 
corresponding to solar Lyman-a induced fluorescence of 
H 2(v = 2) [Wolven et al, 1997], excited via the (1,2)P(5) 
transition at 121.607 nm and the (1,2)R(6) transition at 
121.573 nm. Previous observations of Lyman-a 
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fluorescence in H 2 had been confined to solar spectra taken 
in regions containing sunspots [Jordan et al., 1978, cf.] and 
spectra of giant stars such as a Tau [McMurray et al., 
1996, c f ] , where temperatures are sufficiently warm to 
populate the higher vibrational levels. Fluorescent 
transitions from vibrationally excited levels may play a 
more important role in the dayglow spectra of hot Jupiter
like extrasolar giant planets (Chapter VI. 1). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Comparative studies of the nightglows of Mars and 
Venus are still limited by lack of data. The amount of 
information available on the earth's atmosphere over
whelms anything we know about our nearest planetary 
neighbors, and in the case of Mars, there are no nightglow 
data. Recent ground-based measurements of the Venus 
nightglow have been useful in pointing out the similarities 
and differences with the earth's nightglow. Much can be 
learned from regular viewing of Venus, and it is to be 
hoped that progress will be made with respect to Mars 
either from space telescopes or from orbiters. 

The dominant atmospheric species and the principal 
chemical pathways by which they react with one another 
differ markedly as we move from the inner solar system 
outwards to the giant planets. Nevertheless, the essential 
physical processes leading to the production of planetary 
airglows remain the same. Resonant and fluorescent scat
tering, photodissociation and various forms of recombin
ation produce their own unique signatures in the airglows. 
The observation and interpretation of these signatures 
provides us with a means to understand the energy flow, 
dynamics, and photochemistry of the upper atmospheres of 
all the planets. 

New and improved measurements of the solar 
irradiance, particularly in and shortward of the FUV region 
of the spectrum, will substantially improve our ability to 
model and understand the airglow spectra of both terrestrial 
and outer planets. Coupled with airglow models incor
porating improved atmospheric composition and tempera
ture data (based on observations by the Galileo spacecraft 
and atmospheric probe at Jupiter, and upcoming obser
vations by Cassini at Saturn), speculation concerning the 
excitation mechanisms responsible for the observed outer 
planet dayglow intensities may finally be put to rest. 
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PART II. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PLANETARY AND SMALL BODY 
ATMOSPHERES WITH THE SURROUNDING PLASMA MEDIUM 

The concept of ionospheric layers used by Sydney Chapman in the early, defining years of space physics 

emphasized the self-regulating photochemical processes in our atmosphere. Input from above was assumed 

to be limited to the Sun's radiative component, certainly a dominant player in atmospheric scenarios. In the 

following four chapters, the rigid framework of stacked layers-upon-layers is modified, even shattered, by 
our current levels of understanding of actual plasma behavior. The crucial element is the presence or lack of 

a magnetic field. When present, a planetary magnetic dipole guides energetic particles and electric fields 

from the magnetosphere into the ionosphere. Cold ionospheric plasma diffuses upward to re-supply the 

magnetosphere. The aurora and plasma flow patterns imposed from above are best known on Earth and most 

severe on Jupiter. For Venus, Mars and comets, the solar wind provides a completely different "input from 

above" via direct impact upon the atmosphere. For the atmospheres of unmagnetized moons that orbit with

in a planet's magnetosphere, the plasma impact comes from in-situ co-rotational flow and field-aligned 
bombardment of trapped ions and electrons. The coupling of solar wind and magnetospheric plasmas to the 

atmospheric-ionospheric regions comprises one of the most active areas in current space plasma physics and 

aeronomic research. (Image courtesy 1. Spencer.) 
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In this tutorial and selective review, we define magnetosphere-ionosphere (M-I) 
coupling, present its basic properties, and summarize outstanding problems in the 
field. We compare M-I coupling processes at Earth and Jupiter. We use that com
parison to argue that M-I coupling processes that generate the northern and south
ern auroral lights are fundamental to how some astrophysical systems behave and 
evolve throughout the universe, specifically those involving partially ionized gases 
connected by magnetic fields. Using the example of solar system formation, we 
finally speculate as to the importance of what we can learn about M-I coupling at 
Earth and Jupiter towards understanding these distant astrophysical systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The northern and southern lights, or aurora, have fascinated 
people throughout recorded history [Eather, 1980]. The fas
cination may lie with auroral structuring that occurs on hu
man scales; often sheets, curtains, rays, and other features 
are observed to blink, shimmer, or twist and turn directly over
head in snake-like fashion. That structuring is also the most 
scientifically puzzling aspect of these lights. The aurora is 
generated by processes that extend over spatial scales many 
times larger than the size of the Earth. And yet, the spatial 
structuring also extends down to features that have widths no 
larger than the size of a football field [-100 m; Borovsky, 
1993; Lanchester et al, 1997]. We do not understand why 
the aurora behaves in this fashion. This mystery is one of 
many that surround the study of the interaction that occurs 
between the Earth's space environment, or magnetosphere, 
and the ionosphere, the ionized upper layer of the Earth's 

atmosphere. We call this interaction magnetosphere-iono
sphere (M-I) coupling. 

It is the premise of this book and this chapter that much 
understanding of fundamental space processes may accrue from 
comparisons between different planets. The study of space is 
mostly an observational science rather than an experimental 
science. With an observational science the critical process of 
hypothesis testing is severely curtailed. For the study of the 
space environments of planets, we are fortunate that nature 
has chosen to run several different experiments for us with 
different conditions and parametric states. In some critical ways 
nature has performed the hypothesis testing for us. 

For example, the interplanetary environment, or solar wind, 
plays a critical role in driving the dramatic aurora at Earth. At 
Jupiter, the solar wind influence is limited. There the space 
environment or magnetosphere is powered predominantly by 
planetary rotation. A comparison between Earth and Jovian 
aurora isolates critical factors in M-I coupling that lead to 
aurora, and it raises the issue of the universality of the M-I 
coupling process. The opposite extreme can occur at Uranus. 
A large-scale electric field distribution within the Earth's mag
netosphere helps generate the electric currents that connect 
the magnetosphere to the ionosphere and cause aurora. That 
distribution at Earth reveals the influence of both the solar 
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wind and the planetary rotation. At Uranus we can examine 
the electric field pattern when the rotational contribution is 
effectively turned off because of the unique orientation that 
can occur between the planetary spin axis and the solar wind 
direction [Selesnick and Richardson, 1986; Vasyliunas, 1986]. 

In this tutorial and selective review, we discuss more fully 
what M-I coupling is, present some basic properties, and state 
some outstanding problems in this field. We then use find
ings at Jupiter to demonstrate the universality and importance 
of the issues surrounding M-I coupling at Earth. We discuss 
some recent findings at Earth that are particularly relevant to 
a comparison of M-I coupling processes revealed by visits to 
Jupiter. Finally, we speculate as to the importance of M-I cou
pling processes throughout the universe using the example of 
solar system formation. The textbooks by Parks (1991) and 
Kivelson and Russell (1995) present many of the fundamen
tal physical processes invoked in this chapter. 

2. AURORA AT EARTH AND JUPITER 

The most puzzling aspect of the aurora is the myriad of 
spatial and temporal scales involved. At the largest scales the 
aurora is a global phenomena of the planet Earth. In 
Plate la, an ultraviolet image of the Earth's north polar re
gions [Frank and Craven, 1988] reveals the global configu
ration of the Earth's aurora during modestly active conditions. 
The auroral "oval" that encircles the polar-regions maps out 
along Earth's magnetic field lines to the regions of the near-
Earth space environment that power the aurora. When the 
width of the oval is folded into the calculation, the volume of 
those regions is many times the volume of Earth itself. That 
volume extends from equatorial distances of ~6 R E (1 R E = 
6370 km) to distances in the direction away from the Sun that 
are larger than 30 R E. These field lines are "closed" in the 
sense that they are connected to the Earth on both of their 
ends. They do not connect to the interplanetary environment 
(i.e., they are not "open"), contrary to popular press notions 
about the relationship between the aurora and the Sun. It is 
only the poleward edge of the auroral oval that is thought to 
approach the boundary between open and closed magnetic 
field lines. Other panels in Plate 1 show aspects of the auroral 
structuring highlighted in the Introduction. How this struc
turing comes about and why the structures move and evolve 
the way they do are not understood. 

The Earth's aurora can be quiet or active. Plate lb shows 
the nightside segment of the auroral oval during very active 
magnetospheric conditions when the magnetic field in the 
solar wind is oriented (southward) for pumping energy into 
the magnetosphere [McPherron, 1995]. The figure shows a 
broad and highly structured auroral region with intense emis
sions. During quiet periods the oval is narrow, confined to 

high latitudes, and is relatively unstructured with emission 
intensities that are greatly reduced. 

Recent images of Jupiter's aurora reveal similarities be
tween the auroras of Jupiter and Earth (Plates 2 and 3). The 
aurora at Jupiter is global in extent, has an oval-like configu
ration that encircles the polar regions, and has active and in
active states [Plate 2; Clarke, 2000 and 1998; and, respec
tively, Plate 3; Ingersoll et al, 1998]. Recent images from 
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Space Telescope Imag
ing Spectrograph (STIS) have revealed the kind of spatial 
structuring (Plate 2) and the kinds of dynamics that are fa
miliar to those who study the aurora at Earth (Waite et al., 
2001). Clearly, spatial structuring and temporal dynamics are 
common features of the M-I coupling at Earth and Jupiter. Is 
it possible or likely that such structuring is fundamental to 
how different regions of astrophysical plasmas interact with 
each other when connected with magnetic fields! 

At Earth it is tempting to attribute some of the space-time 
structuring in the aurora to the highly dynamic state of the 
interplanetary medium that provides the energy for the au
rora. Because of the dynamics of the energy source, the M-I 
system may seldom achieve an equilibrium state. The struc
turing at Jupiter is highly significant in that we anticipate that 
the M-I interaction will be less affected by the dynamics of 
the interplanetary medium. While at Earth, the interplanetary 
environment modulates the auroral intensities by orders of 
magnitude; at Jupiter the modulation due to interplanetary 
conditions is only of order 20% [Baron et al, 1996]. 

3. WHAT IS M-I COUPLING AND WHAT ARE THE 
OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS? 

3.1 Background on Approaches 

With the description that follows, we introduce the con
cept of M-I coupling using an electrical circuit approach. 
There are pitfalls to such an approach. With electrical cir
cuits one tends to think about discrete wires. There are no 
discrete electrical wires out in space. The current carrying 
media in space, ionized gases or plasmas, are distributed. The 
paths that the currents follow are difficult to ascertain a priori. 
Unlike wires, which are mechanically supported by the 
strength of the materials from which they are made, the cur
rent carrying media in space are free to move. They can be 
redistributed by electric field (pE) and Lorentz (J X B/c) 
forces (here p is charge density, E is vector electric field, J is 
vector current density, and B is vector magnetic field). On 
the other hand, the immense value of the electrical circuit 
approach is its emphasis on the interconnectedness of the dif
ferent regions of space. One of the founding pioneers of the 
M-I coupling discipline, Hannes Alfven, made powerful use 



(a) Planetary Oval: 1000s km (b) Dynamics: 10s to 1000s km 

(c) Sheets and Curtains: 10s-100s km (d) Arcs and Swirls: 0.1 -10s km 

Plate 1. The most puzzling aspect of the Earth auroral processes: the myriad of spatial and temporal scales involved. 
Image (a) from Frank and Craven (1988). Images (b) and (c), from U.S. government sources, were taken by the Defense 
Meteorological Space Program satellite and from NASA's Space Shuttle, respectively. Image (d) was taken from the 
ground by Don Rice in Fairbanks, Alaska. 

Plate 2. Spatial structuring in Jupiter's aurora observed by the Hubble Space Telescope in ultraviolet light [Clarke, 2000]. 
The left-most bright feature is the "spot" and tail emissions associated with Jupiter's moon Io. NASA Space Telescope 
Science Institute release. 
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of the circuit approach. He used it to emphasize how a very 
localized disturbance (a sudden increase or decrease in local 
electrical resistance, for example) can affect the behavior of 
an entire cosmical plasma system spanning vastly separated 
regions of space [Aljven, 1977]. One can take a "continuous 
media" approach, with its emphasis on interactions between 
adjacent regions and how signals propagate from one region 
to another. We emphasize the electrical circuit approach here 
because of our interest in the interconnectedness of the dif
ferent parts of the system. 

One may think of M-I coupling as the consequence of a 
system of electric circuits that connects distant regions of the 
Earth's magnetosphere to the ionosphere via electric currents 
that flow along the magnetic field lines that connect the two 
regions. The most intense, and for this presentation the most 
interesting, of the current systems is that involved with the 
generation of the aurora. A schematic is shown in Plate 4. It 
is useful to divide the M-I coupling problem into three dis
tinct regions of space. They are the distant magnetospheric 
generator, the mid-altitude coupling or controller region, and 
the ionospheric load region. 

3.2 Magnetospheric Generator 

The classic plasma generator is the so-called magnetohy
drodynamic (MHD) generator [e.g., Boyd and Sanderson, 
1969]. In the laboratory, dense plasma is forced to flow (with 
vector velocity v) across or perpendicular to a strong mag
netic field (vector B) thus generating an electromotive force 
per charge (v X B/c). This force separates charges and thus 
generates a reactive electric field (vector E) that partially op
poses the electromotive force, and drives a current density 
(vector J) . If the plasma is collisional (a plasma with fre
quent collisions between its particle constituents): J = a (E + 
v X B/c). The electrical conductivity parameter "a" can be a 
tensor such that different directions in space are coupled to
gether. Because E opposes the electromagnetic force, the con
dition E J < 0 prevails. This condition is required for a gen
erator that creates electrical energy from mechanical energy 
(rather than dissipating electrical energy). The plasma flow 
speed, the source of mechanical energy, is constant or decel
erating depending on whether or not the flow is maintained 
with a flow-aligned pressure gradient. As with a generator 
constructed with wires and magnets, the current density J 
can be tapped to drive a load. 

The MHD generator concept is a good starting point for 
understanding the generator characteristics of the boundary 
layer between the interplanetary solar wind and the interior 
region of closed, Earth-connected magnetic field lines (the 
"magnetopause" boundary; Figure lb). This boundary gen
erator is thought to drive the dayside aurora, visible to an 

ultraviolet imager (dayside portion of Plate la). Difficulties 
arise here, and with all of the magnetospheric plasma regions, 
because the plasmas are all collisionless (collision frequen
cies between particle constituents are lower than other char
acteristic times of the system, including the time it takes a 
plasma parcel to flow past an object). Thus the physics that 
establishes the fluid viscosity (which allows momentum di
rected parallel to the boundary to be transported across the 
boundary and cause the region of closed field lines to flow) is 
not well established. The physics that establishes electrical 
conductivity is similarly uncertain. Exchange of momentum 
between charged particles and various waves that propagate 
within, and along surfaces of, plasmas ("wave-particle inter
actions") are thought to play key roles in either case. 

The generator properties of regions deeply interior to the 
magnetopause boundary are even more uncertain. Electric 
currents are driven within the interior of the magnetosphere 
on closed field lines by boundary electric fields that penetrate 
partially into the interior. Within the comet-like magnetic tail 
(Figure la) the currents flow predominantly at the boundary 
between the northern lobe of Earthward directed magnetic 
fields and the southern lobe of tailward directed magnetic 
fields. The penetrating electric fields (E) and the current den
sity (J) are both westward at large distances so that E-J > 0. 
Thus, energy is added to the plasma in the form of both plasma 
heating and accelerated flow. The J X B/c force density at 
the boundary between the lobes pushes the plasmas Earth
ward (Figure lb). Momentum carries the plasmas into the 
stronger magnetic field regions close to Earth. Electrical en
ergy may be extracted from the flowing, but decelerating, plas
mas in the fashion of a (collisionless) MHD generator. The 
eastward current associated with the deceleration and the elec
trical power generation ( E J < 0) is the inertial current: J x = 
pmc(B X dU/dt)/B 2, where p m is mass density, U is vector 
plasma flow velocity, and d/dt is the convective derivative 
d/dt + (U-V). 

Alternatively, heated plasmas can generate currents even 
in the absence of plasma flow. An example is the diamag
netic current (current density J D ) . With diamagnetic materi
als in the laboratory, currents flow on the surface of the mate
rial. Similarly, diamagnetic currents in space flow predomi
nantly on the boundaries of plasma regions in the presence of 
pressure gradients (VP; J D = cB X (VP)/B 2). Energy can be 
extracted from such pressure differentials in the presence of 
electric fields (where E J D < 0). It is not known the extent to 
which the magnetosphere acts as an MHD generator (extract
ing energy through flow dynamics) or a thermoelectric gen
erator (extracting thermal energy from the plasmas). Indeed, 
as the plasmas in the magnetic tail flow earthward, a pres
sure-balance crisis arises. That crisis is thought by some 
researchers to be responsible for one of the key dynamical 
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Plate 4. Schematic of Earth's auroral magnetosphere-ionosphere (M-I) coupling circuit showing the three key regions. 
Generated from a concept of Lundin et al., 1998. 



MAGNETOSPHERE-IONOSPHERE COUPLING 

Figure 1. (a) The famous Heikkila (1972) cutaway schematic of Earth's magnetosphere showing the magnetopause, the 
electric current that bifurcates the magnetic tail on the right, and other features, (b) Notional pattern of plasma flow in 
Earth's equatorial plane including anti-sunward flow within a boundary layer and sunward/Earthward flow within the 
central region of the magnetic tail. In this schematic after Lundin et a/., 1991, it is assumed that the solar wind environment 
makes direct contact with the Earth magnetospheric environment at discrete sites of magnetic reconnection on the dayside 
and on the nightside. The Sun is to the left of both panels. 
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reconfigurations of the magnetosphere associated with the 
dynamics of the aurora: "magnetospheric substorms" 
[Erickson and Wolf, 1980; Schindler and Birn, 1982]. The 
pressure/thermal content of the flowing plasmas cannot be 
ignored. There are other sources of electric current in space 
plasmas that cannot be treated here due to space limitation 
[e.g., Parks, 1991]. The character of the magnetospheric gen
erator is uncertain, in part, because of the availability of mul
tiple mechanisms for generating current in space plasmas. 

Because the near-equatorial currents created by the mag
netospheric generator flow within sparse plasmas that have 
sharp spatial gradients, the currents strongly diverge in cer
tain regions ( V J ± ^ 0, where J± is the vector component of 
the magnetospheric current density perpendicular to B; e.g., 
Parks, 1991). The divergences require the flow of electric 
currents along the magnetic field lines either towards or away 
from the upper atmosphere. Such divergences occur, for ex
ample, in the presence of shear flows or density gradients for 
an MHD generator. They also occur where plasma pressure 
gradients are not aligned with magnetic field strength gradi
ents for diamagnetic current-driven generators. Within the 
near-Earth magnetic tail, current divergences tend to maxi
mize away (east and west) from the symmetry axis defined 
approximately by the Sun-Earth line. Such divergences are 
the source of the field-aligned currents in Plate 4 directed 
between the distant magnetosphere and the ionosphere. 

It is worth noting that the field-aligned currents that arise 
from the divergence of the diamagnetic current (and other 
currents not discussed) are sometimes presented differently 
in the literature [e.g., Spiro and Wolf, 1984]. For plasma whose 
particle velocity distributions are isotropic (approximately 
uniform with respect to angular direction in the plasma's rest 
frame), the divergence of the diamagnetic current is identical 
to the divergence of the currents calculated using the guid
ing-center particle drift velocities. These drifts arise from the 
gradients and curvatures of the magnetic field configuration. 
Using these guiding-center drifts can be convenient even 
though the currents associated with them are identically can
celed by contributions to the magnetization current for iso
tropic distributions [Parks, 1991]. The disadvantage of the 
guiding-center drift approach is that the calculated currents 
perpendicular to B are incorrect unless the magnetization cur
rents are also included. 

Among the most important questions about the nature of 
the magnetospheric generator are: (1) How are the currents 
generated in different regions? (2) What is the magnitude of 
the generator's impedance? and (3) What role do large-scale 
magnetospheric waves play in the generation of the field-
aligned electric currents? Regarding the generator imped
ance, if it is a high value, the magnetosphere acts essentially 
as a current generator. As such it has a great deal of control 

over the magnitudes of the currents that must flow and the 
level of the Earth-system response (e.g., intensity of the au
rora). If the generator impedance is low, it acts essentially as 
a voltage source. With this scenario the ionospheric response 
to the currents has a much greater control over the Earth-
system response to the generator. The question of the imped
ance of the magnetospheric generator has a direct consequence 
for the age-old question as to whether the magnetosphere or 
the ionosphere controls the level of the interaction between 
these two systems. We do not know the impedance of the 
magnetospheric generator because we do not know which 
mechanism or mechanisms prevail in the generation of the 
magnetospheric currents. 

In the discussion above, we have not defined the word "im
pedance." In electrical circuits the word "resistance" often 
implies a linear relationship between current and voltage. In 
common usage among electrical engineers, the word "imped
ance" is more general in several respects, and admits to non
linear relationships between current and voltage. The rela
tionship between current and voltage within space plasmas is 
generally highly nonlinear, as an example in the next subsec
tion illustrates. However, given a specific configuration of a 
system component, that relationship is deterministic and can 
capture consequences of the physics of a specific region on 
the rest of the plasma system. 

3.3 Mid-Altitude Controller 

As the electric currents flow towards the upper atmosphere 
they encounter a region at mid altitudes (-0.5 to 2 R E above 
the Earth's surface; Plate 4) that has difficulty carrying the 
higher electrical currents that the magnetosphere sends it. The 
difficulty arises because, given only slowly varying plasma 
densities along the magnetic field lines, the number of charge 
carriers decreases rapidly as one moves along the funnel-
shaped bundle of magnetic field lines (a "flux tube") towards 
the Earth's upper atmosphere. One expects that as current 
density increases, the crisis occurs first at altitudes just above 
the region of gravitationally bound ionospheric plasmas (al
titudes > 0.5 R E ) . The crisis should extend to higher altitudes 
as the current densities increase. 

For such high current densities the region develops effec
tive parallel (nonlinear) impedance that resists the flow of the 
electric current. A consequence of that impedance is the gen
eration of electric fields parallel to the magnetic field, required 
to force the flow of current that is being forced on the region 
by the magnetosphere. The parallel electric fields correspond 
to potential drops typically up to several kilovolts (kV), but 
sometimes as high as -30 kV [Arnoldy, 1981]. These electric 
fields accelerate electrons and ions along the magnetic field 
lines. In turn, the accelerated particles cause the more intense 
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Figure 2. Magnetic field-aligned current (I) versus voltage (V) impedance curve within the mid-altitude M-I coupling 
controller region, (a) An ideal curve for upward currents only based solely on coherent guiding-center motion of electrons 
[Knight, 1973; Lyons, 1981]. (b) An attempt to obtain the true curve using FAST measurements for both upward and 
downward currents [Elphic et al, 1998]. 

or "discrete" auroral lights when they impact the atmosphere. 
(The much less intense "diffuse" aurora results from the simple 
angular scattering of charged particles trapped in Earth's 
magnetic field so that they precipitate onto the atmosphere 
without additional acceleration.) In Plate 4 the parallel elec
tric field is represented by equipotential surfaces that have a 
nested V-shape structure. The schematic is highly idealized 
since during active periods one anticipates a high degree of 
structuring within that pattern of potentials. Additionally, the 
structures may be fundamentally wave-like in nature and thus 
intrinsically time dependent [e.g., Samson et al, 1996]. 

Knight (1973) developed the simplest model for the devel
opment of parallel electric fields within this "controller" re
gion of high parallel impedance. He derived the potential drop 
needed to achieve a specific current value by considering the 
motion of fast-moving electrons along funnel-shaped mag
netic flux tubes. One utilizes the guiding-center approach to 
solving Newton's equation (q E + q v X B/c = m dv/dt) for 
which one assumes that the radius of charged particle gyra
tion is very small and that intrinsic time variations are slow. 
Here one also assumes that the electric field is a B-aligned 
potential field (E = b E =— b dO/dz, where b is a unit vector 
along B and $ is electric potential). Figure 2a shows an ex

ample of the resulting current (I) versus voltage (V) relation
ship (plotted using the expression of Lyons, 1981). Note the 
nonlinear character of this impedance curve. 

The Knight relationship may be modified and indeed domi
nated by microphysical plasma processes. Specifically, plasma 
waves or similar collective structures such as electrostatic 
solitary pulses can exchange momentum with streaming elec
trons and ions and impede the parallel motion of these charge 
carriers (Plate 5b, c, d). A list of many such proposed imped
ance-generating processes is provided in Table 1 of Borovsky 
(1993). Examples of processes discussed in the literature are 
1) "double-layers," shock-like structures that support charge-
separation electric fields along B with the momentum changes 
of ions and electrons that are accelerated as they pass through 
the structure, 2) large-scale electric fields supported by the 
magnetic mirror force when the angular distributions of elec
trons and ions are different, and 3) parallel electric fields sup
ported by Alfven waves propagating at large angles to B. 

Figure 2b shows an attempt to construct a true nonlinear 
impedance curve with measured parameters. Note that the ab
scissa is the same as that in Figure 2a. The FAST spacecraft 
obtained the measurements as it flew directly through the con
troller region [Elphic et al, 1998]. The overlaying dotted lines 
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Plate 5. (a) Schematic of the interaction between two plasma regimes connected by magnetic fields showing field-aligned 
electric fields and currents and field line slippage, (b-d) Examples of microphysical processes operating within the M-I 
coupling region, (b) Electron velocity-space distribution (contours of constant values of the velocity distribution) plotted 
versus velocity parallel and perpendicular to the local magnetic field vector. The bulge (green color) aligned with the 
magnetic field carries electric current along B and was likely created by interactions between the electrons and plasma 
waves [Burch,\995]. (c) Nonlinear electrostatic solitary waves [Koskinen andMdlkki, 1993]. (d) Spectrum of plasma and 
radio waves revealing discontinuities related to various plasma resonances and propagation cutoffs [Gurnett and Inan, 
1988]. 
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for negative currents (downward electrons) show what linear 
impedance (not the Knight expression) would look like on this 
semi-logarithmic display. There is no "Knight expression" for 
positive currents. Thus, microphysical plasma processes must 
provide all of the impedance relating to such currents. We do 
not yet have a good measurement of the true I vs. V curve for 
many conditions, and we do not understand much of the phys
ics that generates those curves that we do have. 

Plate 5a shows schematically that in a region where paral
lel electric fields prevail, field line slippage can occur; the 
magnetic field lines lose their identities and can no longer be 
mapped with impunity from one region to another. We dis
cuss these concepts in section 5. 

Critical outstanding questions for the controller region in
clude: (I) What mechanism or mechanisms generate the 
parallel impedance in a collisionlessplasma? and (2) Why is 
the controller region so highly structured in space and time! 
The extreme structuring of the aurora may be a consequence 
of the simultaneous participation of the many processes docu
mented by Borovsky (1993), possibly via strong turbulent 
coupling between the different phenomena. 

3.4 Ionospheric Load 

The currents finally close across magnetic field lines within 
the partially collisional and resistive ionosphere, the third criti
cal region of the M-I coupling circuit (Plate 4). With decreas
ing altitude, the combination of increasing cold plasma den
sity (ionospheric plasma) and increasing neutral gas density 
allows the electrical conductivity " a " to reach sufficient mag
nitude to allow the currents to close. The role of the neutral 
atmosphere is critical, specifically the thermosphere, which 
is the highest layer of the atmosphere that is collisional. The 
conductivity becomes large when collisions between neutral 
gas and cold ions are frequent enough to disrupt the orderly 
helical gyro-motions of the ions as they move in the Earth's 
magnetic field B. Following a collision, an ion can move in 
the direction of an applied electric field and carry current 
perpendicular to B for some fraction of a gyro-period. Be
cause the gyro-motions are only partially disrupted, an elec
tric field in one direction (say "x") generates current in both 
the "x" direction and the "y" direction (where B = B z). The 
"x" and "y" currents are the Pedersen and Hall currents, re
spectively. Thus, the response of the ionosphere to magneto
spheric forcing is complicated in the first place because the 
conductivity is a tensor rather than a simple scalar [Parks, 
1991]. 

What makes this third region so interesting is that it is much 
more than just a passive load for the interaction. It responds 
to the electric current forcing in several additional important 
ways. The charged particles, particularly electrons, that are 

accelerated within the controller region strike the upper at
mosphere, change its level of ionization, and thus modify the 
conductivity of the ionosphere. With this scenario there is the 
possibility of feedback instability that some researchers have 
identified as being an important aspect of M-I coupling [e.g., 
Watanabe and Sato, 1988]. An increase in current can lead to 
an increase in the conductivity, which in turn increases the 
amount of current that flows, and so on ad infinitum. A criti
cal question is: What is the importance of ionospheric feed
back on the behavior of the M-I coupling circuit? The answer 
is affected by our understanding of the impedance of the 
magnetospheric generator. If the magnetospheric generator 
impedance is high then the modifications of the ionospheric 
conductivity will not have a great effect on the amount of 
current that flows. It may still affect, however, how the cur
rent flow is distributed and thus how structured it is. 

The second important, non-passive way that the ionosphere 
and thermosphere respond to magnetospheric forcing is to 
heat and accelerate ionospheric plasma out towards the con
troller region and into the magnetosphere [Shelley and Collin, 
1991]. When the new plasmas come into contact with the hot 
magnetospheric plasmas, it is likely that microphysical plasma 
processes modify the current carrying properties of the con
troller region. Even in the absence of increases in wave or 
solitary structure activity, the Knight expression itself will be 
modified by the presence of different plasma populations. 
Thus, an important question for the ionospheric response is: 
How are the impedance and the structuring that occur within 
the controller region affected by the transport of ionospheric 
plasmas to the mid-altitude regions! 

A third non-passive way that the ionosphere and thermo
sphere respond to magnetospheric forcing is to store and then 
redistribute magnetospheric energy. Currents applied over 
large spatial scales cause the ionospheric plasma to flow pre
dominantly within planes parallel to the Earth's surface via 
the J X B/c force. Collisions between the plasma and the 
neutral gas cause neutral gas winds in the thermosphere 
[Killeen et al, 1995]. When the magnetospheric source of 
current is shut down, momentum insures that the neutral winds 
continue to flow and carry the now reluctant ionospheric plas
mas with them via collisions. The ionosphere-thermosphere 
system thus becomes a MHD generator rather than a load. It 
generates currents that diverge into the magnetosphere until 
the flow energy that resides within the neutral atmosphere is 
used up. The neutral thermosphere thus acts as an energy stor
ing "flywheel" [Lyons etal, 1985]. 

What can be lost in presentations and discussions of the 
M-I coupling problem is that one cannot focus on just the 
magnetosphere, just the controller region, or just the iono
sphere. One must consider the behaviors of all three regions 
simultaneously. The amount of current that flows between 
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the magnetosphere and the ionosphere is determined by the 
extent and magnitude of the currents and current divergences 
associated with the magnetospheric generator, the impedance 
of the magnetospheric generator, the impedance of the con
troller region, and the conductivities that prevail within the 
ionosphere. Because they are nonlinear, the impedances them
selves are a function of the amount of current that flows and 
on the exchanges of materials that occur between the differ
ent regions. The M-I system involves strongly coupled re
gions and processes and is therefore difficult to understand. 

4. THE UNIVERSALITY OF M-I COUPLING: 
AURORAL PROCESSES AT JUPITER 

M-I coupling is representative of a class of astrophysical 
problems involving the interaction between very different 
plasma regimes that are connected by magnetic fields. Jupi
ter, when compared to Earth, provides the strongest case for 
the conclusion that auroral-like processes are ubiquitous to 
magnetized plasmas. We have already provided evidence 
for such processes at Jupiter, a planet that is fundamentally 
distinct from Earth in many respects. Jupiter is doubly inter
esting in the fact that it hosts a greater variety of different 
kinds of auroral processes than does Earth. Here we discuss 
auroral processes associated with Jupiter's moon Io, Io's ex
tended plasma environment, and Jupiter's global auroral oval. 

4.1 Io's Auroral Spot 

One of the most interesting of the Jovian auroral processes 
is that associated with the moon Io. It was discovered that 
auroral emissions occur in a spot-like region of Jupiter's at
mosphere just where the Jovian magnetic field line that passes 
through this well-known volcanic moon touches down on 
Jupiter's upper atmosphere (at Io's magnetic footpoint; 
Connerney et al., 1993). We now also know that there are 
spots associated with the moons Europa and Ganymede as 
well. The Io spot (with its now-recognized tail) is shown in 
Plate 6a [Clarke, 1998]. More recently, the Galileo space
craft observed intense electron beams aligned to Jupiter's 
magnetic field lines directly in Io's vicinity (Plate 6b; Will
iams et al., 1996; 1998; Frank and Paterson, 1999; in 
Plate 6b the electron enhancement along the magnetic field is 
periodic because of the rotation of the spacecraft.). These 
beams are reminiscent of similar beams observed in the Earth's 
equatorial magnetosphere and attributed to low-altitude au
roral acceleration processes [Klumpar et al., 1988; Carlson 
et al, 1998; see Mauk et al, 2001]. When the characteristics 
of the beams are considered in combination with both the 
auroral spot observations and Voyager measurement of strong 
magnetic field-aligned currents connecting Io and Jupiter 

[Ness et al, 1979], a story emerges that has substantial simi
larities to our discussion of M-I coupling at Earth with 
Plate 4 (Plate 6c). 

As Jupiter's magnetized plasmas flow past the partially con
ducting Io, it acts as an electrical generator of currents and 
voltages. (Plate 6c shows a highly idealized configuration that 
ignores the space-environment disturbances.) The currents flow 
away from Io along Io's magnetic flux tube to where they close 
across field lines in Jupiter's upper atmosphere and ionosphere. 
We infer from the characteristics of the electron beams [Plate 
6b; Mauk et al, 2001] that as the currents approach Jupiter 
along field lines (-0.5 to 1 Rj altitude) they encounter a region 
of auroral-like electrical impedance analogous to the imped
ance identified for the controller region of Plate 4. We con
clude that the acceleration of electrons towards Jupiter within 
this controller region at Jupiter is the cause of the spot-like 
optical emissions highlighted in Plate 6a. (The electron beams 
observed directly in the vicinity of Io are not those that cause 
the auroral emissions. With respect to Jupiter they are upward 
accelerated electrons and are part of the return current of the 
electrical circuit - Mauk et al, 2001.) 

The similarities between the physical systems diagrammed 
in Plates 4 and 6c are clear even given the obvious dramatic 
differences between the two systems involved. Auroral-like 
coupling is likely a general property of magnetized space 
plasmas. 

4.2 Io's Extended Environment 

An interesting aspect of the auroral emissions at Io's mag
netic footpoint on Jupiter is the presence of the long "tail." 
Jovian auroral emissions associated with Io have been ob
served to extend approximately half a Jovian rotation behind 
this moon's magnetic projection onto Jupiter (Plate 2). The 
wake region sampled immediately behind Io is essentially 
flow-stagnant in the reference frame of Io [Frank etal, 1996]. 
Strong velocity shear between the stagnant wake and the ad
jacent, high-speed plasmas rotating with Jupiter near Io prob
ably cause the field-aligned currents. (Recall our previous 
discussion of the consequence of velocity shear on MHD 
generators.) The extended auroral wake signature indicates 
that the plasmas take a considerable time to be accelerated up 
to the corotation speed in the region downstream of Io. 

4.3 Jupiter's Auroral Oval 

Jupiter's main auroral oval (Plate 7a) is thought to map 
along magnetic field lines to regions near the equator that are 
beyond about 20 R r Beyond 20 Rj the magnetospheric plasma 
flow deviates sharply from rigid corotational flow (Plate 7b). 
In essence, Jupiter's aurora is a distinct signature of Jupiter's 
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JUPITER'S 
SOUTHERN AURORA 

Magnetic field-aligned 
electron beam 

Earth-like auroral electron beams observed 
in Io's wake (Williams et al., 1995) 

Plate 6 
Plate 6. Observations of and measurements at Jupiter near the moon Io suggest that auroral-like (magnetosphere-iono-
sphere) coupling is a universal aspect of magnetized space plasmas, (a) The Io spot and its relationship to Jupiter's auroral 
oval [Clarke, 1998]. (b) Measurement of energetic electron beams aligned to Jupiter's magnetic field in the plasma wake 
of Io (periodic spikes are observed because of spacecraft rotation). These beams are reminiscent of electron beams ob
served in Earth's magnetosphere and associated with auroral processes [Mauk et al, 2001]. (c) Schematic of electric 
circuit thought to be responsible for the generation of Io's auroral spot. Panel (a) is a NASA Space Telescope Science 
Institute release. 
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Plate 7. Observations and measurements at Jupiter suggest that auroral-like coupling is key to the behaviors of some 
astrophysical systems, (a) Jupiter's auroral ovals [Clarke, 1998]. (b) Rotational speed of plasmas within Jupiter's mag
netosphere as a function of radial position [McNutt et al, 1981]. (c) Schematic of the electric circuit thought to be respon
sible for the generation of Jupiter's auroral ovals [generated from a concept of Hill, 1979, and Vasyliunas, 1983]. (d) 
Stages of the formation of stellar planetary systems such as our solar system [Shu, 1993]. See text for discussion. Panel (a) 
is a NASA Space Telescope Science Institute release. 
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attempt to shed angular momentum by spinning up its space 
environment. 

Jupiter sheds angular momentum using magnetic fields and 
electric currents. When Plate 7c [from the concepts of Hill, 
1979, and Vasyliunas, 1983] is compared to Plates 4 and 6c, 
the story becomes increasingly familiar. When viewed in a 
frame of reference corotating with Jupiter (see later discus
sion), the distant magnetospheric region acts as a huge elec
tromagnetic generator. Jupiter's magnetosphere must rid it
self of about 1 ton of "iogenic" materials per second gener
ated by the volcanic moon Io. The charged component of that 
material is transported radially outward in Jupiter's magnetic 
field [e.g., Siscoe and Summers, 1981]. The potential energy 
associated with those materials "falling down" the centrifu
gal potential well is tapped for plasma heating and for driv
ing the electric currents that constitute the magnetospheric 
generator sketched in Plate 7c [Hill, 2001]. Specifically, as 
the iogenic materials move radially outward, the Coriolis force 
(in this rotating frame) causes azimuthal flows (counter to 
the nominal rotation direction) which, in the manner of a MHD 
generator, drive outward radial currents (J) in a direction 
against the inward radial electric field (E ) that prevails in the 
rotating frame ( E J < 0). (Ignored here is the thermal content 
of the plasmas, as discussed at the end of this section.) Just as 
with the case of Earth and Io, the electric currents diverge 
and flow along field lines towards Jupiter and close across 
field lines within the upper atmosphere and ionosphere. We 
believe that at relatively low altitudes the parallel currents 
encounter a region of parallel impedance that resists the flow 
of the currents and accelerates the electrons into Jupiter's at
mosphere causing the aurora. 

There have been varying ideas about the causes of the Jo
vian aurora [e.g., Broadfoot et al., 1981; Thome, 1983; 
Gehrels and Stone, 1983; Waite et al, 1988]. During the Voy
ager epoch it was thought that the aurora was caused princi
pally by heavy ion precipitation (S and O from Io) onto the 
atmosphere with a source not very far outside of the orbit of 
Io. At Earth there are auroral emissions, called diffuse au
roral emissions, unrelated to mid-altitude impedance or con
troller regions. The scattering of energetic electrons (and to a 
lesser extent ions) that are trapped by the "magnetic bottle" 
of the Earth's magnetic field cause these emissions. The scat
tering changes the velocity vectors of a small fraction of the 
particles so that they point almost exactly along the magnetic 
field lines. This is the direction of the "loss cone" of the mag
netic bottle. Particles within the loss cone escape to the atmo
sphere and cause optical emissions. Is Jupiter's aurora an ana
log to Earth's diffuse aurora? Does the simple scattering of 
trapped ions or electrons cause it? 

The reasons we believe that the strong Jovian auroral emis
sions are caused by acceleration within a mid-altitude im

pedance region are threefold. First, since the Voyager epoch 
it has been shown that the aurora maps predominantly to re
gions beyond 15 to 20 R r The best evidence comes from the 
relationship between Io's spot and Jupiter's auroral oval, be
ginning with Connerney et al., (1993). Second, in the 
regions beyond 15 to 20 R } there is generally not enough en
ergy intensity (I E = ergs/cm 2 ssr) contained within the trapped 
charged particles to account for the more intense auroral emis
sions with simple scattering (yielding a maximum precipita
tion flux of = T T I e ergs/cm 2s). At -16 R ; that intensity is -10 
ergs/cm 2 ssr [Mauk et al, 1996], and falls sharply with ra
dial distance to values below 1 erg /cm 2 ss r for R > 30 R ; 

[Bhattacharya et al, 2001]. The more intense auroral emis
sions require > 100s of ergs/cm 2 ssr [e.g., Clarke etal, 1986]. 
Thus, the mid-altitude accelerator is needed to add energy to 
the particles to provide enough energy to the aurora. Finally 
Bhattacharya et al. (2001) observed electron angular distri
butions within the middle Jovian magnetosphere that are simi
lar to the field-aligned electron beams observed in the middle 
magnetosphere at Earth [Klumpar et al, 1988] and in the wake 
of Io (Plate 6b). With Earth-derived understanding, these field-
aligned distributions are likely signatures of a mid-altitude 
impedance region. 

We turn here to the issue of the "frame of reference" that 
we mentioned near the beginning of this section. The domi
nant source of energy for driving Jovian magnetospheric pro
cesses is the rotating planet. How is it, then, that we find the 
generator for the M-I coupling circuit to reside within the 
distant space environment of Jupiter and not at Jupiter itself? 
The answer is in our chosen frame of reference. In our very 
simple description of the magnetospheric generator at Jupi
ter, we chose to examine the system in a frame of reference 
rotating with Jupiter. In the nonspinning frame of reference, 
it is the ionosphere and upper atmosphere of Jupiter that plays 
the role of generator for our simple description. The v X B/c 
force resides within the ionosphere, points equatorward, and 
can drive currents within the ionosphere in a direction that 
opposes the reactive electric field ( E J < 0). Our choice of a 
frame of reference (rotating) obviously preserves more closely 
the analogy between Earth and Jupiter M-I coupling. But, 
there is a larger issue. The generators that drive the global 
magnetospheric currents are likely far more complicated than 
the simple picture presented above. For example, the thermal 
energy content of the charged particles within the middle 
magnetosphere is substantially larger than the energy content 
associated with the rotational flow [Mauk andKrimigis, 1987; 
Paranicas et al, 1991]. Also, the middle magnetosphere 
(> 15 Rj), which connects to the aurora, and the aurora itself, 
have structure in azimuth (both planetary longitude and local 
time) that is strong and maybe zero'th order in importance 
[e.g., Plate 2; Satoh et al, 1996; Khurana, 2001; Krupp et 
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al, 2001]. Thermal energy can be tapped in the presence of 
azimuthal asymmetries, specifically when the particle pres
sure gradient is not aligned with the magnetic field strength 
gradient. We suspect that as with the Earth's magnetosphere, 
the degree to which the Jovian magnetosphere behaves as an 
MHD generator or a thermoelectric generator is not known. 
Thus, the role of the distant magnetospheric generator as a 
device for converting mechanical energy into electrical 
energy cannot be fully transformed away by changing coor
dinate systems. 

5. AURORA AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN 
ASTROPHYSICAL SYSTEMS 

We suggest with the previous discussions that auroral-like 
coupling is an ubiquitous aspect of astrophysical systems in
volving partially ionized plasmas and magnetic fields. Such 
coupling may also be important for understanding how such 
systems behave and evolve. The aspect of auroral-like cou
pling that may be important is its role in moderating the re
distribution of angular momentum in astrophysical systems. 

5.7 Rotation and the Global Jovian Aurora 

One of the interesting questions at Jupiter is the role of the 
controller region impedance in moderating the rotational 
speeds of the Jupiter beyond 15 to 20 R r The observed less
ening of the rotation beyond 20 Rj (Plate 7b) may occur pri
marily as a result of slippage that occurs within the resistive 
ionosphere [Hill, 1979; 1980]. If so, then the mid-altitude 
controller region may play the role that it does at Earth in 
modifying the ionospheric conductivities. Increasing field-
aligned currents leads to increasing impedance along the field 
lines. Increasing impedance leads to greater field aligned elec
tron acceleration, enhanced ionization of the upper atmo
sphere, and thus greater conductivity in the ionosphere. 
Greater conductivity in the ionosphere enhances the ability 
of Jupiter to accelerate its space environment up to the full 
corotation speed of Jupiter's atmosphere. In this way auroral-
like coupling can enhance the ability of Jupiter to shed angu
lar momentum. 

Auroral-like coupling also acts to limit the effectiveness of 
magnetic fields as an agent of momentum redistribution. As 
we noted in the discussion of Plate 5, when field-aligned elec
tric fields are present, the field lines lose their identities, and 
the field lines attached to the planet can "slip" with respect to 
the more distant field lines. Reference to "field-lines" in this 
context can be confusing. Field line slippage at the mid-alti
tude impedance region can be illustrated more concretely by 
the electric field drift of cold plasmas that reside just above 
and just below the impedance region. The field-aligned elec

tric field yields a shearing of the perpendicular plasma flows 
as one moves along field lines through the mid-altitude con
troller region. 

A possible measure of the relative importance of field-line 
slippage within the ionosphere and slippage within the mid-
altitude controller region is the relative magnitude of the po
tential drop along field lines and across the field lines within 
the region of current flow. Magnetic field-aligned potential 
drops range between a few kV to several 10s of kV at Earth, 
and may be up to an order of magnitude greater at Jupiter. 
The potential drop from the equatorward to the poleward edge 
of the auroral oval at Jupiter may be 100s of kV to a number 
of MV. From this perspective, one is tempted to ignore the 
slippage that occurs within the mid-altitude regions. How
ever, here is where the question of spatial structuring, high
lighted in previous sections, becomes so important. If most 
of the field-aligned current is carried in small-scale filamen
tary structures, then the potential drop along the mid-altitude 
impedance region can be substantially greater than the po
tential drop across the filaments within the ionosphere. In 
this case the mid-altitude impedance region would be play
ing a substantial role in controlling the rotational dynamics 
of Jupiter's magnetosphere. Because quantities such as en
ergy dissipation are nonlinear combinations of parameters 
(e.g., current X voltage), one may not spatially average away 
the effect of the structuring. 

At Earth the crossover spatial scale where field-aligned and 
cross-field potential drops are comparable is - 1 0 0 km 
[Gorney, 1991 and references therein]. During active periods 
a lot of the field-aligned current is carried by structures much 
smaller than 100 km [Gorney, \99\\Borovsky, 1993; Gurnett, 
1991; Lanchester et al, 1997]. Thus, in the case of the active 
Earth auroral regions, field-line slippage at the mid-altitude 
controller region can provide a significant contribution to the 
ability of the magnetic field lines to redistribute momentum 
between the Earth and the space environment. The impor
tance of spatial structuring and the mid-altitude impedance 
region in controlling the rotational dynamics of Jupiter's 
magnetosphere is not known at this time. 

5.2 Momentum Redistribution in Astrophysical Systems 

We have dwelled on the issue of the redistribution of angu
lar momentum by means of electric currents because equiva
lent processes have been invoked for other astrophysical sys
tems where our state of knowledge is grossly inferior to that 
of Earth and Jupiter. One process where magnetic field mo
mentum management may be key is the formation of star/ 
planetary systems. There is a general consensus in the litera
ture on solar system formation (e.g., Protostars and Planets 
III, University of Arizona Press, 1993) that magnetic fields 
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play critical roles in the formation and evolution of so-called 
molecular cloud cores (Plate 7d, left drawing; Shu et ah, 1993). 
Molecular cloud core formation constitutes the first stage of 
star/planetary system formation as high-density concentra
tions of materials congeal out of giant molecular clouds. Re
cent important work on the role of magnetic fields in mo
lecular cloud cores includes Crutcher (1999) and Boss (1999). 
Magnetic fields are thought to help control the collapse of 
the clouds, their tendency to break up into multiple star sys
tems, their early-phase spins, and their interactions with each 
other and with their environments. 

Much more controversial is the role of magnetic fields dur
ing later phases of the star/planet system formation. The evo
lution of protostars (Plate 7d, middle drawing) into stars re
quires the shedding of over 98% of the angular momentum 
of the central body. Any of a number of proposed means may 
accomplish momentum shedding, many of which invoke only 
gravitational effects. However, among those proposed are 
mechanisms that make use of magnetic fields (Plate 7d, right 
drawing; Shu et al., 1993). 

Our purpose here is not to stake claims about the impor
tance of magnetic fields for any particular astrophysical sys
tem. It is rather to make the point that when one reads the 
literature about possible roles for magnetic fields in such sys
tems, there is much about magnetic fields and absolutely noth
ing about electric current. And yet, for the several systems 
where some understanding about how magnetic fields do re
distribute momentum has been developed (the Earth's M-I 
system, the rotation of Jupiter), the manner and degree to 
which the required parallel electric currents interact strongly 
with the local plasma medium may turn out to be critical. 
That interaction, with its associated development of magnetic 
field-aligned impedance, particle acceleration, and space-time 
structuring, may be fundamental to assessing the effective
ness of the magnetic fields in redistributing the momentum 
in general astrophysical systems involving partially ionized 
gases and magnetic fields. 

For this reason the study of M-I coupling at Earth and Jupi
ter is more than just understanding how one or two special 
and peculiar space environments behave. These environments 
may provide key clues as to how astrophysical systems 
throughout the universe behave and evolve. 

CONCLUSIONS 

While we know much more about momentum transfer us
ing magnetic fields for the space environments of Earth and 
Jupiter than we know for extrasolar environments, there re
main many mysteries about M-I coupling even at Earth. We 
do not understand the nature of the magnetospheric genera
tor and thus we cannot predict the degree to which M-I cou

pling is controlled by the magnetosphere or the ionosphere. 
We do not know in general how the magnetic field-aligned 
impedances are established nor why the controller region is 
so highly structured in space and time. In particular, we would 
like to know whether high degrees of space-time structuring, 
and even hierarchical structuring such as that associated with 
turbulence, are fundamental aspects of the coupling between 
different astrophysical systems by means of magnetic fields. 
We do not know the extent to which the response of the iono
sphere (in the form of conductivity-moderated feedback or 
the transport of ionospheric plasmas into the controller re
gion) changes the M-I interactions quantitatively or changes 
the fundamental qualitative nature of the interaction. 

We must learn much more about Earth's M-I coupling sys
tem before we can predict the nature of the interactions at 
Jupiter, much less those at more distant systems. New classes 
of missions that involve the formation flying of multiple 
spacecraft through the auroral acceleration region will be key 
to addressing one of the most fundamental issues: separating 
spatial from temporal effects so that the fundamental nature 
of the impedance-generating interaction can be attacked. 

We are exceedingly fortunate that Jupiter is available for 
intensive study in parallel with our studies of Earth. Jupiter 
offers an environment that is substantially different from the 
Earth system, but not too different, so that we can test the 
predictability of the theories developed for Earth. That is the 
power of the comparative approach when laboratory-style 
hypothesis testing is not viable. Jupiter is also immeasurably 
valuable in that it is a much closer analog to some of the 
extrasolar environments that we wish to understand than is 
the Earth system. Just as angular momentum management is 
a critical issue in the formation of extrasolar planetary sys
tems, the physics of angular momentum shedding is funda
mental to how Jupiter's magnetosphere-ionosphere system 
behaves. We find that the fundamental physical processes that 
control M-I coupling at Jupiter are probably shared with M-I 
coupling at Earth. Because of Jupiter and our ability to com
pare our own system with it, we know that M-I coupling 
processes are not only ubiquitous to astrophysical plasma 
systems, but they are likely important to how such systems 
behave and evolve. 

To extrapolate our knowledge of the Earth system to 
extrasolar environments, we must better understand the rela
tionship between the physics that we see at Jupiter and the 
physics that we see at Earth. In the area of M-I coupling, that 
means we must visit the high-latitude, low altitude auroral 
acceleration regions at Jupiter with appropriate in situ fields 
and particle instrumentation. Several Jupiter polar orbiter 
missions that are being considered by the community for flight 
would firmly establish the connection between the M-I cou
pling processes operating at both Jupiter and Earth. 
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Aurora at Jupiter and Earth provide both interesting contrasts and similarities 
in our study of comparat ive planetary aurora. The major contrast lies in the driv
ing forces behind the aurora. Jupiter's magnetosphere is largely powered by the 
internal rotation of the planet, facilitated by the release of S 0 2 from Io and its sub
sequent ionization and acceleration in the rapidly rotating Jovian magnetosphere . 
The constant angular acceleration of this plasma as it moves from Io out into the 
outer magnetosphere drives a global current system that results in field-aligned 
acceleration of electrons much like the acceleration of electrons in Earth's field-
aligned current system. However , the Earth's current system is driven by the in
teraction of the solar wind with the Earth's magnetosphere. Thus the p lasma mi-
crophysics and aeronomy of the auroral emission process are quite similar while 
the macroscopic driving force provides an important contrast. 

INTRODUCTION 

The two best observed auroras in the solar system belong 
to Earth and Jupiter. Earth is home. Our familiarity coupled 
with our observational capabilities both on the ground and 
in space make its aurora the best observed and the best un
derstood within the solar system. Jupiter's aurora comes in 
a surprisingly close second due to its tremendous intensity 
driven by the most powerful magnetosphere in the solar 
system, the enhanced planetary astronomical capabilities of 
the Hubble Space Telescope and now Chandra, and the 
number of spacecraft that have provided in situ observa
tions of its magnetosphere: Pioneer 10 and 11, Voyager 1 
and 2, Ulysses, Galileo, and Cassini. These two auroral ex
amples provide both interesting points of contrast and sur

prising similarities. The contrast between the two derives 
principally from the basic difference in the driving forces 
behind the dynamics of the planet 's magnetospheres. 
Earth's magnetosphere is largely driven by the interaction 
between the solar wind and Earth's intrinsic magnetic field. 
This interaction dominates the dynamics of the basic ion 
transport pattern within the magnetosphere and is ulti
mately the source of energy for auroral processes. Magne
tospheric transport in the Jupiter system is largely driven by 
the rapid rotation of the ionosphere. Magnetospheric-
ionospheric coupling taps this rotational energy. The en
dogenous source of plasma results from ionization of vol
canic material from the satellite Io. Corotational electric 
fields in the ionosphere and momentum transfer via field-
aligned currents spin up the plasma to corotation velocities 
in the magnetosphere, thus driving the magnetospheric dy
namics and global current system (see Chapter II. 1). How
ever, as we will see, the aurora at Jupiter also shows signs 
of the influence of the solar wind on the magnetosphere. 

As to similarities, both the aeronomy of the energetic 
particle beam interaction with the upper atmosphere and the 
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plasma microphysics that lead to energetic particle precipi
tation into the atmosphere seem to be quite similar. At 
Earth and Jupiter, both energetic electrons and ions interact 
with the gas in the upper atmosphere at high latitudes to 
produce heating, ionization, and emissions that range from 
gamma-ray to radio wavelengths. At Earth and Jupiter the 
electron processes are similar but the target gases are dif
ferent; at Jupiter it is H and H 2 , whereas at Earth it is O, 0 2 , 
and N 2 . And Jupiter's precipitating ions are largely ener
getic sulfur and oxygen, as opposed to predominantly pro
tons at Earth. 

While a broad overview of aurora throughout the solar 
system appears in Chapter 1.4, a more detailed comparison 
between auroral processes at Earth and Jupiter is the focus 
of this review. The associated body of relevant research is 
very large, so we can only choose a few relevant points of 
comparison to discuss. These include: the magnetospheric 
origin of auroral processes, the aeronomy of the auroral 
emission process, and the basic morphology of the auroral 
emission pattern and its implications for magnetospheric 
dynamics. 

THE MAGNETOSPHERIC ORIGIN 
OF AURORAL PROCESSES 

The Earth's magnetospheric structure and dynamics are 
driven by the interaction of the solar wind with the internal 
magnetic field of the planet. Axford and Hines [1961] were 
the first to demonstrate how this interaction drives the con
vection of ions within the magnetosphere. Dungey [1961] 
demonstrated the importance that reconnection between 
magnetospheric magnetic field lines and interplanetary 
magnetic fields play in the transfer of material, momentum, 
and energy from the solar wind to the magnetosphere. This 
transfer leads to both directly-driven and "loading" proc
esses [i.e., Baker, 2000] within the magnetospheric system 
that create the energetic particle populations in the radiation 
belts and lead to the redistribution of momentum that drives 
the global magnetospheric current system. These in turn 
result in the diffuse (scattered energetic particles) and dis
crete auroral process (accelerated electrons carrying the 
field-aligned current) we see in the high-latitude night sky. 
Diffuse aurora are created by wave-particle interactions that 
scatter both energetic ions and electrons into the atmos
pheric loss cone [Thorne, 1983]. Discrete aurora are the re
sult of the field-aligned acceleration of magnetospheric 
electrons. Borovsky [1993] presents an evaluation of 22 
different candidates for this acceleration process. Since 
then, additional processes have been suggested, in particu
lar for generating the filamentary structure that is seen in 
electron aurora [Otto and Birk, 1993; Temerin, 1997; Lotko 

et al, 1998; McFadden et al, 1999; Wygant et al, 2000; 
Zhu et al, 2001]. The magnetospheric dynamics responsi
ble for generating the conditions under which the auroral 
acceleration works, and the acceleration processes them
selves, are the topics of much ongoing research. Yet, our 
purposes in this context are narrowly focused and remain 
simple, partially due to the breadth of the review, but 
largely because the corresponding information for Jupiter is 
much less mature due to the lack of observations, especially 
those at high latitudes [Waite et al, 2000]. 

The structure and dynamics of Jupiter's magnetosphere 
are predominantly determined by the rapid rotation of its 
large intrinsic magnetic field and the resulting ionospheric-
magnetospheric coupling that takes place. Another impor
tant element of the system is the volcanic outgassing of the 
Galilean satellite Io and the subsequent ionization of sulfur 
and oxygen to form a neutral/ion torus at Io [Bagenal, 
1994]. The 9-hr-56-min rotation of Jupiter at the 5.9 R ; 

distance where Io orbits results in energization of ions via 
pickup processes (the difference between the Keplerian ro
tation velocity of neutral material from Io and the corota
tion velocity of Jupiter's ionosphere at Io's orbital distance) 
of 542 eV for oxygen and 271 eV for sulfur. However, this 
does not appear to be the major way by which the plasma in 
the magnetosphere is energized. Plasma from the Io torus 
is accelerated outwards due to centrifugal instabilities 
within the magnetospheric system [Pontius and Hill, 1989]. 
It is in the middle and outer magnetosphere beyond 30 R ; 

where this hot Io plasma disc is accelerated by an as yet 
poorly understood interplay between solar wind perturba
tions and internally-driven plasma transport as described in 
Chapter II. 1. The resultant energetic ions have a twofold ef
fect: 1) an inward diffusion of energetic sulfur and oxygen 
particles that controls the pressure balance within the mag
netosphere [Mauk et al, 1996] and, 2) coulomb interactions 
between the electrons and the hot ion population which cre
ate the Io plasma torus and control the ionization state of 
the neutral material outgassed from Io's volcanoes [Smith 
et al, 1988]. Both the inward diffusing energetic particles 
undergoing wave-particle scattering [Thorne, 1983] and the 
large field-aligned currents that result from the redistribu
tion of angular momentum within the system [Hill, 2001] 
lead to auroral processes. 

THE AERONOMY OF THE 
AURORAL EMISSION PROCESS 

Aurora on Earth are most commonly observed as a spec
tacular light show in the high-latitude winter sky. Emis
sions from aurora, however, extend far beyond the spec
trum of visible light. Emissions range from the extremely 
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short wavelength of gamma rays [Colgate, 1955] to x-rays 
[Anderson, 1958], extreme and far ultra-violet (EUV, 
FUV), to visible and infrared (IR) light [Vallance Jones, 
1974], and eventually to radio emissions with kilometer-
long wavelengths. An observer on Earth is shielded from 
the aurora by the dense gas of the troposphere and the ion
ized layers of the upper atmosphere, and only observes the 
auroral emissions in a limited spectral range in the infrared 
and visible range. X-ray, UV emissions, and kilometric ra
diation are best observed from satellites. Observations of 
aurora on Earth are made from the ground, aircraft, bal
loons, rockets, low orbiting satellites, and satellites in high 
orbit. Each viewpoint has its limitations and advantages. 
The detailed structure of auroral filaments is best seen from 
the ground. Satellites and rockets can measure the auroral 
particle spectrum inside or just above the aurora and can 
obtain global views of the entire auroral oval. The major 
difference in observation techniques between Earth's aurora 
and Jupiter's aurora is that the only viewpoint we currently 
have of the Jovian aurora is from far away. No spacecraft 
has flown in a low altitude, polar orbit over the Jovian 
aurora, and no auroral observations from inside of the Jo
vian atmosphere are available. Global auroral observations 
of the Jovian aurora have been made with Einstein, the 
Rontgensatellit (ROSAT), Chandra, and the International 
Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellites, the Hubble Space 
Telescope (HST), the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility 
[IRTF], and from the Pioneer, Voyager, Galileo and Cassini 
spacecrafts. HST observations are limited to UV auroral 
emissions. We can only see the dayside aurora from HST's 
viewpoint in Earth's orbit and the visible Jovian aurora is 
swamped by scattered light. Only a few observation from 
Voyager [Cook et al, 1981] and Galileo [Ingersoll et al, 
1998; and Vasavada et al, 1999] from the nightside of Ju
piter show visible aurora. These limitations on observing 
Jupiter's aurora determine the picture that we have of it. 
Although most of the data we have on Earth's aurora come 
from visible wavelength observations, the Jovian data come 
mostly from ultraviolet and radio emissions. 

Auroral emissions are caused by precipitating energetic 
particles. Both ions and electrons in the energy range from 
a few eV to several MeV contribute to the aurora. At Earth 
the precipitating particles are accelerated in the inner mag
netosphere and form sheet-like structures that lead to cur
tain-shaped auroral displays. Electrons are confined by the 
magnetic field so that only minimal horizontal displace
ment of the precipitating electrons occurs as these electrons 
enter the upper atmosphere. Protons, on the other hand, can 
charge-exchange in collisions with the ambient neutral spe
cies. The emerging hydrogen atoms still have most of the 
kinetic energy of the precipitating protons, but are no 

longer confined by the planet's magnetic field. Proton pre
cipitation tends to spread out horizontally leading to diffuse 
auroral displays. The main collision partner for charge ex
change collisions in the upper atmosphere of Earth is 
atomic oxygen, while the upper atmosphere of Jupiter is 
dominated by atomic and molecular hydrogen. Ion pre
cipitation on Earth consists mostly of protons, while aurora 
on Jupiter are also formed by precipitating heavy ions, es
pecially sulphur and oxygen ions. 

The energy spectra of precipitating auroral particles have 
only been directly measured on Earth by low orbiting satel
lites. Polar orbiting satellites like the Defense Meteoro
logical Satellite Program (DMSP) and the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration's Advanced Television 
Infrared Observation Satellite (NOAA-TIROS) monitor the 
auroral precipitation on a regular basis. Large data bases 
have been built from these measurements [Hardy et al, 
1981, 1989; Evans, 1987; and Newell et al, 1991]. The ob
servations of the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite 
(UARS) covered a large energy range, but due to the orbit 
sampled the aurora only occasionally. Data from several 
detectors were combined to measure the electron precipita
tion from 1 eV to 5 MeV and proton precipitation from 1 
eV to 150 MeV [Winningham et al, 1993]. Figure 1 shows 
an example of electron flux during a geomagnetic storm 
that was measured to range from more than 10 7 cm"2 s"1 sr"1 

eV"1 at a few eV to 10"6 cm"2 s"1 sr"1 eV"1 at several MeV 
[Sharber et al, 1993]. Observed energy flux in the pre
cipitating particles range from a fraction of a mW m"2 to 
several hundred mW m"2 for small-scale auroral features, 
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Figure 1. Earth: Precipitating electrons and ions measured on 
board the UARS satellite above a terrestrial aurora. Most aurora 
are caused by keV electrons, but non-Maxwellian high-energy 
tails are common features [from Sharber et al, 1993]. 
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with characteristic energies of 1-20 keV for electrons and 
several tens of keV for protons, often with high energy tails 
that deviate from Maxwellian distributions [Hardy et al, 
1981, 1989; Newell et al, 1991; Codrescu et al, 1997; and 
Lanchester et al, 1997]. Jupiter, by comparison, is a giant. 
To generate the observed UV emission brightness of the 
Jovian aurora requires an electron energy flux typically in 
the range 0.01-1 W m 2 and characteristic energies of 20-50 
keV. However, we have few measurements of the input 
energy spectrum, mostly model calculations. Integrating 
the energy fluxes over the entire auroral zone gives the 
hemispheric power, which can reach several hundred GW 
on Earth and 10-100 TW on Jupiter. 

Models for Auroral Particle Precipitation 

To model auroral emissions the first step is to calculate 
the particle transport into the upper atmosphere. Once the 
energy distribution of the incoming energetic particles is 
known, the emission rates can be calculated from the neu
tral densities and cross sections. For the transport calcula
tion of auroral electrons and ions through the neutral at
mosphere the following assumption can be made: all colli
sions are binary collisions, i.e., no three-body collisions 
need to be considered; the density of streaming particles is 
low compared to the ambient density; collisions only re
duce the energy of the auroral particle, i.e., there are no su-
perelastic collisions; the precipitating particles do not gain 
energy in the process of penetrating the atmosphere, i.e., 
ambient parallel electric fields are small; the time spent for 
an auroral particle to lose most of its energy is small com
pared to the time scale at which the incident particle flux 
changes, i.e., the transport can be considered a stationary 
problem. For auroral electrons one can also assume that the 
particles are transported only along the ambient magnetic 
field. A solution to the one-dimensional stationary Boltz
mann equation represents a good auroral model. For ion 
precipitation, the transport problem is described by coupled 
transport equations for ions at various charge states in
cluding energetic neutrals. 

Models have been developed to solve the appropriate 
Boltzmann equations. Some models relax the assumptions 
listed above, usually with a penalty of introducing other as
sumptions. Electron transport models for Earth's aurora 
have been developed by Banks and Nagy, [1970; see also 
Nagy and Banks, 1970] using a two-stream approach, 
Banks et al [1974] using Monte-Carlo techniques, J asperse 
[1976] using a theoretical method of solution, Strickland et 
al [1976] using a multi-stream approach (i.e., with pitch 
angle resolution), Stamnes [1980, 1981] using a two-stream 
discrete ordinate method, Link [1992] applying a Feautrier 

solution, Lummerzheim and Lilensten [1994] using a dis
crete ordinate technique, and Solomon [1993] using a 
Monte-Carlo technique. Min et al [1993] took the discrete 
ordinate method of Lummerzheim and Lilensten [1994] to 
include small field aligned ionospheric electric fields in or
der to study the influence of the ambipolar diffusion field 
on electron precipitation. Peticolas and Lummerzheim 
[2000] have developed a time-dependent electron transport 
model which can simulate flickering aurora or fast moving 
auroral filaments. 

Similar models have been developed for application to 
Jupiter's aurora by substituting the appropriate neutral den
sity profile and cross section set. Waite et al [1983] applied 
the two-stream electron transport model of Nagy and Banks 
[1970] to Jupiter. Perry et al [1999] adapted Strickland et 
al's [1976] multistream model to the Jovian case. Most re
cently, Grodent et al [2001] have constrained the model of 
Waite et al [1983] using more recent cross sections and ob
servations and taking into account the changing auroral 
thermal structure from particle heating. 

Proton aurora at Earth are also simulated using different 
methods, from Monte-Carlo simulations [Kozelov, 1993; 
Decker et al, 1996; Lorentzen et al, 1998; Synnes et al, 
1998; and Gerard et al, 2000], quasi-analytical approaches 
[Jasperse and Basu, 1982; and Basu et al, 1987], to ex
plicit solutions of the coupled Boltzmann equations de
scribing the combined proton-hydrogen-electron transport 
[Basu et al, 1993; Strickland et al, 1993; and Galand et 
al, 1997, 1998]. Ion transport calculations of energetic 
oxygen ion precipitation at Jupiter have been carried out by 
Horanyi et al [1988] using techniques similar to those for 
proton aurora on Earth, albeit with a somewhat decreased 
knowledge of the full cross section set. Rego et al [1994] 
have produced models of proton aurora. 

The majority of collisions between precipitating particles 
and the neutral atmosphere lead to ionization and dissocia
tive ionization. Most excitation arises from the subsequent 
collision of the secondary electrons with the neutral con
stituents of the atmosphere. The secondary electrons are 
generated by precipitating electrons, ions, or x-rays from 
high-energy particle collisions. 

The energy of the incident particles determines the alti
tude to which the bulk of the particles penetrate. Secondary 
electrons that are generated at this altitude have a much 
smaller mean free path than the incident energetic particles 
because of the energy dependence of cross sections. They 
tend to remain local and contribute to the excitation at the 
altitude where they are generated. The penetration altitude 
as a function of incident energy for electron aurora on Earth 
is shown by Figure 2. Results from several model calcula
tions are combined to make this figure. Similar results for 
Jupiter are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2. Earth: The altitude of the maximum of the N 2 ioniza
tion rate as a function of the characteristic energy of the incident 
electron spectra at Earth. The solid and dashed lines show the al
titudes from the Lummerzheim and Lilensten [1994] model, using 
different assumptions for the energy distribution of secondary 
electrons. The symbols represent published values from Solomon 
[1993], Berger et al. [1970], and Strickland et al. [1989]. 

Multispectral Emissions at Earth and Jupiter 

As energetic particles penetrate the upper atmosphere 
they lose energy by excitation, dissociation, and ionization 
of the neutral gas and by heating of the ambient plasma. 
The types of collisions between the energetic particles and 
neutral gas include ion impact on the nucleus for very high-
energy protons (more than several MeV) which can lead to 
the emission of gamma rays. For Earth's aurora, Colgate 
[1955] estimates that the MeV gamma ray flux at about 15 
km altitude in intense aurora can reach 10 2 c m ' V 1 . MeV 
protons with access to the upper atmosphere, however, do 
not necessarily come from auroral sources. Energetic solar 
particle events produce significant gamma rays in the upper 
atmosphere [Share and Murphy, 2001]. No gamma rays 
have yet been detected at Jupiter. 

High-energy electrons or ions impacting the nucleus of 
neutral atoms or molecules can lead to an emission of an x-
ray photon by bremsstrahlung with an energy comparable 
to the energy of the incident particle. K-shell ionization is 
also a possible source for auroral x-rays. The scattering 
depth for x-ray photons is longer than for energetic elec
trons of the same energy. So the conversion to an x-ray 
photon permits a deeper penetration into the atmosphere 
compared to the penetration of the precipitating electrons 
[Rees, 1964; Kamiyama, 1966, 1970; Berger et al, 1970; 
Luhmann, 1977]. The x-rays cause ionization and excitation 
below the altitude where the precipitating particles cause 

excitation and ionization, and give rise to auroral emissions 
deep in the atmosphere (see Figure 4). 

X-ray photons from bremsstrahlung are emitted prefer
entially into the same direction as the incident electron's 
momentum. Bremsstrahlung is the dominant x-ray mecha
nism on Earth and the largest portion of the x-ray emission 
in aurora is downward. On Earth the first scientific obser
vations of auroral x-rays were made from high-altitude 
balloons [Anderson, 1958]. A small portion of the x-ray 
emission is moving away from the ground and has been ob
served from space by x-ray imagers on the UARS [Win-
ningham et al, 1993] and POLAR [Imhofet al, 1995] sat
ellites (Plate 1). The energy spectrum of the precipitating 
auroral electrons can be estimated directly from the energy 
spectrum of the generated x-rays [Luhmann, 1977; Sharber 
et al, 1993; 0stgaard et al, 1998, 2000]. The UARS and 
POLAR x-ray imagers are sensitive to x-rays of a few keV, 
and thus observe aurora that are generated by 2-60 keV 
electrons. The x-ray brightness is in agreement with UV 
auroral brightnesses [0stgaard etal, 1999]. 

The x-ray emissions of Jupiter imaged with ROSAT (see 
Plate 2, lower right panel) [Gladstone et al, 1998] are 
thought to be line emissions produced by the interaction of 
precipitating energetic sulfur and oxygen ions with Jupi
ter's neutral atmosphere [Cravens, 1995]. Although elec
tron bremsstrahlung remains a possibility, auroral energy 
requirements [Metzger et al, 1983] and theoretical and 
modeling studies [Waite et al, 1994; Cravens, 1995] favor 
ion precipitation as the most plausible mechanism respon
sible for producing the Jovian x-ray aurora. More recent 
analysis of Chandra observations appear to confirm the 
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Figure 3. Jupiter: Vertical H2-FUV volume emission rate profile 
in the 1550-1620 A wavelength range calculated with the spectral 
generator [Dols et al, 2000] for the discrete (solid line) and dif
fuse (dashed line) energy distributions at Jupiter. The altitude axis 
refers to the discrete auroral case [from Grodent et al, 2001a]. 
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Figure 4. Earth: Ionization rate profile caused by auroral elec
trons. The main peak near 90-km altitude results from the pri
mary electron precipitation, the ionization below about 70 km re
sults from the secondary x-rays that are emitted in the aurora. 
Ionization from galactic cosmic rays is shown for comparison 
[from Winningham et al, 1993]. 

identification of energetic oxygen ions as the source for the 
x-ray emissions. Thus, in contrast to the UV emissions 
which are excited by both energetic ions and electrons, the 
Jovian x-rays can provide an unambiguous signature of ion 
precipitation. 

Emissions at ultraviolet, visible, and infrared wave
lengths in the aurora result from particle impact on the 
neutral species of the upper atmosphere. The auroral parti
cles dissociate, ionize, and excite the neutrals. These emis
sions come from direct excitation as well as from indirect 
channels involving chemical reactions of the excited and 
ionized atmospheric constituents. On Earth, the upper at
mosphere consists mainly of atomic and molecular oxygen, 
and molecular nitrogen. Optical emissions are therefore 
lines from atomic neutral and ionized oxygen and nitrogen, 
and band emissions from N 2 , N 2

+ , 0 2 , and 0 2

+ . Hydrogen 
emissions occur only in proton aurora where precipitating 
protons undergo charge exchange collisions with atomic 
oxygen and subsequently radiate with the hydrogen spectral 
lines. 

An example of global auroral images from Earth is 
shown in Plate 1. The top left panel shows a montage of a 
satellite and ground-based images to demonstrate the dif
ference in resolution. The satellite image is from the Polar 
VIS instrument using a filter for the 01(557.7 nm) emis
sion, the ground-based image is from a white light all-sky 
camera at Poker Flat, Alaska. Also shown is a global view 
of the proton aurora, imaged at the Doppler-shifted Lyman-
oc line, an x-ray image, and an image in the UV using a fil
ter for the N 2 Lyman-Birge-Hopfield (LBH) band emission. 

The Jovian atmosphere consists mostly of molecular hy
drogen, and electron and ion precipitation both give rise to 
molecular and atomic hydrogen line emissions. Ultraviolet 
emissions (the HST STIS image in the lower left panel of 
Plate 2 [Clarke et al, 1998a]), are a direct indicator of par
ticle impact excitation of H 2 Lyman and Werner bands, 
triplet and continuum emissions from H 2 , and Lyman a dis
sociative excitation of H 2 . The spatial fdsolution of STIS is 
less than 0.1 arcseconds (350 km on the surface). As will be 
discussed below, complex patterns observed in the high-
latitude emissions in Jupiter's aurora are important clues to 
the nature of the magnetospheric processes that drive the 
aurora. 

Plate 2 presents images of Jupiter's aurora (from top left 
to bottom right) acquired at visible wavelengths with the 
Galileo imager on the nightside; with the ground-based 
NASA IRTF at near-infrared wavelengths; with the Hubble 
Space Telescope in the ultraviolet regime; and at x-ray 
wavelengths with ROSAT. The visible emissions (captured 
in this image by the Galileo Solid State Imager during the 
E l l orbit [Vasavada et al, 1999]) result from energetic 
particle impact on molecular hydrogen. These produce 
Balmer series emissions from dissociative excitation of H 2 

and additional triplet and continuum emissions from H 2 

[Pryor et al, 1998]. Because of scattering of sunlight in the 
atmosphere, these emissions are only visible on the night
side of the planet. The importance of this image lies in its 
unprecedented spatial resolution, which is on the order of 
30 km per pixel when a sufficient star field is simultane
ously imaged. The fact that the auroral arc disappears over 
the limb allows us to infer an altitude of 245 ±30 km 
[Vasavada et al, 1999] above the 1 bar pressure level for 
the emission peak, thus clearly improving the absolute al
titude scale for the auroral emissions, which had been pre
viously determined in the UV by Clarke et al [1996] (±150 
km) and Prange et al [1998] (±100 km). 

Hydrogen emissions in electron aurora originate from 
ambient hydrogen which is at rest, while hydrogen emis
sions in proton aurora originate in large part from precipi
tating protons which have recombined to hydrogen and 
have considerable kinetic energy. Hydrogen lines in proton 
aurora are therefore Doppler shifted and broadened. This 
Doppler broadening is observed in Earth's proton aurora 
[Eather, 1966; Ishimoto et al, 1989; and Lummerzheim 
and Galand, 2001], but does not appear in the Jovian Ly
man _ UV emissions [Clarke et al., 1989; and Rego et al., 
1999] suggesting that the Jovian aurora are caused by either 
electron or heavy ion precipitation (see Figure 5). The 
Doppler-shifted profile of the hydrogen emission lines from 
terrestrial proton aurora can be used to find the mean en
ergy of the proton precipitation. Since many scattering and 
energy degradation events occur in the aurora, the line 
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Plate 1. Earth: Four auroral images in different wavelength bands. Top left shows visible wavelengths from the 
POLAR VIS medium-resolution camera [01(557.7 nm)] in green with an overlaid all-sky image (white light) from 
Poker Flat, Alaska (Feb. 10, 1997). Top right shows an image of the H Lyman-cc brightness which indicates proton 
precipitation (from the IMAGE satellite; Jan. 3, 2001). Bottom left is an x-ray image from the POLAR PIXIE in
strument (Sept. 12, 1996), and bottom right shows a UV image from the POLAR UVI instrument at the same time 
as the x-ray image. 
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Plate 2. Jupiter: Images of Jovian auroral emissions in four different wavelength regimes: visible, near-infrared, 
far-ultraviolet, and x-ray. Each wavelength regime illuminates a different aspect of Jovian auroral processes and the 
response of Jupiter's upper atmosphere to auroral energy input. Jupiter's aurora emits at wavelengths from the ra
dio through the x-ray. This figure presents images (from top left to bottom right) acquired at visible wavelengths 
with the Galileo imager on the nightside; with the ground-based NASA IRTF at near-infrared wavelengths, with the 
Hubble Space Telescope in the ultraviolet regime; and at x-ray wavelengths with ROSAT. a) The visible emissions 
(captured in this image by the Galileo Solid State Imager during the El 1 orbit [Vasavada et al, 1999]) result from 
energetic particle impact on molecular hydrogen, which produces Balmer series emissions from dissociative excita
tion of H 2 and additional triplet and continuum emissions from H2 [Pryor et al, 1998]. b)The infrared image [Satoh 
et al, 1996] has a spatial resolution of about 1.0 arcsecond, which corresponds to about 3500 km on the surface. A 
narrow band filter was used in this observation to isolate a portion of the H 3

+ ro-vibrational band emission in a 
spectral region where methane absorption in the lower atmosphere provides a dark contrast, c) Ultraviolet emis
sions (the HST STIS image in the lower left panel [Clarke et al, 1998a]), on the other hand, are a direct indicator of 
particle impact excitation of H2 Lyman and Werner bands, triplet and continuum emissions from H2, and Lyman a 
dissociative excitation of H2. The spatial resolution of STIS is less than 0.1 arcseconds (350 km on the surface), d) 
The x-ray emissions imaged (~5 arcseconds resolution) with ROSAT [Gladstone et al, 1998] are thought to be line 
emissions produced by the interaction of precipitating energetic sulfur and oxygen ions with Jupiter's neutral at
mosphere [Cravens, 1995]. 
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Figure 5. Earth: Doppler line profile of H p in terrestrial proton 
aurora, observed in the magnetic zenith from Poker Flat. The 
dotted vertical line shows the wavelength at rest (486.1 nm), the 
crosses are the measurements, the solid line is a fit to the observa
tions [from Lummerzheim and Galand, 2001]. 

shape reflects the particle distribution as it is modified by 
the interaction of the incident beam with the atmosphere. 
Galand et al. [1998] show that an increase in mean energy 
of the precipitating auroral protons leads to a broadening of 
the hydrogen emission lines rather than to a shift in the 
wavelength of the peak of the line. This is because the 
maximum of the emission comes from particles low in the 
atmosphere which have undergone multiple collisions and 
lost most of their energy. Ground-based observations of 
the H _ line profile in proton aurora [Lummerzheim and 
Galand, 2001] support this prediction. For space-based ob
servations, in particular of the Lyman _ line in the UV, ex
tinction has to be taken into account when interpreting the 
line profile. Emissions from different altitudes will experi
ence different extinctions that distort the line profile. 

The near IR in Earth's aurora is dominated by N 2

+ Me-
inel, N 2 1 positive, and some atomic lines (OI, Oil, NI). In 
the mid-wavelength IR the aurora also shows emissions 
from vibrationally excited NO, NO + , and C 0 2 [Espy et al, 
1988; and Caledonia et al, 1995]. These are the result of 
indirect excitation processes, either by chemical reactions 
in aurora (NO and NO + ) or energy transfer from aurorally 
excited N 2 vibrational states to C 0 2 . Spectral analysis of 
NO emissions show a non-thermal distribution of emission 
lines, indicating excess energy in some of the excitation 
processes. 

The ground-based infrared image of the Jovian aurora 
[Satoh et al, 1996] has a spatial resolution of about 1.0 
arcsecond, which corresponds to about 3500 km on the sur

face. A narrow band filter was used in this observation to 
isolate a portion of the H3 ro-vibrational band emission in 
a spectral region where methane absorption in the lower 
atmosphere provides a dark contrast. The emission inten
sity scales with increases in both the column density of H3 
and in the temperature of the thermosphere. H3 column 
density in the auroral zone is closely correlated with the 
total energy deposition of energetic particle influx as a re
sult of impact ionization of H 2 . However, as discussed in 
Chapter IV.2, the temperature of the thermosphere is influ
enced by both Joule heating and dynamics as well as by 
particle impact. It should also be noted that the H3 tem
perature depends on the altitude of the emission peak, 
which differs inside and outside of the auroral region, and 
depends on the energy of the primary particles or solar 
EUV photons [e.g., Achilleos et al, 1998]. 

Finally, at the longest wavelengths, the terrestrial auroral 
emissions include intense radio emissions in the frequency 
range centered on 300 kHz (but extending from a few tens 
of kHz to several hundred kHz) now commonly called 
auroral kilometric radiation [Benediktov et al, 1 9 6 5 ; 
Gurnett, 1974]. These radio emissions have been shown to 
be closely associated with the aurora through correlations 
in radio and optical emissions [Gurnett, 1974] and through 
direction-finding techniques [Kurth et al, 1975; Huff et al, 
1988; Gurnett et al, 2002a]. Further, these radio emissions 
have also been found to provide a good proxy for various 
magnetic indices such as AE [Voots et al, 1977; Murata et 
al, 1997; Kurth et al 1998] and show detailed correlations 
with the development and life cycle of magnetic substorms 
[Khan et al, 2001]. The radio emissions are launched at 
large angles (60° to 90°) with respect to the magnetic field, 
but in aggregate, fill large cones extending generally pole
ward with a tilt to local midnight [Green et al, 1977]. 
High-resolution observations show the auroral kilometric 
radiation spectrum is rich in narrowband tones which ex
hibit both organized and seemingly chaotic drifts in fre
quency with time [Gurnett et al, 1979]. 

Auroral kilometric radiation is generated via the cyclo
tron maser instability [Wu and Lee, 1979] at typical alti
tudes of 2-4 R E on magnetic field lines threading discrete 
auroral arcs. The emissions are generated at the relativistic 
electron cyclotron frequency, primarily in the extraordinary 
mode, but evidence exists both for harmonic emissions and 
for ordinary mode emissions. In situ studies of electron 
distributions in the auroral kilometric radiation source re
gion [Louarn and Le Queau, 1996; Delory et al, 1998; Er-
gun et al, 2000] have shown that so-called horseshoe dis
tributions resonate via the cyclotron maser, thereby deriv
ing energy from the precipitating particles and parallel 
electric fields in the auroral acceleration region. 
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Jupiter possesses the most complex radio spectrum of the 
solar system's planets [see reviews by Kaiser, 1989; and 
Zarka, 1998, 2000] and the majority of the elements of this 
spectrum are thought to be associated with auroral proc
esses. In general, the Jovian auroral radio emissions are 
generated by the cyclotron maser instability [Wu and Lee, 
1979]. The earliest observations of Jovian radio emissions 
were by Burke and Franklin [1957] of the decametric emis
sions in the frequency range above 10 MHz extending to 40 
MHz (the maximum electron cyclotron frequency near the 
planet). Bigg [1964] discovered that the position of Io in its 
orbit strongly influenced the intensity of decametric emis
sions observed from Earth and led to the now-familiar tax
onomy of Io-related and Io-independent sources of de
cametric emissions [e.g. Carr and Desch, 1976]. While not 
confirmed observationally, it is almost certain that the Io-
related decametric radiation is generated on magnetic field 
lines threading the Io footprint aurora [e.g. Connernery et 
al., 1993; and Clarke et al, 1996]. Io-independent emis
sions are likely associated with the more durable auroral 
oval such as that detailed in Grodent et al. [2002]. Voyager 
observations [Warwick et al, 1979a, 1979b] showed the 
extension of Jovian auroral radio emissions to frequencies 
previously unavailable to ground-based observers (due to 
Earth's ionospheric cutoff) in the hectometric and kilomet
ric wavelengths. Source locations deduced from the Voy
ager observations and measured by Ulysses [Ladreiter et 
al., 1994; and Reiner et al., 1993] show these emissions are 
generated at greater distances from the planet than the de
cametric emissions (lower frequencies imply smaller elec
tron cyclotron frequencies, hence, smaller magnetic fields 
at the source) and at L-shells of order 15 Rj, but with large 
error bars and/or ranges. Recent work by Menietti et al. 
[1998, 2001] suggest that some of the hectometric emis
sions may be enhanced at certain phases of Ganymede and 
Callisto, perhaps consistent with the observation of foot
print aurora from these satellites [e.g. Clarke et al, 2002] 
although the bulk of the hectometric radiation is almost 
certainly a by-product of non-satellite-associated auroras. 
At the lowest frequencies, hence, generated at the greatest 
distances from Jupiter are the broadband kilometric emis
sions [Warwick et al, 1979a; and Kaiser and Desch, 1980]. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the Jovian radio emissions often 
exhibit correlations with solar wind conditions not dissimi
lar to the situation at Earth, even though the Jovian mag
netosphere derives the bulk of its plasma from Io and en
ergy from its rapidly rotating magnetic field. Hectometric 
radiation shows a positive correlation with the solar wind 
density and pressure [Ladreiter and Leblanc, 1989; and 
Desch and Barrow, 1984]. Similar correlations were 
shown for decametric emissions [Barrow et al, 1986] and 

broadband kilometric radiation [Zarka and Genova, 1983]. 
More recently, Gurnett et al. [2002b] showed the relation
ship between interplanetary shocks and increases in the 
band-integrated intensity of hectometric radiation during 
the joint Galileo and Cassini observations of late 2000 and 
early 2001. 

Spectral Observations and Determination 
of the Incident Particle Spectrum 

Methods that use UV and visible emission features to 
obtain the mean energy of the precipitating flux in electron 
aurora depend on determination of the altitude where the 
emissions peak. There are several processes that control 
the relative brightness of different spectral features as a 
function of the altitude of the excitation. In Earth's upper 
atmosphere the relative concentration of atomic oxygen and 
molecular species varies as a function of altitude. Relative 
brightness changes due to composition or quenching should 
therefore indicate a change in emission altitude. Emissions 
from forbidden transitions are also altitude dependent, and 
changes in the ratios of brightness between prompt and 
quenched emissions also indicate a change in the emission 
height. Finally, extinction of UV emissions by 0 2 Schu-
man-Runge absorption is wavelength dependent, and emis
sions that originate from the same excited state but radiate 
at a different wavelength in the UV experience different 
extinctions. For example, changes in the brightness ratios 
between different vibrational bands of the N 2 LBH emis
sion indicate changes of the altitude of the emission maxi
mum. With auroral transport models and known atmos
pheric composition, one can therefore relate the ratio of the 
brightness of various emission features to the altitude of the 
emission and thus to the mean energy of the incident elec
tron flux. 

The most prominent example for this method is the red-
to-blue ratio in the aurora: the red 01(630.0 nm) emission 
comes from high altitudes because the atomic oxygen to 
molecular oxygen and nitrogen density ratio increases with 
altitude, and because the parent state 0(*D) is quenched at 
low altitudes. The brightness of the red line increases, 
therefore, when the aurora moves up in altitude. The blue 
N 2

+ first negative emissions at 391.4 nm or 427.8 nm are 
prompt emissions which result from electron impacts on 
neutral nitrogen molecules. The altitude where the auroral 
electrons deposit most of their energy depends on the total 
column density that the incident beam penetrates. For 
electrons above a few hundred eV, the column density 
above the maximum energy deposition altitude (see Figure 
2) is mostly given by the N 2 density. As a result, the 
brightness of the N 2

+ first negative emissions for a given 
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Figure 6. Earth: The red-to-blue brightness ratio at Earth's 
aurora as a function of the characteristic energy of the incident 
electrons. The symbols are from ground-based observations, 
where the characteristic energy is inferred from other emission ra
tios of OI(8446A), OII(7320A), and N 2

+ 1 neg. The different 
symbols are mean values representing binned averages for whole 
nights [from Lummerzheim et al, 1990], the lines are parameter-
izations by Rees and Roble [1986] (solid), Christensen et al 
[1987] (dashed), and Rees andLuckey [1974] (dotted). 

energy flux is almost independent of the mean energy of 
the auroral electrons. The red-to-blue brightness ratio is 
therefore inversely related to the mean energy of the pre
cipitation. Quantitative relationships of this ratio and the 
mean energy are found in Rees and Roble [1986] and 
Lummerzheim et al [1990] (see Figure 6). 

Prompt emissions of atomic oxygen in relation to the N 2

+ 

first negative emissions are also used to determine the mean 
energy of the precipitation. Useful oxygen emissions are 
011(732.0 nm), OI(844.6 nm), and 01(777.4 nm) [Hecht et 
al, 1985, 1989; Lummerzheim et al, 1990]. 01(844.6 nm) 
and 01(777.4 nm) are excited by electron impacts on 
atomic oxygen as well as by dissociation of molecular oxy
gen. The dissociation products have a residual kinetic en
ergy in excess of the thermal energy and produce broader 
emission lines compared to the emission from electron im
pacts on atomic oxygen. Hecht et al [1985, 1989] make 
use of this and separate the two components to the emission 
line by high-resolution spectroscopy, while Lummerzheim 
et al [1990] model the entire contribution from both proc
esses to use low-resolution interference filters. 

The analysis of N 2 LBH brightnesses observed from 
space in terms of mean energy of the auroral electrons has 
found application in the quantitative interpretation of PO
LAR UVI auroral images [Germany et al, 1997, 1998a, 
1998b; and Chua et al, 2001]. Once the characteristic pa
rameters of the precipitation are determined, additional 
modeling allows one to infer the ionospheric conductances 
(Figure 7) [Rees et al, 1995; Lu et al, 1998; and Slinker et 
al, 1999] and field aligned currents [Lu et al, 2000]. Us
ing UVI images for this analysis allows a global analysis of 
the entire auroral oval. Lu et al [1998] use these auroral 
optical observations to infer the global distribution and 
flow of energy in the course of a large substorm (Plate 3). 

One of the uncertainties of using brightness ratios of 
emissions from different atmospheric constituents comes 
from the unknown atmospheric composition. If the mean 
energy and energy flux of the precipitation is known from 
other sources, auroral brightness ratios can be used to de
duct the relative concentration of different emitting species 
at the altitude of the emission. Hecht et al [1989, 1999] 
use observations of several pairs of auroral emissions to 
find the mean energy, energy flux, and relative composition 
simultaneously. 

There is no in situ information about Jupiter's upper at
mosphere in the auroral zone. Therefore, determination of 
the altitude, thermal structure, and atmospheric composi
tion must be derived from auroral spectral observations. 

1 10 
Characteristic Energy (keV) 

1 10 
Characteristic Energy (keV) 

Figure 7. Earth: Height integrated conductivity as a function of 
characteristic energy and energy flux of precipitating electrons at 
Earth [from Rees et al, 1995]. The energy flux (mW m"2) is given 
on each line in the plot. 
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Plate 3. Earth: Top row: two successive images from the POLAR UVI instrument with the LBH-short filter (left) 
and the LBH-long filter (right). Note the bright aurora over the southern tip of Greenland, which is not visible in 
the LBH-short image. This indicates that the emission originates from a low altitude, so that Schuman-Runge ab
sorption reduces the brightness at the shorter wavelength. The bottom row shows the conductances derived from 
these two images. The spot of high Hall conductance near 11 MLT comes from the bright aurora over the southern 
tip of Greenland. 
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Figure 8. Jupiter: Temperature profiles calculated for the diffuse and discrete auroral cases at Jupiter. The Galileo 
equatorial temperature profile is shown for comparison. The altitude axis refers to the Galileo atmosphere. The 
shaded areas are the regions of observational constraints. The first shaded region (between 10"3 and 10"6 bar) is de
rived from hydrocarbon (CH4 and C2H2) NIR thermal emissions in an auroral hot spot. The second shaded region 
(between 10"5 and 10"8 bar) is defined from H2-FUV auroral spectra (diamond: Liu and Dalgarno [1996]; square: 
Trafton et al [1994, 1998]; cross: Clarke et al [1994]; triangle: Kim et al [1997]). The third shaded region (be
tween 10"6 and 10"10 bar) is inferred from H3

+-NIR emission in the aurora (square: Maillard et al [1990]; cross: Lam 
etal [1997]; diamond: Drossart et al [1989]). 

Energetic ion and electron distributions have been meas
ured in the magnetodisc from a radial distance of 6 R ; to the 
magnetopause by the Galileo Energetic Particle Detector 
[Bhattacharya et al, 2001]. These distributions can be 
used to characterize the energy spectrum of the component 
of the aurora that results from wave particle scattering and 
subsequent precipitation of energetic particles. However, it 
appears that the bulk of the auroral emission in the main 
oval is due to acceleration of electrons resulting from the 
large magnetic field-aligned currents attempting to enforce 
corotation in the magnetodisc [Cowley and Bunce, 2001; 
and Hill, 2001]. In this case, the acceleration of electrons, 
as in the case of the Earth's main auroral oval, occurs at 
high-latitudes on magnetic field lines threading the auroral 
zone and at altitudes above the polar ionosphere. There
fore, without a low-altitude polar orbiting satellite, it is 
virtually impossible to know the electron energy input dis
tribution. No such measurements exist and theoretical ef
forts to derive a value lead to very large acceleration po
tentials inconsistent with observations [Cowley and Bunce, 
2001]. Therefore, the available spectral information must 
be used to both constrain our understanding of the atmos
pheric structure and the energy spectrum and identity of the 
precipitating particles [Waite et al, 2000]. 

Information on the thermal structure of Jupiter's thermo
sphere comes from three principal sources covering differ

ent altitude regions: 1) hydrocarbon infrared emissions and 
infrared temperatures at pressures between 10"4 and 10"6 

bars [Drossart et al, 1993], 2) H 2 ro-vibrational tempera
tures derived from ultraviolet spectra in the pressure range 
10 5-10- 8 bars [Trafton et al, 1994, 1998; Clarke et al, 
1994; Liu and Dalgarno, 1996; Kim et al, 1997; and Dols. 
et al, 2000], and 3) H 3

+ infrared spectra in the 10"6 to 1 0 1 0 

bar pressure range which have been used to infer tempera
ture [Trafton et al, 1989; Drossart et al, 1989; Miller et 
al, 1990; and Lam et al, 1997] (see Figure 8). The spec
tral determination of thermal structure is used along with: 
1) the mean FUV auroral emission rate determined from 
ultraviolet spectral and image data [i.e., Trafton et al, 
1998], 2) limb-derived altitude profiles from the limited 
nightside visible auroral observations [Vasavada et al, 
1999], 3) FUV color ratios within the Lyman band system 
below and above the cutoff for CH 4 absorption that deter
mines the CH 4 column above the emission peak [Yung et 
al, 1982], and 4) infrared emission rates from hydrocar
bons [Drossart et al, 1993] and H 3

+ [Drossart et al, 1989] 
(that give an accurate determination of radiative cooling in 
the lower and upper thermosphere), respectively, to con
strain the structure and nature of auroral processes at Jupi
ter. 

Such an effort has been carried out by Grodent et al 
[2001] using a one-dimensional model of Jupiter's auroral 
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atmosphere in an attempt to achieve a more consistent fit 
with the constraints imposed by both the multispectral ob
servations of Jovian auroral emissions and recent in situ 
data gathered by the Galileo spacecraft on energetic elec
tron distributions in the inner Jovian magnetosphere. The 
principal components of the model are a neutral tempera
ture profile derived from the Galileo ASI data used only as 
an initial condition [Seiff et al, 1998]; a one-dimensional 
thermal conduction model that includes particle heating and 
CH 4 , C 2 H 2 , and H3 cooling; and a coupled, two-stream 
electron transport model used in determining the heating 
rates. Two auroral electron energy distributions are exam
ined: 1) a diffuse, unstructured aurora primarily associated 
with the region between the main oval and the magnetic 
footpoint of Io's orbit, and 2) a bright, discrete arc present 
in the morning sector of the main oval. 

In the case of the energetic scattered electrons, they can 
be modeled using the boundary conditions for the two-
stream electron code set by the electron energy distribution 
derived from Galileo Energetic Particle Detector (EPD) 
[Williams and McEntire, 1992] measurements in the mag
netospheric regions between 10 and 25 RT. However, the 
EPD instrument is designed to measure the spectra and an
gular distribution of the electrons above 15 keV and is not 
sensitive to low-energy electrons that are known to be 
heating the upper atmosphere (as inferred from the EUV 
measurements of the upper atmosphere [Ajello et al, 
2001]). Grodent et al [2001] have represented these elec
trons with a double Maxwellian, one with an energy flux of 
10 m W m 2 at a temperature of 3 keV and one with an en
ergy flux of 0.5 m Wm' 2 with a temperature of 100 eV. 

Grodent et al [2001] have also considered a discrete 
auroral arc that is represented by an energetic Maxwellian 
of 22-keV temperature and an energy flux of 100 m Wm"2. 
Such a discrete arc is consistent with the field-aligned ac
celeration of electrons within the framework of the global 
current system that provides angular momentum coupling 
between the ionosphere and the magnetodisc created by Io 
[Hill, 2001; Bunce and Cowley, 2001a; and Cowley and 
Bunce, 2001]. Such acceleration may have similar micro-
physics to that of Earth's discrete aurora, but the currents in 
this case are driven by internal angular momentum cou
pling between Jupiter's magnetosphere and ionosphere 
rather than from the magnetospheric solar wind interaction 
(as in the Earth's case). This second case also includes the 
softer double Maxwellian that represents the high-altitude 
heating discussed above and that may be associated with 
return currents from the global current system. The auroral 
emission profiles for both models appear in Figure 3. Both 
models lead to an altitude for the emission peak of -250 
km, which is near the altitude suggested by the Galileo SSI 

observations. The major altitude difference of maximum 
emission intensity between this study and earlier studies 
[Waite et al, 1983; and Rego et al, 1994] is due to the 
probe derived thermal structure in the lower atmosphere 
and the high energy of the incoming electrons. Agreement 
between the models and observed values is generally good, 
with two exceptions: the model-generated H 2 and H3 ro
vibrational temperatures are generally lower than observed. 

THE BASIC MORPHOLOGY OF THE AURORAL 
EMISSION PATTERN 

The energy source for Earth's aurora is the interaction of 
the solar wind with the magnetosphere. The processes that 
accelerate the particles that cause the aurora, and the mor
phology of the aurora and the auroral oval, are of magneto
spheric origin. Since the aurora morphology represents a 
projection of magnetospheric processes, observation of 
aurora can give access to large areas of the magnetosphere. 
However, the mapping of auroral features into the magne
tosphere is difficult and requires knowledge of magneto
spheric current systems [e.g., Lu et al, 2000]. The night
side aurora can be separated into the diffuse and discrete 
aurora. Diffuse aurora are at the low-latitude boundary of 
the auroral oval and are caused by trapped electrons which 
are pitch angle scattered into the loss cone. This belt of dif
fuse aurora maps to the inner magnetosphere. Discrete 
aurora are poleward of the diffuse aurora, but still on closed 
field lines. Discrete aurora on the nightside are magneti
cally connected to the plasma sheet. On the dayside the 
aurora connects to the low-latitude boundary layer, a region 
where the solar wind and the magnetosphere interact di
rectly, but where reconnection can also play a role. The 
cusp is a region of open field lines and has auroral diffuse 
displays. Soft precipitation of magnetosheath origin causes 
high-altitude diffuse aurora that are dominated by the oxy
gen red line emission. Poleward-moving auroral forms 
(PMAF) on the dayside result from particle acceleration in 
areas of newly reconnected patches on the dayside magne
topause [Milan et al, 2000a, 2000b; Fasel, 1995]. And fi
nally, during quiet conditions, sun-aligned arcs may form 
across the polar cap [Meng, 1981; and McEwen and Zhang, 
2000]. These arcs delineate the convection cells on the 
dawn and dusk magnetosphere-ionosphere coupled system. 

Because of the variability of the solar wind, Earth's 
aurora shows a large range of activity levels. During large 
geomagnetic storms, the auroral oval can expand to 40 de
grees magnetic latitude, while the quiet time aurora sits at 
65-70 degrees. The total power of precipitating particles in 
the aurora ranges from a fraction of a GW in quiet times to 
several hundred GW. Pressure changes in the solar wind 
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can compress the entire magnetosphere by a significant 
fraction [Russell et al, 2000]. These pressure changes 
cause immediate energization and precipitation of auroral 
particles [Zhou and Tsurutani, 1999; Brittnacher et al, 
2000; Zesta et al, 2000]. The most spectacular global 
auroral event is the auroral substorm, an event whose 
global extend and significance was recognized by Akasofu 
in the late 1950s [Akasofu, 1994]. The duration of a sub
storm is on the order of an hour, while geomagnetic storms 
typically last tens of hours or days. A substorm starts out 
with a slow increase of the size of the auroral oval, and, for 
an observer on the ground, with an equatorward motion of 
the aurora at all local time sectors. This is followed by a 
sudden brightening of the first auroral arc that sits directly 
poleward of the diffuse aurora [Deehr and Lummerzheim, 
2001]. This auroral breakup typically occurs near magnetic 
midnight [Liou et al, 2001] and spreads from there along 
the auroral oval. The poleward boundary of the auroral 
oval rapidly expands after this breakup, and a westward 
traveling surge carries this expansion towards the afternoon 
sector. Substorms are the magnetospheric reaction to a 
strong energy transfer from the solar wind to the magneto
sphere. This energy transfer is most effective when the 
IMF magnetic field is antiparallel to the geomagnetic field. 
Dayside reconnection can rapidly erode the dayside mag
netosphere, and the solar wind forces transport of magnetic 
flux from the dayside to the nightside. This leads to a 
stretching of the magnetotail, thinning on the plasmasheet, 
expulsion of plasmoids down the magnetotail, and in
creased magnetospheric convection. Eventually, part of the 
energy is dumped into the ionosphere by dissipation of cur
rents and by large auroral displays. In a study of a large 
substorm in response to the passage of an interplanetary 
magnetic cloud, Lu et al [1998] found that about 4% of the 
total solar wind kinetic power incident on the magneto
sphere was dissipated in the magnetosphere. Of the total 
dissipated power of 400 GW, 190 GW went into the iono
spheric heating by currents, 120 GW was the average ring 
current injection, and 90 GW was dissipated by auroral 
precipitation. Jupiter's auroral energy dissipation is 2-3 or
ders of magnitude larger! 

Because of the strong influence that Jupiter's intense 
magnetic field has on the motions of the particles within it, 
multispectral images of Jupiter at high latitudes offer a 
valuable means of relating emission regions and patterns to 
magnetospheric source regions and processes. Energetic 
ions and electrons are free to travel along field lines, but 
require electric fields (i.e., from planetary rotation, pickup 
processes, or the solar wind interaction) and/or gradient and 
curvature drift in the magnetic field (which becomes more 
important for very energetic particles) to move in a direc

tion perpendicular to the magnetic field. Thus, given accu
rate knowledge of the three-dimensional magnetic field to
pology, the surface of the planet can be used as a "televi
sion screen" from whose images processes taking place in 
the magnetosphere can be deduced. However, there are two 
limitations to this approach: 1) the electric and magnetic 
fields are not perfectly known owing to the lack of meas
urements near the planet and of temporally varying currents 
in the system, such as the Io plasma torus current sheet and 
the field-aligned currents presumably associated with some 
discrete auroral features; and 2) the higher the latitude, the 
more tightly spaced the footpoints of the magnetic field 
lines become, and thus higher spatial resolution is needed 
to distinguish morphological features that map into the 
outer magnetosphere (>30 RT). The present state of the art 
in magnetic field mapping is described by Connerney et al 
[1998], who discusses the origins and limitations of the two 
field models ( 0 6 and VIP4) presently in use. The VIP4 
model has been improved over the 0 6 model by the use of 
HST and IRTF images of the latitude track of the Io flux 
tube (IFT) as a fiducial point [Connerney et al, 1998]. This 
guarantees better agreement in the field line mapping to the 
region of the Io orbit, but may not improve the fits for more 
distant regions (i.e., near the 30 RT limit of the field model) 
or at low magnetic latitudes. 

The morphological features revealed in recent FOC 
[Prange et al, 1998], WFPC2 [Clarke et al, 1998b], and 
STIS images [Grodent et al, 2002] are generally consistent 
with earlier models based on analyses of the infrared [Satoh 
et al, 1996] and earlier WFPC2 ultraviolet images (see 
Waite et al [2000] for a discussion of these earlier mor
phological models). The general components of the evolv
ing model as described by Waite et al [2000] and indicated 
in Plate 4 are: 1) an auroral oval with a boundary that mag
netically maps to 10-30 R ; in the magnetosphere [Vasavada 
et al, 1999; Clarke et al, 1998b; Satoh et al, 1996; and 
Grodent et al, 2002], 2) a local time-dependent emission 
enhancement in the dusk sector, a double arc extending 
well inside the oval [Vasavada et al, 1999; Clarke et al, 
1998b; and Waite et al, 2001], 3) a bright arc in the dawn 
sector [Clarke et al, 1998b; and Vasavada et al, 1999] that 
is enhanced by a series of bright storms that periodically 
appear in the morning sector (at a longitude of 200-260 de
grees) and disappear within a Jupiter rotation (<10 hrs) 
[i.e., Gerard et al, 1994; Ballester et al, 1996; and Clarke 
et al, 1998b], 4) Io, Europa, and Ganymede hot spots with 
a trailing tail [Prange et al, 1998; and Clarke et al, 2002], 
5) a diffuse region between the oval and the latitude that 
maps magnetically to Io's orbit [Satoh et al, 1996; Prange 
et al, 1998; Clarke et al, 1998a; Mauk et al, 2002], and 6) 
a bright polar cap feature [Grodent et al, 2002] that corre-
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Plate 4. Jupiter: Plate 4 shows an average STIS image of Jupiter's aurora [Grodent et al., 2001b]. The numbers 
indicate the identified regions of Jupiter's auroral emission: 1) an auroral oval with a boundary that magnetically 
maps to 10-30 Rj in the magnetosphere, 2) a local time-dependent emission enhancement in the dusk sector, a dou
ble arc extending well inside the oval, 3) a bright arc in the dawn sector that is enhanced by a series of bright storms 
that periodically appear in the morning sector (at a longitude of 200-260 degrees) and disappear within a Jupiter ro
tation (<10 hrs), 4) Io, Europa, and Ganymede hot spots with a trailing tail, 5) a diffuse region between the oval and 
the latitude that maps magnetically to Io's orbit, and 6) a bright polar cap feature that correlates with the Jupiter 
flare region with the x-ray emission region and with an enhanced infrared "hot spot." 
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lates with the Jupiter flare region [Waite et al, 2001] with 
the x-ray emission region and with an enhanced infrared 
"hot spot" [Gladstone et al, 2002]. 

Temporal variability occurs on time scales of seconds to 
weeks. Prange et al [2001] have used a continuous six-
week-long data set of total ultraviolet brightness of the 
north and south auroral zones to conclude that there is vari
ability on three different time scales: 1) small variations of 
10-20% observed on short times scales of a few hours, 2) 
variations by a factor of 2-4 occurring on scales of 5-10 
days, and 3) a long-term trend on time scales longer than 
the 6 weeks of observation. The magnitude of this vari
ability is small in comparison to the three order of magni
tude intensity variation seen at Earth. However, several or
ders of magnitude variability on minute time scales is seen 
in limited regions of the polar cap of Jupiter. Recent STIS 
time-tagged images suggest that the diffuse emissions in 
the polar cap can flare in a minute or less with a power out
put over a small region of the polar cap that can exceed 10 
TW of power [Waite et al, 2001]. 

The large-scale dynamics of Jupiter's magnetosphere ap
pear to be substantially dominated by planetary rotation out 
to distances as far as 125 R ; [Kane et al, 1995]. There is 
general consensus that the field-aligned currents supplying 
the torque required to maintain this near corotation exceed 
current thresholds for electron acceleration near the radial 
distance of corotation breakdown that occurs between 20 
and 30 R ; [Hill, 2001; and Bunce and Cowley, 2001a, 
2001b] leading to the main auroral oval formation. How
ever, plasma anti-corotational convective flows resulting 
from solar wind coupling have also been deduced from in 
situ measurements [Cowley et al, 1993, 1996; Hawkins et 
al, 1998; and Dougherty et al, 1998]; and various phe
nomena have been identified that show—or may 
show—evidence of solar wind control. These phenomena 
include radio emissions at hectometer [Desch and Barrow, 
1984] and decimeter [Bolton et al, 1989] wavelengths and 
increases in the brightness of the H3 aurora that have been 
correlated with increases in solar wind dynamic pressure 
[Baron et al, 1996]. Enhancements in the intensity of ul
traviolet auroral emissions, such as those reported by 
Prange et al [1993] and Gerard et al [1994], may also be 
evidence of solar wind influence; however, interpretations 
of the UV brightenings in terms of internal magnetospheric 
processes are also possible [Prange et al, 1993]. 

The organization of auroral emissions in System III lon
gitude and local time and their temporal variability furnish 
important clues as to the configuration and dynamical be
havior of Jupiter's magnetosphere. However, as indicated 
by the uncertainty in the interpretation of the ultraviolet 
auroral brightening, it can be difficult to determine whether 

auroral features, such as those summarized above, are to be 
understood as signatures of internal, rotation-driven proc
esses or as the effects of solar wind influence. Extended 
temporal coverage at multiple wavelengths and with high 
spatial and temporal resolution permits longitude depend
encies indicative of rotation-controlled processes to be dis
tinguished from local time effects and episodic phenomena 
that are perhaps indicative of solar wind-controlled proc
esses. To successfully interpret the emissions as signatures 
of large-scale magnetospheric processes, however, it is 
necessary to obtain simultaneous or near-simultaneous in 
situ data on the solar wind upstream of Jupiter and, ideally, 
within the Jovian magnetosphere as well. For example, the 
availability of Ulysses solar wind measurements permitted 
correlation of brightness enhancements of the H3 aurora 
with increased solar wind ram pressure [Baron et al, 1996] 
and the tentative association of an intensification of the UV 
aurora with a CME and its associated shock [Prange et al, 
1993]. Prange et al [2001] have discussed the correspon
dence between the few-day variability of the observed 
auroral emissions with changes in the magnetosphere as 
measured by the Galileo spacecraft. Quasi-periodic varia
tions with recurrence time of a few days have been reported 
for various quantities measured by Galileo, such as ener
getic particle intensity, energy spectra, angular distribution, 
and flow pattern in the magnetotail [Krupp et al, 1998; 
Woch et al, 1998], or for the intensity of auroral radio 
emissions and for the plasma sheet density [Louarn et al, 
1998]. These events have in general been interpreted as the 
signature of large-scale reconfiguration of the magnetotail 
plasma sheet, albeit a specific mechanism was not identi
fied. They are generally described as bursty events, pre
sumably related to explosive energy release, and compared 
to terrestrial substorms (although the origin of the explosive 
reconfiguration is not necessarily assigned to an external 
solar wind perturbation). Russell et al [1998] have also re
ported impulsive signatures of reconnection in the tail." 
[Prange et al, 2001]. Clearly, the variability is a combina
tion of both internal and external forcing of the magneto
sphere. 

The recent Cassini flyby of Jupiter in December 2000 af
forded a unique opportunity for coordinated in situ solar 
wind measurements with the Cassini fields-and-particles 
instruments, Galileo in situ measurements within the Jupi
ter magnetosphere, and observations of auroral morphology 
with the HST, Chandra, IRFT, and other Earth-based tele
scopes. A series of papers detailing the correlations appears 
in a February 2002 publication of Nature. The most sur
prising result is the identification of auroral intensity in
creases at both radio and ultraviolet wavelengths with the 
passage of interplanetary shocks. Both increases in solar 
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Table 1. Auroral morphology comparison. 

Earth Jupiter 

Common morphological features 

Unique morphological features 

Typical latitude 

Typical altitude 

Time scales 

Type of particles and typical energy 

oval shaped auroral zone, 
occasional polar cap aurora 

storms and sub storms, strong 
day-night asymmetry 

magnetic latitude in degrees: 
quiet: 70-75 
moderate: 60-75 
active: 45-75 

90-150 km 

storms: days 
substorms: hours 
filaments: seconds 

electrons: 1-20 keV 
protons: l-100keV 

Hemispheric power 1-300 GW 

Typical brightness of some selected emission features 

UV 

Visible 

IR 

H Lyman a: 15 kR 
01(130.4 nm): 40 kR 
N 2 (LBH): 350 kR 

N 2

+ lneg: 150 kR 
N22pos: HOkR 
01 (557.7 nm): 100 kR 

N2

+Meinel:600 kR 
N 2 lpos: 880 kR 
0 2 (atm): 2500 kR 
NO (vib): 4500 kR 

diffuse aurora and discrete aurora, 

satellite footpoints 
dawn storms: 

long. 200°-270° 
lat. 60°-80° 

flares: 
long. 160°-180° 
lat. 60°-70° 

jovigraphic latitude in degrees: 
diffuse <60° 
discrete 60-85° 

200-400 km 

seconds to weeks 

electrons: 20-50 keV 
protons: ? 

0 + , S+: 20 keV to 20 MeV 

10-100 TW 

H2: 10-50 kR 

H2, H (Balmer a) 

H3

+(vib): 1.5-7.5 mWrn"2 

CH4, C2H2, C 2H 6 (<0.2 Wm"2) 

wind dynamic pressure and embedded interplanetary mag
netic field occur in the events discussed by Gurnett et al 
[2002b]. However, the surprising aspect of the result is that 
there is a clear implication of the correlation of auroral in
tensity increases with the compression of the magneto
sphere rather than during an expansion phase of the mag
netosphere as suggested by the theoretical studies of 
Southwood and Kivelson [2001] and Cowley and Bunce 
[2001]. This is more representative of the chain of events 
termed "Sudden Commencements" at Earth [Zhou and Tsu-

rutani, 1999] and may implicate a major readjustment of 
the Chapman-Ferraro magnetopause current system, which 
will lead to dramatic brightening near the cusp (i.e., the 
flare region) [Waite et al, 2001; Poilier and Prange, 2001]. 
However, no detailed morphological images of such bright-
enings occurring at Jupiter have been obtained so far to 
verify this speculation. 

Another surprising result is the determination of the lo
cation of the x-ray auroral source region at high latitudes in 
a region that maps to these high-latitude, cusplike regions 
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that are significantly affected by the realignment of the 
Chapman-Ferraro current system, and to the bright ultra
violet flares seen by Waite et al [2001]. This result, re
ported by Gladstone et al [2002], also shows a distinct 40-
min x-ray periodicity that is similar to radio bursts observed 
during the time of Ulysses. Furthermore, the flux of ions 
needed to produce the x-ray emissions is too weak to be 
explained by in situ energetic oxygen and sulfur ions in Ju
piter's magnetosphere and appears to require ~1 MeV ac
celerations that may be associated with the global return 
current at Jupiter. 

Another auroral feature occurring at latitudes that map to 
the Io torus region is the diffuse emission region between 
the main oval and the IFT footprint and its trailing emis
sion. Two brighter emission patches can be seen within this 
region (Plate 2), and the entire feature is associated with a 
broadening of the main oval in the afternoon-dusk sector 
that extends into the polar cap. It appears that the occa
sional brightenings observed within the diffuse emission 
region are related to dynamic charged particle events such 
as those observed with the Galileo EDP detector in Jupi
ter's inner magnetosphere [Mauk et al, 1997, 1999]. These 
events are inward radial injections (1 to several R ;) of hot 
plasmas (>20 keV ions and electrons) over azimuthal sec
tors that span several degrees to >60 degrees. While the in
jections are observed most prominently at -11-12 R;, the 
distribution of observed events is broad, extending from <9 
Rj to -27 Rj, and encompasses at least a portion of the re
gions thought to map to the most intense auroral emission 
ring. At Earth, such injections are accompanied by en
hanced precipitation of charged particles into the upper at
mosphere. Thus, the injections detected with the EDP could 
be related to some of the dynamic variability observed in 
the diffuse emission region equatorward of Jupiter's main 
oval (thought to be caused by electron precipitation [Mauk 
et al, 1997]). They may also be related to some variability 
observed within the main auroral oval itself (thought to be 
caused by electron precipitation). There appears to be no 
local time preference for the occurrence of the Jovian in
jection events, which are probably not coupled directly to 
variations in the solar wind. The ultraviolet emissions from 
these injections were for the first time documented during 
the Cassini passage and are described in detail in Mauk et 
al [2002] (see Plate 4). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The plasma microphysics and aeronomy at Jupiter and 
Earth reveal many similarities and some differences (see 

Table 1). Both have field-aligned acceleration of electrons 
due to intense field-aligned currents, and pitch angle scat
tering of energetic ions and electrons play important roles 
as sources of auroral particle precipitation in both atmos
pheres. The dissipation of energy in both atmospheres is 
also remarkably similar except in magnitude, where Jupiter 
has a three-orders-of-magnitude advantage. The only 
marked difference is the atmospheric composition: H 2 and 
H at Jupiter and N 2 , 0 2 , and O at Earth. However, the 
driving force behind Jupiter's magnetosphere is the internal 
rotation of the rapidly rotating ionosphere, facilitated by the 
ionization of material from Io's volcanoes that is subse
quently picked up and accelerated within the magneto
sphere. This drives the global current system, which is 
largely responsible for the auroral particle acceleration. 
Yet, the solar wind interaction with the magnetosphere also 
plays a role that is observed, but not well understood. In 
contrast, the solar wind interaction with the Earth's magne
tosphere is the primary driver of the field-aligned current 
system and magnetospheric dynamics that are responsible 
for Earth's aurora. 
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Numerical Techniques Associated with Simulations of the Solar Wind 
Interactions with Non-Magnetized Bodies 

Stephen H. Brecht 
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A brief review of the common numerical approaches used to simulate the solar 
wind interaction with planets having no global magnetic fields is presented. For 
brevity the numerical approaches are classified in this paper in the most general 
way as: hydrodynamic, MHD, and kinetic. Many of the basic equations and 
assumptions associated with these numerical methods will be discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past decade the global simulation of planetary 
magnetospheres has become very common. This is par
ticularly true of the Earth. However, as more missions have 
been sent to Mars and the outer planets and their moons, 
the emphasis of the simulations has shifted. Originally, 
obtaining the magnetic field and flow field topology was 
the main goal. Now, the emphasis is shifting to under
standing how the solar wind interacts with these bodies and 
more specifically how the solar wind interacts with the 
atmosphere/ionosphere/exosphere of these bodies. 

This chapter describes the general classes of numerical 
approaches used in global 3-D modeling of the solar wind 
interaction with exospheres, ionospheres, and atmospheres. 
It follows previous papers of this sort [cf. Luhmann et al, 
1997], but the focus is to one of highlighting assumptions, 
utility, and applicability. It is not the purpose of this paper 
to espouse a particular approach to global 3-D simulations. 
That is left for the reader to decide. However, it is felt that 
no matter which scheme is chosen that the user should be 
aware of the limitations of each of these approaches, as 
well as their strengths. 

In the following paragraphs, brief comparison between 
the planets Earth, Venus and Mars will be presented along 
with their respective challenges to the simulator. The vari
ous numerical schemes will be briefly discussed along with 
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their uses. A few applications of kinetic simulations of 
Mars will be presented in the next section. A brief sum
mary will conclude the paper. 

PLANET COMPARISONS 

When considering which simulation tool to use, issues of 
scale size become paramount. However, it isn't simply the 
planet size. For example, Earth and Venus are roughly the 
same size (> 6300 km). Yet, Venus has more in common 
with Mars although Mars is significantly smaller (3395 km). 
This rather strange scaling occurs because Earth has a strong 
intrinsic magnetic field. Therefore, the first planetary feature 
that the solar wind encounters, the bow shock, is very far 
from the ionosphere and exosphere. Table 1 shows a synop
sis of the various planetary shock distances, as well, as 
approximate solar wind ion gyroradii when encountering 
each planet. 

As mentioned, Earth's exosphere, ionosphere, and atmos
phere are protected from direct solar wind interaction with 
the solar wind. However, Venus having no intrinsic mag
netic is not so fully protected [cf Donahue and Russell, 
1997]. The bow shock formed by the Venus-Solar wind 
interaction is far enough out to protect the atmosphere from 
direct deposition of solar wind ions [Brecht and Ferrante, 
1991]. The Venusian bow shock does not stop the IMF from 
convecting through the inner magnetosphere of Venus [cf 
Cravens et al, 1997]. The IMF is dragged through the outer 
ionosphere of Venus, providing a convection electric field to 
pickup oxygen ions from the ionosphere. 

Although, Mars has now been found to have some crustal 
magnetic fields, it does not change the fact that subsolar 
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bow region is very close to the planet. Hence, solar wind 
energy is deposited directly into the ionosphere, and the 
exosphere of Mars is swept into the shock. Further, one 
expects and sees that the atmosphere/ionosphere of Mars is 
being eroded away at a much higher rate than at Venus. This 
leads to many intriguing questions concerning the former 
state of the atmosphere of Mars, its water content, and the 
source of minority species such as Helium. 

Indeed, these planets (Earth, Venus, and Mars) represent 
complete, partial and no separation of the solar wind from 
the planetary atmosphere, ionosphere, and exosphere. This 
fact has very important implications as to what type of 
numerical scheme one would want to choose for doing 
simulations. If for example, one wants to examine energiza
tion of charged particles by the planetary bow shock then 
the physics of the shock must be included. If one wants to 
examine the motion of the atmosphere of the planet then the 
cell size must be small enough to resolve the scale height of 
the atmosphere. 

realistic and matched data better. However, there is no 
need to address issues such as pickup ions, and energy 
deposition from the solar wind. More importantly the 
small scale sizes that a kinetic code needs to resolve make 
it virtually impossible with modern computers to use this 
tool to address reasonable sections of the Earth's magne
tosphere. 

In the case of Venus there is no intrinsic magnetic field. 
However, the shock does a relatively good job of pro
tecting the planet from the solar wind flow. MHD is fair 
approximation for the overall system. However, if one is 
interested in pickup ions that can escape the planet and 
move into the tail or deposit their energy back into the 
atmosphere, then MHD can only be used as a source of 
flow fields and magnetic fields for test particle tracing. 
Indeed, if one is interested in the tail rays found to ema
nate from the night side of the planet then multiple fluids 
and more complex physics than the usual MHD code pro
vides must be used. It should be noted that when exam-

Table 1. Comparison between Shock Standoff Distance and Ion Gyroradius 

Planet Stand-Off Distance Stand-off Distance Ion Gyroradius 
Earth 10-13R E > 65,000 km -365 km 
Venus 1.4 R v ~ 2400 km ~ 365 km 
Mars 1-5 R M 

~ 1600 km ~ 1390 km 

NUMERICAL ISSUES 

The previous section illustrates the issues to be consid
ered when simulating planets and the interaction of the 
solar wind with such features as the bow shock, the exo
sphere, the ionosphere, and the atmosphere. The first 
challenge to performing a valid and useful simulation is to 
retain as much of the physics as necessary without doing 
more than necessary. The simulations must be fast enough 
that the researcher can determine the dependencies that 
exist between the solar wind, the magnetosphere, and the 
ionosphere/atmosphere. It is essential that the models be 
kept as simple as possible in order for the user to be able 
to test and understand what is occurring in these large 
simulations. 

All of the planets are difficult to simulate, but the diffi
culty depends on the questions being asked and the phys
ics required. For example, when simulating the planet 
Earth the bow shock protects the atmosphere from direct 
interaction with the solar wind. MHD is often a very good 
approximation because the Earth's magnetosphere is large 
and many of the dynamical features are large to kinetic 
scales. However, more physics is needed to couple the 
ionosphere electrically to the rest of the magnetosphere. It 
has been found that by including this coupling to the 
"Earth boundary", the MHD simulations became more 

ining the chemical activity of the atmosphere/ionosphere 
that the MHD approach offers some significant advan
tages over the kinetic code, unless enormous amounts of 
memory and computer time are available. 

Moving to the planet Mars the situation really becomes 
complex. First, Mars has no large-scale intrinsic magnetic 
field making it a small obstacle compared with the ion gy
roradius of the incoming solar wind ions. However, one 
of the most surprising discoveries by the Mars Global 
Surveyor, MGS, mission [Acuna et al, 1998] was the 
presence of crustal fields located near the surface with 
very large field strengths. The absence of a global intrin
sic field and the presence of the crustal fields makes Mars 
a very difficult planet to simulate. 

For example, the shock does not protect the iono
sphere/atmosphere from the solar wind. Solar wind parti
cles deposit directly into the ionosphere/atmosphere of 
Mars. The exosphere at Mars extends beyond the location 
of the bow shock. The bow shock is also asymmetric and 
with the added lumps, caused by the crustal field, the ion 
trajectories are very complex. As mentioned, the ion gyro
radius of the ions in the solar wind can range from 
roughly 1300 km for protons at 425 km/s to over 3000 km 
for higher wind conditions measured by Phobos-2 
[Schwingenschuh et al, 1990; Breus et al.; 1991]. Fur
ther, the gyroradius of pickup ions (usually 0+) is larger 
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than the planet radius. This all leads to the conclusion that 
the kinetic simulations would be best for the planet in all 
regions except where the atmosphere/ionosphere is colli-
sionally coupled and chemistry is an area of prime im
portance. 

As will become clearer in the next section, certain ap
proaches to simulating a given planet are superior to oth
ers. However, as is often the case, many different types of 
simulations have been used on all of the planets. The level 
of success is determined by what the researcher is using 
the simulations for and where they are being applied. In 
the next section, the three major types of simulations will 
be discussed and their assumptions examined. 

SIMULATION APPROACHES 

Three general types of codes are used for global simu
lation of planets. These three are: gas dynamic simula
tions, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations, and ki
netic (hybrid particle) simulations. All of these ap
proaches conserve energy and momentum. The first two 
approaches make strict use of the Rankine-Hugoniot rela
tions for the shock jump and down stream pressure and 
velocity. Because energy conservation and momentum is 
present in all of the approaches, the general location of 
the shock structure is reasonably good. Thus even if one 
of the codes is technically not appropriate for a given 
planet, such as Mars, all of the codes will provide to some 
level an "acceptable" description of the main features. 
This is true because with each approach the same general 
physics question is being asked. What are the sources of 
free energy in the system? Where can this energy go (i.e., 
what are the degrees of freedom in the system)? 

Let us take the simplest situation: flow of a gas into a 
body. In this case the free energy is in the form of flow. 
When it hits the body a pressure is built up and a force is 
applied to the flow to move it back upstream. However, in 
a single fluid situation, counter streaming of flow cannot 
be supported plus the fluid cannot move faster than its 
characteristic speed (the speed of sound). So a shock is 
formed that takes the excess energy from the incoming 
flow and converts it into heat, thus changing the local 
sound speed so that the flow is equal to or below it. In this 
picture, the degrees of freedom for the flow are heat (pres
sure) and flow. That is all that is needed to form a shock 
structure in a gas dynamic simulation. If a magnetic field is 
added it simply goes with the flow and piles up where the 
flow piles up. It provides no force or additional source of 
free energy. 

In a MHD code the magnetic field is part of the force 
equation and part of the pressure. One still has the same 
overall equations as the gas dynamic simulations, but the 
degrees of freedom and sources are now increased. The 

flow contains kinetic energy plus the magnetic field. When 
the flow forms a shock, the magnetic field pileup provides 
a force outward in addition to that provided by the gas 
pressure. One now has magnetic field gradients and density 
gradients as sources of free energy to move the plasma 
around. The additional degrees of freedom can be appreci
ated by the increase in the number of waves available to 
the system. In addition to the sound waves, the system now 
exhibits magnetosonic waves and AlfV6n waves. If one 
goes to fully represented multi-fluid simulations with each 
fluid having a full set of governing equations, then even 
the potential for Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities and counter 
streaming exists. In the case of multiple fluids, but only 
one governing flow equation, the counters streaming flows 
cannot exist. 

When one goes to the kinetic simulations, then the de
grees of freedom increase tremendously. In the most lim
ited of the kinetic simulations, the hybrid particle code, the 
degrees of freedom are still significant. The energy can 
now go into heating, particle acceleration, non-maxwellian 
distribution functions, a large number of electromagnetic 
modes, and the usual density gradients and magnetic field 
gradients. Further, the plasma can counter stream and is 
not forced to form a shock. The particles now gyrate 
around the magnetic field lines, perform a variety of drifts, 
and drive collective instabilities, including the gradient 
drift instability. Finally, features such a plasma filamenta-
tion and diamagnetic flows are present because the sym
metry of the MHD equations has been broken. 

The choice of simulation tool depends on the questions 
being asked and the number of degrees of freedom neces
sary to answer the question accurately. If only a bow 
shock, heating, and flow fields are needed, the gas dynamic 
approach will work well. If the role of the magnetic field is 
needed in addition to the previously mentioned features, 
the MHD method will work well. However, if more de
tailed questions are asked, then more degrees of freedom 
are necessary, and either MHD with additional physics or 
the kinetic approach in its many manifestations may well 
be the tool of choice. With these comments, the three ma
jor numerical approaches will be discussed in more detail. 

Gas Dynamic Simulations 

Gas dynamic simulations use the usual hydrodynamic 
equations. Some formulations of these equations are im
plicit and relax to a steady state solution and others are 
explicit. The flow is described by the fluid equations and 
the B field is simply carried by the fluid. It exerts no force 
on the motion of the plasma. The flow will by symmetrical 
around the body and have the usual stagnation point along 
the subsolar line. The simulations are fast and dependent 
on fewer parameters than the MHD or kinetic codes. 
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Spreiter and Stahara [1980] developed the most common 
model. However, other versions have been used, [cf. Breus 
et al, 1989]. Researchers often use the Spreiter and Sta
hara model to obtain flow fields and a representation of the 
magnetic fields. These fields are often used to perform test 
particle trajectory calculations to see where pickup ions 
will go and what their velocity spectrum might be. Thus, 
they add more degrees of freedom to the gas dynamic 
model but not in a self-consistent manner. This approach 
has been used by a variety of researchers [cf. Luhmann and 
Kozyra, 1991; Zhang et al, 1993; Kallio et al, 1997] to 
examine such things as mass loading of the solar wind by 
charge exchange, impact ionization, and production of en
ergetic neutral atoms. 

MHD Simulations 

MHD simulations are more complex than the gas dy
namic models. They are often explicit in their time step
ping and they have not only the sound waves present but 
the AlfVen wave as well. The magnetic fields are an im
portant component to the flow solutions. Flow around the 
planet will be symmetric because like the gas dynamic 
model, the equations are mathematically symmetric. The 
MHD codes are slower than a gas dynamic model, but 
faster than a kinetic code. They are also more complex 
than the gas dynamic model. In some cases the researchers 
using MHD simulations of Mars are using multiple fluids 
but only one momentum equation [Liu et al, 2000 and 
2001]. Others, have included Hall terms and multiple fluids 
but don't include ion heating [cf. Sauer et al, 1994] 

It is worthwhile to review the MHD equations and to ex
amine the assumptions that are made to obtain them. The 
details of the equations can be found in many plasma 
physics books. A very good reference for the MHD equa
tions and their assumptions is Krall and Trivelpiece 
[1986]. The governing equations for MHD are: 

The continuity equation 

d p m / d t + V ( p m V ) = 0 (1) 

The momentum equation 

p dV/dt = J x B / c - V p (2) 

Ohm's Law 

E + V x B / c = r | J (3) 

Faraday's Law 

cV x E = - dB/dt (4) 

Ampere's Law 

V x B = 4 J T J / C (5) 

Energy Equation 

d e / d t = -p V V - Q : W (6) 

Where Q is the anomalous viscosity used to create the 
shock, p is the pressure, e is the internal energy, V is the 
velocity vector, E and B are the electric and magnetic field 
vectors, J is the total current, and p is the charge mass den
sity of the fluid. 

To obtain these equations some rather significant as
sumptions must be made. In the following paragraphs 
some but not all of the assumption will be mentioned. The 
first assumption made is that of pressure isotropy, V # P = 
Vp. This assumption has many implications but several of 
the strongest are the removal of several electromagnetic 
modes from the MHD system. These are the fire hose in
stability and the mirror mode instability. This truncation 
also means that higher order moments have been removed 
from the system of equations. 

Another set of assumptions are often referred to as the 
MHD ordering are, 

( P l / L ) 2 « l / ( T c o c i ) « l , (7) 

where pi is the ion gyroradius and L is the scale length of 
the structures to be resolved by the equations, T is the time 
step of solutions and coci is the ion gyrofrequency. This 
relation means that to obtain the MHD equations Eq. (1 -
6) the ion gyroradius must be smaller than the scale lengths 
resolved in the simulations. Further, this scaling says that 
the time step of the simulations should be much larger than 
the ion gyrofrequency. These restrictions are severe when 
considering the physics of collisionless shocks and plane
tary bodies such as Mars and Saturn's moon Titan. In the 
case of Venus, finite larmor radius affects are present but 
the MHD scaling is much closer to holding, see pictures in 
Brecht and Ferr ante [1991] for an example of this situa
tion. Another assumption implicit in the MHD equations is 
that of the "frozen field". This assumption requires that the 
ratio of B/pi is a constant. One final assumption worth 
mentioning is that charge neutrality is implicit in the MHD 
equations. 

In the case of Mars the ion gyroradius is comparable to 
the distance between the bow shock of Mars and surface of 
the planet. It is comparable to the radius of the planet, as 
well. In the case of pick up ions from the ionosphere or 
ions created in the exosphere of the planet by impact ioni
zation or photoionization, the gyroradius will exceed the 
planet's radius. Further, the gyroperiod of these heavier 
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ions will approach or exceed the time for the solar wind to 
sweep by the planet completely. In short, when simulating 
these aspects of Mars the MHD equations are invalid. Yet, 
because of energy and momentum conservation the shock 
and large scale flows produced by the MHD equations is 
not very far off from the data. Further, as one goes down in 
altitude toward the planet surface, the collisions increase, 
the magnetic fields become stronger in the pileup region 
and the validity of the MHD equations become much 
stronger. Indeed, the MHD model is more appropriate be
cause the pressure terms become scalar due to the colli
sions. 

Kinetic Simulations 

The kinetic simulations most often used in space re
search are the hybrid particle simulations. Here the ions are 
treated as individual particles and their equation of motion 
is integrated in time on an individual basis. The fields are 
solved on a grid using the sources the particles carry 
(charge density, and current). The equations for the elec
trons are treated as a neutralizing fluid. The hybrid code 
can have many different ion species in a simulation, but the 
basic assumption that makes the code operable is that the 
electrons provide charge neutrality but are massless. This 
leads to Eq. (11), the electron momentum equation where 
the electrons are assumed massless and neutralizing. This 
equation is equivalent to the Ohms law Eq. (3), but con
tains more terms. These are the Hall current, J e x B/c, and 
the Vp e term. The Hall term breaks the symmetry of the 
equations and leads to among other things filamentation of 
plasma, and the low frequency portion of the Whistler 
mode. The pressure term provides for electrostatic fields 
along with the resistive term. 

Finally, because we have a rich suite of electromagnetic 
modes possible in the model equations, as well as ion gy-
romotion, the physics of collisonless shock formation is 
directly simulated in this model. This includes the parallel 
waves and the subsequent acceleration of ions in the shock 
structures. One sees the classic overshoots detected in 
various planetary shocks. One should note that the ion 
pressure is not needed in any of the equations. This is a 
fluid dynamic concept and is not valid within the kinetic 
approach. However, the particle distributions and moments 
can be calculated to investigate the shape of the distribu
tion functions and the ion pressure tensor. 

Indeed, it is the anisotropic pressure created by the re
flected ions at the shock that leads to the electromagnetic 
modes within the shock. These modes do two things: they 
lead to a very structured shock surface, and they carry 
away energy in the form of whistlers and AlfVen ion cy
clotron, AIC, modes [Thomas and Brecht, 1986]. The en
ergy loss created by these waves permits the shock over 

shoots seen in planetary shocks. Interestingly, there is a 
fluid behavior similar to the overshoots seen at the planets. 
When a shock is formed in a highly radiative gas such as 
Xenon, y s>l, then the jump conditions can exceed the 
nominal 4 found in the strong shock limit in a normal fluid. 
The presence of another degree of freedom, radiation, 
changes the results significantly. 

Finally, the charge neutrality assumption and the neglect 
of the transverse part of the displacement current (called 
the Darwin approximation) truncate Maxwell's equations. 
The charge neutrality removes high-frequency plasma os
cillations and the issues of charge separation. The Darwin 
approximation removes the light waves. These assump
tions allow for the use of larger cell sizes and larger time 
steps. 

With these approximations the model equations become: 

Ampere's law 

V x B = (4 /c) J (8) 

Faraday's law 
c V x E = - d B / d t (9) 

the ion particle equations of motion 

mi dvi / dt = qi E + qA Vi x B/c -qi r\ J (10) 

dXi/dt = V i (11) 

the inertialess electron momentum equation 

0 = -e ne E + J e x B/c - Vp e + e n e r| J (12) 

and the requirement of quasi-neutrality 

n e = ni (13) 

for scale lengths greater than the Debye length. The fields 
have the same definitions as the MHD equations with a 
several exceptions. The electric field is not calculated with 
a simple Ohm's law, Eq.(12), the mass is the ion mass, and 
the current has two components (the total current, J, and 
the electron current, J e). The equations are solved with a 
predictor-corrector method first published by Horned 
[1982]. Full details of the hybrid formalism including the 
equations solved can be found in Brecht and Thomas 
[1988]. 

The hybrid particle code approach to global modeling is 
the most complete of all of the models used today. How
ever, it has limitations and the major one is that it is very 
computer intensive. The time step must be small enough to 
resolve the fastest of the electromagnetic modes, the whis
tler. The cell sizes must be small enough to resolve the ion 
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Figure 1. A typical proton deposition pattern during nominal 
solar wind conditions. The IMF is in the y direction and the con
vection electric field is in the polar direction [Brecht, 1997] 

gyroradius and the Hall effects. In Krall and Trivelpiece 
[1986] it is shown that the Hall term can be neglected only 
when which can be written in the form 

L ( c o p e

2 / a ) c e ) ( V 0 / c 2 ) » l (14) 

L ( c o c i / V A ) M A » l (15) 

where L is the scale length of the spatial variation in the 
simulation, C0pe, co c e, o)c i are the electron plasma frequency, 
the electron cyclotron frequency, and the ion cyclotron 
frequency respectively, V A is the AlfV£n speed, and M A is 
the AlfV£n Mach number, V 0 / V A . 

MARS SIMULATIONS 

Today Mars is one of the more heavily studied planets in 
the solar system. It is providing many interesting new fea
tures. One of those features is the magnetic anomalies 
found primarily in the polar regions of the planet. How
ever, because of Mar's lack of global magnetic field and 
the close proximity of the shock to the exo-
sphere/ionosphere, many interesting questions are being 
raised about the evolution of the atmosphere of Mars and 
the rate at which the planet has lost the water that appar
ently existed in an earlier epoch. 

A variety of questions come to mind when considering 
the Martian situation. How much of the atmospheric heat

ing does the solar wind flow provide? What is the response 
of the ionosphere and atmosphere to this deposition? What 
is the impact of the magnetic anomalies on the overall 
magnetic topology of the planet and the solar wind inter
action with the planet? Finally, what is the impact of the 
magnetic anomalies on the rate of the atmospheric loss of 
the planet? The space science community is actively 
studying these questions. Due to space limitations the dis
cussion of Mars simulations and these questions will make 
use of some of the results obtained from the hybrid simu
lations with a few references to some of the MHD simula
tions currently being published. 

One of the issues being researched is the role of the solar 
wind in heating and supplying energy to the ionosphere 
and atmosphere of Mars. Luhmann and Kozyra [1991] ad
dressed this issue of pickup ion deposition into the atmos
phere using test particles in a gas dynamic flow simulation. 
Brecht [1997a] addressed the issue of solar wind protons 
being deposited into the Martian atmosphere and found 
that in some of the high solar wind cases the energy depo
sition far exceeded the EUV flux. In normal solar wind 
conditions the results showed that the proton deposition 
was roughly 10% of the EUV flux. It was also found dur
ing these simulations that the energy deposition was not 
coincident with EUV. Because of the large ion gyroradii of 
the solar wind protons deposition occurred on the night 
side of the planet as well. Further, because of the convec
tion electric field, the deposition was asymmetric in the 
polar regions. Figure 1 illustrates these features by plotting 
the deposition location of some of the particles. 

Another issue is the structure of the magnetic fields 
around Mars. In a series of papers culminating in a paper 
by Brecht [1997b] it has been shown that the solar wind 
interaction with Mars is asymmetric. This is due to the 
diamagnetic currents set up around the planet as the solar 
wind interacts with it. The shock asymmetry seen in these 
simulations was found to be in the polar direction, an or
bital orientation that was not investigated until MGS ar
rived on station. In addition to discovering that crustal 
magnetic fields existed, MGS data [Acuna et al, 1998] 
showed that the shock was asymmetric as predicted. 

This leads to the next major hurdle for the simulators to 
address: What is the role of the crustal fields in the solar 
wind interaction with Mars? Liu et al [2001] started a ru
dimentary examination of this issue with their multi-fluid 
MHD code. The hybrid code was used to examine the 
change in the magnetic fields in the presence of such a 
lump. In this simulation the planet was treated as a con
ducting sphere, which turns out to be a good approxima
tion. A conducting lump was added to the conducting 
sphere. Figure 2 illustrates this lump. Figures 3 and 4 show 
the change in the total magnetosphere of Mars with just 
this lump added. Fig. 3 shows a slice through a nominal 3-
D hybrid simulation of Mars. One can see the polar asym-
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Figure 2. Schematic of the conducting bump simulation set up. 

merry of the field pile up and the shock. In figure 4 the 
lump was added, with no other changes. The affect is star
tling and suggests that any realistic simulations of the solar 
wind interaction with the Martian atmosphere/ionosphere 
will need to have some form of a crustal field representa
tion. The need for including the crustal fields was also es
tablished by Liu et al. [2001] when they placed a crustal 

dipole in their MHD simulations, and found significant 
modifications to the magnetic structures around Mars. 
Fortunately, Purucker et al. [2000] have developed a rea
sonable model for the crustal fields of Mars and it is now 
being used by a variety of researchers to study the solar 
wind interaction with Mars. However, adding such a model 
brings in numerical issues such as resolution, ion gyro-
scaling, etc. As is usually the situation, different research
ers will take different approaches to these modeling issues. 

SUMMARY 

The objective of this chapter is to sensitize the re
searcher to the difficulties that will be encountered with 
simulating the globally unmagnetized planets, and even a 
moon such as Titan [cf. Ledvina and Cravens, 1998; 
Brecht et al, 2000]. These bodies are very difficult to 
simulate correctly because many of the assumptions used 
to create the two easiest simulation tools, the gas dynamic 
model and the MHD model fail for Venus, Mars and Titan. 
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Figure 3. A 2-D slice through a 3-D simulation of Mars using the hybrid code The solar wind conditions are 
consistent with the 8 Feb. 1989 Phobos-2 orbit. The gray scale plot is of the magnitude of B [Brecht, 1997b] 
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Figure 4. A 2-D slice through a 3-D simulation of Mars with the conducting bump in place. The solar wind conditions 
are consistent with the 8 Feb. 1989 Phobos -2 orbit. The gray scale plot is of the magnitude of B. 

Venus is a difficult planet because the magnetospheric 
flow couples to the neutral atmosphere. Mars is difficult 
because it is so small and the interaction is very kinetic, 
meaning that solar wind is directly coupled to the iono
sphere/atmosphere via the large larmor radius behavior of 
the ions. Adding an additional complication is the fact that 
when one wants to attempt to understand the lower alti
tudes of Mars's atmosphere, a fluid approach is most ap
propriate. The kinetic code meets most of the necessary 
assumptions but it is computationally very expensive; fur
ther, it is difficult to add chemistry reactions to such a code 
for a variety of reasons. Thus while the hybrid approach is 
the most complete of the three methods discussed, it is not 
often used for aeronomic studies. Titan provides a similar 
challenge in that the pickup ions are heavy hydrocarbon 
compounds with gyroradii comparable to the size of the 
moon itself. Further, it definitely needs a multi-species 
approach to the simulations because of the mass difference 
between magnetospheric flow (FTor N*) and the pickup 
ions that can be as heavy as C 2H4 +. 

Finally, many new and exciting areas of the solar wind 
interaction with Mars and Titan remain to be studied. This 

new excitement is created by the fact that there are many 
missions now on station at Mars or about to be sent to 
Mars and that Cassini will arrive on station at Saturn 
within a few years. Further, the discovery of the crustal 
fields and the newly found awareness of the sensitivity of 
the Martian system to these fields offer a compelling chal
lenge to the simulator. 
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The tenuous atmospheres and ionospheres of comets and outer planet 
satellites share many common properties and features. Such similarities 
include a strong interaction with their outer radiation, fields and particles 
environs. For comets the interaction is with the magnetized solar wind 
plasma, whereas for satellites the interaction is with the strongly magnetized 
and corotating planetary magnetospheric plasma. For this reason there are 
many common or analogous physical regimes, and many of the same 
modeling techniques are used to interpret remote sensing and in situ 
measurements in order to study the important underlying physical 
phenomena responsible for their appearances. We present here a review of 
various modeling approaches which are used to elucidate the basic properties 
and processes shaping the energetics and dynamics of these systems which are 
similar in may respects. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Comets and several planetary satellites possess thin 
tenuous atmospheres which interact with their outer mag
netized plasma environs and solar radiation to ultimately 
drive the atmospheres into escape and producing ions 
which mass-load the outer plasma. In the case of comets 
the gravity is vanishingly small (~ 10"4 times gravity at the 
Earth's surface). In the case of the planetary satellites (e.g., 
Jupiter's largest four moons) gravity is small, but the 
plasma impact processes are strong enough that only a 
tenuous atmosphere is maintained (see Chapter III.3) and a 
large neutral escape rate, comparable to a moderate comet, 
is maintained. For these reasons similar approaches are 
used for modeling various observed phenomena in order to 
study the underlying causes. The innermost neutral at
mospheres have been treated with hydrodynamic ap-
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proaches, and the outermost atmospheres have been treated 
with the assumption of vacuum free-flow. In between 
these two regions is a complicated kinetic region where 
collision mean free paths are large compared with relevant 
spatial scales, but not large enough to ignore. Interactions 
with cooling infrared radiation also become non-LTE be
cause of decoupling between rotational and kinetic tempera
tures. 

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) approaches have been 
used to study the large scale interactions of impacting 
magnetized plasma with the ionospheres of these bodies. 
For comets, it is the solar wind with its frozen-in magnetic 
field which impacts the cometary ionosphere. For plane
tary satellites, it is the corotating (or nearly corotating) 
plasma flow frozen into the planet's strong dipolar mag
netic field which impacts the satellite ionosphere. Mass-
loading via photo- and charge impact ionization and charge 
exchange are important for explaining the overall structure 
of both kinds of interactions. For comets, this interaction 
produces the often spectacular ion tail, which is millions of 
kilometers long. For planetary satellites, the Galileo 
spacecraft and ground-based and Earth-orbit based observ
ing have revealed an array of auroral type emissions. 
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2. SOLAR WIND INTERACTION WITH COMET 
ATMOSPHERES AND IONOSPHERES 

2.1. The Cometary Atmosphere 

A well developed cometary atmosphere extends to dis
tances several orders of magnitude larger than the size of 
the nucleus. Self-consistent models of cometary atmos
pheres must describe phenomena taking place at several 
spatial and temporal scales ranging from the initiation of 
the transonic dusty gas flow near the nucleus (with typical 
scalelength of 10 2 -10 _ 1 km) to fast chemical reactions 
(typical scales are 10°-102 km) to the formation of the 
cometary ionosphere (typical scales are 10 3-10 4 km), to the 
solar wind interaction of the cometary atmosphere (typical 
scales are 10 -10' km).. 

Today little direct observational data are available on the 
near surface gas, dust and plasma environments of 
cometary nuclei. Our present understanding of this region 
is based on dust coma images from the Giotto spacecraft 
Keller [1986] and dusty-gasdynamic calculations having 
varying levels of sophistication [Crifo et al., 1999a]. Veri
fication is primarily based on comparing model predictions 
hundreds of nucleus radii from the nucleus with in situ and 
remote observations. 

The bulk velocity of the outflowing gas is slightly sub
sonic at the surface (the effusion would be sonic without 
any gas-dust interaction: the momentum loss to the en
trained dust particles results in a slightly subsonic out
flow). Frequent gas-dust collisions erode and drag away 
grains from the surface and accelerate them to significant 
velocities within a few nucleus radii. Small dust particles 
(< 10 Jim) can be fully accommodated to the gas flow and 
reach velocities up to several hundreds of m/s, while larger 
grains attain much slower velocities (the dust terminal ve
locity is proportional to the inverse of the grain size) 
[Gombosi et al., 1986]. The adiabatically expanding gas 
converts most of its internal energy to bulk motion, while 
it loses some of its momentum and energy to the dust 
flow. This process is expected to result in a very cold (sev
eral tens of K) hypersonic gas flow in the immediate vicin
ity of the nucleus. The problem is also complicated by the 
fact that dust particles, especially the more volatile CHON 
particle can serve as sources for gaseous species. These par
ticles get their name because they are composed of mostly 
compounds from carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen, 
as opposed to the more refractory silicate dust composed of 
silicon and metal oxide compounds. CHON particles can 
thus more easily fragment and vaporize, modifying the gas 
and dust mass, momentum and energy densities. 

Most of the species observed in cometary atmospheres 
are chemically unstable radicals, which clearly are photo-
destruction products of more stable parent molecules. 
Chemical reactions between evaporated parent molecules 
are very slow and of secondary importance, while dissocia

tion and ionization by solar UV radiation produce highly 
reactive radicals and ions. 

Most neutral coma modeling deals with the two limit
ing conditions which occur far from and near the nucleus: 
free-molecular and fluid-flow models. Free-molecular mod
els describe the distributions of molecules in the outer 
coma where intermolecular collisions are rare. These in
clude radial outflow models [Haser 1957; Haser 1966; 
Wallace and Miller, 1958; Keller and Meier, 1976], and 
non-radial models accounting for isotropic ejection of 
daughter species [Combi and Delsemme, 1980a; Festou 
1981]. Fluid models describe the bulk properties of vari
ous fluids (gases, dust, and plasma) that are collisionally 
coupled in the inner coma. Examples of these are gas-
phase chemistry models [Giguere and Huebner, 1978; 
Mitchell et al, 1981; Cochran 1985; Allen et al, 1987], 
combined chemical-dynamic models [Huebner and Keady, 
1983], dusty-gasdynamic models [Marconi and Mendis, 
1983, Gombosi et al. 1986], and multidimensional dusty-
gasdynamic models [Kitamura 1986; Komle and Ip, 1987; 
Korosmezey and Gombosi, 1990; Crifo 1995; Crifo et al, 
1999a; Crifo et al, 1999b; Combi et al, 1999]. 

Monte Carlo methods have bridged the gap between the 
fluid and free-flow regimes in the important transition re
gion where many observations occur. After the first Monte 
Carlo coma model [Combi and Delsemme, 1980a], colli
sions were introduced [Kitamura et al, 1985] to model the 
spatial distribution of the H coma and the partial colli
sional thermalization of H atoms. Since then this approach 
has been significantly generalized and extended, making a 
self-consistent picture of the inner and outer coma [Combi 
1987; Bockelee-Morvan and Crovisier, 1987; Combi and 
Smyth, 1988a and 1988b; Ip 1989], added dusty-gas hy
drodynamics to the inner coma [Combi 1989], a treatment 
for heavy species [Combi et al, 1993], and Ly-a radiative 
transfer [Combi and Feldman, 1992], These models have 
been used to analyze various observations of water disso
ciation products and trace species in P/Halley including 
spatial profiles, column abundances (production rates), and 
Doppler line profiles. These hybrid models have even been 
extended to treat the large collision region of comet Hale-
Bopp (1995 01) . Figure 1 shows outflow velocities and 
kineitc temperatures at a function of distance from the nu
cleus for a number of heliocentric distances as calculated 
using a hybrid ID-spherical hydrodynamics/Monte Carlo 
calculation [Combi et al, 1999]. These predicted outflow 
velocities and kinetic temperatures were shown to provide a 
reasonable explanation for radio observations of the helio
centric distance dependence of both outflow velocity and 
kinetic temperature in the inner coma [Biver et al, 1999] 
and outflow velocity in the outer coma [Colom et al, 
1999]. 

Fully kinetic iterative test particle (ITP) models devel
oped for describing atomic species in planetary exospheres 
have been applied to comets [Hodges 1990]. Xie and 
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Figure 1. Radial Outflow Velocity and Kinetic Temperature in 
the Coma of Hale-Bopp. Shown are the results of a one-
dimensional spherical hybrid kinetic/dusty-gas 
hydrodynamic calculations from Figure 1 in the paper by 
[Combi et al, 1999]. Above is the variation of the radial 
outflow velocity with distance from the nucleus for different 
heliocentric distances of Comet Hale-Bopp. Below are similar 
curves for the gas kinetic temperature. 

Mumma [1996a and 1996b] have presented improved ID 
spherical and a 2D axisymmetric versions. In an ITP 
model the trajectories and collisions of molecules of each 
species are computed through a background gas of the 
modeled species themselves, as given by their phase space 
velocity distribution functions. It arrives at steady-state 

solutions for the species distribution functions by itera-
tively updating the background distributions with those ac
cumulated from the test particle trajectories. 

In recent years these test particle models have been su
perceded by Direct Simulation Monte Carlo calculations 
(DSMC) orignally pioneered by Bird for high Knudsen 
number gas dynamics flow problems [Bird 1976 andl994]. 
DSMC is a direct simulation of the generalized rarefied 

problem which is most fundamentally described by a solu
tion to the collisional Boltzmann equation. The combina
tion of velocity moments of the Boltzmann equation with 
closure arguments and the ideal gas law can be manipulated 
to yield the more familiar (and tractible) equations of hy
drodynamics: both the Euler and Navier-Stokes versions. 
DSMC-type methods have been applied to ionospheric and 
magnetospheric plasma simulations [Wilson et al., 1992; 
Miller and Combi, 1994, Miller et al, 1995] and earth's 
corona [Shematovich et al, 1994]. Pospieszalska and 
Johnson, 1992 and 1995] have presented ID spherical par
ticle simulations for Io's SO2 atmosphere using a method 
which is philosophically between the ITP and DSMC 
methods, mixing elements of both. Most recent DSMC 
calculations for Io's tenuous atmosphere have been pub
lished by Marconi et al. [1996] ami Austin and Goldstein 
[2000], as we will discuss in a later section. However, of 
particular relevance here is that DSMC has been applied to 
study high Knudsen number flows in neutral cometary at
mospheres [Combi 1996; Harris et al, 1997; Skorov and 
Rickman 1998]. 

Unlike the ion chemistry in the coma which is sparked 
by photochemistry (but where the detailed composition is 
controlled by fast ion-neutral reactions), the neutral chemis
try is controlled in large measure by photochemistry. The 
composition of a "typical" comet is about 80% water, 
about 5 % each of CH 3 OH, and other organics, 3% C 0 2 , 
0.5% NH 3 and < 1 % HCN, CH 3 CN, C 2 H 2 , and C 2 H 6 [cf. 
Crovisier 1999]. In addition, there is significant CO and 
H 2 CO in comets (up to 10-20 % total CO in some com
ets), but the fraction that comes directly as a gas from the 
nucleus, e.g., frozen H 2 CO, as opposed to being vaporized 
from an extended source of grains is uncertain. The balance 
is also uncertain between parent molecule gases and vapor
izing grains as sources for the carbon containing radicals, 
C 2 , C 3 and CN. A fraction of the source of CN and C 2 may 
be associated with grains but clearly some of the CN and 
C 2 comes from photodissociation of HCN and C 2 H 2 , re
spectively, which are both among the parent gases emitted 
from the nucleus [cf. Brooke et al, 1996; Combi and 
Fink, \991;Raueretal, 1997]. 

2.2. The Cometary Ionosphere 
The main photoionization product in the cometary coma 

is H 2 0 + . These water ions transfer a proton to other neutral 
molecules, which have a higher proton affinity than the OH 
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radical (the prime example is H 2 0^ + H 2 0 -> H 3 0 " + OH). 
The proton affinity of the parent molecules determines the 
reaction rate, therefore protonated ions of molecules with 
high proton affinity are more abundant (relative to other 
ions) than their parent molecules are (relative to other neu
trals) [Hdberli et al, 1997a]. The important species and 
reactions for ion chemistry in a water-dominated coma are 
summarized in tables by Hdberli et al [1997a]. 

Neutral atoms and molecules of cometary origin move 
along ballistic trajectories and become ionized with a char
acteristic ionization lifetime of 10 5 - 10 7 s. Freshly born 
ions are accelerated by the motional electric field of the 
high-speed solar wind flow. The ion trajectory is cycloidal, 
resulting from the superposition of gyration and E X B 
drift. The corresponding velocity-space distribution is a 
ring-beam distribution, which has large velocity space gra
dients and it is unstable to the generation of low frequency 
transverse waves. The combination of ambient and self-
generated magnetic field turbulence pitch-angle scatters the 
newborn ions from the pickup ring. As a result of this 
process the pitch angles of the pickup-ring particles are 
scattered on the spherical velocity space shell around the 
local solar wind velocity [Neugebauer et al, 1991a; 
Motchmann et al, 1993; Coates et al, 1993]. 

Conservation of momentum and energy require that the 
solar wind be decelerated as newly born charged particles 
are "picked up" by the plasma flow. Continuous decelera
tion of the solar wind flow by mass loading is possible 
only up to a certain point at which the mean molecular 
weight of the plasma particles reaches a critical value. At 
this point a weak shock forms and impulsively decelerates 
the flow to subsonic velocities. The cometosheath is lo
cated between the cometary shock and the magnetic field 
free region in the innermost coma. The plasma population 
in the cometosheath is a changing mixture of ambient solar 
wind and particles picked up upstream and downstream of 
the shock. Near the nucleus ion-neutral chemistry and re
combination starts to become more and more important. In 
the inner coma, an "ionopause" or "diamagnetic cavity 
boundary," separates the solar wind controlled magnetized 
plasma from the magnetic field free cometary ionosphere, 
the diamagnetic cavity. Deep inside the diamagnetic cavity 
the cometary plasma and the neutral gas are very strongly 
coupled by ion-neutral collisions, and they move radially 
outward with the same expansion velocity. See Figure 2. 

3. SATELLITE ATMOSPHERES AND IONOSPHERES 
WITHIN PLANETARY MAGNETOSPHERES 

The nature of the atmospheres and ionospheres of Jupi
ter's natural satellites Io and Europa have been treated in 
chapters III.2 and III.3. Their interactions with their sur
rounding radiation, and particles and fields environments 

Fast Solar Wind (Y=0 Plar 
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Figure 2. Comet Ionosphere Interaction with the Solar Wind. 
Shown is a plot of plasma flow streamlines (white) 
superimposed on a color plot of Mach number. The 
boundaries of the contact surface and diamagnetic cavity are 
indicated. 

are very active fields of study. Various frameworks, de
pending on different regime-dependent approaches have 
been adopted in recent years, with the hope of understand
ing the basic global structure of the atmospheres, and their 
interactions with solar radiation and with the Jovian 
plasma torus environment. 

3.7. Europa's Interaction with Jupiter's Magnetosphere 
Recent theoretical work on the atmosphere/ionosphere of 

Europa has been done using diffusive photochemical and 
energy-balance models. Being constrained by the observa
tions of Hall et al [1995] and Brown [1996], Ip [1996] 
have made ID-spherical calculations that predict a lower 
atmosphere with a moderate exponential scale height and 
an extended corona. Saur et al [1998] performed a study 
of 3D aspects of the interaction of Jupiter's plasma torus 
with Europa's atmopshere. They adopted multiple ID hy
drostatic-type diffusive profiles for the atmosphere and ac
count for chemistry and energy balance and the impacting 
plasma torus. They solved for the effects of currents and 
electric fields assuming a constant and uniform magnetic 
field. The recent flybys of Europa by the Galileo orbiter 
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indicate the presence of an ionosphere [Kliore et al., 1997], 
roughly consistent with expectations from the O detection, 
and a disturbed local magnetic field [Kivelson et al., 1997; 
Neubauer 1998] which could be accounted for by an intrin
sic field or an induced field. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the main results of the simulations 
of Galileo's E4 Europa flyby by Kabin et al. [1999b]. It 
was found that the best agreement with observations of 
Kivelson et al. [1997] and Gurnett et al. [1998] can be ob
tained by assuming a total mass loading rate of 7 x 10 2 5 

0 2

+ ions per second [Kliore et al,. 1997]. The best agree
ment with observations was obtained when mass-loading 
was constrained to the ram side, assuming that the domi
nant ionization mechanism is electron impact [Kliore et 
al, 1997]. Mass loading alone was able to account for the 
observed signature in B z , while reproducing the B x and B y 

signatures required the inclusion of an intrinsic magnetic 
dipole of 65 nT along the y axis. This intrinsic magnetic 
field is consistent with the presence of a subsurface ocean 
[Khurana et al, 1998; Neubauer 1999; Zimmer et al, 
2000] which would produce an induced intrinsic field in 
the (x, y) plane with B y being the major component 
[Khurana et al., 1998]. However, the induced magnetic 
field deduced by [Khurana et al, 1998] is somewhat larger 
than this "best fit". This work required adopting a 20° ro
tation of the upstream torus flow toward the direction of 
Jupiter. A recent paper by Paranicas et al. [2000] sug
gests that this might not be a property of the actualy bulk 

flow of the torus ions but simply a local effect such as that 
which results from the electric field rotation in electrody-
namic simulations [Saur et al, 1998]. 

x 

Figure 3. Comparison of measured and simulated densities, as 
well as simulated speed and temperature profiles along the 
Galileo E4 flyby trajectory. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of measured and simulated magnetic 
field vectors (solid lines) along the Galileo E4 flyby 
trajectory. 

A later two-species MHD calculation for the plasma in
teraction near Europa has most recently been done by Liu 
et al. [2000]. In this calculation the impacting plasma to
rus ions (dominated by 0 + + , S + + , and represent one 
species and the local pickup ions (dominated by 0 2*) are 
the other. The model parameters and form were otherwise 
similar to those of [Kabin et al, 1999b]. One difference is 
that with the choice of two species there was freedom to be 
able to better estimate electron density because of the dif
ferent mean charge states of the ambient torus ions ( = 2) 
and the local pickup ions ( = 1). Furthermore, the results 
of the Galileo Plasma Science instrument [Paterson et al, 
1999] appeared in the literature in the intervening time. 
Figures 5 - 7 show the results of the comparison of various 
Galileo particles and fields instrument measurements dur
ing the E4 flyby with the two-species MHD calculations of 
Liu et al. [2000]. 

The agreement with the measured electron density data 
from the plasma wave instrument is quite good. Two 
density peaks in the wake region correspond to the closest 
approach and the center of the true corotation wake. These 
peaks consist mainly of 0 2

+ . The ambient plasma torus 
ions actually show a small minimum density inside the 
wake, consistent with calculations of flow past an obstacle 
when there is no mass-loading. See, for example, the first 
reference Io model by Combi et al. [1998a], who consid
ered a perfectly conducting sphere and no mass-loading. 
An essentially empty wake resulted. The ion speed in 
Figure 6 shows approximately the correct qualitative be
havior; however, the model produces more of a velocity 
decrease in the wake. Similarly the temperature shows the 
right qualitative structure; however, the model considers 
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Figure 5. The calculated number densities and the observed 
electron density along the Galileo E4 flyby. The dashed line 
at the bottom gives the moclel density of the upstream plasma 
torus ions, and the dash-dot line gives the modeled density of 
the pickup ions. The electron density is constructed assuming 
the average charge state of the ambient torus ions is 2, while 
that for the pickup 0 2

+ ions is one. The model electron density 
(solid line) with that inferred from the plasma wave 
measurements of Gurnett et al. [1998] (open circles). 

total plasma temperature which effectively has contribu
tions from both ion populations and electrons, whereas the 
observations are only of the ions. In this regime of the 
plasma torus the total electron temperature is uncertain, but 
it is believed that there is an important contribution from a 
population of high energy electrons which is non-
negligible toward the total plasma pressure. For this rea
son the plot also compares twice the measured ion tempera
ture with the MHD plasma temperature. Again the struc
ture with three maxima is qualitatively reproduced. 

Lastly, the comparison with the Galileo magnetometer 
measurements in Figure 7 is also quite good. The ap
proach of Kabin et al. [1999b] and Liu et al. [2000] has 
been to leave the magnitude and orientation of the internal 
Europa magnetic field as a free parameter and use the com
parison with the data to converge to the best "fit," rather 
than assuming from the beginning that an internal induced 
field from a sub-surface ocean was responsible. The mag
nitude and direction of the magnetic field in both of these 
studies, is in fact consistent with this picture of the in
duced internal field picture suggested by Khurana et al. 
[1998] and Neubauer [1999], providing an independent 
confirmation. 

3.2. Io's Interaction with Jupiter's Magnetosphere 
Our understanding of the interaction of Io with Jupiter's 

corotating plasma goes back to the discovery of Io-related 
decametric radio emission discovered by [Bigg 1964] and 
the unipole inductor model which was introduced to ex
plain it [Goldreich and Linden-Bell, 1969]. The basic 
premise of the unipole inductor picture has recently been 
questioned by Russell and Huddleson, [2000]. There were 
a number of theoretical studies of this interaction during 
the immediate post-Voyager era (sees [Hill 1983] for a 

post-Voyager review). Early theoretical work was often 
done either in the context of a "thin" atmosphere (e.g., see 
Cloutier [1978]) indicative of the surface temperature (—130 
K), or "thick" extended neutral atmosphere (e.g. see Goertz 
[1980]) more indicative of volcanic temperatures (-1000 
K). Subsequent evidence (see the review by Lellouch 
[1996]) seems to indicate a mixed picture of the global at
mosphere, which has a large extended corona like a thick 
atmosphere, but appears to be dominated by local major in
jection of hot (high speed) gas/dust plumes to high alti
tudes but only near active volcanic vents. Therefore, al
though the atmosphere is probably only locally thick, it 
still has a large extended neutral corona which might pro
vide a sufficient source of impact ionization and photoioni
zation to explain the plasma torus. 

Neubauer [1980] presented an analytical model of the 
Alfven standing wave current system which connects cur
rent through the ionosphere of Io. Southwood [1980] exam
ined data from several Voyager instruments and examined 
the possible role of an intrinsic magnetic field for Io as a 
way to retain a robust enough ionosphere, which could 
provide enough conductivity for completing the Io-Jupiter 
current circuit. Several years after Voyager, 3D numerical 
studies of the plasma flow past Io were performed using 
electrodynamic [Wolf-Gladrow et al., 1987] and magneto
hydrodynamic [Linker 1991] approaches. 

The results of the measurements by the particle and field 
instruments on the Galileo Orbiter during the December 
1995 flyby of Io provided new and important information 
with which realistic simulations for the plasma interaction 
can be tested. The JO flyby occurred nearly in the equator 
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Figure 6. Speed and temperature profiles along the E4 flyby. 
The solid lines are the plasma speed (upper panel) and plasma 
temperature (lower panel) from the model results. The circles 
are the ion speed (upper panel and ion temperature (lower 
panel) data of Paterson et al. [1999]. Because the single-fluid 
plasma temperature of the MHD calculation is really the sum 
of the ion and electron temperature, which may be roughly 
comparable in this region of the torus, we show the values 
marked by the stars that are twice the measured ion 
temperature. 
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Figure 7. Magnetic field components along the E4 flyby. The 
solid lines are the results of the model. The circles are the data 
from the magnetometer measurements [Kivelson et al, 1997]. 

plane of Io and perpendicular to a flow wake defined by the 
corotating plasma flow past Io. The spacecraft trajectory 
passed approximately 900 km down-stream of Io (in the 
sense of the plasma torus flow). Along that trajectory 
physical signatures of the wake were seen as a broad de
pression in the magnetic field [Kivelson et al, 1996], 
sharp peaks in the ion [Frank et al., 1996] and electron 
[Gurnett et al, 1996] densities, a slowing of the plasma in 
the core of the wake, a deep ion temperature decrease in the 
center of the wake, and a large (factor of 3) ion temperature 
rise in the flanks of the wake [Frank et al, 1996]. The 
magnetic field perturbation was broader spatially than the 
density peak, and showed a double-reversed structure, 
whereby the perturbation (as defined by the difference from 
the outer Jovian B-field value) was actually weaker right 
near the close-approach point than it was somewhat adja
cent to the center of the wake. 

With the goals to explain the general measured features 
from Galileo and to probe important properties of the inter
action of the plasma torus with Io's neutral atmosphere and 
ionosphere, there have been recent efforts to improve and 
extend the pre-Galileo simulations both in terms of the 
MHD [Combi et al, 1998a; Linker et al, 1998; Kabin et 
al, 2001] and the electrodynamic [Saur et al. 1999] ap
proaches. These two approaches are distinguished by the 
physical assumptions which they each do and do not (or in 
some cases, can and cannot) include. 

The single-fluid MHD approach solves a system of 
mass, momentum, energy, and magnetic field conservation 
equations treating the plasma (ions and electrons) as a sin
gle fluid. Thus it can treat the deformation (draping) of 

magnetic field lines around the obstacle (the near Io region) 
and produce reasonably realistic flow geometry in three 
dimensions. The imposed outside (upstream) B-field can 
have any value and orientation with respect to the flow di
rection. However, MHD cannot, at least yet, include the 
effects of realistic conductivities (Hall and Pederson) or 
charge separation effects which are likely to be important 
very close to Io where the neutral densities are large and 
electric potentials can introduce non-symmetric flow 
around the body. They either include constant artificial 
conductivity [Linker et al, 1998] or assume perfect con
ductivity [Combi et al, 1998a], however comparisons of 
the two sets of published results do not indicate that this 
choice has any important consequence. Both MHD ap
proaches address the finite conductivity at the inner bound
ary, either through solutions of Laplace's equation for sim
ple conductivity models inside of Io in the case of Linker 
et al. [1998], or by fixing the B-field inside Io to be the 
time-averaged imposed Jovian field by Combi et al. 
[1998a]. The latter was shown previously by Linker et al. 
[1998] to be the major effect of actually solving Laplace's 
equation inside the inner boundary. The similarity of the 
results of the so-called fixed-boundary model of Combi et 
al. [1998a] and the so-called conducting model of Linker et 
al. [1998] seems to bear out the validity of the simpler ap
proach, as well as the overall consistency of the two nu
merical codes despite their differences in numerical algo
rithms and computational grids. 

Both sets of MHD calculations included mass-loading 
and charge exchange varying spatially as the power law dis
tribution found by Schneider et al. [1991] for sodium. 
Linker et al [1998] presented results for a conducting Io 
with no intrinsic magnetic field as well as for a magnetized 
Io, similar to the vacuum superposition field originally 
suggested by Kivelson et al. [1996]. Kabin et al. [2001] 
considered a somewhat more complicated aspherical neutral 
atmosphere based on a lower atmosphere with an exponen
tial scale height distribution [Wong and Smyth, 2000] in 
addition to an extended power-law distribution from the 
corona, which resulted in some minor improvements. 
Both sets of MHD results produce a cold dense plasma 
wake for nominal levels of mass-loading and charge ex
change. The non-magnetized models produce magnetic 
field perturbations that are similar to the Galileo measure
ments, but none are quite as deep or as broad, and none 
have the reversal of the perrubation (the double-peaked 
structure) in the center of the wake. The magnetized mod
els of Linker et al [1998] produced a broad and deep per
turbation, but not the self-reversal at the center of the wake 
(the double-peak or bite-out). Figures 8 and 9 show a 
comparison of the magnetized model of Linker et al. 
[1998] and the non-magnetized models of Combi et al. 
[1998a] with the measurements. They do not enable a de
finitive statement to be made regarding an intrinsic field. 
A recent review of the later Io flybys still yields similarly 



Figure 8. Comparison of the Mass-Loading Models with 
Galileo Particle and Field Measurements. The magnetic field 
measurements in (a) from Kivelson et al. [1996] and the 
plasma density (b), pressure (c), and temperature (d) from 
Frank et al [1996 obtained from the plasma ion instrument are 
shown with the Combi et al. [1998a] model values. The solid 
lines give the results for the model with mass-loading and 
reflective boundary conditions. The dashed lines give the 
results for the model with mass-loading and fixed boundary 
conditions. 

ambiguous results [Kivelson et al, 2000] in this regard, al
though there is some hope of a conclusive answer from a 
successful polar flyby during the final Galileo extended 
mission. 

None of the standard MHD models have been able to re
produce the factor of three temperature rise in the flanks of 
the wake. This temperature rise is roughly coincident spa
tially with the broadened extent of the magnetic field per
turbation. It was shown by Khurana et al. [1997b] that if 
the temperature increase were simply added in an ad hoc 
manner, it would account for all or most of the broadened 
extent of the magnetic field perturbation. In addition to 
including a more complicated neutral atmosphere distribu
tion (as already mentioned), Kabin et al. [2001] also in
cluded deposition of pickup ions with their local corotation 
plus gyration energy in order to explain the broad magnetic 
field disturbance and the large temperatures in the flanks. 
The results generally verify the contention of Khurana et 
al., 1997b] but do not address the source of the extra en
ergy. It is noteworthy to point out that the simulations of 
Linker et al. [1998] all assume that the ambient (upstream) 
plasma temperature is 200 eV, whereas the calculations of 
Combi et al. [1998a] adopted a plasma temperature 92 eV 
from the measured ion results of Frank et al. [1996]. A 
careful comparison of the measured temperatures to the 
models of Linker et al. [1998] shows that they actually 
have the same small 10% increase of temperature in the 
flanks of the wake as the models of Combi et al. [1998a]. 
This increase is explained by the injection of nearly sta
tionary pick-up ions into the supersonic plasma flow 
[Szego et al., 2000]. The model temperature profile of 
Combi et al. [1998a] matches the Galileo data far from the 
wake (92 eV) and in the center of the wake, but does not 
increase to 300 eV in the flanks of the wake. The model 
temperature profile of Linker et al. [1998], on the other 
hand, is a factor of two too large away from the wake, cuts 
through the increase in the flanks, and then matches the 
cool observed temperatures in the center of the wake. 

The electrodynamic approach Saur et al. [1999] starts 
from the assumptions that the magnetic field is everywhere 
uniform with the local Jupiter dipole value at Io, and that 
the flow is initially perpendicular to this field. The electric 
potential equation is solved in a series of planar cuts per-
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Figure 9. Comparison of simulated data traces from MHD 
computations of plasma flow past Io (gray curves) with the 
Galileo data (black curves). Results are from the magnetized 
model of Linker et al. [1998]. Data from the simulations were 
extracted along the Galileo trajectory for the Io flyby. (a) 
Fractional change in the magnitude of the magnetic field. Note 
the "double-valley" structure in the Galileo data, (b) Plasma 
density, (c) Velocity magnitude, and (d) Temperature. 

pendicular to the magnetic field and through Io. The result
ing flow is restricted from traveling along the magnetic 
field direction although it can be deflected around the ob
stacle within the plane from which it started. Hall and 
Pederson contributions to the conductivity are calculated 
using a neutral atmosphere having a scale height distribu
tion similar to their previous work for Europa [Saur et al., 
1998]. Their conductivity, however, goes to zero at a 
small altitude above the surface. They also include separate 
descriptions for ions and electrons. From the electric field 
described by the conductivity and charge separation, they 
calculated the deflected flow and the magnitude of the per
turbation to the uniform B-field. Their source terms are 
self-consistent, rather than fixed as in the MHD models, 
however, at their present level of their model sophistication 
the magnetic field perturbation could not be fed-back into 
the plasma trajectory calculations self-consistently, so that 
they do not account for where the magnetic field is most 
strongly disturbed. Saur et al. [1999] performed many one-
dimensional path-integral calculations along trajectories de
fined by the electric potential solution to obtain a full 
three-dimensional picture of ion and electron density, ve
locity, and temperature. 

Therefore, both the MHD and electrodynamic approaches 
have their strong and weak points. The high conductivity 
assumptions of the MHD calculations are more appropriate 
farther away from Io and the detailed conductivity calcula
tions of the electrodynamic approach are better closer to 
Io's surface. Another important difference is that because 
the ion motion is restricted to the plane perpendicular to 
the average Jovian magnetic field, the flow in the electro
dynamic approach is essentially incompressible (and inex-
pandable) and therefore cannot collapse in the wake behind 
Io as accomplished in MHD. Therefore, whereas the MHD 
calculations form a dense cold wake similar to the Galileo 
measurements, the approach of Saur et al. [1999] produces 
an empty wake. 

In follow-up work published in his Ph.D. thesis, Saur 
[2000] shows that the combination of their assumed uni
form B-field with their calculated perturbation field, can 
produce a double-peaked structure in their calculated mag
netic field. However, this extra bite-out coincides with the 
location of the empty wake, and it is not clear that the ex
tra bite-out would be present if their calculation produced 
the observed cold, dense wake as is observed and as the 
MHD calculations reproduce. Unfortunately, what was 
stated by Linker et al. [1998] remains true: no simulation 
to date has produced quantitatively and simultaneously all 
features of the Galileo measurements: the dense, cold 
plasma wake, the broad extent and the central bite-out in 
the B-field across the wake, and the large temperature peaks 
in the flanks of the wake. Clearly simulation science has a 
long way to go before being able to address self-
consistently the physically realistic complex nature of this 
coupled system. In the mean time, while acknowledging 
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the strengths and weaknesses of both these and other ap
proaches, much can still be gained by further studies using 
all of these approaches, which are complementary in many 
ways. 

The electrodynamic approach could be generalized to in
clude a realistic nonuniform magnetic field. This, among 
other things, would permit the flow to collapse behind the 
satellite and hopefully produce a realistic dense wake. The 
MHD approach could be generalized to include multiple 
species to account separately for newly deposited pickup 
ions and the background torus ions. Another possible re
finement would be to include parallel and perpendicular 
temperatures (and pressures). It is quite clear that the 
newly deposited ions, either through mass-loading by new 
ions or by charge exchange, are introduced with a ring 
beam distribution. Both MHD and electrodynamic ap
proaches need to better address the range of realistic con
ductivity around Io. In principle the MHD approaches treat 
the plasma to be perfectly conducting [Combi et al, 
1998a]. The equations of Linker et al. [1998] showed an 
ohmic heating term, however it was not included in most 
of the simulations. They did include extra viscous terms 
to capture sharp fronts. The electrodynamic approach, on 
the other hand, assumes more realistic Hall and Pederson 
conductivities at low altitudes. This form of the conductiv
ity goes to zero at finite altitude, rather than asymptotically 
approaching large conductivities dominated by ion-electron 
collisions at high altitudes [Song et al., 2001]. 

3.3. Ideal MHD for Gyration Dominated Plasma at Io 
As discussed above, recent MHD models [Combi et al., 

1998a; Linker et al, 1998] for the interaction of the Jovian 
plasma torus with the tenuous atmosphere of Io reproduced 
many aspects of the December 1995 Galileo Io fly-by 
measurements in the wake, such as the general flow geome
try, the velocity perturbation, the density peak and the 
temperature trough [Frank et al., 1996; Gurnett et al., 
1996b]. Only the intrinsic field model of Linker et al. 
[1998] produced a magnetic field signature approaching the 
breadth measured [Kivelson et al., [1996], and neither re
produced the measured temperature peaks in the flanks on 
either side of the wake [Frank et al., 1996], which ex
ceeded the nearby ~ 92 eV torus values by a factor of 3. 
Combi et al. [1998a] concluded that a process which adds 
energy in the flanks of the wake and/or upstream of the 
wake was required that was not included in the published 
MHD calculations. This was based in part on the sugges
tion by Khurana et al. [1997b] that if a temperature in
crease in the flanks were somehow added, a broader mag
netic field disturbance would naturally result. 

There are some important issues regarding the structure 
of the neutral atmosphere which have been published since 
the previously published MHD models [Combi et al., 
1998a; Linker et al, 1998], and so a new look is war

ranted. In addition, we have reconsidered one of the basic 
model parameters assumed before, the ratio of the specific 
heats, y, which was chosen to be 5/3. It is interesting to 
note that often in cometary and solar-wind pickup ion 
simulations, investigators have noted that in situations 
where the pickup ions remain in pickup ring distributions, 
it can be argued that there are really only two translational 
degrees of freedom because two are effectively tied together 
[Flammer et al, 1991; Ellison et al, 1999]. In this case, 
the appropriate value for y is 2 instead of 5/3. It is quite 
clear from the Galileo magnetometer data that the ion-
cyclotron wave signatures of pickup ions in the wake of Io 
are present. This is caused by the fact that neither colli
sions nor wave-particle instabilities are efficient enough to 
isotropize the distribution functions of particles during the 
time-scale of the plasma interaction near Io. In fact, the 
presence of a wake footprint for Io seen in Jovian aurorae 
[Clarke et al, 1998] more than half-way around Jupiter is 
an indication that particles may remain in a ring-beam dis
tribution far downstream from Io. Although we might de
scribe the background plasma with some thermal energy, it 
is clear that the nature of any magnetized plasma interac
tion is more gyration-like than isotropic in nature. There
fore, following the lead of other problems we explore here 
the effect of using a value for y of 2 instead of 5/3. 

For the first set of new model calculations presented in 
this paper the parameters remain the same as in the previ
ous work of Combi et al. [1998a], except for taking y to 
be 2, and its effect on the Mach number which now also 
becomes 2.0 instead of 2.2. The purpose here is not to 
present a substantially new step, but rather to combine a 
few features from published work to explore possible im
provements in an up-to-date MHD calculation. For this 
case we use the same r"3 5 spatial distribution for mass-
loading and charge exchange as for both previous MHD 
models [Combi et al, 1998a; Linker et al, 1998], where r 
is the distance from the center of Io. The remaining model 
parameters are: 

upstream plasma density = 3500 cm' 3 

upstream plasma temperature = 92 eV 

upstream mean molecular mass = 22 amu 

upstream magnetic field = 1800 nT 

corotation flow speed =56 .8 km s 1 

AlfVen Mach number = 0 . 4 

Mach number = 2 . 0 

ratio of specific heats (y) = 2 
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We use the fixed boundary conditions at Io which corre
spond to setting the plasma density, velocity and magnetic 
field in ghost cells at the inner boundary. A physically-
consistent boundary condition either at Io (or at Jupiter for 
that matter) relates to the magnetic field perturbation via 
finite ionospheric conductivity. We must set values of 
plasma velocity and density and magnetic field at the 
boundary to achieve the desired result. As mentioned 
above, the fixing of an internal B-field at the average Jo
vian field level at Io's location produces the same results as 
assuming a constant finite conductivity inside the inner 
(Io) boundary in the explicit calculations of Linker [1991]. 

We again set the lower Io boundary at an altitude of 150 
km, the plasma density at 10500 cm"3, and the magnetic 
field at the time average value from Jupiter's dipole field at 
Io (1800 nT). In their recent paper Linker et al. [1998] per
formed a similar calculation with a somewhat more com
plicated layered conductivity model inside Io. However, 
the similarity between their conducting model and the 
fixed boundary model (not including the different assumed 
upstream torus plasma temperatures) indicates that the con
ditions at the lower boundary between the two MHD 
groups are in fact reasonably consistent with one another. 
Finally, as before the simulation volume for the new calcu
lation is 900 x 600 x 600 Ri 0 , and there are 9 levels of re
finement and 92,000 cells with sizes ranging from 0.1 Ri 0 

near Io to 50 Ri 0 far upstream and downstream. 
The change of y to two seems to provide a natural 

mechanism to explain at least some of the previous model-
measurement differences, namely the temperature peaks on 
either side of the flanks of wake. The previous fixed-
boundary model produced not only a density peak and 
temperature drop in the center of the wake and the general 
velocity field, but also a deeper magnetic field disturbance 
and a large increase in the temperature in the flanks of the 
wake, as shown by the thin solid lines in Figure 10. Also 
shown are the previous results [Combi et al., 1998a] indi
cated by the dashed lines. The mass-loading and charge-
exchange rates are the same as the previous result. We 
make no attempt to improved the fit of the density peak by 
lowering the mass-loading but simply show what the effect 
is of changing y. 

3.4. Mass-Loading by a More Realistic Neutral Atmosphere 
We also address here the spatial distribution of the mass 

loading and friction terms by incorporating a more realistic 
neutral atmosphere distribution. Essentially this combines 
the most realistic features of the extended neutral corona 
adopted in the MHD simulations [Combi et al., 1998a, 
Linker et al., 1998] with the scale height distribution of in 
lower atmosphere used in the electrodynamic simulation of 
[Saur et al., 1999] and some recent atmosphere models. 

The r"3 5 spatial distribution for the ion mass-loading and 
charge exchange (friction) terms, which was adopted for the 

Figure 10. Comparison of Io MHD models results with Galileo 
measurements. Shown is a comparison of Galileo PLS [Frank et 
al, 1996] data and MAG [Kivelson et al., 1996] (the open 
circles) with originally published (dashed lines) results 
[Combi et al., 1998a], the same spatial model with y = 2 (thin 
solid lines), and a two-component atmosphere model with y = 

2 (thick solid lines). The two top panels give the plasma 
density and temperature, and the bottom three give the 
magnetic field components. 

MHD simulations from the sodium eclipse measurements 
[Schneider et al., 1991], underestimates the expected rise 
in neutral density near Io. Models for the neutral atmos
phere consist of a dense surface atmosphere near the surface 
temperature (115-130K), and the corresponding scale height 
of only - 12 km [Summers et al., 1996; Wong and John
son, 1996, Wong: and Smyth, 2000]. In this region (which 
MHD models do not resolve anyway) there is not substan-
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tial ionization. At increasing altitudes, of importance for 
understanding the plasma interaction, the scale height in
creases to eventually to values on the order of 100-200 km. 
At still larger distances a partially escaping corona forms 

with a power-law distribution like the sodium distribution 
as modeled by Smyth and Combi [1997]. To model the 
overall plasma interaction, a spatial profile was adopted 
which is consistent with these neutral atmosphere meas
urements and models. In particular, a scale height form for 
the near-surface atmosphere was chosen to be relevant for 
the altitudes that can be resolved by the computation grid 
and that merge into a power-law for higher altitudes. 

In the region from 1.4 to 7 Ri 0 a power-law distribution, 
varying as r"3 5 was found for the observations of the neutral 
sodium corona by Schneider et al [1991]. However, be
cause the bulk of the neutral corona does not consist of so
dium, but rather the major S 0 2 byproducts, S and O, the 
earlier r"3 5 distribution may not be appropriate for the bulk 
constituents. The models of Smyth and Combi [1997], 
which reproduce the sodium corona measurements of 
Schneider et al. [1991], correspond to the non-thermal ki
netic escape mechanism of Sieveka and Johnson [1984] 
with an most probable upward flux velocity of 0.5 Ion s"1. 
Sodium has an ionization potential of only 5.1 eV, and in 

typical plasma torus conditions has a lifetime against elec
tron impact ionization that is a factor of 2 to 8 shorter than 
for S and O, which have ionization potentials of 10.36 and 
13.62 eV, respectively. Accounting for the difference in 
the relative loss of upwardly moving Na atoms compared 
with the average of S and O implies that the bulk corona 
density (as opposed to just the trace amounts of neutral so
dium) should decrease with increasing distance as r 2 5 

rather than the steeper r"3 5 for Na. Such a distribution is 
also consistent with some very recent Hubble Space Tele
scope measurements by Wolven et al. [2001, in press] of 
the UV emission by atomic S and O. 

Therefore, we have adopted a new form for the radial de
pendence of the mass-loading and charge-exchange rates to 
be A exp(-z/H) + B r"2'5, where A and B are constants ad
justed during model-data comparison, z is the altitude, r is 
the distance from the center of Io, and H is an effective 
scale height set to 114 km for the region in question. As 
before, the corona is cut-off at 7 Io radii from the center of 
Io. We adjust only one extra free parameter compared with 
previous MHD models, the relative contributions from the 
lower atmosphere and the extended corona, with the transi
tion being around 2600 km from the center of Io, and 
loosely corresponding to the atmospheric exobase. Ther 
inner Io boundary has been moved from 150 km above Io 
down to the surface, and three more levels of refinement 
were added making the size of the computational cells 
about 22 km near the surface and raising the total number 
of cells to about 150,000. 

In Figure 10 the Galileo PLS and MAG measurements 
are compared with the fixed-boundary model of Combi et 

al. [1998a], that model but with y = 2, and the two-
component atmosphere model with y = 2. The two-
component model reproduces the combination of magnetic 
field, plasma density and temperature better than either 
published MHD modeling attempts. The somewhat ele
vated temperatures in the flanks of the wake result from a 
combination of the use of y = 2 and the adjustment of the 
lower and upper atmosphere components. As before the 
velocity flow field does not change appreciably between 
the models, which appears essentially the same as shown 
by Combi et al. [1998a]. 

The total fresh ion mass-loading rate and the charge ex
change rate, which contributes to the momentum and en
ergy friction terms, is 1.2 X 10 s" . The relative contribu
tions from the inner atmosphere and outer corona are in the 
ratio of 15 to 1. The new outer corona contribution is 
smaller than the previous model results. The velocity of 
ions is again similar to previous results, the variation of 
which matched the measurements by Frank et al. [1996]. 
The asymptotic velocity increase to corotation down the 
wake is similar to the values from the radio occultation 
measurements [Hinson et al, 1998] obtained in July 1997. 
These imply that the flow in the wake accelerates from 

near 30 km s"1 at around 2 Ri 0 to nearly corotational speeds 
by only 5 to 7 Ri 0 down the wake. On the other hand, ob
servations of the footprint of the wake of Io by Clarke et 
al. [1998], which is weakly present even half-way around 
the orbit of Io (hundreds of RiQ), have been interpreted as 
indicating a persistence of subcorotational flow far down 
the wake. 

The reversal of the magnetic field disturbance at the cen
ter of the wake [Kivelson et al, 1996] is still not repro
duced; the magnetic field disturbance in B z is still not 
broad enough; and the temperature peaks in the flanks are 
not extended spatially enough. However, with the modi
fied neutral atmosphere distribution, the new model results 
do provide small temperature peaks and at least an inflec
tion point and a flat distribution in B z at the right loca
tions. There are a number of possible explanations, which 
new measurements and modeling studies might provide. 
The first would be an intrinsic magnetic field at Io. The 
124 flyby of Io [Linker et al, 1999a] is inconclusive re
garding an intrinsic field, and unfortunately the failure of 
the 125 flyby will not yield the anticipated conclusive 
measurements. It is possible that the recently announced 
flyby in the last extended Galileo mission phase may 
eliminate that as a viable explanation. The spatial character
istics of the mass-loading and charge exchange source rates 
may just be complicated. None of the MHD calculations 
include a self-consistent ionization source which is based 
on electron impact ionization of a given neutral atmos
phere. More realistic simulations could also involve lati
tudinal and/or longitudinal variations, or irregular (vol
canic) atmospheric distributions. Finally, the inclusion of 
other physical processes in simulations, such as those as-
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sociated with the expected pressure anisotropy, multi-
species effects, electron beams, currents, other non-
equilibrium or kinetic effects, or other energy sources 
[Kabin et al, 2001; Khurana et al, 1997b] might be re
quired to substantially improve the agreement between 
models and data. 

3.5. The Interaction of Titan with its Plasma Environs 
Titan possesses a dense local atmosphere [Kuiper, 1944; 

Lindal et al, 1983] which in the presence of an exterior 
magnetized plasma flow necessarily results in a strong and 
complicated interaction. Significant efforts have been in
vested into modeling Titan's upper atmosphere and iono
sphere. These are discussed in chapters I.I., 1.2 and 1.3 of 
this monograph. Titan is also an interesting because it 
spends a large fraction of its orbit inside the Saturnian 
magnetosphere and a smaller part outside it, in the solar 
wind. This occurs when the solar wind flux is large and 
the Saturnian bow shock is pushed closer to the planet. 
Therefore, the plasma environment around Titan can vary 
considerably. During the Voyager 1 encounter, Titan was 
clearly inside Saturn's magnetosphere. 

Voyager 1 was the only spacecraft to visit the vicinity of 
Titan, having a closest approach on 12 November 1980 of 
2.7 Titan radii from the center of Titan. These are the only 
magnetic field and plasma data available to the scientific 
community until Cassini has its first flyby of Titan in 
2004. These measurements show a strong interaction be
tween Titan and Saturn's magnetospheric plasma [Ness et 
al,. 1982; Hartle et al,. 1982]. The measurements and 
later analysis [Neubauer et al, 1984] suggest that Titan's 
magnetotail was produced by the draping of corotating 
magnetospheric field lines about Titan's ionosphere. The 
Satumward aberration of the wake was ascribed to a devia
tion of the corotational flow by about 20° from tangential. 
An asymmetry in the magnetic field strength was explained 
by the fact that the solar direction was at a large angle from 
the incident plasma flow, producing an inbound/outbound 
difference coincident with the dayside/nightside hemi
spheres. Neubauer et al. [1984] suggested that the differ
ence is related to two different magnetic field-line draping 
regimes associated with light and heavy ions. 

A number of comparisons were made between Titan and 
the classical induced (comet-like) magnetosphere of Venus 
[Kivelson and Russell, 1983; Veregin et al, 1984; 
Luhmann et al, 1991]. While the wake structure of Titan 
is similar to that of Venus, it must be remembered that the 
flow upstream of Titan is sub-AlfVenic in Saturn's magne
tosphere whereas it is always super-Alfvenic at Venus. In 
the last few years, encouraged by computational and nu
merical advances and by the interest renewed by the up
coming Cassini missions a number of numerical simula
tion studies have been undertaken. 

Modeling Titan's interaction with the Saturn magneto
sphere, or the solar wind, is complicated by the fact that 

the validity of a fluid approach is questionable. Fluid de
scriptions (like ideal MHD) are only rigorously applicable 
in situations where the conductivity is high, the plasma pa
rameter (number of charged particles in a Debye sphere) is 
large, the ion gyroradius is small compared to the typical 
length scale of the problem and characteristic speeds (sonic 
speed and Alfven speed) are much less than the speed of 
light. For Titan the only of these criteria that possibly be
comes questionable is the gyroradius, which for a thermal 
N + ion is 2.25 RTitan. For the much lighter H + , the gyrora
dius is only 0.16 R^an- Far from Titan, this is not an is
sue, as long as computational cells are larger than gyrora
dius. However, close to Titan, both the plasma speed and 
temperature decrease (at ~ 1.2 Rutan they are about a factor 
of four smaller than upstream values) while the magnetic 
field intensity is about a factor of two larger near the front 
stagnation point. This yields about an order of magntitude 
decrease in the gyroradius near the planet, keeping the 
conditions closer to the realm of ideal MHD. Luhmann 
[1996] further suggested that wave-particle interactions and 
plasma instabilities would also tend to decrease gyroradius. 

Cravens et al. [1998] produced very useful three-species 
2-D calculations of the plasma flow past Titan. The calcu
lation successfully reproduced several main features of Ti
tan's magnetospheric interaction, however, as in any 2-D 
model, it missed a number of important essentially 3-D ef
fects. Ledvina and Cravens [1998] presented the first 3-D 
single-fluid calculations, where Titan was approximated as 
a region of high plasma density surrounded by an ion-
producing shell. They used a nonuniform structured Carte
sian grid with the small cell size of 0.1 R-ntan at the surface 
of Titan and with upstream conditions imposed at 10 Rutan 
from the satellite. Their simulations produced a narrow 
wake and Alfven wings, which are features detected by 
Voyager or expected from theoretical consideration. This 
and subsequents simulations found ion mass-loading rates 
on the order of 10 2 5 s"1. Intercomparison of variations be
tween models, in this regard, is complicated by differences 
in the models' inner boundary conditions, computational 
cell resolution, and number and classes of species. 

Kabin et al. [1999] presented results for a 3-D single-
fluid calculation making use of their adaptive grid numeri
cal scheme which simultaneously included finer resolution 
near Titan as well as a much larger simulation domain. 
Their simulations included a well resolved central body 
and the better numerical method and computational grid 
was able to reveal more detailed structures in the magneto
spheric interaction. Kabin et al [2000] introduced a model 
with an internal magnetic field, which they suggested rep
resented the induced field created by the ionosphere and 
which was able to better represent asymmetric aspects of 
the Voyager data. They also considered the effects of 
asymmetric mass-loading. Subequently, Kopp et al. 
[2001] argued that nonsymmetric mass-loading similar to 
that of Kabin et al. [2000] can be used to model the effects 
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of the large ion gyroradius in a fluid description. The 
model of Kopp et al. [2001] provides an interesting con
nection between fluid and kinetic approaches. Another ex
ample of a combination of fluid and particle description is 
a work by Ledvina et al. [2000]. They have calculated the 
trajectories of the pickup ions in the prescribed magnetic 
field obtained from their earlier MHD simulation. 

There have been two most recent simulations one in 
MHD and the other a hybrid simulation. The first is a 
multi-species MHD simulation by Nagy et al. [2001], 
which separately accounts for three generic srjecies, light 
(e.g., H + , H 2

+ , H 3

+ ) , medium (e.g., N + and CH 3 ) and heavy 
(N 2

+ , and HCNH + ) . This permits the effects of exospheric 
mass loading, chemiscal reactions and ion-neutral colli
sions to be treated. It reproduced the global features (mag
netic barrier, magnetotail and distributions of the major 
ionospheric species) and implied an escape flux of major 
ionospheric (heavy) species to be 6.5 X 10 2 4 s"1. The other 
is a full hybrid simulation, like those discussed by Brecht 
[chapter II.3], which has been performed by Brecht et al. 
[2000]. The hybrid simulation accounts for particle ions 
and fluid electrons in addition to computing the magnetic 
field. It includes a similar grouping of species classes. Al
though this approach is better justified for Titan, it is also 
unfortunately more computationally expensive, so as with 
the case of Io above, there are always trade-offs in compar
ing one simulation method to another. 

The hybrid simulations of Brecht et al. [2000] quite 
naturally produced an asymmetic plasma flow around Ti
tan, something that is not possible with the ideal MHD 
simulations. This is produced by the inclusion of Hall 
terms enabled by the explicit inclusion of finite gyroradius 
microphysics. However, the general scale of the larger dis
turbance created by Titan's ionosphere and mass-loading is 
actually quite similar to the MHD simulations. 

4. FINAL COMMENTS 

The title of the paper by Cloutier et al. [1978], which 
we have cited elsewhere in this review, is "A cometary 
ionosphere model for Io." This clearly portends the subse
quent scientific and methodological connections between 
planetary satellites and comets in the space science litera
ture. In fact the reference sections of papers in both fields 
show clearly that each field benefits from the contributions 
of observers, experimentalists, and theoreticians from the 
other. Here we have presented a review of the many com
mon properties, features and modeling approaches of the 
tenuous atmospheres, ionospheres, and outer radiation, 
fields and particles environs of comets and outer planet sat
ellites. Although much progress has been made in under
standing global structures and local measurements, there is 
much work to do in terms of fundamental theoretical mod
eling of the combination of global morphologies with local 

microphysics. As computation power continues to advance 
during the near future it will be more and more possible to 
incorporate complicated detailed physical processes in our 
models. The challenge will be to stay at the forefront, 
constantly stretching computational capabilities, in order to 
improve our understanding of these fascinating subjects. 
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PART III. CHEMISTRY, ENERGETICS AND DYNAMICS 

Perhaps more so than in any other part of this monograph, the following chapters epitomize the remark

able breadth of sub-disciplines required to achieve a comprehensive understanding of aeronomic systems. 
A neutral atmosphere is a vibrant entity. If dense and long-lived, it experiences tides and waves. It absorbs 

not only solar energy but also tons of meteoritic input each day. Still, at high altitudes it can escape from 

even strong gravitational fields. For bodies without a "permanent" atmosphere, solar photons, solar wind 

and meteors produce one daily via a blend of surface sputtering processes. 

The role of the Sun's energy-once optimistically called "the solar constant"-is clearly the primary driv

ing force, and its variable nature remains a research focus of fundamental importance to aeronomy. 

Laboratory measurements of chemical reaction rates provide the complementary tool needed for quantita
tive modeling of atmospheric systems. Like the twins in Gemini, solar input and chemical kinetics are hand

in-hand key players in any attempt to portray the nature of aeronomic systems. (Image courtesy M. 
Mendillo.) 
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Wave Coupling in Terrestrial Planetary Atmospheres 

Jeffrey M. Forbes 

Department of Aerospace Engineering Sciences, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, USA 

The roles of gravity waves and tides in coupling lower and upper atmo
sphere regimes, and determining mean thermal and wind stuctures, are com
pared and contrasted for Earth, Mars and Venus. On Earth, gravity waves 
close and reverse the mean mesospheric jets and force a circulation in the 
meridional plane that drives the high-latitude summer mesopause (~90 km) 
to temperatures ~130K, much colder than radiative equilibrium values. Mi
grating and nonmigrating tides combine to dominate the meteorology of the 
80-150 km height region. On Mars, nonmigrating tides assume even greater 
importance due to the extreme topography in the forcing region, and they 
induce longitudinal variations in density between 100 and 150 km that af
fect aerobraking operations. Under enhanced dust loading in the Southern 
Hemisphere, a thermally-direct Hadley cell (augmented by momentum flux 
divergences due to dissipating thermal tides) provides sufficient subsidence 
heating to explain the anomalously warm temperatures observed over the 
winter pole. The dynamical effects of gravity waves in the atmosphere of 
Mars have yet to be studied in earnest. On Venus, thermal tides play an key 
role in maintaining superrotation of the atmosphere near the cloud tops (ca. 
65km), and deceleration of the circulation at higher levels. Similar to Mars' 
dusty atmosphere, a thermally direct Hadley cell and momentum flux diver
gences due to dissipating tides and other waves act in concert to determine 
the zonal mean wind and temperature distribution of Venus' atmosphere 
between 65 and 100 km. The specific contributions of gravity waves, Kelvin 
waves and forced Rossby waves remain to be determined, however. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Planetary atmospheres are rotating stratified fluids, 
and thus support a variety of wave motions. Waves of
ten represent an important mechanism for transporting 
energy and momentum from one point to another in an 
atmosphere. Some of the relevant mechanisms are il
lustrated in Figure 1. Gravity or buoyancy waves are 
excited in lower atmospheres by flow over topography, 
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convective activity, and shear instabilities. Periodic ab
sorption of solar radiation forces thermal tides at sub-
harmonics of a solar day. Longer-period waves can be 
excited by instabilities in the mean flow, by temporal 
variations in convective activity (latent heating), and 
sometimes arise as resonant atmospheric oscillations. 
Many of the above waves are capable of propagating 
to higher altitudes where they undergo dissipation and 
deposit heat and momentum into the mean flow. 

Several works exist which compare various types of 
waves in the atmospheres of Earth, Mars and Venus. 
Seiff et al. [1992] provide a comprehensive review from 
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200 Vertical Wave Coupling in the Atmospheres of 
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Figure 1. Schematic of various processes related to wave coupling between the lower and upper atmo
spheres of Earth, Mars and Venus. 

an observational perspective. Lindzen [1970] discusses 
the implications of classical t idal theory for each of 
these planets. Mayr et al. [1992] compare the prop
erties and propagation characteristics of thermospheric 
gravity waves due to both in-situ and lower-atmosphere 
sources. Imamura and Ogawa [1995] compare the effects 
of CO2 radiative damping on the vertical propagation 
of internal gravity waves in the atmospheres of Ear th , 
Mars and Venus. Leovy [1982] assesses the contribution 
of thermal tides to maintenance of homopause levels in 
these atmospheres. Bougher et al. [2000] (also refer
ences therein) comparatively examine the thermal tides 
excited in-situ in the thermospheres of Ear th , Mars and 
Venus. Thus, it is recognized tha t there exists a degree 
of similarity between the types of waves tha t exist in 
the atmospheres of the so-called "terrestrial" planets. 
As we shall see, waves also serve to determine the mean 
structures of these planetary atmospheres in analogous 
fashions. 

The primary purpose of this chapter is to form a 
comparative planetary perspective on the role of waves 

in determining the thermal and wind structures in the 
atmospheres of Ear th , Mars and Venus. Emphasis is 
placed on the vertical coupling between lower and up
per atmospheric regimes of these planets, and on phys
ical mechanisms. Since vertically propagating gravity 
waves and thermal tides (actually, a special class of 
gravity waves) are so important to vertical coupling, 
these waves are addressed first in Sections 2 and 3, re
spectively. Moreover, due to the dynamic similarity be
tween Ear th and Mars, Sections 2 and 3 are mainly 
confined to these planets. Our knowledge of Rossby 
waves and normal modes for Mars and Venus is not as 
well developed, and these waves tend to be secondary in 
importance to gravity waves and tides in terms of verti
cal coupling. Therefore, relatively little at tention is de
voted to these waves. Wi th this background in place, we 
then discuss in Section 4 how various wave types serve 
to couple atmospheric regions on Venus. Throughout, 
we briefly expose the reader to related information for 
the giant planets. The chapter concludes with a sum
mary of outstanding problems. 
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2. G R A V I T Y W A V E S O N E A R T H A N D M A R S 

2.1. General Theory and Relation to the Mean 
Structure of Earth's Atmosphere 

In the following, the basic concepts of internal grav
ity wave propagation and interactions with the mean 

flow are developed with minimal reliance on equations. 
More complete and mathematical developments, all fo
cused on Ear th , may be found in Andrews et al. [1987], 
Lindzen [1990] and McLandress [1998]. 

Gravity waves are waves tha t have the buoyancy force 
(inherent in a stratified fluid) as the restoring force. De
pending on wavelength and the background thermal and 
wind structure, gravity waves may be t rapped or verti
cally propagating. The former are called external waves 
and the latter, which potentially couple different regions 
of the atmosphere, are internal gravity waves (IGWs). 
IGWs are often generated by vertical displacement of 
the atmosphere due to flow over topography or by con
vection, or by shear instability in the background flow. 
Steady flow over topography generates waves with hori
zontal phase speeds c = 0 with respect to the planetary 
surface. Time variations in excitation mechanisms pro
duce waves tha t have nonzero phase speeds (generally 
tens of ras-1) with respect to the surface. However, 
as we will see below, the more relevant phase speed is 
with respect to the mean flow (u), c-u , called the in
trinsic phase speed. There are several "theorems" of 
IGW propagation [Eliassen and Palm, 1961] tha t gov
ern the ability of waves to couple different atmospheric 
regimes. In the absence of dissipation and heating, the 
vertical flux of energy p'w' associated with an IGW (or 
packet of IGWs) is related to the vertical flux of net 
horizontal momentum (pou'w') according to: 

p'w' = (c — U)PQU'W' (1) 

where p',w',u' are the perturbat ion pressure, vertical 
and eastward wind speeds, and p0 is the backgound 
density. An upward-propagating wave ( p'w' > 0 ) car
ries eastward(westward) momentum if the phase speed 
is eastward(westward) with respect to the mean flow or 
c > u (c < u ) , respectively. Furthermore, the "nonin
teraction theorem" states tha t for steady-state IGWs 

— (PQU'W') — 0 for u^c (2) 
dz 

In other words, the waves do not interact with the mean 
flow. However, if u = c (at a "critical level"), then the 
mean flow absorbs the wave and this serves as a barrier 
to vertical propagation. From (2), we infer tha t u' and 

w' must grow with height as po~1^2 (in the absence of 
dissipation). 

For IGWs undergoing dissipation, j^(pou'w')^0 and 
momentum carried by the waves is deposited into the 
mean flow. In Ear th ' s atmosphere, wave growth with 
height is such tha t breaking (convective instability) 
of the waves can occur in the mesosphere, continu
ing at "saturation amplitudes" to higher alti tudes un
til acted on by other forms of dissipation (i.e., eddy 
and molecular diffusion) which further damp the wave. 
Thus, IGWs serve to t ranspor t horizontal momentum 
from tropospheric source regions to Ear th ' s upper meso
sphere and lower thermosphere. In order to effect 
change in the mean flow, however, there must be signif
icant anisotropy in the momentum deposited into the 
mean flow (otherwise, for instance, deposited eastward 
and westward momentum would cancel each other) . 
The anisotropy occurs as a result of critical level ab
sorption (mentioned previously) by the mean zonal jets 
characteristic of the middle atmosphere. We now briefly 
describe how this process determines the zonal mean 
thermal and dynamical s t ructure of Ear th ' s mesopause 
region (ca. 80-100 km). 

Consider the terrestrial zonal mean wind s t ructure 
in Figure 2 for the month of June , which is reason
ably representative of N. Hemisphere summer condi
tions. The main features include eastward and west
ward "jets" maximizing near 50-70 km in the S. and 
N. Hemispheres, respectively. Winds of opposite sign 
occur during N. Hemisphere winter, and weaker more 
symmetric eastward jets characterize the equinoctial 
months. Between about 70 and 100 km strong shears 
occur, and the winds go to zero or reverse in direction. 
The deceleration and possible reversal of the jets during 
summer (winter) reflect the removal of most westward 
(eastward)-propagating IGWs by critical level absorp
tion in the main jets below, and the irreversible t rans
fer of eastward (westward) momentum by the dissipating 
gravity waves above 70 km (see Figure 3). 

The dissipation of IGWs in the mesopause region has 
two further consequences. First , it is thought tha t sig
nificant generation of turbulent mixing results from the 
convective instability process. Values of eddy diffusion 
coefficient of order 100-200 m2s~l are often quoted for 
the 80-100 km height region of Ear th [i.e.,Garcia and 
Solomon, 1985], which is consistent with a turbopause 
level (transition from turbulent mixing to molecular 
diffusion-dominated transfer of momentum and heat) 
of order 105 km. This level of mixing is often required 
to bring photochemical models of minor constituents in 
this region of the atmosphere in accord with observa
tional data . 
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Latitude (deg) Latitude (deg) 

Figure 2. Comparison between mean zonal flows for Earth (left) and Mars (right) for typical N. 
Hemisphere summer conditions. The Earth depiction is based on the HWM93 model (Hedin, 1993) 
while that of Mars is based on Bougher et al. (2000) above 100 km and Haberle et al. (1993) below 70 
km. The broken contour lines between 70 and 120 km in the right panel reflect our relative uncertainty 
concerning the wind patterns in this height regime of Mars' atmosphere. Negative (westward) wind 
values are indicated by the dashed contours. Contour units are m s " 1 . 

Another consequence of gravity wave dissipation is 
its impact on the thermal structure of the mesopause 
region. It is well known tha t mesopause temperatures 
(ca. 90 km) are of order 130-160 K at middle to high 
summer lati tudes and 200-220 K in the winter hemi
sphere. This tempera ture gradient is opposite to what 

would exist under radiative equilibrium, and may be 
understood as follows (Lindzen [1981]; see Forbes [1983] 
for an expanded discussion). The divergence of momen
tum flux represents a force on the atmosphere tha t is 
balanced in the steady-state zonal momentum equation 
by a mean meridional flow: 

-/<; » Fx « -— ^(po^7) (3) 
po dz 

where / is the Coriolis parameter and v is the zonal 
mean northward wind. This compensating meridional 
flow is southward (v < 0) in both N. Hemisphere 

summer ( / > 0, Fx > 0) and S. Hemisphere winter 
( / < 0, Fx < 0); in other words, a summer-to-winter 
meridional circulation results. To satisfy continuity in 
the zonal mean meridional plane, this implies upward 
(downward) motions in the summer (winter) and there
fore adiabatic cooling (heating), accounting for colder 
temperatures in summer and a meridional temperature 
gradient opposite to tha t expected on the basis of ra
diative equilibrium. 

The gravity waves carrying much of the momentum 
typically have horizontal wavelengths of order 10's to 
100's of km. Thus, a major par t of the physics occurs 
at sub-grid scales in General Circulation Models of the 
Ear th ' s middle and upper atmosphere, and it has been 
necessary to parameterize these effects. Several param-
eterizations currently exist. These are described in a 
tutorial fashion, and within the context of their per
formance in the Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model 
(CMAM), by McLandress [1998]. 

Earth (June) Mars (Ls=090) 
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Gravity Wave Coupling in Earth's Atmosphere 

Height (km) 

m s 1 

Figure 3. Schematic illustrating exponential growth, wave breaking/saturation, critical-level filtering, 
and deposition of anisotropic zonal momentum above the main zonal jets, leading to jet "closure" or 
"reversal". The IGWs with eastward phase speeds (c > 0) cannot propagating past critical levels (c — u = 
0), whereas westward propagating IGWs (c < 0) carry westward momentum upwards until dissipation 
causes westward momentum to be irreversibly transferred to the zonal-mean zonal wind field. 

2.2. Gravity Waves on Mars 

Gravity waves are an ubiquitous feature of planetary 
atmospheres. Entry probe measurements indicating the 
presence of gravity waves in profiles of temperature and 
density exist for Mars [i.e., Seiff and Kirk, 1977], Venus 
[i.e., Seiff et al, 1980] and Jupiter [i.e., Seiff et al, 
1998]. Occultation measurements of the atmospheres of 
Mars [Hinson et al, 1999], Venus [Hinson and Jenkins, 
1995; i.e., see Figure 10], Jupiter [Veverka et al, 1974; 
French and Gierasch, 1974] and even Neptune [Hinson 
and Magalhaes, 1993; Rouques et al, 1994] similarly re
veal vertical structures most likely at t r ibutable to grav
ity waves. 

On Mars the combinations of extreme topography, 
high surface winds and wind shears, and an intense ther
mal boundary layer suggest strong excitation of gravity 
waves and thereby influences on upper-level circulation 
and thermal s tructure similar to tha t on Ear th . Barnes 
[1990] used a quasi-geostrophic beta-plane model of the 
zonal mean flow and the Lindzen [1981] saturat ion pa
rameterization to est imate the possible effects of IGWs 
on the circulation of the 10-100 km atmospheric region 

of Mars. Numerical simulations were performed for a 
variety of gravity wave parameters and thermal forc
ings of the mean flow, with emphasis on topograph
ically forced stat ionary (c = 0) gravity waves. For 
a reasonable choice of wave parameters , it is shown 
tha t intermediate-scale gravity waves (horizontal wave
lengths between 100 and 1000 km) could break and in
duce a meridional circulation in the winter hemisphere 
with accompanying subsidence heating at polar lati
tudes. Barnes [1990] suggests tha t such heating could 
serve to explain measurements [Deming et al, 1986] in
dicating tha t temperatures between 50 and 80 km at 
winter polar latitudes are far above radiative equilib
rium values. However, as explained below, recent gen
eral circulation model (GCM) simulations suggest tha t 
gravity waves do not play a significant role in explaining 
this phenomenon, in contrast to the mesopause temper
ature anomaly on Ear th . Further, it is important to 
note t ha t s tat ionary gravity waves can only act to de
celerate the jet to u = 0 ; vertically-propagating waves 
carrying westward momentum (c — u < 0) would be 
necessary to reverse the jets . 
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In the summer hemisphere on Mars, zonal mean east
ward winds of up to 10-20 m s " 1 exist below ~ 1 5 km, 
reversing to a westward jet above about 20 km, so tha t 
only waves with large eastward phase speeds can pen
etra te to upper levels. Assuming tha t the forcing for 
such waves is relatively weak (as compared to station
ary IGWs) , Barnes [1990] suggests tha t breaking levels 
probably occur at much higher altitudes than in the 
winter hemisphere. In other words, weak IGWs must 
grow exponentially to much higher altitudes before they 
break. This suggests tha t wave-induced modifications 
of thermal s tructure may occur significantly above 80 
km in the summer hemisphere. 

GCM simulations by Wilson [1997] and Forget et 
al. [1999] benefit from a much higher upper boundary 
(> 100 km) than used in previous GCM studies. During 
N . Hemisphere winter, they show tha t enhanced dust 
loading in the S. Hemisphere can drive a thermally-
direct Hadley cell [Held and Hon, 1980; Schneider, 
1983] with sufficient subsidence heating over the win
ter pole to explain the temperature anomaly. Below 
about 50 km this circulation is momentum-conserving, 
but at higher alti tudes momentum flux divergences as
sociated with dissipation of the thermal tides facilitates 
the pole-to-pole extent of this meridional circulation. 
Thus, it does not appear tha t small-scale gravity waves 
are needed to explain the anomalous winter polar warm
ing of the Mart ian middle atmosphere as originally sug
gested by Barnes [1990]. Further, Forget et al [1999] 
investigate the effects of topographically steady state (c 
= 0) gravity waves on the circulation during N. Hemi
sphere summer hemisphere when the diabatic circula
tion is weaker. Zonal wind differences are of order 20-40 
ms~l and accelerations are of order 20-40 ms~1sol~i, 
i.e., a moderate effect on the overall circulation. (Note: 
1 sol = 1 Mars solar day = 88775.2 s). 

So what, then, do we conclude about the impacts of 
gravity waves on the mean thermal and density struc
ture of Mars ' atmosphere? First, as noted by Forget 
et al [1999], the modeled impact of gravity waves is 
very sensitive to the chosen parameters and therefore 
their results and conclusions should be viewed as pre
liminary. Moreover, it should be reiterated tha t For
get et al [1999] only considered stationary gravity 
waves, and tha t considerable forcing of gravity waves 
with phase speeds between -50 and +50 m s " 1 might 
exist on Mars, as on Ear th . On Ear th , it appears tha t 
the shorter-scale IGWs with horizontal wavelengths of 
order 100 km or less carry most of the momentum. Ac
cording to Barnes [1990], intermediate scale waves are 
more relevant on Mars. Thus, within the next decade, 

Mars GCMs may be able to resolve the most important 
gravity waves. It must also be considered tha t molecu
lar diffusion and radiative damping above 100 km may 
be relatively more important than convective instability 
("breaking") for dissipation of gravity waves on Mars. 
Thus, gravity waves may be more relevant to the heat 
and momentum budgets of Mars ' thermosphere than 
mesosphere. Quanti tat ive understanding of the role of 
gravity waves on the mean thermal and wind structure 
of the Mars upper atmosphere requires further exper
imental and modeling efforts wherein the sources and 
gravity wave characteristics are more realistically spec
ified, improved parameterizations are implemented, and 
thermospheric interactions are included. 

3 . T H E R M A L T I D E S O N M A R S A N D E A R T H 

3.1. Basics of Tidal Theory 

Simply put , thermal tides are gravity waves with pe
riods at some fraction of a solar day, and for which 
the sphericity and rotation of the planet cannot be ne
glected. At the beginning of the previous section, we 
alluded to internal (vertically-propagating) and exter
nal (vertically-trapped) gravity waves. Since the former 
class was more relevant to vertical coupling between at
mospheric regions, our attention was therefore focused 
on IGWs. The effects of rotation on gravity waves can 
be illustrated by developing the linearized wave pertur
bation equations for an atmosphere over a rotat ing pla
nar surface [Lindzen, 1971]. This simple mathematical 
exercise demonstrates tha t gravity waves can only prop
agate vertically if the wave frequency is greater than 
the rotat ion rate , i.e., a > f . For the diurnal tide on 
a rotat ing spherical planet, a = Q and / = 2ft sin 0 
where fl = is the planetary rotation ra te and 6 = lat
itude. Hence, a < f poleward of 30° lati tude, and 
a > f equatorward of 30°, implying "propagating-like" 
solutions equatorward of 30°, and "evanescent-type" 
solutions poleward of 30°. This is indeed confirmed 
by a more complete mathematical t reatment [Chap
man and Lindzen, 1970] wherein solutions to Laplace's 
Tidal Equation ("Hough functions") describe the hor
izontal structures of various wave modes for any given 
frequency and zonal wavenumber (i.e., solutions of the 
form exp[i(at + s\)] where a = frequency, t = universal 
time, s = zonal wavenumber, and A = longitude). The 
solution for the sun-synchronous diurnal tide (for which 
s = 1, see below) consists of two series of "modes", a 
series of evanescent (external) modes primarily confined 
to high latitudes, and a series of vertically-propagating 
(internal) modes primarily confined to low latitudes. 
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The degree to which any of these modes is excited in 
the atmosphere depends on how well the latitude dis
tribution of heating projects onto any given mode, and 
moreover, on how well the vertical structure of that 
mode matches the vertical distribution of heating. The 
atmospheric response to heating which projects onto 
trapped modes remains confined to the levels of excita
tion, whereas the response to propagating modes that 
are excited may be felt at considerably higher levels 
in the atmosphere, depending on susceptibility of the 
propagating waves to dissipation. Semidiurnal tides are 
all of propagating character since a > f at all latitudes. 

3.2. Thermal forcing of Atmospheric tides 

Diurnal and semidiurnal atmospheric tides are ther
mally generated on any rotating planet absorbing radi
ation from the Sun. The tidal forcing and subsequent 
atmospheric tidal fields (velocity, density, etc.) may be 
represented by A cos(at + s\-(f>) where A and <f> A are 
latitude-dependent amplitudes and phases and the re
maining variables were defined previously. Rewriting in 
terms of local time t — t^T — ^ we have for the diurnal 
tide: 

Ax cos(QtLT + {s- 1)A - 0i) (4) 

and 

A2 cos(2m L T + (* - 2)A - 0 2 ) (5) 
for the semidiurnal tide. The s = 1 (s = 2) component 
of the diurnal (semidiurnal) tide is that which possesses 
a zonal phase speed equal to the apparent motion of the 
Sun from an observer on the ground. It is these compo
nents, therefore, which are excited by the Sun's radia
tion being absorbed by a longitude-invariant planetary 
atmosphere or surface. They are the so-called migrat
ing components. In this case we have for the migrating 
diurnal tide: 

Aicos (m L T (6) 
and 

A2 cos(2fttLr - <t>2) (7) 
for the migrating semidiurnal tide. The 'migrating' os
cillations (6) and (7) are independent of longitude. 

On Mars, the diurnal cycle of heating occurs by ab
sorption of near-IR solar radiation by C02 and aerosols, 
and short-wave absorption by airborne dust. In addi
tion, visible radiation absorbed by the ground drives a 
large surface temperature oscillation that is transmitted 
radiatively and convectively to the atmosphere. This 
latter process, which dominates the thermal forcing of 

tides in the dust-free Martian atmosphere, is much more 
efficient on Mars than Earth due to the fact that the at
mosphere consists primarily of C02 at a relatively low 
pressure (6 mb as opposed to 1 bar). In Earth's atmo
sphere, thermal excitation of tides occurs primarily via 
insolation absorption by water vapor (0-20 km) in the 
near-IR, ozone (30-60 km) at ultraviolet wavelengths, 
and through latent heating associated with deep con
vection. On both Mars and Earth, EUV radiation 
absorption in the lower thermosphere (ca.100-150 km) 
drives in-situ tidal oscillations that extend throughout 
the thermosphere due to the effects of molecular diffu
sion. Due to the eccentricity of the Martian orbit, solar 
insolation is 44% smaller at aphelion than perihelion. 

The interaction between radiative processes and to
pography, which includes consideration of topographic 
height and roughness, surface thermal inertia and albedo 
is a complicated nonlinear process. To first order, how
ever, it is useful to consider the situation where, as 
the planet is rotating, the transformation of the Sun's 
radiation into thermal energy is modulated by a lon
gitudinally non-uniform atmosphere/planetary surface. 
Figure 4 illustrates such a situation where the surface 
modulation is characterized by zonal wavenumber s = 2, 
which represents an important topographic zonal com
ponent over much of Mars' surface. Figure 4 illustrates 
how the diurnal harmonic of the westward-migrating 
solar radiation interacts with the 5 = 2 component of 
topography to excite westward and eastward propagat
ing diurnal tides with s = 3 and s = -1. Similarly, the 
semidiurnal harmonic of the migrating Sun's solar radi
ation pattern interacts with s = 2 topography to gen
erate westward-propagating (s = 4) and standing (s = 
0) semidiurnal oscillations. The eastward-propagating 
diurnal wave with s = -1 is largely comprised of the so-
called diurnal Kelvin wave1, which is in near-resonance 
in Mars' atmosphere, and as such a significantly ampli
fied response is anticipated. This will be discussed in 
more detail below. 

The s = 3 component of topography is also large on 
Mars. Similar interactions would produce s = -2 east
ward diurnal and s = 1 westward semidiurnal oscilla
tions that are also thought to achieve large amplitudes 
in Mars' thermosphere [Forbes et al., 2001a]. The other 
modes generated, namely the s = 4 westward diurnal 
and s = 5 westward semidiurnal are less likely to be 
important. 

1For a given zonal wavenumber, the Kelvin wave is the gravest 
(most fundamental) symmetric eastward-propagating gravity-type 
mode. 
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Figure 4. Schematic illustrating how solar radiation, in
teracting with topography dominated by zonal wavenumber 
s = 2 on a rotating planet, generates various wavenumber 
diurnal and semidiurnal oscillations which give rise to lon
gitude - dependent ("nonmigrating") tidal oscillations. 

3.3. Thermal Tides on Earth 

On Ear th , the sun-synchronous or migrating compo
nent is dominant , but nonmigrating components also 
make important contributions. Heat sources far from 
the surface and from the influences of topography (i.e., 
UV absorption by ozone between 35-65 km and UV and 
EUV absorption above 90 km) tend primarily to project 
onto the migrating components. The first symmetric 
propagating and t rapped diurnal modes and the first 
symmetric propagating semidiurnal mode capture much 
of the lat i tude s tructure during the equinoxes when the 
heating is most symmetric about the equator. During 
solstices, the symmetric modes are still dominant, but 
added contributions from the first antisymmetric modes 
play a non-negligible role. The efficiency with which a 
mode is excited and the magnitude of atmospheric re
sponse also depend on how well the vertical structure 
of the mode matches tha t of the heating. Tropospheric 
sources are generally about 12-15 km deep, and con
sequently project efficiently onto the vertical s tructure 
of the symmetric diurnal propagating tide which has 
a vertical wavelength of 25-30 km, and less efficiently 
onto the symmetric semidiurnal tide which has a verti
cal wavelength in excess of 150 km. The converse is t rue 
for the deeper ozone insolation absorption tha t tends 
to excite all phases of the diurnal tide resulting in de
structive interference. We will see tha t similar consid
erations apply on Mars, where near-surface migrating 
heat sources primarily excite the diurnal tide, but where 

the semidiurnal tide is preferentially excited in a much 
deeper layer (~0-50 km) when the atmosphere is loaded 
with dust. 

Hagan [1996] studied the comparative effects of t ro
pospheric and strato-mesospheric heat sources on the 
migrating tidal response in the region around 90-120 
km where the upward-propagating tides begin to dissi
pate and achieve their maximum amplitudes. The pre
vailing opinion at the t ime was tha t the contribution 
due to H 2 0 absorption of IR was dominant, due in par t 
(a) to the relatively greater exponential growth experi
enced by this component compared to tha t excited by 
UV absorption by O3 at higher altitudes; and (b) the 
anticipated greater efficiency with which a tropospheric 
heat source would excite the first symmetric diurnal 
propagating mode with vertical wavelength ~ 2 5 km. 
However, Hagan [1996] found the UV-driven component 
to destructively interfere with the IR-driven component 
at the 20-40% level in the lower thermosphere depend
ing on month. Analagous results were obtained for 
the semidiurnal tide, except tha t the tropospherically-
generated component destructively interfered with the 
stratospherically-driven component which had thereto
fore been assumed to dominate. 

Mean winds also affect the vertical propagation of 
atmospheric tides. The fundamental semidiurnal t idal 
mode is latitudinally very broad, with significant ampli
tudes where the mean zonal mesospheric jets are max
imum (see Figure 2), and the zonal phase speed of the 
tide slows considerably. The mean winds introduce dis
tortions into the total semidiurnal response tha t are 
accomodated by secondary excitation of higher-order 
modes tha t grow more rapidly with height than the 
fundamental mode (which becomes evanescent in the 
mesosphere). This process is called "mode coupling" 
[Hong and Lindzen, 1976]. The semidiurnal tidal re
sponse in the lower thermosphere therefore reflects the 
shorter vertical wavelengths (40-60 km) characteristic 
of these higher-order modes [Forbes, 1982]. The diur
nal propagating tide, on the other hand, is confined 
to low latitudes, has a horizontal phase speed (~350-
450 m s " 1 ) greater than the prevailing winds (~20-40 
m s " 1 ) , and is thus much less influenced by the mean 
wind field. 

The diurnal component of tropospheric heating is 
much larger than tha t of the semidiurnal component 
(as would be expected from Fourier decomposition of 
the day-night variation in solar heating), but it is well 
known tha t the surface responses are comparable in 
magnitude (see Figure 5). This circumstance repre
sented a major dilemma in early atmospheric tidal the-
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Figure 5. Contours of annual-average semidiurnal (top) 
and diurnal (bottom) surface pressure amplitudes (daPa) vs. 
longitude and latitude. Contour spacing is 2 daPa starting 
from 2 daPa at the highest latitudes. Adapted from Dai and 
Wang (1999). 

ory [Chapman and Lindzen, 1970]. Figure 5 illustrates 
the annual-mean diurnal and semidiurnal surface pres
sure amplitudes, Si(p) and S2(p), obtained from anal
ysis of a global array of da ta [Dai and Wang, 1999]. 
Both components maximize at low lati tudes where the 
absorption of solar radiation is greatest. Note also the 
greater variability with respect to longitude reflected by 
Si (p) . The S 2 (p ) response is dominated by the migrat
ing semidiurnal tide excited by ozone absorption in the 
stratosphere, which propagates downward from above 
with a very long vertical wavelength. The diurnal tide 
tha t is excited at tha t level is either t rapped or verti
cally propagating with a short vertical wavelength; it 
does not contribute much to Si (p) . The longitude de
pendence of Si(p) reflects the importance of sensible 
heating from the ground, and longitude variations im
posed by the continents and topography. 

The longitude variations depicted in Figure 5 may be 
Fourier analyzed into a set of zonal wavenumbers for 
both the diurnal and semidiurnal components. Each 
zonal wavenumber component consists of a series of 

modes with distinct vertical wavelengths and sensitivi
ties to the mean flow. The lowest order modes appear 
capable of achieving sufficient amplitudes to affect the 
dynamical s ta te of the mesosphere and thermosphere. 
Recent observational [Talaat and Lieberman, 1998] and 
modeling studies, i.e., [Forbes et al, 2001b; Ekanayake 
et al, 1997; Miyahara et al, 1999] point to the presence 
of nonmigrating tidal components with amplitudes of 
order 5-10 K and 10-20 ms~l. The aggregate effect of 
these nonmigrating tides, in combination with the mi
grating (longitude-independent) component of the tides 
discussed previously, is to produce marked longitude 
variations in the tide in the lower thermosphere. The 
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) [Reber et 
al, 1993] has recently provided the type of da t a tha t is 
needed to address this problem. Figure 6 illustrates the 
latitude-longitude distribution of northward wind am
plitudes at 95 km for the month of October, averaged 
over 3 years, reconstructed from westward propagating 
5 = 1 and 5 = 2, standing 5 = 0, and s = -3 eastward-
propagating components obtained from spectral analy
sis and least-squares fitting of the data . These results 
[Forbes et al, 2001c] are based on combined measure
ments by the High-Resolution Doppler Interferometer 
(HRDI) [Hays et al, 1993] Wind Imaging Interferom
eter (WINDII) [Shepherd et al, 1993] instruments on 
UARS. Significant longitude variations in the ampli tude 
of the tide are evident. (Note: a purely migrating tide 
would appear as a series of horizontal lines in Figure 6, 
in keeping with the fact the migrating tide is indepen
dent of longitude.) 

Similar to smaller-scale IGWs, thermal tides eventu
ally break or are dissipated by eddy or molecular diffu
sion at upper levels and deposit their momentum into 
the mean flow. Miyahara [1978]; (see also Miyahara and 
Wu [1989], and references therein) first demonstrated 
tha t dissipation of the diurnal propagating tide can lead 
to formation of a westward jet between about 90 and 
110 km over the equator. Semidiurnal tides represent a 
non-negligible momentum source for the mean flow, but 
the effects are not as pronounced as for the diurnal t ide 
[Miyahara and Wu, 1989; Forbes et al, 1993; Angelats 
i Coll and Forbes, 2001]. 

3.4- Thermal Tides on Mars 

Much of our early knowledge of Mart ian tides devel
oped from surface pressure measurements by the Viking 
1 and Viking 2 landers, and the modeling works tha t en
sued, especially for dusty conditions when the semidiur
nal migrating tide became amplified [Leovy and Zurek, 
1979; Zurek, 1976, 1986; Zurek and Leovy, 1981]. It 
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Figure 6. Contours of diurnal northward wind amplitude 
at 95 km determined from HRDI and WINDII wind mea
surements during 1992-1994 for December months (Forbes et 
al., 2001c). The contours (units of m s " 1 ) are reconstructed 
from westward propagating 5 = 1 and 5 = 2, standing 5 = 
0, and eastward-propagating s = -3 components. 

was also recognized fairly early tha t topography played 
an extremely important role in determining the diur
nal t ide response [Conrath, 1976; Zurek, 1976], and 
tha t dissipation of the tides could strongly influence the 
zonal mean circulation, a t least below 60 km [Hamilton, 
1982; Zurek, 1986; Zurek and Haberle, 1988]. General 
circulation models of Mars ' atmosphere (NASA Ames 
GCM: Haberle et al [1993]; CNRS/LMD: Forget et 
al [1999]; N O A A / G F D L : Wilson and Hamilton [1996] 
and observations from Mars Global Surveyor [Banfield 
et al, 2000; Hinson et al, 2000] have significantly ad
vanced our knowledge of global atmospheric tides on 
Mars. Wilson and Hamilton [1996] in particular pro
vide an excellent summary of our current knowledge of 
Mart ian tides below 60 km. The NOAA/GFDL and 
LMD models have recently been extended up to the 
100-130 km regime. 

The migrating atmospheric tidal response to sun-
synchronous thermal forcing on Mars may be broadly 
described as follows. To first order, the interplay be
tween diurnal and semidiurnal forcing on Mars is very 
similar to tha t on Ear th , except tha t the analog to ter
restrial ozone heating is a variable heat source whose 
depth and intensity depend on the dust loading of the 
Mart ian atmosphere. Results from the N O A A / G F D L 
Mars GCM [ Wilson and Richardson, 2000] depicted in 
Figure 7 illustrate well the basic concepts. The three 
panels illustrate height vs. local t ime distributions of 
tempera ture below 35 km over the equator at 180° lon
gitude. The top panel corresponds to equinoctial con

ditions ( L s = 3 5 5 ) 2 for moderate dust loading of the at
mosphere (dust optical depth r ~ 0.8). The remain
ing two panels illustrate equatorial tempera ture con
tours for two storms during the Viking mission which 
occurred at Ls = 225 and L8 = 290, i.e., near S. Hemi
sphere solstice ( L s = 270). In the model these storms 
are characterized by values of r near 3 and 5, respec
tively, distributed uniformly in lat i tude and up to ~ 3 5 
km alt i tude. The simulation for moderate dust load
ing ( r ~ 0.8), where most of the heating is confined to 
within 10 km of the surface, clearly reflects a dominant 
diurnal oscillation with downward phase progression. 
This is the signature of the first symmetric diurnal prop
agating tide, whose temperature ampli tude maximizes 
at the equator and the eastward and northward wind 
amplitudes maximize in the extra-tropics. As heating 
becomes distributed over greater depths in the atmo
sphere, we see tha t the temperature variation becomes 
more semidiurnal in character, with little phase progres
sion with height. This is due to the increased presence of 
the long-wavelength (first symmetric) semidiurnal tide. 
In progressing from r = 0.8 to r = 5.0, and as the depth 
of heating increases, the efficiency of exciting the short-
wavelength diurnal tide decreases and the efficiency of 
exciting the long-wavelength semidiurnal tide increases. 

By analogy with gravity wave and tidal dissipation on 
Ear th , dissipation of thermal tides on Mars is expected 
to significantly affect the mean wind and thermal struc
ture of Mars ' upper atmosphere. Indeed, dissipation of 
migrating tides (by breaking and /o r radiative damp
ing) produces an intense (~50-100 ms~l ) mean west
ward jet in the LMD Mars GCM at alti tudes ~50-90 
km over the equator which is especially intense around 
the equinoxes [Forget et al, 1999]. This is similar to 
the westward jet driven by eddy and molecular dissi
pation of the migrating diurnal tide on Ear th , except 
that on Mars the dissipation occurs at a lower alti tude. 
Apparently the diurnal tide does not reach sufficiently 
high levels to undergo molecular dissipation and thus af
fect the s t ructure of Mars ' thermosphere. On the other 
hand, the semidiurnal migrating tide has a long vertical 
wavelength and is much less subject to damping than 
the diurnal t ide. Moreover, forcing of the semidiurnal 
tide is significantly enhanced during dust storms (cf. 
Figure 7). Using rough extrapolated approximations 
for the ampli tude of the migrating semidiurnal t ide 

2LS is the acrocentric longitude of the Sun, an angular measure 
of the apparent revolution of the Sun about Mars, measured from 
the intersection of Mars' equatorial plane with the plane of its 
orbit [Kieffer et al., 1992]. L5 = 0° corresponds to vernal equinox, 
L5 = 90° to Northern Hemisphere summer solstice, etc. 
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Figure 7. Simulations of Mars equatorial temperatures 
from the NOAA/GFDL Mars General Circulation Model 
(Wilson and Richardson, 2000). Top: moderate dust load
ing during equinox conditions. Middle: for the 1977a global 
dust storm. Bottom: for the 1977b global dust storm. Dust 
loading increases from top to bottom panel. The altitude 
scale extends from near the surface to about 35 km. 

near the base of the thermosphere («100 km), Bougher 
et al [1993] investigated the effects of the upward-
propagating semidiurnal tide on the thermosphere. Ef
fects on exospheric tempera ture were greatest at solar 
minimum and during dust-storm conditions, and typi
cally ranged between 20-60K about diurnal mean values 
of order 170-250 K depending on time of day, dust load
ing, and level of solar activity. Significant effects were 
also seen in the diurnal variation of atomic oxygen con
centration. These authors did not quantify effects on 
the zonal mean tempera ture and wind s tructure in the 
lower thermosphere (100-150 km) where dissipation of 
the tide mainly occurs. 

As noted in an earlier Section, surface interactions 
involving westward-migrating solar radiation can lead 
to excitation of a spectrum of zonal wavenumbers for 
the diurnal and semidiurnal thermal tides. The first 
symmetric eastward-propagating diurnal tide with s = 
- 1 , or diurnal Kelvin wave (DKW), is particularly in
triguing. This wave is close to resonance in Mars ' at
mosphere [Zurek, 1988; Wilson and Hamilton, 1996] so 
a highly amplified response is possible. Much observa
tional evidence exists for this oscillation [Conrath, 1976; 
Hinson et al, 2000; Banfield et al, 2000; Wilson, 2000] 
in the lower atmosphere of Mars. Forbes and Hagan 
[2000] and Forbes et al. [2001a] used a linearized Global 
Scale Wave Model to extend into the thermosphere the 
D K W simulated in the lower atmosphere by the GFDL 
Mars GCM. Their results are illustrated in Figure 8. 
The per turbat ion winds and temperatures (not shown) 
are of order 10-70 ms'1 and 10-20 K above 120 km 
alti tude, respectively. The eastward winds are of or
der 20-70 ms~l above 100 km, and maximize at low 
latitudes as expected for a Kelvin wave. The ampli
tude of northward wind is of order 30-40 ras-1, much 
larger than expected for a Kelvin wave, which according 
to classical theory has a much smaller meridional wind 
component than zonal wind component. The northward 
wind response depicted in Figure 8 is produced by the 
first antisymmetric mode tha t is generated via nonlinear 
coupling between the zonal mean winds and the Kelvin 
wave, and which has a meridional wind maximum at 
the equator. This "mode coupling" is analagous to tha t 
described for the semidiurnal tide in the terrestrial at
mosphere in Section 3.3. The vertical wavelength (not 
shown) associated with this northward wind response 
is « 6 0 km, consistent with tha t expected from classical 
wave theory. 

The calculations of Forbes and Hagan [2000] were mo
tivated by the need to explain Mars Global surveyor 
(MGS) accelerometer measurements near 125 km alti-
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Figure 8. Mars Global Scale Wave Model (Mars GSWM) 
simulation of the diurnal Kelvin wave with s = -1 propa
gating into the thermosphere. Top: amplitude of eastward 
wind. Bottom: amplitude of northward wind. Asymmetries 
about the equator and large northward wind amplitudes re
flect coupling into higher-order modes due to interactions 
with the zonal mean wind field. Adapted from Forbes et al. 
(2001). 

tude [Keating et al., 1998] tha t revealed a large (~ 22%) 
zonal wavenumber s = 2 longitudinal variation in den
sity, and which were previously interpreted as station
ary planetary waves. Forbes and Hagan offered the al
ternative explanation tha t this 5 = 2 structure was ac
tually a manifestation of the DKW, which when viewed 
from sun-synchronous orbit, appeared as a stat ionary 
wave with s = 2. As noted earlier, the D K W (with s = 
-1 eastward) arises due to the interaction between west
ward migrating (s = +1) diurnal component of ther-
motidal forcing and the m = 2 component of topogra
phy. Forbes and Hagan further demonstrated tha t for 
solar forcing at any tidal frequency, the zonal wavenum
ber m component of topography yields nonmigrating 
tides tha t appear as s = m s tat ionary features from 
sun-synchronous orbit. Thus, the 5 = 3 and the 5 = 

-1 diurnal tides and the 5 = 0 and 5 = 4 semidiurnal 
tides generated by the m = 2 component of topography 
(see Figure 6) all appear as 5 = 2 stationary compo
nents from sun-synchronous orbit. Forbes et al. [2001a] 
went on to extend upper-level (70 km) tidal fields from 
the NASA Ames Mars GCM [Haberle et al., 1993] into 
the thermosphere, showing tha t a number of nonmigrat
ing tidal modes contribute significantly to the longitude 
structure of Mars ' thermosphere. In summary, the ef
fects of Mars ' extreme topography extend throughout 
the atmosphere. Our understanding of this interesting 
aspect of Mars upper atmosphere will soon be greatly 
advanced when the NASA Ames Mars GCM is fully 
coupled with the Mars Thermosphere GCM [Bougher 
et al, 2000; S. Bougher, private communication]. At 
present, the effects of nonmigrating tides on the mean 
circulation, thermal s tructure and compositional struc
ture of the thermosphere remains largely unknown. 

4. W A V E S A N D M E A N - F L O W 
I N T E R A C T I O N S IN V E N U S ' A T M O S P H E R E 

The atmosphere of Venus contains a cloud layer be
tween about 45 and 70 km consisting primarily of sul
furic acid solution. Through UV images from Pio
neer Venus, various planetary-scale waves have been ob
served to exist at the Venus cloud tops [Del Genio and 
Rossow, 1990; Rossow et al., 1990]. These include diur
nal and semidiurnal migrating (sun-synchronous) tides, 
a mid-latitude 5-day wave with zonal wavenumber s = 
1, and an equatorially-trapped 4-day Kelvin wave with 
5 = 1. In keeping with our t reatments of wave coupling 
in the atmospheres of Ear th and Mars, we mainly con
fine ourselves here to tides and IGWs and their roles in 
vertical coupling and maintaining the mean circulation 
of Venus. 

4.1. Tides 

As noted above, solar thermal tides have been ob
served in Pioneer Venus UV images of Venus' cloud 
tops. After sorting temperature soundings from the Pi
oneer Venus orbiter infrared radiometer (OIR) measure
ments in solar-fixed coordinates, these da ta are also able 
to provide information on the solar thermal tides from 
about 55 km to 110 km in Venus' atmosphere [Schofield 
and Taylor, 1983]. A sample plot for the equatorial re
gion is provided in Figure 9. A clear semidiurnal vari
ation is revealed with increasing amplitude from the 
cloud tops to about 95 km, and phase progression with 
height consistent with an eastward-propagating oscilla
tion forced at the lower heights. Above 100 km the os-
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Figure 9. Temperature field for Venus' atmosphere vs. so
lar longitude, averaged between 0°-30°N latitude (Schofield 
and Taylor, 1983), based on data from the Orbiter Infrared 
Radiometer (OIR) on Pioneer Venus. Noon is zero longi
tude. Data are from Schofield and Taylor (1983). 

di lat ion becomes more diurnal in character, consistent 
with the influence of increased solar radiation absorp
tion at these levels. 

Pechmann and Ingersoll [1984] simulated the Venu-
sian tides with a linearized primitive equation model, 
and contributed to an improved understanding of the 
above measurements. First, they showed tha t on Venus 
the main propagating diurnal and semidiurnal tides 
were characterized by vertical wavelengths near 7 km 
and 30 km, respectively. The amplitude and phase 
structures for the semidiurnal tidal temperatures were 
in good agreement with the OIR measurements, indi
cating tha t the thermal forcing was reasonably speci
fied. And, although the diurnal component of heating 
was much larger than the semidiurnal component, the 
amplitudes of the responses were similar. As we might 
expect from similar situations on Ear th and Mars, forc
ing of the diurnal component is very inefficient since 
the depth of the heating region is much larger than the 
7 km vertical wavelength of the oscillation, leading to 
destructive interference. Further, the weighting func

tions for the OIR retrievals had half-widths close to 7 
km, which means tha t the propagating diurnal tide was 
washed out in the retrieval process. This is why the di
urnal tide is not visible below 95 km in Figure 9. Sub
sequent modeling efforts relating to tides on Venus were 
mainly devoted to resolution of the super rotat ion prob
lem. These contributions are discussed in tha t context 
in subsection 4.3. 

4.2. Gravity Waves 

The existence of gravity waves in the atmosphere of 
Venus is well established from UV images of clouds [i.e., 
Rossow et al, 1980], tempera ture [i.e., Seiff et al, 1980] 
and wind [Counselman et al, 1980] profiles, and radio 
occultation measurements [Hinson and Jenkins,1995]. 
Seiff et al [1992] provides an excellent review with a 
number of references. A da ta set representative of the 
general features is provided in Figure 10, which illus
t ra tes filtered tempera ture measurements between 35 
and 90 km from one of 3 radio occultation experiments 
conducted at Venus from the Magellan spacecraft in 
October, 1991 [Hinson and Jenkins, 1995]. The da t a 
were obtained near (67° N, 127° E) at a local t ime of 
22 hours. The left panel shows the tempera ture oscilla
tions remaining with vertical wavelengths < 12 km after 
digital filtering. The larger-scale features in Figure 10 
above 60 km were found to persist on consecutive orbits, 
suggesting thermal tides as a possible origin. However, 
their vertical wavelengths are too short to be associ
ated with the first symmetric semidiurnal tide (Xz ~ 
30 km). However, similar to the situation on Ear th de
scribed previously, this oscillation, if it is a semidiurnal 
tide, may reflect one or more higher-order modes ex
cited through nonlinear interaction between the gravest 
semidiurnal mode and the zonal mean wind s tructure 
on Venus. 

The right panel in Figure 10 shows the oscillations 
remaining after high-pass filtering for wavelengths < 4 
km; these oscillations are thought to represent the pres
ence of gravity waves with the effects of thermal tides re
moved. Hinson and Jenkins [1995] applied gravity wave 
theory to this da ta set, and demonstrated the general 
consistency of the da t a with expectations from theory. 
The dashed curve in the right panel of Figure 10 rep
resents the expected envelope based on gravity wave 
theory including radiative damping, which accounts for 
the decrease in ampli tude above 65 km. The momentum 
flux divergence associated with this damping (cf. Fig
ure 3) is sufficiently large to contribute to the decrease 
with height in the zonal wind speed tha t is believed to 
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Figure 10. Filtered temperature measurements from one of 3 radio occultation experiments conducted 
at Venus from the Magellan spacecraft in October, 1991. These data were obtained near (67°N, 127°E) 
at a local time of 22 hours. The left panel shows the temperature oscillations remaining with vertical 
wavelengths < 12 km after digital filtering. The right panel shows the oscillations remaining after filtering 
for wavelengths < 4 km. The dashed curve represents the expected envelope based on gravity wave theory 
including radiative damping, which accounts for the decrease in amplitude above 65 km. Adapted from 
figures in Hinson and Jenkins (1995). 

occur above the cloud tops (cf. following subsection and 
Figure 11). 

The propagation characteristics of gravity waves in 
Venus' atmosphere and their potential effects on the 
zonal mean acceleration have been addressed in several 
other works [Schubert and Walterscheid, 1984; Hou and 
Farrell, 1987; Leroy and Ingersoll, 1994]. The ubiqui
tous appearance of gravity waves in Venus' atmosphere 
is not disputed; however, the absolute magnitude and 
relative importance of several excitation mechanisms 
are uncertain. Generation mechanisms often mentioned 
are associated with convection near the surface, the re
gion of small static stability between 15 to 30 km, or 
within the cloud layer; shear instability; and topogra
phy. 

4.3. The Superrotation Problem 

The most prominent aspect of Venus' atmospheric 
circulation is its zonal retrograde superrotation. Venus 
rotates once every 243 days, or at a speed of 1.8 ms~l. 
A rough depiction of the atmospheric rotational speed 
is provided in Figure 11 (bot tom left) . The equatorial 

atmospheric wind speed increases from about 20 m s - 1 

at 20 km to almost 100 ms~l near the cloud-top level 
at 65-70 km, decreasing perhaps to 20 ms~l at 100 km. 
Thus, the atmosphere near the cloud tops is rotat ing 
about 50 times faster than the planet; this is some
times referred to as the "4-day rotat ion". The latitude 
variation of the zonal wind speed can be inferred from 
temperature measurements assuming cyclostrophic bal
ance [Newman et al, 1984; Walterscheid et al, 1985], 
or by observing cloud movements [Rossow et al., 1990]. 
A rough depiction is provided in Figure 11 (upper left). 
At cloud tops, the zonal mean wind is sometimes ob
served to remain fairly constant from the equator to 
middle lati tudes, and then to decrease to zero at the 
pole. Sometimes a "mid-latitude" jet is observed at 
middle to high latitudes, similar to tha t displayed in 
Figure 11. 

In the al t i tude region between about 60-90 km, polar 
temperatures are warmer than in the tropics [Schubert 
et al, 1980], whereas radiative equilibrium tempera
tures [Crisp, 1989] are up to 60K(10K) cooler(warmer) 
in the polar (equatorial) region. Similar to the need to 
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Figure 11. Schematic illustrating possible wave/mean-flow interactions in Venus' atmosphere above 
the cloud base. The upper left panel roughly depicts the latitude variation of the zonal mean retrograde 
wind near 65 km, similar to that derived from temperature measurements assuming cyclostrophic balance 
(Newman et al., 1984). This depiction includes a jet near 50-60° latitude which is sometimes seen in 
these data. Also included is the estimated temperature departure from radiative eqilibrium between 70 
and 90 km (Imamura, 1997). The panel in the lower left roughly depicts the zonal mean retrograde wind 
profile at the equator, extrapolated from interferometric tracking of Pioneer Venus probes below 60 km 
(Counselman et al., 1980), and inferences based on latitudinal temperature gradients between 70 and 90 
km (i.e., Schubert et al., 1980). 

explain warm winter temperatures in the mesosphere of 
Mars and cold summer temperatures in Ear th ' s meso
sphere, it appears tha t a meridional circulation is nec
essary to provide the needed subsidence heating and 
adiabatic cooling implied by the above. Figure 11 (up
per left) also shows a rough depiction of the departures 
6T from radiative equilibrium based on those illustrated 
in Imamura [1997]. 

The dynamics of the circulation system tha t main
tains the superrotation of Venus' atmosphere has been 
the study of a number of works over the past 20 years. 
Much of the relevant physics occurs within the cloud 
layer («45-70 km) where most of the solar radiation is 
absorbed. The solar heating drives a "Hadley" circu
lation, i.e., rising motions near the equator, poleward 
motions near the top of the heating region, sinking mo
tions at middle latitudes, and a return flow somewhere 

near the cloud base. Although this circulation can carry 
angular momentum upward into the region of equato
rial superrotation maximum, it also carries it poleward 
leaving a deficit of angular momentum at the equator. 
Thus, a momentum source appears to be required in the 
equatorial-heating region to provide the observed high 
zonal winds. In addition, departures from zonal symme
try ("eddies") serve to t ranspor t momentum and heat 
and act in concert with the thermally-driven Hadley 
circulation to determine the meridional flow. The wave 
types thought to affect the mean zonal circulation above 
the cloud base are also depicted in Figure 11. 

Following the laboratory experiments of Fultz et al. 
[1959] wherein a 'moving flame' heating the bo t tom of 
an annulus was shown to force a mean flow in the di
rection opposite to the flame movement, Schubert and 
Whitehead [1969] (see also Schubert, [1983]) suggested 
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tha t a similar mechanism operated on Venus. How
ever, this theory required diffusive t ransport of mean 
momentum, which is unlikely to be very efficient > 50 
km above the surface of Venus. Fels and Lindzen [1974] 
first recognized how solar thermal tides could provide 
the required westward acceleration at low latitudes in 
the region of maximum heating without the need for 
diffusion. They recognized, first of all, tha t a more gen
eralized version of Eliassen and Palm's [1961] second 
theorem (Equation 2) is 

where D = ^ + ^ , £' is a vertical displacement for 
small per turbat ions, H is the scale height, K = 
where 7 is the rat io of specific heats J is the heating 
rate, and other parameters retain their previous defini
tions. Eliassen and Palm [1961] assumed J = 0. Fels 
and Lindzen [1974] further showed tha t the flux diver
gence within the heating region must accelerate the fluid 
within the heating region in a direction opposite to c. 
For the case at hand, migrating diurnal and semidiurnal 
tides are eastward-propagating on Venus, and thus can 
be expected to produce westward accelerations in the 
heating regions, and eastward accelerations (decelera
tion of the mean flow) at higher levels where propagat
ing waves dissipate. Fels and Lindzen also showed how 
the joint excitation of propagating and t rapped diurnal 
tides can lead to a horizontal redistribution of momen
tum within the heating region. 

Following Fels and Lindzen's [1974] work, a series of 
modeling efforts followed in an a t tempt to obtain quan
titative verification of "tidal acceleration" as the pri
mary driver for Venus' superrotation. Hou [1984] and 
Walterscheid et al. [1985] performed diagnostic studies 
tha t supported regions of tidal acceleration/deceleration 
at the equator. The more quanti tat ive numerical simu
lations tha t followed [i.e., Baker and Leovy, 1987; Hou 
et al., 1990; Newman and Leovy, 1992; and references 
contained therein] verified these diagnostic studies. In 
particular, the Newman and Leovy [1992] study found 
tha t the interaction between t rapped and diurnal tides 
introduced lati tudinal spreading of the zonal flow as 
anticipated by Fels and Lindzen [1974]. Dissipation of 
the 4-day (westward-propagating) Kelvin wave has also 
been suggested to supply the westward momentum to 
maintain superrotat ion at low latitudes [Leovy, 1973], 
and this source may be comparable to tha t of the semid
iurnal t ide [Del Genio and Rossow, 1990]. However, due 
to lack of knowledge concerning forcing of this wave, it 

has not been included in wave/mean-flow interaction 
simulations as the semidiurnal tide. 

In addition to accounting for superrotation, a num
ber of studies focused on explaining the mid-latitude 
jet and polar temperatures in the 65-80 km region tha t 
were observed to be in excess of radiative equilibrium 
values (see Figure 11, upper left). Walterscheid et al. 
[1985] argued tha t poleward t ransport of momentum by 
the Hadley cell fed the midlati tude jet, and suggested 
its magnitude to depend on the strength of the Hadley 
circulation. Hou and Goody [i.e., 1989, and references 
therein] calculated what eddy momentum sources, in 
combination with realistic heating, would be required to 
maintain a prescribed zonal flow, including one tha t in
cluded a mid- to high-latitude jet . In addition to equa
torial tidal sources similar to those anticipated by Fels 
and Lindzen [1974] to maintain superrotation, the need 
for midlati tude sources of momentum were implied to 
account for the lati tudinal s tructure of the zonal mean 
wind. A diagnosis by Imamura [1997] indicates tha t 
the 5-day internal Rossby wave might provide the mid-
latitude momentum fluxes implied by the Hou et al. 
[1990] study, and to facilitate the poleward heat t rans
port needed to raise and maintain high-latitude temper
atures above radiative equilibrium between 60 and 90 
km. However, the possible role of gravity waves provid
ing this momentum flux divergence cannot be entirely 
ruled out. (Note the analogy here with "pumping" of 
the Hadley circulation by thermal tides in the upper 
atmosphere of Mars, thus providing subsidence heating 
required to account for elevated temperatures in the 
polar winter.) Tide/mean-flow interactions have also 
been shown to produce a jet (~120 ms~l) at about 40° 
latitude [Newman and Leovy, 1992]. 

It is important to note tha t all of the above numer
ical studies required some "background" superrotation 
to exist a t the cloud base. Thus, other mechanisms are 
required to provide superrotation from about 10 km to 
45 km. As noted by Leovy [1973] and Walterscheid et 
al. [1985], Kelvin waves could provide some of this forc
ing at equatorial lati tudes. It is not unreasonable to 
assume tha t convective and boundary-layer processes 
would produce a spectrum of Kelvin waves much in the 
same way as on Ear th . Hou and Farell [1987] argue 
tha t gravity waves play an important role in maintain
ing superrotation below the cloud base through crit
ical level absorption. Some of the waves with east
ward phase speeds, on the other hand, are probably 
dissipated above the cloud tops (probably by radiative 
damping), and thus contribute to deceleration of Venus' 
superrotation between 65 and 90 km [Schubert and Wal-
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terscheid, 1984; Leroy and Ingersoll, 1994; Hinson and 
Jenkins, 1995]. 

Most of the processes discussed above have been in
corporated into the schematic of Figure 11. The reader 
should recognize tha t these processes need to be quan
tified and tha t only some of those indicated in Figure 
11 may turn out to be key, while other potential wave 
sources may be omitted. Nevertheless, the gross general 
picture tha t is depicted is probably reasonable. 

C O N C L U D I N G R E M A R K S 

In the present work we have concentrated mainly on 
the roles of gravity waves and thermal tides in coupling 
different atmospheric regimes together on Ear th , Mars 
and Venus. On all of these planets, da ta are severely 
lacking in the ~60-150 km height regime where most 
of these waves dissipate and modify the mean circula
tions and thermal structures of these planets. In this 
regard, the situation for Ear th is greatly improving with 
measurements from UARS and the anticipated contri
butions of the TIMED (Thermosphere - Ionosphere -
Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics) Mission. 

The effects of waves on the middle atmosphere and 
thermosphere of Mars are especially profound. It is 
likely tha t nonmigrating tides introduce strong longitu
dinal variations in Mars ' thermospheric structure, with 
obvious manifestations in atomic oxygen and other mi
nor species concentrations, as well as emissions. These 
oxygen variations in turn modulate the CO2 cooling 
rate leading to net as well as temporal modifications of 
temperature . The possible existence of traveling plan
etary waves including normal modes remains to be ex
plored both observationally and in a modeling context. 
The effects and importance of gravity waves on the up
per atmosphere of Mars is virtually unknown; certainly, 
the extreme topography and active near-surface meteo
rology of the planet argues for a rich spectrum of gravity 
waves. On Mars the greatest contributions to gravity 
wave dissipation may arise from radiative damping or 
molecular dissipation, as opposed to breaking. Even so, 
the intense dynamics tha t exists across a broad range of 
scales in the 50-100 km region on Mars may serve to mix 
constituents in manner similar to tha t of large-scale tur
bulence. Measurements tha t address both large-scale 
and small-scale dynamics over a full range of local times 
in the 60-150 km height region are desperately needed to 
understand this regime of the atmosphere, to constrain 
general circulation models, and to provide reliable mod
els for aerobraking, aerocapture and descent operations 
in future missions to Mars. 

Existing evidence indicates tha t the general circu
lation of Venus below 100 km is determined by how 
waves interact with the thermally driven Hadley circu
lation. It appears tha t westward-propagating gravity 
waves and Kelvin waves may play an important role in 
maintaining a retrograde circulation (superrotation) be
low the cloud base («45 km). The role of thermal tides 
excited within the cloud layer in maintaining superro
tat ion in the equatorial region and deceleration of the 
retrograde flow above the cloud tops ( 65 km) is well 
established. The mid-lati tude extent and intensity of 
the Hadley circulation between 45 and 80 km seems to 
be controlled by eddy flux divergences due to the 5-day 
wave and possibly gravity waves. All of these processes 
have important effects on the photochemistry and t rans
port of clouds. The manner in which the mid-lati tude 
5-day wave and the equatorial 4-day wave remain in
terlocked to form "Y" features in the clouds remains 
to be solved. Deceleration of the jet at higher levels is 
probably due to dissipation of a number of eastward-
propagating waves, including thermal tides, planetary 
waves and gravity waves. However, the impact of all of 
these waves on the overlying thermosphere remains un
known. In order to advance our understanding of the 
dynamics of Venus' atmosphere, future missions must 
provide measurements of tempera ture and winds from 
the surface to > 100 km, at scales ranging from 10's to 
1,000's of km, with good local t ime coverage. Future 
development of a lower and middle atmosphere GCM 
tha t can eventually be coupled with the existing ther
mosphere GCM of Bougher et al. [2000] is also essential 
for achieving substantive progress. 

Finally, while this chapter focused on vertical cou
pling by tides and gravity waves in terresrial planetary 
atmospheres, a diminished importance of these waves 
in other planetary atmospheres, or of the potential im
portance of planetary waves, should not be inferred. A 
brief list of gravity wave observations in the giant plane
tary atmospheres was provided in subsection 2.2. Other 
studies of gravity waves and tides for Jupiter include 
those of Hickey et al. [2000], Matcheva et al. [2000] 
and Houben and Gierasch [1977], for example. The po
tential roles of Kelvin waves and forced planetary waves 
in the atmosphere of Venus were noted briefly in sub
section 4.3. Stat ionary planetary waves are known to 
play an important role in the dynamics of Mars ' mid
dle atmosphere [Hollingsworth and Barnes, 1996], as is 
well established for Ear th . By extension of these ex
amples, we may well expect from future da t a analyses 
and missions tha t forced and free planetary waves will 
reveal themselves as equally important components of 
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planetary atmosphere dynamics throughout our solar 
system. 
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Exospheres and planetary escape 
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Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, The Univesity of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 

A summary is given of the theory of an exosphere, the outermost region 
of an atmosphere where collisions can usually be neglected, and of escape of 
its lighter constituents. Special cases, such as energy-limited hydrodynamic 
loss, are briefly discussed. Surface-bounded exospheres are treated in Chap
ter III.3. The exospheres and escape processes and rates of the eight planets 
and three satellites with exospheres are individually discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The exosphere is the uppermost part of an atmo
sphere, the region in which collisions are so infrequent 
that for many purposes they can be neglected. If some 
atoms (or molecules) have enough energy to escape, 
this is their source region, and those that are bound 
can be regarded as executing independent orbits. It is 
conventional and useful to define the base of the exo
sphere as the level where the mean free path is equal 
to the scale height. Its normal name is "exobase", al
though in the older literature the term "critical level" is 
used. Because of the long mean free path, vertical tem
perature gradients cannot exist. The classic exosphere 
lies above a much deeper atmosphere with which it ex
changes rapidly. Its lower regions should therefore share 
the same energy distribution. However, at altitudes 
comparable to or greater than the planetary radius the 
velocity distribution is not isotropic and is therefore 
substantially non-Maxwellian, with greater and greater 
departures at greater and greater altitudes. The exo
spheres of Mercury and many satellites, including the 
Moon, are bounded by the surface, and their velocity 
distributions depend on incompletely-understood inter
actions of atoms and surfaces. 

The theory of thermal escape was formulated in 1905 
by Jeans. It was refined by Chamberlain and Smith 
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[1971] and Brinkmann [1971] to take account of the par
tial depletion by escape of the more energetic atoms. 
A comprehensive discussion appears in the reviews by 
Fahr and Shizgal [1983] and Shizgal and Arkos [1996]. 
Measurements from planetary missions made it clear 
that there are a number of important nonthermal es
cape processes. Terrestrial examples, approximately as 
important as the thermal one, are charge exchange be
tween a hot proton and a thermal H atom, in which 
the identities are interchanged but the kinetic energies 
nearly unaffected, and escape of hot protons along open 
polar magnetic-field lines. The energy distributions in 
surface-bounded exospheres are poorly-understood and 
controversial. Some atoms may be in thermal equilib
rium with the local surface, but it is clear that most are 
suprathermal, at least on the Moon. An important loss 
process is ionization by solar photons or fast electrons, 
followed by sweep-up in the solar wind or correspond
ing magnetospheric winds for satellites of the Jovian 
planets. The standard reference for exospheric struc
ture is Chamberlain [1963], most of which is included 
in the text by Chamberlain and Hunten [1987]. Sum
maries of escape include Hunten and Donahue [1967] 
(for the terrestrial planets); Hunten et al [1989], Hunten 
[1990] (with a historical emphasis) and Chamberlain 
and Hunten [1987]. 

2. EXOSPHERES 

The definition of the exobase, as already mentioned, 
sets the mean free path equal to the scale height H. If 
the total number density is n c and the collision cross 
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section Q (typically 3 x l 0 ~ 1 5 cm 2), then n c Q H = 1. 
For Earth, the number density is typically 10 8 c m - 3 

(principally O atoms), and the value for most other 
planets and satellites is similar; the corresponding al
titude at Earth is 450-500 km. An important property 
of an exosphere is its temperature, which for the Earth 
is typically 1000 to 1300 K, depending on solar activity, 
and with a diurnal variation of 200 - 300 K. 

The ordinary derivation of the barometric equation 
depends on the existence of hydrostatic equilibrium and 
therefore on the dominance of collisions. However, all 
that is really needed is the presence of a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution at all altitudes [Chamberlain and 
Hunten, 1987]. If the energy distribution is Maxwellian 
at the exobase, it remains so, with the same tempera
ture, at higher altitudes because, as slower atoms are 
filtered out by gravity, they are replaced by those that 
were originally faster but have been slowed down. How
ever, as discussed below, in the absence of any collisions 
the velocity distribution at higher and higher altitudes 
departs from Maxwellian because some directions are 
missing from the distribution: the speed distribution is 
Maxwellian but the velocity distribution is not. The 
total neglect of collisions in the exosphere is an ap
proximation; it is so good for many purposes that it 
is easy to forget that it is not good for many others. 
This point is extensively discussed by Fahr and Shizgal 
[1983] and Shizgal and Arkos [1996] who discuss vari
ous approaches to the problem of the gradual transition 
from the collision-dominated region below the exobase 
to the exosphere where collisions are rare but still do 
occur. 

The most widely used model of the density distribu
tion in an exosphere is that of Chamberlain [1963], sum
marized in Chamberlain and Hunten [1987]. It uses the 
approximation of an exobase, and classifies the atoms 
according to their orbits as ballistic, escaping and or
biting. If there were to be a complete Maxwellian at 
all altitudes it would be necessary to include incoming 
atoms with the same flux as the escaping ones. There 
would also have to be a full population of satellite par
ticles, but since their orbits do not intersect the exobase 
they must be absent in a fully collisionless exosphere. 
The density of each component is expressed as the prod
uct of a partition function and the barometric density. 

The population of satellite atoms is a complex matter, 
discussed by Chamberlain [1963] and Fahr and Shizgal 
[1983]. Observations suggest that they are essentially 
absent from the Earth's exosphere. Chamberlain sug
gested that they might be handled by the assumption 
of a satellite critical level, so that any orbit that inter
sected this level would be populated, while any that did 

not would be vacant. As Fahr and Shizgal discuss, it 
is still very difficult to specify the level. The processes 
that can populate satellite orbits are slow, and the loss 
processes are more rapid; they include photoionization, 
perturbation by solar gravity, and charge exchange with 
solar-wind protons for orbits that extend far from the 
Earth. The absence of a substantial number of satellite 
particles is therefore reasonable. 

The exobase nearly coincides with the thermopause, 
the upper boundary of the thermosphere, above which 
the atmosphere becomes isothermal. It is the level 
above which few solar photons are absorbed, and has an 
optical depth ~1 for the EUV wavelength region. The 
corresponding absorption cross section is smaller by a 
factor of ~10 than the collision cross section that enters 
into the definition of the exobase. Understanding and 
modeling of exospheric temperature therefore requires 
modeling of the thermosphere. The standard model of 
this temperature profile includes heating by production 
and loss of ionospheric electrons and ions, and down
ward conduction to the mesopause where the heat can 
be radiated. Part of the heat can also be radiated from 
the lower thermosphere. As summarized by Chamber
lain and Hunten [1987], this model is fairly successful for 
the terrestrial planets and some satellites but fails mis
erably for the Jovian planets whose high temperatures 
require the presence of a large additional heat source. 
Fortunately we have good measurements: by various 
orbiters for the terrestrial planets, and by ultraviolet 
(UV) and radio occultations in the outer solar system. 
The UV measurements [Smith and Hunten, 1990] ac
tually give height profiles of individual constituents in 
a height region that includes the exobase, from which 
its temperature and altitude are derived. Typical prop
erties for the planets and some satellites are tabulated 
in Chapter 1.1. Several suggestions for the Jovian heat 
source were discussed by Hunten [1976]: precipitation 
of soft electrons; dissipation of wave energy from be
low; meteor impact; and ion drag. One problem with 
the second and third of these is that the energy is pro
duced at too low an altitude, close to the mesopause so 
that it does not have to be conducted far before it can 
be radiated. Ion drag is likely to spin up the neutral 
atmosphere to the speed of the ions, after which the 
energy dissipation goes away. Soft electrons do deposit 
their energy at a high altitude and were discussed by 
Hunten and Dessler [1977], but they had to postulate 
a source in the magnetosphere. Dissipation of grav
ity waves had already been suggested by French and 
Gierasch [1974] and was revived by Young et al [1997], 
but Matcheva and Strobel [2000] have pointed out that 
these treatments neglect the downward heat transport 
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that must accompany the dissipation of the mechanical 
energy. This paper includes a useful summary of earlier 
work in the area. 

Objects with water ice on their surfaces are expected 
to have atmospheres containing oxygen, produced by 
charged-particle sputtering or photolysis of water vapor. 
Hydrogen will escape rapidly from bodies the size of 
the Galilean satellites or smaller, laving oxygen behind. 
These matters are discussed in Chapter III.3. 

Lateral flow occurs in an exosphere as a consequence 
of lateral temperature differences at the exobase or 
winds in the thermosphere beneath. Before the im
portance of nonthermal escape processes for the Earth 
was realized, it was felt that the dayside abundance of 
H would be depleted by the more rapid escape, and a 
number of papers discussed the resulting lateral flow 
[Hanson and Patterson, 1963; McAfee, 1967; Patterson, 
1970; Hodges and Johnson, 1968; Hodges, 1973]. Here 
we follow the abbreviated discussion in Chamberlain 
and Hunten [1987]. 

The basic nature of exospheric flow can be regarded 
as a random walk of individual atoms "bouncing" off the 
exobase. In fact, such an atom will usually penetrate 
this level and be replaced by a new one from beneath, 
but the effect is the same. In the presence of a tempera
ture gradient the height-integrated flux is proportional 
to T 5 / 2 , a result that can be understood as follows: the 
amount of gas in a column above the exobase is propor
tional to the scale height H = kT/mg; the range of each 
hop is also proportional to H; and the speed is propor
tional to T 1 / 2 . It appeared that the steady state was 
close to zero net ballistic flux, or ZNBF, and that the 
number density thus varied as T~ 5 / 2 . The implication 
is that the ballistic transport due to the temperature 
differences is faster than any competing process. 

Large-scale thermospheric winds can drive a concen
tration of light atoms in the downwind direction. The 
first known example of the phenomenon is the terres
trial "winter helium bulge" discussed below in the Earth 
section. In the winter hemisphere, gas at high altitudes 
flows toward the cold pole, then descends. The height-
integrated flux of an element is proportional to its scale 
height, and the result is a concentration of helium (and 
atomic oxygen) over the region where the heavier gases 
descend. A similar phenomenon occurs with hydrogen 
on Venus, where the thermospheric flow runs from day 
to night and produces a large "hydrogen bulge" on the 
night sde, discussed below in section 6. 

3. ESCAPE 

The following summary of the various known escape 
processes is based on Chamberlain and Hunten [1987] 

and Hunten et al. [1989]. The thermal process was for
mulated by Jeans in 1905 and was the only one known 
until space-age measurements called attention to the 
others discussed below. It is convenient to formulate 
thermal escape in terms of the escape variable A, the 
ratio of gravitational to thermal energies (Chapter LI, 
Eq. 6). The value of A at the exobase is Ac, and the 
escape flux is BFj where F j , the Jeans flux, is defined 
in Chapter 1.1 (Eq. 3) as Fesc(rexofca5e). B is a factor 
of order 0.5 that allows for the partial depletion of the 
high-energy tail of the velocity distribution. An exten
sive discussion of B = F / F j may be found in Fahr and 
Shizgal [1983]. A typical value of Ac for H at Earth 
is 10 and the corresponding flux is ~ 10 8 atoms c m - 2 

s e c - 1 . For O, the major constituent at the exobase, Ac 

is 16 times greater and the thermal escape flux is totally 
negligible. If the reference level in the Jeans equation 
is taken elsewhere than the exobase, substitution of the 
barometric equation replaces the number density and 
A in the exponential by their values at the new level, 
so the escape flux is almost unchanged. This example 
illustrates that, for thermal escape, the definition cho
sen for the exobase level makes little difference to the 
predicted results. 

A list of suprathermal processes is given in Hunten 
[1982] and is reproduced in Chamberlain and Hunten 
[1987] and Hunten et al. [1989]. Nearly all of them 
involve ions in one way or another; examples impor
tant for the Earth are charge exchange between a fast 
proton and a slow H atom, in which the identities are 
exchanged but the velocities unaffected, and escape of 
ions along open magnetic-field lines. Other important 
processes include dissociative recombination of a molec
ular ion, yielding two fast neutral atoms, one of which 
is likely to be directed upwards, and creation of an ion 
in the solar wind or the magnetospheric wind of a Jo
vian planet. Sputtering by impact of fast heavy ions 
with the surface is certainly an important source; but 
a similar process acting on the atmosphere can also be 
a sink. Both are important for the Galilean satellites 
of Jupiter, and sputtering from the surface is strongly 
supported as an atmospheric source for the Moon and 
Mercury by some workers. It has not been discussed 
for other medium-sized satellites, but could possibly be 
significant. The book by Johnson [1990] is devoted to a 
thorough discussion of sputtering, and a summary ap
pears in Chapter III.3. 

The actual escape rate of hydrogen from the Earth 
and a few other bodies is diffusion-limited: it is con
trolled, not by the processes at the exobase, but by 
diffusion through the region just above the homopause. 
This result was embodied in a number of early mod-
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els [see Hunten, 1990], but was explicitly formulated in 
Hunten [1973]; see also Hunten [1990] and Hunten et al. 
[1988]. The limiting flux is the flux that would traverse 
the region above the homopause if the number density 
of the escaping atom at the exobase were zero; it can
not be exceeded but can be closely approached even if 
this density is nonzero. Its value is given, to a good 
approximation, by 

Fe = bf/H, 

where b is the ratio of the diffusion coefficient D to the 
total number density n a , f is the mixing ratio of the 
escaping gas, and H is the scale height, both just above 
the homopause. The density at the exobase adjusts 
itself so that the active escape processes give a flux equal 
toF*. 

Hydrodynamic escape, or blowoff, can occur if the es
caping constituent is also the major one, and if other 
conditions to be discussed are satisfied. It was first 
studied in the context of Io's atmosphere and of puta
tive hydrogen-rich primitive atmospheres, but appears 
to apply also to the contemporary atmosphere of Pluto. 
The first attempt to apply solar-wind theory to the 
planetary case was the model of primitive Venus by 
Kasting and Pollack [1983], summarized in Chamber
lain and Hunten [1987]. Simultaneous solution of the 
heat and dynamical equations is extremely difficult, and 
the most widely-quoted models of solar wind get around 
this problem by inserting an assumed temperature pro
file. This is not possible for the planetary case, and 
Kasting and Pollack were only able to approximate the 
correct solution. They found one that has a subsonic 
velocity at infinite distances, while it is almost certain 
that this velocity should be supersonic. Fortunately, it 
is expected that the flux of the subsonic solution should 
not be much smaller than the correct one, and this ex
pectation is confirmed by TVafton's results for Pluto, 
discussed below. 

For blowoff to occur, the temperature must be high 
enough to yield a small value of A, and there must be 
enough solar energy to drive the flow — the flux is 
energy-limited. The energy that is available to drive 
the flow is derived from solar extreme ultraviolet, the 
spectral region that is most strongly absorbed. Watson 
et al. [1981] were the first to formulate blowoff driven by 
solar EUV and apply it to primitive Earth and Venus. 
The rapid outward flow cools the gas by adiabatic ex
pansion, and this cooling must be offset by the absorbed 
solar energy. Instead of a complete solution, these au
thors obtain an upper bound to the flux, expressed as a 
pair of equations that are readily solved numerically. A 
simple formulation for the energy-limited flux appears 

in Hunten et al. [1987]. A complete solution for Pluto 
has been obtained by Trafton and is discussed below 
in the Pluto subsection. Interesting possibilities occur 
in the case of possible primitive atmospheres. If the 
hydrodynamic escape flux of hydrogen is rapid enough, 
it can drag away heavier gases, including noble gases 
[Hunten et al. 1987; Sasaki and Nakazawa, 1988]. The 
result can be interesting elemental and isotopic fraction
ation effects, that resemble those found in the terrestrial 
planets [Pepin, 1991]. 

4. EARTH 

The exobase height is typically around 450 km; the 
principal constituent is atomic oxygen and the escape 
is dominated by atomic hydrogen. Deuterium and he
lium also escape, principally by suprathermal processes. 
The exospheric temperature varies strongly with solar 
activity and also has a diurnal variation of ~200 K. 
The dayside value can be as high as 1500 K, but a more 
typical range is 900 - 1200 K. The diurnal variation 
leads to a corresponding variation in the thermal es
cape flux. A number of early studies attempted to treat 
the resulting asymmetry, taking account of the lateral 
flow from the night to the day side. With the discov
ery of the nonthermal escape processes this asymmetry 
became much less likely, and indeed most observations 
seem consistent with ZNBF, the nero net ballistic flux 
already mentioned. 

Wind-induced diffusion was discovered in the form of 
the Keating "winter helium bulge" discussed by John
son [1973]. In the winter hemisphere, gas at high alti
tudes flows toward the cold pole, then descends. Such 
flow towards lower pressures does not occur at lower 
altitudes, because gas is forced by the Coriolis acceler
ation to flow at right angles to the pressure gradient. 
Near and within the exosphere the viscosity is large 
enough to permit the flow to be towards the low pres
sures that correspond to the low temperatures of the 
polar night. Because of their large scale heights, the 
fluxes of helium and atomic oxygen are large, and they 
accumulate in the polar region. 

Escape of hydrogen from the Earth (as well as Venus 
and Mars) is discussed by Hunten and Donahue [1976], 
Fahr and Shizgal [1983] and Shizgal and Arkos [1996]. 
The principal processes are thermal, charge exchange, 
and ion escape along open magnetic field lines at high 
latitude ("polar wind"). The fast protons that partici
pate in the charge exchange belong to the plasmasphere, 
a hot extension of the upper ionosphere. At high lat
itudes these ions can escape directly, but at lower lat
itudes they cannot escape because they are on closed 
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lines of the magnetic field; they can only escape after 
picking up an electron. Thus, the geographic regions 
where the two suprathermal processes can operate are 
compleme ntary. 

On average, the thermal and suprathermal processes 
are of approximately equal importance, but the ther
mal varies with exospheric temperature, which changes 
considerably with solar activity. Since the total flux is 
diffusion-limited and therefore constant, the suprather
mal fluxes fall when the thermal rises. The number 
density of H at the exobase varies to achieve this re
sult. This prediction was compared against two sets of 
observed data by Liu and Donahue [1974]. Their figure 
(reproduced as Fig. 4 of Hunten and Donahue [1976]) 
shows excellent agreement between the thermal fluxes 
estimated as discussed here and those obtained by use 
of the Jeans equation with observed temperature and H 
density. Table 1 of Hunten and Donahue [1976] shows 
the partitioning among the three escape processes for a 
range of exospheric temperatures. 

Conditions at the exobase are such that hydrogen is 
in diffusion-limited flow while the deuterium flux is lim
ited by the actual escape processes. The efficiencies of 
charge exchange and polar wind are essentially the same 
for both isotopes, but thermal escape is much less for D. 
The result is that the flow of D is not diffusion-limited, 
and the D/H ratio should be enhanced in the exosphere 
above its value in the lower atmosphere. Such an en
hancement, by a factor of 6 near 300 km, was found by 
Breig et al. [1987]. Detailed modeling of these data by 
Breig and Hanson [1991] showed that the fluxes exceed 
those for thermal escape by factors of ~5 for H and in 
excess of 500 for D. These results are in excessent agree
ment with the picture outlined above. The data were 
obtained during 1974, a period of low solar activity and 
low exospheric temperature; the thermal flux was small 
and the suprathermal components were therefore large 
in comparison. 

Hydrogen must flow to the exobase from the low at
mosphere where its principal form is water vapor. At 
higher altitudes it appears in compounds such as OH, 
H 0 2 , H 0 2 , and H 2 , and eventually as H. The H 2 0 
abundance in the stratosphere is strongly limited by 
condensation and precipitation; details may be found 
in Hunten and Donahue [1976] and Hunten [1990]. The 
true situation is even more complicated, but this de
scription suffices for the present purpose. The "cold 
trap" at the tropopause transmits an H 2 0 abundance 
of ~ 4 parts per million by volume (ppmv). It is sup
plemented by small amounts of methane and molecular 
hydrogen, so that the total mixing ratio of H atoms 
is f = 12 ppmv. At considerably higher altitudes the 

molecules of water vapor and methane are photolyzed 
and further reactions generate H, OH and H 0 2 , collec
tively called "odd hydrogen" because they contain an 
odd number of H atoms. Near the mesopause the prin
cipal form is H. There is also a significant quantity of H 2 

which is converted to H atoms by reaction with atomic 
oxygen in the hot upper thermosphere. In the equa
tion above for limiting flux, the diffusion parameter b is 
1.46xl0 1 9 c m - 1 s e c - 1 at 208 K and the scale height H 
is 6.2 km; the limiting flux is then Fe = 2.8x10 s cm" 2 

s e c - 1 , in good agreement with values deduced from ob
servations. 

Helium loss has a long, tortuous history described by 
Hunten [1990]. Attempts were made to deduce the ex
ospheric temperature by use of the budgets of the two 
isotopes 3 He and 4He, but as these budgets became bet
ter defined it was clear that they could not be reconciled 
in this way. Instead, the most significant loss process 
for both isotopes is the polar wind, escape of ions along 
open lines of the magnetic field [Axford, 1968; Johnson 
and Axford, 1969]. These papers give budgets for the 
two isotopes; 4He is generated in the crust by radioac
tive decay and 3He is mainly from auroral precipitation 
which in turn comes from the solar wind. Smaller con
tributions arise from cosmic rays, both by spallation of 
atmospheric atoms and precipitation of 3He and tritium 
which decays into helium. The lifetime of helium in the 
atmosphere is ~ 10 6 years. 

It was noticed by Brown [1949] and Suess [1949] 
that the mixing ratios of the heavier noble gases in 
the Earth's atmosphere are much smaller than in the 
primitive solar nebula. The bulk of our atmosphere can 
therefore not be a remnant of this nebula. It later be
came clear that the lighter noble gases and the lighter 
isotopes of each were substantially depleted relative to 
the heavier ones, when compared with gases in car
bonaceous chondrites [see Pepin, 1989]. These effects 
can be quantitatively explained by the mass fraction
ation that occurs in hydrodynamic escape [Hunten et 
al., 1987; Sasaki and Nakazawa, 1988]. Pepin [1991] has 
generated several scenarios that account for the noble-
gas compositions of Venus, Earth and Mars as well as 
the gases trapped in meteorites. It is necessary to as
sume very large initial endowments of hydrogen, either 
trapped from the solar nebula or in the form of H 2 0 that 
can be dissociated. The early Sun must also have radi
ated a much greater flux of ionizing UV radiation to pro
vide the energy need to drive the flow. Such large fluxes 
have in fact been observed from many young stars of the 
T Tauri class; the major issue is whether the solar neb
ula itself would have absorbed this radiation before it 
could reach the planets. It cannot be said that fraction-
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ation in hydrodynamic escape has been proved to have 
occurred, but it explains many observed facts that were 
previously unexplained. An alternative explanation has 
been proposed by Owen and Bar-Nun [2000]: that the 
fractionated noble gases were delivered by comets. This 
idea will only be testable when we have actual data on 
these objects. 

5. VENUS 

The atmosphere of Venus, like that of Mars, is dom
inated by the radiatively active gas C 0 2 and there
fore has a much lower exospheric temperature than the 
Earth. Because of the slow rotation, the night side is 
even colder, slightly more than 100 K. There is no ther
mosphere on this side; it has been called a "cryosphere" 
instead. This structure is summarized by Chamberlain 
and Hunten [1987] and more detail may be found in 
Hunten et al. [1983, 1989]. The dayside exospheric 
temperature of 300 - 330 K is too low for thermal es
cape even of hydrogen to be important [Hunten and 
Donahue, 1976; Donahue et al., 1997]. The dominant 
nonthermal processes are discussed below. 

The huge temperature difference between day and 
night produces a huge pressure difference that drives 
a wind system that reaches nearly the speed of sound 
over the terminators. One result is a "hydrogen bulge", 
which is observed at a local time of ~ 3 a.m. The dis
placement from the antisolar region is thought to be the 
result of a rotation of the upper atmosphere with a pe
riod of ~6 days. The simplified discussion of the bulge 
in Chamberlain and Hunten [1987] predicts a rather 
small size by equating the speed of its outward diffusion 
with the speed of the converging winds. Perhaps the 
point at which the flow converges and descends varies 
with time. 

A striking fact is a large enrichment of deuterium; the 
D/H ratio is 150 times its value on Earth. The original 
endowment of water must therefore have been at least 
150 times the present value. In the likely case that D 
has escaped as well as H, this endowment would have 
been much greater. We return to ideas of atmospheric 
evolution below after discussing the present state. 

The chapter by Donahue et al. [1997] concentrates 
on the evolution of H and D; the discussion of the ac
tual escape processes occurs towards the end. The rate 
of the principal escape process for H is greater than 
that for D by just the factor required to explain the ob
served isotope ratio. Details may be found in Hodges 
[1999]. Hartle et al. [1996] showed that data from Pi
oneer Venus were sufficient to define the escape fluxes 
of H and D, averaged over the planet and over a so

lar cycle. In the upper part of the ionosphere there is 
an upward electric field that keeps electrons from es
caping and supports half the weight of the dominant 
positive ions. For H and D ions this force is stronger 
than gravity; they are accelerated upwards and may es
cape. This process is most important in the nightside 
hydrogen bulge, which contains both neutrals and ions, 
and the loss rate, averaged over the planet and the solar 
cycle, is estimated to be 9 x l 0 6 c m - 2 s e c - 1 . Next most 
important is charge exchange between H atoms and hot 
protons, with a mean flux of 8 x l 0 6 c m - 2 s e c - 1 . Ear
lier estimates of the H flux based on remote-sensing 
data [Paxton et al., 1988] have been discussed by Don
ahue [1999]; the more recent value is consistent with the 
idea that the water now found in the atmosphere could 
have entered it as recently as half a billion years ago, 
consistent with the idea of a global volcanic resurfacing 
[Grinspoon, 1993]. 

The remarkable D/H ratio has encouraged many stud
ies of atmospheric evolution, reviewed by Donahue et 
al. [1997]; a brief account may be found in Hunten 
[1993]. Several workers have sought to show that the 
observed hydrogen is the residue of a primitive "ocean", 
a quantity of water similar that that on the Earth. This 
scenario is certainly allowed by the observations but is 
not required. It is attractive because Earth and Venus 
have similar amounts of carbon dioxide and nitrogen 
and might be expected to have been endowed with sim
ilar amounts of water. The proximity to the Sun should 
have driven a "runaway greenhouse" in which a possible 
ocean would be totally evaporated: heat trapped by wa
ter vapor in a warm atmosphere would warm the ocean 
releasing still more vapor which would raise the temper
ature further. The end result could be an atmosphere 
containing all the water at a partial pressure ~270 bar. 
Photolysis could provide the hydrogen needed to drive 
a hydrodynamic escape. One such scenario was pre
sented by Kumar et al. [1983]; after the hydrodynamic 
phase the escape would be by charge exchange on the 
day side, followed by a situation similar to the present 
where most of this charge exchange is in the region of 
the nightside bulge. In this rather old study direct es
cape of ions was not included; instead another mecha
nism was assumed, in which fast O atoms collided with 
H atoms giving them enough energy to escape. 

Attractive though these ideas may be, the D/H ratio 
can alternatively be explained if the source of the ob
served water vapor is much more recent. The one that 
has received the most study is the impact of a modest 
number of large comets [Grinspoon and Lewis, 1988]. 
Such a source is viable because a steady state, with the 
observed D/H ratio, can be reached in a time consider
ably shorter than the age of the solar system. 
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6. MARS 

The aeronomy of Mars is discussed by Chamberlain 
and Hunten [1987] and in more detail by Barth et al. 
[1992]. Escape is included in the review by Hunten and 
Donahue [1976]. Good models of the dayside exosphere 
were first produced on the basis of UV data from the 
Mariners and the in-situ entry measurements by the 
Viking Landers [Hanson et al., 1977]. At solar maxi
mum the dayside exospheric temperature is 330 K and 
the exobase height 160 km ; the temperature at mini
mum is considerably less, ~220 K. A variation of ~60 
K between aphelion and perihelion is predicted. The 
nightside temperature has not been observed, but is 
computed to be ~150 K [Bougher et al., 1999]. (Mars 
Global Surveyor has given excllent data for lower al
titudes, but its measurement regime is well below the 
exosphere.) The H corona has been observed by UV 
spectrometers on Mariners 6, 7 and 9, and these results 
have permitted estimates of the thermal escape flux; in
clusion of the Jeans ratio B = 0.5 gives 9xlO r c m - 2 

s e c - 1 . Allowance for H 2 molecules would raise this 
value somewhat. The flux of both atoms and molecules 
is diffusion-limited and many of the molecules are con
verted to atoms by reaction with the ions Of and CO J. 

The day airglow of helium at 584 A has been inter
preted by Krasnopolsky and Gladstone [1996]. They 
infer a mixing ratio in the lower atmosphere of 4 ppmv 
and an escape rate of 7 x l 0 2 3 s e c - 1 . The principal loss 
process is ionization above the ionopause followed by 
sweeping out by the solar wind. 

The gravity well of Mars is small enough to permit 
nonthermal escape processes that do not work on Earth 
and Venus, where instead they produce suprathermal 
coronae. An important one is dissociative recombina
tion of a molecular ion such as N j [Brinkmann, 1971] or 
O j [McElroy 1972]above the exobase. A striking con
firmation was obtained by the mass spectrometers on 
the Viking Landers, which found the ratio 1 5 N / 1 4 N to 
be enhanced by a factor of 1.62 relative to the terres
trial value. The loss process itself is not appreciably 
isotopically selective because the atoms it produces are 
fast; the selectivity arises because of diffusive separation 
which enriches molecules containing the lighter isotope 
at the level where the ions recombine [Hunten, 1982]. 
Straightforward application of this process actually pre
dicts too large an enhancement of the isotope ratio, and 
it is necessary to assume that the atmosphere was sup
plied with additional, unfractionated, nitrogen as the 
planet evolved; see for example, Fox and Hac [1997]. 
The D/H ratio is also enriched, by a factor of 6 [Owen 
et al., 1988], but no measurable enrichment has been 
found for carbon or oxygen. Because the suprather

mal processes operate at about the same strength as 
for hydrogen and nitrogen, it may be concluded that 
the exchangeable reservoirs of carbon and oxygen are 
much larger. 

It is easy to show that known processes can account 
for the enrichments of 1 5 N and D, but unique conclu
sions about the corresponding history do not seem to 
be possible. This question is reviewed by Owen [1992]. 
The initial endowment of nitrogen was probably about 
2 mbar and could have been greater (the current par
tial pressure is 0.13 mbar). The enrichment of the D/H 
ratio can be explained if the amount of water that ex
changes with the atmosphere is less than is believed to 
reside in the polar caps, so it may be that such exchange 
between various reservoirs is inefficient. 

Even though there is no measurable modification of 
the isotopic composition of oxygen, there is another 
matter of interest. When McElroy [1972] first computed 
the escape flux, he noticed that it was almost exactly 
half the hydrogen flux: that is, water is escaping. He 
pointed out a feedback mechanism in the photochem
istry near the surface that would adjust the hydrogen 
flux to maintain this ratio. More detailed studies by Liu 
and Donahue [1976] and McElroy and Yung [1976] con
firmed this. However, Fox [1993a] showed that McEl-
roy's estimate of the O escape flux is too large, be
cause many instances of the dissociative recombination 
of Of lead to excited states and the kinetic energy of 
the fragments is too small to permit escape. Since the 
arguments for the O loss rate to be half that of H are 
still valid, one or more additional processes are required, 
and Fox suggested escape of ions and sputtering. 0 + 
ions created in the solar wind can be accelerated down
stream and escape, or planetary gravity can force them 
to collide with other atoms in the upper atmosphere, 
giving them enough energy to escape. These processes 
had been studied for Venus, where the larger gravity 
makes them less important for escape, and applied to 
Mars by Luhmann et al. [1992]. Fox [1993b] has also 
studied similar processes for the escape of nitrogen. 

As discussed above for the Earth, the elemental and 
isotopic compositions of the noble gases show strong 
signs that fractionation in hydrodynamic escape oc
curred on Mars. These compositions were measured 
by instruments on the Viking Landers and have been 
refined by laboratory analysis of gases trapped in SNC 
meteorites. This analysis was first used to confirm the 
hypothesis that these meteorites are indeed Martian. 
The scenarios proposed by Pepin [1991] are compati
ble with, though somewhat different from, those for the 
Earth. 

Another process that is likely to have been important 
in the early history of Mars is erosion of the atmosphere 
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by large impacts. As for the suprathermal escape pro
cesses discussed above, the low escape velocity makes 
this process possible at Mars but not Earth or Venus. 
It was proposed and discussed by Melosh and Vickery 
[1989] and a summary appears in Hunten et al. [1989]. 
It seems likely that Mars may have lost all but 1% of 
its original atmosphere, and that there is no elemental 
or isotopic fractionation. 

7. MERCURY, MOON 

These exospheres differ from the classic ones in that 
their lower boundary is a surface rather than an exobase 
that is in a state close to thermodynamic equilibrium 
and rapidly exchanges with the region below. Hydrogen 
and helium suffer rapid thermal loss; heavier atoms are 
also rapidly lost by ionization followed by sweep-up in 
the solar wind. The principal issues are the nature of 
the interaction of atoms with the surface, the mecha
nisms by which they are released from the surface, and 
their energy distribution. All these matters are dis
cussed in Chapter III.3. 

8. JOVIAN PLANETS 

The exospheres of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Nep
tune are composed of H 2 and He, with much smaller 
amounts of H. All are subject to diffusive separation. 
Their structure, as observed by the Voyager UVS, is 
summarized in Smith and Hunten [1990]. As discussed 
above, the exospheric temperatures are high, 700 - 1000 
K for Jupiter, 420 K for Saturn, 800K for Uranus and 
750 K for Neptune. The heating mechanism is un
known, but precipitation of magnetospheric electrons 
and ions seems to be a likely candidate. There is lit
tle doubt that auroral precipitation at high latitudes is 
important, especially at Jupiter, but whether the cor
responding heat can be transported to lower latitudes 
needs to to studied in detail. 

The gravity of Uranus is small enough that there is 
a significant density of H atoms at the rings. It is ex
pected that the drag on small ring particles is enough 
to carry them slowly into the atmosphere [Broadfoot et 
al, 1986; Herbert et al., 1987]. 

With the deep gravity wells, exospheric temperatures 
are not high enough for thermal escape from any of 
these planets to be significant. Nonthermal processes 
could be significant as sources of atoms to the envi
ronment, but any effects on the remaining atmospheres 
such as isotopic fractionation are almost impossible be
cause of the huge amounts of gases. 

A principal component of the ionospheres is expected 
to be H j [Atreya, 1986]. That this ion has been 

observed in Jupiter's magnetosphere [Hamilton et al., 
1980] implies that there is some escape mechanism, but 
its nature is unknown. 

9. IO AND ITS PLASMA TORUS 

Io and its atmosphere are unique in our solar system. 
It seems to have lost all the normal volatiles, leaving 
S O 2 as the principal one. The appearance and behav
ior are dominated by geysers and other volcanic activ
ity, driven by tidal heating [Nash et al., 1986]. Atmo
spheric atoms and molecules escape rapidly from the 
satellite but are still bound to Jupiter, going into orbit 
and forming a torus that envelops Io's orbit. Almost 
the same region is occupied by a plasma of ions and 
electrons; the plane of the plasma torus is inclined by 7 
degrees to Io's orbital plane. The electrons rapidly ion
ize the neutral cloud and the new ions find themselves 
caught up in Jupiter's magnetic field, whose rotation 
imposes a relative velocity of 55 km/sec. As these fresh 
ions collide with the ambient ones, they share their 
energy and heat the whole torus to a temperature of 
around 4 eV or 50,000 K. The co-rotating ions smash 
into the trailing face of Io and sputter surface materi
als into the atmosphere and the torus. Both are rich 
in S O 2 which is abundant on the surface. Many of the 
sputtered molecules enter a suprathermal corona which 
is available for further sputtering. Another prominent 
constituent is Na, which can be observed from Earth 
and was the first constituent to be discovered (1974) 
by R.A. Brown. The outward extension of the torus to 
the other Galilean satellites forms an important part of 
their environments, discussed in Chapter III.3. 

Because the neutral and plasma tori can be regarded 
as extensions of Io's exosphere and ionosphere, they are 
briefly discussed below. An excellent review is the chap
ter by Brown et al. [1983]; the satellite and its atmo
sphere are reviewed by Nash et al. [1986]and Spencer 
and Schneider [1996]; and a brief summary may be 
found in Chamberlain and Hunten [1987]. Studies of 
the mass budget of the torus require a source rate of 
10 2 8 atoms sec" 1, which translates into a flux from Io 
of 4 x l 0 1 0 atoms c m - 2 sec - 1 in global mean. It appears 
that this can be supplied by the two-stage sputtering 
process mentioned above, in which atoms and molecules 
populate an extended corona which then becomes a tar
get for further sputtering [McGrath and Johnson, 1987]. 
Na atoms, which have been abundantly observed be
cause they resonantly scatter solar photons, are unfor
tunately not ideal tracers because some of the ejection 
processes are not shared by other atoms and molecules. 

The atmospheric SO2 abundance and distribution 
have been studied from Earth by millimeter-wave spec-
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troscopy [Lellouch et al., 1992]. The number density 
was found to be 10 1 1 — 10 1 2 c m - 3 , which would put the 
exobase level at tens to hundreds of km. However, the 
gas seems to be patchy, consistent with sources in geyser 
plumes and sublimation of patchy snowdrifts. The tem
perature is 500 - 600 K. Another technique has been to 
deduce the vertical distribution of Na atoms by observ
ing the shadow of Io's atmosphere on another satellite 
[Schneider et al., 1991]. The exobase height deduced in 
this way was less than 700 km but above the surface. 

Because most of the SO2 is expected to condense to 
the surface on the cold night side, there may be strong 
day-to-night winds [Ingersoll et al, 1985]. These may 
be moderated by the presence of 0 2 produced in the 
photochemistry of SO2 [Kumar, 1985]. This molecule 
has not been seen, because it lacks a dipole moment 
and is very difficult to observe remotely. The predic
tion is uncertain because the escape rate, as well as the 
production rate, are poorly understood. 

Ejection of Na into the torus includes processes addi
tional to the sputtering by torus ions mentioned above. 
The principal ionospheric ion is expected to be Na+, 
because with the low ionization potential of the atom, 
other ions exchange charge with it and the recombi
nation rate of an atomic ion is slow. Long before the 
discovery of the torus, Io had been found to be linked 
to the timing of intense decametric radio pulses, which 
had been discovered in the early years of radio astron
omy after World War II. Goldreich and Lynden-Bell 
[1969] eventually proposed a model of Io as a unipo
lar inductor: an enormous current, generated by the 
relative motion of Io and Jupiter's magnetic field flows 
along the field lines connected to Io's sub-Jovian and 
anti-Jovian points. Although many details have since 
been added, the basic idea is still accepted. A poten
tial drop of 411 kV exists across the satellite, and the 
enormous current flows through the ionosphere. Only 
recently [Wilson and Schneider, 1999] have these phe
nomena been linked to the ejection of matter. A jet 
of Na atoms springs from a region near the anti-Jovian 
point and perpendicular to Jupiter's magnetic field, just 
where the electric fild is vertical. Ionospheric Na+ ions 
are accelerated up, and many of them exchange charge 
with the abundant Na atoms in Io's upper atmosphere. 
The resulting jet has been observed, not only from the 
ground, but by the camera on Galileo [Burger et al., 
1999]. 

The plasma torus, briefly introduced above, occupies 
a region whose minor radius is roughly equal to that of 
Jupiter, and centered on Io's orbit except for the 7 de
gree inclination mentiond above. The following descrip
tion ignores the internal structure and significant time 

variations. The ions are singly and multiply charged 
ones of S and O, with a couple of percent of Na. Ion 
and electron temperatures are around 4 eV or 50,000 
K, a random velocity superposed on a near co-rotation 
with the planet. These ions bombard the backward face 
of Io and cause the ejection by sputtering mentioned 
above. The neutral atoms and molecules that escape 
Io go into orbits gravitationally bound to Jupiter and 
are rather quickly ionized by the torus electrons. Some, 
however, survive long enough to form a large banana-
shaped cloud near Io whose Na component has been 
extensively studied by observations of scattered solar 
radiation. 

A freshly-created ion finds itself subjected to Jo
vian magnetic-field lines sweeping past at 55 km/s. Its 
motion resembles a cycloid, the superposition of co-
rotation and circular gyration. The latter component 
is damped out by collisions with other ions; the heated 
ions transfer energy to the electrons. Although these 
collisions are the principal source of energy to the sys
tem, detailed studies find a deficit. Wilson and Schnei
der [1999] suggest that the currents of the unipolar gen
erator system may be another important source. 

Ions are lost from the torus by diffusion, partially in
wards but mainly outwards. They also can be neutral
ized and fly out to much greater distances in Jupiter's 
outer magnetosphere, where many of them are re-ionized. 
They can then diffuse back toward Jupiter, being ener
gized in the process and forming a large fraction of the 
energetic plasma of the entire magnetosphere. 

10. ICY GALILEAN SATELLITES 

Europa, Ganymede and Callisto all have exposed 
water-ice on their surfaces and are bombarded by mag
netospheric ions, especially those originating in the Io 
plasma torus. The atmospheres that result from these 
processes are discussed in Chapter III.3. 

11. TITAN 

Titan's atmosphere contains a large quantity of N2 
with a few percent of methane. Its exospheric tempera
ture was measured by the Voyager UVS [see Smith and 
Hunten, 1990] and the thermal structure of its ther
mosphere and exosphere was modeled by Yelle [1991]. 
HCN, unlike the usual hydrocarbon radiators, has an 
electric dipole moment, with the consequence that its 
far-IR pure rotation band is an important radiator; the 
computed and observed exospheric temperatures agree 
well. Earlier work is reviewed by Hunten et al. [1984]. 

Photolysis of methane leads to the production of 
H2 which is observed in the IR spectrum with a mix-
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ing ratio of ~ 0.1% and which escapes at a rate of 
3.4xlO 9 c m - 2 s e c - 1 , accurately described by the dif
fusion limit. Nonthermal escape of other atoms is dis
cussed by Hunten et al. [1984]. 

12. TRITON 

Triton's upper atmosphere was observed by the Voy
ager UVS which found the major gas to be N 2 , with 
small amounts of CH4 and CO, and measured an ex
ospheric temperature of 95 K [Broadfoot et al., 1989]. 
An ionosphere was also observed by radio occultaion. 
According to an analysis by Yelle et al. [1991] there 
is a thin troposphere, with the tropopause at ~ 8 km 
surmounted by a thermosphere - there is no middle at
mosphere. Heating of the thermosphere is by solar EUV 
and precipitation of magnetospheric particles, in a ra
tio of 1:2, and cooling by the rotational band of CO. 
The exospheric temperature is enough lower than that 
of Pluto to keep the escape out of the hydrodynamic 
regime. Studies of the upper atmosphere and iono
sphere are reviewed by Strobel and Summers [1995]. 
The exobase height is 930 km and the escape fluxes 
of N and hydrogen are 9 x l 0 9 and 9 x l 0 1 0 c m - 2 s e c - 1 

referred to the surface. As at Titan, the source of hy
drogen atoms and molecules is photolysis of CH4. 

13. PLUTO 

Pluto's exosphere is unlike any other in the contem
porary solar system because it is undergoing energy-
limited hydrodynamic escape. An early static model, 
based on results of a stellar occultation, estimated the 
radial distance of the exobase as greater than 3000 km 
(a height of 1820 km), but this estimate depends on the 
assumed temperature because the atmosphere is highly 
extended [Hubbard et al., 1988]. A detailed model by 
Trafton of the exosphere and the escape is described in 
Trafton et al [1997] and in the next paragraph. In such 
a model the exobase loses its usual significance, but the 
corresponding density level is at a radial distance of 4.5 
Pluto radii. 

The first discussion of escape from Pluto [Trafton, 
1980] found a very large flux that would deplete the 
entire planet over geologic time. Hunten and Watson 
[1982] pointed out that it was not realistic to assume 
an isothermal exosphere because, as noted above, the 
large escape flux would cool it by adiabatic expansion. 
They adapted the treatment of Watson et al. [1981] 
and showed that the flux would be energy-limited to 
a much lower value. A detailed discussion of this and 
later treatments may be found in Traften et al. [1997]. 
Like the treatment by Hunten and Watson, those of 
Hubbard et al. [1990] and McNutt [1989] give upper 

limits to the flux, but the detailed model due to Trafton 
shows that these estimates are not far above the actual 
value. Details are shown in Table I of Trafton et al. 
[1997]; for a pure methane atmosphere the upper limits 
for the first three models are 4.7, 6.1 and 1.3 in units of 
10 1 0 c m - 2 s - 1 , while Trafton's model gives 2.1. 

If the Trafton escape rate just discussed was main
tained for the age of the solar system, the amount of 
surface material lost would amount to "a few kilome
ters" . If the solar EUV flux declined as IO 8 * - 5 / 6 , as de
rived by Zahnle and Walker [1982], the amount would 
be greater by a factor ~5. (t is time in years, with origin 
when the Sun reached the main sequesnce.). 

14. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The solar system contains a remarkable variety of ex-
ospheres and escape processes. Although it is more than 
a century since the pioneering ideas of Stoney and al
most a century since the publication of the Jeans equa
tion, nearly all our knowledge was gained in the space 
age. Future space missions will undoubtedly lead to still 
further progress. 
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T h e solar s y s t e m c o n t a i n s m a n y b o d i e s w i t h a t m o s p h e r e s so t h i n t h a t col
l isions se ldom occur b e t w e e n t h e a t m o s p h e r i c c o n s t i t u e n t s . T h e s e a r e cal led 
surface b o u n d a r y layer a t m o s p h e r e s . No t on ly is t h e sur face t h e source of 
t h e a t o m s a n d molecules , b u t t he i r i n t e r ac t i ons w i t h t h e sur face d e t e r m i n e 
t h e a t m o s p h e r i c p r o p e r t i e s . T h e s e a t m o s p h e r e s a r e i n t e r e s t i n g for two rea
sons . B y r e m o t e sens ing we c a n l ea rn a b o u t t h e e x t e r n a l w e a t h e r i n g a g e n t s 
a n d we m a y also b e ab le t o d e t e r m i n e t h e surface c o m p o s i t i o n s of d i s t a n t 
bod i e s . Here t h e phys ica l p rocesses t h a t con t ro l t h e s e a t m o s p h e r e s a r e de 
sc r ibed a n d ou r knowledge of t h e surface b o u n d a r y layer a t m o s p h e r e s in t h e 
solar s y s t e m is reviewed. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The solar system contains many small bodies with 
tenuous atmospheres, some so thin tha t the atoms and 
molecules leaving the surface collide only rarely if at all. 
In this si tuation the properties of the atmosphere, or 
ambient gas, are dominated by the interactions of the 
constituent a tom and molecules with the surface and 
by loss to space. Such atmospheres are also called exo
spheres because atoms leaving the surface can directly 
escape as they do from planetary exospheres (see II.2). 
When collisions can be neglected, the atmosphere is a 
sum of independent components each characterized by a 
surface ejection process. Such atmospheres are referred 
to here as surface boundary layer atmospheres since the 
interactions with the surface determine the composition 
and density. 

These atmospheres are derived from the intrinsic 
planetary materials, impacting materials or implanted 
ions. Therefore, remote sensing observations can lead 
to an understanding of the surface composition and the 
weathering processes [Johnson and Sittler, 1990; John-
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son and Baragiola, 1991]. Although this is an impor tant 
goal, it typically founders on our lack of understanding 
of those processes which lead to desorption of a toms 
and molecules from the surface. Desorption from a sur
face can occur due to thermal processes and micromete-
orite impact vaporization, and it is induced by incident 
photons, electrons and ions. Each of these processes 
is not well understood for the materials composing the 
porous regoliths of solar systems bodies. Good obser
vations, therefore, are often accompanied by essentially 
speculative models due to the lack of laboratory da t a 
or reliable models for desorption. 

The Mariner and Apollo missions showed tha t both 
Mercury and the Moon had extremely rarefied a tmo
spheres. The sources were primarily solar wind implan
tat ion of hydrogen and helium, rare gas a toms produced 
by radioactive decay and nuclear reactions induced by 
cosmic ray particles, and, possibly, some sputtered oxy
gen. Renewed interest in these atmospheres was gen
erated by the observation of ambient alkali a toms, first 
a t Mercury and then at the Moon [Potter and Morgan, 
1985, 1986, 1988]. This led to new modeling and obser
vational efforts with the hope tha t remote sensing could 
be used to compare the composition of the surfaces of 
the Moon and Mercury. However, additional species 
were not identified until the recent observation of Ca at 
Mercury [Bida et al, 2000]. 
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F igure 1. Source and loss processes determining the nature 
of the surface boundary layer atmospheres [Cheng et al, 
1987]. 

A parallel story for outer solar system bodies had 
been evolving for ~ 2 0 years. Subsequent to the first 
observation of sodium at Io [Brown and Chaffee, 1 9 7 4 ] , 
Voyager found tha t a number of the large moons of 
the giant planets had extremely thin, exospheric at
mospheres. It also confirmed tha t many of these sur
faces were composed primarily of frozen volatiles and 
were embedded in relatively intense fluxes of charged 
particles t rapped in the giant planet magnetospheres. 
Based on laboratory d a t a for sputtering of ices, these 
moons were predicted to have thin atmospheres [Cheng 
and Lanzerotti, 1 9 7 4 ] . Because water ice is decomposed 
by energetic plasma particles [Reimann et al, 1 9 8 4 ] , 
the icy moons were also predicted to have O2 atmo
spheres [Johnson et al, 1 9 8 2 ; Johnson, 1 9 9 0 ] . These 
predictions were both confirmed. An ambient cloud of 
OH was observed at Saturn by HST [Shemansky et al, 
1 9 9 3 ] , derived in par t from H2O escaping from the icy 
satellites, and O2 was detected by 'auroral ' emissions 
at Europa and Ganymede [Hall et al, 1 9 9 8 ] . There 
is now considerable excitement tha t atmospheric obser
vations can give information on the evolution of Eu
ropa's surface [Johnson et al, 1 9 9 8 ] and on its ocean 
which has breached the surface in the past [Pappalardo 
et al, 1 9 9 9 ] . Alkali a toms seen in Europa 's a tmo

sphere [Brown and Hill, 1 9 9 6 ] were suggested to have 
come from ocean material [Johnson, 2 0 0 0 ; Brown, 2 0 0 1 ; 
Leblanc et al, 2 0 0 1 ] and the search is on for other 
species tha t might suggest whether biology was initi
ated in Europa 's ocean [Chyba, 2 0 0 0 ] . 

In this Chapter, I first review the ejection and trans
port processes tha t determine the atmospheric proper
ties. Because of the existence of a number of good re
views [Hunten et al, 1 9 8 8 ; Hunten and Sprague, 1 9 9 7 ; 
Stern, 1 9 9 9 ; Killen and Ip, 1 9 9 9 ] , I will only briefly de
scribe our present understanding. 

2 . P h y s i c a l P r o c e s s e s 

An atom or molecule ejected from the surface moves 
in a ballistic trajectory, primarily under the influence of 
the body's gravitational field as seen in Figure 1 . If it 
has sufficient energy it can escape, it can be ionized and 
lost, or ionized and swept into the surface by the local 
fields [Manka and Michel, 1 9 7 3 ; Goldstein et al, 1 9 8 1 ] . 
Neutrals which do not escape or are not ionized return 
to the surface. Ejected molecules can be dissociated 
with their fragments following escape or bound trajecto
ries. The contribution of these a toms and molecules to 
the observed density depends on the flight time, which 
in turn depends on its initial ejection velocity. Those 
particles which return to the surface ballistically or re
turn by being ionized and swept into the surface can 
again be ejected. A refinement to this picture is the in
teraction with the radiation field. An effective pressure 
is produced by resonant scattering [Smyth and Marconi, 
1 9 9 5 ] or by collisions with the plasma particles [Jurac 
et al, 2 0 0 0 ] . For long flight paths , collisions with other 
neutrals can become relevant. An atmosphere in which 
collisions are important can exhibit characteristics of a 
surface boundary layer atmosphere if its properties are 
determined primarily by the interactions with the sur
face. Finally, each body has atmospheres at two scales: 
a planetary scale ambient gas above the physical sur
face in equilibrium with a micro-scale atmosphere in the 
regolith [Hodges, 1 9 8 0 ] . 

The word source sometimes refers to the ejection pro
cess and other times to the reservoir of the observed 
atoms and molecules. These are the same for vent
ing. Here I describe ejection processes and use the word 
source for the reservoir. Internal (endogenic) sources of 
atmosphere must be replenished by regolith turnover, 
outgassing or diffusion. External (exogenic) sources in
clude implantation of ions from the local plasma, im
pacting meteoroids and comets, or ejecta from a neigh
boring object. The ejection and t ranspor t processes are 
described below. 
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2.1. Thermal Processes 

Outgassing can produce a tenuous atmosphere con
trolled by condensation and loss to space. This can be 
a robust process, like volcanoes at Io or venting at Tri
ton. The eject a velocity distributions are determined 
by the temperature of the reservoir and by collisions 
in the expanding plume. At some distance from the 
source, the atmosphere becomes a thin boundary layer 
atmosphere. Bodies might also outgas by slow, steady 
thermal diffusion as suggested for the CO2 at Callisto 
[Carlson, 1999]. Modeling requires accounting for the 
source rates and the velocity distributions. 

Trace atoms or molecules which are bound to or ad
sorbed on the surface (e.g., Ar at night on the Moon) 
can be desorbed thermally. The ra te of ejection is pro
portional to their surface concentrations, Cj, to their 
vibrational frequency on the surface, v>j(& 1 0 1 3 / s ) and 
an exponential function of their surface binding energy, 
Uji dS/dt « Cj Vj exp[—Uj/kT]. Thermally desorbed 
species tha t are fully accommodated have a roughly 
Maxwellian velocity distribution, typically given as a 
normalized flux distribution, f{E,0) = [2cos6][E / (kT)2] 
exp{-E/kT). 

In the subsolar region, sublimation can be impor
tant on the frozen surfaces in the outer solar system. 
Whereas thermal desorption refers to ejection of a t race 
species, like Na at Mercury, sublimation describes ejec
tion of the principal species such as H2O at Ganymede. 
The velocity distribution is typically like tha t above 
and the flux is determined from the vapor pressure a t 
the surface, P(T x), and the sublimation energy U: 
$ = c[P(T) / (27rMkT)1/2]exp{-U/kT) . The pref-
actor is related to Vj above and the coverage, c, can 
account for porosity. 

2.2. Stimulated Desorption and Sputtering 

Whereas the solar photon flux heats the surface, de
termining the thermal desorption efficiencies, individual 
photons can excite a bond in the surface [Madey et al., 
2001]. This can lead to repulsive ejection of an a tom or 
molecule, referred to as photon stimulated desorption 
or photo-sputtering. These terms have been used in
terchangeably but typically refer to removal of a t race 
or absorbed species vs. removal of the principal species. 
Stimulated desorption is less robust than thermal des
orption but becomes important when exp[—Uj/kT] is 
small. The dominant ejecta are neutrals. Ion ejec
tion requires higher energy excitations (typically > ~ 
25eV) but as they are easy to detect the l i terature is 
predominantly on ion desorption. Because ejected ions 

contribute directly to the local plasma, they might at 
times be important , but most observed plasma ions are 
formed from ejected neutrals . 

CO is desorbed by exciting states of internal molec
ular bond of CO or by exciting a s ta te associated with 
the molecule / surface bond [Madey et al, 2001]. These 
can be quenched or they can lead to repulsive ejection. 
Exciting a surface s ta te can lead to ejection of a CO 
whereas the internal states lead to ejection of an atom, 
typically the O. Adsorbed or intrinsic Na is bound in an 
ionic form to a silicate [ Yakshinskiy and Madey, 2000]. 
An incident photon can excite an electron which at
taches to the sodium causing ejection [ Yakshinskiy and 
Madey, 1999]. The threshold for alkali a tom desorp
tion from a silicate or an icy surface is only a few eV 
[Yakshinskiy and Madey, 1999, 2001]. The desorbed 
flux, $ j , for species j can be writ ten as $ j = rjj ajes <j>, 
where <f> is the incident photon flux, af68 is the desorp
tion cross section and rjj is the number per unit area 
in the surface. The quanti ty (rjj CTJ) is also called the 
yield. The cross section aje8 is the product of an ab
sorption cross section for the photon and the probability 
of ejection. Whereas gas-phase photo-absorption cross 
sections for outer shell electrons range from ~ 1 0 - 1 7 -
1 0 " 1 9 c m 2 , desorption cross sections can be an order 
of magnitude or more smaller due to the quenching of 
the excitations in the solid. Whereas ejected ions can 
have average energies ^ l e V , the ejected neutrals have 
average energies < l e V . Stimulated desorption is non
thermal but can have a quasi-thermal component due 
to the interaction of the exiting a tom with other surface 
atoms. Since planetary surfaces are porous, a thermal 
distribution with an energetic tail is appropriate. 

Adsorbed water can be typically dissociated by inci
dent UV photons, [Kimmel et al, 1995] If this occurs 
at the vacuum interface, H or H2 is directly ejected and 
H 2 produced at depth diffuses out. For a vapor de
posited ice, which is very rough at the molecular level, 
weakly at tached water molecules can be directly des
orbed [Bahr et al, 2000]. However, removal of H2O typ
ically requires two photons [Westley et al, 1995]. The 
first causes the loss of H or H2, producing a precursor 
species: e.g., t rapped OH or O [ H 2 0 0 ] . Subsequent ex
citation of the precursor can lead to desorption [Sieger 
et al, 1998]. Therefore, the yield is roughly quadrat ic 
in the radiation flux, 0, and is tempera ture dependent. 

Fast ions and electrons ( > ~ I07cm/s) from the local 
plasma can cause desorption and sputtering by elec
tronic excitations, a process referred to as electronic 
sputtering [Johnson, 1996]. If the density of excita
tions produced near the surface is low, as is the case 
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for incident electrons and fast protons, then electronic 
sputtering resembles photo-desorption [Johnson, 1990]. 
However, the fast heavy ions in the Jovian magne
tospheric plasma [Cooper et al, 2001] produce high 
excitation densities leading to large sputtering yields 
in ice. The yields for a number of relevant ices are 
often parametrized by the square of the energy de
posited per unit pa th length in excitations and ion
izations, (dE/dx)e [Johnson, 1990, 1998; Shi et al, 
1995], a tabula ted quantity. The ejecta spectrum is not 
Maxwellian. It has an average energy < l e V , but with a 
slowly decaying tail, ~ E~2 [Johnson, 1990], and is of
ten parametrized using f(E) = 2EU'/(E + U')3, where 
U' is a fitting parameter which is typically low, <0.1eV. 

Incident plasma ions also transfer energy to surface 
atoms in 'knock-on' collisions [Johnson, 1990; 1998]. 
This is the s tandard sputtering process which leads to 
non-selective ejection. It is the dominant ejection pro
cess in most refractory solid and is most efficient at en
ergies ~ 0 .1- lkeV/u. It has the hardest spectrum with 
the parameter U' above related to the cohesive energy 
of the material , U. It is the most discussed sputtering 
process, but has not yet been shown to be dominant 
on any object. Although there is a large body of da ta 
and good computat ional tools for knock-on sputtering, 
details for planetary materials are sparse. 

Micrometeorite impact vaporization of regolith grains 
and the impactor has been suggested as an atmospheric 
source at the Moon [Morgan et al, 1989], Mercury 
[Morgan et al, 1988; Hunten et al, 1988], and Ence-
ladus [Haff and Eviatar, 1986]. Micrometeorites, which 
produce the porous regoliths and convert lunar surface 
materials into glasses, also mix the surface exposing 
fresh material . The vapor coats lunar grains [Hapke, 
2001] and can produce an enhancement in the sodium 
atmosphere during meteor showers [Hunten et al, 1998; 
Smith et al, 1998]. The ejecta exhibit a Maxwellian-like 
velocity distribution and the amount of material vapor
ized per impact is of the order of a few times the mass of 
the impactor. The porous regolith produced by microm
eteorite bombardment can severely reduce the sputter 
flux by shadowing and sticking of ejecta to neighboring 
grains [Hapke, 1986; Johnson, 1989]. 

2.3. Radiolysis and Photolysis: Chemical Sputtering 

The incident charged particles and photons also in
duce chemistry called radiolysis and photolysis [John
son and Quickenden, 1997]. The surface is altered down 
to the depth of penetrat ion by implantation of reactive 
species (e.g., H, C , 0 and S) and by bond breaking. Tha t 
radiolysis occurs on the icy moons is indicated by the 

observation of peroxide [Carlson et al, 1999b]. In radi
olysis and photolysis new more volatile species are cre
ated which preferentially desorb, often called chemical 
sputtering [Roth, 1983]. For instance, ice is decomposed 
into H2 and O2 [Reimann et al, 1984] and protons and 
carbon implanted into the lunar regolith can form CH4. 
Volatiles produced at depth can diffuse to the surface 
(e.g., H2 from CH4 [Lanzerotti et al, 1987]) and escape 
with a thermal energy distribution. In some materi
als the loss of volatiles leaves a less volatile surface, as 
is the case for vapor deposited SO2 irradiated in Io's 
polar regions producing sulfur chains [Johnson, 1997]. 
Similarly, outer solar system surfaces containing hydro
carbons preferentially lose H (as H2) forming carbon 
chains [Strazzulla, 1998] and many organic molecules 
decompose yielding CO2 and darker material, a pro
cess possibly relevant at Callisto [Johnson, 2001]. The 
chemistry can be induced by hot atom reactions, but 
most measured yields vary with the surface tempera
ture [Johnson, 1990, 1998]. These chemical changes 
compete with regolith turnover and vapor deposition 
in determining the surface reflectance. 

2.4. Adsorption 

Ejected atoms and molecules returning to the surface 
typically do not reflect efficiently, since their velocities 
are low and the surfaces are porous. If they do scatter 
back into the gas phase before fully accommodating to 
the surface tempera ture , their average energy is char
acterized by a coefficient, (3 = [Eout — EJ]/[ET — E{n], 
where Ein and Eout are the incident and re-ejection 
energies and E T is the thermal energy [Hunten et al, 
1988]. Since na tura l surfaces are highly porous, full 
accommodation to the local temperature is a good as
sumption for all except the lightest atoms, H and He 
[Hodges, 1974; Shemansky and Broadfoot, 1977]. Tha t 
is, the returning a toms or molecules become adsorbed 
weakly on the surface (physisorbed; JJj <^leV). In this 
s tate they can migrate along the surface of a grain until 
they find a deep adsorption or reaction (chemisorbed) 
site or desorb thermally. Therefore, with the excep
tion of H and He, returning particles essentially stick 
(/? « 0) with a residence t ime tha t depends on the 
surface temperature and the availability of deep sites 
[Smith and Kay, 1997; Yakshinskiy and Madey, 2000]. 
These are available on surfaces in a clean space envi
ronment [Hodges, 2001] and are produced by radiation 
damage [Yakshinskiy and Madey, 1999]. 

In laboratory studies a distinction can be made be
tween direct reflection, sticking-migration-desorption, 
and sticking and becoming bound in a deep well [Smith 
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and Kay, 1997]. In modelling, one typically uses a net 
sticking coefficient, S, which combines the probability of 
physisorption and the probability of finding a binding 
site. For He there are no deep sites, but even Ar can 
bind at night on clean lunar grains [Hodges, 2001]. Wa
ter has a high apparent sticking coefficient on MgO. 
It chemisorbs molecularly at terrace sites and disso-
ciatively at radiation damage sites. Interestingly, the 
thermal activation energy in both cases is ~63kJ /mo le 
[Stimiman et al, 1996]. Yakshinskiy et al (2000) give 
the net sticking for Na on a silicate: S « 0.5 at 250/f 
decreasing to 0.2 at 500K. The Na absorbed on an 
amorphous silicate has binding energies ranging from ~ 
1.4eV to 2.7eV with a peak ~1.85eV, greater than the 
l . l eV suggested earlier [Hunten and Sprague, 1997]. At 
500K the resident t ime on a grain at the average bind
ing energy is — 1̂3 hours and at 400K it becomes ~103 
yrs. 

Since the grains form a regolith, desorbed molecules 
intersect a surface with high probability prior to con
tributing to the ambient gas. The atoms and molecules 
hopping between grain surfaces create an regolith at
mosphere in equilibrium with the observed ambient gas. 
The net sticking coefficients in a regolith is S e / / « S / [ 1 -
(1-S)(1-P)] where P is the probability of escape. For 
isotropic ejection, P is ~ 0.2 [Hodges, 1980a; Johnson, 
1989]. Therefore, at 250K and 500K, S e / / is - 0 . 8 and 
~0 .6 , close to the value found when modeling observa
tions [Sprague, 1992]. 

2.5. Interaction With the Radiation Field 

The atoms and molecules in their ballistic trajectories 
can interact with the local radiation field. This can lead 
to excitation, ionization and dissociation of molecules 
as well as momentum transfer. The interaction of so
lar photons with the alkali atoms has been extensively 
described [Smyth and Marconi, 1995a]. The strong res
onance scattering lines which allow trace amounts of Na 
and K to be studied from earth produce an average ac
celeration away from the sun. Tha t is, an a tom absorbs 
a photon receiving a momentum directed away from 
the sun and then re-emits in a random direction giving 
up some momentum. Instead of treat ing this stochas
tically, it is t rea ted as a radiation pressure, since each 
event transfers a small amount of momentum and the 
ballistic lifetimes are generally longer than the resonant 
scattering t ime. Although a small effect, the pressure 
is steady, driving sodium and potassium atoms in large 
ballistic orbits downstream from the sun [Wilson et al, 
1998]. The ability to absorb is affected by the a tom's ra
dial motion relative to the sun which causes a Doppler 

shift. Since Mercury is both close to the sun and in 
an eccentric orbit, the net acceleration can vary consid
erably depending on Mercury's orbital position [Smyth 
and Marconi, 1995a]. 

Interaction with the plasma can also produce a net 
drag via momentum transfer to atmospheric neutrals 
producing, for instance, an expansion of Saturn 's OH 
torus [Jurac et al, 2000]. Since the size of the mo
mentum transfer can be large this is typically t reated 
stochastically. When such collisions lead to removal of 
a molecule from an atmosphere, it is often called a tmo
spheric sputtering [Johnson, 1990]. 

Ionization by photons, electron impact, or charge ex
change are impor tant loss processes for a number of 
the surface boundary layer atmospheres. Est imating 
the loss requires knowledge of the plasma flux and the 
ionization and charge exchange cross sections. A use
ful quanti ty is the average lifetime against ionization, 
n = [0ct ; ] _ 1 , where GI is the ionization cross section 
and 4> is the radiation flux. Photoionization cross sec
tions integrated over the solar spectrum are available 
for many atmospheric species [Huebner et al, 1992] 
and plasma cross section data , though not always avail
able, can be reasonably estimated [Johnson, 1990]. The 
biggest uncertainty is knowledge of the plasma density 
and temperature , especially close to the body. The in
teraction of the external field with the local field can 
be variable [Ip, 1986; Kabin et al, 2000] and ionization 
followed by pick-up produces a current. This current in 
turn deflects the plasma flow, as modeled for Europa 's 
O2 atmosphere [Ip, 1996; Saur et al, 1998]. Accurately 
calculating the feedback is not trivial but is important 
at the Jovian satellites and Mercury. 

2.6. Transport and Recycling 

Particles desorbed from the surface move in ballistic 
trajectories usually calculated in the coordinate system 
of the body. When no outside forces act, the radial 
gravitational force, F G , controls the motion. However, 
if the radiation pressure and /o r the gravitational force 
of the sun or of a parent planet (e.g., Jupi ter for Europa) 
is significant, then motion of the body is impor tna t and 
Coriolis and centrifugal forces must also be included 
(see III.4). 

When considering only F Q and ignoring losses, the 
ejecta energy distribution, i(E,6) determines atmospheric 
t ransport and escape, where E and 8 are the energy 
and angle. The escape fraction, fe8, is obtained by in
tegrating over energies greater than Us, the satellite 
gravitational energy. For surface boundary layer a tmo
spheres t ranspor t is always important since stimulated 
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and thermal desorption exhibit longitudinal and latitu
dinal dependences. For outer solar system moons phase-
locked to their parent planets and moving in the mag
netospheric plasma, there are differences in the bom
bardment flux onto the hemispheres leading and trailing 
the orbital motion [Pospieszalska and Johnson, 1989; 
Paranicas et al, 2001]. This produces differences in the 
ejected flux so tha t t race species are moved poleward 
or, in the case of the Jovian satellites, to the leading 
hemisphere [Sieveka and Johnson, 1982]. When ejec
tion depends on tempera ture there is a net poleward 
and day to night t ranspor t , so tha t Ar at the moon ex
hibits daily transients [Hodges, 1980a]. If the molecules 
are fully accommodated to the local surface temper
ature, then thermal desorption and adsorption events 
lead to a random walk across the surface and into the 
regolith. When hopping distances are small, the process 
is roughly diffusive [Hodges, 1974]. 

Ignoring loss processes, the angular excursion across 
the surface and the mean flight t ime, tb, in a bound tra
jectory are easily est imated [Johnson, 1990]. The aver
ages are obtained by integrating over the energy and an
gle distribution of the ejecta for the bound trajectories. 
When £f,<C T{ and ejection is isotropic, the column is $j 
-U, where $j is the flux discussed earlier. For sputtering 
of H2O at Europa the escape fraction is fe8 « 0.3, the 
mean angular excursion is ~ 50°, indicating relatively 
large ballistic trajectories, and the mean fight t ime is 
— 4 x 10 3 s [Johnson, 1990]. For O2 at the ambient tem
perature on Europa 's dayside hemisphere (~ 120K) the 
escape fraction is nearly zero, the mean excursion angle 
is ~ 2° and the mean flight t ime is shorter, ~ 200s. 
Both of these times are short compared to the lifetime 
against ionization, « 10 6 s . Therefore, most particles 
in bound trajectories re turn to the surface. If gas-phase 
ionization is the only loss process and if the residence 
time on the surface is short then the average number of 
hops across the surface is N « T( / < tb > . The mean 
excursion distance for a Maxwellian flux distribution is 
~ nHj, where Hj is the scale height, Hj = kT /Mjg. 
For the sput ter energy distribution above, the mean ex
cursion distance depends on the cut-off, Emax, which is 
typically not measured. For EmAX/Uj » 1, this gives 
~ 7rHj\n(EmSkX/Uj). For a 2-D random walk with an 
average of N hops, the mean radial distance traveled 
before removal is ~ nH^N]1/2. This is of the order of 
Europa 's radius for O2 near the dayside equator. 

Finally, ionized species follow the local field lines 
and can be re-implanted into the surface [Manka and 
Michel, 1973; Cheng et al, 1987]. This produces pole
ward t ransport in the local dipole field at Ganymede or 

Mercury. Because of Mercury's slow rotational period, 
it has been suggested [Sprague, 1992] tha t this could 
produce a net t ransport process from dayside to the 
nightside allowing recycling of the alkalis. 

2.7. Density Calculations 

The density vs. al t i tude depends on the surface elec
tion rate, the ballistic flight t ime, tb, and the loss pro
cesses. Atoms and molecules ejected from the surface 
have a residence t ime in every volume of space above 
the surface of the object. This is determined by the lo
cal velocity. Ignoring loss processes and outside forces, 
the densities of the bound, rib(r), and escaping, ne8(r), 
components for a spherically symmetric atmosphere are 
readily calculated using the radial velocity, dr/dt [John
son, 1990]: 

n 6 ( r ) = $ ( 1 - f e 8 ) < 2(Rs/r)2/(dr/dt) >6; 

ne8(r) = $fes < (Rs/r)2 / (dr/dt) >e8 

where $ is the surface flux and Rs the satellite radius. 
The brackets imply averaging over the bound and escap
ing trajectories respectively, which can be carried out 
analytically for a number of characteristic energy distri
butions [Johnson, 1990]. If the flux is non-uniform and 
the t ransport distances are not large then such expres
sions can be used locally. If escape is negligible, then 
the atmosphere is locally flat. For thermal desorption 
this gives a density vs. al t i tude like the barometric law 

nj(z) = [Nj I Hjjexpi-z/Hj); 

with Nj the column density. Observers tend to inter
pret their da ta with such expressions even when the 
ejection process is not Maxwellian. Using the sput
ter energy distribution above for a locally flat atmo
sphere, then nj(z) = [Nj /2H?][1 + z/H^'2; Nj = 
$j<ir(2Uj/Mj)ll2 /g;Hj = Uj/MjQ, where H] is like a 
'scale' height and $j =Yj<t> with Yj the sputter yield. 

When particles hop across the surface with full ac
commodation, the density can very roughly as n oc 
T " 5 / 2 exhibiting a minimum at the subsolar point [Hodges 
and Johnson, 1968]. The lunar He atmosphere roughly 
exhibits such a trend [Hodges et al, 1974], but the lack 
of accommodation modifies the distribution [Sheman
sky and Broadfoot, 1977]. Lunar Ar also exhibits daily 
transients. Because it adsorbs at the nighttime temper
atures there is a maxima near sunrise due to desorption 
and flow across the terminator with a smaller maximum 
at sunset [Hodges, 1980a]. Sodium is likely depleted in 
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the Mercury's subsolar regions, accumulating at higher 
latitudes where it is ejected by a stimulated desorption 
process. In contrast, the lunar alkali peak at the sub-
solar point. 

Expressions can be created for non-isotropic a tmo
spheres, but typically Monte Carlo simulations are car
ried out. The particles are launched from the surface 
using a choice of energy and angle determined from the 
ejecta distribution, f(E, 6). The space around the body 
is divided into volumes and the ejected particles are 
tracked in their ballistic trajectories noting the time, 
At, spent in each volume. A large number of particles 
are ejected and the average density is calculated from 
the sum of the At for all of the particles passing through 
a box times a surface flux, $j, divided by the radial ex
tent of the box and the number of simulation particles 
[Bird, 1994]. If the ionization times are comparable to 
the flight times, then in each box the loss probability, 
A P L , is calculated and interaction with the solar radi
ation can be included. Monte Carlo models have been 
used to describe Ar and He at the moon [Hodges, 1980b] 
and the net t ransport of water molecules across the sur
face of Europa and Ganymede [Sieveka and Johnson, 
1982]. More recently, they were used to describe the 
sodium component at Europa [Leblanc et al, 2001] and 
at Mercury and the Moon [Smyth and Marconi, 1995a, 
b]. 

3. ATMOSPHERES 

3.1. Mercury 

Hydrogen, helium and probably oxygen were discov
ered by the Mariner spacecraft, but only upper limits 
were obtained for rare gases other than He. The H and 
He atmospheres are primarily due to the implantation 
of solar wind ions with radioisotope decay from ura
nium and thorium contributing He. The implantation 
flux is controlled by the variable interaction of the so
lar wind ions and fields with Mercury's magnetic field. 
The He distribution is roughly characterized by the sur
face temperature and exhibits a nighttime maximum 
[Hodges et al, 1973]. The H atmosphere has a quasi-
thermal (~400K) and a very cold (~ 100K) component 
which is not understood. Jeans escape is efficient a t the 
dayside temperatures on Mercury. Atomic O, on the 
other hand, is likely a sput ter product from a silicate 
[Walters et al, 1988] and the returning 0 readily reacts 
with the surface. 

The discovery of the alkali atmospheres [Potter and 
Morgan, 1985, 1986] lead to the hope tha t remote sens
ing of the ambient gas could give information on the 

surface composition. Although this has not been real
ized, considerable interest was generated in atmospheric 
models. Solar wind sputtering [Potter and Morgan, 
1985] and micrometeorite vaporization [Morgan et al, 
1988, 1989; Hunten and Sprague, 1997] were initially 
suggested as the source of the alkalis. The solar wind 
ion sputtering source was found to be too small, and 
photon-stimulated desorption and thermal desorption 
were suggested to be important [Ip, 1986; McGrath et 
al, 1986]. Ion sputtering can contribute an energetic 
tail to the ejecta and can cause enhanced diffusion of 
sodium to the surfaces of grains [McGrath et al, 1986]. 
Subsequently, solar ions were shown to have had greater 
access to Mercury's surface than assumed. The neutrals 
ionized and accelerated into the surface could be sput
ter agents [Cheng et al, 1987; Sarantos et al, 2001] 
and could lead to alkali t ranspor t and implantation 
[Sprague et al, 1997]. Chemical sputtering, in which 
the implanted hydrogen replaces alkalis, can also en
hance sputtering [Potter, 1995] although the rates are 
not known. Finally, a t equatorial temperatures thermal 
desorption is very efficient [Hunten and Sprague, 1997; 
Madey et al, 1998]. 

The suggestion tha t photon-stimulated desorption 
was important was based on rough estimates of oje8. 
Yakshinskiy and Madey (1999) found tha t aje8 had 
a lower than expected threshold, was relatively large, 
and had a non-thermal ejecta distribution. Sodium ad
sorbs in relatively deep wells ( M e V ) [ Yakshinskiy et 
al, 2000], so tha t replenishment of surface Na by either 
radiation-enhanced diffusion, by micrometeorite mix
ing, or by adsorption produces similarly bound Na, sim
plifying the modelling of thermal and stimulated des
orption. 

At present there is no consensus on the importance 
of the various 'non-thermal ' processes, but a single pro
cess cannot account for the diverse set of observations 
[Sprague et al, 1997; Killen et al, 2001]. Understand
ing these observations is complicated by the spatial 
non-uniformity and temporal variability of the a tmo
sphere [Sprague, 1992; Sprague et al, 1997]. These are 
caused by the daily surface tempera ture excursions, ge
ologic features, variable solar activity and changes in 
Mercury's distance from the sun. However, sugges
tions of correlations with the solar EUV and radiation 
pressure were not seen in the largest single da t a set 
[Sprague et al, 1997]. It is likely tha t thermal desorp
tion rapidly removes Na and K in the equatorial regions 
and photo-desorption becomes important at high lati
tudes. Morning-side enhancements have been reported 
[Sprague et al, 1997] but were not seen in other da t a 
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sets [Killen et al, 1990, 2001]. Because the rotation rate 
is slow, observing such enhancements could be difficult. 
At high lati tudes and on the nightside, precipitating 
ions can sput ter the surface and pick-up alkali ions can 
be implanted, but the size of the region into which a 
significant flux of ions flows to the surface varies [Kabin 
et al, 2000; Sarantos et al, 2001]. Sprague et al (1997) 
found little evidence for variations with solar activity, 
but Killen et al (2001) find a 30% effect at high solar 
activity. They suggested tha t photo-desorption, ~ 7 0 % , 
and micro-meteorite impact vaporization, ~ 3 0 % , ac
count for the observed sodium when the interaction 
with the solar fields is weak. Since photo-desorption 
is ineffective for many species but energetic ion sput
tering is not, observers should look for new species at 
times of high solar activity such as the O observed by 
Mariner and the recent observation of Ca [Bida et al, 
2000]. 

Because the alkali loss rates are not negligible, replen
ishment is required. Energetic solar flare ions cause 
diffusion of sodium to the surface layers [McGrath et 
al, 1986], meteoritic bombardment exposes fresh grains 
[McGrath et al, 1986; Morgan et al, 1989; Sprague, 
1992; Hunten and Sprague, 1997] and delivers alkalis to 
Mercury [Morgan et al, 1988; Cintila, 1992]. Replen
ishment can also be affected by the differences in the age 
and properties of the surface [Sprague, 1990; Sprague et 
al, 1998]. 

3.2. The Moon 

The Moon's noble gas atmosphere was studied during 
the Apollo program. A weak upper limit to the total 
atmospheric density of 2 x l 0 7 / c m 3 and a nighttime sur
face density ~ 10 2 to 2 x l 0 5 / c m 3 were obtained within 
about a factor of 2. These observations are both con
sistent with a surface boundary layer atmosphere. The 
rough upper limits, however, are larger than the max
imum in the primary species observed, ~ 5 x l 0 4 / c m 3 

each for He and Ar, suggesting other components are 
present. The Ar atmosphere, primarily 4 0 A r derived 
from radiogenic decay of 4 0 K [Hodges, 1977] with ~ 10% 
from solar 3 6 Ar, showed a daily transient which, because 
it is cold-trapped at night (~ 100AT), exhibits maxima 
a large maximum at sunrise and a small maximum at 
sunset. For an ionization lifetime, T{, of ~ 25 days Ar 
is lost in ~ 50 days with ~ 8 0 % of the t ime spent ad
sorbed [Hodges, 2001]. The release rate from the inte
rior also appears to be variable, possibly due to tidal 
stress. Helium does not condense at night and shows 
an inverse correlation with surface temperature . It is 
primarily supplied by the solar wind with ~ 10% radio

genic component. Implanted He is removed from the 
regolith primarily by sput ter erosion [Hodges and Hoff
man, 1974]. Loss is due to Jeans escape with a small 
fraction lost by a non-thermal process. 2 2 2 R n and 2 1 0 P o 
were observed through a decay. The large difference in 
emission rates and the much shorter half life was evi
dence for episodic venting of Rn near to the time of ob
servation and their spatial distribution correlated with 
surface features [Gorenstein et al, 1974]. Other ele
ments are now being mapped using Lunar Prospector 
da ta [Feldman et al, 1998b]. Finally, an unconfirmed, 
but suggestive, detection of masses 15-16, 28 and 44 was 
made by Apollo [Hodges et al, 1974]. 

The initial ground-based observations of the sodium 
and potassium atmosphere at the Moon [Potter and 
Morgan, 1988] were followed by a large number of ob
servation of the local [e.g., Sprague et al, 1996] and 
distant (escaping) atmosphere [Mendillo et al, 1997b, 
Mendillo et al, 1999]. Recently, Smith et al. (1998) 
observed a pulse of sodium from the Moon seen down 
stream due to the solar radiation pressure and focused 
by the earth 's gravitational field. This pulse was asso
ciated with the Leonid meteorite shower [Hunten et al, 
1998], confirming tha t meteoritic impact vaporization 
contributes [Hunten et al, 1991]. The sodium escape 
increased by a factor of 2-3 during the shower [Wil
son et al, 1999], but the atmospheric geometry sug
gests tha t meteorite bombardment is not the dominant 
steady state source of sodium. 

The alkali a tmosphere is only ~ 1 0 ~ 3 of the Ar and 
He atmospheres with average near surface densities of 
~1-15 N a / c m 3 and maximum subsolar density ~30-70 
N a / c m 3 . Because the Moon does not have a global field, 
and because the surface temperatures are lower and the 
radiation pressure is smaller, the alkalis at the Moon are 
simpler to describe than at Mercury. Since the Moon 
is less massive and the excursion distances are larger, 
escape is more impor tant and a large, nearly global at
mosphere peaked at the subsolar point results [Sprague 
et al, 1996; Potter and Morgan, 1997] as indicated in 
the image in Pla te 1 [Flynn and Mendillo, 1993]. Unlike 
lunar Ar, thermal desorption and transport of alkalis 
is only possible close to the subsolar point [Kozlowski 
et al, 1990; Madey et al, 1998]. As at Mercury there 
has been disagreement on the dominant desorption pro
cess. Observations of the line profile indicate tha t the 
atmosphere has a non-thermal component (~1500K) 
[Stern et al, 2000]. The scale height increases with 
increasing zenith angle and can be fit by a thermal and 
non-thermal process [Stern and Flynn, 1995; Sprague et 
al, 1996]. Recent laboratory measurements for photo-
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stimulated desorption and the observations during the 
meteor shower confirm tha t these processes contribute. 

Mendillo et al. (1999) noted the distant atmosphere 
did not change by large amounts when the Moon is in 
the Ear th ' s magnetotail , but Potter et al. (2000) saw 
variations when the Moon passed through the magneto
tail. They concluded tha t solar particle bombardment 
affects the supply of Na and K to the surface layers of 
grains. This occurs by enhanced diffusion due to ener
getic ion bombardment [McGrath et al, 1986]. Except 
possible near the subsolar point, the surface species are 
primarily ejected by photo-desorption [Sprague et al, 
1996] with ~ 1 5 % by micrometeorites [Mendillo et al, 
1999]. Photo-desorption was shown to be sufficiently 
robust and the average ejecta speed can account for the 
cloud morphology [ Yakshinskiy and Madey, 1999]. Des
orption cross sections averaged over the solar spectrum 
are needed to convert the surface source rates into sur
face concentrations. 

The alkali atmospheres peak more sharply than a co
sine of the zenith angle [Mendillo et al, 1997b; Potter 
and Morgan, 1999], due either to a contribution from 
thermal desorption, a temperature dependence in the 
photo-desorption rate or due to the product of a supply 
ra te (sputter-enhanced diffusion) and a desorption rate 
both dependent on cosine of the zenith angle. Sprague 
et al. (1996) suggested a model in which stimulated 
desorption is followed by thermal hopping. As dis
cussed, the recently measured adsorption energies are 
somewhat larger than the ones they used. 

The line-of-site brightness of the sodium atmosphere 
over the limb decays as ~ R~4 at half moon and ~ R~2 

at full moon [Mendillo et al, 1993], where R is dis
tance to the moon. These indicate the atmosphere has a 
gravitationally bound component and an extended non
thermal component as discussed. At large distances 
( > 4 R M ) it decays more slowly, consistent with an es
caping component [Mendillo et al, 1997a, b, 1999]. 
There is, however, unexplained variability [Hunten et 
al, 1991] possibly due to meteorites or charging of the 
lunar grains, particularly near the terminator . Charg
ing depends on the solar wind conditions and can affect 
alkali t ranspor t within the grains and cause levitation/ 
exposure of grains [Zook and McCoy, 1991; Manka and 
Michel, 1971]. 

The constraints on the total atmosphere from Apollo 
and detection of additional masses by one Apollo instru
ment suggest there are additional species, but only up
per limits have been obtained [Flynn and Stern, 1996]. 
Since thermal and photo-desorption appear to domi
nate most of the time, this places severe constraints on 

the ejection of other species. Tha t is, a species must 
not only be more abundant than Na but also 'volatile'. 
However, when solar particles or micrometeorites cause 
ejection, additional species should be seen. The ob
served lunar pick-up ions 0 + , A1+ and S i + [Mall et 
al, 1998], which have masses close to those seen by 
Apollo, are suggestive of an energetic ejection process. 
Some oxygen is always produced on sputtering of a sil
icate [Walters et al, 1988] and oxygen is released dur
ing the formation of the iron coatings on lunar grains 
[Hapke, 2001]. Since H was not seen at levels suggested, 
implanted H can reduce the surface releasing oxidants 
which may be molecular. Since detecting even trace 
species is important , this might be best done by in-
situ measurement of the local pick-up ions [Manka and 
Michel, 1973; Johnson and Baragiola, 1991]. 

3.3. Galilean Satellites 

Although Io's atmospheric density is controlled by 
its interaction with the surface, it has a collisionally 
thick atmosphere, except, possibly, at the poles and 
on the nightside. It is also an atmosphere for which 
escape is important , hence it is discussed in II.2 and 
III.4. Jupi ter ' s large icy satellites, on the other hand, 
appear to have global surface boundary layer a tmo
spheres. These atmospheres are formed by radiation -
induced decomposition of surface materials, sputtering 
and thermal desorption. To date , O2, Na, K and possi
bly hydrogen have been observed at Europa and oxygen 
and hydrogen have been identified at Ganymede. At 
Callisto atmospheric CO2 has been identified. In addi
tion, ionospheres were observed by Kliore et al. (1997) 
on all three satellites. 

These moons experience differences in tidal heating, 
affecting their geological evolution, and differences in 
the radiation flux to the surface, which increases by two 
to three orders of magnitude in going from Callisto to 
Europa [Cooper et al, 2001]. Therefore, the surface age 
decreases from Callisto to Europa. These moons are 
all thought to have subsurface oceans [e.g., Khurana et 
al, 1998]. The depth below the surface is probably the 
smallest at Europa, accounting for its apparent resur
facing. At Callisto primordial C 0 2 may be outgassing 
[Carlson, 1999]. 

Impacts and radiation bombardment produce bright
ening of the surface in competition with thermal an
nealing [Johnson, 1997]. Micrometeorites mix the sur
face, primarily on the hemisphere leading the satellite's 
motion, and may be responsible for the accumulated 
dark material on Callisto. Since the principal condensed 
volatile is H2O the atmospheres are assumed to have 
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Plate 1. An image of the distant lunar atmosphere. This indicates that the maximum is roughly at the 
subsolar point [Flynn and Mendillo, 1993]. 
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water vapor produced by sublimation in the equatorial 
regions and by sputtering elsewhere. The H2O column 
density is controlled by condensation on the nightside 
and at high latitudes. Other atmospheric species are 
produced by radiolysis. Whereas H2O adsorbs when 
it returns to the surface, the H 2 and O2 produced by 
decomposition of ice do not. The H2 predominantly 
escapes but the O2 remains and becomes the dominant 
gas at Europa. The loss of hydrogen produces an oxidiz
ing surface [Johnson and Quickenden, 1997], which has 
been suggested as a potential energy source for biology 
[Chyba, 2000; Cooper et al, 2001]. 0 2 molecules tha t 
do not directly escape thermally desorb on each return 
to the surface until they are eventually dissociated or 
ionized. Therefore, the O2 atmosphere will have a two 
component velocity distribution [Ip, 1996; Shematovich 
and Johnson, 2001], a large thermally accommodated 
component and a more energetic directly ejected com
ponent [Johnson, 1990]. Because the incident plasma 
determines both the source and loss processes, large 
column densities do not accumulate. Assuming elec
tron impact ionization is the dominant loss process, a 
column of —3x 1 0 1 5 0 2 / c m 2 was predicted [Johnson et 
al, 1982; Johnson, 1990] in equilibrium with a larger 
column of O2 in the regolith. 

Hall et al (1998) detected the excited O produced 
by dissociation of O2. They estimated a column den
sity ~ 1 0 1 5 / c m 2 . Subsequent modeling by Saur et al 
(1998) suggested —6x l0 1 4 / c m 2 due to efficient loss by 
knock-on collisions. Recently [Shematovich and John
son, 2001], ionization was found to be dominant, as 
initially suggested, and a larger than predicted source 
rate for O2 was needed. A large source may be due to 
radiolysis by energetic electrons, the dominant energy 
source to the surface of Europa [Paranicas eta al, 2001], 
to ionized re-impacting oxygen [Ip, 1996] or to over cor
recting for regolith structure. Photolysis of gas-phase 
H 2 0 might also contribute. A global distribution of O2 
is usually assumed in modelling even though the non-ice 
materials dominate the equatorial regions on Europa 's 
trailing hemisphere. However, recent HST images sug
gest tha t the O2 atmosphere is localized around the icy 
regions [McGrath et al, 2000]. 

The Na and K observed on Europa come from de
composition and sputtering of surface materials [ John
son, 2001], presumably hydrated salts from the putative 
subsurface oceans [Kargel, 1991; McCord et al, 1998; 
Zolotov and Shock, 2001]. Although knock-on sputter
ing occurs, electronic sputtering is the dominant ejec
tion process. The Na ejected from a hydrated salt is 
replaced by H forming frozen hydrated sulfuric acid, 

which is suggested to be present by the IR spectra from 
the NIMS instrument on Galileo [Carlson et al, 1999a]. 

A Monte Carlo simulation of the morphology of the 
Na atmosphere was used to est imate a spatial and speed 
distribution of the ejected Na. Jupi ter is the dominant 
per turbat ion as seen in the contour plot of the Na den
sity distribution in Figure 2. Loss is due to Jeans escape 
and ionization but most (—70%) of the electronically 
sputtered Na and K return to the surface [Johnson et 
al, 2001]. Since the average angular excursion is — 60°, 
the Na is redistributed across Europa. The cloud mor
phology is found to be bet ter reproduced by the mea
sured energy distribution for electronic sputtering of Na 
adsorbed on ice [Johnson et al, 2001] than tha t for Na 
sputtered from a salt, N a 2 S 0 4 [Wiens et al, 1997]. This 
indicates tha t most of the ejected sodium was adsorbed 
in ice-rich materials [Johnson, 2000]. There is likely a 
tail corresponding to sputtering from more refractory 
materials, but the distant Na observations show con
siderable variability, probably due Europa 's interaction 
with the jovian magnetosphere [Leblanc et al, 2001]. 
The measured energy distributions were used to convert 
the observed N a / K ratio [Brown and Hill, 1996] into a 
relative surface source strength, N a / K —20, and rela
tive total loss rate Na / K —27 [Johnson et al, 2001]. 
Since the desorption cross sections are similar, the sur
face region is rich in Na relative to K as compared to 
models of the putat ive subsurface ocean (Na/K —14-
19). This is consistent with fractionation during up-
welling and freezing [Zolotov and Shock, 2001]. The Na 
concentration in the optical layer is —0.01-0.005 with 
the atmospheric surface densities at the apex of the 
trailing hemisphere —300 N a / c m 3 and 15 K / c m 3 . 

Other species should be detectable at Europa. SO2, 
seen in the irradiated dark regions, is produced radi-
olytically and by implantation. These regions obtain 
their reddened spectra due to radiolytic production of 
chain sulfur [Johnson et al, 1988]. In Io's polar regions 
radiolysis of SO2 produces sulfur [Johnson, 1997], but 
in the presence of ice radiolysis of sulfur gives the three 
detected forms: primarily H2SO4. XH2O, with much 
smaller (— 1%) amounts of SO2 and Sx in ice and very 
small amounts of H 2 S [Carlson et al, 1999a; Carlson et 
al, 2001]. The sulfur could be implanted by the bom
barding plasma [Lane et al, 1982], due to venting as 
at Io, or a sulfate from the subsurface ocean [Johnson, 
2001]. The Sx, which darkens the surface, can be slowly 
removed by oxidation to SO2 and sputtering. Therefore, 
a fresh sulfur containing surface, which is rapidly dark
ened radiolytically, can 'brighten' over long periods of 
time [Carlson et al, 2001]. 
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Figure 2. The calculated density of the distant sodium atmosphere at Europa cut along the Europa 
orbital plane. Jupiter is represented by the circle on the axis x=0. Grey levels correspond to density 
varying by factors of I O - 1 from ~ 1 Na c m - 3 close to Europa, to 10" 7 Na c m - 3 , far from Europa 
ignoring contributions from Io. [Johnson et al, 2001]. 

Ganymede is presumed to be similar to Europa, but 
its surface is older and, as at Callisto, C O 2 is seen 
t rapped in ice [Hibbitts et al, 2000]. It also has an 
intrinsic magnetic field large enough to shield regions 
of the surface from the plasma flow. The flow and mag
netic pressure are variable due to Jupi ter ' s tilted dipole 
and ' turbulence' within the t rapped plasma. Particle 
precipitation primarily occurs onto Ganymede's high 
latitudes ( > ~ 4 0 ° ) . Frost growth by vapor deposition 
and radiation damage can produce the bright, unan-
nealed polar regions [ Johnson, 1997] and radiolysis pro
duces an O 2 polar atmosphere, resulting in an aurora 
(see 1.4) and an O j ionosphere [Eviatar et al, 2001]. 
At low lati tudes, where atmospheric O has been seen 
[Brown et al, 1999], a collisional subsolar atmosphere 
can exist if the surface is predominantly ice, in which 
case O 2 might also be formed by gas-phase photolysis 
[Kumar and Hunten, 1982]. O 2 , probably t rapped in 
Ganymede's icy surface, is seen at mid to low latitudes 
[Calvin et al, 1996] where photon pa th lengths in the 
surface are relatively long [Johnson and Jesser, 1997]. 
Alternatively, a large 0 2 atmosphere or frozen patches 

of O 2 have been suggested [Vidal et al, 1997]. The 
amount of ' t rapped ' 0 2 seen at Europa is an order of 
magnitude smaller than tha t at Ganymede [Spencer and 
Klesman, 2001] due either to chemical competition with 
sulfur or the short photon path-length in its bright sur
face. The 0 2 produced at depth by the most penetrat 
ing particles can slowly diffuse to the surface. An O3-
like feature is seen at higher latitudes [Noll et al, 1996; 
Hendrix et al, 1999], which is likely to be a t rapped 
species produced from O 2 . Hydrated minerals and trace 
amounts of S O 2 and C O 2 are also seen [McCord et al, 
1998]. Trapped volatiles, can be released by meteorite 
impacts or by enhanced-diffusion and sputtering by en
ergetic charged particles. 

Callisto's surface is heavily cratered and much older. 
The crater morphology suggests tha t the surface is 
weathered, possibly by desiccation or by long term en
ergetic particle radiation. Atmospheric C 0 2 has been 
seen by the NIMS instrument on Galileo at a column 
density ~ 1 0 1 4 / c m 2 [Carlson, 1999] and in the surface 
ices [Hibbitts et al, 2000]. Whereas the surface appears 
covered in a lag deposit, water ice is associated with 
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'fresh' impact features. The atmospheric CO2 has been 
suggested to be due to slow outgassing, but may be a 
radiation-induced decomposition product of a carbon
ate or organic molecules in the surface [Johnson, 2001]. 

3.4- Saturnian Satellites and Rings 

The small icy satellites of Saturn have low escape 
energies and very tenuous atmospheres consistent with 
ice at <—100K. The atmospheres are dominated by 
escape and the vapor pressure is low, so sputtering 
and particulate impacts are important sources. Con
sistent with radiation-induced decomposition, the red
dening in the UV is suggestive of H 2 0 2 and 0 3 [Noll 
et al, 1997] present in the surface. Therefore, H 2 0 , 
O2 and H 2 are likely the dominant ejecta with smaller 
amounts of radicals [Kimmel et al, 1995]. Based on 
the expected velocity distributions, the escape fractions 
are —0.9,0.8, 1, respectively at Dione [Johnson, 1990]. 
None of these molecules have been seen as gravitation
ally bound species, but their presence is inferred from 
the ambient OH and H [Richardson et al, 1998]. Tha t 
is, the escaping molecules have long (~yr.) lifetimes in 
orbit about Saturn. A H cloud [Shemansky and Hall, 
1992] and a toroidal OH cloud were observed [Sheman
sky et al, 1993]. The latter occupies the region in which 
the icy satellites and Saturn 's E-ring particles orbit. A 
small fraction of H and OH is derived by sputtering of 
the icy satellites [Jurac et al, 2001b]. Other volatiles 
should be seen, like the C 0 2 or S 0 2 seen at the Jovian 
satellites or nitrogen and ammonia from an ammonia 
hydrite. 

Analysis of the OH cloud [Jurac et al, 2001a] showed 
tha t a large source is missing in the vicinity of Ence-
ladus. Therefore, more icy surface area must be present 
in this region, possibly produced by small colliding icy 
objects, or the icy surfaces contain volatiles which would 
make sputtering more efficient. An active Enceladus has 
also been suggested because of its bright surface and be
cause the E-ring peaks near its orbit [Stevenson, 1982]. 
The surfaces of the icy satellites and objects in the main 
rings are bombarded by both micrometeorites [Haff and 
Eviatar, 1986; Pospieszalska and Johnson, 1991] and by 
charged E-ring grains in eccentric orbits [Hamilton and 
Burns, 1994]. These processes can produce additional 
water vapor, but their net effect is not well established. 
This is due both to the absence of da t a on the impacting 
fluxes and a lack of knowledge of the vapor production 
efficiency from a porous icy surface. The distant icy 
moons of Saturn, such as Iapetus, have surface features 
tha t also suggest weathering processes are occurring. 
The principal atmospheric sources are likely solar wind 
sputtering and photodesorption. 

3.5. Other Bodies 

The icy moons of Uranus also exist in a t rapped mag
netospheric plasma. However, the plasma density is 
small because of the unusual orientation of the magnetic 
field to the satellite's orbital motion. Since the plasma is 
primarily protons from the atmosphere of Uranus, sput
tering is less robust and but radiolysis occurs. Based 
on their reflectance, these satellites apparently experi
enced radiation darkening due to a carbon containing 
molecule in the ice [Lanzerotti et al, 1987; Strazzulla, 
1998]. 

When Pluto is inside the orbit of Neptune it has a sig
nificant atmosphere which is similar to Triton's . These 
atmospheres are primarily N 2 with a few percent CH4 
and CO. Pluto 's surface is roughly in local vapor pres
sure equilibrium [Trafton, 1990]. In its present posi
tion the atmosphere is collisional. Charon, on the other 
hand, has a surface which is predominantly ice with a 
contaminant like t ha t seen on other icy moons, possi
bly an ammonia hydrite or t rapped CO2, but shows 
no evidence of the volatiles found on Plu to and Triton 
[Buie and Grundy, 2000]. Wi th a disc-averaged surface 
tempera ture of —60K, solar wind sputtering and photo
desorption are likely principal contributors to Charon's 
atmosphere. If the suggested hydrated ammonia ex
ists on the surface, the atmosphere will contain N2 as 
a decomposition product [Johnson, 1998]. Because of 
decomposition, the hydrite is removed preferentially, so 
the subsurface concentration is likely larger than tha t 
at surface. 

Although they are not surface boundary layer a tmo
spheres, the atmospheres of Triton and Plu to exhibit 
interesting interactions with their surfaces (see III.4). 
Nitrogen ice is in vapor pressure equilibrium with the 
N 2 a tmosphere. Since N 2 is more strongly absorbing in 
the thermal IR than in the visible, sunlight is absorbed 
at greater depths than tha t depth from which thermal 
emission occurs producing a solid s ta te greenhouse ef
fect. This causes sublimation at depth into the regolith 
with condensation near the surface [Grundy and Stans-
berry, 2000]. Since CH4 is much less volatile, it is seen a t 
higher concentrations in the surface than in the atmo
sphere, possibly concentrated by the greenhouse effect. 
This effect may also seal off the surface allowing the 
formation of the observed geysers. 

4. SUMMARY 

In this chapter I have summarized our understand
ing of surface boundary atmospheres on a number of 
solar system bodies. I have also very briefly described 
the physical processes controlling their composition and 
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density. These atmospheres are interesting for two rea
son. By monitoring such atmospheres we can learn 
about the external weathering agents. But what is more 
exciting, because of the paucity of spacecraft missions 
to distant objects, remote sensing of these atmospheres 
can lead to information on their surface composition. 
Understanding of the weathering processes and com
position can lead, in principal, to an understanding of 
the evolution of these bodies. To make this a reality, 
an enhanced observing effort must be accompanied by 
an enhanced laboratory / modeling effort to study the 
relevant desorption processes. 
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Solar Ultraviolet Variability Over Time Periods of Aeronomic Interest 
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The solar ul traviolet (UV) radia t ion is a p r imary energy source for p l a n e 
tary a tmospheres and is also a tool for r emote sensing of the p lanets . T h e 
solar UV radiat ion from mos t ly below 300 n m dissociates molecules , ionizes 
the neutral a tmosphere , and affects m a n y chemical cycles in the a t m o s 
pheres . In addition, solar pho tons scatter off the molecules and a toms in t h e 
a tmospheres and provide a m e t h o d of r emote sensing the compos i t i on and 
density of the a tmospheres . For such ae ronomic studies, accurate values o f 
the solar U V irradiance, pr imari ly shor tward of 200 nm, are needed over t i m e 
periods of days to decades . A p lane t ' s orbital mo t ion a round the Sun and t h e 
intrinsic solar variabili ty are the p r imary causes of the var ia t ion of the solar 
intensity at a planet. The insolat ion changes caused by the orbital mo t ion are 
easily calculated as the inverse square of the Sun-planet dis tance; however , t h e 
intrinsic solar irradiance variabil i ty is m o r e compl ica ted and is s t rongly de
penden t on wavelength and t ime. T h e pr imary shor t - t e rm irradiance va r i 
ability over several days is caused by the solar rotat ion, wh ich has a m e a n p e 
r iod of 27 days. The pr imary long- te rm variabil i ty is related to the solar dy
n a m o that reverses the solar magne t ic field and is k n o w n as the 11-year solar 
cycle. The variations observed during solar cycle 22 ( 1 9 8 6 - 1 9 9 6 ) are the ba
sis for creating some reference spectra of the solar U V irradiance for use in 
comparat ive aeronomic studies. F r o m these reference spectra, the solar cycle 
variability as a function of wave leng th can be character ized as 1 5 % and less a t 
wavelengths longward of 160 n m , as 1 5 % to 7 0 % be tween 160 and 65 n m , 
and as a factor of 1.5 to 7 be tween 65 and 1 nm. T h e magni tude of the 2 7 -
day rotational variability is usual ly no m o r e than one third of the solar cycle 
variabil i ty. There is not a s m o o t h t ransi t ion of variabil i ty be tween w a v e 
lengths , but instead the amoun t of intr insic solar variabil i ty depends on t h e 
source of the radiat ion in the solar a tmosphere . In general , the coronal emis 
sions vary the most , then the t ransi t ion region emiss ions vary somewha t less, 
ch romospher ic emissions vary even less, and finally the pho tosphe r i c emis 
sions vary the least, perhaps only 0 . 1 % at the longest U V wave leng ths . 

INTRODUCTION 

Atmospheres in the Solar System: Comparative Aeronomy 
Geophysical Monograph 130 
Copyright 2002 by the American Geophysical Union 
10.1029/130GM14 

The solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation, being wavelengths 
less than 400 nm, is an important source of energy for aer
onomic processes throughout the solar system. The solar 
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UV photons are absorbed in planetary and cometary atmos
pheres, as well as throughout the heliosphere, via photo-
dissociation of molecules, photoionization of molecules 
and atoms, and photoexcitation including resonance scatter
ing (e.g., see Chamberlain [1978]). The subdivisions of 
the UV spectral range for this discussion include the near 
ultraviolet (NUV) as the 300 to 400 nm range, the middle 
ultraviolet (MUV) as the 200 to 300 nm range, the far ul
traviolet (FUV) as the 120 to 200 nm range, the extreme 
ultraviolet (EUV) as the 30 to 120 nm range, the x-ray ul
traviolet (XUV) as the 1 and 30 nm range, and x-rays as 
wavelengths less than 1 nm. The solar EUV and XUV ra
diation photoionizes the neutral constituents of the atmos
pheres and participates in the formation of the ionosphere. 
The photoelectrons created in this process interact further 
with the neutrals, leading to excitation, dissociation, and 
additional ionization. The excess energy from the absorp
tion processes goes into heating the atmosphere. As an 
example for Earth as shown in Plate 1, the solar MUV ra
diation heats the stratosphere, and the solar UV radiation 
shortward of 170 nm heats the thermosphere. The absorp
tion of the solar UV radiation also initiates many chemical 
cycles in the atmospheres, such as the chemistry of water 
vapor, ozone, and nitric oxide in Earth's atmosphere (e.g., 
see Brassear and Solomon [1986]). As depicted in Plate 
1, the chemistry cycle of ozone in Earth's stratosphere is 
balanced largely by the creation of ozone via the photodis-
sociation of molecular oxygen followed by the combina
tion of the atomic oxygen with molecular oxygen and by 
the destruction of ozone via direct photodissociation. The 
longer wavelengths of the solar radiation, mainly from the 
NUV, visible (VIS: 400-700 nm), and near infrared (NIR: 
700-10000 nm), are absorbed by aerosols, clouds, and gases 
in the troposphere and by land surfaces and oceans; thus, 
the Sun also affects those environments. All of these at
mospheric processes are wavelength dependent and are ex
pected to be as variable as the intrinsic solar variability at 
the appropriate wavelengths. Therefore, accurate measure
ments of the solar UV spectral irradiance, along with an 
understanding of its variability, are important for detailed 
studies of the aeronomic processes. 

The remote sensing of the composition and density in 
the heliosphere, comets, and planetary atmospheres is often 
determined by measuring the brightness of an emission that 
is created by the resonant scattering of solar UV photons. 
In particular, the column density of a constituent is often 
derived by dividing the measured brightness of the emission 
by the g-factor, or fluorescence efficiency. The g-factor is 
based on well-known atomic parameters, such as the emis
sion's oscillator strength, and the incident solar irradiance 
(e.g., see Meier [1995]). Consequently, the accuracy of 
the derived abundance is directly dependent on the accuracy 

of the emission brightness measurement and on the accu
racy of the solar UV irradiance, both spectral intensity and 
shape. Often there are not cotemporal measurements of the 
solar UV irradiance, so estimates must be used in the 
analysis. These estimates may be calculated or derived 
from measurements taken at other times but projected to 
the desired epoch. Reference spectra of the solar UV irradi
ance are presented here to aid such aeronomic studies. 

The solar UV irradiance can be incorporated in a variety 
of ways into studies of comparative aeronomy. For de
tailed studies of aeronomic observations, cotemporal obser
vations of the solar UV irradiance provide the most accurate 
solar information. Reference spectra of the solar UV irradi
ance, which are normally based on actual observations, are 
sometimes included in aeronomic studies, for example, to 
determine the sensitivity of an aeronomic model to solar 
variability. In cases where solar observations are not avail
able or have incomplete wavelength coverage, which is of
ten the case for the EUV and XUV, models of the solar ir
radiance can provide an estimate of the solar spectrum for a 
given aeronomic observation. These models can be as 
simple as linear scaling between two reference spectra or 
complicated physical models of the solar irradiance. The 
focus here is on the general behavior of the Sun and not on 
any specific aeronomic study; therefore, reference solar irra
diance spectra, along with a discussion of the present un
derstanding of the solar variability, are the focus for this 
paper. For more detailed information about the historical 
background and previous results of the solar UV irradiance, 
one should examine reviews, for example, by White 
[1977], Rottman [1987], Lean, [1987 and 1991], Tobiska 
[1993], and Pap et al [1994]. 

SOLAR SPECTRUM 

The overall solar spectrum is fairly well characterized as 
a continuum similar to a blackbody with a temperature near 
5800 °K. The radiation peaks near 600 nm and falls slowly 
and continuously toward the longer infrared wavelengths, 
but falls quite abruptly toward the shorter wavelengths of 
the ultraviolet. Moreover, for the UV wavelengths the 
spectrum is not smooth but is superimposed in the UV 
longward of 200 nm with strong absorption lines (Fraun-
hofer lines) and absorption edges that make the spectrum 
deviate from the smooth blackbody curve. Shortward of 
200 nm the spectrum changes from having absorption lines 
to having emission lines, and by 130 nm the solar spec
trum is dominated more by emission lines than by the con
tinuum. These emission lines arise from the dominate 
species, H and He, and the many minor species in the 
higher layers of the solar atmosphere as a non-local ther
modynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) effect and are strongly 
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sensitive to the magnetic activity on the Sun. These emis
sions also include the ionization continua, such as the 
bright H ionization continuum shortward of 91 nm. These 
general characteristics of the solar UV spectrum are evident 
in Plate 2, which includes a solar spectrum at 0.1 nm spec
tral resolution. This spectrum and others discussed here are 
the solar spectral irradiance, which is the spectral radiance 
(or intensity) at a single wavelength integrated over the 
full-disk of the Sun and observed at a distance of 1 AU. 
Most of the discussion here focuses on the UV shortward 
of 200 nm because it is the spectral range especially impor
tant for solar-aeronomic studies. This spectral range is 
commonly called the vacuum UV (VUV) because meas
urements shortward of 200 nm require a vacuum, such as 
from space, and the VUV is often subdivided into the 
XUV, EUV, and FUV ranges as shown in Plate 2. 

The continuum is emitted mainly from the photosphere, 
and the many emissions features are emitted from the solar 
upper atmosphere: chromosphere, transition region, and co
rona. The dominant species, H and He, contribute much of 
the irradiance, such as the bright H I Lyman-a (121.6 nm) 
and He II Lyman-a (30.4 nm) emissions. The distribution 
of the emission features with wavelength is based on the 
complex atomic energy levels of the source gases. To gen
eralize the emission spectral distribution, the higher tem
perature emissions arising from the more highly ionized 
atoms naturally have higher energy states and thus occur at 
shorter wavelengths. For example, the solar radiation 
shortward of 20 nm is dominated by coronal emissions. 
With the density decreasing with altitude and the tempera
ture increasing at higher layers of the solar atmosphere, the 
radiation from the higher layers is, in general, more vari
able. In other words, the coronal emissions vary more than 
the transition region emissions, which in turn vary more 
than the chromospheric emissions. 

SOURCES OF SOLAR VARIABILITY 

For studies of comparative aeronomy two aspects of the 
solar irradiance are important: one is the absolute value of 
the irradiance, and the second is its variability. Both aspects 
are considered here, but the absolute value of the irradiance 
is deferred to a later discussion. The value of the solar in
tensity incident on a solar system body will vary for three 
reasons: (1) changes in the distance to the Sun, (2) changes 
in the radiation field directed from the Sun toward the body, 
and finally, (3) intrinsic variation in the output of the Sun. 

Considering first the distance to the Sun, the solar inten
sity at a planet varies inversely as the distance squared. 
The resulting change in intensity is generally called insola
tion as it is not an intrinsic variation of the solar radiation. 
Table 1 lists some important orbital characteristics for the 

nine planets. One of the columns in Table 1 lists the 
"<1/R 2> Effect", which is the inverse of the average Sun-
planet distance squared; these values are normalized to unity 
for Earth, which has a mean Earth-Sun distance of 1 AU. 
For this discussion, the solar irradiance is considered the 
full-disk solar intensity at 1 AU. As an example, the in
tensity relative to the irradiance at Earth is a factor of 2 at 
Venus, 1% at Saturn, and 0 .1% at Neptune. The column 
labeled "e-Effect" is the orbital eccentricity effect and lists 
the insolation variation encountered during a planet's mo
tion about the Sun, and the column "Orbital Period" pro
vides the corresponding time base of this variation. For 
example, the Earth's orbital eccentricity (£ = 0.017) gives 
rise to a 7% insolation variation with a period of one year. 
In January the insolation is 7% larger while the Earth is at 
perihelion than in June when it is at aphelion. Likewise, 
Jupiter experiences about 20% insolation variation due to 
its orbital motion with a period of about 12 years, quite 
close to the 11-year solar cycle variation. Therefore, in the 
case of Jupiter the orbital changes in the insolation may 
overwhelm the intrinsic solar cycle irradiance variations at 
certain wavelengths, while at other wavelengths the solar 
cycle variations may overwhelm the orbital changes. 

The second variation of solar intensity that a planet is 
certain to experience is due to a "search-light" effect result
ing from the non-uniform distribution of bright regions on 
the solar disk that are modulated by the 27-day rotation pe
riod of the Sun. Regardless of whether the solar disk has 
many bright active regions or only a few and if the distri
bution of these features is non-uniform, as is usually the 
case, the 27-day variation of irradiance is quite apparent. If 
the solar irradiance is measured from Earth, then these val
ues are only appropriate to celestial bodies in opposition 
(or inferior conjunction for inner planets) with the Earth. 
Bodies at other solar longitudes experience a time record of 
irradiance advanced or retarded by an appropriate phase. 
Fortunately, features on the Sun appear and disappear over 
a period of a few months, so the irradiance time series can 
be considered quasi-stationary, often allowing phase (time) 
shifts up to ±180° with reasonable confidence. 

The third type of solar variation, and the one considered 
in more detail in this paper, is intrinsic or inherent solar 
variability. The magnetic activity on the Sun is the pri
mary cause of the intrinsic solar variability and is mani
fested into a variety of features on the solar disk. The 
plages, active network, and quiet network are a generaliza
tion of the principle features on the Sun that affect the 
variability of the solar UV radiation. These solar features 
are defined for modeling purposes and are described in more 
detail by Schrijver [1988], Harvey and White [1999], and 
Wor den et al [1998]. The plages are the large, bright ac
tive regions observable in the UV, as can be seen in the so-
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Plate 1. The solar UV radiation is a primary energy input to 
Earth's atmosphere. This radiation includes the middle UV 
(MUV: 200-300 nm), the far UV (FUV: 120-200 nm), the ex
treme UV (EUV: 30-120 nm), and the x-ray UV (XUV: 1-30 
nm). The photochemistry and heating of the atmosphere vary 
with altitude and are strongly dependent on the wavelength of 
the solar radiation and the absorption cross sections of the at
mospheric species. 

Plate 2 . The solar UV irradiance shortward of 200 nm is 
dominated by emissions from the chromosphere, transition 
region, and corona layers of the solar atmosphere. A few of 
the brighter emissions are labeled in the spectrum using the 
color coding of the solar atmospheric layers shown above. 
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Table 1. The variations of the solar intensity due to orbital 
motion changes are listed for the planets where R is the dis
tance to the Sun and E is the orbital eccentricity. 

Planet <1/R2> Effect £ Effect Orbit Period 
(1 = Earth) (%) (yr) 

Mercury 6.75 130 0.24 
Venus 1.93 3.0 0.62 
Earth 1 6.9 1.00 
Mars 0.43 45 1.88 
Jupiter 0.037 21 11.9 
Saturn 0.011 25 29.5 
Uranus 0.0027 21 84 
Neptune 0.0011 3.7 164 
Pluto 0.00064 178 248 

lar image in Plate 2, and are associated with the dark sun-
spots and bright faculae features seen in the visible. The 
plages are intense, localized regions that appear primarily 
below 30° latitude on the Sun, and as a collective group 
their rotation with the solar atmosphere produces a strong 
27-day rotational variability. The active network is the de
cay of the plages into smaller, more diffuse regions over a 
period of a few months. The active network is distributed 
almost uniformly over the solar longitudes and, conse
quently, has only a weak, if any, contribution to the 27-day 
variability. The quiet network is often assumed to have 
constant radiance regardless of the solar activity, although 
some recent results indicate that the quiet network may 
vary with the solar cycle [Schiihle et al., 2000]. During a 
solar cycle, the plage fractional area over the solar disk var
ies from 0 to 0.2, and the active network fractional area 
varies from 0.04 to 0.2 [Worden et al, 1998 and 1999]. 
The quiet network fractional area is simply one minus the 
plage and active network fractional areas. It is important to 
note that the active network fractional area is not zero dur
ing solar minimum; therefore, the solar minimum irradi
ance is probably at slightly different levels during different 
solar cycles [Worden et al., 1998]. Lean et al. [1982] and 
Worden [1996] have successfully used the area of these 
three components, namely plage, active network, and quiet 
network, to model the variability of the solar UV irradi
ance. Moreover, they have shown that at least these three 
components are needed to explain both the 27-day variabil
ity and the 11-year variability observed in the solar UV ir
radiance, and moreover, that emissions at different wave
lengths have different sensitivities to these three compo
nents. Related to this later point, Woods et al. [2000b] 
have shown that the 11-year variability of the transition re
gion emissions, such as the H I Lyman-a (121.6 nm) 
emission, has a much larger contribution from the active 

network regions than so for the long-term variability of the 
chromospheric or coronal emissions. As a summary for 
intrinsic solar variability, both the different layers of the 
solar atmosphere and the composition of features on the so
lar disk are needed to study the solar variability as a func
tion of wavelength. 

TIME PERIODS OF SOLAR VARIABILITY 

The Sun varies over all time periods, and the amount of 
variability is a strong function of wavelength. The irradi
ance variations most important for aeronomic studies in
clude minute-long flares, the 27-day solar rotation, and the 
11-year solar cycle. Very short-term variations, lasting 
from minutes to hours, are related to eruptive phenomena 
on the Sun, short-term variations, modulated by the 27-day 
rotation period of the Sun, are related to the appearance and 
disappearance of active regions on the solar disk, and the 
prominent long-term solar cycle variability is related to the 
22-year magnetic field cycle of the Sun caused presumably 
by the internal solar dynamo. 

The eruptive events, such as flares, occur over time peri
ods of a few minutes. The flare emissions are most often 
seen in the coronal emissions; therefore, the solar flares 
predominantly alter the shorter XUV wavelengths, which 
in turn affect more the plasma (via ionization) than the 
neutrals in a planetary atmosphere. There are a few large 
flares during a solar cycle that do have a large impact on 
the full-disk irradiance at many wavelengths and thus can 
cause detectable atmospheric changes. The GOES 1-8 A x-
ray measurements clearly show several flares per month 
with increases of irradiance by factors of 10 to 1000, but 
only two large flares have been detected in the FUV irradi
ance during the first 9 years of the UARS mission (1991-
2000), due in large part to the UARS duty cycle and ob
serving mode. Brekke et al. [1996] report increases of the 
transition region emissions by a factor of 12 for a very ex
tended X3.3 class flare on February 27, 1992. A large in
crease, a factor of 3, of the transition region emissions was 
also observed for a very extended X5.7 class flare on July 
14, 2000. During these large flare events the chromos
pheric emissions and the FUV continuum also showed in
creases by factors of 1.3 to 2 and 1.1 to 1.5, respectively. 
Because of the infrequent occurrences of large flares, it is 
difficult to generalize the flare irradiance as a function of 
wavelength. 

The solar rotation of about 27-days is a strong compo
nent in the irradiance variation at essentially all wave
lengths. The Sun is a differential rotator with its equator 
rotating with a period of about 24 days and the higher lati
tudes rotating more slowly with a period of about 30 days. 
When a single active region or a set of regions localized in 
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Figure 1. The irradiance time series (panel A) and the ampli
tudes of the 27-day variability (panel B) are shown for the H I 
Lyman-cc (121.6 nm) irradiance during the past 20 years. The 
primary variations are the 27-day rotational variation and the 
11-year solar cycle. The amplitude of the 27-day variability 
changes throughout the solar cycle. The diamond symbols in 
panels A and B indicate the time periods selected for the solar 
cycle 22 reference spectra and 27-day reference variability, re
spectively. 

longitude dominates the Sun, the irradiance has a strong ro
tation variability whose period is partially dependent on the 
solar latitude of the primary active regions. This strong ro
tational variability is often maintained for a few months as 
active regions evolve slowly. The formation of new active 
regions appear somewhat random; however, there are usu
ally 1 or 2 major outbursts each year that give rise to a 
strong rotation variability. This variability is referred to as 
the 27-day variation after the mean period found from Fou
rier spectral analysis of the solar irradiance time series. 

The period of this variability does range from 22 to 35 days 
due to the differential rotation of the Sun and the location 
of the different active regions on the Sun. The magnitude 
of 27-day variability for the H I Lyman-a (121.6 nm) 
emission is shown in Figure 1 over solar cycles 21 and 22. 
These short-term variations are larger during solar maxi
mum conditions because there are more active regions dur
ing solar maximum. While many chromospheric and cor
onal emissions, such as F10.7, have little or no short-term 
variations during solar minimum conditions, the transition 
region emissions, such as the H I Lyman-a, usually have 
short-term variations throughout solar minimum. 

The variations of the solar irradiance over many months 
and years, referred to as long-term variability, is related to 
the reversal of the global magnetic field on the Sun, pre
sumably caused by the solar dynamo deep within the solar 
interior [e.g., Layden et al, 1991, Levy, 1992]. This 
magnetic reversal has a full cycle of about 22 years, but, 
with the radiation intensity varying with the magnetic field 
amplitude and independent of polarity, the irradiance vari
ability has a period of about 11 years, referred to as the 11-
year solar cycle. The solar dynamo cycle has even longer 
variability periods, perhaps cyclic with periods of 88 years 
and longer [Feynman and Gabriel, 1990]. The movement 
of the sunspots over a solar cycle is explained by Sporer's 
law [Sporer 1894] and is illustrated by the well-known 
"butterfly diagram" by Maunder [1922] and Babcock 
[1961]. A new 11-year solar cycle is first detected by pairs 
of new cycle sunspots appearing at moderately high solar 
latitudes (-30°) with their magnetic field orientation (north-
south) opposite from sunspots of the previous solar cycle. 
New cycle active regions usually first appear during solar 
minimum while old cycle active regions are still present 
near the solar equator. As the solar cycle progresses toward 
the next solar maximum, the differential rotation of the 
Sun effectively pulls the active regions towards the solar 
equator. Consequently, the new active regions are gener
ated at lower latitudes as the 11-year cycle progresses. The 
latitudinal distribution of the active regions over a solar cy
cle has a peak near ±10°; also, the time when the active re
gions are centered near ±10° latitude roughly corresponds to 
the time of solar maximum. Approaching solar minimum 
the active regions are mostly near the equator. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Because the solar VUV radiation is absorbed entirely in 
Earth's atmosphere, its observations did not begin until the 
start of the space research era in the late 1940s. One of the 
first research rockets included a solar UV spectrometer 
[Baum et al., 1946], and these early observations clearly 
showed that the Sun had significant UV emissions in ex-
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cess of its blackbody continuum. Following these early 
rocket measurements, several satellite programs beginning 
in the 1960s included solar UV irradiance instruments. 
Some of the pioneering missions included the Orbiting So
lar Observatory (OSO) - 3 and - 4 , [Hall and Hinteregger, 
1970; Reeves and Parkinson, 1970], a series of Solar Ra
diation (SOLRAD) spacecraft [Kreplin, 1970; Kreplin and 
Horan, 1992], and the Atmospheric Explorer (AE) - C , - D , 
a n d - E [Hinteregger et al., 1973]. Most of these early 
missions were NASA satellites supported by the Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL), the Naval Re
search Laboratory (NRL), and the University of Colorado 
(CU). With this new era of UV measurements from space, 
each observation was significant in showing both the mag
nitude of the irradiance and its possible variability. As 
more observations were made, it became clear that instru
ment pre-flight calibrations and analysis of in-flight in
strument degradation needed to be improved because in
strumental effects on the order of 30-100% often obscured 
the solar variability. The more recent solar measurements 
from the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) 
have addressed this issue by including two independent in
struments that have accurate pre-flight calibrations traceable 
to the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) radiometric standards and also have in-flight calibra
tions to precisely track instrument degradation. 

Improved solar irradiance measurements are expected for 
solar cycle 23 from the new observations by the NASA 
Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics and Dy
namics (TIMED) and Solar Radiation and Climate Experi
ment (SORCE) satellites. The TIMED Solar EUV Ex
periment (SEE) will provide solar irradiances from 1 to 195 
nm with -10% accuracy [Woods et al., 1998b]. The 
TIMED launch is currently planned for the Fall 2001. The 
SORCE satellite contains 4 solar irradiance instruments 
that cover the spectral range from 1 to 2000 nm, but with 
no EUV observations [Woods et al., 2000a]. The SORCE 
XUV and FUV measurements will be similar to the 
TIMED XUV measurements and the UARS SOLSTICE 
FUV measurements, respectively. The goal of the SORCE 
measurements of the total solar irradiance (TSI) and the 
visible spectrum will have unprecedented accuracies of 
0.01% and 0.03%, respectively. The SORCE launch is 
currently planned for the Summer 2002. These solar irradi
ance instruments on the TIMED and SORCE satellites 
have accurate pre-flight calibrations traceable to NIST and 
in-flight calibrations based on redundant channels, on-board 
reference detectors, or stellar observations. There are also 
other NASA, NOAA, and ESA missions being planned for 
solar cycle 24 that might include solar irradiance observa
tions. These future missions will surely extend and im
prove our understanding of the solar irradiance over a longer 

time scale and with a higher accuracy as technology and 
calibration standards continue to improve. 

MODELS 

Because of the limited amount of actual solar data, espe
cially for the XUV and EUV regions, models of the solar 
variability are sometimes necessary for aeronomic studies. 
Some of the more commonly used solar irradiance models 
are empirical models, frequently called proxy models, that 
are derived using linear relations between a solar proxy and 
existing observations of the solar UV irradiance. These 
models typically use a commonly available solar measure
ment, such as the ground-based 10.7 cm radio solar flux 
(F10.7), that serves as the proxy for the solar irradiance at 
other wavelengths. The first widely used proxy model was 
the Hinteregger et al. [1981] model, which is based on the 
AE-E satellite observations and several sounding rocket 
measurements. The original proxies for this model were the 
chromospheric H I Lyman-(3 (102.6 nm) and the coronal Fe 
XVI (33.5 nm) emissions. As measurements of these 
emissions are not generally available, they are constructed 
from correlations with the daily F10.7 and its 81-day aver
age, which have been available on a daily basis since 1947. 
This Hinteregger model is also referred to as SERF 1 by 
the Solar Electromagnetic Radiation Flux (SERF) sub
group of the World Ionosphere-Thermosphere Study. 
Richards et al. [1994] developed a similar F10.7 proxy 
model called EUV AC but increased the solar soft X-ray ir
radiances by a factor of 2 to 3 as compared to the SERF 1 
model. In addition, Tobiska has developed several proxy 
models of the solar EUV irradiance: SERF 2 by Tobiska 
andBarth [1990], EUV91 by Tobiska [1991], EUV97 by 
Tobiska and Eparvier [1998], and the latest version, 
SOLAR2000, by Tobiska et al. [2000]. In addition to 
these simple proxy models, there are physical and semi-
empirical models of the solar EUV irradiance: Fontenla et 
al. [1999], Warren et al. [1998a and 1998b], and Lean et 
al. [1982]. 

For developing or improving models of the irradiance, it 
is recommended that the solar UV irradiance variability be 
split into at least three components and that the different 
layers of the solar atmosphere are modeled separately 
[Woods et al., 2000b]. The three most important features 
on solar images to include in a solar UV irradiance model 
are the plages, active network, and quiet network [Lean et 
al, 1982; Worden, 1996]. For the more simple proxy 
models, which don't use results from solar images, the 
three most important components to include are the solar 
minimum value, the short-term variability, and the long-
term variability [Woods et al, 2000b]. For modeling the 
solar UV irradiance, the chromosphere, transition region, 
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and corona emissions should be modeled separately as these 
emissions vary in different ways. A solution to include 
these different layers uniquely in a proxy model is to use 
three different proxies to represent each layer. For exam
ple, the NOAA Mg II core-to-wing ratio (available from 
1978) is a good proxy for the chromospheric emissions and 
the photospheric continuum shortward of 200 nm, the 
composite H I Lyman-a (available from 1947) is a good 
proxy for the transition region emissions, and the F10.7 
(available from 1947) is a good proxy for the coronal emis
sions [Woods et al., 2000b]. The SOLAR2000 proxy 
model incorporates many of these ideas [Tobiska et al., 
2000]. 

REFERENCE SPECTRA FOR SOLAR CYCLE 22 

For aeronomic studies, reference solar irradiance spectra 
representative of conditions during solar cycle 22 (1986-
1996) are presented here. These reference spectra include 
spectra for solar minimum and maximum conditions and an 
example of 27-day rotational variability. These reference 
spectra are primarily established from actual observations; 
however, results from selected solar irradiance proxy mod
els are used in creating and validating the reference solar 
spectra in the XUV and EUV range. These reference spec
tra are given in 1 nm intervals on 0.5 nm centers. This 
format is different than the commonly used 37 subdivisions 
for the solar EUV irradiance [e.g., Torr and Torr, 1985] 
because there are significant improvements in the accuracy 
of the atmospheric calculations when using the higher 
spectral resolution of 1 nm [Bailey, 1995]. 

The UARS solar measurements, which are limited to 
wavelengths longward of 115 nm, are adopted as the refer
ence for the solar FUV irradiances presented here. The two 
UARS solar UV instruments are the Solar Ultraviolet 
Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SUSIM) [Brueckner et al., 
1993] and the Solar-Stellar Irradiance Comparison Experi
ment (SOLSTICE) [Rottman et al., 1993]. While the two 
instruments are similar in that both are grating spectrome
ters with similar spectral resolution (0.1 nm) and both have 
pre-flight calibrations using NIST radiometric standards, 
they do utilize very different in-flight calibration tech
niques. The SUSIM uses redundant channels (optics) and 
on-board deuterium ( D 2 ) lamps for its in-flight calibra
tions. The SOLSTICE uses about 20 early-type stars for 
its in-flight calibration. Both approaches have yielded 
similar results at the 3-10% level for the solar UV irradi
ance [Woods et al, 1996]. 

The standard UARS solar product is the daily solar UV 
irradiance from about 115 nm to 420 nm in 1 nm intervals 
and on 0.5 nm centers. These UARS irradiance data are 
used for the FUV spectral region as the basis for the solar 

minimum and maximum spectra listed in Table 2. The 
time periods for these reference spectra are discussed later in 
this section. They are tabulated in 1 nm intervals up to 
200 nm with an absolute accuracy (standard 1-a uncer
tainty) of about 10%. For longer wavelengths, two UARS 
reference spectra up to 420 nm are given by Woods et al. 
[1996]. The UARS irradiances are in good agreement, to 
better than 10%, of the World Metrological Organization 
(WMO) reference spectrum [Frohlich and London, 1986] 
above 210 nm, but the comparison between 210 nm and 
200 nm, the shortest wavelength in the WMO spectrum, 
indicates that the UARS measurements are about 20% 
higher than the WMO spectrum. The validation of the 
UARS solar irradiances is extensive including several, 
nearly simultaneous measurements [Woods et al., 1996], 
so the UARS irradiances are considered more accurate than 
the WMO reference spectrum. 

There have been only a handful of solar EUV irradiance 
measurements during the past solar cycle (1986-1996). 
These measurements are from a few rocket measurements 
[Woods et al., 1998a; Ogawa et al., 1990; Ogawa and 
Judge, 1986] and a few observations in 1988 from the San 
Marco satellite [Schmidtke et al., 1992; Worden et al., 
1996]. Donnelly [1987] refers to this period of sparse so
lar EUV measurements as the "EUV hole". Consequently, 
the last, more complete observation of the solar EUV irra
diance by the AE-E satellite is often used for the reference 
EUV spectra [Hinteregger et al., 1981, Torr and Torr, 
1985]. Comparisons of the AE-E results to the more re
cent rocket measurements show differences by as much as a 
factor of 2 at some wavelengths [Woods et al., 1998a]. 
However, it appears that the amount of variability recorded 
by AE-E is consistent with the limited set of recent meas
urements. The best characterization of the solar EUV is 
probably derived from combining the absolute levels of the 
recent, better calibrated, rocket instruments with the rela
tive variability derived from the longer AE-E time series. 
Adopting this approach, the solar EUV irradiance meas
urement from a sounding rocket in 1994 [Woods et al., 
1998a] is used as the solar minimum reference spectrum, 
and the relative variability established by the AE-E meas
urements [Hinteregger et al., 1981] is used to scale the so
lar minimum reference spectrum to a solar maximum spec
trum. The SOLAR2000 model of the solar EUV irradiance 
[Tobiska et al., 2000] incorporates both the recent rocket 
and past AE-E solar EUV irradiances; consequently, the 
SOLAR2000 model results are similar to these reference 
spectra. While the recent EUV measurements have uncer
tainties of 10-20%, the differences between these recent 
measurements and the AE-E and SOLAR2000 model re
sults are 10-100%. It is difficult to assess and reconcile an 
absolute accuracy for the EUV reference spectra, but we 
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Table 2 . A reference spectrum for solar cycle 22 minimum condition is listed in 1-nm intervals on 0.5 nm centers and at a 
solar distance of 1 AU. The values of the log (base-10) of the irradiance (log(E)) are the irradiances in units of photons s~l 

cm - 2 . The 27-day variability and 11-year solar cycle variability ratios are also listed on the same wavelength grid. These 
ratios are the maximum value divided by the minimum value for the time period chosen for the ratio. These data are con
tained in a text file at ftp://laspftp.colorado.edu/pub/solstice/ref_min_27day_llyr.dat. As an example, the H I Lyman-
a irradiance at 121.5 nm is located under the "@ X+lnm" column in the "120.5" X row with a value of 11.575, which is 
3.75 x lQll photons s _ 1 cm - 2 . 

(a), A,+0nm (a), A+lnm (a), X+2nm (a), A+3nm (a), X+4nm 
X Min 27D 11Y Min 27D 11Y Min 27D 11Y Min 27D 11Y Min 27D 11Y 

(nm) log(E) Var Var log(E) Var Var log(E) Var Var log(E) Var Var log(E) Var Var 

0.5 3.70 30.0 ) 100. 6.00 6.0 20 .0 7.00 3 .0 10 .0 7.455 1 .66 4 .70 7.834 1 .56 3 .29 
5.5 8.282 1 .42 2.26 8.288 1 .44 2 .37 8.409 1 .37 2 .11 8.247 1 .41 2 .12 8.395 1 .31 1 .80 

10.5 8.000 1 .27 1.68 7.902 1 .22 1 .64 7.739 1 .22 1 .61 7.755 1 .22 1 .63 8.218 1 .40 2 .05 
15.5 8.206 1 .54 2.98 8.542 1 .28 1 .72 9.192 1 .36 1 .86 8.827 1 .49 2 .45 8.782 1 .57 3 .11 
20.5 8.422 1 .61 3.77 8.285 1 .65 4 .28 8.645 1 .46 2 .46 8.392 1 .42 2 .26 8.778 1 .48 2 .49 
25.5 8.986 1 .51 2.71 8.381 1 .64 4 .10 8.723 1 .57 3 .27 8.590 1 .72 6 .21 8.393 1 .49 2 .47 
30.5 9.873 1 .24 1.57 9.045 1 .48 2. .41 8.799 1 .74 7 .28 8.807 1 .74 7 .23 8.849 1 .48 2 .41 
35.5 8.750 1 .53 2.77 8.892 1 .53 2 .79 8.381 1 .10 1 .17 8.025 1 .10 1 .17 7.980 1 .17 1 .43 
40.5 8.215 1 .17 1.43 8.003 1 .73 6 .50 7.976 1 .10 1 .17 8.268 1 .30 1 .60 7.957 1 .10 1 .17 
45.5 7.923 1 .22 1.64 8.471 1 .33 1 .75 8.099 1 .22 1 .64 8.337 1 .21 1 .59 8.628 1 .59 3 .65 
50.5 8.532 1 .19 1.51 8.061 1 .21 1 .59 8.093 1 .56 3 .19 8.192 1 .21 1 .59 8.048 1 .16 1 .38 
55.5 8.700 1 .17 1.42 8.172 1 .19 1 .52 8.156 1 .22 1 .64 8.903 1 .24 1 .71 8.286 1 .16 1 .41 
60.5 8.734 1 .49 2.49 8.403 1 .16 1 .38 9.024 1 .21 1 .51 8.410 1 .22 1 .64 7.823 1 .16 1 .38 
65.5 7.691 1 .21 1.58 7.682 1 .16 1 .38 7.688 1 .17 1 .44 8.224 1 .20 1 .48 8.077 1 .25 1 .61 
70.5 8.541 1 .16 1.39 8.174 1 .18 1 .47 8.012 1 .24 1 .72 8.133 1 .24 1 .72 8.229 1 .24 1 .72 
75.5 8.443 1 .21 1.58 8.865 1 .19 1. .50 8.735 1 .40 2 .10 8.964 1 .25 1 .61 8.663 1. .18 1 .48 
80.5 8.641 1 .24 1.72 8.702 1 .24 1 .72 8.876 1 .24 1 .72 9.150 1 .19 1 .51 8.981 1 .24 1 .72 
85.5 9.032 1 .24 1.72 9.063 1 .24 1, .72 9.144 1 .24 1 .72 9.207 1 .24 1 .72 9.296 1, .24 1 .72 
90.5 9.375 1 .24 1.71 9.269 1 .23 1 .68 8.821 1 .23 1 .70 8.777 1 .22 1 .65 8.632 1 .23 1 .67 
95.5 8.438 1 .17 1.44 8.460 1 .17 1. .44 9.699 1 .20 1 .54 8.775 1 .18 1 .45 8.968 1, .18 1 .45 

100.5 8.582 1 .17 1.44 8.649 1 .17 1 .44 9.568 1 .24 1 .71 9.589 1 .23 1 .69 8.802 1 .17 1 .44 
105.5 8.734 1 .17 1.44 8.718 1 .17 1 .43 8.748 1 .17 1 .43 8.975 1 .17 1 .44 8.807 1 .17 1 .44 
110.5 8.839 1 .17 1.44 8.856 1 .10 1 .17 8.837 1 .19 1 .50 8.793 1 .10 1 .17 8.628 1 .10 1 .17 
115.5 8.847 1 .10 1.17 8.904 1 .10 1 .17 9.473 1 .19 1 .51 8.963 1 .10 1 .17 9.447 1 .17 1 .39 
120.5 9.875 1 .27 1.73 11.575 1 .22 1 .64 9.499 1 .17 1 .33 9.346 1 .24 1 .37 9.231 1, .21 1 .37 
125.5 9.220 1 .16 1.32 9.361 1 .21 1 .50 9.124 1 .17 1 .29 9.047 1 .16 1 .25 9.098 1 .18 1 .38 
130.5 10.020 1 .15 1.29 9.255 1 .12 1 .19 9.132 1 .14 1 .25 10.057 1 .22 1 .57 9.088 1 .12 1 .25 
135.5 9.453 1 .12 1.23 9.262 1 .14 1 .26 9.297 1 .12 1 .24 9.300 1 .11 1 .21 9.700 1 .22 1 .60 
140.5 9.652 1 .17 1.43 9.464 1 .10 1 .22 9.505 1 .10 1 .20 9.572 1 .10 1 .21 9.563 1 .09 1 .20 
145.5 9.599 1 .09 1.20 9.695 1 .11 1 .20 9.799 1 .07 1 .16 9.809 1 .09 1 .17 9.766 1 .08 1 .17 
150.5 9.817 1 .08 1.16 9.853 1 .08 1 .16 9.946 1 .10 1 .21 9.998 1 .10 1 .20 10.228 1 .16 1 .31 
155.5 10.162 1 .12 1.24 10.182 1 .08 1 .16 10.141 1 .06 1 .16 10.128 1 .07 1 .15 10.134 1 .06 1 .13 
160.5 10.185 1 .06 1.15 10.258 1 .05 1 .14 10.320 1 .06 1 .14 10.359 1 .06 1 .16 10.406 1 .10 1 .17 
165.5 10.613 1 .09 1.12 10.467 1 .04 1 .07 10.531 1 .07 1 .12 10.592 1 .04 1 .06 10.710 1 .05 1 .07 
170.5 10.772 1 .04 1.08 10.769 1 .05 1 .11 10.808 1 .05 1 .09 10.815 1 .05 1 .08 10.907 1 .05 1 .07 
175.5 10.999 1 .05 1.08 11.037 1 .04 1 .07 11.118 1 .04 1 .08 11.168 1 .05 1 .08 11.159 1 .05 1 .08 
180.5 11.245 1 .07 1.12 11.325 1 .08 1 .15 11.311 1 .05 1 .09 11.345 1 .05 1 .09 11.283 1 .04 1 .08 
185.5 11.343 1 .04 1.08 11.403 1 .05 1, .09 11.469 1 .04 1 .09 11.496 1 .04 1 .09 11.548 1 .04 1 .10 
190.5 11.567 1 .04 1.08 11.608 1 .04 1 .09 11.638 1 .04 1 .09 11.521 1 .03 1 .08 11.744 1 .04 1 .08 
195.5 11.735 1 .04 1.08 11.791 1 .04 1 .08 11.799 1. .04 1 .07 11.805 1 .03 1 .06 11.843 1. .03 1 .06 

ftp://laspftp.colorado.edu/pub/solstice/ref_min_27day_llyr.dat
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Figure 2. The variation of the solar irradiance for solar cy
cle 22 (SC 22) and for a 27-day period near 1992/032 are 
shown in panels A and B, respectively. These results used the 
UARS SOLSTICE measurements in 1992 and 1996 for the FUV 
and a combination of rocket, SNOE, and model results for the 
EUV and XUV. The plus symbols in panel A are the 27-day 
variability with a scaling factor of 2.9 so that the short-term 
variability is the same level as the long-term variability at 
121.5 nm (H I Lyman-a). The ratio of the 27-day and SC vari
ability, as shown in panel B, varies with wavelength due to the 
emissions being from different layers in the solar atmosphere. 

suggest an accuracy of 30% for the EUV range (30-120 
nm). 

The XUV spectral region has even fewer measurements 
because of the technical difficulties for XUV optics and de
tectors. The primary knowledge of the solar XUV is from 
several rocket measurements [Feng et al, 1989; Bailey et 
al, 1999], the SOLRAD satellite measurements shortward 
of 10 nm [Kreplin, 1970; Kreplin and Horan, 1992], the 
GOES 1-8 A measurements, the Yohkoh solar imaging 

experiment shortward of 10 nm [Acton et al, 1999], the 
SOHO Solar EUV Monitor (SEM) daily results in the 26-
34 nm bandpass [Judge et al 1998; Ogawa et al., 1998], 
and the SNOE Solar XUV Photometer (SXP) daily obser
vations shortward of 20 nm (2-7 nm, 6-19 nm, and 17-20 
nm bandpasses) [Bailey et al, 2000]. The SNOE SXP 
and SOHO SEM measurements provide the most recent and 
most accurate knowledge of the solar XUV irradiance. 
However, these instruments have broad spectral resolution 
(-7 nm), so the solar XUV irradiance reference is chosen to 
be the SOLAR2000 model in 1 nm intervals but scaled to 
match the SNOE and SOHO results. Bailey et al. [2000] 
report that the SNOE XUV irradiances are a factor of 4 
higher than the AE-E solar reference spectra [Hinteregger 
et al, 1981]. In support of this increase, Solomon et al. 
[2001] show that the photoelectron flux measurements are 
consistent with photoelectron calculations that use a scal
ing factor of 4 for the solar irradiance shortward of 20 nm. 
This scaling factor is consistent with several other results 
from photoelectron and atmospheric studies [e.g., Roble, 
1976; Oster, 1983; Richards and Torr, 1984; Buonsanto 
et al, 1995]. The SNOE SXP and SOHO SEM irradi
ances have a 10-20% uncertainty. The redistribution of the 
low-resolution irradiances into higher spectral resolution 
introduces additional uncertainty, so we estimate the total 
uncertainty for the reference solar XUV irradiance to be 
about 40%. 

The largest 27-day variability observed during the UARS 
mission occurred on 1992/032 (year / day of year), and this 
period is used to define a reference 27-day variability spec
trum as shown in Figure 2. The solar rotational variability 
is strongly dependent on wavelength. The source of the 
emission in the solar atmosphere, which affects the active 
network and plage contribution to the emission, appears to 
be the key reason for the spectral differences. While essen
tially all of the emissions shortward of 200 nm appear to 
increase and decrease together during a solar rotation, the 
coronal and transition region emissions vary the most, and 
the chromospheric emissions and photospheric continuum 
vary the least. For cases when the solar observations are 
not available, this reference 27-day variability spectrum 
could be used to study aeronomic observations over a short-
term period of days. As indicated by the H I Lyman-a 
variability in Figure 1, it may be necessary to scale this 
reference 27-day variability downward by as much as a fac
tor of 6 or upward by as much as a factor of 2 when study
ing a specific aeronomic observation. 

The solar minimum and maximum reference spectra are 
chosen centered on 1996/108 and 1992/032, respectively. 
These solar cycle spectra are obtained by averaging over 27-
days to represent the mean value during a solar rotation. 
The solar irradiance spectra for these two periods are listed 
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in Table 2 for a solar distance of 1 AU. The solar 10.7 cm 
radio fluxes (F10.7), averaged over these two 27-day peri
ods, are 71 and 212 for solar minimum and maximum, re
spectively. Because of the 27-day averaging, the 11-year 
variability factors are reduced from a ratio taken without 
any averaging. For studies needing the expected extreme 
values of the 11-year variability during solar cycle 22, one 
can multiply the 27-day variability factor and the 11-year 
variability factor, both given in Table 2 in 1 nm intervals. 
For example, the extreme 11-year variability of the H I 
Lyman-a emission at 121.5 nm is 2.0 (1.22 x 1.64). 

The long-term variability has a spectral function similar, 
but not identical, to the short-term variability. The ratio of 
the solar maximum and minimum spectra, given in Figure 
2, shows the wavelength dependence of the irradiance over 
the 11-year solar cycle. Our reference 27-day rotational 
variability is compared to the reference long-term variabil
ity, and this comparison, which is also included in Figure 
2, indicates that this specific short-term variability is about 
a factor of 2 to 3 smaller. It is important to note that this 
ratio of 1/3 is appropriate for the upper chromospheric and 
transition region emissions, such as for H I Lyman-a, but 
a ratio of 1/2 and 1/4 is more appropriate for the lower 
chromospheric and coronal emissions, respectively. This 
result is expected because the different emissions have dif
ferent contributions to their long-term variations from the 
active network features on the Sun, which causes their 
long-term variability relative to their short-term variability 
to be different [Woods et al., 2000b]. Because of the dif
ferent behavior of the long-term variations relative to the 
short-term variations as a function of wavelength, the refer
ence 27-day variability should not be scaled to study aer
onomic observations over a long-term period of several 
months or years. Obviously, the long-term variability de
rived from the solar minimum and maximum spectra is 
more appropriate for aeronomic studies over a long-term 
period. 

SUMMARY 

The solar UV radiation important for aeronomic studies 
is primarily the irradiance shortward of 200 nm. The solar 
variabilities important for most aeronomic studies are the 
27-day solar rotation and the 11-year solar cycle. Both of 
these variations have a similar spectral shape, but the 11-
year solar cycle variation is about a factor of 2 to 3 larger 
than the largest 27-day solar rotation variation. The photo-
spheric continuum at wavelengths longward of 260 nm var
ies the least, by probably only 0 .1% [Fontenla et al, 
1999]. The continuum variation sharply rises shortward of 
260 nm, and an even larger rise in the solar variability is 
observed below the Al ionization edge at 207 nm. The 

continuum at 200 nm has a solar cycle variation of 6%, 
and then the continuum variation slowly rises to 25% near 
132 nm. The emissions from Ca II near 395 nm and Mg II 
near 280 nm are the brightest emissions from the chro
mosphere. There are also many other chromospheric emis
sions between 91 nm and 182 nm, and most of these 
chromospheric emissions vary by about 40% over the solar 
cycle. The emission from H I at 121.6 nm and He II at 
30.4 nm are the brightest emissions from the transition re
gion. There are also several transition region emissions 
between 23 nm and 155 nm. Most of these transition re
gion emissions vary by about 70% over the solar cycle. 
The coronal emissions are primarily shortward of 63 nm, 
and they vary the most. The lower temperature corona 
emissions, like Mg X, vary by a factor of 2 over the solar 
cycle, and the higher temperature coronal emissions, like 
Fe XVI, vary by a factor of 8. In terms of the total energy 
variation, the chromospheric emissions contribute more 
than the transition region emissions, which contribute 
more than the coronal emissions. However, most atmos
pheric processes have a strong wavelength dependence, thus 
the solar variability at the appropriate wavelength needs to 
be considered for each atmospheric process. While the ref
erence spectra included here represent the current understand
ing of the solar UV irradiance during solar cycle 22, there 
are upcoming future satellite missions that should provide 
even better accuracy for the solar UV irradiances and thus 
further refine on-going and future aeronomy research. 
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Interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) interact with all planetary atmospheres and leave their 
imprint as perturbations of the background atmospheric chemistry and structure. They lead 
to layers of metal ions that can become the dominant positively charged species in lower 
ionospher ic regions . Theore t ica l mode ls and radio occul ta t ion measu remen t s p rov ide 
compell ing evidence that such layers exist in all planetary a tmospheres . In addit ion I D P 
ablation products can affect neutral atmospheric chemistry, particularly at the outer planets 
where the IDPs supply oxygen compounds like water and carbon dioxide to the upper 
a tmospheres . Aerosol or smoke particles from incomplete ablat ion or recondensat ion of 
ablated IDP vapors may also have a significant impact on atmospheric properties. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Atmospheric ablation of infalling meteoroids releases 
foreign atoms, molecules, and ions into the surrounding 
atmosphere. The deposited material becomes part of a 
planet's ionosphere and can play key roles in minor species 
aeronomy. In addition, the cosmic particles contain a large 
percentage of volatile elements like oxygen and carbon, 
which, when deposited at Earth, mostly blend unnoticed 
into the atmosphere. However, for the outer-solar-system 
planets they contribute to the deposition of water and/or 
carbon dioxide molecules that may not otherwise exist in 
the upper atmospheres of these planets. Each planet's inter
action with the interplanetary particle population is 
different due to its unique atmosphere, size and position in 
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the solar system. The biggest contrast in the effects of the 
ablated meteoric material is between the outer planets 
(Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune) with reducing 
atmospheres, and the inner terrestrial planets (Venus, Earth 
and Mars) with oxidizing atmospheres. This paper de
scribes some of these differences in the atmospheric and 
ionospheric consequences of the constant rain of inter
planetary dust particles (IDPs). In this paper IDP refers to 
any cosmic particle with radius less than ~ 1 cm regardless 
of its origin. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.7. Properties of Dust in Solar System 

Accurate quantitative predictions of the effects of IDPs 
on an atmosphere require a knowledge of the IDP mass and 
velocity distributions at the planet. Extensive radar and vis
ual meteor observations and spacecraft measurements 
provide information on the velocities, total impact flux and 
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mass (size) distribution at the Earth [Griin et al, 1985; 
Love and Brownlee, 1993; Taylor, 1995]. Knowledge of the 
IDP spatial density and velocity distribution decreases the 
further one goes from Earth. Spacecraft-borne dust detector 
measurements from around the solar system combined with 
zodiacal light observations partially constrain the particle 
flux as a function of heliocentric distance [e.g., Leinert and 
Griin, 1990; Griin, 1994]. However, the spacecraft data 
contain only a small number of events and sample a range 
of particle sizes that may miss a sizeable portion of the 
population. Because of uncertainties in the mass flux and 
other properties of IDPs at planets other than the Earth, 
measurements of atmospheric and ionospheric phenomena 
related to IDPs provide valuable benchmarks for testing the 
realism of the assumed IDP distributions. 

Comets and asteroids are believed to be the main source 
of the inner solar system IDPs. The asteroidal component is 
not as important in the outer solar system, where ice-rich 
particles should be more numerous. An IDP will impact an 
atmosphere with a velocity between the escape velocity of 
the planet and a maximum value [Opik, 1958; see Table 1]. 
The maximum speed is that of a particle on a retrograde 
parabolic orbit around the Sun in a head-on collision with 
the planet (combined with gravitational focusing by the 
planet). Interstellar material with greater velocities has 
been observed but is not likely to be a significant con
tributor to the deposited mass [Griin, 1994]. Note from 
Table 1 that the range of impact speeds is much broader for 
the terrestrial planets. For particles encountering the planet 
from random directions, the most probable impact angle is 
45°. 

Although IDPs with a wide range of masses impact an 
atmosphere, most of the ~10 8 kg of yearly deposited mass 
at the Earth arises from small grains with radii in the size 
range -0.01 to 1 mm [e.g., see the reviews in McDonnell, 
1978]. Very small IDPs with radii less than -10 jum radiate 
the frictional heat and do not evaporate for typical Earth 
entry velocities, while impacts of very large bodies are 
relatively rare on time scales relevant to the lifetime of 
meteoric material in the atmosphere. Free-molecular flow 
conditions generally apply to IDP interactions with an 
atmosphere. In ablation models it is commonly assumed 
that the particles are spheres with uniform composition, and 
fragmentation is ignored. 

More refined measurements of the IDP distribution 
functions and their physical characteristics throughout the 
solar system are needed. At current levels of understanding, 
models of atmospheric consequences should be considered 
as order-of-magnitude estimates rather than as precise, 
quantitative predictions. 

2.2. Ablation Process 

A fast moving meteoroid heats as the kinetic energy of 
colliding atmospheric molecules is converted into internal 
energy. The same collisions can also sputter material off 
the surface [see chapter III.3]. This energy transfer causes 
melting and evaporation of surface material off the parti
cles [Opik, 1958]. The amount of material released and the 
altitude profile of the mass deposition depends on the parti-
c l e ' s mass , veloci ty , s ize, physical s tructure, 
thermodynamic properties and chemical composition, and 
on the mass density profile of the atmosphere. Three 
equations describe the physics of meteoroid ablation: (1) 
the momentum equation, relating the reduction in speed to 
atmospheric drag; (2) the ablation equation, describing 
mass loss from the meteoroid by evaporation and 
sputtering; and (3) the heat equation, relating the bulk 
heating of the meteoroid to frictional heating, radiative 
energy loss and evaporative cooling. A fourth equation is 
used to track a particle's position as a function of time. 

Using the equations and assumptions described above, 
models of the IDP ablation rate profiles and atmospheric 
effects at the Earth have been made [e.g., Lebedinets et al. 
1973; Hunten et al, 1980; McNeil et al. 1996; Grebowsky 
and Pesnell, 1999]. The results are consistent with avail
able measurements. The investigations at Earth show that, 
with our current understanding, there are adequate 
modeling tools for exploring IDP effects at the other 
planets. 

Table 1: Properties of Solar System Bodies with 
Significant Atmospheres 

Object Escape Maximum Important 
Speed1 Speed2 Atmospheric 
(km/s) (km/s) Constituents3 

Venus 10.4 86 C0 2, CO, N2, O 
Earth 11.2 73 N2, 0 2 , O, H 20, 0 3 

Mars 5.0 59 C0 2, N2, CO, 0 2 , O, 0 3 

Jupiter 60.0 69 H2, He, CH4, C2H6, C2H2, H 
Saturn 36.0 44 H2, He, CH4, C2H6, C2H2, H 
Titan 2.6 24 N2, CH4, H2, H, C2H6 

Uranus 21.0 27 H2, He, CH4, C2H6, H 
Neptune 24.0 28 H2, He, CH4, C2H6, CO, H 
Triton 1.5 184 N2, CO, Ar, CH4 

Notes: 
JFrom Tholenetal. [2000]. 
Calculated as described in text using data from Tholen et al. 
[2000]. 
3From Yung and DeMore [1999]. Due to changes with 
altitude, the actual mixing ratios are not listed, 
includes orbital velocity of Triton around Neptune. 
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2.3. Ionospheric Processes 

Ions formed by the impact of fast-moving ablated neutral 
atoms with atmospheric molecules are an immediate con
sequence of the ablation of a high-speed meteoroid (see 
reviews in McDonnell [1978]). Ion densities are initially 
very high in the train of a particle but are quickly reduced 
by diffusion. The number of ions deposited by one typical 
grain is not very large. For example, at Earth, for a nominal 
20 km/s entrance speed an IDP with mass 10"6 g, (i.e., a 
diameter of a few 10's of microns) directly deposits 10 1 2 -
10 1 3 ions [Lebedinets et al, 1973]. However, the lifetimes 
of atomic ions are long. Hence the continual influx of IDPs 
can seed persistent meteor ion layers. The impact ionization 
rate of the freshly vaporized neutrals, moving at the 
meteoroid speed v in the Earth's atmosphere, varies as v a , 
where a is -3-4 for chondritic materials [Bronshten, 1983]. 
This source of ionization is particularly significant for 
planets with large escape velocities (see Table 1) and for 
high-speed meteor streams. It is not important for particles 
in the sporadic background entering the atmospheres of the 
low mass terrestrial planets. 

Photoionization will also ionize the ablated neutral 
atoms. The wavelengths of the ionization thresholds of the 
metals extend from -1500 A for Si to -2700 A for K 
[Swider, 1969]. Depending upon the atmospheric composi
tion and pressure profile, the wavelengths of the solar 
spectrum that can ionize specific neutral meteoric species 
may or may not be absorbed above the ablation region. The 
importance of this mechanism varies from species to 
species because of the differing ionization potentials, and 
the photoionization rate depends on the distance from the 
Sun. Also, because the ionization potentials of metal atoms 
are low compared to the ionization potentials of ambient 
ionospheric species (see Table 2), charge exchange with 
ionospheric ions is another mechanism for ionizing the 
neutral metal atoms [Swider, 1969]. The importance of this 
ionization source depends on the magnitude of the ambient 
ionospheric ion concentrations in the ablation region. 

The chemical loss processes for the meteoric ions and the 
dynamical rearrangement of the ions will differ from planet 
to planet. The loss of the meteoric atomic ions at high alti
tudes is by radiative recombination with electrons (for Mg + 

this recombination rate is ~4xl 0 ' 1 2 cm 3 s"1) resulting in very 
long ion lifetimes (up to many weeks on Earth). With 
decreasing altitude, the atomic ions interact more with 
atmospheric neutral molecules (through two- or three-body 
interactions) to produce molecular metal ions. For example, 
Mg + reacting with 0 3 (with a rate of ~8xl 0 ' 1 0 cmY1) yields 
MgO + , whereas the three body reactions occur at rates 
- l x l O " 3 0 cm 6 s"1, yielding molecular ions such as MgN^, 

M g + « C 0 2 and MgO£ [see McNeil et al., 1996 and Pesnell 
and Grebowsky, 2000a, for a discussion of these rates]. The 
resulting metal ion molecules can undergo rapid dissocia
tive recombination, providing another loss channel for 
atomic meteoric species. These reactions are characteristic 
of the inner planets. For the outer planets analogous proc
esses can exist in which hydrogen and hydrocarbon species 
are the reactants for the meteoric ions. Aerosol layers (such 
as mesospheric cloud particles on Earth) can reduce the 
metal ion concentrations through clustering, as can charge 
capture onto dust particles. 

A simple balance between these loss processes and ion 
production, including the effects of diffusion, would pro
duce a single ion layer in the ablation region. Complexities 
are introduced by ionosphere dynamics whose importance 
is established for Earth; converging ion drifts due to com
bining neutral wind drag or electric fields with a magnetic 
field produce very narrow ion layers (see review by Kelley, 
[1989], and the modeling of Carter and Forbes, [1999]). 
One can assume with confidence that the terrestrial 
dynamic processes also apply, but to different degrees, to 
the other planets with magnetic fields. The very structured 
low altitude layers observed at Jupiter (see Figure la) and 
similar complexities observed at Saturn [Kliore et al., 
1980] and Neptune [Lyons, 1995] have been attributed to 
such processes. 

2.4. Neutral Processes 

Not all of the ablated material is ionized. Although both 
atoms and molecules evaporate from the IDP, subsequent 
atmospheric collisions will tend to break the molecules into 
component atoms [Opik, 1958] of which only a fraction is 
ionized. Ablated neutral atoms have decreasing lifetimes 
with decreasing altitude (either because of chemical reac
tions transforming them into molecular species or due to 
condensation of the atoms about any existing aerosols.) 

Table 2: Characteristic Ionization Potentials1 

Meteoric Atmospheric 
Species I. P. Species I. P. 

__Y) (eV) 
Si 8.15 H 2 15.43 
K 4.34 He 24.59 
Na 5.14 O 13.62 
Fe 7.90 0 2 12.07 
Mg 7.65 N 2 15.58 
Li 5.39 C 0 2 13.77 
Ni 7.64 CH4 13.00 
Ca 6__1 Ar 15.76 
Notes: 
'Data from Dappen [2000]. 
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Figure 1. Planetary ionosphere measurements indicative of metal 
ion layers (indicated by arrows), (a) A Jupiter occultation [from 
Hinson et al., 1998] with prominent narrow low altitude layers, 
(b) A sounding rocket measurement of terrestrial metal ion layers 
[from Kopp, 1997]. (c) A Venus radio occultation measurement of 
a low altitude layer. (Excerpted with permission from Kliore e t 
al., Science, 205, page 99, 1979. Copyright 1979, American 
Association for the Advancement of Science.) 

Layers of meteoric neutral atoms form and peak at an alti
tude below the corresponding metal ion layers [e.g., McNeil 
et al., 1996]. The process of recondensation of refractive 
species in the dense vapor could also yield small dust (or 
smoke) particles [e.g., Hunten et al, 1980]. Hence, in 
addition to the small particles that do not ablate, a broad 
range of particle sizes are left in the atmosphere that will 
slowly diffuse or fall downward to leave traces far below 
the ablation zone. 

Unlike the metal ions, which can be dominant 
ionospheric species, the neutral meteoric species are always 
minor constituents of the neutral atmosphere. Nevertheless, 
by either acting as catalysts or introducing reactive species 
that would otherwise be absent, they can have a persistent 
impact on the chemistry of the major atmospheric 
constituents. The introduction of oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, 
and sulfur atoms is particularly important for the giant 
planets. Furthermore, the spectral lines of the metals stand 

out against the background and can be used as tracers for 
chemical and dynamical studies with lidar [Plane et al, 
1999] and all-sky imagers [Taylor etaL, 1995]. 

3. TERRESTRIAL PLANETS 

Meteoric ion and neutral particle measurements at Earth 
have revealed the major chemical and dynamic processes 
that control the metal distributions in the lower ionosphere. 
Prominently observed is a persistent metal ion layer 
between 85 and 100 km, the region of maximum meteor 
activity. Most of the metal ion species have maximum 
concentrations at the same altitude. Fe and/or Mg are typi
cally the dominant metal ions (Figure lb), consistent with a 
chondritic meteoroid source. The altitude of the peak, the 
peak ion concentration, and the shape of the layer vary with 
atmospheric temperature and composition and are affected 
by atmospheric winds and electric fields (produced in the 
magnetosphere or by the atmosphere-generated dynamo). 
The dynamical processes can produce multiple, and very 
thin, ion layers. The metal ions at Earth are important com
ponents of the ionosphere. Metal neutral atoms charge 
exchange with ambient ions, thereby reducing their 
concentrations. Also there is a loss of ambient ions through 
enhanced dissociative recombination when the electron 
concentration increases due to the presence of the metal 
ions. Regions of the lower terrestrial ionosphere are often 
composed predominantly of metal ions, particularly at 
night. Specific references and discussion of all these 
features can be found in the reviews in Murad and 
Williams [2001]. 

For the other planets, there are no low altitude 
observations of the ion composition, but radio occultation 
measurements provide electron density profiles. If metal 
ions prevail, then, as at Earth, one would expect to see 
prominent electron density layers below the main 
ionosphere peak. Figure lc shows evidence for such low 
altitude layers at the terrestrial planet Venus. Butler and 
Chamberlain [1976] were the first to note that the Venusian 
lower layer might be attributable to metal ions. No pub
lished radio occultation data for Mars shows the presence 
of such layering, but the published occultation studies do 
not show detailed electron density profiles at the low alti
tudes where IDP effects could occur. 

For Mars and Venus, the ionospheric dynamics that lead 
to the complex, terrestrial metal ion distributions are not 
anticipated to play a significant role. The motions of metal 
ions at Earth are strongly constrained by the Earth's mag
netic field. Venus has no intrinsic magnetic field, so iono
spheric dynamics could be simpler. Mars is more complex 
in this regard because of the existence of localized remnant 
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Figure 2. Model calculations of the Mg ion and neutral layers for 
(a) Mars and (b) Venus [Pesnell and Grebowsky, 2000a,b]. 

magnetic fields in its crust. Still, it is reasonable to assume 
that such processes will not affect the metal ion 
distributions outside of these magnetized regions. 

Model studies for Mars [ Pesnell and Grebowsky, 2000a] 
and Venus [Pesnell and Grebowsky, 2000b] have only con
sidered the Mg profile. It is anticipated that Fe + , the other 
major metal ion, would behave similarly. The calculations 
were steady state in one dimension. The Mars and Venus 
models employ the same ablation and chemical schemes 
used for Earth, but with background atmospheric and iono
sphere models appropriate to the other planets. The 
assumption is made that the IDPs have the same mass dis

tribution as at Earth. Pesnell and Grebowsky [2000a,b] 
showed that the C 0 2 atmospheres of Mars and Venus do 
not strongly absorb the Mg-ionizing photons until well 
below the ambient ionosphere, so that photoionization is 
the main ionization process. Also, although the atmospheric 
composition of the three terrestrial planets differ, the 
chemistry pathways controlling Mg and Mg + involve the 
same reactions, albeit at different rates. 

The Mars and Venus models are shown in Figure 2. 
Modeled Mg profiles for Earth follow similar patterns 
[McNeil et al, 1996; Grebowsky and Pesnell, 1999]. The 
Mg + layers are formed by the ionization of neutral Mg 
atoms diffusing up from the lower-altitude, peak-ablation 
region. On the topside of the Mg layer, almost all of the 
neutrals become ionized. The Mg + concentration drops with 
decreasing altitude because it is transformed, via 3-body 
reactions with atmospheric neutral molecules, into 
molecular ions. A prominent layer with peak concentration 
similar to values at Earth is predicted near 80 km at Mars. 
However, for Venus only a very weak metal ion layer in 
the vicinity of 110 km is modeled. The Venus and Mars 
predictions appear counter to the radio occultation 
measurements for the two planets — i.e., no such layer has 
been reported for Mars while a prominent layer (due to a 
non-meteoric origin?) is sometimes seen at Venus (Figure 
lc ) . More intensive investigations of the occultation 
measurements would help to resolve these differences. 

Meteoric material can also play roles in the neutral 
atmospheric chemistry and aerosol distributions at the 
terrestrial planets. Neutral meteoric species seldom exceed 
part-per-billion mixing ratios in the terrestrial atmosphere. 
Nevertheless, meteoric metals are possible agents for the 
chlorine-catalyzed destruction of ozone on the Earth 
[Rodriguez et al, 1986; Aikin and McPeters, 1986, Prather 
and Rodriguez, 1989]. On Venus, the only direct evidence 
of meteor chemistry is ultraviolet nightglow in which NO 
emission was seen along with what may have been an 
extended meteor trail [Huestis and Slanger, 1993]. 

Solid meteoritic dust in the terrestrial-planet atmospheres 
may affect neutral atmospheric chemistry, cloud and haze 
formation, radiative balance of the atmosphere, and global 
climate change. Tiny smoke particles formed in the meso
sphere and thermosphere from the recondensation of 
refractory ablated vapor settle throughout the atmosphere, 
and larger (radius greater than ~1 jum) unablated or par
tially ablated micrometeorites could dominate the large-
particle component of the stratospheric aerosol layer 
[Hunten et al, 1980]. These particles could provide con
densation nuclei for noctilucent clouds in the Earth's meso
sphere [e.g., Thomas, 1991]. An increasing body of 
evidence also suggests that the sulfate aerosols in the 
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stratosphere contain meteoric debris, perhaps from hetero
geneous condensation of sulfuric acid about meteoric 
smoke particles [Cziczo et al, 2001]. The solid meteoric 
debris can also provide surfaces upon which heterogeneous 
chemical reactions occur [e.g., Summers and Siskind, 
1999]. If meteoric dust does play an important role as 
condensation nuclei for stratospheric aerosols or for 
mesospheric noctilucent clouds, the effects on the radiative 
balance and global energy budget of the atmosphere could 
be profound. In the atmospheres of Mars and Venus, solid 
meteoric debris could have the same effect as on Earth. 
Turco et al. [1983] and Michelangeli et al. [1993] demon
strated that recondensed meteoric particles can act as 
nucleation sites for aerosol formation in the upper atmos
pheres of these planets. 

4. OUTER PLANETS 

Occultations of radio signals from spacecraft provide 
evidence for very structured and time varying ionospheres 
on the outer planets (see review by Kar [1996]). A Jovian 
profile is shown in Figure la. Neutral atmosphere meas
urements, in combination with IDP-atmosphere interaction 
models, provide independent evidence for the importance 
of the meteoroid inputs. 

As a needed input to the models, spacecraft measure
ments provide a constraint on the IDP number density as a 
function of heliocentric distance [e.g., Humes 1980; Griin, 
1994]. The window of possible IDP impact velocities into 
each of the outer planetary atmospheres is quite small (see 
Table 1). Hence ablation rate effects that are dependent 
upon the particle speeds are fairly well defined. However, 
knowledge of the velocity distribution outside of a planet's 
gravitational sphere is necessary to estimate the flux 
enhancements due to gravitational focusing. The enhance
ment is less than a factor of ~ 2 for the inner planets; but, 
for the outer planets the enhancement can range from a 
factor of ~6 to 200, depending on the assumed IDP orbits 
[Moses et al, 2000]. The relative contributions from differ
ent particle sizes are unknown for the outer solar system. 
All ablation calculations to date have used the terrestrial 
mass distribution. The approach taken in the IDP-
atmosphere studies has been to make reasonable estimates 
of the total impact flux and velocity distribution for 
plausible sources and orbits of the particles. Comparisons 
of the model results with observed electron density profiles 
and neutral atmospheric constituents then allow the validity 
of the assumptions to be checked. 

In the outer solar system, the IDPs are probably comet
like mixtures of ices, silicates, and complex organic mate
rials. During ablation, water and other volatiles will be 
released at higher altitudes than metal and silicate vapor 

because of the lower vaporization temperature of the ices. 
Also, since outer planetary atmospheres consist 
predominantly of H 2 , He and hydrocarbons (Table 1), 
meteoric oxygen must be considered, unlike at the inner 
planets, where meteoric oxygen becomes a trivial compo
nent of the overall atmospheric oxygen budget. Ablated 
material is ionized by charge exchange and impact 
ionization; photoionization is not important. Detailed 
model studies have been made of the meteoric ionization 
for Jupiter [Kim et al, 2001], Saturn [Moses and Bass, 
2000], Neptune [Lyons, 1995], as well as for Saturn's moon 
Titan [Molina-Cuberos et al, 2001]. 

The outer planet ionosphere models include hydrogen 
and hydrocarbon ions as well as one or more meteoric 
elements. Examples of the modeled ion profiles for Jupiter 
[Kim et al, 2001] and Neptune [Lyons, 1995] are shown in 
Figure 3a and 3b. Both calculations assume a cometary 
composition for the ablated IDP atoms. The incident 
meteoroid mass flux for the Jovian calculation in Figure 3a 
is the terrestrial influx value of 1.5 x 10"1 6 g cm'V1. This 
flux magnitude yields a metal ion peak density comparable 
to the occultation measurements of a few 10 4 cm"3 [Hinson 
et al. 1998]. The incident flux used for the Neptunian 
model of Lyons was 7 x 10"1 6 g cm"2 s' 1, a value that lies 
between the Moses [1992] predictions for randomly 
inclined, highly eccentric particles and low inclination, low 
eccentricity particles. Saturn's ionosphere was modeled by 
Moses and Bass [2000], with Mg + as sole representative of 
the major metal ions. An IDP influx of 3 x 10' 1 6 g cm' 2 s'1 

was employed, based on models of the Infrared Space 
Observatory (ISO) observations of H 2 0 and C 0 2 in 
Saturn's upper atmosphere [de Graauw et al, 1997; 
Feuchtgruber et al, 1997; Moses et al, 2000]. The alti
tudes and maximum densities of the metal ion layers in all 
three of these model studies are in agreement with the 
magnitude and altitude zone of the low-altitude ionospheric 
layers probed by radio occultation. However, these simple 
models do not match the complexities of the occultation-
measured layers (e.g., time varying and sharp multiple 
layers). Lyons [1995] and Moses and Bass [2000] showed 
that such structures can be produced by the inclusion of ion 
transport associated with vertical ion drift shears, as occurs 
in the Earth's ionosphere. Waves in these motions will 
yield multiple layers. Ionospheric structures for atmos
phere-bearing satellites of the outer planets may also have a 
meteoric origin. Molina-Cuberos et al. [2001] predict 
meteoric ion concentrations (shown in Figure 3c) on Titan 
comparable to those of the background ionosphere 
produced by photochemistry. 

The 1-D average model ionospheres in Figure 3 and the 
model for Saturn have Mg + and/or Fe + as the major low-
altitude ion. Kim et al. [2001] and Moses and Bass [2000] 
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Figure 3. Meteoric ion models, (a) Model of Jovian ionosphere 
[from Kim et al 2001] — altitude is referenced to 1 bar 
atmospheric pressure level, (b) Neptune model. (Reprinted with 
permission from Lyons, Science, 267, page 649, 1995. Copyright 
1995, American Association for the Advancement of Science.) (c) 
Metal ion model for Saturn's moon Titan [Molina-Cuberos et al, 
2001, reprinted with permission from Elsevier Science]. 

also modeled local time variations for Jupiter and Saturn, 
respectively. They found double-layer ionosphere 
structures (as in Figure 3b) that were most prominent just 
before dawn. The upper layer was due to H + , whereas metal 
ions dominated the lower layer. The molecular ion concen

trations decay through the night. All the models use charge 
exchange as a source of metal ions, but the Jupiter 
calculation also includes impact ionization of the ablated 
neutral atoms. Because of the high incident velocity of the 
IDPs at Jupiter, this ion production source is dominant. For 
the Saturn and Neptune studies, recondensation onto dust 
particles is the primary low-altitude loss channel for the 
ablated metal atoms. For Jupiter Kim et al. [2001] include 
the loss of meteoric ions by three body reactions with H 2 

and hydrocarbons. Such rates have yet to be measured for 
Mg + and Fe + . The Kim et al. [2001] model depicted in 
Figure 3a used the laboratory-measured rates of the three 
body reaction of sodium with H 2 scaled for Mg + , but 
considered a similar Fe + process unlikely. The modeled 
dominance of M g + over Fe + simply reflects the relative 
composition of their parent neutral species in the incoming 
meteoroids. Laboratory studies are lacking for many of the 
reactions of metal atoms with hydrocarbons. The species 
H 3 0 + in Figure 3a is the result of the meteoric oxygen. 

Because of the complex structures produced by iono
spheric dynamics, it is difficult to use the occultation 
measurements to precisely constrain the IDP input fluxes. 
Neutral atmosphere measurements provide another avenue 
for exploring the IDP characteristics. Recognition that the 
oxygen-bearing vapor from extraplanetary sources could 
participate in stratospheric photochemistry on the outer 
planets first arose when CO was discovered in Jupiter's 
atmosphere [Beer, 1975]. Because carbon monoxide is a 
disequilibrium species in Jupiter's atmosphere, Prather et 
al. [1978] suggested meteoroid ablation as a source of 
water vapor in Jupiter's upper atmosphere — subsequent 
photochemistry would then convert the H 2 0 to CO. 
However CO could also be produced in the deep atmos
phere and transported to the upper troposphere where it is 
observed [e.g., Prinn and Bar shay, 1977; Fegley and 
Lodders, 1994]. The same ambiguities apply to the inter
pretation of the observed CO at Saturn and Neptune [e.g., 
Noll et al, 1986; Marten et al., 1993]. 

The definitive evidence for influxes of atmosphere-
modifying material on planets other than Earth was the 
discovery of H 2 0 in the stratospheres of all the giant 
planets and C 0 2 on Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune [de 
Graauw et al, 1997; Feuchtgruber et al, 1997; Bergin et 
al, 2000]. Intrinsic water vapor on the outer planets will 
condense deep in the tropospheres and should not observed 
in the stratospheres. Also although C 0 2 , like CO, may be 
transported upwards from the deeper regions in which it is 
thermodynamically stable, the predicted C 0 2 mixing ratios 
in such a scenario are much smaller than what is observed 
[e.g., Lellouch et al, 1998]. Therefore an external source is 
needed [e.g., Feuchtgruber et al, 1997] and the most likely 
source is meteoroid ablation [Moses et al, 2000]. Modeled 
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IDP effects in the Saturnian atmosphere from the latter 
study are shown in Figure 4. The oxygen species could 
affect the abundance of some of the less abundant 
atmospheric hydrocarbon molecules. IDP ablation will also 
introduce nitrogen- or sulfur-containing species or other 
volatile vapors that are not normally present in the upper 
atmospheres of the giant planets. Many aspects of the 
interaction of meteoric vapor with outer planetary 
atmospheres remain to be explored. 

Residual micrometeorites and smoke particles formed 
from ablated-IDP vapors can also affect photochemistry 
through the attenuation of solar ultraviolet radiation. They 
might cause localized heating in the upper atmosphere 
[e.g., Rizk and Hunten, 1990], which could affect atmos
pheric dynamics. They can act as condensation nuclei to 
facilitate stratospheric haze formation and provide surfaces 
upon which heterogeneous reactions could occur. 

Moons of the outer planets sample the same IDP 
population as their parent planet (although in different 
proportions). The presence of CO [Lutz et al, 1983], C 0 2 

[Samuelson et al, 1983], and H 2 0 [Coustenis et al, 1998] 
in Titan's atmosphere suggests an extraplanetary supply of 
oxygen. Ip [1990] and English et al [1996] show the 
credibility of this interpretation by modeling the meteoroid-
ablation deposition of oxygen-bearing materials into the 
moon's atmosphere. Triton, the largest moon of Neptune, 
may also provide a laboratory to study the IDP population 
at Neptune. The surface pressure of Triton's atmosphere of 
roughly 10 /ibar may be sufficient to ablate many IDPs 
[Strobel and Summers, 1995]. 

5. SUMMARY 

Sufficient theoretical understanding exists to determine 
the ramifications that IDPs may have on all planetary 

atmospheres. Details of these interactions are measured at 
Earth, where meteoric ions often dominate the lower iono
sphere and where it is suggested that IDPs could lead to the 
development of aerosol layers and possibly affect the 
stratospheric ozone population. Radio occultation meas
urements on the other atmosphere-bearing planets find 
ionospheric layers similar to the metal layers on Earth. 
Model studies support a metal ion interpretation. For the 
inner planets of Mars and Venus there is ambiguity 
between the modeled and measured layers. For the outer 
planets and Titan, IDPs can be a source for the water and 
carbon dioxide observed in these atmospheres. What is 
missing most in our understanding are measurements of 
ionospheric and atmospheric structures in other atmos
pheres and IDP properties throughout the solar system. 
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Current Laboratory Experiments For Planetary Aeronomy 

David L. Huest is 

Molecular Physics Laboratory, SRI International, Menlo Park, California 

Guidance is provided for finding atomic and molecular reaction rate coefficients, 
cross sections, and other properties in the primary literature and in useful reviews. 
Recent laboratory and theoretical work on a few microscopic processes of 
importance in solar system aeronomy is summarized. Specific examples focus on, 
(a) the recombination of oxygen atoms—important in understanding the 
atmospheres of Venus, Earth, and Mars , (b) formation and electron-ion dissociative 
recombination of H 3 —impor t an t for understanding the aurora on Jupiter, Saturn, 
and Uranus, and (c) recombination of methyl radicals—the key photochemical 
intermediate leading to the complex organic molecules on the giant planets and 
moons. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Three communities of scientists collaborate in the 
investigation, understanding, and interpretation of planetary 
atmospheres. "Observers" record atmospheric "data" using 
direct-sampling instruments on planetary probes, remote 
sensing instruments on Earth-orbiting satellites and 
planetary orbiters, and ground-based spectrometers, radio 
facilities, and optical telescopes. "Modelers" attempt to 
explain atmospheric observations by simulations based on 
microscopic processes that hopefully are well known from 
laboratory investigations. "Laboratory investigators" use 
experiments and fundamental theory to quantitatively 
characterize the underlying microscopic processes. 

Atoms, molecules, electrons and ions, their internal 
energy levels and translational energy content, and their 
collisional interactions, are clearly central to atmospheric 
science. Historically, observations in the atmosphere have 
often provided the first information about atomic and 
molecular structure and collisional processes. In these 
cases, the modeler is "free" to infer the numerical values of 
microscopic parameters by "fitting" or adjusting the model 
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to match or explain the atmospheric observations. 
Sometimes this works beautifully in deriving values that are 
subsequently confirmed by laboratory measurements. In 
any case, the atmosphere supplies a continuing list of 
microscopic processes that appear to be important enough 
to justify devising approaches to characterize them 
quantitatively. What should not be done is to assume that 
the modeling inference alone is the final answer. 

All of this presents the modeler with daunting prospects. 
First, the list of microscopic processes is very long. 

Second, it is hard to know in advance which ones will have 
a significant effect on the observables being modeled. 
Third, not all of the important microscopic processes will 
have been already examined in the laboratory. Fourth, it is 
a big job to survey the primary literature to find the rates 
and cross sections that have been measured. Finally, it is 
difficult for the modeler to assess the accuracy of laboratory 
measurements, whose details and vulnerabilities are outside 
his/her primary areas of expertise. 

One purpose of this chapter is to provide general advice 
about how to find useful reviews and relevant primary 
literature. A second purpose is to summarize recent 
laboratory experimental and theoretical work on a few 
microscopic processes of importance in solar system 
aeronomy. A specific focus is on the recombination of 
oxygen atoms—important in understanding the atmospheres 
of Venus, Earth, and Mars, formation and electron-ion 
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dissociative recombination of H 3—important for 
understanding the aurora on Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus, 
and recombination of methyl radicals—the key photo
chemical intermediate leading to the complex organic 
molecules on the giant planets and moons. 

2.0 DATA RESOURCES 
One of the reasons that the study of planetary atmos

pheres is so interesting is that the subject is very 
interdisciplinary. It is especially stimulating to collaborate 
with colleagues in neighboring fields. However, this 
stimulation comes at a price. We have a vast literature to 
find, understand, evaluate, and incorporate into our own 
work. Some help with the "finding" part is provided in 
Table 1, which lists a collection of on-line resources that 
may be helpful in finding laboratory and other data of 
interest for aeronomy of the solar system. Some additional 
suggestions about finding information are provided below, 
along with some advice about the "understanding" and 
"evaluating" parts. 

2.1 The Importance of Primary Literature 

The easiest approach to finding information about 
atmospheric microscopic processes is to copy the 
parameters used in a major modeling study or catalogued in 
a summary monograph. Some examples could be taken 
from the works of Banks and Kockarts [1973a, b], Fox 
[Fox and Dalgarno, 1979; Fox and Sung, 2001], Roble 
[1995], Yung [Yung and DeMore, 1999], and Moses 
[Moses, et al, 2000]. However, this approach is not 
without risk. The primary emphasis, in such works, is 
usually on "explaining" atmospheric observations. Space 
limitations often prevent the authors from reviewing the 
history of the parameters used or their possible uncertain
ties. In the worst cases there is no indication of the origin 
of the numbers or the extent to which the values used have 
been selected from the literature, modified for best fit, or 
are just plausible guesses. 

The message here is that atmospheric scientists must 
maintain a healthy suspicion of everything outside their 
own area of expertise. Importing knowledge from other 
areas is essential, but it is unwise to assume that just 
because something has been published necessarily implies 
that it must be accurately known. Thus the obligation is to 
either (1) find, understand, and evaluate the primary 
literature, (2) rely on authors with a documented history of 
careful evaluation, or (3) use the results of critical reviews 
of the literature, if they happen to be available. 

2.2 The Importance of Critical Review 

Among the best examples of critical review of the basis 
of understanding of atmospheric microscopic processes are 

the serial publications by the Defense Nuclear Agency 
(DNA) in the 1970s and 1980s attempting to understand the 
response of the atmosphere to nuclear weapons and by the 
NASA Panel for Data Evaluation in the 1980s and 1990s 
attempting to understand the response of the atmosphere to 
anthropogenic release of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). In 
both of these cases a principle concern was to quantify the 
statistical uncertainty limits of our knowledge and ability to 
make quantitative predictions. 

The last update of the DNA Reaction Rate Handbook 
[Bortner and Baurer, 1983] has been out of print for some 
time, but still has value. The NASA panel issued its final 
printed version (Evaluation Number 12) of the report in 
1997 [DeMore, et al, 1997] and has posted the year-2000 
version on-line at http://jpldataeval.jpl.nasa.gov/ The 
principal limitation for aeronomy of the NASA Panel 
review is that it concentrates on the middle and lower 
atmosphere. 

In 1991, Fox published an excellent review of "Cross 
Sections and Reaction Rates of Relevance to Aeronomy" 
[Fox, 1991] with more than 30 subsections and about 450 
references to the primary literature and previous reviews. 
The combustion and lower atmosphere communities have a 
long history of publishing critical reviews, only a few of 
which can be cited here [Atkinson, et al, 1997; Kerr and 
Drew, 1987; Baulch, et al, 1976; Johnson, 1968; 
Schofield, 1967; Trotman-Dickenson and Milne, 1967]. 
Rate coefficients for reactions of electronically excited 
states have also been reviewed [Schofield, 1979]. Ion 
molecule reactions have also been extensively reviewed 
[Anicich, 1993a, b; Ikezoe, et al, 1987; Anicich and 
Huntress, 1986]. The Anicich database is available from 
JPL on-line at http://astrochem.jpl.nasa.gov/asch/ and has 
been included in the UMIST database 
http://www.rate99.co.uk/ For some years NBS (now NIST) 
published sorted bibliographies of cross sections for atomic 
and molecular collisions [Gallagher, etal, 1981]. Electron 
impact cross sections were reviewed in 1983 [Trajmar, et 
al, 1983] with more recent reviews on individual atoms 
and molecules [Kanik, et al, 2000; Itikawa and Ichimura, 
1990; Itikawa, et al, 1989; Itikawa, et al, 1986]. The 
classic texts on photoabsorption cross sections are by 
Okabe [1978] and Berkowitz [1979]. 

3.0 OXYGEN NIGHT AIRGLOW CHEMISTRY OF 
EARTH, VENUS, AND MARS 

For decades it has been known that excited electronic 
states of molecular oxygen are leading sources of near-
ultraviolet and visible emissions from the night atmospheres 
of Earth [Dufay, 1941; Slanger and Huestis, 1981] and 
Venus [Krasnopolsky, et al, 1976], and possibly Mars. For 

http://jpldataeval.jpl.nasa.gov/
http://astrochem.jpl.nasa.gov/asch/
http://www.rate99.co.uk/
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"quiet" or non-auroral conditions, the energy source of 
molecular oxygen nightglow emissions is dayside 
photodissociation by solar ultraviolet photons: 

0 2 + hv -> O + O Earth 

C 0 2 + hv CO + O Venus and Mars 

After transport to the nightside by planetary rotation or 
by high-altitude atmospheric winds, the chemical energy 
stored as oxygen atoms is converted by termolecular 
recombination into electronic, vibrational, and rotational 
energy, eventually appearing as ultraviolet, visible, and 
infrared nightglow emissions: 

0 + 0 + M - > 

0 2 ( 5 n g , A 3 Z ; , A ' \ , c% b ' l g , a'Ag, X 3 Z g ) 

0 2 ( A 3 4 A ' \ , c% b 1 ^ , a^g) -> 
250-1270 nm emission 

Sidney Chapman [1931] was the first to suggest that 
oxygen atom recombination provided the energy of the 
visible nightglow, although he was thinking of the atomic 
oxygen green line, whose mechanistic origin is still 
controversial [Slanger and Black, 1977; Slanger, et al, 
2001]. 

Figure 1 shows potential energy curves for several 
electronic states of molecular oxygen. It also illustrates the 
schemes for laser-preparation of individual rovibronic 
states as well as multi-photon-ionization detection of 
the initially populated levels and subsequent products 
of collisional relaxation. The lowest 6 electronic states, 
A S u , A' A u , c E~, b E g , a A , X Eg are well known from 
laboratory spectroscopy [Huber and Herzberg, 1979; 
Huestis, et al, 1994] and from nightglow emissions 
[Chamberlain, 1961; Slanger and Huestis, 1981]. The 5 n g 

state was predicted in quantum chemistry calculations 
[Saxon and Liu, 1977; Partridge, et al, 1991], but only 
recently discovered experimentally [Huestis, et al, 1998], 
and thus has now become accessible for characterizing its 
importance as a "gateway state" for oxygen atom 
recombination. 

Below we will discuss recent progress in the supporting 
laboratory research that is needed to establish what can be 
learned from the observed atmospheric emissions of 
molecular oxygen. Some areas of interest are (1) the 
distribution of electronic states produced in O + O 
recombination, (2) how much population flows by 

0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 

INTERNUCLEAR SEPARATION (nm) 

Figure 1. Selected Potential Energy Curves for Electronic States 
of 0 2 and O r The vertical solid-line arrow at the left (X{) 
indicates the energy of the "pump" photon that prepares 
population in a specific rovibronic state (shown as one of the 
Herzberg states: c I u , A' Au, A E u). The double-arrows at the 
right (X2) indicate the energy of the "probe" resonance-enhanced-
multiphoton-ioniziation (REMPI) excitation |solid) and ionization 
(dashed) photon (shown for detection of the n state). 

collisional relaxation through each excited state, (3) the 
temperature-dependent quenching/relaxation rate coef
ficients and product branching ratios, (4) what can be 
learned from the contrast between the nightglows of Earth 
and Venus, (5) what we might expect on Mars, and (6) what 
inferences should be drawn from molecular oxygen 
emissions that might be observed in the night atmospheres 
of extra-solar planets. 

3.1 Laser Preparation and Detection of 02 Excited States 

Many previous kinetics studies have used oxygen atom 
recombination to generate excited states of molecular 
oxygen [Kenner and Ogryzlo, 1980, a, b]. Collisional 
removal of the excited population is inferred by following 
the intensity of excited-state emission versus time or the 
pressure of an additive. This approach has a number of 
interpretative difficulties. The recombination process 
produces high vibrational levels of multiple excited 
electronic states [Slanger, 1978; Slanger and Huestis, 
1981; Slanger, et al, 2000]. The wavelengths of emission 
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of the various excited states overlap. Vibrational and 
electronic relaxation are also time and pressure dependent, 
thus can contribute to the inferred rate coefficient, and are 
difficult to measure independently. 

A new regime in quantitative understanding of the 
kinetics of the Herzberg states of 0 2 was entered 
[Copeland, 1994] through application of the laser-based 
state-specific excitation and detection technique called 
resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI). The 
approach is illustrated schematically in Figures 1. Briefly 
stated, the "excitation" or "preparation" laser (A^) is tuned 
to excite 0 2 to a specific rotational, vibrational, and 
electronic state. The "ionization" or "probe" laser (X2) is 
tuned to a frequency matching the energy separation 
between the initially pumped level and a known higher 
excited state, which in turn is also ionized by this second 
laser pulse. The resulting O or 0 2 ions are collected by a 
negatively charged wire electrode. Alternatively, the 
ionization laser can be tuned to monitor the rising and 
falling population of a level produced by collisional 
relaxation of the initially pumped level. By varying the 
time delay between the excitation and ionization laser 
pulses we can use the intensity of the ion signal to monitor 
the time evolution of the selected level. In general, this 
time delay is chosen to be long enough for collisional 
rotational equilibration to have been achieved, implying 
that the derived collisional rates reflect vibrational and 
electronic mixing, relaxation, and quenching. In some 
cases we prepare the initial excited population by another 
means, such as photodissociation of ozone. 

The approach for production of excited states is 
illustrated by 

0 2 + hv -> 0 2 (A,A',c,b) 

0 2 ( A ) + M -> o 2 ( 5 n g ) + M 

0 3 + hv -> 0 2 (b ,a ,X) y + O 

The REMPI scheme for detection of the time evolution 
of excited states resulting from collisional relaxation and 
chemical reaction is illustrated by 

0 2 ( 5 n g ) + 2hv -> 0 + 0 " ( 5 n g ) + 2hv -> 0 2 

0 2 (A,c) + hv -> 0 2 ( C 3 n g ) + hv -> 0 2 

0 2 ( A ) + 0 2 -> 0 3 + O + 3hv -> 0 + 

0 2 (b,a) + 2hv -> 02(dlU'3dnlI,+ lA) + hv -> 0 2 

3.2 Overview of Experimental Results 
Table 2 presents a summary of laboratory determina

tions of rate coefficients for removal (relaxation and energy 
transfer) of 0 2 electronically and vibrationally excited 
states in collisions with a variety of gases. Additional 
discussion of some of the details and interpretations follows 
below. 

3.3 The 5 fig State of 02 and Oxygen Atom Recombination 

Experimental discovery of the 5 l T g state of 0 2 occurred 
incidentally during investigations of the kinetics of 
0 2 ( A S u ) [Huestis, et al, 1998]. Collisions with oxygen or 
nitrogen molecules produced a longer lived excited state, 
whose resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization 
(REMPI) spectrum that could not be assigned to any known 
singlet or triplet system. Subsequent spectroscopic 
experiments and simulations [Huestis, et al, 1999] confirm 
the spectroscopic assignment of a two-photon transition 
from the IT g valence state to the Tl g ion-pair state. The 
observed spectrum is complex, dense, and unresolved with 
an effective two-photon resolution of 0.1 cm' 1 . At least 25 
strong rotational branches are expected, with closely spaced 
lines resulting from small rotational constants, about 
0.4 cm' 1 . Separations between sharp Q-branch spikes 
reflect differences in spin-orbit constants. The vibrational 
dependence of the band shapes allows approximate 
determination of rotational constants, but the relative 
intensities of the various v'-v" bands are still not 
quantitatively understood. Subsequent studies [Amaral, et 
al, 2001] of the temperature dependent yields of 
O 2 ( 5 n g , v=0 , l ) from O 2 (A 3 I^ ,v=7-10) confirm the 
spectroscopic assignment and the calculated [Partridge, et 
al, 1991] bond strength of about 1000 cm' 1 . 

Although quite weakly bound, at large internuclear 
distances the IT state is predicted [Saxon and Liu, 1977; 
Partridge, et al, 1991] to be the lowest of the states 
dissociating to ground state atoms, and because of its high 
spin-orbit degeneracy should be a key intermediate state in 
O + O recombination, contributing more than 70% 
according to early estimates [Wraight, 1982]. On the other 
hand, Bates [1988, 1989, 1995] concluded that 0 2 ( 5 I T g ) 
would be a relatively insignificant participant, assuming 
that collisional spin-changing relaxation should be orders of 
magnitude slower than collision-induced dissociation. 

The SRI measurements, summarized in Table 2, show 
that the collisional removal by both oxygen and nitrogen is 
actually about a factor of 6 faster than the dissociation rate 
estimated by Bates [1988]. In addition, studies [Chang, et 
al, 1999; Copeland, et al, 2001; Amaral, et al, 2001] of 
the temperature dependence of the rates of collisional 
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Table 2. Rate Coefficients for Collisional Removal of Excited States of 0 2 

Vibrational k(300) 
State Collider Level (cm3s l ) k (T) a References 

o 2( 5n g ) 0 (3.110.3) x 10"U yes 1,2,3 
1 (3.4+0.4) x 10"11 yes 1,4 

N 2 0 (1.710.3) x 10"11 yes 1,2,3 

co 2 0 (3.610.7) x 10"11 yes 1,2,3 

°2(AV) 0-5 (2.912.0) x 10"14 no 5 

6 (2.810.3) x 10"11 yes 6,7 

7 

8 

(3.510.3) x 10"11 

>1.8x 10"U 

yes 

no 

6,7 

8 

9 (5.710.4) x 10"U yes 6,9 

10 > 7 x 10"11 no 10 
11 > 4 x l 0 " 1 0 no 10 

N 2 0-5 (9.311.7) x 10"15 no 11 
6 (1.410.4) x 10"11 yes 6,7 

7 

8 

(2.411.0) x 10"11 

> 1 x 10"12 

yes 

no 

6,7 

12 

9 (4.310.3) x 10"11 yes 6,9 

co 2 2 7 x l 0 " 1 3 no 13 

6 (7.611.8) x 10"11 yes 7 

7 (7.211.5) x 10"U no 6 

9 (1.110.2) x 10"10 yes 6, 14 

He 9 (2.810.2) x 10"11 yes 6, 14 

Ar 2 7.2 x l O - 1 6 no 13 

7 - I x l O ' 1 1 no 6 

9 (2.910.3) x 10"11 yes 6, 14 

°2(cV) 
° 2 

0 3 x l 0 " 1 4 no 13 

9 (5.210.6) x 10"12 yes 15, 16 

10 (3.010.3) x 10"U yes 16 

16 - io ' 1 0 no 16 

N 2 9 (3.210.4) x 10"12 yes 15, 16 

co 2 0 < 6 x 10"14 no 13 

9 (1.910.2) x 10"11 yes 16 

He 0 6x 10"15 no 13 

9 (7.510.9) x 10"12 yes 15, 16 
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Table 2. Rate Coefficients for Collisional Removal of Excited States of 0 2 (Continued) 

Vibrational k(300) 
State Collider Level (cm s ) k (T) a References ^ 

° 2 0 3.9 x 10"17 no 17 
1 (1.52±0.04)x 10"11 yes 18, 19 
2 (2.7±0.2)x 10"12 yes 18, 19 
3 (1.7±0.4)x 10"13 yes 20 
14 (4.1±1.0)x 10"12 235 21 

15 (2.5±0.5)x 10"12 235 21 
N 2 0 2.1 x 10"15 yes 17 

1 < 7 x 10"13 yes 18, 19 
2 < 9 x 10"13 yes 18, 19 
3 -14 

< 9 x 10 
yes 20 

15 (3.9±0.5)x 10"13 235 21 
co 2 0 4.2 x 10"13 yes 17 

1 < 1.2 x 10"12 yes 18, 19 
2 (1.7±0.5)x 10"12 yes 18, 19 
3 (1.9±0.2)x 10"12 yes 20 

15 > 1 x 10"11 235 21 

02(*Ag) 0 3.6 xlO" 1 8 yes 17 
1 (6.9±l.l)x 10"11 no 22 
2 (3.6±0.4)x 10"U no 22 

N 2 0 <io"20 no 17 
1 < 9 x 10"15 no 22 

2 < 1.6 x 10"14 no 22 

co 2 0 < 2 x l 0 - 2 ° no 17 

1 <5.4x 10"14 no 22 
2 (3.9±0.4)x 10"13 no 22 

a "yes" indicates that the temperature dependence of the rate coefficient has been measured, "no" or a single temperature 
value indicates that it has not. 
D References: 1, Thorn, et al [1998]; 2, Chang, et al [1999]; 3, Copeland, et al [2001]; 4, Amaral, et al [2001]; 5, Kenner 
and Ogryzlo [1980]; 6, Knutsen, et al [1994]; 7, Copeland and Kalogerakis [2000]; 8, Slanger, et al [1984]; 9, Hwang and 
Copeland [1997]; 10, Copeland, et al [1994]; 11, Kenner and Ogryzlo [1983b]; 12, Wildt, et al [1991]; 13, Kenner and 
Ogryzlo [1983a]; 14, Hwang, et al [1996]; 15, Copeland, et al [1996]; 16, Hwang and Copeland [2001]; 17, DeMore, et al 
[1997]; 18, Bloemink, et al [1998]; 19, Hwang, et al [1999]; 20, Kalogerakis, et al [2000a]; 21, Kalogerakis, et al [2000b]; 
22,Hwang, etal [1998]. 
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removal shows that the rate coefficients for removal of 
0 2 ( II ,v=0,l) in collisions with 0 2 , N 2 , and C 0 2 are 
nearly independent of temperature from 295 to 175 K. At 
150 K collisional removal is significantly faster. These 
studies jprove that the the mechanism of collisional removal 
of 0 2 ( IT ) is downward relaxation to other electronic 
states. Bates' hypothesis of upward collision-induced 
dissociation would require that collisional removal become 
much slower at lower temperatures. Thus the dominance of 
0 2 ( lT g) in oxygen atom recombination is reestablished. 

3.4 Yields of 02 Electronic States in Oxygen Atom 
Recombination 

By unifying laboratory measurements with field 
observations of the nightglows of Earth and Venus we have 
assembled a self-consistent picture of the production and 
relaxation of the electronic states of 0 2 following oxygen 
atom recombination [Huestis, etal, 2000a, b]. 

In the past it has been assumed [Wraight, 1982; Smith, 
1984] that mixing of 0 2 electronic states in collisions with 
ambient atmospheric constituents is much slower than 
vibrational relaxation within a single electronic state. In 
contrast, the state-resolved kinetics studies summarized 
above show that electronic mixing can be very fast and 
sometimes provides the mechanism for vibrational 
relaxation. 

As discussed in Chapter 1.5, another source of under
standing is the intensity of oxygen molecule nightglow 
emission from the atmospheres of Earth and Venus. On 
both planets the observed 0 2 (a -X) 1.27|i emission intensity 
approximately matches the total calculated column-
integrated rate of oxygen atom recombination. Emissions 
from the 0 2 (c,A' ,A) Herzberg states are strongly quenched 
in both atmospheres, but when the observed intensities are 
adjusted for quenching, the summed rate of production of 
population in the Herzberg states again approximately 
matches the total oxygen atom recombination. From the 
corrected intensity of the oxygen Atmospheric Band 
emission on Earth we conclude that 0 2 ( b ) is produced in 
approximately 10% of recombination reactions. Of course, 
the ground electronic state 0 2 ( X ) is eventually produced in 
every recombination. We would also argue that the weakly 
bound 0 2 ( 5 I T g ) state is the likely precursor of population in 
the Herzberg states. The results of this analysis are 
summarized in Table 3 (the % values indicate the 
percentage of all O + O recombinations that pass through 
the indicated states). Thus, we suggest that fast collisional 
mixing and relaxation, rather than statistical weights, 
dominate the production of electronic states following 
oxygen atom recombination. As higher electronic states are 
relaxed to lower ones, 

O + O + M -> 0 2 ( ITg) -> 0 2 (c ,A' ,A) -> 0 2 (a ,b) -> 0 2 (X) , 

the population flow can be observed more than once, 
leading to a total apparent yield that is well over 100% 
(about 400% in the above analysis). 

4.0 GIANT PLANET AURORA: H3 FORMATION AND 
DISSOCIATIVE RECOMBINATION 

Infrared emissions from excited rovibrational levels of 
H 3 are known to be major components of the aurora on 
Jupiter [Drossart, et al., 1989], Saturn [Geballe, et al., 
1993], and Uranus [Trafton, et al., 1993]. H3 is also a key 
player in the ion chemistry of the interstellar medium 
[Dalgarno, 1999]. H 3 is formed in the fast exothermic 
reaction of H 2 with H 2 , 

H 2 + H 2 -> H3 + H 

The principal loss mechanism for H3 is dissociative 
recombination with electrons 

H3 + e -» H + H + H, or H 2 + H 

Knowledge of the temperature-dependent rate coeffi
cient for this reaction is important in understanding 
planetary and interstellar ion chemistry. As discussed by 
many authors [Fox, 1991; Larsson, 1995; Larsson, 1997; 
Oka, 1999], the history of experimental and theoretical 
investigations of this reaction has been long, controversial, 
and confusing. The values in the literature range from 
large, 0.7-3 x 10"7 c m V 1 , to small, 1-2 x 10"8, to 
unmeasurable, <10" 1 0 , without obvious trends with respect 
to experimental technique or year. Most of these 
experiments use afterglow techniques that do require some 
calibration and interpretation, but have been successful for 
other molecular ions. 

Early theoretical work [Michaels and Hobbs, 1984] 
suggested that the "direct" mechanism involving a crossing 
between the potential energy surface of the ion (plus zero-
energy electron) with that of a repulsive surface of the 
neutral would result in extremely slow dissociative 
recombination of H 3 (v=0). Bates [1993] subsequently 
suggested that additional mechanisms might lead to larger 
rate coefficients. Recent calculations by Schneider et a l , 
[1999] suggest that^the "indirect" mechanism involving 
predissociation of H 3 Rydberg intermediate states can lead 
to dissociative recombination cross sections that are 
consistent with the large experimental ones. 

As noted by Fox [1991] both theoretical and experimen
tal evidence suggests that vibrational excitation of the 
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Table 3. Yields of Electronic States on Earth-Venus 

States Production Radiation Quenching 

100% 0% 100% 

100% 1-0.3% 99% 

10% 5-0% 5-10% 

'\ 94-99% 94-99% 0% 

xV 100% 0% 0% 

initial H 3 would lead to much faster dissociative 
recombination. When initially created, the H 3 ions contain 
as much as 1.4 eV of rovibrational internal energy 
[Peterson, et al, 1992], of which about 0.23 eV is 
rotational energy [Kreckel, et al, 2001]. The actual 
rovibrational distribution at the time of dissociative 
recombination depends on the details of the ion source and 
other experimental conditions. Eliminating the problem of 
contamination by vibrationally excited levels has been 
accomplished by using an ion storage ring to introduce a 10 
second delay between formation in the ion source and 
interaction with electrons [Larsson, 1997], a time adequate 
for all the vibrationally excited ions to radiate in the 
infrared. This approach has been used successfully for a 
wide range of molecular ions. The rate coefficient obtained 

7 3 1 

is 1.15 x 10 cm s at 300 K, which should be considered 
the most reliable value available. The remaining potential 
uncertainty is residual rotational excitation in H 3 (v=0). 
This issue can be addressed by using a cooled high-pressure 
ion source, such as one used to investigate dissociative 
recombination ofN 2 (v=0) [Peterson, etal, 1998]. 

5.0 GIANT PLANET HYDROCARBON 
PHOTOCHEMISTRY: CH 3 + CH 3 RECOMBINATION 

Observational spectroscopy of solar system objects was 
recently revolutionized by the ISO (Infrared Space 
Observatory) mission [Encrenaz, 1998], which provided 
observations from launch in November 1995 through May 
1998. Planetary emissions of the methyl radical, CH 3 , were 
observed for the first time on Saturn and Neptune [Bezard, 
et al, 1999; Atreya, et al, 1999]. CH 3 is produced by 
VUV photolysis of C H 4 and is the key photochemical 
intermediate leading to complex organic molecules on the 
giant planets and moons. 

The CH 3 emissions from Saturn were found to be about 
10 times weaker than predicted by current models [Atreya, 
et al, 1999], which various authors say could be explained 
either by significantly increasing the rate of chemical 
removal of CH 3 or by reducing the CH 3 eddy diffusion 
coefficient (which accesses faster chemistry at lower 
altitudes). The suggested remedy is to increase the rate of 
the recombination reaction, 

C H 3 + CH 3 + H 2 -> C 2 H 6 + H 2 

at 140 K to a value at least 10 times that measured 
experimentally at room temperature in rare gases. This 
flexibility in the model appears plausible because 
extrapolations to 140 K of the two formulas used to 
represent recent experimental recombination rates 
[Macpherson, et al, 1983; Slagle, et al, 1988] differ by 
about a factor of 300. 

Decades of research on hydrocarbon combustion 
reactions have provided a wealth of rate data at tempera
tures from 300 K up to 3000 K. However, it is not reliable 
to extrapolate the empirical formulas used to fit high-
temperature combustion data. In addition, very few of the 
theoretical examinations have provided guidance about 
using molecular parameters to extrapolate to low 
temperatures. For recombination reactions in particular, 
extrapolations of simple formulas without theoretical basis 
give widely differing results and produce unconstrained 
uncertainties. Good pressure- and temperature-dependent 
rate constants and interpolation expressions for methyl 
radical recombination exist at and above 300 K [Macpher
son, etal, 1983; Slagle, etal, 1988; Walter, etal, 1990]. 
However, the relevant planetary conditions are T = 140-220 
K and P < 1 mbar. Only two experimental rate constants 
exist below 300 K, both 200 K values at the high pressure 
limit [Walter, etal, 1990; Stief, 1999]. 

The simplest description of recombination reactions is 
the Lindemann model [Smith and Huestis, 1981; Holbrook, 
et al, 1996] of the "activated complex," AB , 

A + B -> AB* k 2 , 

where AB represents the ensemble of quasi-stable states 
above the energetic dissociation limit. For technical 
reasons, recombination is usually investigated theoretically 
as the equilibrium reverse of dissociation (thus the notation 
of k_x for the stabilization or recombination direction). For 
reasonably large molecules (say, five atoms or more), the 
large number of energetically equivalent levels of AB 
(high entropy) means that the lifetime of AB before 
spontaneous dissociation, 
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AB* -> A + B k 2 , 

is longer than many vibrations, allowing time for 
stabilization: 

AB* + M -> AB + M k ! 

The stabilization reaction itself is reversible, in that the 
stable AB molecule can be excited from below to above the 
dissociation limit in collisions with the background gas, 

AB + M -» AB* + M k 1 

We write the rate expressions for collision-induced 
dissociation and recombination reactions as effective 
pressure-dependent two-body reactions. 

k d i s s ( M ) = k , [ M ] k 2 / ( k 1 [ M ] + k 2 ) 

krecombCM) = ^ ( M ) (k . , k ^ ( k ^ 

= k , [ M ] kj/Oc.jtMJ+kj) 

At high pressures the rate is independent of presssure, 

k r e c o m b ( M ^ 0 0 ) ~ k - 2 = koo-

At low pressures, the rate is linear in pressure, 

krecombCM^ 0 ) ~ M M ] M<2 = UMl 

Intermediate pressures are called the falloff region. 
For this discussion, we could substitute A = B = CH 3 , 

AB = C 2 H 6 , and M = H 2 . Radical-radical recombinations, 
such as CH 3 + CH 3 or CH 3 + H, typically have attractive 
potential energy surfaces, corresponding to the new 
chemical bond being formed. Thus, we expect [Stewart, et 
al., 1989] that the reaction 

CH 3 + C H 3 C 2 H * k 2 

will have a weakly negative temperature dependence 
(slightly faster at lower temperature). Similarly, as the 
temperature decreases, stabilization by buffer gas collisions 
(k^) becomes more likely than activation (kj). Thus we 
can be confident that the overall reaction, 

C H 3 + C H 3 + M - * C 2 H 6 + M k r e c o m b 

will be faster at lower temperature. The actual temperature 
dependence is sensitive to details discussed below. 

The simplified Lindemann mechanism does not make 
clear that the rate constants must be considered as functions 
of energy, and that the collisional steps represented by 
reactions 1 and -1 require a theory of energy transfer to and 
from excited molecules. The Lindemann mechanism is too 
simple, however, in that it assumes that all excited 
molecules, AB , are the same, and that the product forming 
step, k 2 , proceeds with a single rate. In fact, k 1 ? k_1? and k 2 

are all functions of the energy and rotational quantum 
numbers of AB . The RRKM and master equation 
approaches [Eyring et al., 1980] extend this Lindemann 
model. 

As mentioned above, a sound theoretical model is 
essential for temperature extrapolation. It is also important 
for identifying the pressure conditions over which 
experimental investigations can provide the most effective 
calibration. Preliminary calculations [Smith and Huestis, 
2001] suggest that the low pressure recombination rate 
coefficient, ICQ, rises with decreasing temperature much 
faster than does k^. This means that low temperature 
laboratory experiments need to be performed at quite low 
pressures, say 0.01 mbar or less, in order to extrapolate to 
the 0.001 mbar and below characteristic of the relevant 
regions of the giant planet atmospheres [Moses, et al, 
2000]. This is consistent with the recent work in Stief s 
laboratory [Stief, 1999; Cody, et al, 2000], in which no 
pressure dependence was observed at 202 K for pressures 
from 0.8 to 2.6 mbar. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
Planetary atmospheres are very complicated, involving 

dozens of chemical species and hundreds of different 
collisions and chemical reactions. The small community of 
atomic and molecular experimenters and theorists helps in 
the understanding of planetary atmospheres by accurate 
determination of the fundamental parameters, such as 
energy levels, radiative properties, reaction rate coef
ficients, and collision cross sections that are needed for 
quantitative models. This chapter reviews the recent 
laboratory progress in characterizing a of a few selected 
chemical processes of importance in planetary aeronomy. 
It also provides hints about modelers can find and evaluate 
the available fundamental data. 
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PART IV. MODELS OF AERONOMIC SYSTEMS 

A discipline reaches the plateau of maturity when models of its central function evolve from conceptual 

to computational. By that yardstick, models of solar system upper atmospheres range from youthful (for 

giant planets and their moons) to adult (for terrestrial planets). If a "reliable predictive capability" is the cri

terion for full maturity, then even terrestrial aeronomy (with its decades of empirical, semi-empirical, and 

first-principle models) has yet to reach middle age. In these chapters, state-of-the-art summaries are given 

by a group of experts who themselves span the range of young professionals to senior researchers in the 

field. 

The growing use of general circulation models (GCMs) is clearly evident in what follows. With heritage 

from terrestrial origins, these GCMs have evolved to Mars and Venus, and then to the giant planets. The 

most recent application has been to the moons of giant planets. The remote sensing and modeling of the air

glow signatures from these Earth-like atmospheres offer comparative studies of terrestrial-sized systems at 

vastly different distances from the Sun. (Image courtesy I. Miiller-Wodarg.) 
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The comparative approach to planetary aeronomy is becoming increas
ingly fruitful as new information from various planet atmospheres is assimi
lated. In particular, Venus, Earth, and Mars thermospheric observations and 
modeling over the past 30-years provide a useful platform for addressing sim
ilar upper atmosphere processes in various planetary settings. Basic features 
of the structure and dynamics of the Venus, Ear th , and Mars thermospheres 
can be understood by examining the implications of their fundamental plane
tary parameters. Different features are notably the result of unique forcings 
on variable timescales tha t drive the energetics, chemistry, and dynamics 
of these upper atmospheres. The present maturi ty of available Venus and 
Ear th planetary databases (and the promise for Mars) as well as numerical 
modeling capabilities permit us to compare the thermospheres of these 3 
planets using well tested and individually validated three-dimensional (3-D) 
thermospheric general circulation models (TGCMs). Important T G C M sim
ulation products are examined and constrasted in this chapter. In particular, 
the role of O-CO2 enchanced 15-fim cooling is investigated in the context of 
global dynamics and its effect on atomic-0 and thermal distributions. It is 
found that CO2 cooling is an effective thermostat for control of the Venus 
dayside temperatures, while Mars and Earth are only moderately affected. 
By contrast, the role of global dynamics in controlling temperature distri-
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b u t i o n s is m o s t p r o n o u n c e d for M a r s a n d t h e Venus n igh t s ide . Clearly, t h e 
geocent r ic pe r spec t ive w h e n appl ied t o o the r p lane t a t m o s p h e r e s is ini t ial ly 
helpful, b u t m u s t be revised as new p l a n e t a r y d a t a a n d m o d e l s imula t ions 
combine t o chal lenge our u n d e r s t a n d i n g of t h e r m o s p h e r i c processes in new 
p l a n e t a r y e n v i r o n m e n t s . 

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

Recent studies have shown that substantial advances 
in understanding can be realized by investigating com
mon aeronomic processes as they apply in different 
planetary settings. In particular, the comparison of 
planetary thermospheres using global databases and 
models is ripe for examination. Earth ground-based and 
spacecraft observations compiled over nearly 40-years 
provide a global characterization of the thermosphere-
ionosphere over the solar cycle, seasons, and various 
auroral/ magnetospheric conditions. Venus upper at
mosphere data captured by the Pioneer Venus Probes 
and Orbiter (1978-1992) have yielded a first-order ex
amination of the global thermosphere-ionosphere above 
~100 km. Finally, recent Mars Global Surveyor aer-
obraking and radio science measurements of the Mars 
thermosphere-ionosphere (and the promise of new cam
paigns over the next decade) provide the beginnings of 
a global database that can be used to investigate ther
mospheric and ionospheric features and processes (see 
chapters 1.3, IV.3, and IV.4). 

An important objective in the study of compara
tive planetary thermospheres is to contrast and com
pare the physical and chemical processes responsible 
for the structure and dynamics of the terrestrial-like 
thermospheres of Venus, Earth, and Mars. Tradition
ally, these upper atmospheres are grouped together for 
discussion of planetary mesopause and thermospheric 
features, since their composition, temperatures, winds, 
and fundamental parameters (see Table la) are some
what similar [Bougher and Roble, 1997]. The Venus, 
Earth, and Mars thermospheres are also driven by sim
ilar forcing agents that subsequently change over time, 
both naturally and in the case of the Earth as a result of 
human influence. The proximity of these three planets 
to the sun determines that solar ultraviolet forcing is 
important for the maintenance of their thermospheres. 
However, a strong link exists between the strength of a 
planetary magnetic field and its thermospheric temper
ature distribution and global winds. For example, the 
Earth's upper atmosphere is subject to additional forc
ing due to strong auroral processes that result from its 
significant intrinsic magnetic field. Conversely, "non
magnetic" planets (Venus and Mars) have upper at
mospheres that are primarily driven by solar EUV/UV 

processes, with smaller heating efficiencies, giving rise 
to cooler ternperatures. Solar wind inputs to the iono
spheres of Venus and Mars are also being investigated 
(see chapter IL3). 

The present maturity of available planetary databases 
and modeling capabilities permits us to extend the 
comparison of terrestrial planetary thermospheres be
yond the limited capability of one-dimensional mod
els to global multi-dimensional models [e.g., Bougher 
and Roble, 1997; Bougher et al, 1999b; 2000]. State-
of-the-art three-dimensional (3-D) thermospheric gen
eral circulation models (TGCMs) can now address the 
feedbacks inherent in coupled dynamical, energetic, and 
chemical processes that control the thermospheric struc
ture and wind system. Various TGCM models have 
been developed, exercised, and largely validated over 
the last few decades to study the global circulation, 
composition and temperature structures of each of these 
terrestrial planet thermospheres [e.g. Bougher et al, 
1999b; 2000]. 

In this chapter, we review the basic thermospheric 
features and processes common to Venus, Earth, and 
Mars (sections 2.1-3). Prominent thermospheric mod
eling groups are identified and a few important TGCM 
models are briefly described to survey the current mod
eling capabilities (section 3). A suite of TGCM simu
lations emphasizing solar EUV/UV forcing is presented 
to illustrate the relative importance of common thermal 
and dynamical processes for these planets over the solar 
cycle at equinox and solstices (section 4). TGCM simu
lations illustrating the impacts of a few unique processes 
for each of these planets are described in section 5. 
Overall, we demonstrate that new planetary databases 
and TGCM simulations are being combined to expand 
our understanding of thermospheric processes in new 
planetary environments. 

2. BASIC THERMOSPHERIC FEATURES 
AND PROCESSES 

2.1. Overview of Structure and Dynamics 

The thermosphere is that rarefied portion of a plan
etary atmosphere which extends from the top of the 
middle atmosphere (mesosphere) to the beginning of 
outer space (exosphere). On most planets, the thermo-
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Table la . Terrestrial Planet Parameters 

Parameter Earth Venus Mars 

Gravity, cm/s 2 982 888 373 
Heliocentric distance AU 1.0 0.72 1.38-1.67 

Radius, km 6371 6050 3396 
ft, rad/s 7.3(-5) 3.0(-7) 7.1(-5) 

Magnetic dipole moment (wrt Earth) 1.0 <4.0(-5) <2.5(-5) 
Obliquity, deg 23.5 1-3 25.0 

sphere is characterized by temperatures which increase 
dramatically with alt i tude due to various solar and non-
solar heating mechanisms. The temperature asymp
totically approaches a maximum (becomes isothermal) 
in the exosphere. The thermosphere is also the top
most bound layer; above, in the exosphere, and atoms 
or molecules may escape to space. The level of min
imum temperature at the base of the thermosphere is 
referred to as the mesopause. Thermospheres are gener
ally subject to forcing both from below (e.g. planetary 
scale waves, tides, gravity waves) and above (e.g. solar 
output) . 

The terrestrial thermospheres are controlled by the 
highly variable components of the Sun's energy output , 
composed of both electromagnetic radiation (5-200 nm) , 
and the solar wind (a flow of charged part icles/plasma 
from the Sun). Most of the Sun's electromagnetic en
ergy is in the visible portion of the spectrum, passing 
directly through the tenuous upper atmosphere. Solar 
radiation in the ultraviolet (UV), at wavelengths shorter 
than 200 nm, strongly interacts with the gases in a plan
etary thermosphere to establish its basic chemical, ther
mal, and dynamic structure. The amount of this ultra
violet radiation reaching a planet 's upper atmosphere 
varies significantly with the Sun-planet (heliocentric) 
distance, the planet 's obliquity (which determines the 
local season), and the changing solar radiation itself. 
The Sun is observed to undergo a cyclic variation in 
its electromagnetic and solar wind output tha t spans a 
period of roughly 11 Earth-years. The extreme ultravi
olet (EUV) portion of the solar spectrum (5.0 - 110.0 
nm) can vary by a factor of 2 to 10 over this solar cycle 
period (see chapter III.4). 

The basic thermospheric temperature structures of 
Venus, Earth , and Mars are compared in Figure 1 
and Figure 2. In each case, dayside temperatures in
crease dramatically above mesopause values (around 
140-185 K). The Venus (100-125 km), Ear th (90-100 
km), and Mars (90-110 km) mesopause levels are quite 
close in alti tude, yet different in pressure. E U V / U V 

flux activity over the solar cycle clearly drives signif
icant changes in the thermospheric temperature pro
files of these three planets. Dayside exospheric temper
atures typically range over 900-1500 K (Earth) , 230-
310K (Venus), and 200-350K (Mars). Earth thermo
spheric temperatures vary most strongly as a function 
of changing solar fluxes plus auroral activity. Venus 
dayside temperatures are surprisingly cold (and vary 
least over the solar cycle), despite the fact that it is the 
closest of these three planets to the sun. It is notewor
thy that Venus and Mars dayside thermospheric tem
peratures are comparable, owing to similar EUV heat
ing efficiencies (see section 3.3). The biggest surprise is 
the nightside thermosphere of Venus which is observed 
to be colder than its dayside mesopause region. This 
Venus nightside upper atmosphere has been termed a 
"cryosphere" in accord with its very cold temperatures 
(100-130 K) [see Fox and Bougher, 1991]. Finally, note 
the absence of a stratopause for Venus and Mars, both 
of which lack the O3 heating responsible in the Ear th ' s 
middle atmosphere. 

The thermosphere is also distinguished by a transi
tion region called the homopause, below which atomic 
and molecular constituents are well mixed by winds and 
dissipative turbulence (eddy diffusion). For Earth, the 
bulk atmosphere is composed mostly of a uniform rel
ative composition of O2 and N2. The Venus and Mars 
bulk atmospheres are composed largely of CO2. Ho
mopause levels (dayside) for these three planets are 
found at 136 km (Venus), - 1 0 0 km (Earth) , and - 1 2 5 
km (Mars) [Bougher and Roble, 1997]. Above, in the 
heterosphere, individual species begin to diffusively sep
arate according to their unique masses owing to molec
ular diffusion. The heavier molecular species are thus 
the most abundant in the lower thermosphere, leaving 
the lighter molecular and atomic species to dominate 
at the base of the exosphere (primarily atomic O for 
all three planets). Figure 3 illustrates the basic hetero-
spheric composition for the (a) Venus, (b) Earth, and 
(c) Mars thermospheres [Bougher and Roble, 1997]. It 
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Figure 1. Temperature structure of the Earth's atmo
sphere. Temperatures vary more in the thermosphere than 
in lower regions of the atmosphere. Taken from Bougher 
and Roble, [1997] 

is noteworthy tha t the atomic O abundance is nearly 
5-10 times larger in the dayside thermosphere of Venus 
(—140 km) than for Mars (—125 km). Venus's proximity 
to the sun permits stronger photolysis of CO2 [Bougher, 
1995]. 

The local rate of absorption or heating depends on 
the product of the species absorption cross section and 
the total abundance of the absorbing species along the 
path through the atmosphere. This product is known 
as the optical depth; where it becomes unity, maximum 
absorption occurs. Figure 4 shows the altitude of unit 
optical depth as a function of EUV/UV wavelengths 
(20.0-180.0 nm) for (a) Ear th , (b) Venus, and (c) Mars 
[Paxton and Anderson, 1992]. Per volume heating rates 
maximize near —125 km (Mars) and 140 km (Venus), in 
concert with the locations of their photochemical iono
spheric peaks (at low solar zenith angles) [Zhang et al, 
1990]. Conversely, Ear th EUV/UV absorbers vary as a 
function of wavelength, providing peak ion-neutral and 
neutral-neutral chemical heating generally over 150 to 
200 km. See section 4 for the details of the dayside heat 
balances of these three planets. 

The Venus, Earth , and Mars thermospheres are also 
subject to large scale winds. These winds are driven 
by differential solar and non-solar heating which under
goes a daily, seasonal, orbital, or solar cycle variation 
[Roble, 1986]. Dayside heating causes the atmosphere to 
expand; the lack of heat at night causes it to contract. 
This heating pat tern creates pressure differences that 
drive a global thermospheric circulation, transporting 

heat from the warm dayside to the cool nightside. The 
fluid motions are governed by the same equations as 
those used by meteorologists studying weather systems 
in the lower atmosphere. However, the thermosphere is 
more stable since the temperature increases with alti
tude [Bougher and Roble, 1997]. 

2 . 2 . Implications of Fundamental Parameters 

The basic features of the structure and dynamics of 
the Venus, Earth, and Mars thermospheres can be un
derstood by examining the implications of their funda
mental planetary parameters [e.g. Bougher et al, 1999b; 
Bougher and Roble, 1997] (see Table l b ) . 

Venus is essentially a nonrotat ing planet with a very 
small intrinsic magnetic field. Its obliquity is also quite 
small, yielding little in the way of seasonal effects. The 
resulting circulation pat tern is thus largely symmet
ric about the subsolar (SS) and antisolar (AS) points 
(see Figure 5, top panel). The observed large day-
to-night thermospheric temperature and density vari
ations (see Figure 6) can be understood provided that 
the solar-driven winds are mechanically slowed by tur
bulence induced friction (gravity wave drag) (see re
view by Bougher et al. [1997b]). This permits an even 
stronger isolation of the day and nightsides than af
forded by the slow planetary rotation (see section 5.1). 
As a result, calculated nightside "cryosphere" temper
atures are quite cold, unlike any other upper atmo
sphere seen in the solar system [e.g. Fox and Bougher, 
1991]). Measured Pioneer Venus distributions of night 
airglow (Figure 7) and helium densities provide excel
lent tracers of the thermospheric circulation [Mengel et 

1200 
T ( K l 

Figure 2. Temperatures of the neutral atmospheres of 
Earth, Venus, and Mars. Nightside temperatures of the 
Mars thermosphere (above 130 km) are not measured. 
Adapted from Fox and Bougher, [1991] 
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F igure 3. One dimensional global mean SMIN/SMAX den
sity profiles for (a) Earth, (b) Venus, and (c) Mars. From 
Bougher and Roble, [1991] 

al., 1989; Bougher et ah, 1990a], confirming the ex
istence of a modest asymmetric zonal flow (typically 
retrograde) tha t modifies the predominant symmetric 
subsolar-to-antisolar (SS-AS) circulation pat tern. 

Mars also has a very weak intrinsic magnetic field 
[Acuna et al, 1998], like Venus, suggesting the ab
sence of high-latitude, aurorally driven winds. How
ever, unlike Venus, Mars rotates nearly as fast as the 
Earth and has an "Earth-like" seasonal cycle (see Table 
lb ) . The resulting thermospheric circulation pat tern 
for equinox or solstice conditions should display features 
common to the Ear th at geomagnetically quiet condi
tions [Bougher and Roble, 1997]. There is no predicted 
nightside cryosphere for Mars, unlike Venus, since the 
Mars planetary rotation seems to preclude any effective 
isolation of its day and night sides. Table 2 summa
rizes the fact tha t Mars upper atmosphere observations 
are very limited in their spatial and temporal coverage. 
Most of what we presently know regarding the Mars 
thermosphere is derived from Viking 1 and 2 descent 
(dayside) temperature and density profiles [Seiff and 
Kirk, 1977; Hanson et al, 1977], recent Mars Pathfinder 
(MPF) descent (nightside) temperature (Figure 8) and 
density (Figure 9) profiles [Magalhaes et al, 1999], and 
a vast collection of Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) ac-
celerometer densities and inferred temperatures (110-
160 km) obtained over ~900 aeropasses during its two 
aerobraking phases (Ls = 184-300; 30-90) [Keating et 
al., 1998a; 2001]. Ls is an angular measure of the Mars 
seasons (Ls = 0, 90, 180, 270 corresponds to the start of 
northern spring, summer, fall and winter, respectively). 
Density profiles from these various observational eras 
are compared in Figure 9, suggesting tha t Mars diur
nal and seasonal variations near 130 km are significant 
[Keating et al., 1998a]. In addition, Mars upper a tmo
sphere da ta also confirm tha t dust storms originating 
in the lower atmosphere, and the concomitant aerosol 
heating, have a profound effect on the Martian thermo
spheric densities and overall structure (see section 5.3). 

The intrinsic magnetic field of the Ear th (see Table 
l a ) produces a distinctive interaction with the solar 
wind and its embedded magnetic field. The interac
tion results in precipitation of energetic electrons and 
protons from the magnetosphere, generating the char
acteristic auroral oval, and a magnetospheric convection 
electric field. The magnetospheric fields are mapped to 
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Figure 4. Solar UV radiation is absorbed by atmospheric 
constituents at various depths. Taken from Paxton and An
derson, [1992] 

the upper atmosphere at high latitudes, driving strong 
ionospheric convection. The auroral particles typically 
provide only a modest energy source, but they do serve 
to enhance the conductivity of the high lati tude ther
mosphere [Fuller-Rowell and Evans, 1987]. The Ear th 's 
upper atmosphere responds to this geomagnetic energy 
source in a number of ways (see section 5.2). Auroral 
heating and magnetospheric convection can reverse the 
"nominal" zonally averaged latitudinal temperature dis
tribution and can dominate in driving the neutral winds 
(particularly during geomagnetic storms), thereby over
whelming the background solar EUV forcing [Roble, 
1986]. The resulting thermospheric circulation pat tern 
for Ear th (see Figure 10) is much different from Venus 
(Equinox) and Mars (Solstice and Equinox) [Bougher 
and Roble, 1997]. 

2.3. Common Thermospheric Processes 

The large vertical temperature gradient typical of the 
thermospheres of these planets results from the absorp
tion of solar E U V / U V (Figure 4) or solar wind energy 
and the lack of any effective means of thermal emission 
in the alti tude region (see section 3.3). Heat sources 
and sinks eventually become negligible and tempera
tures become isothermal within the exosphere. Molecu
lar conduction cools the upper thermosphere by trans
ferring the heat down-gradient toward the mesopause, 
where it is effectively radiated to space by an infrared 
(IR) active cooling agent. The height and temperature 
of the mesopause is controlled by the effectiveness of 
the IR cooling process(es). For the Earth, Venus, and 
Mars this IR cooling results primarily from C O 2 emis
sion at I b - p m . The IR agent must have an emitt ing 
"window to space" at a wavelength that corresponds 
to the radiating temperature of that region. In this 
way, a thermostat ic control is maintained which regu
lates lower thermosphere temperatures. Indeed, the rel
ative abundance of IR active gases may be large enough 
to permit IR cooling to serve as a thermostat far above 
the mesopause (e.g. at Venus). 

A thermospheric system is also subject to large scale 
winds, which can have a profound impact on thermo
spheric compositional and temperature distributions. 
As global scale winds diverge from the warm dayside, 
the corresponding upwelling winds lead to adiabatic 
cooling which may compete with other cooling mecha
nisms to regulate local temperatures. Conversely, night
side convergent winds result in downwelling flow and 
adiabatic heating which may also compete with other 
local heating processes. The relative importance of 
adiabatic heating and cooling processes varies strongly 
with the strength and variation of the planetary wind 
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Table l b . Implications of Parameters 

Effect Ear th Venus Mars 

Scale heights, km 10-50 4-12 8-22 
Major EUV heating, km -200-300 -140-160 120-160 

broad narrow intermediate 
0 Abundance (ion peak) - 4 0 % - 7 - 2 0 % - 1 - 4 % 

CO2 15-/zm cooling <130 km <160 km <125-130 km 
Dayside thermosta t conduction CO2 cooling winds/conduction 

Dayside solar cycle T 900-1500 K 230-310 K 220-325 K 
Rotat ional forces important negligible impor tant 

Cryosphere no yes no 
Auroral /Joule heating yes no no 

Seasons yes no yes 

system, yielding a feedback between winds and temper
atures. The hydrostatic expansion (contraction) of the 
thermosphere with heating (cooling) causes the heavy 
specie densities ( C O 2 for Venus and Mars; N 2 for Ear th) 
to increase (decrease) at a given pressure level. Con
versely, light species (like helium and atomic oxygen) 
are subject to t ransport by the thermospheric wind sys
tem and tend to decrease in density at a given pressure 
level with local heating. The net effect is to increase 
the heavy to light specie mixing ratios with the passage 
of a heating event (e.g. geomagnetic storms for Earth; 
see section 5.2). 

The Venus, Earth, and Mars thermospheres are also 
coupled to their lower atmospheres both hydrostati-
cally and dynamically. The latter takes the form of up
ward propagating tides (migrating and non-migrating), 
global scale planetary waves, and gravity waves. The 
Earth and Mars thermospheres are clearly influenced 
from below by tidal forcing; however, the forcing agent 
is solar absorption by O3 and water for Earth, and solar 
absorption by dust on Mars (see chapter I I I . l ) . 

3. T H R E E D I M E N S I O N A L M O D E L I N G 
T O O L S 

Various T G C M modeling groups have emerged over 
the last 20-30 years; each has contributed in a sub
stantial way to the development of T G C M codes tha t 
are still used today. We have selected four prominent 
TGCMs to illustrate Venus, Earth, and Mars upper at
mosphere features and to contrast common and unique 
physical processes. We review here the historical de
velopment and salient differences of these four models 
in order to set the context for simulations to follow in 
sections 4 and 5. 

For each of these three-dimensional (3-D) finite differ
ence codes, the continuity, momentum and energy equa
tions encompassing relevant thermospheric processes 
are numerically solved to calculate T G C M global dis-

WINDS 
NO ROTATION 

S U N 

WINDS 
S U N 

S U N 

Figure 5. Cartoon of the SS-AS flow versus superrotating 
flow and its effects on the local time distribution of helium 
in the Venus thermosphere. Taken from Mengel et al., [1989] 
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Figure 6. Hedin et al. (VTS3) empirical model (a) exospheric temperatures as a function of local time 
at the equator; (b) densities as a function of local time at 150 km at the equator. Taken from Hedin et 
al., [1983] 

tribution of major and minor neutral species, ion den
sities (both photochemical and subject to t ransport) , 
and the day-night temperature contrasts and the corre
sponding 3-component neutral winds. In addition, pres
sure is used as the vertical coordinate for each model, 
with vertical resolutions tha t vary from 0.25 to 1.0 scale 
height. Integration of the hydrostatic equation provides 
the corresponding height scales for each model. Ta
ble 3 summarizes the specific T G C M input parameters, 
calculated fields, and computational domains for the 
Venus, Earth, and Mars models discussed below. 

3.1. Historical Development of Thermospheric GCMs 

The development of the National Center for Atmo
spheric Research (NCAR) T G C M , incorporating in
creasing sophistication and internal self-consistency, be
gan with pre-Pioneer Venus efforts to predict the global 
structure and wind system of the Venus thermosphere 
[e.g. Dickinson and Ridley, 1977]. Since that t ime, 
Earth semi-empirical models have given way to vari
ous T G C M versions (e.g. T G C M : Thermosphere Gen
eral Circulation Model; T IGCM : Thermosphere Iono
sphere General Circulation Model; TIE-GCM : Ther
mosphere Ionosphere Electrodynamics General Circu
lation Model) [e.g. Dickinson et al, 1984; Roble et 
al, 1988; Richmond et al, 1992], culminating in the 
fully coupled 3-D TIME-GCM (Thermosphere Iono
sphere Mesosphere Electrodynamics) code that spans 
30-500 km [Roble and Ridley, 1994]. Venus (VTGCM) 
and Mars (MTGCM) adaptat ions of appropriate ver
sions of the Ear th T G C M have been developed, mak

ing use of the common T G C M modeling framework 
and post-processing software [e.g. Bougher et al, 1988; 
Bougher et al, 1990b]. Planet specific parameters, pro
cesses, and computat ional domains are addressed while 
solving the same basic energy, momentum, and cou
pled continuity-diffusion equations. This approach has 
greatly facilitated comparative thermospheres studies 
in recent years [Bougher et al, 1999b; 2000]. 

CTIM, the Coupled Thermosphere Ionosphere Model 
for Earth, evolved from an integration of a neutral ther
mospheric code and a high and mid latitude ionosphere 
model. The neutral thermospheric model was origi
nally developed by Fuller-Rowell and Rees, [1980] at 
University College London (UCL), and the ionospheric 
model originated from Sheffield University [Quegan et 
al, 1982]. A global 3-D time-dependent model of the 
Martian thermosphere and ionosphere, based on the ba
sic structure of CTIM, was developed by Winchester 
and Rees, [1995] and compared with Viking data. A 
new version of the CTIM code (CTIP) [Millward et al, 
1996] is presently being exercised which includes the 
Earth 's mid- and low-latitude plasmasphere and iono
sphere. Finally, the application of the CTIM model to 
Jovian planets is discussed in chapter IV.2; further ap
plication of CTIM to terrestrial-like moons is reviewed 
in chapter IV.4. 

3.2. Brief Descriptions of Thermospheric GCMs 

3.2.1. VTGCM. The Venus Thermosphere General 
Circulation Model (VTGCM) simulates the physics of 
the Venus C O 2 dominated thermosphere, and has been 
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Figure 7. Pioneer Venus OUVS NO(0,l)£band 198 nm vertical intensity distribution as obtained and 
revised in absolute intensity according to Bougher et al. [1990]. This statistical map of the airglow is 
obtained over 35 orbits early in the PVO mission, and exhibits a dark-disk average intensity (120-180 0 

SZA) of 460 ± 120 R. This map reflects the nightside convergence of the net thermospheric wind system. 
The spatial variability of the observed 198 nm individual bright airglow patches comprising this statistical 
map implies strong (and variable) zonal winds. Taken from Bougher et al., [1990a] 

documented in detail by Bougher et al [1988; 1997b] 
and Zhang et al [1996]. Table 3 outlines the VTGCM 
input parameters, calculated fields, and its computa
tional domain. In addition, O2 visible (400-800 nm) , 
IR (1.27 / im), and NO ultraviolet (198.0 nm) nightglow 
distributions can be explicitly calculated. A combina

tion of collisionally enhanced CO2 15-^zm cooling, wave 
drag, and s tandard eddy diffusion formulations are in
corporated into the V T G C M (see section 3.3). Rayleigh 
friction was used initially in the V T G C M to mimic wave 
drag on the mean flow and a superrotating zonal wind 
was prescribed to simulate the asymmetry of the circu-

Table 2. Mars Spacecraft Observations of the Upper Atmosphere 

Mission Dates(s) F10.7 Ls Dsm SZA 

M4 July 15, 1965 77.0 139.0 1.553 67.0 212.0 
M67 July 31, 1969 167.0 200.0 1.425 0-44.0 315-350.0 

Aug. 5, 1969 188.0 
M9N fall 1971 103.0 306.0 1.440 50-60.0 325.0 
M9E spring 1972 100.0 38.0 1.630 70-90.0 268.0 
VL1 July 20, 1976 69.0 96.0 1.647 44.0 186.0 
VL2 Sept. 3, 1976 76.0 117.0 1.612 44.0 145.0 
MPF July 4, 1997 70.0 143.0 1.557 135.0 153.0 
MGS1 Jan. 16, 1998 93.0 256.0 1.382 73.5 220.0 
MGS2 Oct. 27, 1998 127.0 48.5 1.653 57.0 230.0 

F10.7 refers to the 10.7-cm index used to select reference EUV/UV flux data sets; Ls, refers to, the angular measure of 
the Mars seasons (Ls = 90 is northern summer solstice, Ls = 270 is southern summer solstice, etc.); Dsm refers to the Mars 
heliocentric distance (AU); SZA refers to solar zenith angle; and T e x o refers to exospheric temperature. Spacecraft are 
indicated as follows; M4 (Mariner 4), M67 (Mariner 6 and 7), M9E (Mariner 9 extended), M9N (Mariner 9 nominal), VLl 
(Viking Lander 1), VL2 (Viking Lander 2), MPF (Mars Pathfinder), MGSl (Mars Global Surveyor phase 1 aerobraking 
sample), MGS2 (Mars Global Surveyor phase 2 aerobraking sample). 
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Figure 8 . Mars Pathfinder (MPF) temperature profile from 
the entry phase. Temperatures from the Viking 1 ASI [Seiff 
and Kirk, 1977] and UAMS [Nier and McElroy, 1977] exper
iments are plotted for comparison. Taken from Magalhaes 
et al., [1999] 

lation [Bougher et al, 1988]. In recent years, a gravity 
wave drag parameterization has been tested in the VT
GCM that may replace Rayleigh friction and the pre
scribed asymmetric flow [Zhang et al, 1996; Bougher et 
al, 1997b] (see section 5.1). 

Solar cycle variations of Venus thermospheric temper
atures, densities, and airglow intensities have been mon
itored using Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) and Magel
lan measurements taken over a fraction of two 11-year 
periods [Kasprzak et al, 1997]. Many of the features 
of these observed solar cycle responses are captured in 
two empirical models: VIRA (Venus International Ref
erence Atmosphere) [Keating et al, 1985; 1998b] and 
tha t of Hedin et al [1983] (see Figure 6). 

3.2.2. TIE-GCM. The NCAR Thermosphere Iono
sphere Electrodynamics GCM (TIE-GCM) is the latest 
in a series of general circulation models of the Earth 's 
upper atmosphere and ionosphere that have been de
veloped during the past two decades [Richmond et al, 
1992]. Table 3 summarizes the TIE-GCM input pa
rameters, simulated fields, and computational domain. 
The model is driven by a time-dependent specification 

of solar EUV and UV spectral irradiance and mag
netic conjugate auroral particle precipitation and iono
spheric convection pat terns at the upper boundary of 
the model. The TIE-GCM computes self-consistently 
the coupled thermosphere and ionosphere dynamics, the 
associated dynamo electric field and currents, and the 
electrodynamic feedback on the neutral and plasma mo
tion and thermodynamics as described by Richmond et 
al, [1992]. Mutual couplings between the thermosphere 
and ionosphere occur at each model t ime step and at 
each point of the geographic grid. Migrating tidal am
plitudes and phases are prescribed at the TIE-GCM 
lower boundary (diurnal and semi-diurnal). This TIE-
GCM code has been used for numerous studies of the 
thermosphere and ionosphere structure of the Earth 's 
upper atmosphere and its response to solar and auroral 
variability. Recently, eccentricity variations have also 
been included in the TIE-GCM [Bougher et al, 2000]. 

Solar cycle variations of Earth thermospheric tem
peratures, densities, winds, and airglow intensities have 
been monitored over the last 40 years. Empirical mod
els have been constructed to capture these solar cycle 
responses of the terrestrial thermosphere structure and 
dynamics. The most recent and presently useful empir
ical models for the Ear th 's upper atmosphere are the 
MSIS-90 (structure) and HWM (winds) codes [Hedin, 
1991; Hedin et al, 1991]. 

F igure 9. Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) accelerometer data 
between 110 and 140 km for Orbit 12 (Ls = 190; LT = 1800) 
compared to previous in-situ martian thermospheric density 
profiles. The horizontal line (at 130 km) shows the change 
between MPF (night) and MGS (day) values is due to both 
seasonal and diurnal differences based upon MTGCM sim
ulations. Adapted from Keating et al., [1998a] 
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Geomagnetic activity and season strongly influence 
circulation in the thermosphere 
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Figure 10. Geomagnetic activity and season strongly influence thermospheric circulation in the Earth's 
thermosphere. Equinox and Solstice period zonally averaged circulation patterns are contrasted for quiet, 
average, and strong geomagnetic activity levels. Taken from Roble, [1986] 

3.2.3. CTIM. The UK Coupled Thermosphere Iono
sphere Model (CTIM) for Earth simulates the time-
dependent structure and dynamics of the neutral ther
mosphere by numerically solving the same set of prim
itive equations [Fuller-Row ell and Rees, 1980; Fuller-
Rowell et al, 1996]. Table 3 summarizes the CTIM 
input parameters, calculated fields, and computational 
domain. The equations for the neutral thermosphere 
are solved self-consistently with a high- and mid-latitude 
ionospheric convection model [Quegan et al., 1982]. 
Transport under the influence of the magnetospheric 
electric field is explicitly treated, assuming ExB drifts 
and collisions with the neutral particles. The atomic 
ions H + and 0 + , and ion temperatures are also evalu
ated over the height range from 100 to 10,000 km, in
cluding horizontal transport, vertical diffusion and the 
ion-ion and ion-neutral chemical processes. 

For many simulations, the magnetospheric input to 
the model is based on statistical models of auroral pre
cipitation [Fuller-Row ell and Evans, 1987] and electric 
fields. Both inputs are keyed to a hemispheric power in
dex (PI), based on the TIROS/NOAA auroral particle 
measurements, and are mutually consistent in this re
spect. Various electric field patterns have been incorpo
rated into the model, such as that described by Weimer, 
[1995], which has a dependence on the y-component 
of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF), or those 
assimilated from experimental data such as the time-

dependent maps from AMIE [Richmond et al, 1992]. 
The (2,2), (2,3), (2,4), (2,5), and (1,1) propagating tidal 
modes are imposed at the lower boundary (80 km alti
tude) with a prescribed amplitude and phase. 

3.2.4. MTGCM. The Mars Thermosphere General 
Circulation Model (MTGCM) simulates the physics of 
the Mars C O 2 dominated thermosphere, including its 
structure and dynamics [Bougher et al, 1990b]. Table 3 
summarizes the MTGCM input parameters, fields, and 
computational domain. Adjustable parameters which 
can be varied for individual MTGCM cases include the 
F10.7 index (enabling interpolation between reference 
solar flux datasets), heliocentric distance, solar declina
tion (seasons), and the maximum eddy coefficient (Kt) 
(section 3.3). The MTGCM can also be modified to 
accommodate inflation/contraction of the Mars lower 
atmosphere plus semidiurnal (2,2) to (2,6) tidal mode 
amplitudes and phases consistent with clear or dusty 
conditions throughout the Martian year [Bougher et al, 
1993, 1997a, 1999a]. 

The MTGCM has been validated using rather limited 
spacecraft observations taken throughout the solar cycle 
at different seasons [e.g., Barth et al, 1992] (see Table 
2). Presently, a Mars empirical model based upon a 
comprehensive global thermospheric database does not 
exist. Nevertheless, in this chapter we rely upon the re
cent MPF descent data and MGS Accelerometer mea
surements of Mars thermospheric densities and inferred 
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Table 3. T G C M Input Parameters, Fields, and Computat ion Domains 

TGCM Domain Major Minor Ions Time-Step Homopause Kzz Heating 
-Alt Range Species Species (sees) (cm2/sec) Efficiencies 
-Pres Range (EUV vs. UV) 
Resolution 
(LatxLon) 

VTGCM 

MTGCM 

TIE-GCM 

CTIM 

94-200 km c o 2 o 2 c o 2 + 180 1.0E+7 EUV = 20% 
11-4.6E-7 Pa CO He 0 2 + (at 136 km) UV=22% 

33-levels O NO 0 + 
(at 136 km) 

5x5 degrees N 2 
N(4S) NO+ 
N(2D) (PCE) 

70-300 km c o 2 o 2 c o 2 + 150 1-2.0E+7 EUV= 22% 
0.13-1.5E-8 Pa CO He o 2 + (at 125 km) UV=22% 

33-levels O Ar O+ 
(at 125 km) 

5x5 degrees N 2 NO NO+ 
N(4S) CO+ 

N 2 + 
(PCE) 

95-800 km N 2 He o + 300 1.6E+6 EUV=30-40% 
0.06-4.6E-8 Pa o 2 Ar (DYN) (at 100 km) UV-30-40% 

29-levels O NO o 2 + Chem <60% 
5x5 degrees N(4S) NO+ (< 200 km) 

N(2D) N 2 + 
N+ 

(PCE) 

H+ 
80-600 km N 2 NO o + 60 1.0.E+6 EUV = 30-65% 
1-8.6E-7 Pa o 2 N(4S) (100-10000 km) (at 100 km) UV=30-40% 

15-levels O N(2D) o 2 + 
2x18 degrees NO+ 2x18 degrees 

N 2 + 
N+ 

(PCE) 

Where PCE refers to photochemical equilibrium; DYN refers to vertical diffusion and horizontal advection; Chem signifies 
neutral-neutral and ion-neutral chemical heating below 200 km; EUV refers to Extreme Ultraviolet heating efficiency; UV 
refers to Ultraviolet heating efficiency. In addition, 1E-7 is interpreted as l x lO" 7 . 

temperatures to constrain the MTGCM for SMIN to 
SMED conditions [Magalhaes et al, 1999; Keating et 
al, 1998a; 2001]. 

3.3. Standard Inputs and Forcings for TGCMs 

A standard suite of VTGCM, TIE-GCM, and MT
GCM simulations was recently conducted [Bougher et 
al, 1999b, 2000] and is reviewed in this chapter in or
der to examine common processes driven solely by solar 
EUV/UV forcing. Both solar cycle and seasonal vari
ations were contrasted for these models, each of which 
was initiated with common inputs, rate coefficients, and 
formulations for small scale mixing. Common T G C M 
inputs and forcings are outlined in detail in Bougher et 

al, [1999b]. Here, we briefly summarize these inputs 
and parameters to provide the context for equinox and 
solstice simulations described in section 4. 

The reference solar X- ray /EUV/UV fluxes (ranging 
from 2.0 to 200 nm) used by these three-planet T G C M s 
are identical to those specified in Bougher et ah, [1999b, 
2000]. Standard parameterizations are employed, based 
upon the F10.7-cm index, yielding reference solar flux 
datasets consistent with typical solar maximum (SMAX) 
F10.7 = 200, solar moderate (SMED) F10.7 = 130, and 
solar minimum (SMIN) F10.7= 68 conditions. 

These computationally t ime consuming T G C M mod
els typically make use of EUV and UV heating efficien
cies calculated independently (offline) by others. Fox 
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[1988] describes detailed calculations yielding reason
able Venus EUV (20-25%) and UV (22%) heating effi
ciencies currently employed in the V T G C M code. Sim
ilarly, Fox and Dalgarno [1979, 1981] presents detailed 
simulations producing EUV (20-25%) and UV (22%) ef
ficiencies which are presently used in the MTGCM code. 
It is remarkable tha t these Venus and Mars heating effi
ciencies are so low [see details in Bougher et al, 1999b]. 
For Earth, Roble et al, [1987] and Roble [1995] discuss 
the details of EUV and UV energy parti t ioning and en
ergy balance calculations (non-local) tha t are largely 
performed within the TIE-GCM code itself. Overall, 
UV heating (120-200 km) results in efficiencies between 
30-40%; EUV heating (200-300 km) yields efficiencies 
between 30-40%; and neutral-neutral and ion-neutral 
chemical heating efficiencies below 200 km approach 
60%. 

Atomic oxygen collisions are known to be especially 
effective in exciting C O 2 (^=2) vibrational states, re
sulting in enhanced 15-/im emissions and cooling at 
thermospheric heights where non-local thermodynamic 
equilibrium (NLTE) conditions prevail. The impor
tance of this C O 2 - O enhancement mechanism upon 
thermospheric 15-pm cooling rates depends on (1) rela
tive O-densities, (2) relative C O 2 densities, and (3) the 
collisional energy transfer rate coefficient. The corre
sponding C O 2 relaxation rate has only recently been 
measured in the laboratory and estimated from atmo
spheric radiance studies for the first t ime; significant 
discrepancies remain [e.g. Wintersteiner et ah, 1992; 
Bougher et al, 1994]. However, it is impor tant to con
sistently incorporate a common C O 2 - O relaxation rate 
in calculations of all three terrestrial planet thermo
spheres. For the VTGCM, TIE-GCM and MTGCM 
simulations of this chapter, a currently accepted (mod
erate) value of the C O 2 - O deactivation rate coefficient 
of 3 x 1 0 " 1 2 c m 3 / s (at 300 K) is used [Bougher et al, 
1999b, 2000]. 

The eddy diffusion coefficient profiles used in these 
three T G C M codes are each parameterized according to 
s tandard aeronomic formulations. A key feature to no
tice about Venus and Mars is tha t the magnitude of the 
eddy coefficient is a factor of 3-5 smaller less than corre
sponding 1-D continuity-diffusion models would suggest 
[cf. Bougher et al., 1999b]. For the VTGCM (MT
GCM), a nominal maximum eddy coefficient of ~ l - 2 x 
10 7 c m 2 / s at 136 km (near 125 km) was employed. In 
both cases, the global-scale circulation appears to play 
a major role in the determination of vertical density 
profiles, thereby reducing the requirement for vertical 
eddy diffusion (and eddy conduction) [Bougher et al., 
1999b, 2000]. For the Earth , the Roble et al. [1987] 

1-D global mean model simulations of observed densi
ties require the maximum eddy coefficient to be ~1 .6 
x 10 6 c m 2 / s (near 100 km) , in accord with the mini
mal role of eddy conduction in the energy budget of the 
terrestrial mesopause region. A similar eddy coefficient 
parameterization was employed in the TIE-GCM code, 
with an additional variation prescribed as a function of 
lati tude. 

Tidal parameters are specified at the lower bound
aries of the TIE-GCM and M T G C M codes consistent 
with typical values for the required seasons. These tidal 
parameters (diurnal and semidiurnal amplitudes and 
phases) are well documented according to ground-based 
and spacecraft observations of the Ear th ' s mesosphere 
and lower thermosphere (MLT) region [e.g., Forbes, 
1982; McLandress et al, 1996]. However, no Mars MLT 
data presently exist tha t describe global tidal parame
ters as a function of season and lati tude. Instead, the 
MTGCM tidal parameters (semidiurnal amplitudes and 
phases) are taken from the NASA Ames General Cir
culation Model (MGCM) of the Mars lower atmosphere 
[e.g. Bridger and Murphy, 1998], which was exercised 
for a Mars year for dust-free and dusty conditions. The 
exchange of tidal parameters from an MGCM upper 
level to the M T G C M lower boundary (at roughly 70 
km) is described in detail by Bougher et al. [1993, 
1997a, 1999a]. 

Low auroral activity parameters were chosen for im
plementation in the Ear th TIE-GCM for all solar cycle 
cases conducted. The purpose here is to focus upon the 
model variations due to solar E U V / U V flux variabil
ity, with minimal influence from auroral processes. For 
the TIE-GCM simulations of this chapter, the cross-tail 
potential was held constant at 45 KV, while the inte
grated global power input was selected to be 16.0 G W . 
The importance of auroral forcing in the Ear th ' s upper 
atmosphere is discussed further in section 5.2. 

4. S I M U L A T I O N S I L L U S T R A T I N G C O M M O N 
T H E R M O S P H E R I C P R O C E S S E S 

4.1. Equinox : Venus, Mars, and Earth 

4.1.1. VTGCM. A composite of V T G C M tempera
ture profiles (~ 100-200 km) for three solar cycle cases 
for dayside and nightside local t imes is presented in Fig
ure 11a [Bougher et al, 1999b]. V T G C M dayside ex
ospheric temperatures are calculated to vary from 308 
K to 231 K (77 K) over the solar cycle, in general ac
cord with observations [SMAX (1978-1980) : Kasprzak 
et al, 1997; SMED (1992) : Keating and Hsu, 1993; 
SMIN (1994) : Keating et al, 1998b]. These temper
atures are quite cold and this solar cycle variation is 
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Figure 11. VTGCM equatorial fields and their variations 
over the solar cycle. Hedin et al. [1983] empirical model tem
peratures over-plotted (squares); Magellan (drag) inferred 
temperatures and mixing ratios (140-160 km) over-plotted 
(triangles), (a) Noon (LT = 1200, solid), and midnight (LT 
= 2400, dashed) temperature profiles over 100 to 220 km 
for SMIN, SMED, and SMAX cases; (b) noon (LT = 1200, 
solid) and midnight (LT = 2400, dashed) 0 / C 0 2 profiles 
over 100 to 180 km for the same 3-EUV flux cases. Adapted 
from Bougher et al., [1999b] 

rather small for a thermosphere tha t is the closest to the 
Sun of these three terrestrial planets. The day-to-night 
contrast of V T G C M simulated exospheric temperatures 
is as much as 200 K for solar maximum conditions, in 
accord with surprising PVO observations during its first 
diurnal cycle (1978-1980) (e.g., see reviews by Fox and 
Bougher [1991]. Furthermore, nightside temperatures 
are observed by Magellan and PVO to vary little over 
the solar cycle [e.g., Kasprzak et ai, 1997], consistent 

with current V T G C M simulations [e.g., Bougher et ai, 
1999b]. 

Figure l i b illustrates a corresponding composite of 
VTGCM O / C O 2 mixing ratio profiles for the same local 
times over the solar cycle. Historically, the abundance 
ratio of O / C O 2 at the alti tude of the Venus dayside 
ionospheric peak (~140 km) has been used as an indi
cator for the degree of net CO2 dissociation of Venus's 
upper atmosphere [von Zahn et ai, 1983]. With the 
advance of the solar cycle, it is expected tha t C O 2 net 
dissociation will increase, providing enhanced O and de
pleted C O 2 thermospheric densities. The overall effect 
on the largely photochemically controlled dayside ther
mosphere is to increase its O / C O 2 mixing ratios from 
SMIN to SMAX conditions. V T G C M values of this ra
tio near 140 km range from 7-8% (SMIN) to 15-16% 
(SMAX) near noon on the equator. This factor of 2 
variation over the solar cycle is consistent with avail
able PVO observations [von Zahn et ai, 1983; Hedin 
et ai, 1983; Keating and Hsu, 1993]. VTGCM atomic 
oxygen surpasses C O 2 in the dayside thermosphere as 
the dominant species near 155 km (SMAX) and 160 km 
(SMIN), in accord with that observed. 

The relative importance of C O 2 15-micron cooling as 
a thermostat regulating thermospheric temperatures is 
different for each terrestrial planet. In general, C O 2 
Ib-fim cooling is highly nonlinearly temperature de
pendent, resulting in a potential thermostatic control 
pending the relative magnitude and vertical placement 
of the peak cooling rate in these thermospheres [e.g., 
Bougher et ai, 1994]. For Venus, C O 2 cooling makes 
a very strong contribution, nearly offsetting the peak 
EUV heating over 130-150 km (see Figure 12a). This 
balance determines that the simulated V T G C M dayside 
exospheric temperatures are not very sensitive to molec
ular thermal conduction. Over the solar cycle, this 
strong C O 2 15-micron cooling mitigates the importance 
of increasing EUV heating, resulting in a small variation 
of Venus thermospheric temperatures (<75 K), just as 
observed (see Figure 11a) [Kasprzak et al, 1997]. This 
VTGCM thermostat is further regulated by changing 
atomic O, owing to the doubling of dayside O-mixing 
ratios with the advance of the solar cycle (see Figure 
l i b ) [e.g., Bougher et ai, 1999b]. This highly efficient 
"O-regulated C O 2 thermostat" results in the very rapid 
(< 1-day) equilibration of Venus dayside temperatures 
(above 160 km) due to solar E U V / U V perturbations 
[Bougher et ai, 1999b]. Thus, the Venus cold dayside 
temperatures and their relatively small solar cycle vari
ation are explained by very strong 15-micron cooling 
which largely balances its EUV heating (see section 3.1 
[Fox and Bougher, 1991]). Dayside upwelling winds ap-
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Figure 12. TGCM dayside equatorial thermal balance plots for SMED conditions (F10.7 = 130). Curves 
are delineated as follows: (long dash) total solar heating, (solid) molecular conduction, (short dash) adia-
batic cooling, (dot-dash-dot) hydrodynamic advection (horizontal plus vertical), and (dot-dot-dot-dash) 
C 0 2 cooling : (a) VTGCM thermal balance terms (K/day) at noon (LT= 1200); (b) MTGCM equatorial 
thermal balance terms (K/day) at mid-afternoon (LT= 1500); (c) TIE-GCM equatorial thermal balance 
terms (loglO-K/day) at mid-afternoon (LT= 1600). Earth rates for C 0 2 (15-/im), NO (4.3-//m), and 
0 ( 3 P ) IR cooling are labeled. Taken from Bougher et al., [1999b] 

pear to have little effect on the Venus thermal structure, 
in stark constrast to the large impact of subsiding winds 
on the nightside [Bougher et al, 1988]. See section 5.1 
for details regarding the maintenance of this nightside 
"cryosphere". 

Figure 13 illustrates the behavior of the VTGCM 
temperatures and global wind system near exobase alti
tudes (~200 km dayside; ~145 km nightside) for SMAX 
conditions. Dayside temperatures reach 308 K, in ac
cord with PVO measurements [Kasprzak et al, 1997]; 
nightside values drop to 105 K near 0100 LT. The col
lapse of the alt i tude scale for the nightside thermo
sphere is due to the very cold nightside temperatures 

[Kasprzak et ai, 1997]. The large day-to-night tem
perature (~200 K) and corresponding pressure con
trast drives horizontal winds tha t reach magnitudes 
of 260 m / s , which are balanced by wave drag and 
molecular viscosity (see section 5.1). The subsolar-to-
antisolar (SS-AS) symmetric component of the circula
tion is augmented by an asymmetric retrograde super-
rotating zonal (RSZ) flow [e.g., Bougher et ai, 1997b]. 
This superposition of wind components is clearly repro
duced in the terminator zonal winds which are faster at 
the evening terminator (+263 m / s ) than at dawn (-220 
m / s ) . This asymmetry results in upwelling and diver
gence of horizontal winds near LT=1000 (on the equa-
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F igure 13. VTGCM SMAX simulation. Horizontal temperature and wind variations are displayed with 
an exobase T+(U,V) plot at z = 7.0 (~200 km dayside; ~145 km nightside), showing the horizontal 
wind pattern and underlying temperature structure; maximum arrow (winds) corresponds to 263 m/s. 
Exospheric temperatures range from a nightside minimum (104 K) to a dayside maximum (308 K), 
yielding a day-night contrast of 204 K. Cold (170-180 K) mesopause temperatures (not shown) appear 
on the dayside over 100-125 km. Taken from Bougher et al., [1999b] 

tor) and subsidence and convergence near LT=0300-
0400. This asymmetry is consistent with nightside air
glow intensities which peak after midnight (see Figure 
7) [e.g., Bougher and Borucki, 1994]. 

4.1.2. MTGCM. Figure 14a presents a composite of 
dust-free M T G C M temperature profiles for three so
lar cycle cases for dayside and nightside local times. 
These profiles correspond to local times of peak day-
side and minimum nightside temperatures, similar to 
the Ear th ' s thermosphere (with a comparable rotation 
rate) (see Table l a ) . M T G C M dayside exospheric tem
peratures are calculated to vary from 325 to 220 K 
(105 K) over the solar cycle, in general agreement with 
limited Mars equinox observations (see Table 2). Re
cent MGS accelerometer da ta taken near equinox during 
SMIN conditions (low dust) imply exospheric temper
atures of 220-230 K [Bougher et al, 1999b], in accord 
with these M T G C M values. Few measurements exist 
at present to constrain Mars nightside thermospheric 
temperatures. Mars Pathfinder descent values of 127-
153 K were obtained near 130 km at LT=0300 [Ma-
galhaes et al, 1999]. Figure 14a also illustrates that 

the day-to-night contrast of MTGCM simulated exo
spheric temperatures is predicted to be as much as 160 
K for SMAX conditions, less than observed for Venus 
(see Figure 11a). The Mars rotation seems to preclude 
an effective isolation of its day and nightside thermo
spheres, unlike Venus (see section 2). 

A composite of M T G C M O / C O 2 mixing ratio profiles 
for the same solar cycle cases and local times is illus
trated in Figure 14b. As for Venus, it is expected tha t 
the advance of the solar cycle will provide enhanced 
O and depleted C O 2 dayside thermospheric densities. 
Since in-situ measurements of Mars thermospheric O 
densities are lacking, values of O mixing ratios are de
rived from Viking ionospheric and Mariner airglow da ta 
[Hanson et al, 1977; Stewart et al, 1992]. The di
rect solar cycle control of O / C O 2 mixing ratios is in
deed evident for the largely photochemically controlled 
Mars lower thermosphere (below 160 km), where lim
ited data indicate values increasing from 1.25% (SMIN) 
[Hanson et al, 1977] to ~ 3 . 0 % (SMAX) [Stewart, 1972]. 
Corresponding M T G C M values of the O mixing ratio 
over 125-130 km (mid-day ionospheric peak) range from 
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Figure 14, MTGCM equatorial fields and their variations 
over the solar cycle. Curves are delineated as follows : 
LT=1500 (solid) and LT=0400 (dashed), (a) temperature 
profiles over 100 to 220 km for SMIN, SMED, and SMAX 
cases; observed "near Equinox" exospheric temperatures are 
over-plotted from Table 2; (b) O /CO2 mixing ratio profiles 
over 100 to 220 km for the same 3-EUV flux cases. At the 
Fl-ionospheric peak (~130 km) at LT=1500, the observed 
O-mixing ratio varies from ~1.25-3% over the solar cycle. 
Taken from Bougher et al., [1999b] 

- 2 % (SMIN) to - 4 % (SMAX). This variation in 0 
abundance helps to modulate the importance of C O 2 
lh-jiui cooling in the Mars lower thermosphere over the 
solar cycle. However, above 170 km, we see a reversal of 
the variation in the predicted 0 abundance, with max
imum values during SMIN conditions. This is due to 
the effect of dynamics (global wind advection and diffu
sion) on the densities. MTGCM winds deplete the mid-
afternoon upper thermosphere of oxygen atoms more ef

fectively during SMAX conditions (strongest horizontal 
winds) than SMIN conditions (weakest winds). Global 
thermospheric measurements of O densities over the so
lar cycle and throughout the Mars seasons are sorely 
needed (see section 6.0). 

Figure 12b examines the dayside (LT=1500) heat 
budget for the Mars thermosphere. M T G C M molec
ular conduction provides the primary cooling offsetting 
peak EUV heating over 150-200 km. C O 2 15-//m cool
ing peaks at slightly lower altitudes and is thus unable 
to serve as an efficient thermostat for Mars tempera
tures. In addition, mid-afternoon upwelling winds (re
sulting from divergent flow) generate significant cooling 
that readily competes with conduction above ~225 km. 
This dynamical cooling mechanism increases in impor
tance as the solar cycle advances [Bougher et al, 1999b], 
thereby providing an alternative thermostat ic control 
of local temperatures . Overall, these M T G C M day-
side thermal balances suggest tha t Mars thermospheric 
temperatures are very sensitive to molecular conduction 
and global winds, while C O 2 cooling does not appear to 
be dominant in the dayside heat budget. These thermal 
balances give rise to larger simulated temperature vari
ations over the solar cycle (~110 K) than observed for 
Venus (compare Figures 11a and 14a). In addition, the 
resulting rapid (~ 1-day) equilibration of Mars dayside 
temperatures (above 165 km) due to solar E U V / U V 
perturbations is similar to tha t of Venus [Bougher et 
al, 1999b]. 

The global thermospheric wind pat tern for Mars is 
presently unconstrained by any observations. Figure 15 
illustrates the M T G C M predicted behavior of the Mars 
temperatures and global wind system near exobase alti
tudes (~230 km dayside; ~190 km nightside) for SMAX 
conditions. Exospheric temperatures peak at 328 K 
(LT=1500) and are a minimum at 140.6 K (LT=0400), 
both at midlat i tudes. Notice tha t winds diverge (strong 
upwelling) near L T = 1500-1600 on the equator, and con
verge (strong subsidence) after midnight near the equa
tor. This asymmetric circulation pat tern is the result 
of symmetric solar heating plus the Mars rotation (sim
ilar to the Ear th) . Upwelling gives rise to strong adi-
abatic cooling in the mid-afternoon, with correspond
ing subsidence and strong heating just after midnight. 
The modest day-to-night temperature contrast (170-180 
K) drives horizontal winds tha t reach magnitudes of 
~300 m / s across the terminators and near the poles. 
This predicted Mars diurnal temperature variation is 
less than observed and calculated for Venus (see Fig
ure 11a). Global thermospheric wind measurements at 
Mars are needed to characterize the circulation pat terns 
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Figure 15. MTGCM SMAX simulation. Horizontal temperature and wind variations are displayed with 
an exobase T+(U,V) plot at z = 6.0 (230 km dayside; 190 km nightside), showing the horizontal wind 
pattern and underlying temperature structure; maximum arrow corresponds to 305 m/s. Exospheric 
temperatures range from a nightside minimum (141 K) to a dayside maximum (327 K), yielding a day-
night contrast of 187 K. Cold (~113-135 K) mesopause temperatures (not shown) appear on the dayside 
over 90-110 km. Taken from Bougher et al., [1999b] 

for comparison to Ear th and Venus (see Figures 5 and 
10). 

4.1.3. TIE-GCM. A composite of TIE-GCM temper
ature profiles for all three solar cycle cases for dayside 
and nightside local times is presented in Figure 16a [e.g., 
Bougher et al, 1999b]. Low auroral activity parameters 
were chosen for implementation in each of these TIE-
GCM cases in order to focus upon the model variations 
due to solar E U V / U V flux variability (see section 3.3). 
These TIE-GCM temperature profiles are compared 
with MSIS-90 empirical model values [Hedin, 1991]. 
TIE-GCM dayside exospheric temperatures are calcu
lated to vary from 900 to 1475 K (575 K) over the solar 
cycle. This solar cycle exospheric temperature variation 
is much larger than observed and calculated for Venus 
and Mars (see Figures 11a and 14a). SMAX (1475 K) 
and SMIN (900 K) values of TIE-GCM dayside exo
spheric temperatures are in rough agreement with com
parable MSIS values (1423 and 835 K, respectively). 
Similarly, nightside SMAX (1100 K) and SMIN (720 
K) values of TIE-GCM exospheric temperatures are in 
approximate agreement with MSIS values (1025 and 

650 K, respectively). Recall tha t the Ear th 's EUV/UV 
heating efficiency is much larger than for either Venus or 
Mars (see section 3.3), resulting in much warmer terres
trial thermospheric temperatures [Bougher and Roble, 
1997]. In addition, the large vertical temperature gradi
ent from 100 to 300 km suggests tha t molecular thermal 
conduction is the dominant cooling agent throughout 
most of the terrestrial thermosphere during low auroral 
activity conditions [e.g., Roble et al., 1987; Bougher and 
Roble, 1997]. 

Figure 16b illustrates a composite of 0 / (N2 + O2) 
mixing ratio profiles for SMIN and SMAX TIE-GCM 
cases for identical dayside and nightside local times 
[e.g., Bougher et al, 1999b]. The thermospheric den
sities which comprise this ratio are controlled by dy
namical processes above ~150 km (global winds and 
diffusion). As such, the variation of EUV/UV fluxes 
over the solar cycle results in an elevated mixing ratio 
for SMIN conditions. Below 150 km, O abundances in
crease photochemically by only a few percent with the 
advance of the solar cycle. This weak variation is par
ticularly noteworthy since this is the region where NO 
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Figure 16. TIE-GCM equatorial fields and their varia
tions over the solar cycle. Curves are delineated as follows : 
LT=1600 (solid) and LT=0400 (dashed), for SMIN, SMED, 
and SMAX cases, (a) temperature profiles over 100 to 500 
km for SMIN, SMED, and SMAX cases; (b) 0 / ( N 2 + 0 2 ) 
profiles over 100 to 500 km for the SMIN and SMAX cases. 
Taken from Bougher et al., [1999b] 

(4.3-^m) and C O 2 (15-//m) cooling contribute to the 
thermal budget [e.g. Bougher et al, 1994]. In short, 
Ear th IR cooling agents (100-170 km) are not thrott led 
by O abundance variations over the solar cycle, in stark 
contrast to the C O 2 cooling for Venus (see Figure l i b ) . 

Dayside thermospheric temperatures for Ear th are 
not greatly affected by either C O 2 15-/xm cooling or 
dynamical thermostats , with molecular conduction in
stead providing the bulk of the cooling that offsets in
creasing EUV heating as the solar cycle advances (see 
Figure 12c). In particular, terrestrial IR ( C O 2 ) cool

ing is important only below 130 km, well removed from 
the peak Earth heating at higher altitudes [Roble et al, 
1987; Bougher et al, 1994]. For these quiet auroral 
conditions, the Ear th solar cycle exospheric tempera
ture variation on the dayside (550-600K) is the largest 
of the three planets (see Figure 16a), owing to the in
efficient role of conduction as a thermostat . This weak 
thermostatic control also results in the rather sluggish 
(~5-day) equilibration of Ear th dayside temperatures 
(above 300 km) due to solar perturbations [Bougher et 
al, 1999b]. The impor tant contribution of C O 2 Ib-pm 
cooling below 130 km implies tha t the Ear th lower ther
mosphere does not require significant eddy heat conduc
tion, consistent with independent estimates of a weak 
mesopause eddy diffusion coefficient. 

The long-term implications of mesosphere thermo
sphere C O 2 15-micron cooling were addressed by Roble 
and Dickinson, [1989] and Risbeth and Roble, [1992]; 
both studies estimated the effect on the mesosphere and 
thermosphere of the predicted doubling of the mixing 
ratios of C O 2 and CH4 over the next 100-years. These 
calculations revealed a cooling at 400 km of ~50K in 
thermospheric temperatures over the next century. A 
correspondingly large reduction in densities at 400 km 
(factor of 2) was also predicted. Clearly, the fidelity 
of these calculations est imating the greenhouse cool
ing effect on the Ear th ' s upper atmosphere depends on 
the O - C O 2 relaxation rate assumed for simulating C O 2 
cooling rates. The success of the T G C M simulations of 
Venus, Earth, and Mars for reproducing realistic heat 
budgets and observed thermal structures (using a com
mon C O 2 - O relaxation rate) has helped constrain the 
Ear th ' s greenhouse C O 2 cooling rates as well [Bougher 
et al, 1999b]. 

The global thermospheric wind pat tern for Ear th is 
well constrained by spacecraft and ground-based ob
servations [Hedin et al, 1991]. Figure 17 illustrates 
the behavior of the TIE-GCM temperatures and winds 
near the exobase for SMAX conditions [Bougher et al, 
1999b]. Low to midlat i tude exospheric temperatures 
peak at 1480 K (LT=1500-1600) with a minimum at 
1064 K (LT=0400). Notice tha t winds diverge (strong 
upwelling) near L T = 1500-1600 on the equator, and con
verge (strong subsidence) after mid-night near the equa
tor. This EUV driven asymmetric circulation pat tern 
is similar to that of Mars and is the result of symmetric 
solar heating plus the Ear th ' s rotation. Upwelling gives 
rise to modest adiabatic cooling in the midafternoon 
(molecular conduction generally dominates). However, 
the corresponding subsidence and heating just after 
midnight is substantial; i.e. a tongue of warm air is visi-
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ble near the equator after midnight due to this adiabatic 
heating. This feature has been termed the "midnight 
temperature maximum (MTM)" and has been the fo
cus of various studies tha t include seasonal tidal struc
tures properly incorporated at the bot tom boundary 
of T G C M codes [e.g., Fesen et al, 1986; Fesen, 1996; 
Colerico et al, 1996]. It is likely that some combina
tion of in-situ and upward propagating tidal structures 
are responsible for the maintenance of the equatorial 
MTM above 200 km. Similar MTM features may also 
be present on Mars near its equator [Bougher et al, 
1993]. The rather large day-to-night temperature con
trast at low to midlat i tudes (~400 K) drives horizontal 
winds reaching nearly 250-300 m / s . Furthermore, these 
wind magnitudes do not change appreciably over the so
lar cycle, due to the corresponding variation in the im
portance of ion drag. Hagan and Oliver [1985] conclude 
that the solar cycle variation of ion drag modulates the 
overall adiabatic cooling efficiency of the thermosphere; 
the resulting impact on the thermal structure minimizes 
the wind variations over the solar cycle. 

4.2. Solstices : Earth and Mars 

T G C M simulations have also focused on extreme sol
stice situations for Ear th and Mars to illustrate the 
obvious differences and similarities in global thermo
spheric wind and temperature distributions. It is clear 
that solstice conditions drive strong inter-hemispheric 
flow for both the Ear th and Mars thermospheres (e.g. 
Figure 10). Seasonal-solar cycle extremes in Mars exo
spheric temperatures are calculated to range from 200 
to 380 K, corresponding to SMIN (plus aphelion) and 
SMAX (plus perihelion) conditions, respectively (see 
Figure 18). These temperature variations drive max
imum horizontal winds of nearly 215 to 400 m / s . Cor
responding extremes in Earth exobase temperatures 
are 800 to 1600 K, yielding rather small variations 
in global winds. The orbital eccentricities (alone) for 
Earth and Mars are shown to drive substantial varia
tions in their thermospheric temperatures. For Mars, 
dayside exobase temperatures vary by ~60 K (18%) 
from aphelion to perihelion during SMAX conditions 
(see Figure 18). Such large temperature variations 
strongly impact thermospheric densities and winds over 
the Mars year. The corresponding Earth dayside tem
peratures also vary by 60-80 K between solstices. How
ever, the percent temperature variation (5%) over the 
Ear th ' s orbit and its overall impact on the thermo
spheric structure and winds are much smaller [Bougher 
et al., 2000]. Auroral activity may in fact obscure the 
impact of these orbital variations on the Ear th 's ther
mospheric structure and dynamics. 

5. S I M U L A T I O N S I L L U S T R A T I N G I M P A C T S 
O F U N I Q U E F O R C I N G S 

5.1. Venus : Maintenance of the Nightside Cryosphere 

The large day-to-night temperature (and correspond
ing pressure) gradients in the thermosphere of Venus 
were expected to drive very strong SS-AS thermospheric 
winds, reaching nearly 400 m / s [Dickinson and Ridley, 
1977]. However, the global circulation of the Venus 
upper atmosphere is much weaker than originally ex
pected, and can be decomposed into two distinct flow 
patterns : (1) a stable SS-AS circulation cell driven 
by solar E U V / U V heating, and (2) an asymmetric ret
rograde superrotat ing zonal (RSZ) flow that seems to 
vary greatly over t ime (see Figures 5-7) [Bougher et al, 
1997b]. The typically retrograde sense of this asym
metric (RSZ) flow and its t ime variation are confirmed 
by various airglow observations [e.g. Bougher et al, 
1997b]. In addition, the initial concept of a solely 
pressure-driven wind system does not permit cold night
side temperatures (100-130 K) to exist, owing to the 
very strong nightside adiabatic heating tha t results. In
stead, it is believed tha t upward propagating gravity 
waves launched at cloud-tops carry their momentum to 
Venus thermospheric altitudes where they break and 
provide a net drag force on the SS-AS wind pat tern 
[Alexander, 1992; Bougher et al, 1997b]. The SS-AS 
wind speeds are reduced, further isolating the nightside 
from the dayside and decreasing the nightside adiabatic 
heating (and temperatures) [Bougher, 1995]. A local 
time asymmetry in the gravity wave drag enables the 
net Venus thermospheric circulation to mimic super-
rotating flow yielding the observed helium and night
glow distributions (see Figures 5-7). A viable gravity 
wave drag mechanism must account for both the re
duced SS-AS wind speeds as well as the asymmetry 
in the thermospheric global wind pat tern implied by 
various temperature , density and airglow measurements 
[Bougher et al 1997b]. 

Venus gravity wave drag research has generally fol
lowed studies of gravity wave effects in the Ear th ' s 
upper atmosphere. Since Lindzen, [1981] developed 
a parameterization for gravity wave dissipation and 
momentum flux convergence (using saturation theory), 
there has been a growing acceptance of the fundamen
tal control these processes have on the composition 
and circulation in the Ear th ' s mesosphere and lower 
thermosphere [e.g. Holton, 1982]. All of the essen
tial physics captured in the Lindzen-Holton parameter
ization should also apply on Venus. Alexander, [1992] 
hypothesized tha t the primary source region for waves 
that break in the Venus thermosphere is near the cloud 
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Figure 17. TIE-GCM SMAX simulation. Horizontal temperature and wind variations are displayed with 
an exobase T+(U,V) plot at z = 7.0, showing the horizontal wind pattern and underlying temperature 
structure; maximum arrow corresponds to 477 m/s. Exospheric temperatures range from a nightside 
minimum (1064 K) to a dayside maximum (1481 K), yielding a day-night contrast of 417 K. Cold (~160 
K) mesopause temperatures (not shown) appear near 100 km. Taken from Bougher et al., [1999b] 

tops. Since strong westward zonal winds with speeds 
u ~ 100 m s _ 1 prevail at these altitudes j gravity waves 
forced in this region will likely have large westward 
phase speeds also, c ~ 100 m s _ 1 . This simple hy
pothesis along with the Lindzen-Holton gravity wave 
parameterization predicts strong asymmetries in both 
wave drag and eddy diffusion in the thermosphere as a 
function of local t ime, arising from the interaction of 
the gravity waves with the local SS-AS thermospheric 
flow. Qualitatively, then, it is expected tha t for c ~100 
m s - 1 , the drag and diffusion will be much larger at 
morning local times than at corresponding afternoon 
times. 

Fritts and Lu, [1993] described a spectral parameteri
zation based on empirical observations of gravity waves 
in the Ear th ' s atmosphere and saturation theory. This 
spectral gravity wave formulation was recently modi
fied for application to the Venus thermosphere within 
the VTGCM [Zhang et al, 1996]. Initial V T G C M sen
sitivity tests using the Fritts-Lu scheme reveal tha t the 
magnitude of the gravity wave drag peaking at the 130-
140 km level (~0.0175 m / s 2 ) is crucial to effectively 
slowing down the SS-AS winds. A V T G C M asymmetric 
case displaying dusk (+210 m / s ) and dawn (-180 m/ s ) 

wind speeds at 140 km is consistent with (a) the conver
gence of zonal winds near 0230 local t ime, and (b) the 
observed Venus O 2 nightglow distributions [Zhang et 

1001" 1 
50 100 150 200 250 300 

Ls 

Figure 18. Mars exosphere temperatures at LT = 1500 
near the equator. Exospheric temperatures over the solar 
cycle (symbols) and seasons (Ls) from various spacecraft 
measurements are compared to MTGCM simulations (solid 
lines). Spacecraft abbreviations are described in Table 2. 
Taken from Bougher et al., [2000] 
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Figure 19. CTIP model fields on a polar dial with perimeter latitude = 50° : (a) Statistical pattern of 
auroral energy influx for average geomagnetic conditions; energy flux units of mW m - 2 (maximum = 3 
mW m~ 2 , interval = 0.5) [Fuller-Rowell and Evans, 1987]; (b) Typical pattern of ion convection velocities 
for average solar wind and geomagnetic conditions; maximum wind vector = 700 m s - 1 [Weimer, 1995] 

Bougher and Roble, 1997]. Figure 19a shows the sta
tistical pat tern of auroral energy influx for average ge
omagnetic conditions (from Tiros satellite data) . The 
energy is deposited in an "oval" with a radius of around 
20° latitude, and a peak energy influx of just a few ergs 
m ~ 2 s - 1 occurring on the nightside. This statistical 
model cannot capture narrowly distributed structure, 
but rather somewhat broader features. The combina
tion of elevated Pedersen conductivity and the high ion 
convection produces Joule heating, which provides the 
bulk of the geomagnetic energy source in the Earth 's 
thermosphere. The collisional interaction of the con-

ai, 1996]. Thus, gravity wave momentum flux conver
gence in the Venus thermosphere provides a promising 
in-situ mechanism for slowing SS-AS wind speeds plus 
producing the thermospheric superrotation [Bougher et 
al, 1997b]. However, wave drag is poorly constrained at 
this t ime. Further investigation requires detailed sam
pling of Venus atmospheric winds above the cloud tops. 

5.2. Earth : Auroral Forcing and Magnetospheric 
Convection 

The geomagnetic energy source for the Earth 's up
per atmosphere is unique to the terrestrial planets [e.g. 
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Figure 19. (Continued.) 

vecting ions with the neutral gas provides a potentially 
significant momentum source, driving neutral winds to 
a level not seen anywhere else on the terrestrial plan
ets. Figure 19b also shows the pat tern of ion convection 
velocities expected in the upper atmosphere for aver
age solar wind and geomagnetic conditions, from the 
Weimer, [1995] empirical model. The pat tern shows 
the characteristic two-cell structure with anti-sunward 
flow over the polar cap and sunward flow in the dawn 
and dusk sectors of the auroral oval. Peak ion velocities 
are in excess of 0.7 km s - 1 . 

The Ear th 's upper atmosphere responds to this geo
magnetic energy source in a number of ways. The re
sponse of the winds and temperatures at high lati tudes 
in the upper thermosphere can be seen in Figure 20. 

The ion drag momentum source drives the neutral wind 
in a two-cell pat tern, and accelerates the winds to sev
eral hundred meters per second. The two-cell structure 
is less clear in the neutral wind because of the action 
of the Coriolis force. The natural tendency of the gas 
is to move clockwise in the northern hemisphere so the 
winds respond resonantly to the dusk ion convection 
call. This inertial resonance makes a substantial contri
bution to the asymmetry in the neutral wind response 
in the dawn and dusk sectors of the auroral oval. The 
polar temperature structure is also shown in Figure 20. 
Joule heating from the geomagnetic source is four or 
five times larger than the direct auroral particle heat
ing, and raises the temperature by 100 to 200 K at high 
lati tude. 
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Figure 20. CTIP model fields on a polar dial with perimeter latitude = 50° : Polar wind and temperature 
distributions due to typical geomagnetic energy sources; temperature range = 1024 - 1366K, maximum 
wind vector = 450 m s _ 1 . 

The geomagnetic energy source also has an impact 
on the global thermospheric wind and temperature dis
tribution. The polar temperatures are raised, tending 
to balance or reverse the conventional equator-to-pole, 
zonally averaged temperature and pressure gradients. 
When the level of geomagnetic activity is high, the de
position of Joule heating can fundamentally change the 
direction of global circulation from poleward to equator-
ward (see Figure 10). The enhanced polar temperature 
elevates the mixing ratios of the molecular species N2 
and O2 firstly due to thermal expansion of the hotter 
gas but also due to the change in the global circulation. 

A prevailing equatorward circulation cell is balanced by 
upwelling at high latitudes and downwelling at low lati
tudes. Upwelling enhances the heavy molecular species 
relative to the lighter atomic species, and downwelling 
does the reverse. 

During a geomagnetic storm the energy injected from 
the solar wind and magnetosphere can exceed tha t from 
the total solar EUV radiation (2-6 x 1 0 1 1 W ) . During 
geomagnetic s torm periods, which are typically of the 
order of a day, the thermosphere and ionosphere change 
dramatically. When a storm occurs, auroral particle 
precipitation increases in magnitude and expands to 
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lower latitudes than normal, and the magnetospheric 
electric field mapped to the atmosphere intensifies and 
expands in concert with the aurora. Joule heating can 
increase from tens of gigawatts (1-10 x 1 0 1 0 W) during 
quiet times, to hundreds of gigawatts (1-10 x 1 0 1 1 W) 
during severe geomagnetic disturbances. The combined 
auroral /Joule input can dump thousands of terajoules 
of energy into the upper atmosphere during the course 
of a storm, and can raise the temperature of the gas by 
hundreds of degrees Kelvin. Ionospheric ions drifting in 
response to the electric field can drive winds in excess 
of 1 k m / s at high latitudes. Changes in the global ther
mosphere winds and composition are largely responsi
ble for the persistent storm-time ionospheric changes 
[Buonsanto, 1999; Fuller-Row ell et al, 1997]. 

5.3. Mars : Dust Storm Impacts on the Thermosphere 

Martian dust events are observed to have a significant 
impact on the lower atmosphere temperature structure 
through aerosol heating [e.g. Zurek et al, 1992]. These 
events may include regional storms (at least one per 
mar t ian year), or global encircling and planet-wide dust 
storms (maybe one every 3-martian years). The precise 
sequence of events leading to the initiation and growth 
of Mars dust storms is not well understood [Zurek et 
al, 1992]. Even though dust particles do not reach 
thermospheric heights, the remote effects of a dusty 
Mars lower atmosphere are clearly experienced aloft [see 
Keating et al, 1998a; Bougher et al, 1999a,b]. The 
seasonal expansion and contraction of the Mars lower 
atmosphere due to solar IR heating results in a ~ 1 5 km 
variation of a reference pressure surface in the thermo
sphere from aphelion to perihelion (Figure 21) [Bougher 
et al, 1999a; 2000]. The resulting expansion (contrac
tion) of the atmosphere through the onset (decay) of 
a dust s torm event is also communicated to thermo
spheric altitudes via hydrostatics, producing significant 
departures from this seasonal trend. The observed rise 
and fall of thermospheric densities (at a constant al
titude) during a dust event can be dramatic [Keating 
et al, 1998a]. The corresponding heights of constant 
pressure levels are seen to rise and fall during a dust 
event by as much as 8-20 km, in concert with the vari
ation of the dayside (photochemical) ionospheric peak 
heights [Bougher et al, 2001]. Finally, the Hadley circu
lation of the Mars deep lower atmosphere is enhanced 
during a dust event such tha t global scale winds are 
strengthened, upward propagating planetary wave and 
tidal amplitudes are enhanced, and the mar t ian lower 
thermosphere is significantly perturbed [Stewart et al, 
1992; Keating et al, 1998a]. 

MGS aerobreaking witnessed the onset, rise, and de
cay of the "Noachis" regional dust s torm event (south
ern hemisphere), and the corresponding responses of the 
lower atmosphere temperatures, dust opacities, and up
per atmosphere densities [Keating et al, 1998a; Bougher 
et al, 1999a]. Throughout this storm (Ls - 224 to 
270), the thermospheric density increases (decreases) 
coincided with the warming (cooling) and hydrostatic 
expansion (contraction) of the lower atmosphere. A 3-
fold increase in 130 km densities was observed by the 
Accelerometer at 40N latitude, approximately 2 to 3-
orbits after the Noachis storm was first detected. This 
thermospheric response occurred in concert with a dou
bling of dust opacities in Northern mid-lati tudes [e.g. 
Christensen et al, 1998], and an increase of tempera
tures at ~30 km of at least 10-15 K [e.g. Keating et 
al, 1998a]. An ~ 8 km expansion of the atmosphere 
was seen during the first few days of the s torm. This 
Noachis storm event and its atmospheric impacts were 
rather short lived (8-10 weeks) compared to the 3-4 
month abatement of the 1971-72 global dust s torm [e.g. 
Stewart et al, 1992]. 

The dynamical and radiative processes that drive this 
global connection, spanning the lower and upper at
mospheres on such short t ime scales, are impor tant to 
explain. Coupled MGCM and M T G C M simulations 
have thusfar been unsuccessful in capturing both the 
observed magni tude (factor of 3) and timescale (2-3 
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Figure 2 1 . Reference pressure (1.26-nanobar) heights for 
dayside solar zenith angles (SZA) as a function of Mars sea
son (Ls). MTGCM curves for SZA = 0° (solid) and 60° 
(dotted) are displayed for SMAX (top) and SMIN (bottom) 
conditions. Various spacecraft observations are compared to 
these MTGCM "dust-free" simulations. See Table 2 for a 
summary of Mars and solar flux parameters for each of these 
observing periods. Taken from Bougher et al., [2000] 
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day) for the responses of the Mars thermospheric densi
ties to this Noachis s torm event [Bougher et al, 1999a]. 
These results suggest several shortcomings of the cou
pled MGCM and M T G C M simulations that include: (a) 
missing aerosol (below 30 km) and dynamical heating 
(above 60 km) , and (b) insufficient wave coupling ef
fects, including longitudinally fixed non-migrating tides 
and gravity waves. Certainly, a better scheme of cou
pling the MTGCM and MGCM codes is needed that 
permits all waves to propagate vertically into the Mars 
upper atmosphere. 

6. C O N C L U S I O N S 

This chapter provides a comparison of the struc
ture, dynamics, and associated processes of the Venus, 
Earth, and Mars thermospheres. Clearly, the geocen
tric perspective when applied to other planetary ther
mospheres must be revised as new planetary data and 
T G C M simulations combine to challenge our under
standing of thermospheric processes in new planetary 
environments. It is noteworthy that a more comprehen
sive comparison of these 3-planet thermospheres awaits 
the acquisition of Mars global composition, tempera
ture, and wind measurements from upcoming spacecraft 
missions (e.g. Nozomi, Mars Express, DYNAMO). The 
present lack of a Mars thermospheric empirical model 
(like those of Venus and Ear th) is a major shortcom
ing in our understanding of terrestrial planet thermo
spheres. In the future, T G C M modeling efforts must 
be extended to compare the planetary scale waves and 
tides propagating upward from the lower to the upper 
atmospheres of Venus, Earth , and Mars. This coupling 
of lower to upper atmospheric regions is best addressed 
using ground to exobase Whole Atmosphere Climate 
Models (WACMs), which should be designed to capture 
the physics of the entire atmosphere. Progress is un
derway toward the development of such codes for both 
Earth and Mars. 
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The upper atmosphere of Jupiter is an extremely complex region in which a 
unique combination of neutral and ionized gases interact chemically and dynam
ically. Initial attempts at modeling an "average" Jovian ionosphere as a one di
mensional profile have proven successful, though inevitably such models cannot 
reproduce the more detailed structure. For a more complete analysis it is necessary 
to use a fully time-dependent global coupled ionosphere-thermosphere model. The 
Jovian Ionospheric Model (JIM) is the first such model to be developed and is de
scribed here. Results are shown detailing both the effects due to solar ionization, 
and importantly, a strong coupling with Jupiter 's magnetosphere which leads to 
both electron precipitation and strong electric fields within the auroral region. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Planets interact with the interplanetary environment through 
their upper atmospheres, which receive energy inputs from 
sunlight and high energy particles. Both sources can heat the 
atmosphere, and also ionize it, providing the incident photon 
or particle energy is sufficiently high. The result is an outer 
shell of atmosphere known as the thermosphere, in which the 
temperature increases with height up to an isothermal limit as 
the atmospheric density and pressure falls eventually to that 
of the ambient interplanetary gas. From the thermosphere, 
incident energy in the form of the extreme ultraviolet por
tion of the solar spectrum and particles with kilo- (electrons) 
and mega- (positive ions) electronvolt energies produce an 
ionosphere. 

1 Now at Space Division, Logica U.K., London, U.K. 

Although Jupiter is approximately five times further from 
the Sun than Earth, and so receives only 4% of the sunlight 
per unit area, it has a very well developed ionosphere as a 
result of high particle fluxes. These are produced both be
cause the enormous Jovian magnetosphere intercepts a much 
larger area of the solar wind than does the Earth (by a factor 
of around 10 4) and, even more significantly, because Jupiter 
has a local source of particles emanating from the volcanoes 
of the innermost Galilean moon, Io. Jupiter's ionosphere and 
thermosphere both commence at the homopause, where con
vection no longer mixes the atmosphere, and the densities 
of individual atomic and molecular species are determined 
by their own independent scale heights. The homopause for 
Jupiter occurs at a pressure level of around 1 to 2 microbar, 
where the temperature is roughly 400K. There, for example, 
the scale height for H2 is around 140 km, but less than 20 
km for methane. The result is that the neutral thermosphere 
consists entirely of atomic and molecular hydrogen and he
lium, with the exception of the lowest layers. This makes the 
Jovian thermosphere a rather simple entity, from a chemical 
point of view. 

Observational studies of Jupiter's upper atmosphere com
menced with electron density profiles deduced from the radio 
science (RSS) data of the Pioneer 10 and 11, and the Voy
ager 1 and 2 spacecraft [Fjeldbo 1975,1976; Eshleman et al., 
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1979a, 1979b]. Ultraviolet auroral and day glow emissions 
were also noted by Voyager and further studied using the In
ternational Ultraviolet Explorer for well over a decade [e.g 
Clarke et al, 1980; Livengood et al, 1992]. More recently, 
U V studies have been made with the Hubble Space Telescope 
[e.g., Ballester etal., 1996; Clarke etal, 1998; Gerard etal, 
1996] and the Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope [e.g., Morresey 
etal, 1997]. 

In the infrared, ground-based observations have located 
hot spots of hydrocarbon emission in the Jovian auroral re
gions [e.g., Caldwell et al, 1980; Kostiuket al, 1987]. Since 
its first detection outside of the laboratory in Jupiter's south-
em aurora [Drossart et al 1989], the H j molecular ion has 
proved an important tracer of energy inputs into the Jovian 
ionosphere [e.g., Baron et al, 1996; Kim et al, 1993, Satoh 
and Connerney, 1999] and of the energy balance of the up
per atmosphere [e.g., Miller et al 1990; Miller et al, 2000]. 
Some of the latest H3" studies use detailed image analysis 
to constrain the Jovian magnetic field parameters [e.g., Con
nerney et al 1998] and use high resolution spectroscopy to 
measure auroral/polar ion wind speeds [Rego et al 1999; 
Stallardet al, 2001]. 

In short, there exists a wealth of data to both assist in 
deducing model inputs and for comparison with model out
puts. Modeling studies aimed at determining Jupiter's de
tailed ionospheric structure [e.g., Atreya et al, 1979; Waite 
et al, 1983; McConnell and Majeed, 1987; Majeed and Mc-
Connell, 1991] have made use of the eight electron density 
profiles deduced from the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft. 
More recently, Jovian ionospheric electron densities have 
been deduced from the radio science data on the Galileo 
satellite [e.g., Hinson et al, 1997; Majeed et al, 1999]. In 
addition, the Voyager UVS data, and measurements from the 
Galileo atmospheric probe, have provided Jovian thermo
spheric temperature profiles. Subsequent comparison with 
theoretical profiles has revealed the importance of various 
heating and cooling processes in maintaining the high tem
peratures in the upper thermosphere [e.g., Atreya et al, 1981; 
Seiff etal, 1997; Waite et al, 1997]. 

Earlier modeling correctly predicted the importance of H + 

(at higher altitudes) and H j (between 0.1 and 1.0 //bar) as 
the main Jovian ions [e.g., Waite et al, 1983; McConnell and 
Majeed, 1987]. Two important results have emerged from 
the comparison of these modeling studies with the available 
data. Firstly, the Jovian thermosphere exhibits temperatures 
higher than those predicted by solar EUV heating alone. Sec
ondly, one-dimensional models, which include the effects of 
diffusion and chemistry, consistently over-estimate the iono
spheric electron density by about an order of magnitude. In 
addition, the model peaks in electron density are situated at 
altitudes roughly 1000 km below those observed. Thermo
spheric winds are regarded as a likely candidate for explaining 
these discrepancies. It is clear that strong equatorward winds 

could be driven by the large energy inputs associated with the 
Jovian auroral regions [Waite et al, 1983]. Both particle pre
cipitation and Joule heating within the Jovian auroral regions 
have been estimated to be some 10 mW m ~ 2 , in contrast with 
typical solar column heating rates of a few times 10~ 2 mW 
m~ 2 at the planet's equator [Atreya, 1986; Prange, 1992 and 
references therein]. 

A thermospheric wind system could transport some of the 
energy deposited in the auroral zones to the rest of the planet, 
and so provide the extra heating required to maintain the high 
thermospheric temperatures. In addition, the field-aligned 
transport of ionospheric plasma by winds and electric fields 
could conceivably decrease the model electron densities, and 
raise the electron density peak to higher altitudes. Sommeria 
et al [1995] have proposed that an extremely rapid auro
ral electrojet might be responsible for powering meridional 
winds from high latitudes to the equator. These winds would 
help disperse auroral energy across the whole planet, explain
ing the high Jovian exospheric temperatures. In support of 
this mechanism, they cite the long-established phenomenon 
of the "Lyman-alpha Bulge" [Clarke et al, 1980; Sandel et 
al, 1980]. This phenomenon consists of higher than av
erage Lyman-alpha u.v. emission centred on the magnetic 
drift equator around longitude 100°. Ben Jaffel et al [1993] 
showed that this could be caused if this region was one of 
high turbulence. The modeling by Sommeria et al [1995] 
required the auroral electrojet to drive neutral winds of up 
to 20 k m s - 1 . Neutral molecules are not constrained to re
main on field lines, unlike ions. Thus the asymmetry of the 
Jovian auroral regions (particularly in the north) would give 
neutral winds a strongly meridional component, rather than a 
purely zonal velocity. In this scheme, it was shown that winds 
driven by the northern and southern auroral zones would in
deed meet at the equator, creating a highly turbulent region at 
the location of the observed Lyman-alpha Bulge. It should be 
noted, however, that neutral wind velocities of the magnitude 
envisaged by Sommeria et al [1995] would be highly super
sonic; the sound speed at thermospheric altitudes is roughly 
2 to 3 k m s - 1 . To date, there is no direct evidence for such 
high auroral wind velocities. In addition, there have been 
studies which indicate that the upper thermospheric temper
ature profile may also result from the dissipation of energy 
by gravity waves [Young et al, 1997 and see chapter 1.1], 
although other studies suggest that this can be discounted as 
a serious mechanism [Matcheva and Strobel, 1999; Hickey et 
al, 2000]. A further possibility is that the high thermospheric 
temperatures could be the result of a global precipitation of 
energetic ions [Waite et al 1997]. 

In order to better assess global mechanisms of plasma and 
energy transport, it is necessary to extend one-dimensional 
thermospheric-ionospheric models and adopt a global, three-
dimensional, time-dependent approach. This then enables, 
for example, the computation of a global velocity distribution 
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for thermospheric winds in a self-consistent manner. The 
efficiency of these winds as a means of transporting energy 
and charged species may then be explored. 

2. THE JIM MODEL 

At the present time there exist two independent three- dimen
sional models of the Jovian ionosphere and thermosphere. 
The Jovian Ionospheric Model (JIM), the first such model to 
be developed, has been described in full by Achilleos et al. 
[1998], and is the subject here. A second model, the Jupiter 
Thermosphere General Circulation Model (JTGCM), devel
oped from an adaptation of the National Center for Atmo
spheric Research (NCAR) Thermosphere Ionosphere Gen
eral Circulation Model (TIGCM) [Roble etal., 1988], is close 
to completion [Bougher et al, 2001]. 

The JIM model is a fully time-dependent, three- dimen
sional model of Jupiter's thermosphere and ionosphere, based 
on the terrestrial Coupled Thermosphere-Ionosphere Model 
(CTIM). The basis for CTIM was a global thermospheric 
model described originally by Fuller-Rowell and Rees [ 1980]. 
This was then enhanced by the inclusion of a fully dynamic 
ionospheric model at high latitudes [Quegan et al., 1982; 
Fuller-Rowell et al., 1987]. Further developments resulted 
in the inclusion of a model of the mid- and low-latitude iono
sphere and plasmasphere [Millward et al, 1996] along with 
coupled thermosphere-ionosphere electrodynamics [Millward 
et al, 2001]. 

For the Jovian model, JIM, we use a similar numerical grid 
to that of the terrestrial model; a spherical, co-rotating grid 
which divides the model planet into 40 elements in longitude 
(9° resolution), 91 elements in latitude (2° resolution), and 
30 elements in pressure (used instead of altitude to define 
the vertical dimension). The vertical grid spacing is uniform 
with respect to the logarithm of pressure, so that the value of 
pressure for the nth layer may be written: 

Pn = Fx e - ^ - 1 ) (1) 

We take P\ = 2 /ibar as our lower boundary and 7 = 0.4 
as the vertical spacing between levels in units of local pres
sure scale height. Our upper boundary is at pressure P30 ~ 
0.02 nbar. The horizontal wind velocity, total energy density, 
neutral composition and ionospheric composition are evalu
ated at each grid point using explicit time stepping applied 
to finite-difference versions of the appropriate equations of 
continuity, energy transport and momentum transport. Using 
these solutions, the vertical wind, temperature and altitudes at 
each pressure level can then be re-evaluated after each time-
step. We use a time step of 4s in our calculations, in order 
to adequately sample the minimum time scale (roughly 10s) 
associated with the recombination of H3" ions in Jupiter's 
auroral ionosphere. 

2.1. Equations of Continuity, Momentum, and Energy 
The continuity equation used in the model, and expressed in 
a pressure coordinate system, is given by: 

„ dw 1 ^ , _ N 

^ P ' V + — = -E3mj(qj-lj) (2) 

where w = dP/dt is the convective time derivative of pres
sure, and rrij, qj and lj are, respectively, the mass and the 
chemical creation and destruction rates (per unit volume) of 
the j th neutral species (JIM's three neutral species are H, 
H2 and He). Equation 2 is integrated to obtain w at each 
level in the model thermosphere, assuming w = 0 as the up
per boundary condition. In solving this equation we assume 
that ion and neutral populations at the upper boundary of the 
model are in diffusive equilibrium. In addition, the lower 
boundary of the model is assumed to have a constant neu
tral chemical composition with no charged particles present. 
This is consistent with organic molecules near the homopause 
region which act as a major sink of H+ and H J ions. 

The momentum equation, in the form solved within the 
JIM model, is given by: 

where the left hand term represents the time derivative of 
the two-dimensional horizontal velocity evaluated within a 
pressure coordinate system. On the right hand side V p is a 
two-dimensional operator, and $ is the gravitational poten
tial. Implicit within equation 3 is an assumption of hydro
static equilibrium. The final term F represents a summation 
of accelerations due to the Coriolis force (arising from our 
choice of a rotating frame of reference), viscosity and ion-
neutral collisions (see Achilleos et al, [1998], for details). 
Forcing due to ion-neutral collisions is the most uncertain 
term in the momentum equation, since it requires knowledge 
of the planetary magnetic and electric fields. For JIM we 
assume a global magnetic field with an offset, tilted dipole 
structure [Acuna et al, 1983]. Calculation of the current den
sity requires knowledge of Jovian ionospheric conductivities 
and the prevailing electric fields. The former are calculated 
from the mobilities of electrons and ions using collision rates 
given by Danby et al. [1996], for electron-H 2 scattering, 
and Geiss and Burgi [1986], for electron-H, ion-H, and ion-
H2 scattering. For the electric field, we assume a modified 
version of the Earth's electric field structure, upon which 
we superpose a component due to the breakdown in plasma 
co-rotation which occurs beyond about 20 Rj in Jupiter's 
equatorial plane [Achilleos et al, 2001]. 

In solving the momentum equation we assume several 
boundary conditions. Firstly, both components of the hor
izontal wind disappear to zero at the lower boundary. This 
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boundary has a constant altitude, approximately 360 km above 
the P = 1 bar level. Secondly, vx (vy) at the upper bound
ary equals vx (vy) at the adjacent pressure level for the same 
latitude and longitude. Finally, w = 0 at the upper bound
ary, and is determined from the continuity equation at other 
pressure levels. 

The energy transport equation used in our model is given 
by 

+ v-F + Q (4) 

The first two terms on the right side of equation 4 represent 
the transport of internal energy (Ei = cpT + e^, the total 
specific enthalpy plus kinetic energy) through bulk motions 
of the thermospheric gas. The third term represents the power 
exerted per unit mass by the dynamic forces given in equation 
3. The local heating rate per unit mass, Q, is calculated by a 
summation of contributions from Joule heating, solar heating, 
and thermal conduction. In addition, the auroral regions are 
subject to heating due to particle precipitation (see Achilleos 
et al., [1998], for details). 

The passage of solar EUV photons into the dayside at
mosphere of Jupiter deposits an energy flux of around 3.5 x 
1Q~2 mW m ~ 2 , of which approximately 50 % goes into heat
ing of the neutral gas [Waite et al., 1983]. The incident solar 
flux comes from the observational data of Heroux and Hin-
teregger [1978], appropriate for solar minimum, and divided 
by a factor of 27 to account for the dilution of flux in pass
ing from the Earth's position to that of Jupiter. The extinc
tion of solar flux, as it passes through the model atmosphere, 
arises from photoionization of H, H 2 and He, as well as pho
todissociation of H2. Jupiter's thermosphere shows temper
atures which increase monotonically with altitude [Atreya et 
al. 1981]. This is a defining thermal signature for this at
mospheric region, and indicates that thermal conduction is 
an important means of transporting downwards the energy 
deposited in the upper thermosphere. 

The energy equation is solved with an assumption that the 
temperature at the upper boundary of the model is equal to 
the temperature at the next lowest pressure level, at the same 
latitude and longitude. In addition, we assume a constant 
temperature of 400 K at the lower boundary. 

The neutral species in Jupiter's dayside thermosphere are 
directly ionized by solar EUV radiation. They are also ion
ized by energetic photoelectrons produced by these photoion-
izations and by precipitating energetic particles in the planet's 
aurorae. A range of one-dimensional models have been de
veloped to describe the ionization and heating of an atmo
sphere subject to the passage of photoelectrons and/or pre
cipitating particles. These range from the approximate ana

lytical description of ionization by photoelectron impact used 
by Majeed and McConnell [ 1991 ] to the sophisticated numer
ical treatment of electron transport by Porter et al. [1987]. 

We use a simplified 'downstream' model to describe the 
ionization and deposition of energy in the JIM thermosphere 
by photoelectrons and auroral electrons, based on the expres
sions of Nagy and Banks [1970]. Initial studies considered 
electrons with an incident energy, at the top of the thermo
sphere, of lOkeV, and an incident energy flux component, 
parallel to the local magnetic field, of 8 m W m - 2 . More re
cently we have studied the effects of different fluxes of auro
ral electrons, ranging from 0.1 mW m ~ 2 to 1000 mW m - 2 . 
Results for these simulations are given in section 3. The 
auroral oval consists of all surface points with magnetic I pa
rameters between li = 7 and I2 = 15, chosen to correspond 
to the 6 Rj and 30 Rj L-shells of the 06-plus-current-sheet 
field model [Connerney, 1993]. 

The three neutral species in our model thermosphere are 
H, H2 and He. Scale heights for these molecules in the upper 
Jovian thermosphere are of the order HQ = 100km, while dif
fusive coefficients are, at most, of the order DQ = 1 0 6 m 2 s - 1 

[e.g., Atreya, 1986]. Typical diffusive time scales for these 
molecules are therefore, at least, approximately H%/D0 = 3 
hours, increasing to days as one descends to the homopause. 

2.2. Neutral and Ion Chemistry 
There are many chemical reactions affecting the concentra
tions of both neutral and ionic species in the Jovian ther
mosphere. Near and below the homopause, the presence 
of organic molecules introduces an enormous network of 
ion-molecule reactions [Strobel and Atreya, 1983]. For sim
plicity, we have mostly omitted reactions involving organic 
molecules from our chemical rate calculations, and concen
trate mainly on modeling the regions above the homopause. 
This is a good approximation for the Jovian thermosphere-
ionosphere, since the homopause is coincident with the ther-
mosphere-stratosphere boundary at around the 1 to 2 /ibar 
pressure level. 

The reactions included in our model are listed in full 
in Achilleos et al. [1998] along with references for corre
sponding rates and cross sections. The reactions include 
photoionization, photodissociation, electron impact ioniza-
tion/dissociation, and radiative/dissociative ion recombina
tion. Of particular note is the rapidity of the protonation of 
H2 (i.e, H j + H2 —• + H). This reaction has a rate con
stant of around 1 0 - 9 c m 3 s _ 1 [Theard and Huntress, 1974]. 
The corresponding destruction time scale for H j lies in the 
range 10~ 5 to 10 s, given the H 2 densities in our model (be
tween 10 8 and 1 0 1 4 c m - 3 ) . This reaction therefore destroys 
H j on time scales too small for practical modeling. We 
make the assumption then that each reaction producing H2" 
is immediately followed by the conversion of this ion to H j . 
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Figure 1. Global ion column densities predicted by JIM. The upper panels show northern polar column density distri
butions of H J and H + respectively. The middle panels show the same, but for the southern polar region. The lowest two 
panels show equatorial distributions. The H + contour diagrams have arrows superposed which represent horizontal wind 
velocities. 
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Of great significance for the global ionospheric morphol
ogy are the time scales for the recombination of H3" and 
H + , the two principal ions in the JIM model. Firstly, 
is dominantly destroyed (above the homopause) by recom
bination with electrons, (i.e., H j - h e - —> H2 + H and 
H3" + e~ —* H + H + H). The measurements of Leu 
et al [1973] yielded a rate constant for this reaction of 
2.3 x 10~ 7 c m 3 s - 1 at 300 K. The branching ratio for the re
combination was found by Mitchell et al. [1983] to be in the 
range 1:3-l :2 in favour of 3H production. The H J dissocia
tive recombination rate has proven highly controversial, but 
these values are close to the presently accepted rate [Mitchell, 
1990] and a recent determination of the branching ratio [Datz 
et al, 1995] - see chapter III.6. 

The time scale for recombination of H3" is given by rr (H j ) 
= ( f t r [ e ~ ] ) - 1 . The electron number density, [e~], peaks at 
values of the order 10 6 c m - 3 in the auroral ionosphere and 
10 4 c m - 3 in the non-auroral ionosphere. The respective min
imum values of rr{E^), using these electron densities, are 
thus of the order 10 s (auroral) and 10 3 s (non-auroral). 

In contrast, the H + recombines with electrons much more 
slowly than H j . The rate constant for H + recombination by 
this mechanism is typically of the order « r ( H + ) ~ I O - 1 2 

c m 3 s _ 1 (using a temperature T = 1000 K). The recombi
nation time scales for H+ will correspondingly be a factor of 
around 10 5 larger than those for H3", and at least 10 days in 
magnitude. 

The major sink of H + ions in JIM is in fact the charge 
transfer reaction (H+ + H 2 (v > 4) H + ), with rate 
1 0 ~ 1 4 c m 3 s _ 1 [Majeed and McConnell 1991], where H+ 
is neutralized by capturing an electron from vibrationally 
excited H2. Although much work has been done in ex
plicitly modeling the populations in the different vibrational 
levels of H2 [Cravens, 1987], we follow Majeed and Mc-
ConeWs [1991] method of using a single rate constant, KC = 
1 0 ~ 1 4 c m 3 s _ 1 , to compute the rate, assumed to be given by 
the expression « C [H 2 ] [H + ] ([H2] is total number density of 
H2). Using this expression for the rate, we see that the time 
scale for neutralization of H + is given by r c = ( /c c [H2]) _ 1 , 
and occupies a range of values from 1 s to 10 6 s, correspond
ing to the range of H2 densities between the lower and upper 
boundaries of the model. 

3. RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows global ion column densities predicted by JIM. 
The upper two panels show column density distributions of 
H3" and H + respectively for the northern polar region, while 
the middle panels show the same for the southern polar re
gion. For this simulation, the auroral regions are subject to 
precipitating electrons of energy 10 keV and an energy flux 
of 8 m W m ~ 2 . The lowest two panels show equatorial distri
butions of and H+ respectively, similar to those seen by 

an Earth-based observer. The H + contour diagrams have ar
rows superposed which represent horizontal wind velocities, 
with arrow length indicating speed according to the scale bars 
shown. The central vertical meridian for all panels is at local 
noon. Boundaries of auroral precipitation zones are shown 
as dotted curves. The latitude/longitude grid has a spacing 
of 10°, and the bold meridian is at A/// = 0. 

Figure 2 shows JIM predicted altitude profiles of thermo
spheric parameters. All of the results are averages of separate 
profiles around the equatorial local noon region, with the alti
tude scale representing height above the 1 bar pressure level. 
Panel (a) gives the mass densities of the three major con-
sitiuents; atomic hydrogen (solid line), molecular hydrogen 
(dotted line), and helium (dashed line). Panel (b) shows the 
resulting mean molecular weight. The thermospheric tem
perature profile is shown in panel (c), whilst panel (d) plots 
atmospheric pressure against altitude, for reference. 

Recently, a series of simulations using the JIM model have 
been undertaken to investigate how ionospheric densities and 
conductivities respond to the intensity of electron precipita
tion within the auroral zones. The runs utilised electrons with 
an assumed initial energy of 10 keV and energy fluxes of 0.1, 
0.3, 1.0,3.0,10.0,30.0,100.0,300.0, and 1000.0 mW m " 2 . 
The results can be seen in Figures 3 and 4. 

Figure 3, panels (b) to (h), shows JIM model profiles of 
the concentrations for the ions H + (dashed line), H3" (dotted 
line), and electrons (solid line), plotted against atmospheric 
pressure. Panels (b) and (c) show typical profiles for the equa-

4 0 0 6 0 0 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 
NEUTRAL TEMPERATURE ( K ) 

1 . 8 0 1 . 9 0 2 . 0 0 2 . 1 0 2 . 2 0 
M E A N MOLECULAR WEIGHT ( A M U ) 

Figure 2. JIM predicted dayside equatorial profiles: (a) Mass den
sities of H (solid line), H2 (dotted line), and He (dashed line); (b) 
mean molecular weight; (c) thermospheric temperature; (d) atmo
spheric pressure 
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Figure 3. (a): Radio occultation measurements of electron density from Galileo, December 8, 1995; Panels (b) to (h): 
Predicted concentration profiles for the ions H + (dashed line), H j (dotted line), and electrons (solid line). Panels (b) 
and (c) show equatorial dayside and nightside results respectively. Panels (d) to (h) show average auroral profiles for 
simulations in which the auroral region is subject to electron precipitation of initial energy 10 keV and incident energy 
flux of 0.1, 1.0, 10.0, 100.0, and 1000.0 mW m " 2 respectively. 
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Figure 4. JIM predictions of height integrated auroral ionospheric 
parameters, as a function of the incident auroral electron precipi
tation flux. Panel (a) shows average auroral column densities for 
the ions H + (dashed line) and (dotted line), and (b) shows the 
associated integrated Pederson and Hall conductivities (solid and 
dotted lines respectively). 

torial dayside and nightside respectively. The results show 
maximum ionospheric concentrations of around 10 4 cm~ 3 . A 
comparison of panel (b) and panel (c) clearly demonstrates 
how the Jovian nightside ionosphere is maintained at higher 
altitudes by the longevity of the H + ions. 

By way of comparison, Figure 3a shows radio occultation 
measurements of electron density made as the Galileo space
craft passed behind Jupiter on December 8, 1995 [Hinson et 
al., 1997], the first such results from the spacecaft. At ingress 
(24°S 68°W, dotted line), the principal peak of electron den
sity is located at an altitude 900 km above the 1 bar level, 
with a peak density of 1 x 1 0 5 c m " 3 . At egress (43°S 28°W, 
solid line), the main peak is centered near 2000 km altitude, 
with a peak density of 2 x 10 4 cm~ 3 . 

The remaining panels, (d) to (h), show auroral ionospheric 
profiles, averaged over the latitudinal and longitudinal extent 
of the main auroral oval. They show how the ionosphere re
sponds to an increasing flux of precipitating electrons, with 
energy fluxes of 0.1, 1.0, 10.0, 100.0, and 1000.0 mW m - 2 

respectively. As expected the incoming precipitation leads to 
enhanced densities of both H + and ions, with the largest 
increases occuring at lower altitudes, around 700 to 800 km 
altitude (equivalent to a pressure of 10~ 7 bar). Here, for 
a precipitation flux of between 10 and 100 m W m - 2 , the 
ionosphere reaches maximum concentrations of 10 6 cm~ 3 , 
and above. A vertical integration of these parameters yields 
results for auroral column densities and the associated in
tegrated conductivities. Results are shown in Figure 4, with 

the column densities of H+ and H j (panel (a)) and integrated 
Pederson and Hall conductivities (panel (b)) plotted against 
electron precipitation energy flux. It is of note that the H j 
column densities predicted by JIM, for both auroral and non-
auroral latitudes, are consistent with spectroscopic observa
tions by Lam et al. [1997] and Miller et al. [1997]. Also of 
note, the results in Figure 4b show that for large, though re
alistic, fluxes of precipitating electrons (say, 100 mW m ~ 2 ) 
the auroral integrated Pederson conductivity attains values of 
around 1 mho. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Global coupled modeling can provide us with a wealth of 
information about the Jovian ionosphere-thermosphere sys
tem, giving insights into the wind speeds, ionization levels, 
temperature and neutral composition. More importantly, the 
model can also help us understand how these different physi
cal properties influence and interact with each other. The JIM 
model has enormous potential for modeling two-dimensional 
images of Jupiter and time-dependent, global events on the 
planet. By revealing subtle relationships between different 
physical aspects of the planet's atmosphere, modeling studies 
may also guide the types of observations we need to make, 
in order to obtain useful diagnostics of a particular property. 
Development of the model, to a spatial grid of higher reso
lution, will allow for a more realistic modeling of structures 
within the auroral zone. Future work will also be concerned 
with running the model for many more planetary rotations, 
in order to probe the long-term effects of wind transport on 
the atmospheric evolution. 
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The ionosphere is a highly dynamic part ial ly-ionized p lasma that exhibi ts a 
significant variat ion with the solar cycle , season, geomagne t ic activity, and 
universal t ime. Over the years, numerous modeling approaches have been used 
to account for this ionospheric behavior. The modeling approaches include: (1) 
Empirical models based on an extensive data base of world-wide measurements ; 
(2) Three-d imens ional , t ime-dependent numerica l mode ls ; (3) Paramete r ized 
models that are based on spherical harmonic fits to the output obtained from 
global numer ica l mode l s ; and (4) Da ta ass imilat ion mode l s . T h e var ious 
modeling approaches will be discussed in this brief review, with the emphasis on 
numerical and data assimilation models. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Shortly after Marconi transmitted radio waves across the 
Atlantic in 1901, it was recognized that the radio waves 
must have been reflected by free electrical charges in the 
upper atmosphere [Rishbeth, 2001]. The first physical 
explanation for Marconi's experiment was given in 1902, 
when it was postulated that solar ultraviolet radiation was 
capable of ionizing the neutral particles in the upper 
atmosphere, thereby turning it into a conducting medium. 
It was at this time that ionospheric research began, 
although the term ionosphere was not introduced until 
1926. In 1931, Chapman published his now famous 
photochemical equilibrium model of the ionosphere, and in 
1946 the importance of vertical diffusion was established 
and a model that included production, loss, and diffusion 
was introduced. Currently, it is estimated that about 170 
ionospheric models are in use. However, most of the 
models are relatively simple models that are used by 
practitioners to determine local ionospheric conditions for 
over-the-horizon (OTH) radar applications or HF 
communications. 
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During the last century, the ionosphere has been 
extensively studied with the aid of balloons, rockets, 
satellites, the Space Shuttle, and a wide range of ground-
based instruments (radars, magnetometers, GPS receiver 
networks, tomography chains, and optical devices). 
Furthermore, there have been more than one thousand 
model simulations covering a wide range of geophysical 
conditions, including various solar cycle, seasonal, and 
geomagnetic activity conditions. As a result of these 
studies, it has been clearly established that the primary 
source of both ionization and energy for the ionosphere is 
solar EUV and x-ray radiation. The solar photons ionize 
the neutrals in the Earth's upper atmosphere, which leads 
to both thermal ions and photoelectrons. At creation, the 
photoelectrons have a mean energy of about 30 eV, and 
this excess energy is eventually transferred to the thermal 
electrons, ions, and neutrals via collisional processes. 
Although solar radiation is the main source of ionization 
and energy for the terrestrial ionosphere, other sources are 
important in certain altitude and latitude domains. At high 
latitudes, magnetospheric electric fields, particle 
precipitation, and field-aligned currents are also sources of 
ionization and/or energy for the ionosphere. In addition, 
gravity waves and tides that propagate up from the lower 
atmosphere can appreciably affect the lower ionosphere 
[Kelley, 1989; Cravens, 1997; Schunk and Nagy, 2000]. 

The various chemical, electrodynamical, radiative, and 
transport processes acting on and within the ionosphere act 
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Figure 1. Typical ion density profiles for the daytime mid-
latitude ionosphere showing the different regions. From Banks et 
al. [1976]. 

to determine the density and temperature structure of the 
ionosphere. However, the transport processes are affected 
by the Earth's strong intrinsic magnetic field, and its effect 
is different at high, middle, and low latitudes. The 
simplest situation occurs at mid-latitudes where the 
competition between photoproduction, chemical reactions, 
and diffusion along the inclined geomagnetic field acts to 
separate the ionosphere into distinct regions (Figure 1). 
The D region (60-100 km) is controlled by chemical 
processes and the dominant species are negative and 
positive molecular ions, water cluster ions, free electrons, 
and molecular neutrals. The E-region (100-150 km) is also 
controlled by chemical processes and the dominant species 
are molecular ions (NO + , 0 2

+ , N 2

+ ) and neutrals (N 2 , 0 2 ) . 
In the F, and F 2 regions (150-1000 km), field-aligned 
diffusion and wind-induced drifts become important and 
they compete with the chemical processes with regard to 
determining the plasma density profile. The dominant 
species are 0 + and O in the Fx and F 2 regions. The F 2 

region is where the maximum ionospheric density occurs. 
At higher altitudes, the light ion H + dominates (> 1000 
km). 

The chemical processes that operate in the D and E 
regions are very complex, but at and above F region 
altitudes, only a few chemical reactions need to be taken 
into account (to lowest order). In the F region, 0 + is 

created via photoionization of atomic oxygen (O) and is 
lost in chemical reactions with N 2 and 0 2 , 

0 + h v - > 0 + + e ; a - 4 x l 0 " 7 (1) 

0 + + N 2 -> N O + + N; k 2 = 1.2 x 1 0 ~ 1 2 (2) 

0 + + 0 2 - > 0 + + 0 ; k 3 = 2 . 1 x l 0 ~ u (3) 

The molecular ions are then lost via recombination with 
electrons, 

N O + + e - > N + 0 ; k 4 = 4 . 0 x l 0 ~ 7 ( 3 0 0 / T e ) 0 5 (4) 

O^ + e - > 0 + 0 ; k 5 = 1.95 x 1 0 ~ 7 ( 3 0 0 / T e ) 0 7 (5) 

Where Te is the electron temperature and the reaction 
rates, k, are in cm 3 s"1. The rate a (s"1) is an approximate 
ionization frequency. Above the F region peak, the main 
source and loss processes for H + are associated with the 
accidentally resonant charge exchange reaction 

k f 
0 + + H < - > H + + 0 , (6) 

k 
r 

Where k f and k r are the forward and reverse reaction rates 
[e.g., Schunk and Nagy, 2000]. 

At altitudes above about 1000 km and at both high and 
low latitudes, the ionospheric description becomes more 
complicated because of additional electrodynamical and 
transport processes (Figure 2). At high latitudes, thermal 
ions and electrons can escape the topside ionosphere along 
field lines that extend deep into the geomagnetic tail (the 
polar wind). In addition, the dynamo electric field that is 
generated via the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction is 
mapped down to ionospheric altitudes along B and 
typically causes a 2-cell plasma flow pattern, with 
antisunward flow over the polar cap and return flow 
equatorward of the auroral oval. At mid-latitudes, the 
ionospheric plasma tends to corotate with the Earth. 
However, the plasma can readily flow along the dipolar 
field lines from one hemisphere to the conjugate 
hemisphere. 

Neutral wind effects are also important at mid-latitudes. 
During the day, the meridional wind is poleward, which 
acts to drive the plasma down the B-field lines where the 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing the Earth's magnetic field 
and the plasma transport processes in the ionosphere. From 
Burch [1977]. 

chemical loss processes are more efficient. The reverse 
occurs at night, where the plasma is driven up the field 
lines toward lower loss rates. At low latitudes, the 
meridional neutral wind is very effective in transporting 
ionization across the terminator from one hemisphere to 
the other. In addition, the neutral wind at low altitudes (E 
region) generates dynamo electric fields, which induce 
upward E x B drifts during the day and downward drifts at 
night. 

2. EMPIRICAL MODELS 

Empirical (or statistical) models are used both to 
describe ionospheric parameters and to describe the 
magnetospheric parameters that affect the ionosphere. 
Empirical models are based on measurements. Typically, 
data are collected over an extended period of time via both 
in situ and remote measurement techniques. The data are 
synthesized, binned with the aid of relevant parameters, 
and then fitted with simple analytical expressions or 
orthogonal polynomials. Because of the averaging 
process, empirical models describe the climatology of the 
system, not the weather. At the present time, empirical 
models are available to describe ionospheric densities, 
temperatures, and drifts, as well as auroral conductivities. 
However, most of the empirical models of ionospheric 
parameters have focussed on the electron density profile. 
The goal is to construct an N e profile that is based on 
easily measured layer parameters, such as critical 
frequencies (fJE9f0Fl9 / 0 F 2 ) , peak heights (/*m£, hmFx, 

hmF2), and half-thicknesses (YmE, YmFx, YmF2), as shown 
in Figure 3. With a generic profile shape in hand, 
measurements of the layer parameters are then obtained on 
a world-wide basis so that a global empirical model can be 
constructed. The International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) 
has been constructed in this manner with help from the 
international community and it represents the state-of-the-
art of empirical modeling [Rawer, et al., 2001]. 

3. PHYSICS-BASED NUMERICAL MODELS 

Physics-based or first-principles models are very 
effective for elucidating the mechanisms that control 
ionospheric behavior. With this approach, one typically 
solves conservation equations (continuity, momentum, 
energy, etc.) for the ions and electrons taking into account 
all of the chemical and transport processes thought to be 
important. The equations are usually solved numerically 
on a global spatial grid as a function of time, and the 
output is 3-dimensional distributions of plasma densities, 
temperatures, and drifts at specified times. In reality, 
however, the ionosphere is coupled to other regions, 
including the thermosphere, magnetosphere, plasmasphere, 

Plasma Frequency 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of an electron density profile 
showing critical frequencies, peak heights, and half-thicknesses 
for the E, Fj, and F 2 regions. From Bradley and Dudeney [1973]. 
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Figure 4. Contours of f0F2 in MHz (top panel) and contours of T n 

and wind vectors (bottom panel) for solar minimum and equinox 
conditions at 1900 UT. From Roble et al [1988]. 

and polar wind. Therefore, stand-alone ionospheric 
models require inputs, and the accuracy of the models' 
output depends on the quality of the inputs. The primary 
inputs are: (1) global distributions of neutral densities, 
temperatures, and winds; (2) convection electric fields and 
particle precipitation at high latitudes; and (3) dynamo 
electric fields at low latitudes. The inputs can be obtained 
from empirical models or via data assimilation techniques. 
One usually adopts empirical models for the neutral 
densities, temperatures, and winds if a stand-alone 
ionospheric model is used, because there are insufficient 
real-time measurements of neutral parameters for 
assimilation into a data-driven neutral model. However, 
there are sufficient measurements for assimilation into 
convection electric field and particle precipitation models, 
and the resulting time-dependent patterns can be used to 
drive an ionospheric model. A very successful approach 
for obtaining electric field and precipitation patterns is 
called the Assimilat ive Mapping of Ionospheric 
Electrodynamics (AMIE) procedure [Richmond, 1992]. 

One way to eliminate the need for inputs is to couple the 
ionospheric model to physics-based models that describe 
the other spatial regions. Currently, there are coupled 
global models of the ionosphere- thermosphere , 

ionosphere-p lasmasphere , ionosphere-polar wind, 
ionosphere-thermosphere-mesosphere, and ionosphere-
thermosphere-plasmasphere [cf. Fuller-Rowell, 1994; 
Robel et al, 1988; Schunk, 1996; and reference therein]. 
In addition, work has begun on coupling a global 
ionospheric model to a global MHD magnetosphere model 
[Sojka et al, 1997]. A significant advantage of coupled 
global models is that the coupling processes, time delays, 
and feedback mechanisms that are inherent in geospace are 
included in a self-consistent way. Another advantage is 
that it is possible to relate effects observed in one domain 
to causative processes in another domain. However, a 
disadvantage is that error propagation from model to 
model can lead to unreliable quantitative results. For 
example, if an MHD magnetospheric model produces 
convection electric fields that are too large, the resulting 
frictional heating rates in both the ionosphere and 
thermosphere will be too large. This, in turn, will lead to 
erroneous neutral winds, plasma drifts, ion and neutral 
composition changes, and ion and neutral temperatures. 

A sample of the output from the NCAR physics-based 
model of the global ionosphere-thermosphere (TIGCM) 
system is shown in Figure 4 [Roble et al, 1988]. The top 
panel shows contours of faF2 (-300 km) over the globe at 
1900 UT for solar minimum and equinox conditions. The 
bottom panel shows the corresponding self-consistent 
neutral gas temperatures and wind vectors. For this 
simulation, the magnetospheric inputs were characterized 
by a cross-polar cap potential drop of 60 kV and an auroral 
precipitation input of 11 GW. Note that the calculated 
electron density exhibits features that are in general 
agreement with measurements. In the auroral zones, 
enhanced ionization occurs in association with auroral 
precipitation. On the nightside at mid-latitudes, ionization 
troughs exist in both the northern and southern 
hemispheres. Also, in the equatorial region on the dayside, 
the Appleton anomaly is clearly visible via electron 
density crests that are situated on both sides of the 
magnetic equator. Likewise, the neutral gas parameters 
also display features that are in general agreement with 
measurements. The horizontal wind blows away from the 
dayside high-temperature region, flows around the globe, 
and then converges on the nightside low-temperature 
region. The antisunward winds in the polar regions are 
enhanced due to momentum forcing from plasma 
convection. The neutral and ion temperatures are also 
enhanced due to ion-neutral frictional heating (not shown). 

During geomagnetic storms, the magnetospheric electric 
fields and particle precipitation are enhanced, and this 
leads to elevated plasma temperatures and drifts. 
Recently, such a situation was studied with a global 
physics-based model of the coupled ionosphere-polar wind 
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system in order to determine the feedback on the 
magnetosphere [Schunk and Sojka, 1997]. The storm-
enhanced electron and ion temperatures acted to produce a 
large-scale upflow of 0 + , as shown in Plate 1. This figure 
shows a snapshot of the storm-time 0 + density as a 
function of altitude and latitude (along the noon-midnight 
meridian). During the storm, the 0 + density is sufficiently 
elevated that 0 + becomes the dominant ion to altitudes as 
high as 9000 km over the bulk of the polar regions. The 
escaping 0 + ions can be an appreciable source of mass and 
momentum for the magnetosphere, and their presence can 
affect the recovery phase of a geomagnetic storm. The 
simulations also showed that during the storm the temporal 
variation of the plasma density at high altitudes (-9000 
km) can be opposite to that at low altitudes (-300 km), 
which makes it difficult to elucidate storm dynamics with 
just one satellite. 

In addition to describing large-scale ionospheric 
features, global models have also been successful in 
describing mesoscale features (horizontal dimensions of 
100-1000 km). This has simply been achieved by using 
faster computers with enhanced memory. Global 
ionospheric simulations with horizontal resolutions of less 
than 100 km have been conducted. However, global 
simulations that self-consistently include the microphysics 
(e.g., plasma instabilities) have not yet been conducted. 
On the other hand, plasma instabilities have been included 
self-consistently in regional physics-based models. A 
particular area where significant progress has been made is 
in the equatorial region during Equatorial Spread F (ESF) 
bubble formation [Ossakow et al, 1979; Zalesak et al, 
1982]. 

Equatorial plasma bubbles form in the following way. 
During the day, the neutral wind generates a dynamo 
electric field that is eastward and this electric field 
produces an upward E x B plasma drift, which raises the 
equatorial F-layer. Just before dusk, the upward plasma 
drift is enhanced, and as the ionosphere corotates into 
darkness, the bottomside of the F-layer rapidly decays. 
The net effect is an elevated F-layer with a steep 
bottomside density gradient, which is the classical 
configuration for the Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) instability. 
Depending on the conditions, a density perturbation can 
trigger the R-T instability on the bottomside of the F layer, 
leading to spread F and plasma bubbles. Figure 5 shows 
the results of a typical simulation of the nonlinear 
evolution of equatorial spread F [Sekar et al, 1994]. The 
simulation domain extends from 250 to 550 km in altitude 
and from -100 to 100 km in the east-west direction. The 
magnetic field direction is out of the plane of the diagram. 
The dotted curves in each plot show the initial electron 
density profile. The solid curves show the electron density 

contours at 700 (left panel), 900 (middle panel), and 1100 
(right panel) seconds after the plasma becomes unstable. 
The top row corresponds to the case when only gravity is 
included, while for the bottom row both gravity and a 
downward wind are included. In both cases, a plasma 
bubble forms on the bottomside of the F layer and then 
drifts upwards. However, with allowance for a downward 
wind, the bubble formation is accelerated. 

4. PARAMETERIZED MODELS 

The physics-based numerical models provide a wealth of 
information about ionospheric behavior, including how the 
electron and ion densities, temperatures, and flow 
velocities vary with altitude, latitude, longitude, and 
universal time. In addition, simulations can be conducted 
for different solar cycle, seasonal, and geomagnetic 
activity conditions. Over the years, it has been 
demonstrated that the physics-based models generally 
display the correct trends and features, although the exact 
details obtained in a given simulation may not be precisely 
correct [Anderson et al, 1997]. Some of the known 
ionospheric features that have been reproduced in 
numerical simulations include propagating plasma patches, 
auroral and boundary blobs, tongues of ionization, the 
mid-latitude trough, the polar hole, and the equatorial 
ionization crests. However, physics-based models are 
typically not user-friendly, and hence, it is unlikely that the 
general scientific community will ever have easy access to 
these models. Nevertheless, the output of the physics-
based models may be useful to the general community. 
The output can be used by students to study ionospheric 
behavior, and experimentalists can compare the output to 
specific measurements in an effort to better understand the 
measurements. 

Parameterized ionospheric models were constructed in 
an effort to disseminate the information obtained from 
physics-based model runs. As with empirical models,, 
which are based on measurements, parameterized models 
are constructed by fitting orthogonal functions to the 
output obtained from a large number of numerical 
simulations. Then, a user-friendly interface is typically 
added so that the numerical data can be readily accessed. 
Perhaps the most well-known parameterized model is PIM, 
which stands for Parameterized Ionospheric Model 
[Daniell et al, 1995]. PIM is a global model of 
ionospheric climatology that can be accessed by specifying 
a few simple inputs (date, altitude, latitude, longitude, 
universal time, solar activity level ( F 1 0 7 ) , magnetic activity 
level (K p ) , and the direction of the IMF). The 
parameterized model outputs electron and ion ( 0 + , NO + , 
0 2

+ , N 2

+ ) densities at E and F region altitudes. 
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Plate 1. Snapshot of the 0 + density distribution as a function of latitude and altitude at 0600 UT for winter, solar 
maximum conditions. The latitude range is from 50° on the dayside to 50° on the nightside along the noon-
midnight meridian. Densities greater than 103 cm"3 are colored pink and those below 10° cm"3 are dark blue. 

Plate 2. Schematic diagram showing the different data sources that are available for assimilation into an 
ionospheric model. Courtesy of R. McCoy. 
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Figure 5. Numerical simulation of the nonlinear evolution of an equatorial bubble. The dotted curves in each panel 
correspond to the initial F layer density profile. The solid lines are electron density contours. The left, middle, and 
right panels correspond to snapshots at 700, 900, and 1100 s, respectively, after instability onset. The top row is the 
case for gravity only and the bottom row is for both gravity and a downward neutral wind of 20 m/s. From Sekar et 
al [1994]. 

5. DATA ASSIMILATION MODELS 

Data assimilation is becoming important for ionospheric 
modeling because of the large number of ionospheric 
measurements that are coming on line. By the end of this 
decade it is anticipated that there will be several hundred 
thousand ionospheric measurements per day from a variety 
of sources. Some of the data sources that are, or will be, 
available for assimilation into ionospheric models are 
shown in Plate 2. The data sources include: (1) in situ N e 

measurements along DMSP satellite orbits; (2) bottomside 
N e profiles from a network of digisondes; (3) line-of-sight 
TECs between a large network of ground stations and the 
GPS satellites; (4) high-quality TECs between low-altitude 
satellites with radio beacons and selected chains of 
receiving stations; (5) TECs from occultations between 
various low-altitude satellites and between low and high 
altitude satellites; and (6) line-of-sight ultraviolet emission 
data, which can be used to infer ionospheric parameters. 

In general, data assimilation is not straightforward and 
the ingestion of different data types into a real-time model 
can lead to erroneous ionospheric reconstructions if care is 
not exercised. The problem is that all of the different data 

types have uncertainties and/or biases. Even for a given 
data type, different instruments can have different, and 
sometimes unknown, biases. Consequently, for real-time 
data assimilation, software must be developed to detect 
and eliminate bad data, to account for data gaps, and to 
analyze data streams for long-term problems, such as 
changes in biases and instrument degradation. Additional 
care must be exercised when dealing with line-of-sight 
data (slant TECs and UV emissions) so that N e gradients 
are not smoothed, because a knowledge of horizontal 
gradients is important for some applications. 

The latest approach in ionospheric data assimilation 
involves the use of a Kalman filter and a physics-based 
ionospheric model [Howe et al, 1998; Iijima et al, 1999; 
Scherliess et al, 2001]. The Kalman filter combines 
measurements from an observing system with the physics 
contained in an ionospheric model, taking into account the 
corresponding statistical descriptions of uncertainties 
[Gelb, 191 A]. The Kalman filter is a sequential least-
squares procedure that finds the best estimate of the state 
at time t based on all of the information prior to this time. 
Specifically, the Kalman filter performs a recursive least-
square inversion of all of the observations (e.g., slant TEC, 
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in situ satellite data, bottomside profiles, etc.) for the 
model variable (e.g., N e ) using the physics-based model as 
a constraint. In practice, a weighted average of the model 
estimate and the measurements is taken, using the relative 
accuracy of the two as the weights. The net result is an 
improved estimate (in a statistical sense) of the model 
variable (N e). It has the least expected error given the 
measurements, model, and error statistics. 

6. SUMMARY 

Several different model types are currently being used 
by the ionospheric community, including empirical, 
parameterized, physics-based, tomographic, and data 
assimilation models. The models are being used for 
ionospheric specification, forecasting, and research. At 
present, a significant research effort is being devoted to 
coupling physics-based models of the near-Earth 
environment, including the ionosphere, thermosphere, 
plasmasphere, polar wind, and magnetosphere. A major 
challenge during the next decade is to self-consistently 
include the microphysics (e.g., plasma instabilities) in the 
global physics-based models. Another modeling approach 
that is rapidly becoming popular is physics-based data 
assimilation modeling. With the advent of hundreds of 
thousands of ionospheric measurements coming on line 
during the next decade, data assimilation modeling could 
provide global ionospheric reconstructions on a continuous 
basis throughout the day. This information, in turn, should 
have a major impact on the field. Finally, it should be 
noted that the extensive knowledge gained from the Earth's 
ionosphere has been invaluable for laying the foundation 
for studies of other ionospheres, including planets, moons, 
and comets. It is anticipated that this will continue to be 
true in the future. 
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General Circulation models are for the first time applied to the upper atmospheres 
of Saturn 's moon Titan and Neptune 's moon Triton. Calculations reveal that solar 
driven day-night temperature differences are during solar maximum (minimum) 
around 20 (10) K on Titan and 1.5 (0.6) K on Triton, with day to night horizontal 
winds of up to 60 (30) m/sec on Titan and 3 (1) m/sec on Triton. Analysis of the 
heating terms reveals that solar heating is balanced primarily by vertical conduction 
on both moons and in addition by H C N rotational line cooling on Titan. Adiabatic 
processes are shown to be important in reducing the day-night temperature 
differences. The thermospheres of both moons extend into space by around 3 0 % of 
the moons ' radii, enhancing not only the vertical winds and adiabatic processes, but 
also high latitude nightside solar heating. This is particularly significant on Titan and 
implies that nighttime temperatures poleward of 60° differ little from the dayside 
values, with important implications on the global dynamics. Analysis of acceleration 
terms shows that dynamics driven by solar heating are characterized by the balance 
between pressure gradients and viscous drag. On Titan, curvature forces and 
horizontal advection play an important role as well. Geostrophic balance does not 
apply on either of the moons. Effects of energetic coupling to the magnetospheres of 
Saturn and Neptune and coupling to lower atmospheric waves and winds are 
predicted to be potentially important in altering temperatures and dynamics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Our solar system consists of nine planets which are orbited 
by at least 90 natural satellites. The moons may be divided 
according to their sizes into three different categories, those 
with radii larger than around 1000 km; those with radii 
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ranging from around 100 to 1000 km and, thirdly, those 
smaller than 100 km which are mostly irregularly shaped. 
Given that our own moon has a radius of 1700 km, the first 
category are referred to as "terrestrial type moons". Apart 
from our own, all other of the 7 terrestrial-sized moons are 
located in the outer parts of our solar system, orbiting planets 
Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune. The Earth's moon and Jupiter's 
Ganymede, Io, Europa and Callisto are surrounded by thin 
transient gas layers, as discussed in Chapters III.2 and III.3 
of this monograph. In contrast, the other two terrestrial-type 
moons, Saturn's Titan and Neptune's Triton possess non-
transient (permanent) atmospheres. 
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Titan, located at 9.5 A.U. distance from the Sun, was 
discovered in 1655 by Dutch astronomer Cristiaan Huygens. 
It is after Ganymede the second-largest moon in our solar 
system, around 40% the size of Earth and larger than planet 
Mercury. Titan, like Venus, is permanently covered by a 
thick global layer of clouds, obscuring any surface features 
from our view. Triton is almost half the size of Titan and 
slightly smaller than the Earth's moon. Given its small size 
and large distance from the Sun of 30 A.U., Triton was 
discovered only in 1846 by British astronomer William 
Lassel and is the only moon in our solar system to orbit a 
planet in retrograde direction, opposite to the planet's 
rotation. As our own moon, Titan and Triton orbit their 
mother planets at the same rate as they rotate, so the same 
side of their surfaces always faces the planet. 

This Chapter presents calculations of global wind and 
temperature profiles in the upper atmospheres of Titan and 
Triton, using general circulation models (GCM's). Similar 
models have proven to be very useful in understanding the 
behavior of the Earth's and other planetary atmospheres (see 
Chapters IV. 1, IV.2). Section 2 gives a historical overview of 
milestones in the exploration of Titan's and Triton's 
atmospheres and lists key properties. Section 3 is a brief 
description of the GCM codes and Section 4 presents the 
results from calculations. Section 5 discusses coupling of the 
thermospheres to regions above and below, while Section 6 
summarizes the findings. 

2. ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION 

2.1. Titan 

The atmosphere of Titan has some remarkable similarities 
with that of Earth, prompting the idea that Titan may 
resemble the Earth's atmosphere during its early pre-biotic 
development stages. The surface pressure on Titan is 
surprisingly high at around 1.6 bar, 60% larger than that on 
Earth, and the primary atmospheric gas is N 2 , followed by 
hydrocarbons, mostly CH 4. Due to the smaller mass and 
radius of Titan, gravity is smaller than on Earth and hence 
the atmosphere more extended. Calculations in Section 4 will 
show that the extended nature of the atmosphere has 
important consequences for the gas behavior. 

Most of our current knowledge about Titan was provided 
by the remote sensing experiments during the Voyager 1 and 
2 flybys in November 1980 and August 1981, respectively. 
The atmospheric thermal structure below 200 km was 
measured by the radio occultation experiment (RSS), 
infrared interferometer spectrometer (IRIS) and ultraviolet 
spectrometer (UVS) of Voyager 1 in November, 1980 
(Lindal etal, 1983; Lellouch et al, 1989; Yelle etal, 1997), 
while the thermal structure above 500 km was derived both 

from the ultraviolet solar occultation experiment of UVS 
(Smith et al, 1982) and the IRIS measurements on Voyager 
2 in August, 1981 (Letourner and Coustenis, 1993). In their 
analysis of the UVS data, Smith et al (1982) determined an 
exospheric temperature of 185±20 K, a CH 4 mole fraction of 
8±3 % and a C 2 H 2 mole fraction of around 1%. This 
pioneering investigation represented the first direct 
measurement of the composition of Titan's atmosphere and, 
along with the results from the radio occultation (Lindal et 
al, 1983) and infrared observations (Hanel et al, 1981), the 
first direct measurement of the temperature of Titan's 
atmosphere. Subsequently, Strobel et al, (1992) pointed out 
apparent inconsistencies in the determination of CH 4 

densities by Smith et al and suggested a significantly lower 
mole fraction. A comprehensive analysis by Vervack et al. 
(2001) finds CH 4 and C 2 H 2 mole fractions smaller than the 
results by Smith et al. and an exospheric temperature of 
150±3 K, nearly 25 K cooler. Thus there remains some 
ambiguity about exospheric temperatures and some of the 
mole fractions. Further important information about Titan's 
atmosphere was provided by the occultation of 28 Sgr in July 
1989 which allowed the derivation of temperature, pressure, 
haze optical depth and zonal velocities as a function of 
latitude and altitude in the 250 to 450 km height regime 
(Hubbard et al, 1993). These observations suggested the 
presence of strong zonal jets in Titan's stratosphere and 
lower mesosphere with peak velocities of around 150 m/sec. 
These super-rotating jets may have important implications on 
the dynamics in the thermosphere, as discussed in Section 5. 
Strong jets are also found on Venus and Mars, as discussed 
in Chapter III. 1. 

Considerable advances in the exploration of Titan are 
expected from the forthcoming Cassini/Huygens mission, 
due to arrive at the Saturnian system in July 2004. The 
mission involves two spacecrafts, the Cassini orbiter and 
Huygens probe. The latter will enter Titan's atmosphere 
around January 2005 and, while parachuting to Titan's 
surface, retrieve a 1-dimensional profile of atmospheric 
parameters in the troposphere and stratosphere below 250 km 
altitude. In contrast, Titan's thermosphere will be explored 
by the Cassini orbiter throughout its anticipated lifetime of 4 
years. On its orbit around Saturn, the Cassini spacecraft will 
dive into Titan's upper atmosphere, reaching down to 
altitudes of 950 km, and retrieve in-situ neutral and ion 
composition, temperatures and dynamics. 

One-dimensional models for the thermal structure of 
Titan's upper atmosphere were presented by Friedson and 
Yung (1984), Lellouch (1990) and Yelle (1991). These 
models were constrained by Voyager data, primarily the 
solar occultation experiment observed with the ultraviolet 
spectrometer, and gave a comprehensive insight into the 
composition and energy sources and sinks. The models 
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suggest Titan's thermosphere to be heated primarily by 
absorption of solar EUV radiation through N 2 and CH 4 and 
cooled by radiative emissions in the rotational bands of HCN 
as well as downward molecular conduction. Some analyses 
of Voyager data inferred unusually large values for the eddy 
mixing coefficient of up to 10 8cm 2/sec (Strobel et al, 1992), 
indicating either unusually strong turbulent mixing on Titan 
or effective vertical transport of constituents. One-
dimensional models do not calculate winds and thus cannot 
account explicitly for their effects on composition. Estimates 
of dynamics in Titan's thermosphere were presented by 
Rishbeth et al. (2000) through scale analysis of the equations 
of motion. First self-consistent calculations of dynamics in 
Titan's thermosphere were presented by Muller-Wodarg et 
al. (2000), using a global general circulation model. These 
calculations will form the basis for discussions in Section 4. 

Titan orbits the Sun once every 29.5 years, spanning the 
duration of more than 2 solar cycles. As described earlier, the 
key observations were made in 1980/1981 and 1989, with 
Cassini observations due to take place between 2004 and 
2008, almost one Titan year after the first observations. 
Figure 1 a) shows the change of Titan's sub-solar latitude 
with time between 1975 and 2010, with the observation dates 
and changes in solar activity indicated. The figure illustrates 
that Voyager measurements were made close to equinox 
conditions at solar maximum, while the Cassini mission will 
encounter late southern hemisphere summer to spring 
conditions at low to medium solar activity levels. 

2.2. Triton 

Not much was known about Neptune's largest moon 
Triton before the Voyager 2 flyby in summer 1989, 
including such fundamental parameters as mass, radius and 
surface albedo. Earlier ground-based observations of solar 
reflection spectra had already indicated the presence of 
surface ices on Triton, predominantly N 2 and trace amounts 
of CH 4 and CO (Cruikshank and Silvaggio, 1979), findings 
which were confirmed by Voyager data (Cruikshank et al., 
1993; Owen et al, 1993). The atmosphere of Triton is 
considerably thinner than that of Titan, with a surface 
pressure of around 14 pbar (Gurrola et al, 1991). Triton's 
atmosphere is believed to be in vapor pressure equilibrium 
with the surface ices, so it is maintained at a constant 
temperature by the surface ice through processes such as 
condensation and sublimation (Trafton, 1984; Ingersoll, 
1990; Yelle et al, 1995). This assumption constrains the one-
dimensional models of vertical temperature and pressure 
profiles with the atmospheric measurements. 

Temperature and pressure profiles were measured between 
the ground and 50 km altitude by the Voyager radio 
occultation experiment (RSS) (Gurrola et al, 1991) and 

infrared interferometer spectrometer (IRIS) (Conrath et al, 
1989) and between 450 and 700 km altitude by the 
ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) solar occultation experiments 
(Broadfoot et al, 1989; Krasnopolsky et al, 1993). 
Temperature is believed to initially decrease with altitude 
from its surface value by up to 1 K near 8 km height, the 
tropopause (Yelle et al, 1991), and then increase to the 
exospheric value. The IRIS and UVS observations suggested 
temperature values of 38±3 K on the daytime surface, of 
40±5 K between 0 and 50 km and exospheric values of 
102±3 K between 450 and 700 km altitude. Models by 
Strobel and Summers (1995), Krasnopolsky et al (1993) and 
Strobel et al. (1996) were constrained by these Voyager data 
and the studies by Stevens et al (1992) suggested principal 
energy sources on Triton to be solar EUV absorption and 
precipitating electrons from Neptune's magnetosphere. The 
importance of magnetospheric heating on Triton is further 
discussed in Section 5. Krasnopolsky et al. (1993) 
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Figure 1. The change of sub-solar latitude between 1975 and 2010 
for Titan (a) and Triton (b). Also shown are seasons, times of key 
observations and levels of solar activity. 
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Table 1. Fundamental parameters distinguishing the general 
circulation models of Titan and Triton used in this study. 

Parameter Titan Triton 

Radius 2575 km 1353 km 

Sun distance 9.5 AU 30.5 AU 

Pressure range 0.1 |ibar 
- 1 /?bar 

1 |ibar 
- 0.01 pbar 

Height range 600 
- ca. 1400 km 

10 
- ca. 420 km 

Gravity at bottom 0.89 ms' 2 0.75 ms"2 

Rotation rate 
(duration of day) 
and orientation 

4.6xl0 ' 6 s 1 

(15.8 days) 
-1.3xl0" 5 s"1 

(5.6 days) 

Max. subsolar 
latitude 

X =24° * m a x = 50° 

Mixing ratios Yung et al 
[1984] 

99.99 % N 2 ; 
0.01 % CH 4 

determined N 2 densities of lx lO 1 5 cm' 3 at the bottom of the 
thermosphere and Strobel and Summers (1995) derived CH 4 

densities of lx lO 1 1 cm' 3 which become negligible at around 
150 km altitude. It follows that maximum CH 4 mixing ratios 
on Triton are around lxlO" 4, considerably smaller than on 
Titan. Voyager UVS occultation data also suggested the 
presence of CH 4 haze particles in Triton's lower atmosphere 
(Smith et ah, 1989; Herbert and Sandel, 1991) which may 
result from condensation of CH 4 photolysis products such as 
C 2 H 4 (Strobel et al, 1990). While N 2 and CH 4 were directly 
detected by the Voyager UVS solar and stellar occultations, 
only upper limits could be given for the CO abundance. The 
value has been subject of controversy, with estimates ranging 
from 0.01 (Broadfoot et al, 1989) to 10'3 (Strobel and 
Summers, 1995) and 3x10^ (Stevens etal, 1992). Given that 
CO is an effective radiative coolant this value is of some 
importance when determining the energy loss processes in 
Triton's thermosphere. 

First Earth-based data for the 20-100 km height regime 
were obtained from ground-based observations of stellar 
occultation in July 1993 (Tr60) and August 1995 (Trl48) 
(Olkin etal, 1997) as well as July 1997 (Trl76) (Elliotetal, 
2000a) and, from the Hubble Space Telescope, in November 
1997 (Trl80) (Elliotetal, 1998; 2000b). These observations 
allowed detection of possible trends with time of the pressure 
and temperature values which could indicate seasonal 
changes. Given its long orbital period around the Sun (165 

years), any seasonal changes on Triton over a few years are 
expected to occur slowly, and comparing Voyager 
observations to the stellar occultations of Tr60 and Trl48 
indicated no clear trend beyond data accuracy. The Hubble 
Space Telescope observations of the Trl80 occultation 
however suggested that surface pressure had risen since the 
time of Voyager observations (Elliot et al, 2000b), 
suggesting a warming of the N 2 surface frost. This trend is 
supported by the Trl76 occultation results (Sicardy et al, 
1998; Elliot et al, 2000a). Triton reached southern 
hemisphere solstice (-49°87' sub-solar latitude) in September 
2000, so a heating of the surface between 1989 and 1997 
could suggest a larger concentration of N 2 ice at higher 
latitudes, which are illuminated strongest during solstice. 
Figure 1 b) illustrates the change of Triton's sub-solar 
latitude between 1975 and 2010 as well as the times of key 
observations. The figure illustrates that the occultation of 
Trl80 is most suitable for comparison with Voyager data 
since it occurred at roughly the same (high) level of solar 
activity, while all other occultations occurred closer to solar 
minimum conditions. 

Several of the Voyager observations suggested the 
presence of strong lower atmosphere winds on Triton (Smith 
et al, 1989; Hansen et al, 1990; Soderblom et al, 1990), 
which could be caused by N 2 maintaining vapor pressure 
balance with the surface ice (Ingersoll, 1990) or by uneven 
surface heating of frost and dark areas (Elliot et al, 2000b). 
Ground-based observations of Tr60, Trl48 and Trl76 
suggested a significant deviation of Triton's atmosphere from 
circular shape near 20 km altitude. One plausible explanation 
for this elliptical shape could be the presence of supersonic 
winds (280 m/sec, compared with a sound speed of 140 
m/sec) in Triton's lower and middle atmosphere (Elliot et al, 
1997; Elliot et al, 2000a), but since equator-to-pole 
variations of pressure at fixed altitude are of the same 
magnitude as the pressure itself, the elliptical shape is an 
unlikely permanent state of the atmosphere. Also, the non-
spherical shapes during the Trl48 and Trl76 occultation 
were inconsistent with each other in terms of size and 
orientation (Elliot et al, 2000a), so the strong jets on Triton 
and elliptical shape of its atmosphere are to-date still 
unresolved problems. 

3. THE GENERAL CIRCULATION MODELS 

The aim of our calculations is to compare the basic solar-
driven dynamics and global temperature profiles on Titan 
and Triton and to understand their differences. Therefore, the 
types of models used here are general circulation models 
(GCM's). Two versions of the same GCM were used which 
differed only in the fundamental parameters summarized in 
Table 1. The calculations were carried out on a spherical co-
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rotating Eulerian pressure coordinate system with fully 
flexible spatial and temporal resolutions which were set to 6° 
(latitude) by 18° (longitude) by 0.5 scale height (vertical), 
using a time step of 10 seconds. In essence, the two GCM's 
solve self-consistently the 3-dimensional time-dependent 
Navier-Stokes equations of energy, momentum and 
continuity by explicit time integration, taking into account 
external heating by solar EUV radiation. Solar EUV heating 
rates are calculated by integration of heating rates along the 
ray paths through the atmosphere. For Titan, the model also 
considers cooling in the rotational bands of HCN with full 
calculations of radiative transfer. Although CO and CH 4 

cooling is thought to be present on Triton as well, it is in the 
thermosphere much less important than the HCN cooling on 
Titan and therefore ignored in these calculations. Other terms 
in the energy equation are molecular conduction, advection 
and adiabatic heating and cooling. The momentum equation 
used in both GCM's considers pressure gradients, Coriolis 
forces, advection, viscosity and curvature forces which arise 
from the gases moving along a sphere. A detailed description 
of the GCM for Titan, including a thorough discussion of the 
energy and momentum equation terms was given by Muller-
Wodarg et al. (2000). Default boundary conditions are zero 
vertical gradients of temperature and winds at the top 
boundary and globally constant temperatures with vanishing 
winds at the bottom boundary. In Section 5, the 
implementation of winds at the lower boundary is discussed 
in order to account for dynamical coupling to lower heights. 
For Titan, the three constituents N 2 , CH 4 and HCN are 
considered, with the former two being the main absorbers of 
solar EUV radiation and thus responsible for the solar 
heating input, while the latter, as discussed previously, is an 
important radiative coolant. Photochemistry and gas 
diffusion are not calculated here, the constituent mixing 
ratios are kept globally constant on pressure levels. First 
results from a recently developed version of the Titan GCM 
which calculates self-consistently the 3-component gas 
diffusion (Muller-Wodarg and Yelle, 2001) have shown that 
inclusion of gas diffusion has a small influence on the 
temperature structure and dynamics, increasing the day-night 
temperature gradient by 10 K at most and reducing the 
horizontal wind speeds by up to 10 m/sec. Ignoring 
photochemistry on Titan is a valid approximation for the 
purpose of these calculations since we are primarily 
interested in diurnal features and photochemical lifetimes of 
N 2 and CH 4 in the height regime of interest are longer than a 
Titan day. Gas mixing ratios in the Titan GCM are here 
taken from the model by Yung et al. (1984), while for Triton 
we assumed a globally constant height-independent N 2 

mixing ratio of 99.99 % and CH 4 mixing ratio of 0.01 %, 
based on the values by Krasnopolsky et al. (1993) and 
Strobel and Summers (1995). 

4. SOLAR DRIVEN DYNAMICS AND 
TEMPERATURES 

4.1. Global Structures 

Figure 2 shows global profiles of exospheric temperatures 
and horizontal winds on Titan and Triton for equinox and 
southern hemisphere solstice conditions, as calculated by the 
GCM's. Equinox simulations were carried out at solar 
maximum, while the solstice runs assumed solar minimum, 
thus mimicking seasonal and solar conditions encountered on 
Titan by Voyager and Cassini, respectively (see Figure 1 a). 
Values in Figure 2 are shown as profiles versus latitude and 
local time. For convenience, the days were subdivided into 
24 intervals, each interval corresponding to 15.8 h on Titan 
(one "Titan hour") and 5.6 h on Triton (one 'Triton hour"). 
Note that in the interest of direct comparison between the 
two moons Figure 2 shows temperatures and winds driven by 
solar heating alone. Discussions in Section 5 will show that 
dynamical coupling to lower altitudes and energetic coupling 
to the magnetospheres of Saturn and Neptune are also likely 
to affect the temperatures and winds. Nevertheless, it is 
important to be able to separate out the solar-driven 
component, so in the following we concentrate on that one. 

The simulations shown in Figure 2 illustrate the following 
basic differences between the two moons: (a) Solar driven 
exospheric temperatures on Titan reach 178 (157) K at solar 
maximum (minimum), those on Triton reach 53 (44) K. Note 
that for Triton the measured values are 102 K (see 2.2) and 
the additional heating source are believed to be precipitation 
of magnetospheric electrons (Stevens et al, 1992, see also 
Section 5). The solar-driven exospheric temperatures for 
Titan are in good agreement with measurements, suggesting 
that solar radiation provides the principal energy source 
there. On Titan, the globally averaged temperature at the 
base of the thermosphere for solar maximum (minimum) is 
around 140 (135) K. On Triton we assume a value of 40 K 
both at solar maximum and minimum. Exospheric values in 
the GCM calculations are reached near the 10 nbar (1200 
km) level on Titan and 1 nbar (370 km) level on Triton. Note 
that values of heights associated with the pressures for Triton 
are lower in our simulations, compared to Triton's real 
atmosphere, due to the smaller temperature values calculated 
by the GCM. (b) Day-night temperature differences on Titan 
are 20 (10) K at solar maximum (minimum), corresponding 
to 11 (6)% of the background values. Those on Triton are 1.5 
(0.6) K, or 3 (1)%. For comparison, day-night thermospheric 
temperature variations are on average around 25% on Earth, 
40% on Mars and 80% on Venus (see Chapter IV. 1 and 
Bougher et al, 1999). The reason for the considerably 
smaller day-night differences on Triton is that solar heating 
there is considerably weaker than on Titan by a factor of 100 
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Figure 2. Exospheric solar-driven temperatures and horizontal winds on Titan (left panels) and Triton (right panels), as 
calculated by general circulation models for equinox conditions (upper row) and southern hemisphere solstice (lower 
row). The equinox simulations are for solar maximum, the solstice ones for solar minimum. 

and its rotation rate around 3 times faster. Discussions of 
heating terms in Section 4.3 will show that adiabatic dayside 
cooling and nightside heating contribute towards reducing 
the day-night temperature differences on both moons. 
Adiabatic processes are important on Mars as well, due to its 
small radius, but less on Earth and Venus (see Chapter IV.l 
and Bougher et al, 1999; Bougher et al, 2000). On Titan, an 
additional factor are the day to night winds which transport 
energy into the nightside. (c) Horizontal winds on Titan 
reach 60 (30) m/sec at solar maximum (minimum), those on 
Triton 3(1) m/sec. The flow on both moons is essentially 
from day to night and mostly perpendicular to the isotherms 
(isobars), due to the balance between pressure gradients and 
viscosity, as discussed in 4.2. Vertical winds (not shown) 
reach 1.1 (0.45) m/sec on Titan during solar maximum 
(minimum), those on Triton 0.11 (0.03) m/sec. Vertical 
winds flow upward during the day and downward during 
night, their contours aligning well with those of the 
temperatures in Figure 2. These vertical winds are generated 
primarily by the divergence of horizontal winds and to much 
lesser extent by the thermal expansion and contraction of the 
atmosphere, (d) The daily global temperature maximum over 
the equator at equinox occurs roughly one "Titan hour" after 

local noon on Saturn's moon and one "Triton hour" before 
local noon on Neptune's moon. The local temperature phase 
depends on latitude, being largest at the latitude of the sub-
solar point and decreasing with distance from it. (e) Due to 
the larger inclination of Triton's rotation axis and resulting 
larger sub-solar latitude at solstice, the summer temperature 
maximum on Triton occurs at higher latitude (50°) than on 
Titan (24°). (f) Temperatures on Titan remain fairly constant 
with latitude and local time on the dayside, but horizontal 
gradients become up to 4 times stronger at dawn, dusk and 
the nightside. As a result, equatorward winds on the 
nightside are stronger than the poleward winds on the 
dayside. Similarly, the day-night winds on Titan tend to 
accelerate when passing the terminator into the nightside. 

The sharper temperature gradients on Titan's nightside are 
linked to a phenomenon not found as strongly on Earth and 
other planets, the high latitude nightside solar heating, which 
is illustrated in Figure 3. The diagram is a cut through Titan 
(round filled center) and its thermosphere (ring) from day 
(right) to night (left) during equinox, the poles being located 
at the top and bottom. The contour levels are logs of solar 
volume heating rates. Values are largest over the equatorial 
sub-solar point and decrease towards the poles due to the 
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larger solar zenith angles. The figure shows that heating at 
high latitudes extends also into the nightside. This is a result 
of Titan's atmosphere being large relative to the moon's 
radius and sufficiently optically thin. Due to the extended 
nature of the atmosphere, the nighttime shadow of Titan and 
its optically thick lower atmosphere has a radius of around 
3000 km, while the upper thermosphere has a radius of 3900 
km, 30% more. As a result of the high latitude heating, the 
nighttime "footprint" on the upper left panel of Figure 2 is 
relatively small, causing the earlier described sharper 
temperature gradients. On Triton, horizontal temperature 
gradients are more uniform throughout the day, so the winds 
do not show the same features as on Titan. Nevertheless, the 
conditions for high latitude nightside solar heating also apply 
on Triton. Its exosphere lies near 400 km altitude, which is 
30 % of Triton's radius, so the geometric proportions in 
terms of thermosphere radius and moon radius are similar as 
on Titan. The reason for the effect not showing up as much 
in the temperatures and winds of Triton is, like its smaller 
day-night temperature gradients, linked to the larger distance 
from Sun and faster rotation rate, which both reduce the 
efficiency of solar heating on Triton. 

4.2. Balance of Forces 

One of the important benefits of using GCM's is the 
ability to analyze in detail the balance of forces and thus 
achieve a deeper understanding of the processes governing 
dynamics. Figure 4 illustrates the accelerations acting upon 
gas particles at latitude 60N and 15:40 h local time (LT) in 
the exosphere on Titan (a) and Triton (b). This choice of 
location and local time represents an "average" case, more 
common than equatorial and/or noon and midnight 
conditions. Again, the panels represent the case driven by 
solar heating alone. Arrow lengths in panels a) and b) are on 
different scales; the pressure acceleration arrow for Titan (a) 
has a value of 1.6xl0 - 3 m/sec2, that for Triton (b) 4.1X10"4 

m/sec2. With the highest temperature on Titan during 
equinox occurring over the equator near 13:00 LT, pressure 
gradients at 60N/15:30 LT accelerate towards the north-east. 
These are balanced by vertical viscous drag towards the 
south-west. Winds at that location and time blow towards the 
north-east (see upper left panel of Fig. 2), so Coriolis forces 
are directed towards the south-east. Since winds move along 
a curved surface, they experience centrifugal accelerations, 
which are often referred to as curvature forces and in Figure 
4 a) point towards the south-east. The simulations show that 
these forces are particularly important on Titan, while on 
Earth they are generally negligible. The Coriolis and 
curvature forces are balanced by horizontal advection. So, on 
Titan the primary balance of forces in the thermosphere is 
between pressure and viscosity as well as between curvature, 

Coriolis and horizontal advection. Note that geostrophy, 
where pressure gradients are balanced by Coriolis forces, 
does not hold on Titan. This is in contrast to conditions in the 
Earth's thermosphere, where at low to mid latitudes pressure 
gradients are balanced primarily by Coriolis forces and at 
high latitudes also by ion drag. On Triton (Figure 4 b) the 
pressure gradient accelerations are, as on Titan, balanced by 
viscosity, but curvature and advection are negligible, due to 
the small wind velocities. Coriolis acceleration, due to 
Triton's retrograde rotation, points towards the north-west, 
opposite to the direction on Titan. These examples illustrate 
that wind profiles for Titan and Triton (Figure 2) at first look 
very similar, but the underlying accelerations are different on 
both moons and different from Earth as well. 

The above described the momentum balance in the 
thermospheres driven by solar heating alone. The inclusion 
of lower boundary zonal jets on Titan (see Section 5) alters 
the main momentum balance to occur between pressure 
gradients and curvature (Muller-Wodarg et al, 2000), in 
accordance with predictions by Rishbeth et al. (2000). If 
magnetospheric coupling on Triton (see Section 5) generates 
larger winds in its thermosphere, the momentum balance 
there is expected to resemble that of Titan. 

90N 
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Figure 3. Illustration of the high-latitude nightside heating for the 
case of Titan. The diagram shows a day-night cut through the 
thermosphere (ring shaped) at equinox condition. Contours are 
solar volume heating rates for solar maximum. Note the heating of 
high latitudes at night due to the small size of the nighttime shadow 
cast by the moon (filled circle) and its optically thick atmosphere. 
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Figure 4. Horizontal acceleration terms in the exosphere at 60°N, 
15:40 h local time on Titan (a) and Triton (b) during equinox 
conditions. North points up, east towards the right. The pressure 
arrow has a value of 1.6x103 m/sec2 for Titan and 4.1X10"4 m/sec2 

for Triton. 

4.3. Energy Sources and Sinks 

The discussions of acceleration terms in the previous 
section can similarly be carried out for heating terms in order 
to explain the global structure of temperatures on Titan and 
Triton (contours in Figure 2). Heating terms during equinox 
conditions at solar maximum for latitude 60°N versus local 
time (LT) are shown in Figure 5 for Titan (a) and Triton (b). 
The main energy source on both moons in our simulations is 
solar heating (solid curves) which is zero between 22:00 
(21:00) and 02:00 (03:00) h LT on Titan (Triton) and rises to 
a maximum at local noon. Note that solar heating persists for 
another 4 (3) hours into the evening sector on Titan (Triton) 
and starts earlier in the morning by the same amount of time 
This is a result of the nightside heating discussed in Section 
4.1 and illustrated in Figure 3. Sunset occurs 1 hour later and 
sunrise one hour earlier on Titan than on Triton, but the solid 

curve in Figure 5 b) illustrates that nightside heating is also 
important on Triton. In terms of vertical structure (not 
shown), the solar heating curve on Titan peaks near the 10 
and 0.1 nbar pressure levels, corresponding to around 750 
and 1000 km altitude, with globally averaged solar maximum 
heating rates of 6xl0" 1 0 and 4xl0" 1 0 ergs/cm3/sec, 
respectively. The lower of these peaks is primarily due to 
absorption of the Lyman a line (1216 A) by CH 4, while the 
upper peak is caused by absorption in the He II line (304 A) 
through N 2 . This illustrates that both CH 4 and N 2 are 
important solar energy absorbers on Titan. Solar EUV 
heating on Triton in our simulations peaks near 180 km 
altitude at rate of around 9x l0" n ergs/cm3/sec and is 
primarily due to the He II line absorption by N 2 . Above 150 
km, CH 4 disappears on Triton (Strobel and Summers, 1995), 
but Lyman a line absorption by CH 4 does occur in our 
simulations at the bottom of the thermosphere, near the 20 
km altitude level, with a globally averaged rate of around 
lxlO" 1 0 ergs/cmVsec. 

Energy sinks on Titan are primarily the HCN rotational 
band cooling (narrow-dashed line in Fig. 5 a) and vertical 
molecular heat conduction (dotted line in Fig. 5 a). 
Simulations for solar maximum (minimum) conditions have 
shown the HCN radiative cooling to be the dominant cooling 
term below the 1 pbar (10 /?bar) pressure level, 
corresponding to around 1450 (1200) km altitude, while at 
higher altitudes molecular conduction dominates. On Triton 
(Figure 5 b) molecular conduction is the principal cooling 
term at all heights throughout the thermosphere. Adiabatic 
heating and cooling (dashed-dotted lines), generated by the 
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vertical motion of gases, also play an important role on both 
moons, cooling the dayside and heating nightside. As a 
result, the adiabatic processes contribute towards reducing 
the day-night temperature differences. The large magnitudes 
of adiabatic terms are partly due to the small moon radii. 
Another important factor is the large change of gravity 
acceleration with height. On Titan (Triton), gravity at the top 
of the thermosphere is only around 40 (60) % of the value at 
the bottom, while on Earth it is 86 % the bottom level value. 
This illustrates that changes of gravity with height are much 
more important on Titan and Triton than on Earth. Adiabatic 
processes were also found to play a role on Mars (see 
Chapter IV. 1). Figure 5 illustrates that horizontal advection 
(wide-dashed lines) is important on Titan, but less so on 
Triton, due to the smaller winds there and faster rotation rate 
of the moon. Energy on Titan is transported by horizontal 
winds from the hotter dayside into the dawn and dusk as well 
as night sectors, thus also contributing towards reducing the 
day-night temperature difference. At dawn and dusk it 
amounts to roughly the same value as solar heating, while on 
the nightside it is as strong as adiabatic heating. 

These discussions have shown that dynamical terms play 
an important role in determining the energy distributions on 
Titan and Triton. Terms such as adiabatic heating and 
cooling as well as horizontal advection cannot be considered 
in 1-D models since these do not calculate vertical and 
horizontal winds. The use of general circulation models have 
enabled us for the first time to evaluate the importance of 
these terms on Titan and Triton. 

5. DYNAMICAL AND ENERGETIC COUPLING TO 
OTHER REGIONS 

5 . 7 . Coupling to the Magnetosphere 

Coupling to the magnetosphere can generally occur 
through three different processes, particle precipitation, Joule 
heating and ion-neutral drag. In the first, particles originating 
from the magnetosphere travel along the magnetic field lines 
and hit the atmospheric gas molecules, causing localized 
ionization and heating. The second is a result of electrical 
currents which result from convection electric fields, 
generated by the moving magnetospheric field lines. Both 
forms of heating alter pressure gradients and thereby the 
direction of the neutral winds. The third form of coupling 
consists in momentum exchange between colliding ions and 
neutral particles. It only plays a role when ions are 
constrained in their motion by strong intrinsic magnetic 
fields, such as that on Earth, and the Gas Giants. Titan, 
Triton and other weakly magnetized bodies experience only 
the first two forms of coupling to the magnetosphere. For a 
more comprehensive discussion of magnetospheric coupling, 
see Chapter II. 

The calculations presented in Section 4 considered solar 
heating as the only external source of energy on Titan and 
Triton. By doing so, globally averaged exospheric 
temperatures of around 170 (50) K were achieved on Titan 
(Triton) for solar maximum conditions. For Titan the value is 
in good agreement with Voyager observations (Smith et al., 
1982), but for Triton it lies far below the value of 102±3 K 
suggested by the Voyager UVS solar occultation 
experiments (Broadfoot et ai, 1989; Krasnopolsky et ai, 
1993). This shows that Titan's thermal structure can be 
understood on the basis of solar EUV and UV heating alone, 
while on Triton an additional energy source is needed to 
maintain the 102 K thermosphere. Calculations by Stevens et 
al. (1992) showed that magnetospheric power input could 
provide the missing energy on Triton. The moon lies within 
the magnetosphere of Neptune and is exposed to energetic 
plasma traveling from Neptune's upper atmosphere along the 
magnetic field lines into the upper atmosphere of Triton. 
There, they cause ionization and dissociation of N 2 

molecules. The generated vibrationally excited N 2 molecules 
collide with ionospheric electrons, thus generating 
translational energy, while the generated N 2

+ ions recombine 
and generate fast N atoms or react with H 2 to create fast H 
atoms. These processes generate heating at around 350 km 
altitude which can reach up to 20 times the solar heating rate 
(Stevens et al., 1992). The magnetospheric heating is most 
effective when Triton is positioned over Neptune's magnetic 
equator. The 28° tilt of Neptune's rotational axis combined 
with the 47° tilt of its magnetic axis and Triton's 157° orbital 
inclination give rise to a complicated geometry of Neptune's 
magnetic field with respect to Triton. As Neptune rotates 
once every 16.1 hours and Triton once every 5.6 days, 
Neptune's magnetic equator crosses Triton roughly 8 times 
per day. Furthermore, a different side of Triton faces 
Neptune every time it crosses the magnetic equator, so both 
the intensity and global distribution of magnetospheric 
heating experienced on Triton will change with time. Since 
the heating is not distributed uniformly across the globe it 
will affect pressure gradients and thereby winds. Due to the 
complexity of the spatial distribution and time variation of 
these pressure gradients, the induced wind patterns will be 
similarly complex, with globally propagating waves. So, 
magnetospheric heating on Triton is likely not only to 
considerably affect the exospheric temperatures, but also the 
global winds. No calculations have so far been carried out to 
quantify this effect. 

The impact of magnetospheric electrons from Saturn on 
the upper atmosphere of Titan was calculated by Galand et 
al. (1999). Their calculations suggested a magnetospheric 
heating rate comparable with the solar energy input. This 
will affect global winds as well. An interesting aspect about 
Titan is that it lies partly outside and partly inside Saturn's 
magnetosphere. When positioned between the Sun and 
Saturn, the solar wind pressure sufficiently pushes Saturn's 
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magnetosphere back for Titan to lie outside the 
magnetosphere and exposed to the solar wind. In this 
scenario, no magnetospheric heating occurs on Titan. Half an 
orbit later Titan lies well within the magnetosphere, shielded 
from the solar wind but exposed to magnetospheric particles. 
With the solar heating being fixed in the local time frame and 
the magnetospheric one in the longitude frame, the two beat 
against each other, sometimes heating the same hemisphere 
and at other times the opposite ones. So, magnetospheric 
heating on Titan is likely to have interesting effects on the 
winds as well. 

5.2. Coupling to the Lower Atmosphere. 

The simulations discussed in Section 4 assumed zero 
winds at the models' lower boundaries and thus ignored any 
effects of vertical coupling to lower altitudes. This coupling 
is important on Earth, where upwards propagating tides and 
planetary waves have a strong influence on the dynamics and 
energetics of the thermosphere (see Chapter III. 1). 
Theoretical studies for Jupiter (Matcheva and Strobel, 1999; 
Rickey et al, 2000; Matcheva et al, 2001) showed that 
upward propagating gravity waves could explain its large 
exospheric temperatures. Tides are also found to affect the 
thermosphere of Mars (see Chapter III. 1 and Forbes and 
Hagan, 2000; Wilson, 2000). The plausible question is thus 
what role this coupling to lower altitudes plays on Titan and 
Triton. 

The presence of strong zonal jets in the stratosphere of 
Titan was suggested from Voyager observations by Flasar et 
al (1981) and inferred from observations of the 28 Sgr 
occultation by Titan (Hubbard et al, 1993). Wind speeds 
with peak values of up to 175 m/sec were proposed and later 
theoretically reproduced in calculations by Hourdin et al 
(1995). To-date, it is unclear what happens to these jets in the 
300-600 km height regime, so we do not know whether these 
zonal jets are still present at the base of the thermosphere. 
Simulations by Muller-Wodarg etal (2000) have shown that 
the presence of such jets at the base of the thermosphere 
would considerably affect dynamics of the thermosphere, 
superimposing themselves almost linearly onto the solar-
driven thermospheric winds of Figure 2. One implication of 
this is that wind measurements from Cassini in the 
thermosphere could be used to constrain dynamics at the 
base of the thermosphere as well, more than 350 km below 
the anticipated altitude of the measurements. As pointed out 
in Section 2.2, the presence of zonal jets was also proposed 
below 100 km altitude for the atmosphere of Triton (Smith et 
al, 1989; Hansen etal, 1990; Soderblom etal, 1990). Since 
these observations provide no coherent picture no attempts 
were made here to simulate their effects on thermospheric 
dynamics. In principle, however, Triton's thermosphere 
should respond similarly to that of Titan. 

Rishbeth et al (2000) pointed out the possibility of 
gravitational semidiurnal tides on Titan. Due to the 3% 
eccentricity of Titan's orbit around Saturn, the gravitational 
pull on Titan's atmosphere varies semidiurnally. Since the 
same side of Titan always faces Saturn, these oscillations 
would be fixed in longitude. Vertical propagation of these 
oscillations may affect the dynamics of Titan's 
thermosphere. Solar tides, which are important on Earth, may 
also be present on Titan, but no calculations have so far been 
carried out to quantify them. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter presented the application of general 
circulation models (GCM's) to the thermospheres of Titan 
and Triton. It showed that such models provide a deep 
insight into the morphology of processes, allowing to 
analyze the accelerations and energy balance globally. 
Furthermore, they allow us to put local phenomena into a 
global context, which is of paramount importance when 
carrying out localized measurements. Finally, these models 
allow us to study an atmosphere under various conditions of 
solar activity and season, more than most measurements can 
cover. Nevertheless, the output from such models should be 
met with caution. Calculations in GCM's are carried out on 
the basis of fundamental equations of gas dynamics and thus 
"physically correct". But whether the models reproduce 
atmospheres realistically depends critically on the physical 
processes considered and the accuracy of the constraints. 
Discussions in Section 5 provided an example for this, 
showing the importance of coupling to regions above and 
below, which hadn't been considered in the simulations 
presented here. Nevertheless, there is a physical justification 
for omitting these processes at first, in order to understand 
better the complex coupled systems through separation of the 
different contributions. The other key factor affecting results 
is the accuracy of constraints. Modeling magnetosphetric 
coupling accurately requires good knowledge of the 
magnetic field configuration and plasma fluxes, which in the 
case of Titan and Triton are yet poorly known, but Cassini 
measurements are anticipated to significantly improve our 
knowledge at least for Titan. Comparing our GCM 
simulations with Cassini measurements will also allow us to 
constrain a third contribution to thermospheric dynamics, the 
coupling from below. So, the use of a general circulation 
model for Titan's thermosphere, such as that presented here, 
will play an important role in the analysis of Cassini data, 
allowing us to potentially expand the vertical height coverage 
of the measurements by constraining the vertical coupling 
from below. Planned future extensions for the Titan GCM 
include self-consistent calculations of Titan's ionosphere as 
well. 
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The Extreme Ultraviolet Airglow of N 2 Atmospheres 

Michael H. Stevens 

E.O. Hulburt Center for Space Research, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 

Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) airglow observations at Titan, Triton and Earth provide 
a rigorous test for models of N 2 atmospheres. This is primarily because the emissions 
are produced in dramatically different environments. E U V spectra obtained by the 
Voyager Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS) at Titan and Triton are dominated by 
emission arising from electron impact on N 2 and by photodissociative ionization of 
N 2 . Spectral analyses of the U V S data originally showed that the N 2 Carroll-Yoshino 
(CY) (0,0) band near 95.86 nm, the (0,1) band near 98.05 nm and the Ni l 108.5 n m 
multiplet are the brightest EUV airglow features. But the detailed processes leading 
to their intensity distribution are only now becoming clear. Model results have shown 
that the (0,0) band is optically thick and that photoelectron excitation followed by 
multiple scattering redistributes nearly all (0,0) band emission to the (0,1) band. 
Summing all emissions from other N 2 bands and NI multiplets near the (0,0) band 
excited by the solar E U V and X-ray irradiance indicated that the (0,0) band was 
misidentified. Many of these other emissions are now identified in new high-
resolution terrestrial airglow spectra. The distribution of E U V airglow intensity at 
Triton is different than at Titan and new results are presented here from the same 
multiple scattering model adapted to Triton. It is found that the ratio of the (0,1) band 
to the blended emission near the (0,0) band is higher at Triton than at Titan and that 
the integrated intensity between 94.2-99.6 n m is 2.6 R at Triton, all consistent with 
U V S observations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Ever since Voyager 1 observations confirmed that 
Titan's atmosphere was almost entirely N 2 , EUV airglow 
data obtained there by the UVS have received much 
scrutiny. Although the spectra appeared similar to electron 
impact emission spectra of N 2 obtained in the laboratory 
[Broadfoot et al, 1981], the distribution of intensity 
reported among the various features was inconsistent with 
both laboratory observations and observations of the 
Earth's airglow [Hunten et al, 1984]. 

Since it was clear early on that photoelectrons alone 
could not explain the UVS observations, some studies 
invoked photodissociative ionization of N 2 and others 
included a magnetospheric source of energetic particles to 
model the data. However, models could not reproduce 
either the absolute or the relative intensities of the brightest 
EUV features reported in the data [Strobel and Shemansky, 
1982; Hunten et al, 1984; Strobel et al, 1991; Strobel et 
al, 1992; Gan etal, 1992; Galand etal, 1999]. 

Interest in the problem was revived following the 
Voyager 2 encounter of Triton's N 2 atmosphere in 1989. 
Although emissions arising from electron impact on N 2 

were also evident in the Triton EUV airglow spectrum, the 
distribution of emission was different than that of Titan 
[Broadfoot et al, 1*989; Strobel et al, 1991]. This added 
still another piece to an already complex and unresolved 
puzzle. 
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It has been over 20 years since the Voyager 1 Titan 
encounter and a wealth of new results have now put the 
UVS observations of Titan and Triton into a clearer context 
than before. These include spectroscopic details of the N 2 

molecule from the laboratory, results from radiative transfer 
models and new observations of the Earth's airglow. 
Together, they suggest that the distribution of EUV 
emission observed by the Voyager 1 UVS at Titan can be 
explained by solar forcing alone and that one of the 
brightest features had been misidentified in spectral 
analyses [Stevens, 2001]. Aeronomers now await new 
higher resolution Titan airglow data from the Ultraviolet 
Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS) on the Cassini spacecraft. 

This chapter summarizes the most important new 
advances that contribute to this revised view of Titan's 
EUV airglow and their impact on models of Triton's 
airglow. For simplicity, this work focuses only on UVS disk 
observations and only on the brightest features reported in 
the EUV spectra heretofore. These emissions are modeled 
using photoelectron impact on N 2 and photodissociative 
ionization of N 2 exclusively. Comparisons are made with 
recent observations of Earth's EUV airglow at high spectral 
resolution where identification of spectral features in the 
lower resolution UVS data is ambiguous. 

2. THE EUV OBSERVATIONS 

The EUV is defined herein to include wavelengths 
between 52-110 nm where the lower bound is the limit of 
the UVS observations and the upper bound is set to include 
the relatively bright Nil 108.5 nm multiplet. The UVS data 
from Voyagers 1 and 2 have provided the only EUV 
airglow data from Titan and Triton to date. But the UVS 
spectral resolution is -3 .3 nm so that many emissions in 
this complex wavelength region are blended together. 
Figure 1 shows a comparison of disk-averaged UVS spectra 
from the sunlit sides of Titan and Triton. The brightest 
portion of their EUV airglow is the focus of this chapter. 

The UVS airglow data from Titan are brighter and of 
higher quality than from Triton. The three brightest EUV 
features at Titan are listed in Table 1 and were originally 
reported to be the N 2 Carroll-Yoshino (CY) c ^ E / -
X !Z g

+(0,0) band near 95.86 nm, the CY(0,1) band near 
98.05 nm, and Nil 108.5 nm [Broadfoot et ai, 1981; 
Strobel and Shemansky, 1982; Hall et al, 1992]. The 
CY(0,v") bands (also called the c 4 ' bands or simply the c' 
bands) are strongly excited by photoelectron impact [Ajello 
et al, 1989] and their identification at Titan and Triton was 
primarily based on the similarity of the airglow spectra to 
electron impact emission spectra observed in the laboratory. 
Nil 108.5 nm is only weakly excited by photoelectron 

impact but strongly excited by photodissociative ionization 
of N 2 [Strobel et al, 1991]. UVS EUV airglow uncertain
ties at Titan were estimated by Strobel et al. [1992] and are 
included in Table 1. Note that a wavelength range is 
provided in the first column, which spans the UVS spectral 
resolution around each feature. 

This study adopts the Voyagers 1 and 2 UVS calibration 
revision suggested by Ho I berg et al. [1982; 1991], which is 
a factor of 1.6 downward for the wavelengths 91.2-105.0 
nm. This UVS calibration has yielded good agreement with 
stellar spectra observed by the Hopkins Ultraviolet 
Telescope [HUT; Kruk et al, 1997]. The downward 
revision suggested by Holberg et al. is extended here to 
include the Nil 108.5 nm multiplet [Strobel et al, 1991; 
Strobel etal, 1992]. 

For comparison, the most relevant EUV Earth airglow 
data were recently obtained by the Far Ultraviolet 
Spectrometer Experiment (FUSE). The FUSE data have a 
spectral resolution that is -0.0075 nm [Feldman et al, 
2001] and the nadir-viewing observations are used here to 
confirm proposed emission features in the UVS spectra 
from Titan and Triton near the CY(0,0) band. 

3. MODELING APPROACH 

Until recently, models of Titan's EUV airglow used the 
relatively large laboratory measured electron impact 
emission cross-section for CY(0,0) [Ajello et al, 1989] 
which yielded CY(0,0) intensities six times brighter than 
CY(0,1). But perhaps the greatest challenge at Titan is that 
the optical depth of CY(0,0) rotational lines near peak 
photoelectron production is extremely high (>10 4). If 
photoelectrons excite the (0,0) band at Titan, that emission 
should be multiply scattered and redistributed to the more 
optically thin (0,1) band [Conway, 1983; Ajello et al, 
1989; Strobel et al, 1991]. If CY(0,0)/CY(0,1) is near 
unity as reported from spectral analyses of UVS data, this 
photon redistribution requires another source to explain the 
CY(0,0) brightness. This source, moreover, would have to 
produce (0,0) band emission above Titan's exobase 
[Shemansky etal, 1995]. 

In light of the fact that the (0,0) band is weak or absent in 
higher resolution airglow data from the Earth and that the 
spectrum is complex near 95.86 nm [Gentieu et al, 1981; 
Morrison et al, 1990; Feldman et al, 2001], it seems 
possible that the CY(0,0) identification was not correct. A 
quantitative study of all known emission features in the 
Titan EUV airglow arising from known solar-driven 
processes now suggests that this is the case. The most 
important factors leading to this conclusion are summarized 
below. 
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Figure 1. A comparison of uncalibrated disk-averaged UVS spectra where the Titan airglow spectrum is normalized to 
the Triton spectrum in the 108.5 nm region [reproduced with permission from Broadfoot et al, 1989]. Note that the 
Lyman-a region near 121.6 nm is removed. Important NI multiplets, Nil multiplets and N2 bands between 91-110 nm 
that have been identified in FUSE terrestrial airglow spectra are labeled with a wavelength or numbered. Shorter N2 
band tick marks indicate emissions that are uncertain or severely blended in the FUSE data. 

TABLE 1 

VOYAGER UVS AIRGLOW OBSERVATIONS AND MODEL RESULTS 

Wavelength 
(nm) 

REPORTED 
IDENTIFICATION3* 

PROPOSED 
IDENTIFICATION0 

TITAN 

Data (R)d Model (R)c 

TRITON 

Data (R)e Model (R) f 

95.86 ±1.6 N 2 CY(0,0) NI (96.45, 95.32 nm) 
+ Others 8 ± 50% 6.7(1.4, 1.3) ~0 0.8 

98.05 ±1.6 N 2 CY(0,1) N 2CY(0,1) 
+ Others 6 ± 50% 9.4 2-3 1.8 

108.5 ± 1.6 Nil Nil 8 ± 50% 9.7 (7.9) 1.2-5 1.0 
^Broadfoot et al [1981]; Strobel and Shemansky [1982] 
hBroadfoot et al [1989] 
cPhotodissociative ionization in parentheses. Yields revised from Stevens [2001] (see text): (p96>4=0.021, (p953=0.019, (p1O8.5-0110 
dStrobeletal [1992] 
QStrobel etal [1991] 
fThis work (0% CH4, tCy(O,i)«1, 8% c4'(0) predissociation) 
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3.1 Titan: Progress Since Voyager 1 

Recently the Titan EUV airglow spectrum was modeled 
by calculating the photoelectron excited CY(0,v") emission 
in extremely optically thick conditions. The model included 
all known loss processes and explicitly included both the 
redistribution and loss of photons from the (0,0) band over 
multiple scatterings. All other N 2 , NI and Nil EUV 
emissions between 92.0-101.5 nm produced by photoelec
tron excitation and photodissociative ionization were 
treated separately for conditions of the Voyager 1 
encounter at Titan [Stevens, 2001]. 

Two important inputs to the model are the predissocia
tion yield of the c 4 '(0) state and the solar EUV and X-Ray 
irradiance. The solar irradiance below 45 nm controls both 
photoelectron production of c 4 '(0) and photodissociative 
ionization of N 2 . Predissociation and the solar irradiance 
are considered separately below. 

The predissociation yield of c 4 '(0) was measured by 
Shemansky et al. [1995] and for the temperatures in Titan's 
upper atmosphere it was reported to be 0.125. (Note that 
typesetting error in Table 2 of Stevens [2001] shows a 
predissociation yield of 0.120, which should be exchanged 
with the quoted (0,1) band yield of 0.125). This yield is 
significant because the large branching ratio to the ground 
state (0.73) radiatively traps (0,0) band photons. Repeated 
scatterings effectively increase the predissociation loss by 
about a factor of three above the optically thin value 
[Stevens et al, 1994]. Photons are simultaneously 
redistributed to the (0,1) band where extinction by CH 4 and 
N 2 itself contribute to loss from the CY(0,v") system. As a 
result, less than 25% of c 4 '(0) production appears in the 
(0,v") progression and almost all of this is in the (0,1) band. 

Previous EUV airglow models of Titan and Triton 
[Strobel et al, 1991; Strobel et al, 1992; Gan et al, 1992] 
used the solar EUV and X-Ray irradiance of Hinteregger et 
al [1981], SC21REFW. However, there is now 
considerable evidence that the EUV and X-Ray irradiance 
at these wavelengths is larger than in SC21REFW 
[Richards et al, 1994; Warren et al, 1998; Bailey et al, 
2000; Bishop and Feldman, 2002]. The quiet sun 
irradiance used in the airglow models presented here is 
from Woods et al. [1998] and is about a factor of two 
greater than SC21REFW for wavelengths below 45 nm. 
Scaling to active sun conditions of the Voyager 1 Titan 
encounter increases CY(0,1) and Nil 108.5 nm nadir 
viewing intensities for these two features which are now 
consistent with reported observations. Table 1 shows 
model-data comparisons for CY(0,1) and the 108.5 nm 
multiplet where the modeled Nil 108.5 intensity employs 
the yield of 0.11 recently inferred from data obtained by 
HUT [Bishop and Feldman, 2002]. CY(0,1) was calculated 
to be 8 1 % of the 98.05 nm UVS feature at Titan. 

Photodissociative ionization produces NI and Nil 
emission at many discrete wavelengths in addition to Nil 
108.5 nm [Samson et al, 1991; Meier et al, 1991; Bishop 
and Feldman, 2002]. Two important NI multiplets near 
CY(0,0) at 95.86 nm are near 95.32 and 96.45 nm. These 
two features are each calculated to be brighter than CY(0,0) 
or any other photoelectron excited N 2 band at 95.86±1.6 
nm. Calculated intensities of these NI multiplets and other 
N 2 bands nearby allowed for a Titan EUV airglow driven 
exclusively by the solar EUV and X-ray flux. 

High-resolution nadir viewing Earth airglow spectra 
confirm that the NI multiplets and N 2 bands near 95.86 nm 
are substantially brighter than CY(0,0) [Gentieu et al, 
1981]. In fact, each of the eleven brightest N 2 bands and NI 
multiplets calculated for the Titan airglow between 92.0-
101.5 nm and blended by the UVS is now identified in 
airglow spectra from the Earth [cf. Stevens, 2001; Feldman 
et al, 2001]. Note that where there is ambiguity in 
assigning individual N 2 band emissions to the two blended 
UVS features in Table 1, the nearest feature to the emission 
is chosen. 

A sample of the new data available from the FUSE 
instrument is shown in Figure 2 for a region near 95.86 nm. 
Figure 2 shows that CY(0,0) is weak (30 R) compared to a 
group of three blended features near 96.45 nm (85 R). 
CY(3,3) and CY(4,4) are excited by photoelectron 
excitation whereas NI 96.45 nm is excited primarily by 
photodissociative ionization. 

One difficulty in establishing yields from NI and Nil 
multiplets from the laboratory is that a synchotron 
continuum, from which yields are inferred, is significantly 
different than the solar EUV irradiance [Meier et al, 
1991]. Yields inferred from airglow data can therefore be 
more reliable. The reported FUSE Nil 108.5 nm intensity 
of400 R is scaled downward by 2 3 % for the photodissocia
tive ionization contribution to this feature [Bishop and 
Feldman, 2002]. A NI 96.45 yield is then inferred by 
assuming that the NI 96.45/NII 108.5 ratio inferred by 
Meier et al [1991] is maintained. This lower yield of 0.021 
is used in the results shown in Table 1 and produces 59 R in 
the terrestrial 96.45 feature or 69% of the blend in Figure 2. 
The new NI 95.32 nm yield similarly preserves the relative 
brightnesses of the multiplets and is not inconsistent with 
the FUSE data, although NI 95.32 nm not shown in Figure 
2 is blended with OI emission. 

3.2 Modeling CY(0,v') on Triton 

The solar driven EUV airglow is much weaker on Triton 
due to both its greater heliocentric distance and to the lower 
solar activity during the observations [Broadfoot et al, 
1989]. Following the procedure of Stevens [2001], the 
quiet sun spectrum [Woods et al, 1998] was scaled to the 
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conditions of the Voyager 2 encounter on August 25, 1979 
(^10.7 ~ 180). A comparison of the solar EUV and X-Ray 
fluxes at 1 A.U. during the Titan and Triton UVS 
observations is shown in Figure 3. The photon flux 
integrated over the wavelengths shown is 79% of that for 
Titan. By also considering the greater heliocentric distance, 
the intensities of all calculated emission features are 
uniformly less by a factor of 12.6 compared to Titan. 

The CH 4 mixing ratio on Triton is orders of magnitude 
smaller than on Titan [Smith et al, 1982; Broadfoot et al, 
1989] so that CH 4 extinction is negligible. The extremely 
cold temperature (~80 K) near peak production on Triton 
[Broadfoot et al, 1989], limits the population of the N 2 

ground states to the lowest rotational levels. Therefore 
absorption of CY(0,1) by the accidentally resonant and 
predissociated N 2 Birge-Hopfield BH I b 1 ^ - X 1 Z g

+ (2,0) 
band [Stevens et al, 1994] is also negligible. The cold 
temperatures at Triton also have the effect of reducing the 
predissociation yield from 0.125 on Titan to 0.08 
[Shemansky etal, 1995]. 

Using the Titan c 4 '(0) photoelectron excitation rates of 
Stevens [2001], the multiple scattering model was run for 
an N 2 atmosphere without CH 4 , without BH 1(2,0) 
absorption and with an optically thin predissociation yield 
of 0.08. CY(0,1) photons that reach the lower boundary of 
the model under these conditions are assumed to be lost. 
The resultant nadir viewing (0,v") band intensities were 
scaled down to reflect the different solar forcing at Triton 
discussed above. All other NI and CY(v'^0) emission 
features were calculated assuming optically thin conditions 
and similarly scaled to solar conditions at Triton during the 
Voyager 2 encounter. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 Triton 

The loss of c 4 '(0) photons at Triton is roughly divided 
between CY(0,1) escape from the atmosphere, predissocia
tion and CY(0,1) loss at the surface. The CY(0,1) nadir 
viewing intensity is calculated to be 1.6 R (1.8 R for the 
feature) and the 95.86 nm blend is 0.8 R as shown in Table 
1. Given the uncertainties in the UVS EUV airglow data at 
Titan and the low signal at Triton, the agreement in Table 1 
is acceptable and far better than obtained using the optically 
thin (0,0) to (0,1) band electron impact emission cross 
sections of 6 to 1. Since the calculated 98.05 nm/95.86 nm 
ratio for Triton is substantially larger than for Titan and the 
integrated 94.2-99.6 nm intensity is also consistent with 
observations, the evidence mounts for the misidentification 
of the 95.86 nm UVS feature at Titan. 

4.2 CY(0,v'l Photon Redistribution 

Aside from absolute brightness, the primary difference 
between the Titan and Triton EUV airglow is the brightness 
of CY(0,1) relative to the 95.86 nm blend. The primary 
causes are colder temperatures and less CH 4 at Triton. The 
colder temperatures reduce predissociation and produce an 
environment where CY(0,1) is more optically thin to N 2 BH 
1(2,0), leading to more (0,1) band emission observed. Less 
CH 4 at Triton also allows preferentially more CY(0,1) to 
escape since the 95.86 nm blend has a significant 
contribution from photodissociative ionization, which is 
excited much higher in the atmosphere [Strobel et al, 
1991]. 

Feldman et al. [2001] reported a CY(0,1)/CY(0,0) ratio 
of 2.3 for the Earth's airglow using FUSE observations, 
much lower than the Titan and Triton model results (>30). 
CY(0,v") rotational lines are Doppler broadened, so the 
warmer temperatures on Earth near peak photoelectron 
production not only populate more rotational levels but also 
increase the rotational line widths. For a given production 
rate, this reduces the amount of CY(0,0) self-absorption 
and the CY(0,1)/CY(0,0) ratio, consistent with observa
tions. Warmer temperatures also enhance BH 1(2,0) 
extinction of CY(0,1), further reducing the ratio. 

Results from a multiple scattering model of the Earth's 
airglow by Stevens et al. [1994] show that for a nadir 
viewing geometry and an optically thin predissociation 
yield of 16.5%, the calculated CY(0,1)/CY(0,0) ratio is ~ 3 . 
Although this ratio is in reasonable agreement with FUSE 
observations the CY(0,0)+CY(0,1) intensities are only 9-46 
R depending on solar activity, more than a factor of two 
less than the 98 R reported. However, since the earlier 
Stevens et al. analysis used SC21REFW and given that 
recent work suggests a larger solar EUV flux than this, 
more detailed analysis of the FUSE data for the moderate 
solar activity is required and is underway. 

5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

A revised view of the EUV airglow on Titan and Triton 
is presented that is a consequence of an elaborate multiple 
scattering model for calculating the redistribution of 
photons from the optically thick CY(0,0) band. A survey of 
all known features excited by the sun in this complex region 
of emission shows that a blend of N 2 bands and NI 
multiplets near 95.86 nm together constitute the UVS 
feature originally reported as CY(0,0). Good agreement is 
found with UVS data at Titan to within experimental 
uncertainties and new high resolution observations from 
Earth's airglow confirm that CY(0,0) is weak compared to 
neighboring emission features. New model results for 
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Figure 2. High-resolution terrestrial EUV airglow data of FUSE [from Figure 2 of Feldman et al, 2001]. The data 
were taken on September 24-25, 1999 at a time of moderate solar activity (F10.7 « 130). Spectral analyses of the UVS 
airglow data at Titan and Triton argued that CY(0,0) dominates in this region. The UVS spectral resolution is over 
three times the wavelength region shown in this figure, so that these emissions and others were severely blended at 
Titan and Triton producing one feature near 95.86 nm. 
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Triton's EUV airglow presented here are also in agreement 
with UVS data and substantiate this result. 

Several advances since the Voyager encounters of Titan 
and Triton have contributed to this new picture. These 
include new evidence for a larger EUV and X-Ray solar 
irradiance, a quantitative determination of the c4'(0) 
predissociation yield, neighboring NI emissions found to be 
produced by photodissociative ionization, and a downward 
revision to the UVS EUV calibration. 

Figure 3. The solar irradiances used in the calculation of the 
EUV airglow at Titan and Triton. Symbols indicate irradiances of 
discrete lines and are not included in the flux for the wavelength 
bins. 
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If a solar EUV and X-Ray irradiance is used that is about 
a factor of two larger than SC21REFW and the downward 
revision of the UVS EUV calibration is adopted, the EUV 
airglow intensities at Titan and Triton are much better 
understood. The most pressing need in this area is to isolate 
and identify the emissions near 95.86 nm in Titan's 
airglow. The UVIS on the Cassini spacecraft can help with 
a projected spectral resolution of better than 0.5 nm 
[McClintock et al, 1993]. If the 95.86 nm UVS feature is 
primarily a blend of neighboring NI multiplets and CY N 2 

bands, then the EUV airglow observed by the UVS at Titan 
and Triton can be placed far more clearly in the context of 
Earth's airglow. 
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PART V. OBSERVATIONAL APPLICATIONS 

Planetary science is the only area of astronomical research that includes all three components of experi

mentaVobservational methods: remote sensing, in-situ diagnostics, and sample return. Aeronomic science 

deals almost exclusively with the first two, with occasional analysis of "trapped gases" in Apollo lunar sam

ples and in the martian and asteroidal meteorites found on Earth. A comprehensive review of all the state

of-the-art techniques used in solar system aeronomy is well beyond the scope of this monograph. Indeed, 

additional volumes would be required for its full coverage, and especially so for new radio methods and the 

increasing use of infrared observations. 

In the chapters that follow, we focus on only three sub-topics of rather different methodologies. The ter

restrial aeronomy community has developed visible light instruments and ionospheric radars for use in 

groundbased campaigns or multi-year monitoring projects. The CEDAR Program (for "Coupling, 

Energetics and Dynamics of Atmospheric Regions") of the US National Science Foundation has been par

ticularly active in funding a new generation of optical and radio diagnostic systems. These complement 

long-standing Department of Defense programs such as the Defense University Research Instrumentation 

Program (DURIP). The new detectors developed from the programs are capable (and in some cases already 

used) for applications to non-terrestrial atmospheres. 

Equally exciting are the developments in spacebased diagnostics. The cornerstones of planetary aerono

my have been sensors in the ultraviolet and detectors for in-situ mass spectrometry. Funded primarily by 

NASA, these capabilities will continue to provide cutting edge observations of planetary atmospheres. 

(Image courtesy J. Clarke.) 
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In terrestrial aeronomy, remote sensing and active probing of the up
per atmosphere are accomplished using both optical and radio techniques. 
For passive optical systems—imagers, spectrographs and interferometers— 
applications to studies of planetary atmospheres often involve the innovative 
use of standard methods. Here we describe three such passive methods re
cently applied to studies of the moon's exosphere, Mercury's surface, and the 
atmospheres of Jupiter 's moon Io and comet Hale-Bopp. The active prob
ing of a non-terrestrial atmosphere has not yet been at tempted. Here we 
describe the challenges and potential science yield from light detection and 
ranging (LIDAR) probing of the lunar atmosphere and incoherent scatter 
radar (ISR) sounding of Venus' ionosphere. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

While the fundamental principles of remote sensing 
are the same for the atmosphere of a star, planet, comet 
or moon, there are practices in design and utilization 
of observational techniques that lead to rather specific 
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tools for terrestrial or planetary research. For example, 
spectrographs with very different wavelength resolution 
have been used to study brightness variations of species 
long known to exist on Earth versus those needed to 
search for exotic molecules in comets and the giant 
planets. While Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) have 
been the premier instrument for studying atmospheric 
temperatures and winds on Earth, high resolution spec
trographs have often been the instrument of choice for 
their study on other solar system bodies. Imagers de
veloped to observe large scale atmospheric structures 
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have, almost by definition, been wide angle cameras on 
Ear th and narrow field telescopic systems for the plan
ets. In this chapter, we describe an instrumentation 
aspect of comparative aeronomy,.namely, the extension 
of groundbased techniques developed initially for ter
restrial research to areas of planetary atmospheres. We 
t reat five specific cases; (1) Use of an all-sky airglow 
camera to study the distant exosphere of the Moon, (2) 
The application of a high speed auroral imager to ob
serve the surface and atmosphere of Mercury, (3) The 
use of FPIs and spectrographs to observe characteris
tics of planetary atmospheres, (4) The development of 
a super-LIDAR to observe the structure and dynamics 
of the Moon's atmosphere, and (5) The possible use of 
an incoherent scatter radar (ISR) to monitor the iono
sphere of Venus. 

2. A L L - S K Y I M A G I N G O F T H E M O O N ' S 
D I S T A N T E X O S P H E R E 

Cameras with fisheye lenses (180° field of view) have 
been used for many years to monitor terrestrial phe
nomena such as aurora [Akasofu, 1968; Bather, 1984; 
Steele and Cogger, 1996; Weber et al, 1984], meso-
spheric gravity waves [Taylor et al, 1995; Swenson et 
al, 1995; Smith et al, 2000], and equatorial airglow 
depletions [Weber et al, 1978; Mendillo et al, 1997; 
Taylor et al, 1997]. The da ta recording methods for 
these systems star ted as film-based and then evolved 
to image-intensified and now CCD detectors [Baum
gardner et al, 1993]. The low noise levels of such de
tectors permit the detection of extremely low-contrast 
structures (< 5% in brightness) in the Ear th ' s upper 
atmosphere. Using such a state-of-the-art system to 
search for possible mesospheric effects caused by the 
large Leonid meteor shower expected on 17 November 
1998, Smith et al [1999] continued observations for the 
subsequent three nights using a narrow band (14 A) 
sodium (Na) filter. The Moon was at new phase on 19 
November, giving extremely dark sky conditions at the 
McDonald Observatory in Fort Davis, Texas. This al
lowed detection of an unusual structure tha t changed in 
shape and brightness over the 18 - 20 November 1998 
period. 

In Pla te l a , the top left panel gives a raw image 
showing the emission feature ("Na spot") taken on 19 
November 1998. To the right is a magnified view of 
the spot, time-averaged over the night. In the all-sky 
view, the feature can be compared in size to the con
stellation Orion to the left; in the expanded panel the 

dimension of the box is 40° x 30° in RA and declina
tion. The peak brightness of the Na spot was about 
60 Rayleighs above background, clearly the strongest 
feature in the sky at sodium wavelengths on this par
ticular night. After ruling out several possible sources, 
Smith et al [1999] a t t r ibuted it to an extended tail 
of neutral Na gas of lunar origin. Monte Carlo mod
eling conducted by Wilson et al [1999], with results 
shown in the lower panels of P la te l a , showed that the 
lunar Na tail is present continuously, but is only visi
ble from the Ear th during the 2 - 3 nights spanning new 
Moon. In this particular case, the spot was enhanced by 
the impact of Leonid meteors upon the lunar regolith, 
releasing high speed Na atoms tha t were accelerated 
away from the Moon by solar radiation pressure. Upon 
reaching the vicinity of the Ear th two days later, the 
streaming Na atoms were focused into a narrow beam 
by the Ear th ' s gravity. A careful search of archived data 
sets by several groups revealed tha t it was observed at 
other locations (e.g., Shiokawa et al, 2000) and even 
on new Moon nights not following strong meteor show
ers. Smith et al [2001] have taken several cases of its 
detection to examine the varying degree of high speed 
sodium tha t escapes from the Moon. Here is a clear case 
of one method of space science (routine all-sky imaging 
of sodium in the mesosphere) offering a new type of 
observation for the planetary community studying the 
origin and evolution of the transient atmosphere of the 
moon [Stern, 1999]. 

3. H I G H D E F I N I T I O N I M A G I N G O F 
M E R C U R Y 

State-of-the-art studies of aurora on Ear th deal with 
the filamentary nature of intense currents impinging 
upon the upper atmosphere. While models once treated 
a steady flux of precipitating particles from the mag
netosphere, simulations today address the sub-second 
variations of evolving auroral pat terns from bursts of 
energetic electrons and protons [Lanchester et al, 2001]. 
In mesospheric science, thunder storm induced "light
ning" tha t couples to regions above gives rise to tran
sient emissions called sprites. Central to these studies 
are high speed digital recording systems, such as de
scribed by Westcott et al [1999] and Stenbaek-Nielsen 
et al [1998]. With an ability to record and store bright 
signals at l / 6 0 t h to 1/1000th of a second, these systems 
offer an unprecendent opportunity to make observations 
at rates tha t are faster than atmospheric turbulence af
fects "seeing." 

Baumgardner et al [2000] have shown how such in
strumentat ion can be applied to planetary work by de-
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P l a t e 1. a. (top left) (top) Discovery all-sky image of the sodium "Na spot" (shown also in expanded 
view) on 19 November 1998 that is the signature of the Moon's sodium tail seen while observing in the 
opposite direction from the Moon in new phase (see text), (bottom) Computer model of the Earth-Moon 
system at new Moon showing (to scale) neutral sodium originating from the Leonid meteor impacts on 
17 November 1998, with radiation pressure acting for two days and some gravitational focusing at Earth, 
to create a model view of the tail "Na spot" seen in the inset (Taken from Smith et al. [2001]). b. (top 
right) High definition image of Mercury's surface obtained from 60 exposures of l /60th second, selected 
from a data set of 219,000 images, using a groundbased 1.5 meter telescope and a high speed digital 
CCD camera (Taken from Baumgardner et al. [2000]). c. (bottom left) University of Illinois Na lidar 
beam projected from the 3.5 m telescope at the Starfire Optical Range near Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
d. (bottom right) CCD image of the persistent chemiluminescence trail (Diamond Ring) observed during 
the Leonid meteor shower at 09:30 UT 17 Nov 98 at the Starfire Optical Range, NM. The straight line 
near the top center of the image is the Na lidar beam. 
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scribing a system for high definition imaging (HDI) in 
both broadband and spectral imaging modes. Briefly, 
in taking pictures at video rates (1/60 sec), it is possible 
to find a very small subset of images when the seeing is 
essentially perfect, i.e., with telescope performance at 
nearly the diffraction limit. These images are spaced 
in time and appear at varying positions on the detec
tor. By using the selective shift and add approach first 
suggested by Fried [1978], it is then possible to obtain 
a time exposure of non-sequential images, i.e., of only 
the best possible ones. The resultant image, when de
convolved with the appropriate point spread function, 
offers a view of the target that rivals those seen from 
above the atmosphere, as with the Hubble Space Tele
scope. 

In an operational demonstration of the HDI tech
nique, Baumgardner et al. [2000] used approximately 
200,000 images of Mercury obtained on 29 August 1998 
with the 1.5 meter telescope at the Mt. Wilson Obser
vatory to select 60 frames taken with the best available 
seeing. This was done using a contrast-assessment algo
rithm applied to all of the stored images. The effective 
integration was thus one second, and the resultant im
age is shown in Plate lb. 

This is arguably the best groundbased image ever 
taken of Mercury's surface. A prior dataset taken on 
22 October 1995 by Warrell and Limaye [2001], using 
the Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope on La Palma in 
the Canary Islands, achieved a comparable resolution 
of approximate 200 km using a 0.5 meter instrument. 

The portion of Mercury shown in Plate lb represents 
a longitude sector (270° - 330°) not imaged during the 
Mariner 10 fly-bys in 1974 - 75. The surface contrast 
varies between 10 to 15% over most of the image, with 
one feature 30% brighter than its surroundings. While 
such albedo variations can be used to infer surface com
position properties, the full promise of the HDI tech
nique is in its spectral mode, as suggested by Potter 
et al. [1999] and Baumgardner et al. [2000] for atmo
spheric studies and by Vilas et al. [1984], Emery et al 
[1998], Sprague et al. [1997] for surface reflectance stud
ies. This is a timely development for a new technology 
since groundbased observations can now be used to help 
formulate observing strategies for the upcoming satel
lite missions Messenger and BepiColombo to Mercury. 

4. FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER 
APPLICATIONS IN PLANETARY SCIENCE 

The Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) has been an 
important instrument for ground-based Aeronomy for 
many decades. A summary of the use of Fabry-Perot 

instruments for astronomy [Roesler, 1974] discusses the 
use of scanning FP spectrometers on astronomical tele
scopes. The more recent advent of low noise, high quan
tum efficiency imaging detectors and telescopes with 
adaptive optics demands a fresh look at applications, 
but the basic concepts remain valid. 

The property of the FPI that makes it particularly 
advantageous for studying the faint emission lines of 
the night sky is that it has an internal monochromatic 
field of view typically hundreds of times larger than that 
of conventional grating spectrometers of comparable re
solving power and size. At a resolving power of 50,000, 
for example, the FOV of the FPI is about 0.72 degrees 
in diameter. For a grating spectrometer (Littrow at 45 
degrees) the field is 2.3 x 1 0 - 3 degrees in the disper
sion direction (limited by the slit width), and typically 
limited to about 0.5 degrees along the slit. This yields 
a gain of 350 for the FPI compared to a grating spec
trometer. 

An important difference in the application of FPI 
and grating instruments arises because grating instru
ments are dispersive while FP instruments are filters. 
All the light that gets through the grating spectrom
eter slit ends up in the camera focal plane. For the 
FPI, when the one selected spectral resolution element 
is passed, all other elements are reflected back to the 
source. A grating instrument using an imaging detec
tor records simultaneously the spectral range needed 
for a particular study, while the FPI must be stepped 
through the 10 or so required elements. The gain de
pends on the problem being studied, but the FPI may 
still have a considerable gain: 35 in this example. A 
newer class of grating spectrographs being developed for 
terrestrial aeronomy, a high throughput imaging echelle 
spectrometer (HiTIES), has approximately an order of 
magnitude more throughput at a given resolving power 
than a conventional grating spectrometer with a first-
order plane grating [Ckakrabarti, 1998; Pallamraju et 
al, 2001; Pallamraju et al, 2002]. 

The FPI can be used in a multi-channel mode using 
an imager [for example, Coakley et al, 1996] to achieve 
gains of 15 or more over the single channel mode, but 
each element requires additional solid angle. In con
trast, the grating disperses the same solid angle ele
ment into the many spectral element channels. Even 
with very large telescopes, astronomical sources of in
terest in solar system aeronomy are unlikely to have 
the large solid angles (exceptions are comets, interplan
etary hydrogen, and the sodium nebula associated with 
Jupiter) needed for this FPI mode to achieve its full 
power. Nevertheless, the multichannel mode may be 
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an advantage for astronomical studies because, with si
multaneous recording, all channels are affected equally 
by time variations in the atmosphere and background 
spectrum. 

Past comparative aeronomy applications of FP spec
trometers on conventional ground-based telescopes have 
met with limited success because of the difficulty of 
dealing with large amounts of reflected and scattered 
light in their sunlit atmospheres, and because of severe 
dilution by "seeing" (typically around 1 arcsec) of fea
tures that might be very bright in regions a small frac
tion of an arc sec in extent. In this case grating instru
ments have a clear advantage because recording a large 
spectral range simultaneously is essential for the precise 
fitting and subtracting the solar background to find the 
aeronomically interesting feature, severely weakened by 
seeing dilution with sunlight. An important example 
is the recent study by Oliversen et al [2001] of 630 
nm [01] emission in the sunlit atmosphere of Jupiter's 
moon Io using the echelle stellar spectrograph at the 
McMath-Pierce telescope on Kitt Peak. This emission 
has been connected to 01 and SI far ultraviolet emis
sion line images, obtained using the STIS instrument 
on HST, which show prominent features on 0.1 arc sec 
scales [Roesler et al, 1999]. These features are far too 
small to be spatially resolved due to poor seeing at the 
McMath-Pierce solar telescope. Extremely careful fit
ting and removal of the solar background recorded over 
a 0.5 nm range was a key element in the success of this 
study. This would have been difficult to impossible us
ing a scanning FPI . 

However, with the advent of adaptive optics on large 
telescopes the balance is tilted strongly in favor of the 
Fabry-Perot as a high-spatial and spectral resolution 
imager. With AO, the advantage of the FP imager is 
that the entire field of view is imaged at the spatial 
resolution of the adaptive optics system. By contrast, 
with the grating instrument the slit must be narrow 
enough in the dispersion direction to isolate the spatial 
resolution element of the AO system. The result is that 
very many grating spectrometer exposures are likely to 
be needed to cover the full field. Some of the loss could 
be recovered using an image sheer to stack image slices 
along the entrance slit. 

The problem of detecting small spatial features in 
sunlit atmospheres is greatly reduced for the FP-AO 
system. Using again the Io 630 nm emission example, 
we note that HST images yield intensities of about 10 
kR in 0.1 arcsec spots. At a spectral resolving power of 
100,000, such features are readily detected against the 
solar background with the high spectral and high spa

tial resolving power of the FP imager. Without AO the 
small, bright features are diluted with sunlight 25 - 100 
times by seeing of 0.5-1.0 arc sec, and fall below a reli
able detection limit. Analogous arguments suggest the 
use of the FP imaging spectrometer on AO-equipped 
telescopes for the study of Jovian aurora at H Balmer-
alpha. With high spectral resolution, both the spatial 
structure and velocity profile could be studied. 

An FP imaging system with resolving power of 20,000 
- 100,000 for the study of sunlit atmospheres should 
have two Fabry-Perots in series with a narrow-band in
terference filter. The double etalon provides reduced 
parasitic light by suppression of the broad Lorentzian 
wing of a single FP and of the unwanted transmission 
peaks. Reasonably high spectral purity is required to fit 
and remove solar background features. The Wisconsin 
group has used such a system (adapted from a 150 mm 
aeronomy FP used in the study of geocoronal hydro
gen, and moved to Kitt Peak) for studying the velocity 
field of H2 0 + ions in an 8 arcmin field around the head 
of comet Hale-Bopp. A data cube of ten incrementally 
stepped images was obtained and reduced to find the 
centroid of the H2 0 + feature for each pixel. AO was 
not needed for this large scale object, but it illustrates 
the technique that could be applied to small bodies with 
a large AO telescope. 

5. A SUPER-LIDAR FOR OBSERVING THE 
DENSITY, TEMPERATURE AND VELOCITY 

OF THE MOON'S SODIUM ATMOSPHERE 

Lidar (light detection and ranging) technologies, the 
optical counterpart to radar, have been especially im
portant for studying the upper atmosphere from the 
middle stratosphere (from about 30 km altitude) to the 
lower thermosphere (to about 110 km altitude). Lidars 
typically employ high energy pulsed lasers, large optical 
telescopes, and range gated photon counting detectors 
to derive atmospheric profiles. Two primary types of 
lidar systems are used to probe the upper atmosphere. 
Rayleigh/aerosol systems monitor scattering from air 
molecules and ice particles to infer temperature, wind, 
and aerosol profiles up to about 90 km altitude. Res
onance fluorescence lidars employ resonant backscat-
tering from atomic metal layers in the mesopause re
gion and lower thermosphere (80 - 110 km). The metal 
layers are formed by meteoric ablation. Lidar systems 
have been developed to probe mesospheric Na, Fe, K, 
Ca, C a + , and Li. Because of its relatively high abun
dance and large resonant backscatter cross-section, Na 
has been the most widely studied. Na-based systems 
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provide the highest resolution and most accurate wind 
and tempera ture measurements available. 

To derive tempera ture and wind da ta from the back-
scattered Na signal, the laser is tuned over the Na D2 
spectral line near 589 nm. The spectral bandwidth is 
related to tempera ture and the spectral center line is re
lated to Doppler shift associated with the radial winds 
[Papen et al, 1995]. Temperature , radial wind veloc
ity, and Na density can be determine by measuring the 
backscattered signal at as few as three different frequen
cies within the Na spectrum. 

While simple in concept, Na wind/ tempera ture lidars 
employ sensitive ring dye lasers, pulsed dye amplifiers, 
and complex frequency-locking techniques to achieve 
the required tens of kilohertz frequency accuracy nec
essary for the wind and tempera ture observations. Be
cause measurement accuracy and useful resolution are 
related to signal strength, the most accurate measure
ments are obtained by using large telescopes such as 
the 3.5 m facility operated by the Air Force Research 
Laboratory, Directed Energy Directorate at the Starfire 
Optical Range (Plate lc ) . 

This system has even been used to probe the winds 
and temperatures within several persistent meteor ab
lation trails left in the wake of bright fireballs as shown 
in Pla te Id [Chu et al, 2000]. 

Although Na lidars are now capable of producing 
exquisite measurements of upper atmospheric winds 
and temperatures , their use is restricted to groundbased 
sites with environmentally controlled labs to accommo
date the sensitive and complex laser systems. 

The Moon has been known to have a tenuous atmo
sphere since in situ measurements were made on the 
night side during the Apollo missions [Hodges et al, 
1974]. As described briefly in section 2 (above) and in 
chapter III.3 in more detail, sodium is an extremely use
ful tracer of lunar exospheric processes (see also Stern 
[1999]). 

Observations of a well-defined coma and tail (as shown 
in Plate la ) have raised a broad host of questions about 
the origin and evolution of Na (and by implication other 
species) in the lunar atmosphere. The temperature of 
the gas is currently being debated over an order of mag
nitude (< 300° K to > 2000° K), and the "ejection 
speeds" are discussed over the full range from essen
tially zero to well beyond the escape velocity (> 2.4 
km/sec) . Na densities just above the surface are esti
mated in the < 10 c m - 3 to > 50 c m - 3 . 

The potential use of a Super-Lidar for lunar at
mosphere studies offers an unprecedented opportunity 
for planetary research. By their very nature, remote-

sensing observations in optical astronomy involve column-
averaged emission features. The possibility of probing 
the actual line-of-sight density and temperature profile 
of a remote atmosphere with a terrestrial-based instru
ment literally brings a third dimension into research on 
another atmosphere in the solar system. For the lu
nar Na nebula, defining the density, temperature, and 
velocity structure above the sunlit surface would con
fine current models of sputtering and thermalization. 
Probing the tail region would characterize the physical 
conditions in the shadow region where sunlight cannot 
illuminate Na. 

The Moon is located approximately 3.8 x 10 5 km from 
Ear th and, because of the great distances involved, an 
observational scenario for the lunar Na nebula is con
siderably different from tha t used to profile the Ear th 's 
mesospheric Na layer. The optical round trip propa
gation t ime between the Ear th and Moon is approxi
mately 2.5 s. To avoid interference from scattering in 
the Ear th ' s lower atmosphere and Na layer, it will be 
necessary to fire a 2.5 s burst of laser pulses toward 
the Moon and then wait approximately 2.5 s until the 
last of the nebula scattered photons are collected by the 
telescope. This process is repeated until sufficient signal 
levels have been accumulated to construct the density, 
temperature , and radial velocity profiles. 

The laser pulse rate is limited by the line-of-sight 
thickness of the nebula. Again to avoid interference, 
the t ime between pulses can be no shorter than the 
round tr ip propagation t ime through the nebula along 
the line-of-sight of the lidar. For example, to probe the 
sunward portion of the nebula at quarter moon phase, 
we assume tha t most of the Na in the nebula is con
tained within a line-of-sight region 4 R M thick. Then, 
the maximum permissible pulse ra te is 22 pps so that 
each 2.5 s burst contains 55 laser pulses. 

To measure Na density with an accuracy of 5-10%, 
temperatures with an accuracy of 5-10 K, and line of 
sight motion with an accuracy of 5-10 m / s , requires a 
signal level of approximately 1000-photons/resolution 
cell. The expected signal level can be calculated using 
the lidar equation. If we assume the overall lidar effi
ciency (including detector) is 10% and the atmospheric 
t ransmit tance is 80%, then the total signal count rate 
from the lunar nebula is 

Rs(photons/sec) = I O - 1 6 C s ( m - 2 ) P A ( W m 2 ) (1) 

For a laser power of 10 W, telescope diameter of 10 
m (PA = 785 Wm2), and a total Na abundance in the 
nebula of Cs = 1 .25xl0 1 4 m ~2 [Mendillo et al, 1991], 
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the count rate is R 8 = 10 photons per second. If we 
measure the density, temperature, and winds with a 
line-of-sight resolution of Az — RM/10, then approxi
mately 40 min will be required to accumulate sufficient 
signal counts. This estimate assumes a 50% duty cycle 
of transmitting a 2.5 s burst and then waiting 2.5 s to 
receive the backscattered photons before firing the next 
burst. The integration period increases to 36 h if we use 
the University of Illinois Na lidar (P = 1.5 W) installed 
on the 3.5 m diameter telescope at the Starfire Optical 
Range, NM (Plate lc). 

Improvements in laser technology might lead to ten
fold increase in power, or to the possible synchroniza
tion of several lower power instruments. Also, it might 
be possible to increase the duty cycle to 100% by switch
ing the polarization of the transmitter signal every 2.5 
seconds. 

The analysis above neglected the effects of back
ground noise, which may be significant since the lidar 
will be observing near the bright lunar disk. To reduce 
background noise, the lidar must employ narrowband 
filters and a narrow field-of-view. Even so, these cal
culations illustrate that detailed observations of the lu
nar Na nebula are within reach of existing laser and 
telescope technologies. This remote profiling capabil
ity offers an exciting new dimension to our studies of 
planetary atmospheres. 

6. CAN A TERRESTRIAL INCOHERENT 
SCATTER RADAR OBSERVE IONOSPHERES 

ON VENUS AND MARS? 

Incoherent scatter radar is a powerful ground-based 
technique for studying the terrestrial ionosphere [Evans, 
1969]. Constructing a radar for conducting incoher
ent scatter measurements of the Venus ionosphere is 
technically possible, but extremely challenging. The 
radar equation for incoherent scatter in the case where 
the scattering system does not necessarily fill the radar 
beam results from simple principles. First, the power il
luminating a target of area a a distance R from a trans
mitter of power Pt connected to an antenna with on axis 
gain of G(0) (Figure la) is found by simple geometric 
considerations: 

G(0)aPt ( 2 ) Pi = 
4TTR2 

The target reradiates to the same antenna which has 
effective area A(0) and the received power is 

Ps = 
A(0)Pj 
4nR2 ' 

and 
Recover 

Figure 1. a. Schematic radar experiment with radiated 
power spreading as R~2 outwards and same for return path, 
giving R~4 overall, b. A reasonable viewing geometry for 
Venus allowing about one quarter of the dayside to be ob
served at a distance of about twice closest approach. 

Combining these two equations, identifying a as the 
effective area of an electron, introducing a factor n for 
the total number of electrons, since the individual pow
ers add, and using the relationship G = 4-KA/X2 gives 

nA2aPt 

(4) 

(3) 

4TT\2R* 

for the total backscattered power. Note that for the 
usual terrestrial case, where the ionospheric scatterers 
completely fill the transmitted radar beam, the received 
power is a function of 1/R 2. For the planetary targets 
considered here, beam filling is not achieved so the re
ceived power has the 1/R4 dependence shown in equa
tion (4). 

The Venus ionosphere has been sampled by the Pio
neer Venus Orbiter (PVO). Figure 13.5 of Schunk and 
Nagy [2000] shows various measured profiles. To deter
mine n assume that the entire planet is covered with 
a dayside ionosphere and then find the fraction that is 
both visible to the radar and illuminated by the sun. 
Assume a layer 100 km thick with an average value of 2 
x 10 1 1 m~ 3 . Mars has an ionosphere of comparable size 
and magnitude, but at a greater distance from Earth, 
and so we will use Venus for our calculations. The ge-
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ometry shown in Figure l b has an Earth-Venus sepa
ration distance of twice the closest approach (R = 8 x 
10 7 km) and allows about one quarter of the dayside to 
be seen. The night side is about 100 times smaller so is 
not significant, and also a large contribution from the 
topside is not significant for reasons explained below. 
The result is n = 2.25 x 1 0 2 8 electrons. 

First consider the power and signal to noise ratio us
ing the Arecibo radar . For Arecibo Pt — 2 x 10 6 is 
watts , and the gain using the 96 foot long line feed 
with the 300 m dish is about 61 db. The effective 
area is G(0)A 2 /47T, where A = .698m is the radar wave
length, or 48,809 m 2 . The received power using the 
equations above is 2.13 x 1 0 ~ 2 9 . The noise power is 
given by kTnB, where k is Boltzman's constant, Tn is 
the noise tempera ture of the system, and B is the band
width of the receiving system. This is 1.38 x 10~~17 

for Tn = 100K and a bandwidth of 10 KHz. The 
bandwidth calculation assumes molecular oxygen as the 
dominant ion with tempera ture of about 2500 K. The 
signal to noise ratio is 8.38 x 1 0 - 1 2 which is too small 
for a practical measurement. 

Shorter wavelengths give more gain for a given an
tenna size while staying within the Debye length con
straints. In terrestrial incoherent scatter, there is no 
advantage in going to a shorter wavelength since the 
beam is filled with scatterers. The improvement real
ized here is significant but moderate, since decreasing 
below about .2 m would lose power from the lower den
sity edges of the layer due to Debye length effects. Thus, 
.2 m loses the topside, which is the reason for ignoring 
it above. A noise tempera ture of 35 K is reasonable for 
this wavelength. 

For constructing the large radar system necessary for 
this application, define a module with an area of 1 0 4 m 2 

and a power of 10 6 wat ts . Then increase the number 
of modules until the power is sufficient. The success of 
astronomical interferometers shows that , in principle, 
it is possible to perform the necessary phasing of the 
modules over distances of many kilometers, but there 
are some new problems to be solved in a t ransmit t ing 
system. With a thousand of these modules (1 Gigawatt, 
1 0 7 m 2 , or 10 k m 2 ) and the new parameters from above, 
the received power is 5.5 x I O - 2 1 watts; the noise is 4.8 x 
1 0 ~ 1 8 wat ts , and the signal to noise ratio is about I O - 3 . 
Collecting 10 8 independent samples, which would take 
10 4 seconds (about 3 hours) with a 10 KHz bandwidth 
and continuous wave transmission, gives a relative er
ror of 1 0 ~ 4 for the signal plus noise, allowing detection 
of the signal, but nothing more. Accurate monitoring 
of the total electron content and the electron and ion 
temperatures would require several times more power. 

7. S U M M A R Y 

Passive optical systems used routinely for studies of 
the Ear th ' s mesosphere and thermosphere offer new av
enues of research for planetary aeronomy. Compliment
ing this approach is the recent initiative to use the 
"telluric corrections" made by astronomical telescopes 
for high resolution studies of the terrestrial atmosphere 
[Slater et al., 2001]. Awaiting further study and testing 
are the active probing of nearby atmopheres using giant 
LIDAR and incoherent scatter radar (ISR) facilities. 
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This paper presents an overview of the principles of the study of planetary at
mospheres at vacuum ultraviolet wavelengths . Ultraviolet (UV) remote sensing is 
a powerful technique for investigating the chemistry, dynamics , energetics, and 
composi t ion of planetary atmospheres . In the last fifteen years optical ae ronomy 
has undergone a profound change. The field has begun the transformation from 
initial spectroscopy, in which the radiating species and their signatures are identi
fied, to remote sensing in which the signatures are used to provide quanti tat ive in
formation on a global basis. This transformation has occurred as U V spectra of 
nearly all major planetary bodies have been obtained, either by flyby spacecraft or 
Earth-orbit ing observatories, and the basic composi t ion of their a tmospheres is 
now known. W e present an historical overview to show h o w improvements in 
technology have led to improved measurements . The U V is an ideal region of the 
spectrum for remotely sensing planetary atmospheres due to the large absorption 
cross sections exhibited by most of the major species and the prevalence of emis
sion features. The flight of lightweight, compact sensors permits sensitive meas 
urements of the upper a tmospheres of the major planets and Titan, and the thin 
a tmospheres of Mercury and Pluto as well as several planetary satellites. 

1. PRINCIPLES OF ULTRAVIOLET REMOTE 
SENSING 

For the study of planetary atmospheres, the vacuum 
ultraviolet spectral range will be defined as wavelengths 
from 50-300 nm (EUV < 100 nm, FUV < 200 nm, NUV 
< 300 nm). This wavelength range corresponds to ener
gies of 4-15 eV, which encompasses the energy levels of 
electronic transitions in simple atoms and molecules. 
The most abundant species observed in the upper regions 
of planetary atmospheres are H, H 2 , and He in the giant 
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planets, with the addition of O, 0 2 , N, N 2 , CO, and C 0 2 

in the terrestrial planets. A basic principle of optical re
mote sensing is that the technique is sensitive to the 
composition in the first few optical depths [see e.g. 
Paxton and Anderson, 1992; Yee et al, 2002]. Due to 
the large absorption cross sections of major constituents 
in most planetary atmospheres, UV remote sensing 
works particularly well in the upper regions of thick at
mospheres or a rarefied atmosphere. In addition, wave
lengths X < 200 nm are on the faint end of the solar 
Rayleigh-Jeans curve for typical planetary temperatures 
(Figure 1), providing a relatively low background from 
Rayleigh scattered solar continuum. Since the solar flux 
is relatively low, however, planetary signal levels tend to 
be low, and many observations are photon limited. Most 
ultraviolet flux from planetary atmospheres consist of re-
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Figure 1. Flux from the Sun at the Earth over visible and UV 
wavelengths. The Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the blackbody distri
bution extends well into the near-IR, while the distribution of 
continuum flux drops precipitously in the UV. Below ap
proximately 140 nm the solar emission is predominantly coro
nal emission lines. 

fleeted solar emissions or charged particle collisional ex
citation, so that the emitted spectra depend both on the 
composition of the atmosphere and the solar spectrum. 

2. INSTRUMENTAL METHODS OF UV REMOTE 
SENSING 

The properties of practical optical instruments have 
been well known for more than one hundred years [e.g. 
Samson, 1967; Huffman, 1992; Samson and Ederer, 
1998]. Recent advances in manufacturing of complex, 
aspheric surfaces and the use of new materials has en
hanced the implementation of these basic designs. In 
general an optical instrument can be thought of as a 
means to convert photons into a signal that can be inter
preted by humans. We can write the response of a gener
alized spectral instrument as: 

S = (47rI)/(47r)(h/f)(m/d)AAAgT(A)QeDe (1) 

where 
S is the signal at the exit slit in counts per second 
47i/is the emergent intensity in Rayleighs (1 Rayleigh 

= 10 6 photons/sec emitted isotropically from a 1 cm 2 

column of atmosphere) 
h is the slit height 
/ is the focal length of the system 
m is the grating order 
d is the grating spacing (in lines per unit length) 
AA is the desired spectral resolution 
Ag is the filled area of the grating 

T(X) is the optical transmission and includes the re
flectivity of the grating, the blaze function of the grating, 
and any other reflections from mirrors as the product of 
those reflection efficiencies 

Qe is the quantum efficiency of the detector 
De is the detector electronics efficiency and includes 

all losses due to the detection of the individual events 
and the conversion of those events to "counts" in the 
data stream. 

In the normal case of photon-limited measurements 
with a low detector background, the goal is to maximize 
the above product to obtain the maximum photon 
counting rate. One can: 
- maximize the slit length to increase the count rate for 
diffuse emissions (constrained by the overall instrument 
volume and mass, which go roughly as the square of the 
slit length), 
- minimize the focal length to increase the angular field 
of view per detector pixel, to increase the count rate per 
pixel (shorter focal length gratings are harder to make, to 
focus, and to craft with good imaging properties), 
- maximize the filled area of the grating (which drives 
the instrument size and mass) 
- pick the highest spectral resolution required to do the 
job, while holding down the number of reflections re
quired to produce an image of suitable quality. 

The efficiency with which the detector converts light 
to a photoelectron is optimized for the band to be ob
served, with the caveat that the photocathode response to 
light of undesirable wavelengths (the "out of band re
sponse") is minimized. The detector electronics are de
signed to yield high conversion efficiencies over the 
range of input rates expected, while being able to func
tion in space in a harsh radiation environment. The 
reader should be able to readily appreciate that two 
teams might come up with the different designs for the 
same mission or that one design might be applicable to a 
number of different missions. Both of these have proven 
to be the case. In general, instruments on spacecraft that 
will visit the planets have considerably tighter limits on 
mass, power, and data rates than Earth-orbiting instru
ments. 

Since ultraviolet radiation is readily absorbed in air, 
UV instruments must be developed and tested in the 
laboratory in vacuum chambers, adding considerable 
cost and difficulty to their development. Most common 
optical materials show strong absorption and chromatic 
aberration throughout much, if not all, of the UV spec
tral range. Thus, all-reflection optical designs are 
strongly favored. As a result of the limited reflectivity, a 
minimum number of optics is desired at all UV wave
lengths. The reflectivities of various mirror coatings are 
wavelength dependent, with generally high reflectivities 
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(-80%) for coatings such as Al + MgF 2 or LiF above 
115 nm, but significantly lower (-30-50%) below 100 
nm [Content et al. 1999]. While a simple aluminum 
flash coating provides high UV reflectivity, it will oxi
dize over a few hours to days of exposure to air and turn 
non-reflective in the UV. Overcoatings are needed to 
protect the Al surface from oxidation, while providing a 
high transmission to UV radiation. For wavelengths 
longer than 115 nm, one could consider transmissive 
elements (e.g. lenses), but this is usually not considered 
due to large variations in refractive index with wave
length of even the least opaque crystalline materials. 
Optical designs incorporating refractive optics are usu
ally considered when the required wavelength range can 
be reduced to such a degree that chromatic aberration is 
not an issue. UV instrument design and fabrication faces 
a further challenge: contamination by water vapor and 
hydrocarbons must be stringently avoided. A monolayer 
of hydrocarbon, such as machine oil, is sufficient to re
duce a mirror's UV reflectivity to 1/e of its clean value. 
UV optical manufacturing, assembly processes, and 
handling guard against contamination on the ground 
through long-established procedures. Before flight the 
instruments are purged with clean dry nitrogen and pro
tected by closed covers. Typically, UV instruments wait 
three to six weeks before opening these covers to avoid 
contamination by material released from the spacecraft 
or the rocket motor used to reach space. 

The type and availability of a detector suitable for re
sponding to UV radiation has played the defining role in 
the design of UV instruments [see Paxton and Anderson, 
1992 for an overview; Paxton and Meng, 1999]. While 
film could be used for sounding rockets, an electo-
optical detector is required for spaceflight. In the early 
days of planetary missions, photomultiplier tubes 
(PMT's) were widely used as they were compact and ro
bust and could be incorporated into a simple compact 
spectrometer. PMT's detect photons by the photoelectric 
effect: light falling on the photocathode at the front of 
the device causes an electron to be emitted from that sur
face, the electron is then amplified to form a cloud that 
can be detected by the PMT electronics as a pulse. Since 
UV photon fluxes are small these pulses essentially 
count the arrival of individual photons. Early spec
trometers (a spectrometer is an instrument which records 
one wavelength at a time) required a scanning grating to 
cover the spectrum using entrance and exit slits, and ob
tained angular or spatial profiles by scanning the en
trance aperture across the field of view with the grating 
set to a fixed wavelength. 

Since the late 1970s, a variety of 2-dimensional im
aging detectors using microchannel plates (MCP's) and 
position sensitive anodes have been available. These 

provide charge amplification as though they consisted of 
thousands of individual PMTs. The position sensitive 
anode provides the information needed to determine the 
spatial location of the event in the instrument field-of-
view. The resolution of these detectors has increased to 
the point where formats of 1024 by 1024 and greater are 
commonly available. The achievable resolution of these 
detectors is driven by the design of the charge location 
and processing electronics, and the format and resolution 
of the anode [Siegmund et al. 1999]. Charge-coupled 
devices (CCDs) have been used for spaceflight most 
commonly with the addition of a phosphor at the end of 
a MCP stack. The phosphor converts the electron cloud 
into a visible light photon pulse that the CCD records as 
electrons for later processing. CCDs are somewhat sen
sitive to radiation effects, and are not often used for 
spaceflight applications. The charge-injection device or 
CID has also been studied for use in radiation intense 
environments [Kimble et al. 1999]. The spectral range 
over which these devices are sensitive is controlled by 
the photocathode material used to generate electrons in 
response to incident light. The most commonly used 
photocathode materials include Csl, CsTe, and KBr. The 
detector system can be contained in a sealed unit with a 
window provided wavelengths longer than 115 nm are to 
be imaged. If not, an openable door is used to maintain 
cleanliness until after launch, while removing the wave
length restriction imposed by the transmissivity of the 
window material. A good review of these and other UV 
detector technologies can be found in [Joseph 1995] and 
[Joseph 2000]. 

With the availability of robust and compact two-
dimensional imaging systems, spectrographs became 
commonly used for planetary missions. Spectrographs 
(instruments recording multiple wavelengths at the same 
time) with one- or two-dimensional array detectors per
mit the detection of a range of wavelengths at the same 
time. Two-dimensional detector arrays allow simultane
ous spectral and spatial data to be recorded, often in a 
format with a long narrow aperture, with spectral disper
sion perpendicular to the aperture and spatial imaging 
along the aperture. These instruments became increas
ingly practical with the advent and ready availability of 
computer-aided design and manufacturing systems and 
the ability to produce gratings that were not planar. 
Thus, a compact spectrograph could be produced that 
had suitable spectral and spatial imaging properties, 
while minimizing the number of optical surfaces. 

Photon-counting detector quantum efficiencies tend to 
be less than 50%, which is a continuing challenge to the 
field. In fact, if a semi-transparent photocathode is used, 
as may be the case when the photocathode is applied to 
the inside surface of a window on a sealed detector as-
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sembly, quantum efficiencies of about 10% are not un
common. While CCD's have higher QE values, they also 
have higher dark counts, read noise, and cosmic ray sen
sitivity, so that one must consider the overall sig
nal/noise ratio in the choice of a detector. Increasing the 
quantum efficiency can be traded off against the size of 
the light collecting optics. MCP detectors also require 
high voltage (typically 2000 to 6000 volts) to provide 
the gain necessary to centroid the pulse at the anode. The 
use of high voltage necessitates the use of insulating 
materials (potting) with a concomitant weight penalty. 
Other challenges include the cleanliness of all optical 
surfaces, limited count rates depending on the photon 
counting electronics, exposure to local plasma particles 
for windowless detectors, and the limits to microchannel 
plate charge lifetimes for detectors with high gain. The 
lifetime of a MCP detector is defined by the total charge 
pulled through an area of the detector, thus enabling a 
tradeoff consisting of the number of events to be de
tected and the effective gain. The product of these thus 
defines the lifetime accumulated charge. None of these is 
insurmountable, and detectors are designed for individ
ual missions taking into account the scientific goals and 
environment of that mission. 

Several new detector concepts have been proposed, 
and initial demonstration or evaluation studies carried 
out. One example is the measurement of solar EUV co
ronal emissions by gas ionization [Vickers et al. 1993]. 
Another is the development of a single-element spectro-
graphic instrument [Cotton et al. 1994]. Finally, a new 
detector concept based on superconducting tunnel junc
tion (STJ) devices is under development (reviewed by 
[Jacobsen 1999]), which in principle would deliver both 
high quantum efficiency and wavelength resolution by 
measuring the energy of each photon event, obviating 
the need for spectral dispersing elements in the system. 
While the STJ detectors hold great potential, they are in 
an early stage of their development. 

3. OBSERVATIONAL METHODS OF UV REMOTE 
SENSING 

Several techniques have been applied to the analysis 
of UV spectra to extract information about planetary at
mospheres. One of the first was to measure the UV 
spectra of the other planets, permitting the spectral iden
tification of the constituents of their upper atmospheres. 
At all wavelengths, bright line and band emissions can 
be produced through resonant scattering and fluores
cence of solar emissions. More detailed observations, in
cluding high spectral resolution, permits more detailed 
modeling and characterization of the atmospheric tem

perature, excitation rates, column abundances and their 
variations with altitude and location on the planet. Most 
of our early understanding of the composition of the up
per atmospheres of the planets was accomplished 
through UV spectroscopy by a series of sounding rock
ets, deep space probes, and Earth-orbiting telescopes. 

Another technique is to measure the absorption of 
stellar or solar radiation by the atmosphere along the line 
of sight (Figure 2). The Voyager Ultraviolet Spectrome
ter (UVS) has been particularly successful in applying 
this technique to the sounding of the atmospheres of the 
outer planets [Broadfoot et al. 1981]. Occultation meas
urements further require a relative motion of the line of 
sight across the limb of the planet, and therefore occur 
relatively infrequently for Earth-based observations. 
This technique is most commonly applied from a space
craft near the planet, in which case the line of sight to 
the planet's limb sweeps out large angles on the sky 
from the motion of the spacecraft. Occultation measure
ments are capable of providing much higher altitude 
resolution, being limited by the signal to noise that can 
be obtained in the time that the line of sight passes 
through an altitude interval. Bright stars and slow rela
tive motions provide the highest signal to noise, and 
thereby the highest altitude resolution. Occultation data 
are generally limited to the altitude range where the line 
of sight optical depth is near one at a particular wave
length, so that multiple bandpasses corresponding to dif
ferent atomic and molecular bands are needed to sample 
a range of altitudes. In addition, stellar occultations are 
limited to wavelengths X > 91.2 nm due to absorption of 
the stellar flux by interstellar hydrogen. Solar occulta
tions can extend to much shorter wavelengths, but the 
line of sight will always be near the terminator, sampling 
either dawn or dusk conditions. Occultation measure
ments at all wavelengths are a very useful means of 
measuring thermal structure in atmospheres. 

Measurement of the altitude profiles of auroral and 
airglow emissions is another method of studying the 
vertical structure and excitation of an atmosphere. Early 
rocket experiments studied the Earth's atmosphere and 
ionosphere by observing the emissions perpendicular to 
the zenith while flying through the atmosphere. One 
complication to the interpretation of both this technique 
and occultation data results from the spherical geometry 
of the atmosphere. Each line of sight covers a chord tan
gent to the planet, with some minimum altitude, and 
contributions to the signal from each parcel of the at
mosphere with increasing altitude away from the tangent 
point. Methods of interpretation generally assume uni
formity of the atmosphere along the track of the column, 
then divide the atmosphere into vertical layers. The 
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Figure 2. Examples of solar occultation data from the Voyager UVS observations at Jupiter (after 
Festou etal. 1981). 

minimum contribution should be from the highest alti
tude layer, which is solved first. Then, this layer is as
sumed, and the next lower layer can be fitted in the data. 
Such an "onion-peeling" technique has applications to 
both emission and absorption data. 

4. PRINCIPLES OF RADIATIVE TRANSFER 

Solar radiation at a point in the atmosphere or the ra
diation incident on a detector from a source seen through 
an absorbing column is commonly expressed using 
Beer's Law: 

I,(T) = Iz(0)e- (2) 

where 7^(0) is the unattenuated wavelength-dependent 
intensity, Ix(r) is the intensity observed at an optical 
depth r along the beam and r, the optical depth is given 
by 

(3) 
o '=1 

The optical depth is the result of integrating the product 
of the total cross section, 0 7 ^ , (including both absorption 
and scattering) and the number density of the atmos
pheric constituents along a path, s, for each constituent, 
1. Absorption is any process which results in the destruc
tion of a photon while scattering in this case means the 
removal of a photon from the beam. Since the total cross 
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section has a wavelength dependence, the optical depth 
also has a wavelength dependence. The altitude at which 
r=l represents the maximum in the deposition rate for 
energy at a given wavelength (see [Chamberlain and 
Hunten, 1987]). 

Since the absorption cross sections for most UV ab
sorbers are only weakly temperature dependent, we can 
simplify our expression for the optical depth in an at
mosphere by defining rjt as the slant column density of a 
constituent, /, 

oo 

V(XS0)= \n{r)ds (4) 

where ds is the element of the slant path and n(r) is the 
altitude dependent number density along that path. The 
slant column density is just the integrated number den
sity along some angle j f r o m the local vertical from a 
point r0 to the top of the atmosphere. The expression is 
transformed to a one dimensional problem by introduc
ing the Van Rhijn function V(%r): 

V(z,r) = sin % (5) 

which is a simple geometric factor that accounts for the 
curvature of the atmosphere above the spherical planet 
(the atmosphere is assumed to be horizontally stratified): 

CO 

ri(XS) = \n(r)V(x,r)dr (6) 

Atoms and molecules can absorb and reemit radiation. 
When the probability that this will occur is small (or 
equivalently, the line center optical depth is less than 1, 
see [Paxton and Anderson 1992] for further discussion), 
the emergent intensity has a particularly simple form. 
Let us consider then the case of an optically thin feature. 
Here, we only need to calculate the number of photons 
emitted per unit volume per unit time and integrate along 
the line-of-sight to calculate an observed intensity. To do 
this it is customary to introduce a quantity known as the 
g-factor, which is the probability that a solar photon will 
be scattered by an atom [in cgs units, cf. Chamberlain 
1961]: 

g = TTFA2 

mc 
-f (7) 

where 
KF is the solar flux at wavelength X, 

f is the oscillator strength or effective number of elec

trons involved in the photon scattering, 
e is the charge on an electron, 
m is the mass of an electron, 
c is the speed of light. 

The quantity gn (photons emitted per unit volume per 
unit time) is referred to as the volume emission rate. The 
volume emission rate is not an observable quantity: only 
its integral along the line-of-sight is observable. The in
tegrated volume emission rate is then 

CO OO 

4xl(z,r0) = jg(r)n(r)ds = \g(r)n(r)V(x,r)dr (8) 

As a consequence of this expression, x is often referred 
to as the "look zenith angle" in analogy with the solar 
zenith angle. The quantity 4nl is the observed intensity 
and is commonly expressed in units of Rayleighs where 
one Rayleigh is defined as an omnidirectional (note the 
An in the description of the emergent intensity) column 
emission rate of 10 6 photons cm"2 s"1. 

If we chose a limb viewing geometry ( ^ 9 0 ° ) in an 
isothermal stratified atmosphere the equation takes a 
particularly simple form [Hord et al, 1970; Chamber
lain and Hunten, 1987] and the observed intensity or 
limb intensity becomes: 1 

^ Try 2 

4* / f r = 90V 0 ) = g l — f \ n(r0)H. (9) 

For optically thick emission features the radiative 
transport equation must be solved. A detailed discussion 
of this is beyond the scope of this paper, but the most 
important aspects of the problem can be summarized. 
Under optically thick conditions, the total volume emis
sion rate at any point in the medium has two compo
nents: a local or initial excitation rate, and the multiply-
scattered component which arises from photons scattered 
into and out of the local volume element. The details of 
this problem are to be found in a number of references: 
Strickland and Donahue [1970], Strickland and Rees 
[1974], Anderson and Hord [1977], Goody and Yung 
[1989], or Thomas and Stamnes [1999]. 

The scattering coefficient is defined as the probability 
that a photon of a certain wavelength incident on a vol
ume of atoms from a given direction will be scattered 
into another specific direction at a new slightly different 
wavelength per unit volume. For resonant scattering, a 
slight frequency shift arises from the velocity of the ab
sorbing atom. The redistribution function [Hummer, 
1962, 1969; Mihalis, 1978; Meier, 1991] describes the 
change in frequency during scattering and can be quite 
complex. In general the calculation of the scattering co
efficient is complex since it must account for the varia
tion of the input solar irradiance with wavelength, the 
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velocity distribution of the scatterers (which, even if it is 
Maxwellian, may vary due to the altitude variation of the 
temperature profile), and the absorption coefficient. The 
integral equation for a plane-parallel medium is: 

S(T) = 5 0 ( r ) + JH{T-Ti\t-t]y:(T')dT' (10) 

where S is often referred to as the source function and is 
the total number of photons scattered per second per unit 
optical depth, S0 is the radiation source strength, and H is 
the Holstein function [Holstein, 1947; 1951]. This equa
tion expresses the physics of the problem. The absorp
tion is characterized by the absorption optical depth / 
and the scattering by the scattering optical depth r. The 
i=l point is usually the effective lower bound on the 
scattering medium. The Holstein H function gives the 
probability that a photon arising at a point f in the scat
tering medium (which corresponds to a point t' in the 
pure absorbing medium), makes it to optical depth 
T, and will then be scattered. A conceptual diagram is 
shown in Figure 3 for the case of an external source (the 
Sun). The attenuation of solar photons due to absorption 
and scattering between a volume element in the field-of-
view of the instrument and the Sun is indicated by Tsun. 
The attenuation of the contribution to the total source 
function from a scattering volume element located at f 
in the scattering medium is indicated as H(\r-f\,\M]). 
These processes produce photons in a volume element 
labeled as the scattering element in the figure. Some of 
these photons are attenuated when scattered into the 
field-of-view of the instrument by R, O S . 

The observed quantity is the intensity and is given by 
the integral of the total volume emission rate along the 
line of sight. The contribution from each element along 
the line of sight is weighted by the probability that a 
photon arising at a point f in the medium will actually 
make it to the observer located at r (indicated by R L O S in 
Figure 3), 

A7d(T9Z)= \S(T')T(\T-T'\)dT' ( I D 

5. KEY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS IN UV 
REMOTE SENSING 

Early spectrometers were flown on sounding rockets, 
first to measure the Earth's upper atmosphere, and later 
with telescopes to observe the other planets. An impor
tant early design was the Ebert-Fastie spectrometer, 
which employed reflections from symmetric locations on 
a spherical concave mirror to collimate an incident beam 
of light for dispersion from a plane grating [Fastie, 

1952; 1967]. This design is very stable to changes in 
alignment of the mirror and grating, a practical feature 
considering the vibrations of launch, and it is also com
pact. It permits the grating to be scanned over an angle 
which will pass different wavelengths across the exit ap
erture, thereby building up a spectrum over time using a 
single point detector, usually a photomultiplier tube. 
These simple detectors were replaced with one- then 
two-dimensional devices. Additionally, mirror coatings 
have improved as a result of development over the years. 
Aluminum overcoated with MgF 2 and LiF coatings to
day provide 80% or higher reflectivity at wavelengths X 
> 120.0 nm (Figure 4), and broad bandpass filters can be 
made from multi-layer coatings [Keski-Kuha et al. 
1999]. At shorter wavelengths, mirror coatings of SiC 
and BC 4 provide more typically 1/2 of this reflectivity. 
The development of higher reflectivity coatings for EUV 
mirrors remains an important development area for fu
ture work. 

The development of diffraction gratings with higher 
efficiencies and lower scatter is another area where sig
nificant improvements in the technology have led to 
higher quality measurements. Ruled gratings, in par
ticular echelle gratings, are now manufactured with high 
quality. While ruled gratings are always subject to some 
systematic effects due to the use of a mechanical system 
to create the optical surface (scattered light and grating 
"ghosts"), they have the potential for high efficiencies 
because the grooves can be shaped to efficiently scatter 
light of a particular wavelength in a particular direction 

Contribution to Total Source 
Function from Scattering 

Figure 3. Diagram indicating the angles relevant to the equa
tions in the text for scattering and absorption of radiation in a 
column of an atmosphere. 
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(the grating "blaze"). Since the late 1970s, holographic 
gratings have also been developed, in which the grooves 
are formed by chemically etching a photoresist surface 
prepared by an interference pattern between light 
sources. This technique can produce grating grooves of 
high uniformity, leading to much lower levels of scat
tered light. One challenge is to efficiently blaze holo
graphic gratings, since the individual grooves tend to be 
more rounded than with ruled gratings, leading to a 
broader and less efficient blaze function. A number of 
companies now offer ion-etched blazed holographic 
gratings. The development of custom gratings, such as 
with a variable line spacing or different radii of curva
ture in different directions, has been made possible by 
holographic techniques, permitting new custom optical 
designs that can yield higher angular and spectral reso
lutions over larger ranges of angle and wavelength. Re
views of methods of grating manufacture are given by 
Wilkinson [1999] and Duban et al [1999], and evalua
tion methods are described by Boucarut et al [1999]. 

New instrument techniques continue to be developed. 
UV interferometry is an exciting, developing field. Clas
sical approaches to interferometry which require a beam 
splitter or an etalon are not possible in the EUV due to 
the limited transmission of the materials. New ap
proaches to high resolution spectroscopy, including all-
reflecting spatial heterodyne spectroscopy, and advances 
in machining of optical surfaces allow the design of 
practical, compact high-resolution UV sensors [Cleary et 
al, 1992; Harlander and Roessler 1990, Chakrabarti et 
al, 1994; Atkinson etal, 1994]. 

6. EXAMPLES OF AIRGLOW INSTRUMENTS 

This section will list a few examples in the history of 
remote UV observations of planetary atmospheres. The 
reader is referred to the other chapters in this monograph 
for more details. Early observations were performed us
ing sounding rockets beginning in the late 1940's, ini
tially of the Earth's upper atmosphere. These early 
flights established the existence of solar H Ly a and 
other ionizing UV radiations, and identified various con
stituents in the UV spectrum of the Earth's airglow from 
zenith and limb pointing measurements of the Earth's 
airglow and auroral emission intensities. The emission 
altitude profiles are important to determine the excitation 
rates and thermal structure of the upper atmosphere. 
Later experiments employed small telescopes to observe 
the other planets while above the absorbing regions of 
the atmosphere [Moos et al 1969]. 

Planetary missions used a variety of approaches (Fig
ure 5). The early missions to Mars and Venus are de

scribed by Paxton and Anderson [1992]. The structure 
and composition of the Mars upper atmosphere has been 
examined from 110 to 400 nm by the Mariner 6, 7, and 9 
probes using nearly identical instruments. Mariner 6 and 
7 arrived at Mars in July and August of 1969 [Barth et 
al, 1971]. The Mariner 6 and 7 ultraviolet spectrometers 
consisted of an Ebert-Fastie scanning monochromator 
with two photomultiplier tubes mounted at dual exit slits. 
The spectral range 190 to 430 nm was measured at 2 nm 
resolution and the 1100 to 2100 range was covered at 1 
nm resolution. Unfortunately the Mariner 6 and 7 space
craft were only able to fly by the planet and obtain limb 
spectra at tangent height intervals of about 21 km corre
sponding to the 3 seconds it took to scan the entire spec
trum. The instruments were identical and used a 2160 
line per mm plane replicated grating blazed at 300 nm. 
The most complete data set is that obtained from the 
Mariner 9 experiment which operated from November 
1971 until October 1972 [Barth et al, 1972]. This ar
rangement, developed and made practical by Bill Fastie 
[Fastie 1952 and Fastie 1967] and now known as an 
Ebert-Fastie spectrometer, features simple components 
(entrance and exit slits and a plane grating) in a me
chanically stable configuration. The grating can be 
moved in such a way that a specific wavelength is se
lected for output on a PMT or scanned over the entire 
range of wavelengths. By placing two slits at the exit 
plane of this simple instrument two complementary 
wavelength ranges could be scanned. In the Mariner 9 
instrument [Hord et al, 1970] a mirror was placed be
hind the one exit slit to redirect the 170 to 340 nm light 
to a PMT with a cesium telluride photocathode and a 
sapphire window. This was known as the F channel be-
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Figure 4. Measured reflective efficiencies of various mirror 
coatings. 
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Figure 5. Opto-mechanical layouts of two early planetary airglow instruments, the OGO-IV UVS 
and the Voyager UVS (after Barth and Mackey 1969 and Broadfoot et al 1977). 

cause of the photomultiplier identification (EMR 541F-
08) included an "F" to denote the use of a cesium tellu-
ride as the photocathode. The G channel used a PMT 
with a cesium iodide photocathode and a magnesium 
fluoride window to observe light from 110 to 170 nm. 
The Mariner 9 instrument took 3 seconds to scan its en
tire wavelength range and provided spectra with a 2 nm 
resolution. 

The Pioneer Venus mission [Colin 1980] featured an 
orbiter and an entry probe system. The orbiter included 

in situ as well as remote sensing instruments. The Pio
neer Venus Orbiter Ultraviolet Spectrometer 
(PVOUVS), described by Stewart [1980], was mounted 
on a tilted baseplate so that its line of sight was 60° from 
the spin axis. The Orbiter was placed in a highly eccen
tric orbit (e=0.843) that ranged over altitudes from as 
low as 150 km (during the nominal mission) to 66,000 
km. This meant that the line-of-sight of the instrument 
swept out a cone that imaged the planet during two peri
ods and this simple device could build up a "picture" of 
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the planet because the orbital motion carried the line of 
sight from north to south during a periapsis pass and 
from south to north during apoapsis. During the first 
view period nearly an entire hemisphere can be mapped. 
The second view period offered the opportunity to make 
observations at a local solar time 12 hours different than 
that of the first view period and at a higher spatial reso
lution. During the second view period the spatial cover
age is was more limited. All local solar times were sam
pled over the course of one Venus year. The PVOUVS 
instrument was a significant departure from the Mariner 
instruments produced by LASP: its mass was a factor of 
five less (6 lbs vs. 35 lbs), very restricted data rate, and 
location on a spinning platform. The spectrograph was a 
1/8 meter Ebert-Fastie mount fed by an f/5 Cassgrain 
telescope. 

The Voyager Ultraviolet Spectrometer [Broadfoot et 
al. 1977] employed a single-reflection design to opti
mize the sensitivity at EUV wavelengths below 110 nm. 
It consisted of a concave ruled diffraction grating which 
imaged dispersed emissions onto a diode-array micro-
channel plate detector, with a mechanical collimator to 
limit the incoming flux of off-axis light. This design 
yielded a broad bandpass of 50-170 nm, but with limited 
spectral resolution of 3 nm to diffuse emissions. The in
strument provided the first fly-by spectra of the atmos
pheres of all 4 giant planets and their satellites, with 
separate measurements from identical instruments on the 
Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft, and also performed stellar 
and solar occultations. These instruments worked relia
bly for more than a decade during the Voyager tour of 
the outer solar system, providing a wealth of data, al
though some degradation of the detector response was 
experienced in the harsh radiation environment near Ju
piter. 

The Galileo Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS) is a direct 
descendent of the Mariner and Pioneer Venus instru
ments. The Galileo UVS is an Ebert-Fastie spectrograph 
that covers from 115 to 432 nm with 0.7 nm spectral 
resolution shortward of 190 nm and 1.3 nm resolution 
longward of 190 nm [Hord et al. 1992]. The UVS uses 
two photomultipliers to cover the FUV and NUV ranges. 
The Galileo UVS is based on the Voyager design: it is an 
objective grating spectrometer and covers wavelengths 
from 54 to 128 nm [Hord et al. 1992]. This instrument 
employed a telescope with three spectral channels, using 
scanning gratings and 3 photomultiplier detectors, and it 
had a mass of 5.2 kg. It has been successful in obtaining 
UV spectra of the thin atmospheres of the Galilean sat
ellites. 

An innovative design for high spectral resolution 
studies of planetary emission line profiles has been 

flown on a sounding rocket [Harris et al. 1993]. This 
UV spectrograph fed by a Cassegrain telescope is in the 
Ebert-Fastie configuration, but with an echelle grating. 
An objective prism replaces the cross-dispersion grating, 
permitting images of emission line Doppler profiles 
along a long, narrow aperture field of view. Taking ad
vantage of the low continuum flux near bright planetary 
lines, like H Ly alpha, and with the small number of re
flecting surfaces and relatively large field of view on the 
sky, this instrument achieves a higher sensitivity to 
emissions than even the HST along with spatial imaging 
along the aperture. 

SPICAM Light (Spectroscopy for the Investigation of 
the Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars) [Bertaux 
et al. 2000] is a compact UV-IR instrument selected for 
flight on Mars Express to recover most of the science 
that was lost with the loss of Mars 96. A UV spectrome
ter is optimized for nadir viewing, limb viewing and 
vertical profiling by stellar occultation and weighs 3.8 
kg [Korablev et al. 2001]. This channel covers 118 to 
320 nm at about 0.5 nm resolution. An IR spectrometer 
observes the atmosphere during solar occultations and 
covers 1 to 1.7 microns [Muller et al. 2001]. 

ALICE is an instrument designed to obtain spatially 
resolved FUV spectra of comets and planetary atmos
pheres using a lightweight (2.7 kg) and low power con
sumption approach (4 W) [Stern et al. 1998]. ALICE 
will obtain spectra from 70 -205 nm with a resolution of 
about 1 nm for an extended source. ALICE has a 0.1° x 
6.0° field-of-view and uses an off-axis parabaloid tele
scope feeding a 0.15-m normal incidence Rowland circle 
spectrograph with a concave holographic reflection 
grating. The imaging microchannel plate detector util
izes dual solar-blind opaque photocathodes (KBr and 
Csl) and a 2-D wedge-and-strip readout array. ALICE is 
a direct off-shoot of the Highly Integrated Pluto Payload 
System (HIPPS) [Stern etal. 1995]. 

The Cassini mission includes an Ultraviolet Imaging 
Spectrograph (UVIS) [McClintock et al, 1992]. UVIS is 
part of the remote sensing payload of the Cassini Orbiter 
spacecraft. Its science objectives include investigation of 
the chemistry, clouds, and energy balance of the Titan 
and Saturn atmospheres; neutrals in the magnetosphere; 
D/H ratio for Titan and Saturn; and structure and evolu
tion of Saturn's rings. The two short wavelength chan
nels of UVIS provide images and spectra. A third optical 
path with a solar blind Csl photocathode is used for high 
signal to noise ratio stellar occultations by rings and at
mospheres. A separate hydrogen-deuterium absorption 
cell (HDAC) measures the relative abundance D/H from 
their Lyman-alpha emission. The extreme ultraviolet 
channel (EUV) will be used for imaging spectroscopy 
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and spectroscopic measurements of the structure and 
composition of the atmospheres of Titan and Saturn (e.g. 
Esposito et al, 1998). The EUV consists of a telescope 
with a three-position slit changer, a baffle system, and a 
spectrograph with a CODACON microchannel plate de
tector and associated electronics. The telescope consists 
of an off-axis parabolic section with a focal length of 
100 mm, a 22 mm by 30 mm aperture, and a baffle with 
a field of view of 3.67 degrees by 0.34 degrees. 

Earth-orbiting telescopes have also played key roles in 
the study of planetary atmospheres. The Copernicus mis
sion had a limited scope for planetary work, being an 
echelle system at high dispersion but limited spectral 
coverage and sensitivity. The International Ultraviolet 
Explorer (IUE) was very successful in identifying many 
spectral emissions from planetary atmospheres, and in 
long term studies of the brighter emissions [Moos and 
Encrenaz 1987; Nelson and Lane 1987; Festou and 
Feldman 1987]. Finally, the Hubble Space Telescope 
(HST) has been extensively used for these studies, with 
its high sensitivity, very high angular resolution, and 
stable response over time. In the first years after launch, 
most aeronomical studies were performed with the High 
Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS) and the Faint Object 
Spectrograph (FOS). Somewhat later, alkali metal filters 
were developed for UV images of planetary atmospheres 
with the visible-sensitive CCD's on the Wide Field 
Planetary Camera 2 [Trauger et al 1994; Clarke et al 
1999]. More recently, the highest sensitivity to planetary 
UV emissions has been achieved by the Space Telescope 
Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) [Kimble et al 1998]. This 
instrument has many spectroscopic and imaging modes, 
and uses two UV-sensitive MAMA (multiple anode mi
cro-channel array) detectors with 1024x1024 arrays with 
Csl and CsTe photocathodes for FUV and NUV studies, 
respectively. Extensive lists of papers have been pub
lished based on HST observations. While this list is be
yond the scope of this paper, we refer the reader to the 
upcoming volume "Science and the Hubble Space Tele
scope", being prepared for publication by the Space 
Telescope Science Institute, which reviews the first 10 
years of HST science. 

7. AREAS FOR FUTURE IMPROVEMENT IN UV 
INSTRUMENTS 

There are several areas where the technology for re
mote UV observations can be improved. Improved mir
ror reflectivities at normal incidence for wavelengths X < 
110 nm is an area where there is room for much im
provement. There is also room for improvement in de
tector quantum efficiencies at all wavelengths. However, 

this is a function primarily of the photoelectric efficiency 
of various bi-alkali materials. Current detectors employ a 
repelling mesh at a small potential sufficient to direct es
caping photoelectrons back down into the microchan-
nels, so that they collect most of the photoelectrons 
which are released from the photocathode. While present 
detectors can reliably achieve array formats of 1024 x 
1024 pixels, more and specifically smaller pixels would 
assist in the optical designs and field of view of new in
struments. While it is a great advantage to have a pho
ton-counting detector, one limit is set to the overall 
counting rate by the speed of the electronics. Another 
disadvantage arises from the high multiplication of each 
photoelectron, requiring high voltage and a large drain
ing of charge from the microchannel plates. The ability 
to have higher counting rates from faster electronics 
would permit brighter emissions to be viewed, and 
higher spatial resolution with a lower gain would allow 
more convenient optical designs plus a longer lifetime of 
the microchannel plates. Lower scatter in UV optics 
would improve the efficiency, spectral resolution, and 
angular resolution of UV measurements. Finally, the de
velopment of interferometric techniques with good effi
ciency in the UV could provide much higher spectral 
and angular resolution than now possible. 
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Mass Spectrometry for Planetary Science 

David T. Y o u n g 

University of Michigan, Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Space Sciences, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Attaining a satisfactory understanding of the origin and evolution of the solar 
system and life within it are among the pr imary scientific goals of current and fu
ture planetary missions. One important clue to understanding these questions is 
the chemical and isotopic composit ion of a tmospheric and surface volatile materi
als. Sample-return missions may one day become the method of choice for carry
ing out detailed laboratory studies of these materials. Until then, however , high-
quality in situ measurements of volatiles will be essential to improving our current 
knowledge and to providing context and support for future missions. Small (~1 
kg) , high-performance (M/AM>10 3 ) , space-qualified mass spectrometers are the 
only known method for quantitative analysis that is capable of delivering the iso
topic, atomic, and molecular composit ion of trace amounts (<10 1 3 moles /gram) 
of sample materials. Of particular interest is the identification of biomarker mole
cules to roughly that level on Mars . These are very difficult performance goals in 
their own right, but they are more so w h e n increasingly constrained mission re
sources are taken into account. The current state-of-the-art in space-borne mass 
spectrometry is examined by defining a quality metric proportional to (perform
ance/resources). The metric suggests that future requirements and constraints rep
resent significant technical challenges. This paper briefly examines historical pro
gress in planetary mass spectrometry before moving to the principles of particle 
optics that govern spectrometer design and implementat ion. Several alternative 
methods are examined, but only four are examined in detail: quadrupole, ion trap, 
magnet ic , and time-of-flight spectrometry. This choice reflects both past suc
cesses and the promise of the methodology for future adaptations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the earliest in situ explorations of planetary (in
cluding Earth) environments, there has been broad interest 
in the composition of volatiles from planetary atmospheres, 
ionospheres, and surfaces. Recent observations of organic 

trace materials in samples of SNC meteorites from the 
Martian surface, the discovery of Europa's subsurface 
oceans, and the existence of pre-biotic molecules on Titan, 
have all spurred a renewed quest for solid analytical evi
dence of cosmochemical, pre-biotic or biomarker materials. 
The most difficult measurement objectives include accurate 
(errors - 1 % or less) for isotopic abundances, and detection 
of as little as - 1 0 1 3 moles/gram of large (~10 3 Daltons) or
ganic biomarker compounds [Arvidson, R., 2001] as well 
as the identification of low relative abundance overlapping 
or isomeric compounds. Other important targets include 
Titan's hydrocarbon and nitrile environment [Niemann et 
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al, 1997] and salts and organic molecules at Europa [John
son et al, 1998]. The ideal mass spectrometer and associ
ated gas sampling and separation components should be 
capable of effective mass resolution M/AM^ 10,000 and 
sensitivity to roughly one part per trillion (10" 1 2). 

Up to now analytical measurement of planetary compo
sition has generally been obtained using in situ mass spec
trometry, sometimes coupled to gas handling and separa
tion devices [Biemann et al, 1974; and Niemann et al, 
1992). Optical UV and IR spectrometers are not considered 
in this paper. While optical methods have contributed to 
bulk composition measurements of surface and atmospheric 
constituents, their sensitivity and resolution per unit volume 
of sample are much smaller than that of mass spectrome
ters. Space-qualified mass spectrometers, compared to their 
laboratory counterparts, are distinguishable by rugged con
struction, high reliability, and high performance relative to 
weight and power. However, planetary missions now in 
planning are based on the premise that higher-performance 
instruments, roughly equivalent to good ground-based de
vices that are larger and more power hungry, will be avail
able in the near future. Several flight spectrometers, such as 
the ROSINA instruments on the Rosetta mission [Balsiger 
et al, 2001] and the GCMS and INMS instruments on 
Huygens [Niemann et al, 1997], approach laboratory per
formance ideals in some areas, but they fall short of future 
mission ideals. 

Before beginning a detailed consideration of future pros
pects for planetary mass spectrometry, the reader should be 
aware that there is much more to analytical composition 
measurements than just mass spectrometer optics and com
ponents. For example, the evolved gas analyzer, in which a 
sample is stepwise heated to drive out its volatile contents, 
is essential for extracting volatile samples from solid mate
rials. In another method, secondary ion mass spectrometry 
(SIMS) [Benninghoven et al, 1987], extraction is carried 
out with an inert ion beam that provides microscopic (-100 
um 2 ) mass spectrometric analysis of solid samples. 

Once extracted, volatile samples can be concentrated by 
physical or chemical methods (adsorption, chemisorption) 
that select and concentrate desirable compounds while dis
criminating against less desirable ones. On Mars, for exam
ple, it is advantageous to remove the dominant molecule 
C 0 2 from atmospheric samples and then concentrate the 
much less abundant water and noble gases before mass 
spectrometric analysis [cf. Biemann, 1974; and Niemann et 
al, 1997]. The primary chemical separation method used in 
space-borne mass spectrometry is gas chromatography 
(GC). Individual compounds separated in the GC column 
can then be introduced one at a time into the mass spec

trometer for detailed quantitative analysis. The GC process 
reduces the number of overlapping mass peaks that would 
otherwise make results from the MS ambiguous or difficult 
to interpret. (For a broad survey of sample extraction and 
separation methods see Watson [1997], Settle [1997], or 
Grob [1995]). 

In most mass spectrometers gas samples are introduced 
into an ionization source, usually employing an electron 
beam operating from -25 to -90 eV, depending on meas
urement objectives. Optional ionization sources include la
sers (REF), radioactive sources (REF), field emission, and 
so on, all of which are promising, none of which currently 
have flight history. Since the nature of the ionization 
method is irrelevant to this discussion the matter is dropped 
here. Ions formed in the source should mirror the makeup 
of the original sample. To accomplish this, any differential 
effects of selection or ionization must be accounted for ei
ther in design or in calibration. Ions leaving a source are 
formed into a well-defined beam in energy, angle, and spa
tial extent and then focused onto the mass spectrometer en
trance. Inside the spectrometer, electric and/or magnetic 
fields are used to separate and focus ions in such a way that 
they form a sharply defined mass spectrum. If the spec
trometer is properly calibrated, then identification of peak 
positions and amplitudes in the spectrum measures sample 
composition. 

It is useful to have some historical perspective of previ
ous spaceflight mass spectrometers. Table 1 gives a brief 
summary of space flight spectrometers categorized by their 
working principles: quadrupole (Q), single or double-
focusing magnetic spectrometer (SF and DF), and time-of-
flight mass spectrometer (TOF). An examination of Table 1 
suggests that flight spectrometers could be usefully classi
fied into three generations based on historical and future 
usage and technical performance. The divisions might con
sist of first generation instruments (typically M7AM -100 
and SsslO"6 (1 ppm), second generation instruments having 
M/AM-10 3 and S-10" 9 (one part per billion, 1 ppb), and, for 
the future, third generation with M/AM-10 4 and S-10" 1 2 

(one part per trillion, 1 ppt). The resources used by first and 
second generation spectrometers, including gas separation 
systems if part of the spectrometer, range from a few kg up 
to 25 kg (Table 1). According to this classification scheme, 
third generation instruments are the hope for the future 
where detailed compositional analysis is required. 

A brief summary of the basic principles of ion beam 
transport optics is given in Section 2. In Section 3 the prin
ciples, techniques, and limitations of mass spectrometry are 
discussed. Section 4 summarizes prospects for future high-
performance mass spectrometry. 
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2. ION OPTICS 

Mass spectrometers are ion optical devices that transport, 
disperse, and focus ions emitted by a source of ionization. 
This discussion of spectrometer properties follows those of 
Benninghoven et al [1987] and Wollnik [1987]. Optical de
scriptions are based on the properties of Gaussian optics 
which assume that ion trajectories travel near the principal 
optical axis and that axial velocities are much larger than 
transverse velocities. This assumption allows ion equations 
of motion to be written in closed form or as power series 
expansions from which analytical expressions can be de
rived for optical properties such as focal length, dispersion, 
and image size. (It is essential to simulate ion optics using 
computer ray-tracing programs before any hardware is 
built, but ray-tracing provides little conceptual insight in 
the early design phase and is not discussed here.) We fur
ther assume that particle velocities are non-relativistic, that 
ion beams are well below space charge limits (which may 
not be true for ion sources), and there are no collisions in
ternal to the beam (collisions are discussed later). Such a 
beam obeys Liouville's theorem and ion phase space den
sity is conserved. This formulation can be used to describe 
not only beam dispersion and resolution, but also a spec
trometer's capability for current transport. 

Mass spectrometer optics begin with an ion source that 
creates and emits ion current. Spectrometer optics must 
then collect and transport this current to a detector. From an 
optical standpoint ion source performance is defined by 
emittance e s=AA s AQ S which is a geometric quantity in 
units of cm 2 sr. Here AAS is the area of the emitted beam, 
AQ S = Aa s

2 is its angular divergence, and Aa s is the angular 
half-width of a circular beam. The two-dimensional beam 
phase space density p s (also called beam brightness) is a 
conserved quantity given by 

p s=qM(N/dx dy dp x dp y dt)=I s/(AA AQ AE)S=constant. (1) 

The factor N/dx dy dp x dp y dt is phase space density in the 
usual units, Mq is ion mass and charge, and the units of p s 

are amps cm"2 sr"1 eV"1. The second expression in (1) gives 
phase space density in laboratory units where AES is the ion 
energy spread leaving the source and I s is the source beam 
current. 

The ability of an ion optical system to transport a beam is 
given by its spatial acceptance, (AA AQ) 0 where AA 0 is 
spectrometer entrance area and AQ 0 the angular acceptance, 
multiplied by ion beam energy, qV 0 . The theoretical maxi
mum transport current in amps, I M , is obtained by matching 
beam brightness to spectrometer acceptance: 

I M = Ps (AA AQ) 0 (qV 0) = I s (QVO/AE s). (2) 

Equation 2 is obtained by requiring that (AA AQ) S=(AA 
AQ) 0. This expresses the fact that in a perfectly matched 
ion optical system, transport depends only on the ratio of 
beam energy to the spread in ion energies. If optics are per
fectly matched and corrected for image aberrations, then all 
ions of a chosen mass are deposited on the detector without 
spatial (or temporal) blurring or mixing of adjacent spe
cies—provided resolution is sufficient to do so. In this way 
beam transport is inextricably linked to spectrometer reso
lution. 

Assuming perfect ion transport and detection efficiency, 
then the sensitivity S of a spectrometer is determined pri
marily by the source current emitted per unit of sample 
material (usually in traditional units of Amps/Torr) 

S = I s /N 0 = I e a i e x s r] s , (3) 

where N G is the sample density in the source, I e is the ion
izing electron current, a e n is the appropriate electron-
neutral cross-section, x s is the length of the ionization re
gion from which the beam is extracted with an efficiency 
r| s. Typical performance ranges from ~10"6 to 10"4 A/Torr. 
Since ion-neutral collisions would alter the apparent com
position of the original sample, the maximum pressure at 
which a source can operate is limited by the ion-neutral 
collision mean free path, Xm = l/(N0ain). Most ion sources 
operate around ~10" 5 Torr (Table 1) where is roughly 
10 3 to 10 4 times longer than source dimensions. Lower 
source pressures are also desirable because they reduce the 
amount of sample gas, and hence pumping speed, required 
to maintain source pressure. 

3. MASS SPECTROMETRY 

Mass resolution (M/AM) is defined as the ability of a 
spectrometer to separate two adjacent peaks separated by 
AM when measured at 1% of the smaller of the two peak 
heights. A second key performance parameter is sensitivity, 
S, defined as the lowest abundance of a species that a spec
trometer can detect relative to the size of the sample. For 
example, if a minor species can be identified that amounts 
to only one atom out of one million in the total sample then 
the sensitivity would be one part per million (1 ppm). Sen
sitivity says nothing about accuracy or precision of the 
measurement, which depend on calibration, total sample 
measurement time, and so on. 

Static magnetic fields and static or dynamic electric 
fields can be combined to deflect and disperse ions spatially 
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or temporally. Dynamic magnetic fields have laboratory 
applications but are not practical for flight instruments). 
Mass spectrometers work on the principle that ions deflect 
and gain or lose energy/charge (E/q) in electric fields and 
deflect in magnetic fields by an amount proportional to 
their momentum per charge. Mass dispersion measures the 
unit deflection of an ion beam. It is produced by several 
methods, including path or time dispersion in radio-
frequency electric fields, momentum dispersion in sector 
magnetic fields, or time dispersion in electric or magnetic 
fields. In addition to dispersion, optimum resolution and 
transport are obtained only if spectrometer fields form a 
sharp image of the "object," usually the spectrometer en
trance slit or instant of ion entrance, on the detector. Then, 
if the energy/charge of ions entering the spectrometer is 
well defined, the position or time of arrival of mass-
separated components at the detector will be proportional to 
ion mass/charge (M/q). The abundance of an ion species 
separated from a mixed beam is then proportional to de
tector current measured at the position or time when the 
selected ions arrive. In order to obtain measurements with 
minimum errors all biases introduced through sample se
lection, separation, ionization, transport and detection, must 
be eliminated or reduced. A typical goal in planetary sci
ence for measurement accuracy of minor ion species is 
- 1 % . (Although there are no monographs covering space-
borne mass spectrometry, the reader wanting more than a 
thumbnail sketch of mass spectrometry should consult 
Blauth [1966], Dawson [1976], Duckworth et al [1986], 
Wollnik [1987], Benninghoven et al [1987], Cotter [1994], 
or Watson [1997].) 

3.1. Quadrupole Mass Spectrometry 

Quadrupole mass spectrometers separate ions of different 
M/q by selecting only those ions whose trajectories are sta
ble in quasi-static electric fields of a few MHz (i.e., 
Laplace's equation, V2(|> = 0, holds). For this reason they 
are classified as path stability mass spectrometers, although 
they are more akin to a mass filter rather than spectrometer. 
The quadrupole spectrometer consists of four symmetric 
parallel rods usually about 5-15 cm long (Figure 1). Volt
ages of the form ± ( U D C + V A c coscot) are applied to adja
cent sets of rods, creating a potential distribution given by 
cp(x, y, t) = (U + Vcoscot) (x 2 - y 2 ) / ^ 2 . Ions leaving a source 
may be pre-selected in energy to -0.01 AE/E and are then 
accelerated by a few tens of eV before being focused on the 
spectrometer entrance aperture. The quadrupole field sub
jects ions to a periodic force in the X-Y plane proportional 
to distance from the Z axis. This motion is described by 

-h[UD C + V A C cos (cot)] -[U D C + V A C cos (cot)] 

Ion 4 Detector 
^ 

Quadrupole rods 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a quadrupole mass spectrometer 
viewed from the side. The dotted line through the quadrupole rods 
represents a single resonant ion trajectory transmitted through the 
exit aperture. The radius rY is the entrance aperture, r 0 is the radius 
of a circle inscribed tangent to the field rods, x and y are coordi
nates perpendicular to the particle trajectory, and U A C and V D C are 
the voltage amplitudes. 

Mathieu-type differential equations with cot as the inde
pendent variable and f = 2jico as the quadrupole field fre
quency [Dawson, 1976; and Benninghoven et al, 1987]. 
Solutions to the Mathieu equations determine the regions of 
trajectory phase space that have stable trajectories. Ions that 
are resonant with the field oscillate close to the Z axis and 
are transmitted through an exit aperture located on the Z 
axis. Non-resonant ions undergo unstable oscillations that 
grow exponentially and are eventually ejected from the 
beam. Mass resolution is then dependent on the separation 
of adjacent regions of path stability corresponding to 
masses M and M + AM. Quadrupole optics, although me
chanically precise, are relatively simple, lightweight, and 
rugged and require power and mass resources of a few 
kilograms and watts (see the Pioneer Venus Orbiter entry in 
Table 1). 

Mass selection in the quadrupole is given by the equa
tion, 

M/q = 0 .139V A C / f 2 r o

2 , (4a) 

where f is in MHz and r 0 is the radius of rod separation in 
cm (Figure 1). The mass selection equation is useful in part 
because it expresses limitations on mass range for a given 
choice of spectrometer parameters. Mass spectra are ob
tained by scanning the amplitudes of U d c and V d c in such a 
way that 2U/V is constant chosen to maximize resolution 
for a given transmission. The highest mass resolution is 
achieved in voltage scans defined by [Dawson, 1976] 

M/AM = 0.506/(0.336 - 2U/V). (4b) 
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Table 2. Comparison of Spectrometer Geometries and Performance 

Linear quadrupole Magnetic Reflectron 

Key optical element AC electric field Electric and magnetic fields Mirror electric field 
Characteristic frequency -MHz NA -GHz 
Mass equation (M/q) 0.139VA C/f 2r o

2 Rm

2B 2/2V 0 2VGT2L'2 

Resolution (M/AM) 0.506/(0.336 -2U/V) ( R e O - S ^ S e Sm| s1 + s 2 +2A i j 5 i j

2 ) 2[L0 + 2L 2(E/q-V 1)/V 2]/ 
[(L0)(AEs/qV0)1/2]. 

Q-factor f2 r 0

4 AM qV 0 RehAQ 0 qVD Ao AQ (M/AM). 
Duty cycle N"1 N"1 -1 

Once mass resolution is set, it defines the diameter, d, of 
the aperture for which 100% transmission can occur, 
namely d « r 0(M/AM) _ 1 . The maximum beam energy and 
acceptance angle are defined by the chosen mass resolution 
and the ratio rJL where L is the quadrupole length. When 
maximum angle-energy acceptance is combined with (2), 
then the following is obtained for maximum transmittable 
current at mass M/q 

I M * P S ( f 2 r 0

4 ) AM (M/AM)"1 (4c) 

[Benninghoven et al, 1987]. This equation makes it clear 
that any increase in mass resolution (smaller AM and larger 
M/AM) reduces ion transport current quadratically. Also, if 
mass resolution is increased at constant beam current, then 
the quadrupole frequency, or electric field volume (~r 0

2 ) , or 
some combination of the two, must increase. Table 2 gives 
a side-by-side performance comparison of the quadrupole 
with magnetic and TOF spectrometers. 

We now define a quality factor, Q - (transmitted ion cur
rent/source brightness) x mass resolution, which, from (2) 
can be written Q = (VPs) (M/AM). Then, for the quad
rupole 

Q Q « f 2 r 0

4 AM. (4d) 

This shows that an increase in mass resolution (smaller 
AM) actually can reduce total performance as defined here. 
Moreover, in a comparison of the performance (Q) of 
similar instruments, if mass resolution is increased then 
quadrupole frequency or electric field volume (~r 0

2 ) or 
some combination of the two, must increase, resulting in an 
increase in power or volume resources. Finally, if the quad
rupole is miniaturized by scaling down optical dimensions 
at a fixed ratio of r</L, then throughput will decrease as r0"4. 
This has no effect on mass resolution as long as frequency 
is increased proportionately. Other miniaturization consid
erations are discussed in Section 3.8. 

3 . 2 . Ion Trap Mass Spectrometry 

In addition to the linear quadrupole configuration, the 
quadrupole ion storage trap [March and Hughes, 1991; and 
Watson, 1997] holds some interest for small, high-
resolution mass spectrometry. The ion trap, which can be as 
small as - 1 0 cm 3 , consists of a hyperbola-shaped ring elec
trode capped by two end electrodes through which the ion 
beam enters and exits (Figure 2). An AC voltage, similar in 
frequency and amplitude to that of the linear quadrupole, is 
applied to the ring electrode while the end caps are held at 
ground potential. Centripetal and electrical forces balance 
each other such that ions can execute many orbits around 
the trap. The AC field forces the ions to oscillate, creating 
stable orbits (described by the same solutions to the 
Mathieu equations given above). Mass selection is made by 
changing the amplitude of V A c at a given frequency, which 
destabilizes the selected ions and ejects them from the trap 
according to the relationship M/q « 32 JT 2 VAC/f2r0

2. 

Ion source 

V=0 V=VA C cos (cot) 

Detector 

Figure 2. Schematic cut through a quadrupole ion trap mass 
spectrometer showing the hyperbolic profile of the central ring 
electrode. Ions enter the spectrometer from above, are trapped in 
the central volume, and then are ejected through the bottom elec
trode to a detector. 
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Figure 3. A double-focusing mass spectrometer shown in the 
plane of ion dispersion. The lines running from the source to the 
detector are principal optical rays. Rays that spread in angle are 
focused at the detector by the action of electric and magnetic 
fields at the energy analyzer exit and again at the detector. Differ
ent ion energies are dispersed in the cylindrical electric field, and 
then are refocused by the magnetic field. The curved boundary of 
the magnetic field corrects image aberrations. 

The total ion path length can be very long, leading to 
large dispersion and very high resolution [Cotter, 1974]. 
Storage times are potentially very long, limited only by 
scattering or charge exchange with any remaining back
ground gas. Usually a light gas such as He is fed into the 
trap to collisionally cool heavier ions, keeping them close 
to the trap center and away from the walls. Ion space 
charge at the center of the trap poses another difficulty. 
Space charge build up must be sensed and controlled and 
limits the trap dynamic range. Perhaps the most limiting 
feature for space applications is that ions of different 
masses tend to overtake one another, so that mass identifi
cation can become a significant problem requiring very ac
curate control of mass ejection. Although this technique is 
very promising in some ways, it has not yet been developed 
into a flight instrument. 

3.3 Magnetic Mass Spectroscopy 

Many combinations of static electric and magnetic fields 
have been found that disperse and focus ions of a particular 
M/q. Figure 3, drawn in the plane of ion dispersion, illus
trates ion trajectories in a beam with a small range of en
trance angles and E/q and a mixture of masses. The electric 
and magnetic fields shown here are cylindrical sections, but 
spectrometers that make use of spheres or toroids have 
similar dispersive properties coupled with the advantage of 
being able to focus out of the plane of the figure. Ions ar

riving from a source are directed through an entrance slit 
and into the spectrometer where they are focused in angle 
and dispersed in energy/charge by an electrostatic field. 
After entering a magnetic field, ions are dispersed accord
ing to momentum/charge and focused in energy and angle. 
This special set of conditions is termed double focusing. 

We will now examine double-focusing sector-field mass 
spectrometers that are corrected to second order in image 
errors (i.e., first order errors are absent). If particle E/q is 
defined to be the result of an accelerating voltage V 0 , then 
the M/q of an ion exiting the field is given by the Lorentz 
force 

M/q = R m

2 B 2 / 2 V 0 = 4.83 x IO - 5 R ^ B ^ V o , (5a) 

where R m is the ion gyroradius (cm) in a magnetic field of 
strength B (gauss). Analytical solutions to the ion equation 
of motion result in the following equation for mass resolu
tion 

M /AM = ( R ^ l - S ^ O S e S m | s, + s 2 +2 A ^ y 2 ) , (5b) 

where Re is the radius of the electric field sector, S e and S m 

are the lateral magnifications of the electric and magnetic 
sectors in the spectrometer image plane, and Si and s 2 are 
the object and image slit widths, respectively. There are 
several routes to maximizing resolution, for example by 
keeping the sector magnifications or the slits small. How
ever, both lead to reduction in ion signal. A third method is 
to decrease aberrations, given by +2 AySy 2, where S y are 
second order coordinate differentials consisting of the 
products and cross-products of spectrometer acceptances 
(Ax, Aoix, AE). Aberration coefficients, Ay, are determined 
by spectrometer geometry. (Spectrometer aberrations are 
exactly analogous to those found in light optics, causing 
similar image distortion, loss of focus, and color (energy) 
separation [Wollnik, 1987].) Reducing the differentials, S y , 
decreases throughput. Therefore minimizing spectrometer 
aberration coefficients by careful design is the only alter
native to compensating through decreasing the ion signal. 
Optimized field geometries make some aberration coeffi
cients vanish but can only reduce others. Analytical design 
can only go so far—at some point detailed ray-tracing de
sign is needed to find the best tradeoff between image 
sharpness and maximum transport. 

If two-dimensional double-focusing in the plane of the 
detector (Figure 3) is to be attained, then, taking Si = s 2 = s, 
the maximum current that can be transmitted by a DFMS is, 
from (2), 

I m = Ps qV 0 Re h A Q 0 (2M/AM)" 1, (5c) 
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where h is the height of the entrance slit. From (5c) the 
maximum transmittable current for a given geometry and 
acceleration voltage varies inversely with mass resolution 
and directly with spectrometer acceptance in energy and 
angle. 

An obvious limitation on beam transport in (5c) is slit 
height. Equation (5 c) applies to stigmatic (two-
dimensional) focusing, which can be obtained in several 
ways. The first is using curvilinear magnetic field bounda
ries as shown in Figure 2. Other methods depend on com
bining toroidal-shaped electric fields with a homogenous 
magnetic field, or introducing a third field element con
sisting of a static quadrupole lens [Matsuda, 1990; and Bal-
siger et al, 2001]. Two-dimensional sector fields and static 
quadrupoles create restoring forces that focus the beam 
perpendicular to the plane of Figure 3. Extra optical ele
ments are effective [Balsiger, et al, 2001], but they in
crease spectrometer mass, alignment requirements, and in
strument complexity. 

The appropriate magnetic spectrometer quality factor, 
obtained as for (4d), is given by 

Detector 

Q M = q V 0 R e h A Q 0 . (5d) 

The Q-factor depends on spectrometer dispersion, ex
pressed in the factor and in the more obvious transport 
limitations of slit height and angular acceptance. Mass 
resolution does not appear explicitly, but rather indirectly 
through Re. What distinguishes the magnetic spectrometer 
from the quadrupole, however, is the presence of the factor 
qV 0 , which acts as a lever arm to increase transport above 
what can be obtained from the quadrupole. All other things 
being equal, the magnetic spectrometer holds two perform
ance edges on the quadrupole: potentially much higher 
mass resolution or potentially higher transport capability or 
some combination of the two. Seen this way, the limit to 
transport in magnetic spectrometers arises from maximum 
allowable magnetic field strength and extent. 

3.4. Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry 

The fourth instrument category, time-of-flight (TOF) 
mass spectrometry, is relatively new to space research. Its 
principle of operation (Figure 4) is based on injection of a 
short (AT p u i s e /T 0 £ few ns) ion pulse into a combination of 
electric fields and field-free drift regions. Ions leaving a 
source with an energy spread AES are accelerated to an en
ergy q V 0 » AES before they enter the spectrometer. During 
travel through the spectrometer, the ions disperse in time 
according to M/q and, with proper optical design, are fo
cused in time at the detector. Measurement of the ion times 

k 

Drift region 
Ion source T 

v, Vn V, 

Mirror 
region 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of a time-of-flight mass spectrome
ter with a two-stage mirror made up of grids. The drift space is 
field free. 

of arrival yields a spectrum from which ion M/q can be de
termined. The amount of dispersion, and therefore mass 
resolution, depends on ion path length through the optics, 
rather than on magnetic field strength or electric field fre
quency (Table 2). Mass resolution is primarily limited by 
the initial spread in ion energies since T/AT- M/AM ~ 
qV 0/AE s. 

Mamyrin et al. [1973] made a significant breakthrough in 
TOF spectrometry by showing that an electrostatic mirror 
(Figure 4) could be used to correct aberrations caused by 
the initial ion energy spread. Nearly isochronous focusing 
occurs in a reflecting electric field ("reflectron"). The prin
ciple is that more energetic, faster ions penetrate deeper 
into the mirror field and spend more time there than ions 
with lower energy. This flight time compensation and 
symmetry of the ion flight path corrects the flight time ab
errations to first order. It is possible to obtain second and 
higher order focusing by introducing one or more retarding 
lens elements at the front of the mirror field, thus creating 
two- and three-stage reflectrons and so on [Cotter, 1994; 
Short and Todd, 1994; and Scheinfein and Seidman, 1993]. 

Ion mirrors are most simply constructed from planar 
grids that create uniform mirror fields but slightly restrict 
transmission and, more importantly, introduce scattering. 
Gridless mirrors [Schwartz et al., 1991; Wollnik et al, 
1993; and Balsiger et al, 2001] with arbitrary field distri
butions. Only gridded spectrometer optics have analytical 
solutions, however, and they are discussed here. Ions cre
ated in the source are ejected in a short (-few ns) burst and 
are accelerated into the TOF spectrometer, acquiring an en
ergy E/q = V 0 . Ions travel a known path length L in the 
TOF, so a measurement of time-of-flight, T, determines ion 
M/q according to 

M/q = 2V 0T 2L" 2 : 1.92 x 10*3 V 0T 2L" 2 , (6a) 

where in the second expression T is measured in ns, L in 
cm, and V 0 in kV. Logarithmic differentiation of (6a) 
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shows that M/AM = T/2AT. As a result, just as high-
resolution magnetic spectrographs demand high spatial 
resolution detectors, high-resolution TOF spectrometers re
quire good timing resolution such that the condition AT « 
2L(M/AM)(M/2V 0) 1 / 2 is met. In other words, electronic 
timing resolution must increase with spectrometer resolu
tion. 

TOF spectrometer properties are derived by expressing 
the ion equation of motion in terms of expansions of mirror 
electric fields [Wollnik, 1987, 1993; and Cotter, 1994]. In 
the same way that the focusing properties of a magnetic 
spectrometer can be written as an expansion in field quan
tities, ion TOF can be written as T = T 0 + Ti 6 + T 2 S 2 +.. . 
The time T 0 is that required for the principal ion ray to 
travel through the spectrometer. In order to find the best 
resolution, adjustments are made to the relative drift lengths 
and field distributions to minimize coefficients T k . A rela
tively simple analytic solution with second order energy fo
cusing can be obtained with a two-stage mirror field (Fig
ure 4) [see Mamyrin et al, 1973]. Mass resolution for an 
ion with energy E = qV 0 + AES in the TOF drift tube is 
given by 

M/AM = 2[L 0 + 2L 2(E/q - V 1 yV 2 ] /[(L 0 XAE a /qV 0 ) 1 / 2 ] . (6b) 

With reference to Figure 4, the drift tube of length L 0 is 
held at the accelerating potential V 0 , the retarding lens of 
length L! is set by voltage Vi, the mirror depth is L 2 and the 
back of the mirror is held at V 2 . The distances from source 
and detector to the drift tube are assumed to be short rela
tive to L 0 . The purpose of the retarding lens is to slow down 
the ions with energies near the transport energy, permitting 
greater dispersion in the mirror field and also introducing a 
second field that can be adjusted to achieve better focusing. 
Scheinfein andSeidman [1993] and Short and Todd [1994], 
among others, discuss more optimized second and third or
der analytical solutions for a gridded TOF spectrometer. By 
ray-tracing ion paths in arbitrary field distributions, per
formance may be further refined to third order. Equation 
(6b) illustrates that mass resolution does not depend on ap
erture size, as it does for the quadrupole and magnetic 
spectrometers, but rather on the distribution of electric field 
strengths and length of the drift path. 

Ion transport is limited by several factors, the largest be
ing transverse spreading of ions over long flight paths. 
Spatial focusing transverse to the TOF axis may be ob
tained using a simple unipotential lens near the source 
[Wollnik et al, 1992]. The transport of a spatially focused 
beam leaving the source and entering the TOF can be esti
mated by considering an initial divergence given by AQ « 
AE s/qV 0. Then the maximum transmittable current is 

Im = Ps A 0 A E S . (6c) 

Consequently, the Q-factor for a TOF spectrometer can be 
written as 

Q T = qV 0 A 0 AQ (M/AM). (6d) 

One feature to note is that in comparison to the quadrupole, 
transport in both the magnetic and TOF spectrometers is 
leveraged by the acceleration potential that can be several 
kilovolts or more. 

The spread in beam energy and spatial focusing can be 
improved still further through the use of an orthogonal-
extraction ion source that pre-focuses ions before they enter 
the TOF, reducing the spread in AES [Dawson and Guil-
haus, 1989]. Other possible sources of ionization well 
suited to large biological molecules and TOF applications 
include pulsed laser ablation of sample material [Lubman, 
1990] or collisions of heavy fission fragments with a thin 
layer of sample material [Geno and Mcfarlane, 1987]. Both 
methods ionize organic materials without significantly 
heating or cracking them, thus keeping large molecules in
tact. If engineering problems associated with laser power or 
radioactivity can be solved, then these methods seem 
promising for mass spectrometry applications. The other 
resource drivers in TOF mass spectrometry adapted to 
space flight are ion path length, which drives instrument 
volume, and high-speed electronics. Although timing and 
data acquisition electronics operate at much higher fre
quencies than do quadrupoles (~GHz vs. -MHz) it is possi
ble to mitigate TOF power consumption by capturing the 
necessary high-speed circuitry in a low-power microchip. 

3.5. Spectrometry and Spectroscopy Duty Cycles 

Mass peaks are measured by counting individual ions 
during a sampling interval, x s, when a peak is available at 
the detector. Spectra are obtained either by scanning mass 
range (spectrometry) or by measuring all peaks at once 
(spectroscopy). The number of ions detected in a single 
sample, C M , at mass M is given by 

C M = ( l M / q ) ( W r i d T s ) , (7) 

in units of counts/ion/sample. Here I M is given by (2), W is 
the spectrometer transmission factor, including effects of 
beam loss due to grids and internal scattering, and r ] d is de
tector efficiency. Measurement duty cycle, defined as the 
ratio of t s to the length of time it takes to measure the rest 
of the spectrum, is crucial to achieving good signal-to-noise 
ratio and measurement precision. 
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If a spectrum consists of N mass peaks, each sampled for 
a uniform interval x s, then the fraction of time, or duty cy
cle, that a single peak is sampled is 6X = T S /N(T s + x p) * 1/N 
provided that x s « x p, where x p is the time during which 
the rest of the spectrum is measured. In a true spectrograph 
the full range of N peaks is accommodated simultaneously 
on the detector so that x p ->0 and 6 T = Nx s/N(x s + x p) -> 1. 
It is a common misconception that TOF mass "spectrome
ters" measure all masses "simultaneously" and therefore 
can be considered spectrographs. However, the TOF is 
spectroscopic only if ions are stored during the time re
quired for an ion bunch to pass through the optics. If an ion 
source is run continuously and pulses of ions of width x T 

enter the TOF every Nx T seconds, then the TOF duty cycle 
would be the same as that of a spectrometer, namely 1/N. 
The TOF can, however, function as a true spectrograph 
provided that ions that would have been lost during the 
time x p are instead stored and released later into the TOF. 
This has the effect of increasing duty cycle from 1/N to 
nearly 1 (neglecting electronic readout time). 

3.6. Interferences with Measurement 

Interferences within mass spectra arise from several in
dependent sources, all of which reduce resolution, detecta-
bility of minor peaks, and peak identification. Usually the 
most important potential sources of interference come from 
elastic scattering of beam ions off residual gas molecules or 
inelastic scattering of ions off spectrometer surfaces. Addi
tional sources of background are intrinsic detector noise 
(dark current) and penetrating energetic particle radiation 
from space. If a spectrometer is properly designed, then 
scattering off residual gas molecules, which is proportional 
to gas pressure along the ion trajectory, is the most impor
tant contributor. Ioanoviciu [1973] and others have studied 
this effect on DFMS with the result that the fraction of 
scattered current, I s c , from the primary ion beam, I + , is 
given by I s c = I + / I M = C a i n N 0 s (M/AM) 1" 6 9, where C is a 
constant for a particular optical geometry (for example, C m 

~ L 2/Re + Re/R m ~ 20 for the geometry in Figure 2), om is 
the ion-neutral elastic scattering cross section, I M is primary 
ion current, N 0 is neutral gas density, and s is the width of 
the exit aperture. The mass resolution enters this equation 
because the higher the resolution the more susceptible is the 
spectrometer to scattering (or cross-talk) between two adja
cent peaks. Since I s c is proportional to gas density, the pres
sure in the spectrometer must be very low. Although ion 
flight path lengths through a spectrometer must be much 
smaller than the collisional mean free path, smaller instru
ments imply the possibility of higher operating pressures. 

This is important because pumps are both heavy and re
quire electrical power. 

3.7. Sample Separation and Concentration 

Methods of separating and concentrating gases before 
they enter an ion source are important to spectrometer per
formance. The most widely used method in planetary sci
ence is gas chromatography in which a mixed gas sample is 
transported by an inert carrier gas (such as He) through a 
polymer-coated capillary column several to tens of meters 
long [Niemann et al, 1992, 1997; and Watson, 1997]. As 
the mixture travels through the column, different com
pounds are retained to varying degrees by the polymer, so 
that the more mobile compounds reach the end of the cap
illary first followed at different times by other eluting 
gases. A mass spectrum can then be obtained for each com
pound individually thus removing interferences caused by 
other compounds. Sample concentrators work differently. 
When minor species of interest are mixed with much more 
abundant species (such as Martian H 2 0 and noble gases 
mixed with C 0 2 ) then a gas concentrator, consisting of a 
molecular sieve or getter, can be made to selectively adsorb 
and trap both the major and minor gas components. Once a 
sample is collected, minor species can be released later in 
the absence of the major species and analyzed. Flight spec
trometers have taken advantage of these methods to in
crease sensitivity [Rushneck et al, 1978; and Niemann et 
al, 1992, 1997]. Although the column itself is small, the 
number of valves (at 10-30 g each) and electrical power re
quired for valves and heaters can be many tens of watts. 

3.8. Miniaturization 

Miniaturization of high-performance mass spectrometers 
will not be an easy process for several reasons. Equations 
that control optical performance are for the most part non
linear which implies that optical processes such as beam 
formation and field generation do not scale with size in a 
simple way. In addition, the ultimate limit to size reduction 
is the ability of a spectrometer to transport sufficient cur
rent to make precise identifications and abundance meas
urements in a short period of time. 

Scaling down the size (length, volume) of a quadrupole 
size at a fixed ratio of rJL reduces throughput as r 0" 2 but 
has no effect on mass resolution as long as the frequency is 
increased as L"1. Another factor is the volume of the trans
port optics needed to avoid collisions between the ion beam 
and spectrometer walls and other surfaces from which they 
might scatter. The advantages of miniaturized electrical-
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mechanical systems (MEMS) in mass spectrometry are 
fairly obvious, but there are serious drawbacks as well. The 
entire subject of MEMS-based mass spectrometry is in 
need of detailed investigation. 

If TOF miniaturization is considered, then there is a limit 
placed on the smallness of a TOF spectrometer by the 
speed of available electronics. All other parameters being 
equal, a miniaturized TOF spectrometer can easily reach an 
electronic speed limit. Current state-of-the-art in space-
borne timing electronics is a few tenths of a nanosecond 
[Balsiger et al, 2001; and Young et al9 2001]. 

4. DISCUSSION 

In the above sections we discussed mass spectrometer 
performance for typical but not highly developed designs. 
This route was taken because of the limited length of this 
paper and its tutorial nature. Table 2 gives a comparison of 
the important features of the methods considered here. 

The quadrupole is relatively simple and compact but 
mass resolution is limited to a few hundred for reasonable 
sized instruments. In addition, ion transport is limited by 
the chosen resolution. The Q-factor suggests that balancing 
the operating frequency against field volume may improve 
overall performance, although higher frequencies require 
that ion energy be increased or the rods become shorter. 
The quadrupole ion trap discussed in Section 3.3 is me
chanically simple and offers nearly unlimited resolution ca
pabilities. It does not, however, appear to be easily adapt
able to space flight. The chief drawbacks are sophisticated 
circuitry and operating algorithms, and a continuous He 
leak, needed to stabilize the trapped beam and extract it. 
Magnetic spectrometer resolution is determined by the size 
of the instrument balanced against the width of the spec
trometer slits. The overall performance Q-factor takes 
resolution into account through Re, but also depends 
strongly on the ion accelerating potential (a feature it shares 
with TOF spectrometry) as well as slit height and angular 
acceptance. The latter two factors act to limit ion transport. 
Thus optimal performance comes down to increasing in
strument size (proportional to Re, h, AQ 0) and magnetic 
field strength (proportional to V 0 and Re). It is also possible 
to improve resolution performance by introducing other 
optical elements such as static quadrupole fields [Wollnik, 
1987; Balsiger et al, 2001], which again adds to instrument 
size and complexity. Lastly, as its Q-factor shows, the TOF 
spectrometer is able to transport the largest volume of 
phase space of all the spectrometer types without compro
mising mass resolution. Mass resolution of a given sized 
TOF instrument can be optimized by adjusting mirror volt

ages without having to modify any mechanical dimensions, 
which leaves the door open for tuning the spectrometer in 
flight if so desired (if the power supplies are available). 
Mechanical alignment requirements and overall complexity 
of the TOF are relatively minimal, even in comparison with 
the quadrupole. The electrical complexity is clearly greater 
because of the wide (~GHz) bandwidth required to handle 
events lasting - 1 ns. 

In conclusion, the TOF spectrometer family would ap
pear to hold the greatest promise for small high-
performance instrumentation needed for nature planetary 
missions. Combinations of multi-stage reflectrons with 
low-energy-dispersion sources such as plasma or laser de
sorption could potentially achieve resolutions of -10,000 if 
sufficiently sophisticated timing electronics were also 
available. Another option, not examined here, is tandem 
mass spectrometry in which two magnetic or quadrupole or 
some combination of spectrometers are combined in series, 
allowing the user to obtain a mass spectrum of a mass 
spectrum [Watson, Chapt. 5, 1997]. Disadvantages of this 
method include greater mechanical and electrical complex
ity and larger optical volumes and therefore a larger in
strument. A lower duty cycle also results when tandem 
mass scans are performed. The best choice for a tandem in
strument may be the ion trap/TOF spectrometer combina
tion [Schwartz et al, 1991; and Michael et al, 1992]. Fi
nally, one should keep in mind that spectrometer optics are 
by no means the entire instrument. Gas handling and sam
pling equipment as well as vacuum pumps and ancillary 
equipment are all part of the complete flight instrument. 
However, if the spectrometer part cannot be made small, 
then reducing the size and mass of other components such 
as electronics or gas chromatography columns will not be 
sufficient to achieve truly low resource levels of a few 
kilograms and watts. 
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PART VI. ATMOSPHERES OF OTHER WORLDS 

At the Division of Planetary Sciences (DPS) meeting of the American Astronomical Society in November 

2001, Brother Guy Consolmagno, S. J., of the Vatican Observatory suggested that there were three landmark 

events in planetary science in the 1990s: (1) the discovery of extra-solar-system planets, (2) the impact of 

Comet Shoemaker-Levy with Jupiter, and (3) discussions of what message came with the finding of martian 

meteorite (AH84001) in Antarctica. Not coincidentally, all are related to issues of the origins and extinctions 

of life on Earth, in the solar system, and beyond. Atmospheres, and in particular their water and oxygen 

components, play a central role in all serious discussion of "life as we know it." In this concluding section 

we address the aeronomic issues of astrobiology. It is a marvelous way to conclude this monograph precisely 

because it offers a commencement. As occurs each spring at universities worldwide, the beginning of life 

beyond campus is the message of graduation. With the publication of this volume in 2002, when the latest 

snapshot of our stellar neighborhood reveals our nine planets to be barely 10% of all known planets, the field 

of comparative aeronomy is indeed in its onset years. 

A depiction of planetary systems around every star in the cosmos. Called "The System According to 

Newton" and intended as a ridicule of non-scripture-based astronomy, this image from a publication of the 

Muggeltonians (a 17th Century fundamentalist sect in England) is here portrayed in Victorian times by the 

new "oil color printing" method of G. Baxter, from a drawing by Isaac Frost, engraved by W. P. Clubb and 

Son, London. 
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Terrestrial planetary systems may exist around nearby stars as the Earth-
sized counterparts to the many giant planets already discovered within the 
solar neighborhood. In this chapter we first discuss the numerous techniques 
which have been suggested to search for extrasolar terrestrial planets. We 
then focus on the expected results from that technique in which an orbiting 
telescope or interferometer is used to obtain a visible or infrared spectrum 
of a planet, without contamination from the parent star. We show examples 
of such spectra for selected cases: the present Earth, the Neoproterozoic 
(snowball) Earth, a methane-rich Earth, and the present Mars and Venus. 
We conclude by discussing the implications of such spectra for the detection 
of life on an extrasolar terrestrial planet. 

1. KNOWN EXTRASOLAR SYSTEMS 

The first planet orbiting a solar-type star beyond the 
solar system was announced in 1995. Since then, as 
of October 2001, 66 planets have been found and con
firmed, orbiting 58 stars with a median distance from 
the sun of about 28 pc. The search database contains 
roughly 1200 stars. 

Current estimates of the frequency of massive planets 
range from about 3-5% to 6-7% [J. Schneider, and G. 
Marcy, resp., personal communication]. The number of 
detected planets is growing monthly, as observing tech
niques are refined, and as the time base of the record 
increases, allowing longer-period planet signatures to be 
extracted from the radial velocity sequences. 

The definition of a planet can be a controversial issue, 
as is evidenced by the recent debate on whether Pluto 
should be classified as a planet, or a trans-Neptunian or 
Kuiper-belt object. However in the case of extrasolar 
planets the debate centers not on the question of the 
low-mass end of the scale, as for Pluto, but on the high-
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mass end, which is the realm of the planets discovered to 
date. The question is, should these objects be classified 
as planets, brown dwarfs, or small stars? 

Here we adopt the recommendation of Oppenheimer 
et al. [2000] for objects of solar metallicity: the min
imum mass for a brown dwarf is about 13 Mj (where 
Mj is the mass of Jupiter) or 0.013 Msun, sufficient to 
allow deuterium burning; the minimum mass for a main 
sequence star is about 78 Mj or 0.075 Msun, sufficient 
to allow hydrogen burning. 

Pulsar planets, known since 1992 from variations in 
pulse arrival times from pulsars, are kept in a separate 
category from exoplanets around main-sequence stars. 
These bodies may have formed during the explosion 
that created the neutron-star pulsar. 

At least two websites collect current information on 
exoplanets. One site is "The Search for Extrasolar Plan
ets" [Marcy, 2001] originating at UC Berkeley. The 
other, larger, site is "The Extrasolar Planets Ency
clopaedia" [Schneider, 2001] originating at Paris Ob
servatory, Meudon. Both sites feature news items, dis
cussions, tutorials, papers, bibliographies, and compre
hensive lists of exoplanets, their properties, and their 
parent stars. Both sites are expertly edited and au
thoritative. 
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Figure 1. Histogram of discovered exoplanets, ranging 
from about 0.16 to 13 Mj . Theoretical curves are shown for 
the cases where exoplanets have a uniform density distribu
tion in the (log M, log R) plane, in the range log M — —3 to 
+1.11, and log R = — 2 to +1 , and limited by the sensitivity 
of radial velocity measurements to orbital velocities of 2 and 
20 m/s, as indicated. The observed distribution appears to 
be bounded by measurement accuracy on the low-mass side, 
and by a lack of exoplanets on the high-mass side. 

The present paper is oriented toward extrasolar ter
restrial planets, i.e., those in the mass and temperature 
range of Venus, Earth, and Mars. However, since all 
known exoplanets are in the gas giant mass range, it 
is appropriate to ask about the prospects for finding 
terrestrial-mass exoplanets. 

Astrometry (cf. later section) tells us the semi-major 
axis, eccentricity, and mass of a planet. Each of these is 
a clue to a part of the history of the planet, e.g., where 
and how it was formed, whether it has migrated since 
then, and whether its orbit has been perturbed by other 
bodies. However to learn from this data if terrestrial-
sized planets might be present we must fall back on 
inference based on the observed frequency distribution 
of mass, as follows. 

If we examine a plot of exoplanet mass versus semi-
major axis, we see that the discoveries tend to populate 
the entire region between the extremes of: (a) maxi
mum mass set by definition at about 13 Mj ; (b) mini
mum mass set by the radial velocity detection method 
at about M/Mj = 0.035VR1/2 where v (m/s) is the 
minimum detectable orbital velocity amplitude and R 
(AU) is the orbital radius; (c) maximum radius set by 

a total observing time of about 5 years, to get a full 
orbit; and (d) minimum radius set by the smallest ob
served orbit at about 0.01 AU. If we assume that this 
entire region, on a (log R, log M) plot, might be uni
formly populated, then we can calculate the expected 
number of planets as a function of mass. 

We show in Figure 1 a histogram of the detected 
masses, and two "expected" distributions corresponding 
to velocity amplitudes of 2 and 20 m/s, the former being 
a nominal goal of the present radial velocity searches, 
and the latter being an estimate of the current level 
of confident detection. Although Figure 1 is undoubt
edly overly simple, we may nevertheless draw two con
clusions. (1) At the high-mass end, where the present 
searches are certainly relatively complete and unbiased, 
the observed distribution drops off rapidly from about 
1 Mj to 13 Mj , suggesting that the exoplanet popu
lation really does exist as a separate entity from any 
brown dwarf population (not shown) which might fill in 
the 13-75 Mj range. (2) At the low-mass end, the ob
served population seems to be approximately fit by the 
20 m/s curve, suggesting that the observations are ob-
servationally limited, and that there is no evidence for 
a fall-off at low masses. Thus at present we may well be 
sampling only the very top end of the exoplanet mass 
distribution curve, and it may well be that the distribu
tion function continues all the way down to the M. Earth 

range. On this basis we optimistically look forward to 
someday finding terrestrial exoplanets. 

2. DETECTION METHODS: GRAVITY AND 
AERONOMY 

There is a surprising number of proposed techniques 
to detect or characterize exoplanets. About one-half of 
the techniques may be classified as being gravitational 
in nature, and the other half as being aeronomic (or 
photonic). The gravitational methods are (1) radial ve
locity, (2) astrometry, (3) transits, (4) pulsar timing, 
(5) gravitational lensing, and (6) disk shaping. The 
aeronomic methods are (7) visible-infrared shift, (8) re
flected light, (9) transmitted light, (10) auroral emis
sion, (11) radio emission, (12) anthropogenic transmis
sion, (13) coronagraphic imaging, and (14) interfero-
metric imaging. 

2.1. Radial velocity 

As the planet and star orbit their common center of 
mass, the velocity vector of the star projected along the 
observer's line of sight is proportional to Msinz where 
M is the planet mass and i is the inclination of the 
orbit plane to that of the sky. Doppler shifts in stellar 
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spectra have been measured to an accuracy of about 3 
m / s ; 10 m / s is common, and 1 m / s may be the ult imate 
limit of this technique [Marcy and Butler, 2000; Santos 
et al., 2000]. By comparison, the solar velocity due to 
Jupiter is about 3 m / s , and tha t due to Ear th is about 
0.01 m / s . 

2.2. Astrometry 

The projection of stellar orbital motion onto the plane 
of the sky produces an astrometric shift which is mea
sured with respect to a grid of nearby reference stars. At 
10 pc, Jupiter would move the Sun by about 100 //as (1 
//as = 1 0 - 6 arc-sec), and Ea r th would move the Sun by 
about 0.3 //as. The Hipparcos satellite had an accuracy 
of about 500 /ias, so could not quite detect Jupiter-
sized planets, but planned missions such as FAME 
(50 //as) [Horner et al, 2001] (2004 launch planned), 
GAIA (2-10 //as) [Ferryman et al, 2001], (2012 launch 
planned), and SIM (1 //as) [Banner and Unwin, 1999] 
(2009 launch planned), have a good chance of detecting 
masses in the sub-Jupiter range, and almost down to 
the terrestrial limit. 

2.3. Transits 

If the planet 's orbital plane is seen nearly edge-on, 
a partial eclipse of the star by the planet may occur. 
For the one example known to date, HD209458, [Char-
bonneau et al, 2000], precise photometry has allowed 
us to infer the stellar limb darkening, the planet ra
dius, the orbital inclination, and therefore the planet 's 
mass. Further observation may lead to a t ransmit ted 
light measurement, as discussed below. Dedicated, star
ing telescopic searches [e.g., Borucki et al, 2001] may 
detect more examples of this rare transit phenomenon. 

2.4- Pulsar Timing 

The clock-like constancy of pulsar spin rates means 
tha t the time delay produced by line of sight displace
ment due to an orbital companion can be interpreted 
in terms of the mass and orbit of the companion [e.g., 
Konacki et al, 2000]. Two such pulsars are known, PSR 
1257+12 (3 planets, possibly 4), and PSR B1620-26 (1 
planet) . Interestingly the technique is sufficiently sensi
tive tha t we know tha t some of these pulsar planets are 
in the few MEarth range, and one may be in the Mpiuto 

range. 

2.5. Gravitational Tensing 

A star in our Galaxy can cause a distant light source 
(a background galaxy) to apparently brighten for sev
eral days by gravitationally deflecting and lensing the 

distant galaxy's light as the star happens to pass in front 
of the galaxy. If the star hosts a planetary compan
ion, then the planet can cause a secondary brightening 
[Gaudi and Gould, 1997]. The effect would be transient, 
but statistics of many events would give information on 
the Galactic incidence of planets. 

2.6. Disk Shaping 

For a star with a debris disk, the presence of a planet 
with non-zero eccentricity or relative orbit inclination 
will cause the disk to become eccentric or warped, re
spectively; a planet inside the dust or debris disk can 
also generate resonant t rapping (clumps) and clearing of 
central holes [Wyatt et al, 1999; Liou and Zook, 1999]. 

2.7. Visible-Infrared Shift 

Precise astrometry of an unresolved star-planet sys
tem in the visible and infrared wavelength regions si
multaneously would show a spatial shift because the 
star light dominates the planet 's light less in the in
frared. This is a detection mode planned for the Keck 
Interferometer and Very Large Telescope Interferometer 
[Akeson et al, 2000; Lopez et al, 2000]. 

2.8. Reflected Light 

For a large, close-in planet, sufficient star light may 
be reflected from the planet tha t it could be directly 
detected as an additional component of star light, even 
if the system is not spatially resolved [Charbonneau et 
al, 1999]. 

2.9. Transmitted Light 

If a planet eclipses the parent star, then the planet 's 
t ransparent upper atmosphere will t ransmit a port ion 
of the starlight, with a superposed planetary absorption 
spectrum which could produce measurable features such 
as He 1.0830 //m or Na 0.589 //m [Brown et al, 2001]. 

2.10. Auroral Emission 

Auroral activity such as seen on Ear th or Jupi ter 
(e.g., O 0.5577 /zm, Ha ) is a non-thermal, potentially 
useful indicator of a planet [e.g., Waite et al, 2001], 
but the flux rate may be so low as to not be competitive 
with other techniques. Detection of oxygen emission is 
discussed more fully in Chapter VI.2. 

2.11. Radio Emission 

Decametric radio wavelength radiation from electrons 
in the magnetic field around Jupiter and Io suggests 
tha t planets might be identified by this non-thermal 
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radio signature [Bastian et al, 2000], but low flux might 
limit this method. 

2.12. Anthropogenic Transmissions 

(a) It has been pointed out tha t a directed visible 
laser beam from Ear th could be made to outshine the 
sun for the durat ion of a pulse, and would therefore be 
easily visible with a modest telescope at interstellar dis
tances [Howard and Horowitz, 2001]. In the hope of de
tecting such pulses trial experiments have been started, 
(b) Pulsed radio transmissions containing coded mes
sages are likewise detectable at great distance, and have 
been the basis of several searches [e.g., Horowitz and 
Sag an, 1993; Leigh and Horowitz, 1999]. 

2.13. Coronagraphic Imaging 

Direct visible-wavelength detection of the analog of 
the solar system's gas giant outer planets could be 
achieved using existing general-purpose telescopes, such 
as the Hubble Space Telescope or the planned Next 
Generation Space Telescope, if the residual optical im
perfections in either telescope were to be corrected by 
adaptive optics. Dedicated coronagraphic telescopes 
with shaped or shaded pupils have also been proposed 
[Nisenson and Papaliolios, 2001; Spergel, 2001]. To de
tect an Ear th at 10 pc and 0.5 pm wavelength requires 
1 0 ~ 1 0 starlight rejection at 0.1 arcsec separation. 

2.14- Interferometric Imaging 

An infrared-wavelength imaging interferometer has 
been proposed as a NASA mission [Beichman et al, 
1999], or European Darwin mission [Fridlund, 2000]. To 
detect an Ea r th at 10 pc and 10 pm wavelength requires 
1 0 - 7 starlight rejection at 0.1 arcsec separation. 

3. W H Y S P E C T R A O F T E R R E S T R I A L 
P L A N E T S ? 

Of all the techniques mentioned to detect or charac
terize an extrasolar terrestrial planet, we have chosen to 
focus on just two: coronagraphic imaging and interfer
ometric imaging. The reason for this is tha t these seem 
to give us the best chance to determine the atmospheric 
constituents of the planet, by direct observation of the 
reflected or emit ted light from the atmosphere and sur
face. 

The current thumbnail picture of planetary forma
tion is as follows. A massive molecular cloud is some
how triggered to collapse; a star is formed; the star is 
surrounded by a remnant gas and dust cloud; rocky, 
metallic, and, in the outer, colder parts of the cloud, 

icy grains, condense and agglomerate in the surround
ing cloud; and the agglomerations cascade to larger sizes 
to form planetary cores. Then in the outer par t of the 
cloud, where plenty of gas is available, the gas continues 
to collapse around the cores, and Jupiter-like (gas gi
ant) planets form. In the inner part of the cloud where 
it is hotter and less gas is available, only rocky plan
ets form. These rocky, terrestrial-type planets can have 
abundant liquid water or ice, and relatively thin a tmo
spheric envelopes, bo th generated by out gassing of the 
rocky material and possibly also by infalling comets. It 
is on these planets, with their solid surfaces where water 
can accumulate and chemical reactions occur, and their 
thin atmospheres where sunlight can penetrate and be 
used for driving chemical reactions, tha t we speculate 
tha t life probably has its best chance to develop. (Ex
cellent references can be found in Chyba et al. [2000], 
Lunine [1999], and Yung and DeMore [1999]). 

Once we know the abundances of key gases, we can 
then make informed speculations on the likelihood tha t 
life exists on the planet. However even with the re
striction to terrestrial-type planets, we still have a large 
range of possible types of atmospheres. In the follow
ing sections, we begin to explore the range of possibil
ities. We s tar t with a description of our method for 
calculating visible and infrared spectra for the case of 
the present Ear th . We extend this to include Neopro-
terozoic icehouse and hothouse Earths , a methane-rich 
Ear th , and the present Mars and Venus. We conclude 
with a brief discussion of how the presence of life might 
be inferred from spectra such as these. 

4. P L A N E T A R Y S P E C T R A : P R E S E N T 
E A R T H 

A graphical overview of the exoplanet detection issue 
is shown in Figure 2, where we plot the flux density of a 
model solar system as it would be seen from a distance 
of 10 pc, the median distance for the nearest 450 or so 
stars in our Galaxy. 

Blackbody spectra of the Sun, Jupiter, and the 3 ter
restrial planets are shown in Figure 2, for the effective 
temperatures of these bodies, except as follows: the 
spectrum of Jupi ter includes its internal heat source 
contribution; the spectrum of Mars is an average of the 
day and night side spectra at different temperatures; 
and for Ear th the average ground temperature is used, 
not the effective temperature . (N.B., the effective tem
perature of an object is the temperature of a blackbody 
which has the same area and total radiated power as 
does the object.) 
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The zodiacal dust cloud is modeled as a face-on, 
smooth, optically thin blackbody emitter with optical 
depth varying as r - 0 3 9 and temperature varying as 
r - 0 - 4 2 where r is distance from the central star [Reach, 
1995]. 

The reflected light from Jupiter and the terrestrial 
planets is approximated by a scaled version of the solar 
spectrum, proportional to each planet's average visual 
albedo and area, reduced by a factor of 0.26 to approx
imate the brightness at quadrature, when the observer 
sees only one-half of the disk illuminated. The zodiacal 
dust reflection spectrum is modeled with the same den
sity distribution as for the thermal emission but with 
an albedo selected to agree with visual observations. 

The spectral line component of the Earth's spectrum 
in Figure 2 is calculated separately for the thermal emis
sion and reflection cases, for a clear atmosphere, and the 
results combined, as described next. 

4-1. Spectral Computation Method 

Model Earth spectra are calculated with our SAO 
code originally developed to analyze balloon-borne far-
infrared thermal emission spectra of the stratosphere 
[e.g., Traub and Stier, 1976; Johnson et al, 1995], ex
tended to include visible reflection spectra. The spec
tral line data base includes the large AFGL compila
tion [Rothman et al, 1998] plus improvements from 
pre-release AFGL material and our own sources. In 
a few cases laboratory cross section spectra are avail
able but spectroscopic analysis is not, so here we use 
an empirical pseudo-line band shape. The far wings 
of pressure-broadened lines can be non-Lorentzian at 
around 1000 times the line width and beyond, so in 
some cases (H2O, CO2, N2) we replace the far wings 
of the line-by-line calculation with measured continua 
data in these regions. Dust and Rayleigh scattering are 
approximated by empirical wavelength power laws and 
contribute significantly only in the visible blue range. 
Model atmospheres from 0 to 100 km altitude are con
structed from standard models discretised to appropri
ate layers, and additional radiative transfer methods 
used to ensure that line cores and optically thick layers 
are accurately represented. 

Radiative transfer from layer to layer is explicitly cal
culated using the average absorption and emission prop
erties of each layer; scattering as a source is neglected. 
Integration from the spherical Earth atmosphere is ap
proximated to a few percent accuracy by a single-point 
calculation at a zenith angle of 60 degrees, so the ef
fective air mass is 2 in the infrared (outgoing emission) 

and 4 in the visible (2 for incoming sunlight, plus 2 for 
outgoing reflected light). 

Cloud effects are beyond the scope of this chapter, 
and they are not included in the calculations shown 
here, but they can be represented by inserting contin
uum absorbing/emitting layers at appropriate altitudes; 
broken clouds can also be represented by a weighted 
sum of spectra using different cloud layers. In general, 
the effect of clouds is to dilute the strength of line fea
tures in the visible, and to dilute, but in extreme cases 
cause absorption lines to appear as emission lines, in 
the infrared. 

4-2. Thermal Emission Spectrum 

The dominant features of the Earth's thermal emis
sion spectrum are illustrated in Figure 3, where the 
blackbody flux and composite spectrum (Jy/sr) are 
shown in the top left panel, and the other panels show 
the relative intensities of the major infrared molecular 
species (H 2 0 , 0 3 , CH 4 , C 0 2 , N 2 0 ) as well as minor 
contributors (H 2S, S 0 2 , NH 3 , SF 6 , CFC-11, CFC-12). 
The composite spectrum is calculated for the present 

SAO S o l a r S y s t e m M o d e l a t 10 PC 
1 0 0 

0 . 1 1 10 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Figure 2. Solar system blackbody thermal emission spec
tra and reflected light spectra at 10 pc, for the Sun, Jupiter 
(J), Earth (E), Venus (V), Mars (M), and zodiacal dust (Z). 
For curve Z a telescopic field of view of 0.010 arcsec diam
eter centered at 0.1 arcsec from the star is assumed. For 
the Earth, present atmospheric abundances are used to cal
culate a line by line spectrum for the entire 4 decades in 
wavelength, for a cloud-free atmosphere. (Note 1 Jansky is 
10~ 2 6 watt m - 2 H z - 1 . ) 
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Figure 3. A calculated thermal emission spectrum of the 
present Earth is shown in the top left panel. The other 
panels show spectra of individual species, with their mixing 
ratio profiles scaled up or down so as to generate a maximum 
feature depth of roughly one-half. The calculations are per
formed at very high resolution and subsequently smoothed 
to 1 c m - 1 for display. The panels demonstrate the con
centrations needed for each species to contribute significant 
opacities on an Earth-like planet. 

abundances of each species, but the individual species 
spectra are calculated for increased or decreased abun
dances, with the expected vertical mixing ratio profiles 
scaled so as to show the absorption spectrum minima 
at an optical depth of about unity. 

The H 2 0 panel shows the far-infrared rotational band 
and the mid-infrared vibrational band, calculated for an 
abundance of about 0.1 times the saturated value in the 
lower troposphere. Even at this reduced concentration, 
the water lines are quite strong, but also rather diffuse, 
without any well-defined compact spectral features in 
the thermal infrared. 

Carbon dioxide, on the other hand, even at 5% of 
present abundance, shows a very strong 15 pm (667 
c m - 1 ) band in the infrared, the depth of which is lim
ited not by abundance, but rather by the thermal struc
ture of the Earth's atmosphere, such that the minimum 
brightness corresponds to the blackbody strength at the 
altitude at which the band core optical depth reaches 
values on the order of unity. Note the small spike in the 
center which is generated at an altitude of about 30 km 

by the temperature inversion in the stratosphere, caus
ing the very strong core to appear in emission against 
the lower-lying cooler layers from which the near-wing 
emission emanates at an altitude of about 20 km. 

Ozone is the third most prominent infrared feature 
with its strong 9 jum (1100 c m - 1 ) band, shown here 
at its natural abundance. The ozone feature is almost 
entirely due to the stratospheric O3 layer, though there 
is a trace of tropospheric O3. 

Methane and nitrous oxide are both shown at twice 
natural abundance, and have significant features nearly 
overlapping in the 7 /mi (1400 c m - 1 ) region, also lying 
in the red wing of the 6 /mi (1600 cm - 1 )water band, 
and therefore not readily separable, but nevertheless 
in principle measureable. The combined effect of the 
current abundance of CH4 and N2O is seen in the com
posite panel, where the spectrum shows a rather sharp 
decrease going from about 1200 to 1300 c m - 1 , com
pared to the gradual decrease in this region due to H2O 
alone, as shown in the water-only panel. 

The remaining species, at present Earth abundances, 
are not expected to be easily detectable on an exoplanet, 
due to the weakness of their bands. The panels show 
H 2S at 10,000 times natural abundance, S 0 2 at 1000 
times, NH 3 at 1000 times, and the anthropogenic gases 
SF 6 , CFC-11, and CFC-12 each at 100 times current 
abundance. 

4-3. Reflection Spectrum 

Dominant features in the present Earth's reflection 
spectrum are shown in Figure 4, where in this case 
the panels give the reflected intensity normalized to 
the incident solar intensity, smoothed from the origi
nal high-resolution calculation to a plotted resolution 
of 100. The upper left panel is a composite of the 5 
contributing species H 2 0 , 0 2 , 0 3 , CH 4 , and C 0 2 , for 
present abundances. Note that the spectral range goes 
from the near infrared (2000 c m - 1 = 5 /mi) to the near 
ultraviolet (33000 c m - 1 = 0.30 /mi), with a continuum 
normalized everywhere to unity. We have ignored the 
thermal emission contribution at long wavelengths as 
well as the Rayleigh and dust scattering components 
which will show up mostly at short wavelengths. 

The H 2 0 panel, for the present abundance of water, 
shows a series of absorption bands spanning the middle 
part of the visible spectrum and increasing in strength 
toward the near infrared. The strengths of these vibra
tional bands are essentially independent of temperature, 
but will increase in proportion to the abundance of wa
ter and the square root of air pressure, however since the 
lines are relatively saturated, the average band depth 
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Figure 4. The reflectivity of the Earth with present atmo
spheric abundances is shown in the top left panel, normal
ized to unity. Clouds, aerosols, and Rayleigh scattering are 
ignored in this example. The other panels show reflection 
spectra for the cases where only a single species is present 
in terrestrial abundances. For CH4 and CO2 we also show 
spectra for greatly enhanced abundances as discussed in the 
text. 

will only increase as the square root of band strength. 
The net result is tha t these bands should be good in
dicators of the presence of water over a large dynamic 
range of conditions, although this same property makes 
them less useful as quanti tat ive indicators of water mix
ing ratio, unless we also have independent knowledge of 
temperature and pressure. 

The strongest O2 band is the Fraunhofer A-band at 
0.76 /im (13000 c m - 1 ) . This band too is saturated, and 
will still be relatively strong for significantly smaller 
mixing ratios than the present Ear th ' s . It will therefore 
be an excellent indicator of the presence of oxygen (see 
Chapter VI.2). 

The O 3 molecule has two broad features of note, 
the extremely strong Huggins band which produces 
the ultraviolet absorption shown here at about 0.33 
/im (30000 c m - 1 ) and shorter, and the Chappuis band 
which shows up as a broad triangular dip in the mid
dle of the visible spectrum from about 0.45 to 0.74 /mi 
(22000-13000 c m - 1 ) . Ozone in the stratosphere is pro
duced from O2 molecules, and its abundance is a non

linear function of the O2 abundance, such tha t even 
a small amount of O2 can produce a relatively large 
amount of O 3 [Kasting and Donahue, 1980]; however in 
absolute terms the modeled column abundance of O2 is 
nevertheless large compared to tha t of O 3 by a factor 
of 20,000 to 500,000. 

Methane at present terrestrial abundance (1.65 
ppmv) has no significant visible absorption features, 
but at high abundance (0.1%) it has strong visible 
bands at 0.9 and 1.0 /mi (11000 and 10000 c m - 1 ) . 

Carbon dioxide has negligible visible features at 
present abundance, but in a high-C02 atmosphere 
(10%) it has a significant band at 1.2 /im (8000 c m - 1 ) 
and even stronger ones at longer wavelengths. 

5. P L A N E T A R Y S P E C T R A : 
N E O P R O T E R O Z O I C E A R T H 

The present s ta tus of our secure knowledge of paleo-
Ear th atmospheres is easy to review, because little of 
our knowledge is secure, although in recent years the sit
uation has been improving. In overview, the evolution 
of CO2 has long been believed to have decreased from a 
high level of roughly 1 bar at about 4.5 Ga (where Ga 
represents 1 x 10 9 years ago) to 0.00035 bar at present, 
however recent evidence suggests t ha t major oscillations 
occured around 0.5-0.8 Ga, and perhaps at other glacia-
tions, The abundance of O2 is believed to have been less 
than 0.001 bar until about 2 Ga when it rapidly began 
to increase toward its 0.2 bar present value, and the 
t ime of transition is roughly coincident with the begin
ning of abundant phytoplankton on Ear th . 

The equilibrium tempera ture of the Ea r th with its 
present albedo, present solar flux, and no greenhouse 
gases is about 246 K, below the freezing point of water; 
this corresponds to the physical tempera ture at a level 
in the stratosphere at which the Ear th effectively radi
ates. The Ear th is rescued from freezing by the green
house effect, which can be envisioned as being driven 
at temperatures below the freezing point of water by 
CO2 and aided at higher temperatures by evaporated 
water vapor. The combination of present levels of C 0 2 

and H2O is sufficient to warm the surface to 290 K, 
about the current average surface tempera ture , which 
is of course sufficient for liquid water. 

The early Ear th was illuminated by a weaker Sun, 
about 0.71 times the present luminosity, which without 
CO2 would have resulted in an even cooler Ear th , about 
246(0 .71) 1 / 4 = 226 K. The argument for a large amount 
of early C 0 2 is simply tha t we believe tha t liquid water, 
with only intermittent glaciation, was present during 
most of Ear th ' s past [cf. e.g., Lunine 1999, Sec. 11.10 
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Figure 5. A calculated thermal infrared emission spectrum 
for a Neoproterozoic hothouse condition (left), and icehouse 
(right). Note the huge difference between these; for example, 
the 15 /im C O 2 feature is an apparent emission feature in the 
hothouse spectrum, but it is an apparent absorption feature 
in the icehouse spectrum. The apparent emission feature is 
a result of a warm inversion layer in the stratosphere (due to 
O3 heating) combined with a C O 2 mixing ratio which gives 
an optical depth of about unity at the top of this layer for 
wavelengths in the core of the C O 2 band. 

and 19.4], and this requires a large greenhouse effect, 
equivalent to about 0.2 bar or more CO2. Also, since 
there is the equivalent of about 50 bar of CO2 deposited 
in crust al rocks, the pressure may have been higher. 

The level of CO2 probably did not fall steadily since 
4.5 Ga. We know tha t periods of major glaciation did 
occur, and tha t almost certainly these could not have 
begun unless the CO2 abundance had first dropped sig
nificantly. Recently there has been a major advance 
in this area with the clear-cut identification of 3 major 
glaciation cycles alternating with warm tropical con
ditions at about 0.5-0.8 Ga [Hoffman et al., 1998]. 
This period is roughly the end of the Proterozoic era 
(from 4.5 to 0.7 Ga) , and the start of the Phanero-
zoic era (from 0.7 to 0.0 Ga) , so the sudden glaciations 
are said to have produced a Neoproterozoic "snowball" 
Ear th . The C 0 2 abundances probably oscillated be
tween roughly 0.2 bar and 0.0001 bar. The evidence 
for oscillation is unambiguously seen in rock layers in 
Namibia: repeated pairings of rounded boulders (from 
glaciers) topped by thick layers of carbonate rock (pre
cipitated from seawater). 

A major mystery is why these oscillations have not 
occurred over most of Ear th ' s history, or more point
edly, why the oscillations started when they did and 
stopped after a few cycles. It is possible tha t the other 

major glaciations were accompanied by such oscilla
tions, but this has not yet been established, or even 
discussed, to our knowledge. 

One might expect tha t the icehouse s ta te would be 
triggered by a sudden drop in CO2, caused perhaps by 
a rapid uptake of CO2 in the ocean, for some reason, 
and tha t the hothouse state would be triggered by the 
accumulation of volcanic CO2, a direct result of plate 
tectonics, which at present rates would take only a ge
ologically short interval of about 10 million years to 
reach greenhouse levels. However the details of the os
cillations are as yet not well understood. 

The implication of the Neoproterozoic oscillations for 
extrasolar planet searching is clear: we might encounter 
such a condition on an extrasolar planet, and we must 
be prepared to anticipate its spectral signature. We 
show in Figure 5 our preliminary calculation of the in
frared spectra of a Neoproterozoic hothouse and ice
house Ear th . To simulate the icehouse s ta te , we use 
the present Arctic temperature profile, and O2 at 1% 
PAL (present atmospheric level); the O3, H 2 0 , N2O, 
and CH4 are modified [Kasting, 1980] for a 1% O2 level, 
and the C 0 2 is set to 100 ppm; about 1 bar of N 2 is also 
assumed to be present. To simulate the hothouse state, 
we used a present tropical temperature profile, O2 at 
10% PAL, and corresponding 0 3 , H 2 0 , N 2 0 , and C H 4 ; 
also C 0 2 is set to 120,000 ppm. 

A substantial l i terature is building on the snowball 
Ear th concept, for example climate simulations [Jenkins 
and Smith, 1999; Hyde et al, 2000] and realizations 
that life would not be totally eliminated by ice cover 
[Runnegar, 2000]. 

6. P L A N E T A R Y S P E C T R A : M E T H A N E 

Besides CO2, methane (CH4) could strongly influence 
the surface tempera ture of a planet. Methane bursts 
may have punctuated the Ear th ' s history. For example, 
carbon and oxygen isotope fractionation in marine car
bonate deposits strongly imply tha t about 350 times the 
present level of C H 4 was injected into the Ear th ' s at
mosphere, during a span of less than 1000 years , 'about 
0.055 Ga [Bains et al, 1999]. The source of the C H 4 

may well have been methane hydrate, which is found on 
the sea floor in abundance even today. T h a t this t ime 
of injection coincided closely with a period of warming 
(the Late Paleocene thermal maximum) strongly sug
gests a cause and effect relationship between these phe
nomena, but it is not clear which is cause and which is 
effect. 

Further evidence for a methane burst has been found 
at another epoch, 0.183 Ga [Hesselbo et al, 2000]. This 
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event is associated with high surface temperatures and 
significant mass extinction. Yet other such events at 
0.090 and 0.120 Ga have been similarly reported [Kerr, 
2000]. Interestingly, each of these events, now 5 in total , 
occurs at about the same time tha t a large volume of 
volcanic outflow occured, and a corresponding mass ex
tinction occured, suggesting tha t perhaps the volcanoes 
triggered the methane and this in tu rn triggered further 
warming which resulted in large-scale loss of species. 
Large amounts of CH4, such as in these bursts , will 
produce measurable absorption features in both the in
frared emission and near-infrared absorption spectra of 
the Ear th . 

7. P L A N E T A R Y S P E C T R A : P R E S E N T 
V E N U S A N D M A R S 

We have calculated infrared spectra of Venus and 
Mars, using current models of atmospheric abundances 
and tempera ture profiles, with the added factor tha t the 
opacities of air-borne dust and aerosol droplets can be 
included in order to reproduce observed silicate and ice 
features. Clearly we have much less information on the 
geologic history of these planets than we do for Ear th , 
but spectral evidence of isotopic fractionation on both 
planets has led to informed speculation about the past 
abundance of water, for example. 

We show in the right panel of Figure 6 our calcu
lated Mars spectrum using a recent model atmosphere 
[Y. Yung, 1999, private communication]. The C 0 2 and 
H 2 0 features in this spectrum are a good match to 
many observed Mars spectra. We have repeated these 
calculations with the inclusion of thin ice clouds and sil
icate dust clouds, and these provide a reasonably good 
simulation of certain other observed Mars spectra. The 
calculations for Venus are shown in the left panel of Fig
ure 6, based on the model atmosphere of Bullock and 
Grinspoon [2001]. This spectrum is dominated by CO2, 
and does not include any aerosols, so the fact tha t the 
very bright thermal emission from the ground is not 
seen at the top of the atmosphere is entirely due to the 
opacity of the wings of the strong CO2 bands. 

8. C A N W E D E T E C T L I F E ? 

The big question, can we detect life on an extrasolar 
planet, was addressed in a general sense by Lovelock, 
[1965] who advocated searching for signs of chemical 
non-equilibrium, such as the simultaneous presence of 
reducing and oxidizing gases. In principle, if one knew 
the abundances of all species present in an atmosphere, 
and the boundary conditions (incident spectrum from 

star, surface composition, rotat ion rate , etc.), then one 
could calculate the state of photochemical and dynami
cal equilibrium, and its likely fluctuations, and compare 
this with the observed state, to see if there are signifi
cant differences which might be interpreted as signs of 
life, a term not included in the equilibrium calculation 
[cf. Nisbet and Sleep, 2001; Brack, 1998]. However our 
experience with the atmosphere of the present Ear th 
tells us t ha t the observed s ta te is frequently not pre
dicted by theory, so this approach may not be foolproof 

From a spectroscopic point of view, it is na tura l 
to think of searching for life in terms of measuring 
the abundances of atmospheric constituents, and com
paring these abundances with the results of calcula
tions of thermochemical and photochemical equilib
rium. In particular, the simultaneous presence of sig
nificant amounts of oxidized and reduced species, such 
as H2O, C O 2 , N2O, and CH4, or the presence of large 
amounts of 0 2 or 0 3 , would both be indicators of life. 
Indeed both conditions are found on Ear th , where there 
is no known means of producing anything approaching a 
2 1 % O2 atmosphere except by photosynthesis, and the 
main sources of N2O and CH4 are biological. Ear th ' s 
0 3 is produced in relatively large amounts in the strat
osphere by photolysis and recombination of O2, making 
it a good indicator of the presence of O2. As signs of 
life in themselves, H 2 0 and C 0 2 are secondary in im
portance, because although they are raw materials for 
life, they are not unambiguous indicators of its pres
ence. Farther down the chain, CH4 is a life product on 
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Figure 6. Calculated spectra for Venus and Mars. Both 
spectra are dominated by CO2. No ice or dust features are 
included here, although these features are seen occasionally 
on Mars, and we have modeled them successfully. 
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Figure 7. A calculated thermal emission spectrum of the present Earth is shown in the top left panel. 
The other panels show spectra of individual species, with their mixing ratio profiles scaled up or down so 
as to generate a maximum feature depth of roughly one-half. The calculations are performed at very high 
resolution and subsequently smoothed to 1 c m - 1 for display. The panels demonstrate the concentrations 
needed for each species to contribute significant opacities on an Earth-like planet. 
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Ear th , but elsewhere it is also a ubiquitous primordial 
species, and it is difficult to detect spectroscopically un
less it is quite abundant . Likewise, N 2 0 is interesting 
because it is produced in abundance by life, and only 
in trace amounts by natural processes, but it can only 
be detected in a region which is strongly overlapped by 
CH4 and H 2 0 , and so is an unlikely prime target. 

As counterexamples, we know tha t small amounts 
of O2 and O3 are readily produced by non-biological 
means. For example, a trace amount of O2 is seen on 
Venus, consistent with photochemical production from 
CO2; on Mars both O2 and O3 are measured, but the 
amounts are in agreement with calculations of photo
chemical production from CO2 and loss due to CO2 and 
H2O and products [e.g., Yung and DeMore, 1999]. In 
two other examples, Europa has about 1 0 - 1 1 bar of O2 
in its atmosphere (e.g., Chapter III.3), and Ganymede 
may have 0 2 t rapped in surface ice, but in both cases 
the observed signatures are consistent with energetic 
particle bombardment of a water-ice surface, and there
fore they do not require a biological source. 

An intriguing theory of the origin of life on Ear th 
[Wachtershauser, 2000] has found experimental back
ing in new laboratory experiments [Cody et al, 2000] 
which show tha t iron sulfide at elevated pressure and 
temperature can facilitate the na tura l generation of 
organometallic compounds by an autocatalyt ic process, 
in which the products of reaction catalyze the next cy
cle of reaction, making the process likely to be self-
sustaining. This work is of interest because iron and 
sulfur atoms are at the center of many enzymes, and 
the process provides a simple explanation of their pres
ence in living cells. The work is also of interest because 
it suggests tha t the origin of life on Ear th may have 
been deep underground, where conditions are right for 
the reactions to take place, and out of the possibly less-
friendly conditions on the surface of the early Ear th . 

The Neoproterozoic oscillations discussed above may 
also be critically important to the development of life 
on Ear th , because, as the eponymic oscillations sug
gest, this era coincided with the explosive radiation of 
life forms on Earth, from simple algae types to the dra
matically different types of life forms we know today. It 
is thought tha t the huge stresses, due to oscillations of 
temperature , nutrients, and available sunlight, imposed 
on simple life forms forced them to develop new adap
tat ions in order to survive in their new environments, 
in what may have been the greatest Darwinian exper
iment ever. Thus, if we find extrasolar planets in the 
throes of such oscillations, we may expect tha t a similar 
life-radiation may be occuring on tha t planet, al though 
we will have to wait another several tens or hundreds 

of million years before we can see how the experiment 
turns out. 
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The recent detection of several planets in other solar systems has revived 
the discussion about possibilities of extraterrestrial life and of ways of a re
mote detection. According to our present understanding of the development 
of life on Earth and the basics of a water-carbon based system, there are 
several environmental requirements for the development of life. These con
ditions, however, are necessary but not sufficient indicators for the presence 
of life on other planets. On Earth, early life forms had a great impact on 
compositional changes of the terrestrial atmosphere by the production and 
continued supply of free oxygen. This paper discusses spectral features of 
oxygen emission and absorption and the possibilities of their use for a remote 
characterization of the chemical composition of extraterrestrial atmospheres. 
Observations of planets and moons in the solar system indicate, that oxy
gen emissions can be produced by many processes and that only a complete 
characterization of an atmosphere and the detection of significant amounts 
of molecular oxygen can be used as an indicator for the possible existence of 
higher life forms. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

In recent years astronomers have found about 50 
planets in other solar systems (see, e.g., [Butler et al., 
2001]). These planets were found by indirect means, 
measuring the change in Doppler shifted emission of the 
parent star, due to the gravitational interaction between 
the planet and the central star (see [Traub and Jucks, 

this volume]). The largest Doppler shift occurs when 
a high-mass planet orbits the star at close distance. 
Therefore, planets found so far are all high-mass giants 
(0.5-5 Jupiter masses). Improvement of this technique 
has allowed the detection of smaller planets (about the 
mass of Saturn) and, within coming years, further im
provements for detecting slightly smaller masses can be 
expected. The search for such planets will certainly in
crease during the next decade and future space missions 
are planned or proposed for tha t purpose, such as the 
Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) [Beichman et al. 1999]. 

The discovery of extra-solar planets has re-started the 
discussion about extraterrestrial life, and if it would be 
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possible to detect life on these planets. The search for 
life so far has concentrated on the detection of signals 
from highly developed societies, like radio and laser sig
nals. However, this kind of approach immediately ex
cludes all forms of lower life and societies which, so far, 
have not evolved to at least human technological level. 
Considering tha t humans have used radio signals for less 
than 100 years, this kind of approach could only have 
indicated the existence of humans to other societies for 
the last 100 years. As the number of solar systems in 
less than 50 light years distance from earth is rather 
limited, those societies should have carefully listened 
and sent their reply to us shortly after they received 
the very first radio signals from Earth . So far, no such 
signal has been received. 

The existence of life outside the solar system must 
be inferred from indirect means. This paper will first 
summarize the conditions for the development of life 
and how this life might change the environment on its 
planet. Then different options for detecting these con
ditions by optical means will be discussed. 

2. C O N D I T I O N S F O R T H E D E V E L O P M E N T 
O F L I F E 

The investigation of conditions for the development 
of life have concentrated on conditions similar to those 
on Ear th . As we do not know of any other chemical 
element offering a similar vast amount of chemical com
binations as the Carbon a tom, we think that life should 
be based on a carbon-water system [Sagan, 1994]. 

Requirements for the development of higher life forms 
are a central star which has been stable for a sufficiently 
long t ime period, a distance between the planet and the 
star so tha t the surface temperature on the planet would 
be between 0° C and about 80° C, the existence of liq
uid water, and a stable atmosphere with considerable 
pressure. All these conditions limit the volume around 
a star with habitable conditions to a thin circular shell 
[Kasting, 1997]. Other environmental conditions like 
the planetary size, solid surface, tectonics, and a mag
netic field helped for the development of life on Earth, 
but may not be necessary everywhere in the universe. 

If we consider the existence of an atmosphere a basic 
requirement for the development of life then we can try 
to investigate the atmospheric composition. If a plan
ets has an atmosphere, then it emits airglow, and if it 
additionally has an internal magnetic field, then we can 
expect aurora tha t can be orders of magnitude brighter 
than airglow or aurora from direct solar wind impact. 

3. T H E D E V E L O P M E N T O F L I F E ON E A R T H 

The Ear th formed about 4.5 billion years ago. The re
lease of gases from the interior formed the primitive at
mosphere about 4.4 billion years ago. The composition 
of this primitive atmosphere was most likely dominated 
by carbon dioxide, with nitrogen the second most abun
dant gas [Allegre and Schneider, 1994]. Trace amounts 
of methane, ammonia, sulfur dioxide and hydrochloride 
acid were also present, but there was no oxygen. Ex
cept for the presence of abundant water, the atmosphere 
was similar to tha t of today's Venus and Mars. Carbon 
dioxide and /o r methane played a crucial role for the 
development of an early greenhouse effect which per
mit ted acceptable surface temperatures to hold liquid 
water and to counter act the « 7 5 % lower solar output 
compared to today's radiation [Allegre and Schneider, 
1994]. Two major processes had to change the primi
tive atmosphere into today's habitable composition, the 
reduction of CO2 and the increase of O2. Photolysis of 
H2O and release of oxygen into such atmosphere would 
not drastically increase the oxygen content as the very 
reactive gases and surface oxidization would immedi
ately remove it again [Kasting, 1997]. The huge amount 
of CO2 must have been removed from the atmosphere. 
The most likely process is the burial of carbon into car
bonate rocks, though the exact process (inorganic or 
biological) is still debated [Allegre and Schneider, 1994]. 

It is mostly believed that primitive algae produced 
oxygen. Two billion years ago, after most of the reduced 
minerals were oxidized, atmospheric oxygen could accu
mulate (Figure 1). It was either caused by, or caused 
the development of plants [Kasting et al., 1993]. Dur
ing their photosynthesis plants release oxygen into the 
atmosphere. The high part ial pressure of oxygen can 
only be maintained by a continuous supply which means 
a stable population of living plants. If all plants on 
Ear th would die, the atmospheric oxygen would be 
bound to minerals and carbon and the oxygen partial 
pressure would drop [Angel and Woolf, 1996]. A high 
partial pressure of oxygen in a planetary atmosphere 
would therefore be a good indicator for the existence of 
plants which could provide the opportunity for higher 
life forms to develop [Allegre and Schneider, 1994]. 

The presence of oxygen in the atmosphere had one 
more positive effect. Oxygen can easily be transformed 
into ozone [Tohmatsu, 1990]. Ozone in turn absorbs 
the highly dangerous solar ul t ra violet radiation, which 
would otherwise destroy larger organic molecules like 
DNA. This is a requirement for the development of 
higher life forms which could leave the oceans and pop
ulate the land. 
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A necessary but not sufficient indicator for the pres
ence of life is a marked departure of the planet from 
thermodynamic equilibrium [Sagan et al., 1993]. The 
simultaneous presence of large amounts of O2 and CH4 
in the Ear th atmosphere is an example of a departure 
from equilibrium and can only be explained with a con
stant supply by living organisms [Sagan et al., 1993]. 

Because of Ear th ' s magnetic field and its oxygen-
rich atmosphere, the aurora glows brightly. To look for 
oxygen on other planets outside our solar system, one 
method could be to look for oxygen specific emissions 
in the aurora or the airglow from such planets. 

4. G E O M E T R I C A L A N D P H Y S I C A L 
C O N S I D E R A T I O N S 

Apart from technical problems of the observation of 
distant planets, there are inherent physical issues too. 
The Sun /Ea r th system will be used to determine geo
metrical and physical parameters which observers from 
distant worlds would encounter. 

Any signal from a planet has to be discriminated 
against the signal from the star. The solar spectrum 
can be modeled for wavelengths above 300 nm by a 
black body spectrum of 5777 K (Figure 2). The maxi
m u m spectral emission of such a black body is 8 .3x l0 7 

W m ~ 2 / x m _ 1 at 502 nm wavelength (green, visible light) 
[see e.g. Iqbal, 1983], The total spectral irradiance from 
such a black body at 1 AU distance is 1366 W m ~ 2 , very 
close to the measured solar constant of 1353 W m ~ 2 . If 
the thermal radiation of the Ear th is modeled with a 

Time before p resent (Gyr ) 

Figure 1. The composition of the Earth's atmosphere ap
pears to have become oxygen-rich due to the presence of 
life, starting about two billion years ago. Redrawn and re
produced with permission from A A AS after [Kasting et al., 
1993]. 
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Figure 2. Spectrum of a black body with 5777 K temper
ature, which closely resembles that of our sun. The thermal 
spectrum of the Earth was calculated as a black body ra
diation with 288 K temperature. The albedo spectrum was 
calculated with an average albedo of 0.3 and the extraterres
trial solar spectrum. Some day glow lines from Table 1 are 
shown and their emission was calculated for 1 nm spectral 
resolution. 

black body of 288 K, then the total spectral irradiance 
at 1 AU distance is 8 x 1 0 " 7 W m " 2 , 10 9 t imes smaller 
than from the sun. The maximum spectral emission is 
31 W m " 2 / x m ~ 1 at 9.6 /xm wavelength (infrared). 

The albedo of a planet depends on cloud cover and 
surface features like rocks, water or ice. On Ear th an 
average of 30 % of the incoming solar radiation is re
flected or scattered back into space [Burroughs, 1991]. 
The solar spectral irradiance at 1 AU can then be used 
to est imate the reflected spectrum (ignoring Rayleigh 
scatter, etc.). As can be seen in Figure 2, a distant 
observer of Ear th would see a dominating effect of re
flected sunlight in the spectrum below 4 /xm and the 
thermal spectrum at longer wavelengths. 

An additional difficulty of the quanti tat ive analysis of 
such an observation is the unknown orientation of this 
planet and the planet-star line with regard to our look 
direction (phase). The amount of dayside, nightside, 
and auroral contributions would have to be determined 
from long term observations. 

5. E M I S S I O N S F R O M O X Y G E N 

There are three species of oxygen in the Ear th ' s at
mosphere: atomic oxygen at higher alt i tudes, molecular 
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Table 1. Oxygen concentrations (c in %) and typical Earth aurora, and dayglow and nightglow intensities for the 
terrestrial planets given in Rayleighs. Values were compiled from [Krasnopolsky, 1986, Fox and Dalgarno, 1979, 
1981, Noxon, 1968, Noxon et al, 1976, Tohmatsu, 1990, Slanger et al, 2001 and Vallance Jones, 1974 ]. 

Transition Name Earth, c=21 % Venus, c=0.002 % Mars, c =0.13 % 
Aurora Day Night Day Night Day Night 

0 3 S - > 3 P 130.4 30000 5000 50 ??? 10 7 7 7 ??? 
O is-*1 D 557.7 50000 2000 100 48000 150 12700 1 
0 2 ^ E - - * J T 3 E - Herzberg 0 0 120 7 7 ? 2700 7 7 7 30 
0 2 6XE+ - > X 3 £ - Atmospheric 1.3 106 3.0 105 6000 7 7 7 200 7 7 7 7 7 7 

0 2 a 1 Ay - > X 3 E 7 IR Atmospheric 2.5 106 2.0 10 7 105 4.3 106 3.4 106 1.8 10 7 7 7 7 

oxygen which dominates at lower altitudes, and ozone 
at medium alti tudes. Oxygen in an extra-solar a tmo
sphere will interact with the light from the central star 
and with energetic particles from the stellar wind and 
the magnetospheric/auroral system. Some of the major 
emissions from the atmospheres of our earth-like planets 
are listed in Table 1. 

It was suggested tha t one could use the green oxy
gen line at 557.7 n m from auroral emissions to search 
for extraterrestrial life [Akasofu, 1999]. In a reply to 
this suggestion Frey [2000] estimated that the signal 
from the auroral oval would generally be weaker than 
the signal from the dayglow of the same planet. The 
557.7 n m emission arises from the spin forbidden oxy
gen XS - > 1 D transition and can only be produced at 
greater heights in the atmosphere, where quenching is 
much reduced. Even though a stellar spectrum should 
not contain this line, the overall intensity in the Ear th 
atmosphere is very weak (Figure 2) and the chances for 
a detection are very small. As this line is also produced 
in the dayglow of all terrestrial planets (Table 1), it 
would not even be a good indicator for the existence of 
a planetary magnetic field. 

In the Ear th dayglow the b*E+ state of O2 is mostly 
excited by simultaneous dissociation and excitation by 
photons and peaks at 90 km. In the Ear th nightglow the 
atmospheric O2 band peaks at 94 km and is produced 
from the atomic oxygen 0 ( 3 P ) state . Electronic state 
quenching of excited atomic oxygen is another possible 
source for the atmospheric band [Rees, 1989]. 

The emission of the 0 2 ( 1 A f f ) s tate at 1269 nm is due 
to photo dissociation of ozone [Tohmatsu, 1990]. During 
dayt ime it is difficult to observe from the ground due 
to absorption in the troposphere by molecular oxygen. 
Weaker lines of the IR atmospheric band were used to 
infer the full band intensity during daylight conditions. 
Figure 3 shows the broad absorption in the lower a tmo

sphere with emission cores from emission in the upper 
atmosphere [Noxon et al., 1976]. Since the lifetime of 
the a 1 A f l s tate is very long, this emission remains al
most constant from dusk to midnight in the nightglow 
in spite of no new production by photo dissociation. 

"I R 

WAVENUMBER ( c m " 1 ) 

Figure 3. Two weak lines of the terrestrial O2 IR atmo
spheric band dayglow which were recorded during Mars ob
servations from the ground. The relatively broad absorption 
profiles were produced in the lower terrestrial atmosphere, 
while the emission cores were formed in the upper atmo
sphere. Reproduced with permission from AAS from [Noxon 
et al, 1976]. 
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There are advantages and disadvantages for detec
tion of planetary emission features for various wave
length bands. Ultra-violet (UV) light is strongly ab
sorbed by the atmosphere. The albedo is thus near 
zero. The black body radiation from the planet and the 
star is also small, so tha t the background near UV emis
sion features is small compared to the brightness of the 
emission itself. This gives some advantage for detect
ing planetary UV emissions even when the planet and 
star can not be spatially separated. The total amount 
of light available from planetary UV emissions is, how
ever, much smaller than planetary emissions in the IR. 

The brightest emission in the UV is the 2 3 P - 3 3 S ° 
triplet of OI at 130.4 nm. However, there are sev
eral problems with using this emission to detect oxy
gen because its optical thickness complicate the quan
titative evaluation and because the solar spectrum it
self contains considerable emission at this line (see e.g. 
[Tohmatsu, 1990, p . 13]). It may be impossible to sep
arate stellar and planetary emissions. 

The IR and near IR emissions of a planetary a tmo
sphere are very bright, but have to compete against 
the planet 's black body radiation and the direct and 
reflected starlight. Identification of planetary IR emis
sions will be difficult even if spatial separation between 
the star and the planet can be obtained. 

6. A B S O R P T I O N B Y O X Y G E N 

Transitions including the ground state of a molecule 
are the source of emission and absorption. Which pro
cess dominates is mostly determined by the partial pres
sure of this molecule. The atmospheric band of O2, for 
instance, acts predominantly as an emitter at 50-115 
km alti tude and absorbs up to approximately 40 km. 
When stellar light reaches the surface of a planet and is 
partially reflected back, atmospheric oxygen will absorb 
some of this radiat ion. An external observer can try to 
spectroscopically search for typical absorption features. 

Ozone absorbs strongly in the UV Hartley band (200-
300 nm) and it weakly absorbs in the visible part be
tween 450 nm and 850 nm (Chappuis band) . Another 
strong ozone absorption occurs in the thermal IR at 9.6 
/im, where a relatively broad band reduces the thermal 
emission of the Ear th by about half (see [Traub and 
Jucks, this volume]). Observations of the Ear th from 
the Nimbus satellite showed this strong absorption fea
ture (Figure 4) [Hanel et al., 1971]. They also indicate 
traces of CO2, CH4 and water. Leger et al. [1993] 
pointed out, tha t ozone may in some way be a better 
indicator for the presence of oxygen, because its abun
dance increases nonlinearly with the O2 abundance. 
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Figure 4. Spectra of the radiation emitted by the Earth-
atmosphere system as measured by the Nimbus satellite 
above three different areas on the Earth. The radiance 
c.g.s. units are e r g / s / c m 2 / c m - 1 . Reproduced with per
mission from OS A from [Hanel et al., 1971]. 

Water vapor and molecular oxygen are the dominat
ing absorber in the near infrared. The oxygen molecule 
absorbs with the (0-0) transition of the atmospheric 
(762 nm) and the IR atmospheric (1268.7 nm) bands, 
though the IR absorption is weaker [Rees, 1989]. 

The major advantage of observation in the far in
frared compared to the visible is the ratio between the 
background radiation from the star, and the radiation 
from the planet itself [Angel and Woolf, 1996]. At the 
visible region this rat io is about 1 /10 1 0 , and at the far 
infrared it is only 1/10 6 . 

Until recently the specific task of identification of 
life on Ear th by an instrumented fly-by spacecraft had 
never been a t tempted [Sagan, 1994]. A test of the gen
eral possibility was performed during the gravity assist 
encounter of the Galileo spacecraft en route to Jupiter 
[Sagan et al., 1993]. The absorption of the O2 a tmo
spheric band at 762 nm and of methane at 3.31 /im 
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Figure 5. Spectra of the Earth In the visible and near-infrared taken by the Galileo spacecraft over 
relatively cloud-free region of the Pacific Ocean. The absorption of the oxygen atmospheric 0-0 band 
at 0.76 /im and several H 2 0 features together with CH4 at 3.3 fim are evident. The concentration of 
methane is 140 orders of magnitude greater than the expected value from thermodynamic equilibrium 
and is an indicator of biological origin. Reproduced with permission from Nature from [Sagan et al, 
1993]. 

were evidence of a remarkable departure from thermo
dynamic equilibrium (Figure 5). The concentration of 
methane in the oxygen rich atmosphere was 140 or
ders of magnitude greater than its thermodynamic equi
librium value. It was concluded that only biological 
sources could create so large a disparity. Several other 
absorption features indicated large amounts of water 
and could lead to the conclusion of the existence of 
water-based biota. A similar experiment was performed 
by the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft, which also de
tected CO2, ozone and water absorption features in the 
thermal infrared [Christensen and Pearl, 1997]. 

7. W H A T C A N W E L E A R N F R O M 
O B S E R V A T I O N S IN T H E S O L A R S Y S T E M ? 

The observation of an extra-solar planet would be 
very similar to tha t of a planet in the solar system, 
only the signal is very much weaker due to the much 
larger distance. In addition to the general feasibility 
of such an observation, we can also learn which results 
we might get from the observation of atmospheres with 
different composition and density. 

Atomic oxygen emissions, such as the 557.7 nm, are 
observed on Mars and Venus [Slanger et al., 2001]. 
However, the lack of strong absorption features in the 
albedo of Venus in a usual ozone range indicated tha t 

oxygen may be nearly absent [Jenkins et al., 1969]. 
The further lack of other absorption features allowed 
for an estimate of the upper limit for the abundance 
of molecules like ammonia and sulfur dioxide. Hence 
we know tha t molecular oxygen does not exist in abun
dance on these planets. It is now known that the domi
nating process for the production of the oxygen 1S state 
and the 557.7 nm emission in the Venus and Mars air
glow is photo dissociation of CO2 [Fox and Dalgarno, 
1979, 1981]. The 3S s tate and 130.4 emission arise pri
marily from resonance scattering on O and CO2. The 
intensity of atomic oxygen emission is therefore not a di
rect indicator of the molecular oxygen content because 
it either originates from O2 in an Earth-like atmosphere, 
or from CO2 in a Mars-like atmosphere. 

The spectrophotometrical investigation of the Jovian 
planets and Ti tan in the 300-1000 nm wavelength range 
showed many absorption features from CH4, one of the 
major constituents of their atmospheres [Karkoschka, 
1994]. Other absorption features were identified as be
ing from Ammonia NH3 and H2. Another absorption 
feature in the Jupiter spectrum was speculated to be
long to water, but no oxygen was found. 

After the direct detection of ozone on Mars by the 
Mariner probe, measurements were performed to detect 
ozone with Earth-based means [Noxon et al., 1976]. As 
in Ear th ' s upper atmosphere, a strong dayglow arises as 
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a result of 0 2 ( 1 A 5 ) production from the photolysis of 
ozone. A search was performed to detect the IR Atmo
spheric band emission from Mars. The observation was 
carried out when the relative motion between Ear th and 
Mars produced a sufficient Doppler shift of the Mart ian 
emission lines to move them out of the strong telluric 
absorption lines. The spectroscopic resolution of the 
instrument had to be high enough to ensure maximum 
contrast against the bright background of the planetary 
surface. The same technique was used to detect the 
same emission from Venus [Connes et al., 1979]. The 
similarity of the emission rate and the production rate 
of fresh O a toms by photolysis on the dayside was then 
interpreted as an indication for strong dynamical pro
cesses in the upper atmosphere, which t ransport these 
oxygen a toms to the nightside. 

Observations of the Jupiter moons Ganymede and 
Europa indicated tha t , in addition to faintly reflected 
sunlight, bo th satellites emit atomic oxygen airglow at 
130.4 nm and 135.6 nm [Hall et al., 1998]. The inten
sity of a reflected solar emission could be used to deter
mine the albedo, and the flux ratio of the two emissions 
was used to est imate molecular O2 column densities of 
the order of 1 0 1 5 c m - 2 . The spatial separation of two 
emission regions around the poles confirmed the occur
rence of aurora and the existence of an internal mag
netic field. The most likely process for the production 
of the molecular oxygen is direct excitation and disso
ciation after electron impact on water molecules [Sieger 
et al., 1998]. There are also reports of the detection 
of the Hartley band of ozone on Ganymede [Noll et al., 
1996] and from Saturn 's moons Rhea and Dione [Noll et 
al., 1997]. The ratio of O3/O2 and the shift and broad
ening of the ozone band was used to conclude, tha t the 
ozone is not par t of a gaseous atmosphere but is rather 
t rapped in Ganymede 's surface ice. 

8. C O N C L U S I O N S 

The spectroscopic investigation of extra-solar planets 
can certainly be considered as one of the major remain
ing human endeavors. The first observations will likely 
create more questions than final answers. 

Any spectroscopic remote observation has to face two 
major technical challenges: the weak signal, and the 
huge background. The background has two contribu
tions: the instrument background itself and the back
ground from sources like the distant star, other astro
nomical objects close to the planet, and sources close to 
the instrument like zodiacal light from dust in our solar 
system [Beichman et al. 1999]. 

The observation of an extraterrestrial oxygen emis
sion from a transition to the ground state faces the prob
lem of the mixture with the simultaneous absorption of 
stellar light. As is shown in Figure 3, a mixture of 
absorption in the lower planetary atmosphere together 
with emission from the higher atmosphere and night
side would complicate the analysis. The Doppler shift 
which was used to separate planetary emission from ter
restrial absorption [Noxon et al., 1976] can not be used 
to separate planetary absorption and emission features 
as both would show the same Doppler shift. 

One problem with the detection of an oxygen emis
sion is the fact tha t the intensity is not necessarily a 
linear function of the oxygen content in an atmosphere. 
The intensity of the O2 IR atmospheric band in all ter
restrial planets is almost comparable, although the oxy
gen concentrations differ by 4 orders of magnitude, be
cause completely different processes (photo dissociation 
of O3 or CO2) create the emission. The absorption of 
the planetary thermal IR spectrum by ozone also faces 
the problem tha t ozone is not a good indicator of the ex
act oxygen concentration [Leger et al., 1993, Beichman 
et al. 1999]. On the other hand, the thermal radiat ion 
does not show such huge differences over the planetary 
surface as the dayglow and the nightglow, though these 
differences are still not negligible (Figure 4). 

The advantage of operating an interferometer in the 
thermal IR instead of the visible spectrum is the 10 4 

times larger ratio of the p lanet / s ta r emission [Kasting, 
1997]. The major technical problem is the requirement 
of cooling. On the other hand, the much longer wave
lengths compared to the visible part of the spectrum 
allow for greater tolerances. Furthermore, the broad 
absorption bands would allow for a lower spectral reso
lution which could compensate for the very weak signal 
from the distant planet. 

Observations of planets and moons in the solar sys
tem indicate, tha t oxygen emissions can be produced by 
many processes and in different environments. Just the 
detection of (especially atomic) oxygen can not answer 
the question of whether a planet harbors life. Aurora 
and airglow observations of distant planets can be used 
as a tool for the remote investigation of their a tmo
spheres. However, only the complete characterization of 
the atmosphere, its content of some reduced gases like 
CH4 and the presence of liquid/gaseous water, together 
with the knowledge of the planet 's distance from the 
central star and its effective surface temperature , would 
give a good indication if the planet may be inhabited by 
some higher life forms [Kasting, 1997]. The major cri
terion is the part ial pressure (at least several mbar , see 
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Figure 1) of molecular oxygen gas in the atmosphere. 
The first detection of oxygen will probably happen in 
absorption measurements due to the discussed technical 
reasons. The full quanti ta t ive characterization of an ex
t ra solar planetary atmosphere however, will likely be a 
combination of absorption measurements in the thermal 
IR and emission measurements in the visible/near-IR 
including such species as OH and N2. 
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